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3TIIVISTELMÄ
Väitöskirjan aiheena ovat uralilaisten (suomalais-ugrilaisten) kielten indoiranilaisperäiset 
lainasanat. Työssä arvioidaan kriittisesti aiemmissa lähteissä esitetyt etymologiat ja 
kommentoidaan niiden pohjalta lainoissa esiintyviä äännesubstituutioita ja levikkiä. 
Aineiston muodostavat eri uralilaisissa kielissä esiintyvät lainasanat, joille on aiemmassa 
tutkimuksessa esitetty kantaindoiranilaista tai kantairanilaista, tai muuta varhaista 
iranilaista laina-alkuperää. 
Menetelmänä sovelletaan lainasanatutkimuksen yleisesti hyväksyttyjä kriteereitä. 
Etymologioita arvioidaan äänneasun, levikin ja merkityksen perusteella. Työssä on otettu 
huomioon sekä uralilaisen että indoiranilaisen kielikunnan äännehistorian uusin tutkimus, 
ja monet työn tuloksista poikkeavat aiemman tutkimuksen käsityksistä, jotka perustuvat jo 
osittain vanhentuneisiin näkemyksiin äännehistoriasta.  
Tärkeimpinä tuloksina esitetään lainaetymologioiden jaottelu todennäköisiin, 
epätodennäköisiin ja epävarmoihin etymologioihin sekä esitetään lainoissa esiintyvät 
äännesubstituutiot ja niiden pohjalta määriteltävä kronologinen jako eri 
lainasanakerrostumiin. Työn tulosten perusteella voidaan todeta, että merkittävä osa 
aiemmassa tutkimuksessa esitetyistä etymologioista on epävarmoja tai vääriä. Lisäksi on 
huomattavaa, että melko useat työssä käsitellyt etymologiat on äänteellisin kriteerein 
varsin vaikea luokitella kantaindoiranilaisiksi, kantairanilaisiksi tai myöhemmistä 
iranilaisista kielistä saaduiksi lainasanoiksi. Usean etymologian kohdalla voidaan myös 
todeta, että indoiranilaisen laina-alkuperän lisäksi myös lainautuminen jostakin muusta 
arkaaisesta indoeurooppalaisesta kielestä on mahdollista. Lisäksi työssä esitetään 
muutamia uusia indoiranilaisia etymologioita. 
Huomattava tulos on myös, että lainojen äänneasu on esihistoriallisia lainasanoja 
tutkittaessa levikkiä tärkeämpi kriteeri, sillä vuosituhansien saatossa lainasanoja on muun 
sanaston mukana hävinnyt ja korvautunut. Lainasanojen levikin yksinomainen merkitys 
uralilaisen kielikunnan taksonomian evidenssinä on siis kyseenalaista. Levikkiä on 
vääristänyt myös lainojen rinnakkainen lainautuminen, sillä osa varhemmassa 
tutkimuksessa jo uralilaiseen kantakieleen saaduiksi oletetuista lainasanoista on 
todellisuudessa varhaisen, rinnakkaisen lainautumisen tulosta.  
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. AIMS
The objective of this dissertation is to offer an up-to-date synthesis of the lexical influence 
of Indo-Iranian on the Uralic languages. The work continues the tradition, already over a 
century old, of loanword studies dealing with Indo-Iranian loanwords in the Uralic (Finno-
Ugric) languages (here these terms are used as synonyms; the reason for this will be 
explained later). The starting points of this tradition are Munkácsi’s major work on Indo-
Iranian–Uralic contacts in 1901, which was the first ample synthesis of Indo-Iranian–
Uralic contacts, and Vilhelm Thomsen’s pioneering research on the contacts of Finnic with 
Baltic and Germanic (Thomsen 1869, 1890), which paved the way for modern loanword 
studies in Uralic linguistics and in historical linguistics in general. 
In this dissertation, the loan etymologies that have been suggested in earlier studies 
have been gathered together, presented and commented on critically. The loanwords are 
reviewed based on phonological, distributional and semantic arguments. Some new 
etymological proposals will also be made in Chapter 2.2. The main task will be to present a 
stratigraphy for the borrowings, which can only be based on critical scrutiny of sound 
substitutions. 
The central research questions of my dissertation are the following: 
1. How many of the proposed Indo-Iranian loan etymologies for Uralic words are 
correct? 
2. How many different layers do these loanwords represent, and based on what criteria 
can they be stratified? 
3. How can Indo-Iranian loanwords be distinguished from other early Indo-European 
(such as Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Balto-Slavic) loanwords into Uralic? 
4. Which loanwords have been borrowed independently into different branches of 
Uralic, and how can these be recognized?  
5. At which phase of Uralic linguistic prehistory were the earliest loanwords from 
Indo-Iranian acquired, and what can the loanwords tell us about the taxonomy and 
early divergence of the Uralic language family? 
While it is also an important task for science to seek an answer to the questions relating to 
the geographical area of the prehistorical contacts between Uralic and Indo-Iranian, in this 
work this matter is of secondary significance. The same must be said about the absolute 
datings of the loanwords. Although the relative chronology of the loanwords and their 
distribution in the Uralic language family are among the main objectives of this work, the 
extralinguistic conclusions must be left to other specialists to deal with. That means that 
even if I am able to show that a given word has been acquired from, let us say, Proto-
Iranian to Pre-Mordvin, I still do not have knowledge of when and where this particular 
borrowing took place. 
Without a strict analysis of the linguistic material, it is impossible to draw conclusions 
on extralinguistic issues, and when dealing with contacts that have taken place thousands 
of years ago, without adequate results of linguistic research one cannot hope to achieve 
2success in extralinguistic matters. The other major field of study which can assist in 
locating the early contact zones is of course archaeology, but it should go without saying 
that without a proper linguistic background, there is no possibility to convincingly connect 
the results of archaeology with those of linguistics. I deliberately leave out the references to 
various archaeological cultures here, for the main idea is to concentrate on linguistic 
evidence, which is the central, key evidence when one is studying loanwords. The 
extralinguistic conclusions can then be drawn from the results of etymological research 
with the help of archaeologists, archaeogeneticists and other specialists, but it cannot be 
done in this work. 
This dissertation consists mainly of a critical discussion about etymologies that earlier 
researchers have presented. While one could question the need for a study that offers little 
in terms of new loan etymologies, it is by no means futile to focus one’s research on 
previously suggested etymologies. Although large amounts of data have been assembled in 
earlier research, it has not been worked out or properly analysed in the framework of 
modern Uralic and Indo-Iranian studies. This means that for researchers who are 
interested in this topic, but not familiar with all of the relevant languages and their 
historical developments, it is an enormously difficult task to judge which of the 
etymologies are convincing. Furthermore, the etymologies are split across a number of 
different sources (some of which are even unpublished), making it very difficult to 
approach the topic.
The situation with the corpus of the Indo-Iranian loanwords is, in a way, similar to the 
situation of the Uralic inherited vocabulary in the 1980s, as described by Janhunen (1981: 
221): the corpus of the relevant words exists, but the critical analysis remains an urgent 
task. It is obvious that as the size of our reconstructed Proto-Uralic lexicon has increased 
since Janhunen’s time, especially by Ante Aikio in numerous works over the past two 
decades (see Aikio 2002, 2006, 2014b, 2015a&b), it is still possible to increase the corpus 
of Indo-Iranian loanwords with new findings. Nevertheless, the most pressing duty for a 
researcher is to come up with a detailed stratigraphy of the etymologies based on modern 
research tools.
The reason why specifically lexical influence from Indo-Iranian to Uralic is the topic of 
this study is simple: there have been no serious suggestions of other kinds of influence 
(such as morphological or syntactic) that the Indo-Iranian languages might have had on 
Uralic. While it is not impossible that one could find evidence for these kinds of influences 
too, this question is beyond the scope of this study and must be left to future researchers to 
solve.
It should also be stated that in this work only Indo-Iranian loans in Uralic are dealt 
with, and not vice versa. This is simply because few, if any, loans in the opposite direction 
have been found, as is generally the case also with other early Uralic–Indo-European 
contacts (see Parpola 2010 and Kümmel 2018a for some potential proposals). These 
tentative loans in the opposite direction will be listed and briefly discussed in Appendix II.
Starting from the late 19th century and the emergence of modern historical-
comparative linguistics, there have been multiple studies on the early contacts between the 
Indo-Iranian and Uralic languages, making this topic one of the most widely studied field 
of Uralic etymology and contact linguistics. However, the fact is that no up-to-date survey 
exists, and in 21st-century Uralic and Indo-Iranian studies the views of various scholars 
differ more widely than perhaps ever before. This is not only due to the fact that the 
3research results of the field leave possibilities for many different interpretations, but also 
due to the fact that researchers in different countries (mainly Finland, Germany, Hungary 
and Russia) have been reluctant to refer to each other’s work (possibly also because not 
everyone has been able to follow the research written in various languages). Furthermore, 
the recent developments in Uralic historical phonology are not taken into account by all of 
the researchers to the same degree. It is clear that there is research into this topic of both 
high quality and lesser quality, and one of the tasks of the present work is to combine the 
existing information in a way that is easily accessible to those researchers who are in need 
of a reference on the topic but are not competent in either Uralic or Indo-Iranian 
linguistics.
As emphasized by Koivulehto (1999a: 208), the early contacts between the two families 
can offer crucial evidence for scholars of both Indo-European and Uralic, but in practice 
the reception of loanword studies in the two fields has been very different throughout 
history. Differences can be found both between the two research fields and also inside 
them. In Uralic linguistics the existence of Indo-Iranian loanwords is mainstream 
knowledge and no serious scholar of Uralic would deny their existence. The differences in 
views concern mainly the stratigraphy of the loanwords. However, even in Uralic studies 
the importance of such loanwords in historical phonology and etymology is often 
neglected, and especially references to more recent research are often lacking.
In general, the situation is worse on the Indo-European side. With slight exaggeration 
one can agree with the remark by Koivulehto (1999a: 209–210) that the Indo-Europeanists 
often use outdated sources or are simply uninterested in the topic. The problem is further 
complicated by the various and often obsolete views expressed in even relatively modern 
Uralicist works, such as those of Rédei (1986c; 1988) or Katz (2003); for a discussion of 
these works and their deficiencies, see below. For example, Mallory & Adams (2006) 
adequately refer to the importance of the early loanwords, but they use mostly Rédei’s 
outdated reconstructions and stratigraphy in support of their theories. 
What is even worse, in some cases the existence of these loanwords has been simply 
rejected. Heggarty & Renfrew (2014: 1694) have argued that all the loanwords can simply 
be later, Iranian loans from Scythian, whose presence in the Pontic steppe is documented 
in Greek sources in the first millennium BC (Heggarty & Renfrew argue that this is the 
time when Iranian first appeared in the East European steppe, and that the Urheimat of 
Indo-Iranians was located east of Anatolia, far from the steppes). These arguments neglect 
all the linguistic evidence. Although the situation is not generally this hopeless, it is 
obvious that there is a need for a critical scrutiny of Indo-Iranian–Uralic contacts from the 
Indo-European side, too.
It should also be emphasized from the beginning that in this work only the Indo-
Iranian loanwords are studied, and this is not meant to be an overview of all the early 
contacts between Uralic and Indo-European. Traditionally these two topics have been 
studied in an intertwined fashion, but this is because of the older view that all the early 
loanwords into Proto-Uralic or its daughter languages were borrowed specifically from the 
Indo-Iranian branch. There were possibly contacts already at the proto-language level 
(between PIE and PU) before entities such as Indo-Iranian emerged. While it is now clear 
that there are numerous other archaic Indo-European loanwords in Uralic (see Koivulehto 
2016: 277–289), many earlier works (especially those of Joki [1973] and Rédei [1986c]) 
dealt with the early Indo-Iranian and Indo-European influence as identical, even though 
4the linguistic data pointed to a different conclusion. In this dissertation, it is important to 
show that it is possible to distinguish Indo-Iranian loans from other early loanword layers, 
such as possibly Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Balto-Slavic loanwords, and to provide the 
criteria to do so, but a more exact commentary on these other loanword layers has to be 
left to further research. Naturally, in the case of some etymologies, it is extremely difficult 
to determine whether they are loans from Indo-Iranian or some other branch of Indo-
European, and in these cases the characteristics of other Indo-European branches will be 
dealt with more thoroughly. 
The early contacts between Indo-European and Uralic are also connected with the old 
problem of the possible genetic relationship between the two families (cf. Čop 1974). 
Despite a long history of serious and less serious attempts to prove that Uralic and Indo-
European are related (the so-called Indo-Uralic hypothesis), no conclusive proof has been 
offered, and the genetic relationship between the two families is not widely accepted 
(although it must be said that it is more widely accepted among Indo-Europeanists than 
Uralicists). Some of the recent studies in defence of Indo-Uralic are Kassian, Zhivlov & 
Starostin (2015), Zhivlov (2019) Kloekhorst (2008b), Kortlandt (2010), Hyllested (2009) 
and Kümmel (2009; 2015; 2019). For a detailed criticism of Indo-Uralic, see Kallio 
(2015a). Campbell (2006) and Campbell & Poser (2008) are good and critical overviews on 
the methodological difficulties in long-range comparisons in general. The criticism by 
Koivulehto (2001b: 257–259) of the Indo-Uralic comparanda and the lack of regular 
correspondences between the alleged cognates is still relevant. Also, the repeatedly 
stressed argument that the basic vocabulary items of Indo-European and Uralic are 
phonologically too similar speaks in favour of early lexical contacts rather than common 
ancestry (Rédei 1986c: 18; K. Häkkinen 1987: 242). The question of whether the two 
families are ultimately related is, however, not central to this study, since the Indo-Iranian 
borrowings in Uralic are usually so easily identified as loanwords that they cannot be 
mixed up with possibly inherited words.1
In what follows, I will give a concise overview of the research history of the topic and a 
description of the most important sources, discuss the methodology that is used in this 
work, and give an overview of the historical development of Uralic and Indo-Iranian 
phonology and lexicon. 
 
1.2. RESEARCH HISTORY
The monograph Uralier und Indogermanen by Aulis J. Joki (1973) includes a copious and 
detailed treatment of the earliest research history on the subject, and because of this the 
1 The Uralic languages have also been connected to other macro-families, such as Uralo-Yukaghiric, 
Uralo-Altaic and Nostratic. While there is no space to deal with these views in detail here, it can be stated 
that no such hypothesis has serious followers in today’s mainstream Uralic studies. Aikio (2014d) has 
critically evaluated the Uralo-Yukaghir hypothesis with the result that these two families are not related but 
the alleged lexical correspondences are early loanwords from Uralic to Yukaghir, and there are numerous 
critical views which show that the Nostratic hypothesis has no place in modern historical-comparative 
studies (Clackson 2007: 20–23; Ringe 1995; Vine 1991; 1998; Campbell 1998; Campbell & Poser 2008: 243–
246). 
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predating Joki’s book will be only briefly commented on when it is necessary to add 
something to the information which Joki presented. The most important works from the 
earlier period will be referred to in the main part of the work (Chapter 2): Munkácsi (1901, 
and a series of shorter articles), Jacobsohn (1922), H. Sköld (1925) and shorter articles by 
Kalima, Setälä and others. 
In addition to Joki’s presentation, also Korenchy (1972) includes a brief but informative 
section on the history of loanword research, commenting also on the various different 
views on the stratigraphy of the Indo-Iranian loanword layers. Lushnikova’s unpublished 
dissertation (see below) provides a short overview of the research history, too, although 
this has not been very useful for later researchers because the dissertation is not available 
in libraries or online. 
The research history that Joki offers is not a perfect presentation of the topic. Although 
it contains the most important works by scholars working in either the Uralic or Indo-
European field, some notable works are missing. Especially worth mentioning is the article 
by Jochem Schindler (1963), where several quite well-founded Indo-Iranian etymologies 
for Finnic words are presented (such as the etymologies for Finnic ahnas and paksu, later 
discussed by Koivulehto [1999c: 223–224, 225 = 2016: 226–227, 228] in more detail). 
Also, notably missing from Joki’s work is any mention of the brief article by Benveniste 
(1949) on Indo-European animal names, where the Indo-European (and possibly Indo-
Iranian) etymology of Uralic *porćas ‘pig’ (> Fi porsas) word is discussed (this is a word 
that Joki himself discussed in length in several publications). 
Although the historical treatment of Joki’s work is still extremely useful, the other main 
part of the book, the Wörterverzeichnis, has not stood up so well over time. Joki discusses 
the etymologies critically and offers valuable comments on many older etymologies, but his 
ability to distinguish different loanword layers based on phonological criteria is far from 
Koivulehto’s later, much more sophisticated studies. From Joki’s material one easily gets 
the picture that he has not been familiar enough with developments in Indo-Iranian 
historical linguistics, especially in historical phonology. Very often his estimates of the 
loanword layers are not based on any evidence but look like more or less educated guesses, 
and it is almost never expressed explicitly why some loan should be “Proto-Iranian”, 
another should be “Middle Iranian” and so on. Although Joki in principle distinguishes 
several layers of loanwords (Proto-Indo-Iranian, Proto-Iranian, Old Iranian, Middle 
Iranian), it is not expressed in clear form what are the criteria for these layers. In defence 
of Joki one can argue that the material for the book was written and compiled over a long 
period of several decades, but this does not save the author from criticism concerning the 
methodological foundations of the loan etymologies.  
This makes it a misleading source for etymologists, which is unfortunate because Joki’s 
monograph is the largest synthesis of Indo-Iranian–Uralic contacts that has yet been 
published. In his otherwise generally positive review of the book, the Indo-Europeanist 
Oswald Szemerényi (1977a: 129–132) lists some of the shortcomings of Joki’s etymologies. 
Nevertheless, Joki must be given credit for the work he did in sifting the more 
convincing etymologies out of the earlier works and presenting them in a clear form. Joki’s 
etymological wordlist serves mainly as a useful compilation of older material, but few of his 
conclusions on stratigraphy can be considered convincing (in this respect it bears a 
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113–114). 
In his later handbook contribution, an article entitled “Geschichte der uralischen 
Sprachgemeinschaft” (1988), Joki also deals with the prehistoric loanwords, albeit rather 
briefly. Joki mentions that there are roughly 50 early borrowings from “Indo-Iranian” or 
Pre-Iranian (voriranisch). Joki’s definition of these terms and layers is not entirely clear to 
me as they are not explicitly described in the text. Joki also mentions that Hungarian 
researchers, such as János Harmatta, often see even the earliest Indo-European loans as 
“Iranian”. Joki divides the earliest loans into Proto-Indo-Iranian based on the reflexes of 
PII *a, and the words which show *e or *o he considers Pre-Indo-Iranian. Joki also refers 
to Koivulehto’s then-new ideas of ancient contacts between archaic branches of Indo-
European and the ancestors of Finnic in Northern Europe. 
Slightly before the work of Joki was published, the monograph of Éva Korenchy about 
the contacts between the Iranian and Ob-Ugric languages (Die iranische Lehnwörter in 
den obugrischen Sprachen) saw publication in 1972. Although some of Korenchy’s views 
were taken into account in individual etymological entries of Joki’s monograph, a 
commentary on Korenchy’s monograph could not be included in the chapter on research 
history, which discusses the etymological research up to the year 1971. 
Korenchy’s monograph is a significant overview of Iranian borrowings in the Ugric 
languages. Although only the Ob-Ugrians are mentioned in the name of the book, 
Korenchy also dealt with all the other (Indo-)Iranian loanwords that were found in Khanty 
and Mansi, including words that were acquired to earlier proto-languages. As many of the 
earliest loanwords into Proto-Uralic (or Proto-Finno-Ugric, as assumed by Korenchy) have 
reflexes in either Khanty or Mansi, Korenchy’s book features entries on such classic 
loanwords as *śata (modern reconstruction: *śi̮ta) ‘hundred’ and *asVra ‘lord’. While there 
is not much new information offered on these earlier loans, the loanwords that are shared 
by Khanty and/or Mansi and Hungarian offer more new insights, and Korenchy’s work can 
be held as the first reliable etymological reference work on the Iranian loans of Ugric as 
whole. 
However, it is only natural that many of Korenchy’s results have become outdated by 
now. The material for Indo-Iranian borrowings in Ugric has been expanded by Blažek 
(1990), Helimski (1997b) and others, and many of Korenchy’s views on Iranian and Uralic 
historical phonology are now outdated due to significant studies by such authors as 
Mayrhofer (1989), Kümmel (2007), Lipp (2009) (on Indo-Iranian) and by Sammallahti 
(1988), Janhunen (1981), Aikio (2012, 2015), Zhivlov (2006) (on Ob-Ugric and Uralic). 
Also Korenchy’s views and ideas on prehistory are outdated, and her traditional ideas on 
the relationship of the Ugric languages have also been questioned in recent decades (Gulya 
1977; Salminen 2002). It is especially worth mentioning that in Korenchy’s era, the 
historical phonology of Khanty and Mansi was more poorly known than it is today, as even 
the monograph of Honti (1982) had not yet been published, let alone other, more advanced 
works such as Tálos (1984) or Zhivlov (2006). 
However, there are also shortcomings in Korenchy’s research. First of all, Korenchy 
relies heavily on the works of Harmatta, whose views often contradict other researchers. A 
shortcoming that partly stems from this is her clinging to the “Iranian” stratigraphy: even 
the earliest loans which have no Iranian characteristics are in almost every case explained 
as “Iranian” loanwords by Korenchy. Here it has to be mentioned that Korenchy took into 
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alleged Proto-Iranian developments, but Korenchy has taken the idea of “only Iranian” too 
far. Further comments on this can be found within the individual entries of the present 
work, as well as in the Results chapter. 
The work of the Hungarian philologist and Iranist János Harmatta also includes many 
articles (especially Harmatta 1977, 1992) that deal with the Iranian influence on Uralic. In 
almost every one of his contributions, the datings of the loans are so problematic that the 
conclusions are automatically misleading, although some of his ideas about individual 
etymologies are plausible. Another notable problem in Harmatta’s work is that he, like 
Korenchy, considers almost everything to be Iranian, and he presents even the most 
archaic loanwords as borrowed from an early form of the Iranian branch, which he (1977) 
dates to a period between 4500 and 1600 BC, assuming a pace of sound changes 
happening once in every 300 years. 
Károly Rédei, the Hungarian linguist best known as the main editor of the Uralisches 
Etymologisches Wörterbuch, dealt with Indo-Iranian loanwords in several publications, 
the most important of which is his monograph Zu indogermanisch-uralischen 
Sprachkontakten from 1986. The same topic was already the topic of an article in 1983, 
and many of Rédei’s conclusions were repeated in a (1988) article in the handbook The 
Uralic Languages edited by Denis Sinor. Many loanwords are also mentioned in the 
entries of the UEW. 
While Rédei’s work has become a kind of standard reference in Uralic studies (it is also 
referred to by Indo-Europeanists like Mallory & Adams 2006), it has been obvious from 
the start that Rédei’s work is deeply flawed, especially in the stratigraphy of borrowings. 
Rédei’s work was heavily criticized by Katz and Gippert. The most problematic thing in 
Rédei’s research is that his stratigraphy of the early loans to many different layers is 
ad hoc. One of the most problematic issues is that the oldest loans are considered to be 
Indo-Iranian, although they show no sign of any of the well-known Indo-Iranian 
phonological developments. This point was raised especially by Gippert (1985). Thus 
words like *weti ‘water’ and *nimi ‘name’ are considered Indo-Iranian, although there is 
absolutely no grounds for doing so (for example, the Indo-Iranian word for water, *udan-, 
fits poorly as a source of Uralic *weti, as there is no trace of the *e-grade stem *wed-n ̥- in 
Indo-Iranian). There are also similar problems in the division of Proto-Indo-Iranian and 
Proto-Iranian loanwords, where Rédei again presents no real criteria for this difference, 
except for the distribution within the Uralic languages. 
Rédei was also accused of circulating Joki’s arguments (this has been noted by 
K. Häkkinen [1987] and especially by Gippert [1985: 158] who accused Rédei of 
plagiarizing Joki’s results), and it is true that his work fails to bring almost any new 
arguments to the discussion. The most important part of Rédei’s research is probably his 
study of Iranian loans in the Permic languages, as it is the first thorough presentation of 
these loans. Many of the arguments presented in that section have not been reworked or 
challenged, probably because of the complicated nature of Permic historical phonology. 
Regarding the older loanwords, Rédei notably accepted Koivulehto’s Pre-Indo-Iranian 
etymology for Uralic *kečrä ‘spindle’. 
Many of Rédei’s views on loanwords can also be found in the UEW, although as 
K. Häkkinen (1987) observes, the UEW and Rédei sometimes give different and even 
contradictory information about the loanwords. Rédei (1986c) more clearly states that the 
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Indo-Iranian words in a rather enigmatic way, and the reader cannot be sure of what the 
exact relationship of the words across the two language families is. No serious attention 
has been paid to the stratigraphy of the loans in the UEW. 
A notable work of Finnish etymology is the dissertation of Kaisa Häkkinen (1983), 
which deals with Finnish and Uralic etymology and the methodology of etymological 
research. The work also discusses Indo-European (including Indo-Iranian) loanwords and 
includes useful notes and tables on the distribution of early loanwords (op. cit. 218–235), 
although some of the etymologies that are listed in the book are outdated by now.  
The most important work on Indo-Iranian loanwords since the pioneering studies of 
Munkácsi and Jacobsohn has been carried out by Jorma Koivulehto. This Finnish scholar 
started as a researcher of Germanic loans in Finnic, but later he wrote extensively on the 
early contacts between Proto-Indo-European and Uralic (see especially Koivulehto 1991) 
and also loans from Indo-Iranian to Uralic. While Koivulehto never published a larger 
synthesis of his views on Indo-Iranian loanwords, he discussed the topic in many long 
articles (especially 1999a, 2000a&b, 2001a&b, 2003, 2007, 2009), most of which have 
been republished in Koivulehto (2016). This scholar also planned to publish a monograph 
about the Indo-Iranian loanwords, and the results of his unpublished manuscript about 
the topic are referred to in this work. 
Koivulehto employed a systematic study of sound substitution in the stratigraphy of the 
loanwords, and his studies gave more solid and reliable results than those of Joki or Rédei. 
In addition to those loanword layers that were known from earlier research (Pre-Indo-
Iranian loanwords with retained *e and possibly *o, Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords which 
show reflexes of PII *ć and PII *a), Koivulehto was able to convincingly show that the 
western Uralic languages borrowed words from Proto-Iranian. These words can be 
distinguished from earlier loans through the substitution of the Proto-Iranian affricates *ts 
and *dz (from PII *ć and *ʒ́). Koivulehto (2007) also suggested at least one example of the 
same substitution in Ob-Ugric too, pointing to similar substitutions employed in different 
parts of Uralic language area (see the entry *päčäγ ‘reindeer’). Interestingly, similar 
substitutions of the Proto-Iranian affricates are found in early Iranian loanwords of both 
Tocharian (Isebaert 1991: 143–144; Tremblay 2005a: 4232; Peyrot 2018) and Armenian 
(Olsen 2005: 479–480), although the examples there are even fewer than in the Uralic 
material. However, together they give valuable evidence for the phonological 
reconstruction of Proto-Iranian. Koivulehto also suggested several new etymologies and 
offered detailed comments on many older ones. 
In addition to Proto-Iranian loans, Koivulehto argued in favor of early Alanic-type loans 
in West Uralic (1999a: 226–227). Less convincing is Koivulehto’s argument that some of 
the Iranian loanwords still retained PII *e; this view has not been widely taken up. 
Naturally, also some of Koivulehto’s new etymologies are unconvincing (all of these will be 
discussed in Chapter 2), but his impact on research into Indo-Iranian loanwords cannot be 
underestimated. 
Koivulehto’s ideas on the stratigraphy of Indo-Iranian loanwords have been discussed 
and developed by Petri Kallio (see especially 2006, 2009) and Jaakko Häkkinen (2009). 
2 However, Tremblay also notes that Tocharian loan evidence gives support for the development PII *ćw 
> śś that has possibly occurred in Sakan (without the intermediary phase *ts).
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loanword evidence as one key argument. J. Häkkinen (2009) attempted to develop Kallio’s 
ideas further, discussing many Indo-Iranian etymologies and their distribution within 
Uralic in detail, but unfortunately many of his etymological remarks contain 
inconsistencies and errors (these will be analysed in Chapter 2). 
In addition to Koivulehto’s important work, also the Finnish Indologist Asko Parpola 
has suggested several new Indo-Iranian etymologies for Uralic words in his work from the 
1990s onwards. At the centre of Parpola’s research has been the connection of linguistic 
prehistory and archaeological cultures. Parpola’s work was also influential on Koivulehto’s 
idea of a Proto-Iranian loanword layer in western Uralic languages, distinguished from 
earlier loans through the substitution of the Proto-Iranian affricates *ts and *dz. Parpola 
has also contributed some new Indo-Iranian etymologies for Finnic and other Uralic 
words, as well as Uralic etymologies for Indo-Iranian and other Indo-European words in 
his more recent works (2010, 2015). A notable idea of Parpola’s is the hypothesis that some 
of the loanwords stem specifically from Proto-Indo-Aryan (already Munkácsi discussed 
Indo-Aryan influence on Uralic, but Parpola offers new arguments to the discussion). 
Koivulehto has also discussed possible Indo-Aryan loans but otherwise the idea has not 
received widespread acceptance. Kümmel (2018a) is critical towards the Indo-Aryan 
loanword layer because of the lack of convincing evidence (see below in 1.5. for more 
discussion of Indo-Aryan features). 
Another important Finnish scholar is Pekka Sammallahti, who has discussed the Indo-
European (including Indo-Iranian) influences on the Saami languages in several articles 
(1999, 2001, 2002) and briefly also in his comprehensive monograph about the Saami 
languages (Sammallahti 1998). He has suggested several new Indo-Iranian etymologies for 
Saami words, some of which have since been refuted by Holopainen (2018a). Although 
Sammallahti took the latest results of loanword research into account in his works, some of 
the Indo-European sources he referred to (such as the IEW) and the reconstructions he 
used were outdated, making some of his etymologies quite uncertain. 
Many scholars in the Soviet Union and later the Russian Federation also have 
researched this topic over the last five decades. Notably the eminent Eugene Helimski 
dealt with this topic in several articles: his 1992 article (republished in Helimski 2000) on 
the emergence of Uralic consonantal stems used Indo-Iranian and other Indo-European 
loans as key evidence, and it was one of the first serious attempts to stratify the loanwords, 
paying attention to the non-initial syllables as well. Helimski (1997b) discusses Indo-
Iranian loanwords more generally, but it is especially notable for the introduction of the 
“Andronovo Aryan” idea: Helimski argues that some loanwords in Ob-Ugric and Permic 
are derived from an unattested, third branch of Indo-Iranian. Helimski’s idea has been 
supported by at least Mikhail Zhivlov in a 2013 article, but otherwise it has not received 
wide acceptance. Helimski was also known for his criticism (see especially Helimski 2001) 
of Jorma Koivulehto’s etymological work: although the main targets of Helimski’s criticism 
were Koivulehto’s writings on Proto-Indo-European and Germanic borrowings (which 
fitted poorly with Helimski’s ideas of the Nostratic roots of Proto-Uralic and his other 
theories on Uralic linguistic prehistory), also some of his Indo-Iranian ideas received 
unnecessarily sharp criticism in Helimski (2001). 
In general, the views of Koivulehto and his followers have not gained much recognition 
in Russia. Many Russian researchers ignore his work almost completely (Zhivlov 2013; 
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Napol’skikh 2014). While there is justified criticism towards some of the Koivulehto’s 
Proto-Indo-European etymologies and their methodology and historical context, the Indo-
Iranian loan etymologies presented by him can and should be regarded as the most 
valuable and methodologically high-class evidence that is available. This does not mean, 
naturally, that all of Koivulehto’s Indo-Iranian etymologies should be correct, or that no 
criticism towards him could be allowed. 
In Russian research on Uralic linguistics, Lushnikova’s 1990 dissertation on the 
stratigraphy of Iranian-Uralic contacts has been an important source. Researchers such as 
Napol’skikh (2010, 2014) have referred to Lushnikova’s work. A very detailed criticism of 
Lushnikova’s monograph was written by Helimski (1991). Lushnikova’s dissertation has 
never been published, however, and thus it has remained largely inaccessible for 
researchers outside of Russia. This means that references to her work are missing from 
practically all Western etymological works (for example, Koivulehto or Parpola never 
referred to Lushnikova). Helimski’s review was published in the journal Linguistica 
Uralica, and it has thus been known to Western scholars too, but references to it have been 
made mostly by Russian researchers, such as Napol’skikh (2014) and Zhivlov (2013). For 
this dissertation I have been able to consult Lushnikova’s work, and here both 
Lushnikova’s results and their commentary by Helimski will be taken into account. 
Regarding Lushnikova’s own views, her work has to be hailed as a worthy attempt to 
stratify the contacts based on sound substitutions; her aims here are largely the same as 
those of this work. However, Lushnikova’s work suffers from certain shortcomings, some 
of which are also pointed out by Helimski in his review. First of all, the work includes little 
original discussion of the etymologies – they are not reviewed in the way Joki or Korenchy 
have done, but earlier etymologies are presented with little to no criticism, and conclusions 
are then drawn based on them. Secondly, the author has not taken into account all the 
necessary research published outside of the Soviet Union. It is true that Koivulehto’s main 
works on Indo-Iranian loanwords were published later in the 1990s and 2000s, but 
already before that Koivulehto had discussed Indo-Iranian loans in some articles, and he 
had written extensively about the earliest contacts between the Uralic and Indo-European 
families, and therefore this is something that ought to be referred to in a dissertation that 
aims at the stratigraphy of Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic. In spite of these 
shortcomings, Lushnikova’s work includes valuable ideas about several etymologies and 
sound substitutions, which will be discussed in the main part of this work. 
Vladimir Napol’skikh is another important Russian scholar who has written on several 
occasions about Indo-Iranian–Uralic contacts. His 2014 article is notable for its criticism 
on Helimski’s Andronovo Aryan theory and his arguments in favour of Indo-Aryan 
loanwords. Napol’skikh also considered some of the traditional Indo-Iranian loanwords to 
be borrowings from Tocharian (see below) in some of his earlier works, an idea which has 
been criticized by Kallio (2004) and Widmer (2002) and which Napol’skikh himself has 
since dropped in later publications (2010, 2014), where many of these alleged Tocharian 
loans are again considered Indo-Iranian. 
Some of the main characteristics of Russian research is that the earliest Indo-European 
loanwords are usually considered to represent an inheritance from the Nostratic proto-
language (Helimski [2001]; Kassian, Zhivlov & Starostin [2015]), an idea which is not 
widely accepted by scholars of Uralic in the West. Although this often does not concern the 
Indo-Iranian loanwords at all, or it concerns only a part of them, the works of Jorma 
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Koivulehto, who dealt with both earlier Indo-European and Indo-Iranian loans, receive so 
much criticism from the Russian scholars that his important ideas are often totally rejected 
or left unmentioned in Russian research. This kind of rejection of central etymological 
research literature can be considered one of the most pressing problems in Uralic 
loanword studies, and it leaves a regrettable gap between Russian and Western European 
scholars in this perspective. 
The Czech linguist Vačlav Blažek has also written several articles (1990, 2003, 2005) on 
Indo-Iranian–Uralic contacts and discussed individual etymologies in some other articles 
(2016, 2017a&b, 2018). 
It is important to mention that these etymological works by Uralicists have in many 
cases also been reviewed within Indo-European linguistics. The Indo-Europeanist Oswald 
Szemerényi (1977a, 1988) reviewed in considerable detail both the works by Joki (1973) 
and Rédei (1986).  
Rédei’s work was also reviewed – rather negatively but in cautious detail – by Hartmut 
Katz (1987). Jost Gippert (1985) also reviewed Rédei’s work in the 1983 memorial volume 
of the Finno-Ugrian Society very negatively in Kratylos, criticizing Rédei’s view on the 
stratigraphy of Indo-European material in the book. Rédei (1986b) replied to this review in 
the pages of Kratylos, but he could not offer new arguments in favour of his ideas, many of 
which were then repeated in subsequent publications by Rédei (1986c; 1988). Rédei’s 1983 
work was also criticized by A. D. Kylstra (1984), who raised similar points of criticism as 
Gippert, criticizing Rédei’s use of the label “vorurarisch” for his reconstructions that looked 
simply Indo-European. Rédei also published a reply to Kylstra, again circulating his earlier 
arguments (see Rédei 1986a). 
Hartmut Katz himself made important contributions (see especially Katz 1983a & b) to 
the study of Indo-Iranian loanwords, but his main work, the Habilitationsschrift (1985) 
that was edited and published by Katz’s students in 2003, is problematic because of its lax 
methodology and unusual views on both Indo-Iranian and Uralic historical phonology. It is 
important to list the main problems with Katz’s results here, so that each of his 
etymologies do not have to be discussed in the Wörterverzeichnis in detail. 
Several reviews of Katz (2003) have been written by researchers of historical Uralic and 
Indo-European studies, and almost none have been favorable, namely Aikio & Kallio 
(2005), Rédei (2004b), Anttila (2006), Pinault (2007). The comments below are based on 
the views expressed in these works. Blažek (2017a: 179) has also briefly criticized Katz’s 
reconstructions, describing them as ad hoc, and Katzschmann (2005: 96–99) has analyzed 
the laryngeal etymologies of Katz, judging them as uncvoncing. 
The greatest problems of Katz’s work can be summed up as follows: 
1. The reconstructions do not follow the consensus on either Uralic or Indo-Iranian 
historical linguistics. His Uralic reconstructions follow a version of Wolfgang 
Steinitz’s (1944) theory of paradigmatic vowel alternation in Proto-Uralic, which has 
generally been considered to be refuted in Uralic linguistics. Also the Indo-Iranian 
reconstructions of Katz are far from the commonly accepted ones. In addition, often 
the reconstructions bear more resemblance to Proto-Indo-European than Proto-
Indo-Iranian and there is no substance to his claims that the words are borrowed 
from an early form of Indo-Iranian (in this Katz’s ideas largely resemble those of 
Rédei). 
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2. Katz presents phonetically problematic sound substitutions, and the same Indo-
Iranian consonant cluster can be substituted in a number of ways without Katz 
giving any conditions for this. This was criticized in detail by Aikio & Kallio (2005: 
213–215). 
3. In general, Katz does not offer detailed argumentation in defence of his views but 
seems to present many of his arguments ex cathedra. 
In spite of all of this, there are some promising etymologies in Katz’s work. These include 
the ones published in earlier works during his lifetime. The etymologies that fulfill the 
criteria of Indo-Iranian loanwords (as discussed below in 1.4.) are included and discussed 
in the Wörterverzeichnis section. As an Indo-Europeanist, Katz also offers some important 
arguments about the Indo-Iranian donor forms. 
In addition to the works listed above, Indo-Iranian loanwords have been the topic of 
many smaller articles, and Indo-Iranian etymologies have received some attention in 
articles that have discussed other aspects of Uralic etymology. These include Janhunen’s 
(1983) article about Indo-European influences in Samoyed, and many articles by Ante 
Aikio (2002, 2006a, 2012b, 2014a, 2015a&b). 
Also in some wider studies of Indo-European linguistics the contacts between Uralic 
and Indo-Iranian have received attention. Burrow discussed the loanwords in his 1955 
handbook and also commented on the topic in his review of Joki (1973) (Burrow 1976). 
The monumental work of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1984) has to be mentioned, although 
its presentation of the loanwords suffers from circular argumentation concerning the 
dating and locating of the contacts, as they do not accept Proto-Indo-Iranian but only 
Iranian loanwords, and some of the loanwords in Uralic are considered to represent 
Tocharian loans. (The idea that some early loans are from Tocharian was already 
suggested by Burrow 1976). The same kind of claims are also made by Napol’skikh (2001), 
who has since changed his views on the issue – see his later publication from 2014). In 
spite of the shortcomings, Gamkrelidze & Ivanov’s work has the methodological advantage 
of strict substitution rules: unlike Joki (1973) and Rédei (1983; 1986c; 1988), Gamkrelidze 
and Ivanov attempt to argue that the various substitutions of Indo-Iranian *a can be 
explained either as conditioned or chronological differences. Already in earlier times some 
Indo-Europeanists, such as Norbert Jokl (1921), paid attention to the contacts. Detailed 
information on this can be found in the research history provided by Joki (1973). Tischler 
(2002) refers to early Indo-European loans in Uralic as a key argument in determining the 
location of the Indo-European homeland. Tischler (2002: 483–484) mentions two 
different chronological layers of early Indo-European loans: many Indo-Iranian loanwords 
such as *mekši and *śarwi are included in the second layer, even though Tischler does not 
mention that these words are borrowed more specifically from Indo-Iranian. 
The Indo-Europeanist Wolfgang P. Schmid (1979) also discusses Indo-Iranian loan 
evidence in one article. His main idea is that due to the possibly late occurrence of the 
sound change *s > *h in Iranian, many of the early loanwords in the Uralic languages could 
be relatively late. In most cases this contradicts the Uralic evidence.  
The Finnish Indo-Europeanist Raimo Anttila also mentions the evidence of Indo-
Iranian and other Indo-European loanwords in Uralic in his (2000) monograph about the 
Proto-Indo-European root *aǵ-. The dissertation of Adam Hyllested (2014) includes 
several articles which deal with contacts between Indo-European and Uralic, and although 
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Indo-Iranian loanwords are not his main focus, some Indo-Iranian loanwords are 
discussed as well. 
Mayrhofer mentions many loan etymologies in his etymological dictionary of Old Indo-
Aryan (EWAia), referring to the work of Joki, Katz and Koivulehto. Koivulehto’s etymology 
for Uralic *kečrä ‘spindle’ and some other possible early loans are also mentioned in the 
Indogermanische Grammatik of Cowgill and Mayrhofer (1986: 11, 68, 111), and Mayrhofer 
referred to the evidence of loanwords already in an article about Brugmann’s law in 1952, 
as well as in his ground-breaking study of Proto-Iranian (1984). 
Dolgopolsky (1989: 19–20) writes about the early contacts of Indo-European with other 
language families, including that of Uralic, referring mostly to Joki (1973) and not taking 
into account work published after that. 
1.3. THE RESEARCH MATERIAL AND SOURCES
1.3.1. The loanword material
The main part of this dissertation consists of a review of the 245 Indo-Iranian etymologies 
that have been presented in previous research. In addition, some new etymologies are 
presented.  
The etymologies include all Indo-Iranian etymologies that Jorma Koivulehto has 
discussed in his works (1999, 2016, 1991, 2003a&b and other shorter articles, as well as in 
the unpublished handout from 2003 and an unpublished manuscript [Koivulehto ms.]). 
Also all Indo-Iranian etymologies presented or discussed by Asko Parpola, Ante Aikio or 
Petri Kallio are discussed. These together represent the most up-to-date research on Indo-
Iranian loanwords in Uralic, which makes these the most important group for the purposes 
of this dissertation, the stratigraphy of loanwords and the study of sound substitutions. All 
the Indo-Iranian loan etymologies that have been suggested for Saami words by 
Sammallahti (1998, 1999, 2001) are included, as well, but these are discussed only briefly, 
as the reader is referred to Holopainen (2018b) where these etymologies have been 
reviewed in more detail. 
This listing includes most of the Indo-Iranian etymologies that are mentioned in SSA 
and EES. All the Indo-Iranian etymologies mentioned in these etymological dictionaries 
are included in the material.  
I also analyse and discuss all the etymologies from Korenchy (1972). Most of these 
etymologies fulfil the criteria of Indo-Iranian borrowings, making it obvious that these 
etymologies have to be included. Some of the loanwords that are limited to either Khanty 
and/or Mansi represent probably later borrowings and are technically less important for 
this work, but because so little work has been done on Ob-Ugric etymology and especially 
on Indo-Iranian influences, I consider it important to discuss all these etymologies as well. 
From the works of Joki (1973, 1988) and Rédei (1983; 1986c; 1988), the UEW as well as 
Lushnikova, only those etymologies are included that can with justification be considered 
Indo-Iranian loanwords. As mentioned above, especially Rédei classifies many Indo-
European words as early Indo-Iranian even though there is no reason for this. Also for the 
publications of Katz (1983a&b, 1985, 2003) which are discussed above, the same criteria 
apply. The most important criterion here is that the etymologies have to show Indo-Iranian 
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phonological developments: I present these developments in Chapter 1.5.1. Etymologies 
that have strong arguments in favour of an Indo-Iranian origin because they belong to a 
semantic group of words that include several obvious Indo-Iranian loanwords (see the case 
of *meti) are also included. 
In addition, etymologies from the smaller articles and presentation handouts by Blažek, 
Helimski, Rédei, Janhunen, Benveniste, Kümmel and Schindler are included, based on the 
same criteria. 
Loanwords that are clearly late in Hungarian and Permic languages are left out. For the 
loans that appear only in Hungarian, only those are included that do not show the obvious 
and late Ossetic developments. They are listed below in Chapter 1.4.2.2. For the Permic 
loans, only those that can have predated Proto-Permic vowel changes are included; this is 
usually an easy task, thanks to the complicated vowel developments, which reveal the age 
of the words quite easily. The few Permic words that show *s instead of Iranian h make an 
exception (see below on Andronovo Aryan developments): they are included even if their 
vocalism points to a later origin. 
 
1.3.2. Sources on Uralic and Indo-Iranian etymology and phonology
The main source for the Uralic etymological materials will be the wordlist of Sammallahti 
(1988) as well as the wordlists of Aikio (2015b) and Zhivlov (2014), which represent the 
most up-to-date views on the Proto-Uralic lexicon. Those parts of Aikio’s forthcoming 
etymological dictionary that have been accessible for me (the handout Aikio 2018) are also 
used. These articles also provide the state-of-the-art description of the Proto-Uralic sound 
system and its developments in the various branches. 
For Indo-Iranian etymologies, Mayrhofer’s EWAia is the single most important source, 
by far. It is supplemented by the dictionary of Iranian verbs by Cheung (2007), the list of 
Ossetic etymologies by Cheung (2002) and the Indo-Iranian materials found in other 
recently published Indo-European etymological dictionaries (LIV2, NIL and the relevant 
entries published so far in the Leiden Indo-European Etymological Dictionary series: 
Kloekhorst 2008a; de Vaan 2008; Derksen 2008 & 2015; Martirosyan 2010; Beekes 2010; 
Kroonen 2013). The etymological dictionary of Ossetic by Abaev (1958–1989) is also used, 
although its statements will be double-checked against newer etymological dictionaries. 
For the historical phonology of Indo-Iranian, the article of Mayrhofer in Schmitt 
(ed. 1989), Beekes (1997), Sims-Williams (1998) as well as Mayrhofer’s Indogermanische 
Grammatik (1986) serve as the most important sources. These are supplemented by recent 
works that describe various developments of Indo-Aryan and Iranian in detail: Lipp 
(2009), Skjærvo (2009), Kobayashi (2004), Fortson (2010: 181–190) Kümmel (2007), as 
well as by the articles by Cantera, Lubotsky and Kobayashi on Indo-Iranian historical 
phonology in Klein et al. (2017–2018). References to earlier standard-works on Indo-
Iranian phonology can be found in all these sources. 
In addition, many details of Indo-Iranian etymology and historical phonology have 
been discussed in many shorter articles that cannot be listed here. They are referred to in 
the context of the relevant etymologies in Chapter 2. 
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1.4. THE URALIC LANGUAGES 
1.4.1. THE TAXONOMY OF THE URALIC LANGUAGES AND THE 
EARLIEST SPLIT
Whenever the etymology and historical phonology of the Uralic languages is discussed, it is 
important to briefly comment on the taxonomy of the Uralic language family. This is not of 
minor importance to etymological research, as the postulated proto-languages often act as 
recipient (or donor) languages in the prehistorical language-contact situations. As within 
the Indo-European languages (whose taxonomy will be briefly dealt with below), there are 
several open and disputed issues in the taxonomy of the Uralic languages. Although it has 
been rightly stated that the Uralic languages form a geographical network where the 
neighboring languages usually share some isoglosses with each other and thus their 
relationships seem to be less complicated than those of the Indo-European family (see 
Mallory 2001; Salminen 1999; 2001), in reality the issue of the relatedness of the Uralic 
languages is still rather complicated, and there are several competing views. 
The taxonomy of the Uralic languages is also crucial because the Indo-Iranian 
loanwords have been considered to represent one of the most important arguments in 
favor of an early binary split of the Uralic family into two branches, Finno-Ugric and 
Samoyedic. This traditional binary taxonomy is also the view of both the UEW as well as 
Janhunen (1981) and Sammallahti (1988). As there are indeed many Indo-Iranian loans 
shared by the so-called Finno-Ugric languages, and as there seem to be some early 
borrowings from Indo-Iranian to Samoyedic alone, at first glance this division might seem 
convincing. However, more recent research (such as Aikio 2015b) has discovered some 
potential loanwords that might be shared by both “branches”, and most of the other 
arguments in favour of this binary split have been convincingly rejected by several 
researchers (see below). It should also be emphasized that since the phonological level of 
the intermediary reconstructions is identical to Proto-Uralic, one is able to work on 
loanwords even in the situation where the exact taxonomy is unclear. This has been noted 
by Koivulehto (1991: 12–13). 
Traditionally it was considered that after the split-up of Proto-Uralic, Proto-Finno-
Ugric eventually split into two branches, Proto-Finno-Permic and Proto-Ugric. These then 
split further, Proto-Finno-Ugric into Proto-Permic and Proto-Finno-Volgaic, and Proto-
Ugric into (Proto-)Hungarian and Proto-Ob-Ugric. Proto-Finno-Volgaic then underwent 
another split, again binary, into Proto-Volgaic and Proto-Finno-Saamic, and the binary 
splits of these then led to the well-reconstructed, well-attested and still living branches of 
Mari, Mordvin, Saami and Finnic. The Ob-Ugric branch also developed into the modern 
Khanty and Mansi branches through a similar binary split.
The taxonomy and distribution are also central for other questions than just the initial 
binary split, as also the Ugric unity has been supported by loanwords, and the distribution 
of loanwords in various branches has been seen as a key argument to the age of the 
borrowings (this has been later heavily criticized by Kallio [2012b: 227]).
Although many of the traditionally reconstructed intermediary branches are 
problematic and supported with very little evidence, most of them can be considered areal-
genetic units, a term which Helimski (1982; 2003) invented to describe areally intertwined 
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units of closely related languages, whose shared features are not inherited but due to later 
convergence. At least Ugric, Ob-Ugric and Finno-Saamic can, due to the unclear situation 
of their true genetic status, safely be considered areal-genetic units. It is unclear whether 
the same can be said of Volgaic (Mari and Mordvin), but the “Finno-Volgaic” unity 
probably reflects a one-time areal-genetic unit, as many of the shared innovations and 
especially the shared vocabulary points to such a scenario.
Notions such as Finno-Volgaic or Finno-Permic can thus be used in Uralic etymology 
when the distribution of the word is described, and this has been done by e.g. Reshetnikov 
& Zhivlov (2011). This practice will be followed in this work too when distribution is 
concerned. The similarity of the reconstructed intermediary proto-languages and Proto-
Uralic mean that Proto-Uralic can, with justification, be used as a term even when 
describing a word that is present in even a couple of branches, and many modern 
researchers (see Aikio 2015b for example) use the term quite freely in this sense.
Traditionally, lexical innovations have played the most important role in the 
genealogical classification of the Uralic languages. Salminen (2002) has deemed the use of 
the lexicon as the most important criterion to be outdated, as words frequently disappear 
from languages (see also Fox 1995: 289). Salminen is right in arguing that since no 
phonological or morphological innovations can be reconstructed for any of the 
“intermediary” proto-languages between Proto-Uralic and Proto-Finnic (or Proto-Saami, 
Proto-Mari, etc.), one cannot reliably assume the existence of proto-languages like Finno-
Permic or Finno-Volgaic. Salminen has argued that the phonological criterion is the most 
crucial one in genealogical classification. This has also been the view of J. Häkkinen (2007, 
2009). However, especially in Indo-European linguistics, it is the reconstructed 
morphology that counts the most (see Clackson 2007: 6–7; Clackson 1994: 60). 
Paradoxically, in Uralic linguistics the morphological innovations have been rarely used as 
evidence in linguistic taxonomy. 
 
Figure 1. Uralic family-tree according to Salminen (1999). Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/fi/3/33/Sukupuu_3_Salminen.jpg
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Figure 2. Uralic family-tree according to J. Häkkinen (2007). Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/fi/5/50/Sukupuu_6_H%C3%A4kkinen.jpg
 
Kaisa Häkkinen’s 1983 dissertation (see also K. Häkkinen 1984) questions most of the 
“intermediary proto-languages” and considers it methodologically false to suppose only 
binary splits. Salminen (1999, 2001, 2002) has continued to develop K. Häkkinen’s views, 
and has also criticized heavily the notion of Proto-Ugric and Proto-Ob-Ugric unity. 
This criticism has gained a large following especially in Finland, where many 
researchers no longer operate with such levels as “Finno-Permic” or “Finno-Volgaic”. Some 
other researchers have offered competing taxonomies that differ more or less from the 
traditional “family tree”, such as Abondolo (1998: 2–6), who still retains most 
intermediary branches of the family but presents a different order of divergence from 
Proto-Uralic, or Janhunen (2009: 64–65), whose taxonomy includes disputed branches 
like “Mansic” (= Hungarian and Mansi) and Finno-Mordvinic (excluding Saami). 
One of the most recent alternative taxonomies was presented by Jaakko Häkkinen in 
2007 (see also J. Häkkinen [2009] and [2012]). He considers the earliest split of the family 
to have occurred between “East Uralic” = Ugro-Samoyedic and the rest of the family 
(either a binary split into Finno-Permic and Ugro-Samoyedic, or a tertiary split into West, 
Central and East Uralic). He reconstructs West Uralic (Finno-Saami-Mordvinic) and East 
Uralic based on several innovations, but part of these are based on outdated views of 
historical vocalism (Häkkinen operates with combinations of vowel and *x reconstructed 
by Janhunen [1981], but Aikio [2012a] has questioned this aspect of Janhunen’s vowel 
reconstruction), and Häkkinen’s conclusions are thus far from certain. Zhivlov (2014: 115–
117) has argued that some phonological isoglosses show a closer relationship between 
Mordvin and Saami, making the assumption of West Uralic more complicated. Of the 
traditional branches, Häkkinen finds support for Proto-Ob-Ugric but not for Proto-Ugric. 
Even though the theories of Jaakko Häkkinen have gained some following and it might 
be correct to postulate West Uralic and East Uralic proto-languages, it is still clear that 
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these proto-languages can at best be considered dialects of Proto-Uralic and the “West” 
and “East” Uralic branches are not well-defined linguistic units like Indo-Iranian, for 
instance, but rather more distant macro-branches like Graeco-Armeno-Aryan or Italo-
Celtic (see especially the works of Clackson [1994], Martirosyan [2013], Schrijver [2016] 
dealing with intermediary proto-languages in Indo-European).  
The taxonomy of the Ugric languages is one of the most difficult questions in Uralic 
historical-comparative studies. The Ugric languages share numerous innovations, yet most 
of them seem to be areal or parallel developments, and some of the innovations are shared 
with neighbouring branches of Uralic, and some show strange gaps in Ugric. 
Although the Ugric genetic node is a reality to many researchers, there has in fact been 
little work done on the actual reconstruction of the Ugric and Ob-Ugric proto-languages. 
For Proto-Ob-Ugric, there is the pioneering work by Honti (1982), whose failures were 
clearly pointed at by Tálos (1984) and Helimski (1985). The work of Honti is actually a 
collection of Ob-Ugric words, not a proper reconstruction of a proto-language itself. Sipos 
(2002, 2003) has attempted to improve Honti’s reconstructions by sifting out false 
cognates and parallel borrowings, but despite her good observations on many individual 
words, she does not offer much new to the reconstruction of Proto-Ob-Ugric phonology. 
Zhivlov (2006) offers a much better, yet unpublished, version of Proto-Ob-Ugric 
reconstruction, but like Honti it suffers from the lack of the inclusion of cognates from 
other branches of Uralic and systematic treatment of developments from Proto-Uralic to 
Proto-Ugric and Proto-Ob-Ugric. J. Häkkinen (2007: 85–88) also reconstructs a different 
version of Proto-Ob-Ugric, also presenting the developments from Proto-Uralic and Proto-
East Uralic. 
Sammallahti (1988: 499–520) represents the first attempt to trace the developments 
leading from Proto-Uralic all the way to Proto-Ob-Ugric and its daughter languages. His 
work is based on Honti’s reconstructions but differs from them. While Sammallahti’s work 
is partly outdated and suffers from the methodological weakness of a forced canonical 
reconstruction of several intermediary proto-languages, it nevertheless follows a 
Neogrammarian method of regularity. It is also the first attempt to reconstruct the 
phonology of the Ugric proto-language. 
The second attempt to reconstruct Proto-Ugric is that of Róna-Tas (in WOT:1040–
1069), mainly based on the etymological material of the UEW. The UEW also includes 
Proto-Ugric reconstructions, but these are ad hoc reconstructions and it is not shown how 
the editors of the UEW came to such conclusions. Bakró-Nagy (2013) is a synthesis of the 
work on Ugric historical phonology, but it offers no new evidence on the problem. 
Tapani Salminen (1989, 2001, 2002) is the most vocal critique of Ugric unity. 
Salminen’s critical ideas on taxonomy have paved the way for consequent research about 
the taxonomy and divergence of the Uralic language-family: even if Salminen’s views on 
Uralic taxonomy are not necessarily correct, he has convincingly shown that the traditional 
views of Proto-Ugric and other intermediary proto-languages are not based on true 
linguistic innovations. 
In summary, there is no consensus on the relationship of the Ugric languages or on the 
reconstruction of Proto-Ugric and Proto-Ob-Ugric. It is also obvious that in Korenchy’s era 
the knowledge of the reconstructions was even poorer. This single fact makes it necessary 
to review her etymologies. Here mainly Zhivlov’s views will be followed, though not 
without criticism. One might ask if it is possible to start scrutinizing Ugric etymologies if 
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the details of reconstruction are not clear, but here one has to keep in mind that although 
many details still remain unclear and subject to debate, we still have a quite coherent 
picture of the regular relationships between the words in Khanty, Mansi, Hungarian and 
the other Uralic languages, and the path leading from Proto-Uralic to these individual 
branches (= the development of Proto-Uralic sounds in Khanty, Mansi and Hungarian) is 
well-known, so we have enough knowledge to study the Indo-Iranian loans in Ugric. It is 
merely the debate on the exact prehistorical relationship between these branches that is 
not known. The same thing could be said of Finnic and Saami as well, but there are still 
numerous works on various Indo-European borrowings in these branches of Uralic (see 
Aikio 2012b). And after all, the study of loanwords can also point to new ideas in the 
reconstruction and relationship of the Ugric languages. 
With regard to other controversial intermediary nodes, it is the current consensus that 
the Finno-Volgaic proto-language cannot be reasonably reconstructed and the hypothesis 
is now universally rejected (Bereczki 1988). The place of Mari and Permic within the Uralic 
family is still open, but there has not yet been any serious attempt to link these genetically 
with the other branches. Although J. Häkkinen (2007: 78) mentions the possibility of 
connecting them with the West Uralic one (and he also suggests the possibility of a Finno-
Permic proto-language), not a single innovation can be adduced to support this view. 
Regarding the internal taxonomy of Samoyedic, a split into Northern and Southern 
Samoyedic was usually postulated in earlier research, but this view has been challenged by 
Helimski (1998: 482) and Janhunen (1998: 458–459), as well as Janurik (2012), and there 
are thus different views on the internal taxonomy of Samoyed (see also Salminen 2002). It 
can be briefly stated here that South Samoyed unity is rejected by practically all 
researchers, and the closer relationship of Nenets, Enets and Nganasan is also not 
considered certain by most researchers, with Janhunen (1998) arguing for a very early split 
of Nganasan. 
1.4.2. Proto-Uralic phonology and its historical developments in the daughter
languages
The present work follows the current, prevailing views of Aikio (2012a, 2015b) and Zhivlov 
(2014), themselves based on the groundbreaking research of Janhunen (1981) and 
Sammallahti (1988). This reconstruction differs in rather many ways from that of the 
UEW, let alone pre-1970s sources, even though many of the latter views are still followed 
by many Uralic scholars, especially in Hungary (cf. Honti 2017, Csúcs 2005, Csúcs & 
Molnár 2009, WOT, Róna-Tas 2017, Bereczki 2013). There is no space here to examine the 
differences between the two etymological traditions in detail, but it can briefly be stated 
that the tradition followed here is based on the strict regularity of sound change, whereas 
the UEW follows a “pre-Neogrammarian” framework, as Zhivlov (2014: 114) has fittingly 
put it (see also Ponaryadov [2012] for criticism of UEW and the etymological tradition it 
represents). The UEW’s reconstructions are basically identical with the ones that Erkki 
Itkonen used in his works in 1940s and 1950s (see E. Itkonen [1954]). The biggest 
differences between the framework represented by UEW and the more critical modern 
studies involve the reconstruction and development of vowels, and notably also the 
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number of reconstructed etymologies (also the criteria by which the words are assigned to 
certain proto-languages differ). 
According to the sources mentioned above, the reconstructed PU used here has the 
following phonemes: 
Consonants  
p  t    k 
č  ć 
 s š ś 
 δ  δ’ γ 
m n  ń ŋ 
 r 
 l 
w   j 
 
Vowels (initial syllable) 
i ü i̮  u 
e   o 
a   ä 
 
Due to the lack of space, the developments of the Proto-Uralic sound system in the 
daughter languages cannot be discussed here in full detail. The main sources for these 
developments are listed here. For general issues in Uralic reconstruction, especially the 
recent papers of Aikio (2012, 2015) are essential reading, and for Finnic the works of Kallio 
(2007, 2014) and Pystynen (2018). The Saami developments are presented by Sammallahti 
(1998). Mari and Mordvin developments are presented clearly by Bereczki (1988), with 
important additions by Aikio (2014c). For Permic and Ugric, the situation is more 
complicated because some of the vowel developments in these languages are poorly 
understood. Zhivlov (2006) and Kálmán (1988) are useful references for Khanty and 
Mansi, although not all of their conclusions can be accepted. Sammallahti (1988), Csúcs 
(2005) and Zhivlov (2010) are basic references for Permic vowel history. Sammallahti lists 
also the developments leading from Proto-Uralic to Proto-Samoyed. 
Some peculiar problems of PU reconstruction that are especially relevant for this work 
will be discussed below in more detail. 
1.4.2.1. *i̮
This phoneme has been reconstructed as *e̮ (= rather mid than high vowel) by J. Häkkinen 
(2007, 2009), and this practice has been followed more recently by Aikio (2018). The UEW 
reconstructs *e̮ in some cases, but traditionally most cases in which one reconstructs *i ̮ 
have been reconstructed as *a. This phoneme merged with *a in Finnic and in *a-stems in 
Mordvin and Saami as well as in Hungarian. See Aikio (2013a, 2015b) for recent 
discussions relevant for the reconstruction of *e̮/*i ̮. 
As *e̮ often appears as the substitution of Proto-Indo-Iranian *a, it is a further 
argument for the reconstruction of this PU vowel as a non-high vowel. J. Häkkinen (2009) 
argued that unaccented *a was substituted by *e̮, but the material he based his claim on 
was very limited. This question will be examined in Chapter 2. 
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1.4.2.2. Non-initial syllables
Proto-Uralic had initial stress (preserved in most branches), and the system of non-initial 
vowels was much simpler than that of initial vowels. This difference has been maintained 
in practically all branches of the family, although the vowels themselves have changed 
profoundly. 
For Proto-Uralic, a system of *i- and *A-stems is usually reconstructed (Janhunen 1981; 
Sammallahti 1988). However, there is no conclusion on the exact phonetic nature of the 
stem vowel *i, and a variety of vowels have been reconstructed as the stem vowel in the 
history of Uralic linguistics. Most modern scholars reconstruct this stem vowel simply as 
*i, though in earlier works (such as the UEW or E. Itkonen 1954) *e was often 
reconstructed, based solely on the Finnic evidence. In the oblique stems of Finnic nouns 
the vowel appears as *e, and it seemed that the i in nominative forms represents a later 
development. Some researchers have supported the view that the high vowel *i was 
realized as a reduced vowel ə in Proto-Uralic (see Lehtisalo 1936, Janhunen 1982, and 
more recently Kallio 2012a). Korhonen (1988: 9–10) found support for Janhunen’s ideas 
on reduced vowels in non-initial syllables of Proto-Uralic. According to Korhonen, Proto-
Uralic might have been a stress-timed language instead of syllable-timed, and the modern 
vowel systems of Saami and Finnic would have developed to syllable-based later under 
influence from neighbouring languages.  
The latest reappraisal of the classical system of the non-initial syllable vocalism is Kallio 
(2012a). Kallio supports the earlier views of Lehtisalo and Janhunen, according to whom 
the Proto-Uralic stem vowel *i was in reality a reduced vowel *ə. 
The A-stems consisted of stems ending in *-a and *-ä, depending on vowel harmony. It 
is also possible that the high vowel *i had front and back variants (*i and *i ̮), and Janhunen 
(1982) and Kallio (2012a) have argued that the reduced vowel which they reconstruct also 
had different variants according to palatal harmony (*ə and *ə̑). 
The issue of Indo-Iranian borrowings is intertwined with Uralic phonotactics, as it is 
debatable whether stems of the type -as or other kinds of consonantal stems existed in 
Proto-Uralic, or whether in Proto-Uralic only vocalic stems were allowed phonotactically. 
There exist several Indo-Iranian loanwords of this shape (where -as reflects the 
nominative masculine ending of Indo-Iranian), and according to Helimski (2000: 194–
195), these kinds of consonantal stems were possible in the Finno-Permic proto-language. 
However, it is debated whether Finno-Permic actually is a valid node; reconstructing -as 
stems for Finno-Permic (but not Finno-Ugric) would, or could, of course, count as a FP 
innovation, but in the face of the almost total lack of other FP innovations it is debatable 
whether the emergence of -as-stems can be counted as such, especially as most of the 
reconstructed stems in -as reflect Indo-European loans. 
In some sources, such as the UEW, the stems in -as are reconstructed as *-asV, but this 
is circular reasoning in order to make the words suit the reconstructed Uralic phonotactics 
in which only vocalic stems are permitted.  
The o-stems are not usually reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, as the labial vowels in non-
initial syllables in modern Uralic languages can in almost all cases be explained as 
secondary developments (see Kuokkala [2012 and 2018] for a thorough presentation of 
especially Finnic and Saami material). However, Aikio (2015b) has recently attempted to 
re-evaluate the idea of the Proto-Uralic age of the non-initial syllable labial vowels. The 
Indo-Iranian loanwords possibly reflecting PU non-initial syllable *-o are discussed in 
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Chapter 2. Aikio bases his assumption on some Finnic and Saami *o-stems in which the 
labial vowel cannot be explained as the result of a derivational process as well as on the 
correspondences of initial-syllable vowels in Khanty and Mansi. 
The age of the Finnic u-stems is even more unsecure than that of the o-stems; no 
*u-stems are reconstructed for Proto-Uralic in any recent studies. However, there seems to 
be at least one II loan (paksu ‘thick’, see below) with -u going back to Pre-Finnic and 
showing a surprisingly neat reflection of the *u in the donor language. This of course 
represents limited evidence, but Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala (2017: 130–131) show 
that the early emergence of u-stems seems possible on the basis of Baltic and Germanic 
evidence, and that is why the idea of u-stems among Indo-Iranian loans has to be 
investigated with care. I know of no suggestions of reconstructing *-ü for Proto-Uralic non-
initial syllables. 
A novel idea is presented also by Mikhail Zhivlov in his 2014 study on Uralic vocalism: 
on the basis of the twofold developments of *a–a-stems in Khanty, Hungarian and Mari, 
Zhivlov reconstructs two different *-a vowels for Proto-Uralic, dubbing them simply *a1 
and *a2. Zhivlov also cautiously suggests that *a2 might be reconstructed as *o, but this 
idea is not based on real comparative evidence but only on the assumption that since *a2 
does not seem to occur in words with *o in the initial syllable, this might mean that *o-o -
stems were not allowed in Uralic. Zhivlov’s *a2/*o has nothing to do with Aikio’s (2015b) 
recent idea of Proto-Uralic *o (Aikio’s *o is reconstructed for completely different words 
than Zhivlov’s *a2). 
The issue of the stem-types of the Indo-Iranian loans has lately been complicated by 
Aikio’s assumption that some “secondary i-stems” of Finnic reflect original Proto-Uralic 
*i-stems which have secondarily become *a-stems in Saami and Mordvin (for a detailed 
analysis see Aikio 2015b). This influences the reconstruction of at least two postulated 
Indo-Iranian loan etymologies, *śarwi ‘horn’ and *śali ‘intestine’ (*śorwa and *śola in the 
traditional reconstruction). 
1.4.2.3. Alternative views on Uralic vocalism
In the Uralic linguistics of the of the 20th century, an “alternative” reconstruction of the 
historical vocalism emerged; the German scholar Wolfgang Steinitz (see, for example, 
Steinitz 1944) attempted to reconstruct a paradigmatic vowel alternation of full and 
reduced vowels in Proto-Uralic, based on the “key languages” Eastern Khanty (with its 
opposition of full and reduced vowels and paradigmatic vowel alternation) and Western 
(Hill) Mari (which likewise has a system of opposing full and reduced vowels). This view 
never became widely accepted in Uralic linguistics, and it was criticized especially by 
E. Itkonen (1946). However, Steinitz’s PU “ablaut” did convince some researchers to follow 
this theory, such as Katz, who also based his work studying loanwords on reconstruction of 
the ablauting Proto-Uralic vocalism. 
Although the theory of Steinitz is widely considered to be obsolete, it has recently been 
praised by Eberhard Winkler (2017). Although Winkler has adhered to the “traditional” 
reconstructions of the UEW in other works (such as Winkler 2014), in his 2017 article on 
Uralic historical-comparative linguistics, produced for the Handbook of Indo-European 
Linguistics (Klein et al. (eds.) 2017), Winkler vehemently defends the practice of Katz and 
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Steinitz and accuses the mainstream scholars of Uralic of abandoning the “Indo-European” 
practice of historical linguistics.  
Related to Steinitz’s views is the theory of Proto-Uralic vowel alternation by Abondolo 
(1996; 1998). Abondolo’s views were inspired by the ideas of Tálos (1984; 1987), who based 
his theory on the notion of natural phonology and the idea that vowel shifts are more likely 
to happen in certain directions. Abondolo and Tálos reconstruct only two tongue heights 
for Proto-Uralic, contrary to the usual system of three tongue heights (instead of *a ~ ä, e, i 
Tálos and Abondolo argue for a system of *a ~ *ä and *i: in this system some of the 
assumed qualitative oppositions in vocalism are explained as differences in vowel length 
instead). 
Both Tálos and Abondolo have criticized the UEW and the earlier research tradition of 
Uralic historical vocalism, and even though they have not found general support within 
Uralic linguistics, their criticism includes many valuable points. Especially Tálos has 
stressed that his reconstructions are based on the Neogrammarian principle of the 
regularity of sound change. 
Although the ideas of Tálos and Abondolo have not received mainstream support within 
Uralic linguistics, recently Martin Kümmel has in a number of conference presentations 
(2015, 2017, 2018) considered them a viable alternative to the mainstream reconstruction 
of Uralic vocalism. For example, Tálos’s idea that PU *e should be reconstructed as *ǟ fits 
Kümmel’s idea that traditional *e-loans such as PU *mertä ‘human’ (= Tálos *mǟrtä) 
could simply reflect different substitution of PII *a. 
 
1.4.3. Consonants
1.4.3.1. The Uralic velar spirant *γ
The velar spirant *γ has a complicated research history. While this phoneme was 
reconstructed for Proto-Uralic in the UEW too, it was later connected to a laryngeal 
phoneme that was behind the long vowels of Proto-Finnic according to Janhunen (1981). 
Janhunen and Sammallahti (1988) denoted this laryngeal as *x. In Sammallahti’s Proto-
Ugric reconstruction the reflex of this spirant was denoted as *g, although no reasons were 
given for this. As Aikio (2012a) has shown that this *x has little to do with the development 
of the Finnic long vowels, it is more logical to mark the spriant by *γ in the more 
traditional way. This is the practice most widely used (Aikio 2015b; Zhivlov 2014), and I 
will follow it in this work. 
 
1.4.3.2. The reconstruction and development of the PU affricates and sibilants
This issue is crucial for the stratigraphy and dating of the loanwords. Although the later 
Iranian layers can, in principle, also be distinguished on the basis of the vocalism, the 
differences between the Proto-Indo-Iranian, Proto-Iranian and earliest post-Proto-Iranian 
stages are so little that the development of Indo-Iranian affricates and their substitutions 
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in Uralic are often the best way to distinguish the Proto-Indo-Iranian loans from the later 
ones. 
1.4.3.3. PU *ć and *ś
The two PU phonemes *ć and *ś are reconstructed by the UEW and many sources, but 
Zhivlov (2014) has recently noted that these two sounds might represent only one 
phoneme. Zhivlov bases his assumption on Sammallahti (1988), who reconstructs only *ś 
because the etymologies with *ć have no cognates in Samoyedic. Zhivlov argues that 
typologically *ć would be more suitable than *ś. 
In the assumed Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword layer, both the traditionally assumed *ś 
and *ć appear as the substitute for PII *ć (from PIE *ḱ; see below for the reconstruction of 
the PII affricates). These instances are mostly cases where there are no minimal pairs 
between the traditional *ś and *ć. The reason for PII *ć being substituted by PU *ś can be 
the following: 1) *ś was in reality an affricate *ć; 2) there is no affricate *ć in PU, so *ś, a 
palatal sibilant, is the “nearest” sound to PII *ć; 3) in certain positions (such as word-
initial) there is no opposition between PU *ś and *ć, and this explains the high number of 
substitutions by *ś; PII *ć is not an affricate but a sibilant (unlikely, see below). 
The development of *ć and *ś in Ugric and Samoyed is a further complicated issue. It is 
usually assumed that *ś becomes *s in all the Ugric languages as well as in Proto-Samoyed. 
This is a chain-like development, with *s and *š developing into Mansi, Samoyed t, Khanty 
l and Hungarian Ø, probably through an intermediary stage of *θ. The reflexes of 
(traditional) *ć are in Ugric, as in most languages, usually identical to those of *ś, although 
a limited number of counter-examples can be shown, at least in Hungarian, where *ć > cs 
[č] in *śolmi > csomó ‘knot’. Also some consonant clusters show apparent counter-
examples, as Hungarian s [š] possibly reflects *ćk or *śk in some cases, such as mos ‘to 
wash’ < PU *mośki-. 
A number of apparent exceptions to the Ugric sound change can be found in all 
branches. Regarding Mansi, the few exceptions are probably based on false reconstructions 
only (Ms säj ‘Eiter’ < PU *säji is an irregular Uralic etymology; for Ugric *säptä ‘seven’, see 
the entry *säptä) and it can be argued that the change *s > *t was complete in this 
branch. In Proto-Mansi the phoneme *s seems to have split into *s and *š under unknown 
conditions. Honti (1999: 125–130) reconstructs this development already for Proto-
Ob-Ugric, but because Khanty does not provide any kind of evidence for this assumption, it 
is probable that the development *s > *š is a late development in Mansi (as argued also by 
Vértes 2003: 275, 278). 
In Khanty, it seems clear that the sibilant-assimilation *s–ś > *ś–ś (PU *sükśi ‘autumn’ 
> Pre-Kh *śükśi > PKh *söγəs) took place before the Ugric shift *s > *θ, which heavily 
points to the conclusion that the latter has to be an areal change. In Hungarian, the reflex 
of PU *pesä ‘nest’ (> Hu fészek) is a well-known example of irregular development, but it 
might mean that in Hungarian *s was retained in word-internal position. 
For Samoyed, the situation seems to be more or less the same as with Mansi, with *s > t 
being a regular change. Because *ś develops to *k in Mator, Mikola (2004: 27–36) has 
attempted to establish a separate proto-phoneme *č̒, which would produce Mansi š and 
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Samoyed k, but this idea is based only on a very few (irregular) etymologies,3 and this idea 
should be rejected. 
Many loanwords in Ugric and some in Samoyed were clearly acquired before this 
change took place, as they show similar reflexes as inherited words. Some loans may have 
been acquired while the change took place, which has led to anomalous correspondences 
between the Ugric forms (see *aćtVrV, *säptä). 
If the sibilant changes in Ugric and Samoyed are late, areal innovations, then these 
changes have less relevance for the dating of the loanwords. If Proto-Uralic split up into 
two dialects, as J. Häkkinen (2009) assumed, a loan in Mansi which predates the change *s 
> *t must have originally had a cognate in Samoyed too. If the change spread areally, the 
loans that show the change *s > *θ, *ś > *s in Khanty, Mansi, Hungarian and Samoyed can 
have been acquired independently by these branches. 
 
1.4.3.4. Reflexes of PU *č and *š
Contrary to earlier views that were still followed by Koivulehto in his studies of Iranian 
loanwords, Aikio (2015b: 44) has shown that Finnic h cannot reflect Proto-Uralic *č (cf. 
also Sammallahti 1999: 76; Saarikivi 2007: 340–344). This means that the reconstructions 
of many Proto-Uralic or West Uralic words in which Koivulehto reconstructed *č are 
reconstructed with *š here, if Finnic shows h. 
For the development of *š in the Ugric languages, see above. 
 
1.5. THE INDO-IRANIAN LANGUAGES
1.5.1. The taxonomy of Indo-Iranian languages
Indo-Iranian is a clearly defined entity within Indo-European: Iranian and Indo-Aryan 
languages share numerous common innovations in the sphere of phonology, morphology, 
syntax and lexicon, and no researcher would disagree with the idea that Iranian and Indo-
Aryan descend from a common intermediary proto-language. In addition to Iranian and 
Indo-Aryan, also Nuristani languages belong to the same branch, but it is questionable 
whether Nuristani forms a third branch of Indo-Iranian or whether it is more closely 
related to Iranian or Indo-Aryan (Mayrhofer 1984; Blažek & Hegedűs 2012). A special 
position for the Dardic languages as a separate branch within Indo-Iranian has also been 
suggested (Kogan 2005; Kulikov 2007: 175, footnote 4; 2017: 206). Traditionally the 
Dardic languages were considered as part of the Indo-Aryan branch, and Kogan’s 
arguments for its early split have been briefly criticized by Kümmel (2018a); see also the 
discussion by Liljegren (2008: 29–36). While the status of Nuristani and Dardic is 
3 One of these etymologies is TN śerˮ ‘Sache’, a possible Indo-Iranian loan which will be discussed in the 
entry *ćerV. Mikola’s other etymologies can be rejected either as obsolete (TN śeχe < ? PU *śäkerV-, cf. 
SaN čiegar; Selk šara ‘hard’ ~ SaN čares ‘karhea’ < PU *ćarV), or the Samoyed sibilant can be explained as 
secondary (TN śij < PU *śüδ’i ‘coal’; E śudo < PU *śünsi ‘breast’; Kam šē ‘it’ < ? PU *śe). 
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important for many aspects of Indo-Iranian linguistics per se, from the point of view of the 
Indo-Iranian–Uralic contacts this question is not maximally important, as the 
phonological systems of both language groups can be derived from Proto-Indo-Iranian as 
it is reconstructed in modern standard sources, such as Mayrhofer (1989). 
The Indo-Iranian languages share a number of features which distinguish them from 
the related Indo-European languages, but in some cases it is difficult to determine whether 
a word has been borrowed from Indo-Iranian or some other branch. Especially difficult is 
the distinction between Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic, as both branches have been in 
contact with Uralic, and share several isoglosses. These include the RUKI rule and 
palatalization of velar stops before front vowels, as well as affrication/assibilation of PIE 
palatal stops (although the reflexes in Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian are not exactly 
identical). 
 
 
1.5.2. Indo-Iranian phoneme system
Vowels
i, ī    u, ū 
  a, ā  
    
r̥, r̥̄    
 
 
Consonants
p b bh w m     
t d dh r  n s     
ć ʒ́  ʒ́h       
č ?  ?h y š     
k g gh       
H         
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1.5.3. INDO-IRANIAN HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY
As stated above, the phonological criteria is the most important criterion in this work for 
evaluating the etymologies and for establishing substitution rules. Because of this, a sketch 
of Indo-Iranian historical phonology will be given here. The development from PIE to PII, 
and after that from PII and PI and the attested Old Iranian languages (including notes on 
the developments that are attested in the Alanic language of the steppes). 
As Proto-Indo-European, also Proto-Indo-Iranian clearly had a mobile stress 
(somewhat reconstructable on the basis of the stress patterns in Old Iranian and Old Indo-
Aryan) and probably a pitch accent, which still survived in the Vedic language (Fortson 
2010: 190). Thus the stress system was very different from the Proto-Uralic one, and Indo-
Iranian phonotactics did not limit the occurrence of vowels in unstressed syllables in the 
same way as the Uralic phonotactics did. However, because the vowel system of PII was so 
simple in general, it is reasonable to suppose that the vowels were realized in a number of 
ways, which makes the tracking of the substitution rules harder. 
 
1.5.3.1. FROM PIE TO PII
There were numerous sound changes leading to Proto-Indo-Iranian, but because of the 
simple consonant system of Uralic, not all of them are relevant for research into Indo-
Iranian–Uralic contacts. The presentation here is based on the sources that were listed 
above. 
 
Consonants
PIE *k ́ > PII *ć4 
PIE *ǵ > PII *ʒ́ 
PIE *ǵ h > PII *ʒ́h 
PIE *kw, *gw > *k, *g 
PIE *h1–3 > PII *H; *h2 must have remained distinct at first, as it causes aspiration of the 
preceding stops (see below) 
PIE *p,t,k + h2 > *ph, th, kh (= aspirated stop)  
PIE *s (*z) > *š (*ž) /r, u, k, i_ 
4 This is now the most probable development, and it is a widely held view that a palatal affricate can be 
reconstructed for PII. However, especially in earlier works, the PII (and even PI) reflex of PIE *ḱ was often 
reconstructed as a palatal sibilant *ś. This practice was also still used in Uralic loanword studies by Joki (1973) and 
Rédei (1986c). From the point of view of the stratigraphy of Uralic loanwords this question is central, and this will be 
dealt with more thoroughly in the entries for the individual etymologies.
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PIE *l > *r (see below for more details) 
PIE *sk > *sć before front vowels (Lubotsky 2001b; Cantera 2001: ) 
Other consonants stayed intact (e.g. *PIE p = PII *p, PIE *s = PII *s, except in the 
environments described above). 
 
Notes on the consonantal changes 
The three laryngeals did not merge at once in Proto-Indo-Iranian, as can be seen from the 
laryngeal aspiration (caused by *h2). It is unclear what kind of reflex the laryngeals really 
had in Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian; some kind of consonantal reflex can 
certainly be accounted for on the basis of the Vedic and Avestan “laryngeal hiatus” (cf. 
Gippert 1997; Malzahn 2006; Kümmel 2014), but this gives us little evidence for the nature 
of the laryngeal. The laryngeals merged also in Proto-Balto-Slavic, probably resulting in a 
glottal stop (Kallio 2008: 267; Kortlandt 1989: 46). A similar assumption for PII could also 
explain the lack of consonantal substitutions for the Indo-Iranian laryngeal in the 
loanwords; a glottal stop could not explain the aspiration of stops in Indo-Iranian, but if 
the aspiration was caused by only *h2, there is nothing to prevent us from assuming a 
glottal-stop like realization for the *H that developed from the merger of *h1 and *h3. 
Kümmel (2018b: 169–170) assumes that *h3 probably became a weak fricative early in 
Proto-Indo-Iranian and was eventually lost in Proto-Indo-Iranian already, as it has not left 
any clear reflexes, whereas *h1 and *h2 retained a stronger articulation and survived longer. 
Gotō (2013: 172) notes that “the laryngeals remained as consonants or a consonant in 
PII”. According to him, *h2 caused the aspiration of the preceding consonant in PIE 
already (this is usually assumed to have happened in PII, cf. Kümmel 2018b; Cowgill & 
Mayrhofer 1986: 135–138). The interconsonantal laryngeals were vocalized as i in Indic 
and with varying reflexes of i and zero in Avestan. As noted by Gotō, the laryngeals 
developed in varying ways in such sequences as PIE *N ̥HC > PII *āC > OI OI āC or PIE 
*m ̥H > OI ān before t with analogical n, *N ̥H > OI āṁ before s. 
Parpola (2015: 51) has argued that the laryngeals were lost in Core PIE (after the 
Anatolian languages had split off from the Indo-European unity), and that the reflexes of 
the laryngeals in the Indo-Iranian languages are “archaizing” traces of a substrate from 
some unattested branch of Indo-European. This kind of argumentation is complicated, and 
Parpola can hardly be right, as the reflexes of the laryngeals show divergent developments 
in various branches of “Core Indo-European”, meaning that the laryngeals were not yet lost 
by the time Core Indo-European split into different daughter languages, and the Vedic and 
Avestan laryngeal hiatus speaks in favour of a more simple solution of retained laryngeals 
rather than some complicated substrate scenario. 
The so-called “thorn clusters” present a special problem in the history of Indo-
European languages, including Indo-Iranian. The name “thorn” comes from an outdated 
view of the reconstruction of a separate fricative phoneme, but nowadays it is the 
consensus that they represent a cluster of dental stop and velar, which then developed in 
various ways in various branches (see Fortson 2010 for more information). The most 
recent and most thorough survey of these developments in Indo-Iranian can be found in 
Lipp (2009). It has been often argued that the Indo-Iranian result of the *tk, *dk clusters 
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was *kš in Indo-Iranian, but Lipp (2009: 477–478) argues that this was not the case and 
the Proto-Indo-Iranian reflexes of these clusters were the palato-alveolar clusters *tš and 
*džh, which differed from the true affricates in that they were not monophonemic. There 
are not many instances of loanwords where the question of the “thorns” would be relevant, 
but at least the loanword *mekši ‘bee’ is possibly borrowed from an Indo-Iranian form 
which included a reflex of a so-called thorn cluster (but this is disputed; see the entry for a 
more detailed discussion). 
The Proto-Indo-Iranian age of the sound change *l > *r is disputed by some, because 
Old Indo-Aryan sometimes shows (retained) l, and Schwartz (2008) has argued that *l was 
retained even in some Iranian languages, based on evidence from modern Iranian (Avestan 
shows solely *r while l is completely absent in the phoneme system, and Old Persian has 
only a very few loanwords in which l appears, with the Indo-European *l reflected by *r in 
all cases and even many loanwords that originally had *l, such as Bābirauš ‘Babylon’). 
According to Mayrhofer (2004), all these instances of *l instead or *r can be explained as 
secondary: l developed in some Middle Indo-Aryan forms (which were spoken at the time 
when Sanskrit was used as a written and religious language), and from these l diffused to 
the Epic and Classical Sanskrit texts, even into some Vedic texts. This is also the view of 
Kümmel (personal communication, September 2017). Also the Indo-Aryan loanwords in 
the Hurrian texts of Mitanni show r in cases where Sanskrit shows secondary l (for 
example, babrunnu ‘brown’ = OI babhrú- id. [Parpola 1999: 193; 2015: 87; Mayrhofer 
1974]). 
Parpola (2015: 299) argues that in the original Rigvedic dialect of Indo-Aryan, the PIE 
*l had merged with *r, but the *l forms were borrowed from an “Atharvavedic” dialect that 
resulted from a more recent immigration of Indo-Aryans to India, centuries later than the 
original Rigvedic Indo-Aryans arrived. The l forms then spread secondarily to the original 
Rigvedic dialect too. While the dialectal origin of the l forms probably are due to borrowing 
from dialectal forms, it seems unlikely that Parpola’s scenario of several waves of migrating 
Indo-Aryans is true. The mainstream view that in certain dialects *l was later generalized 
for PII *r seems more plausible, and one can simply assume that dialectal *l forms were 
borrowed into the language of the Vedas and into Epic Sanskrit. In any case, in the oldest 
Vedic texts l is very rare, and becomes frequent only later. 
 
Vowels 
PIE *e, *o, *a > *a5 
but: PIE ablauting *o (not *o from *h3e) > *ā in open syllables (the development known as 
Brugmann’s law)6 
5 It is dubious whether there was a vowel *a in PIE as an independent phoneme, but from the point of 
view of PII it is not very relevant, as all the non-high vowels merged as *a (ǝ) anyway. Parpola (1999) and 
Koivulehto (1999; 2001) have argued that the vowel merger could have taken place independently in Iranian 
and Indo-Aryan after the end of PII unity, but this is unlikely in the view of the numerous other innovations 
that are clearly common to both branches. 
6 The accuracy of Brugmann’s law has been disputed at times but the law is now generally supported; see 
Lubotsky (1990) with references. 
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PIE *ē, *ō, *ā (< *eh1–3) > *ā 
PIE *r̥, *l ̥ > PII *r̥7 
(PIE *r̥H has different outcomes in Iranian and Indo-Aryan than the simple *r̥, but in PII 
*r ̥H was probably still intact; see below for the Iranian developments) 
PIE *n̥, *m ̥ > *a (but *an, *am before vowels) 
PIE *i, *u stayed intact (as did their semi-vowel allophones) 
As PII had only three vowels, it is obvious that the vowels could be realized in a wide 
variety of ways. This phenomenon in Old Indo-Aryan was noted by the classical Indian 
grammarians. The vowel that is usually denoted with *a was usually a schwa, and in the 
loanwords it is substituted in at least three different ways. It is interesting that in Greek 
loanwords from Sanskrit the vowel a is denoted by α, ε and ο (for example, the placename 
Μέθορα ← Mathura), and in loans into Tamil the a is substituted by e after palatal 
consonants, for example Tamil celam ‘water’ ← OI jalam id. (Oberlies 2017: 360). 
 
1.5.3.2. FROM PII TO PI
Of the reconstructed Indo-Iranian languages with which we operate here, Proto-Iranian is 
clearly the most problematic, for various reasons. While it is usually taken for granted that 
the attested Iranian languages can be derived from a unitary, reconstructable Iranian (and 
not directly from Proto-Indo-Iranian). Some aspects of Proto-Iranian are debated, 
especially the phonetic value of some of the reconstructed phonemes, and some authors 
such as Tremblay (2004) have questioned many of the sound changes that are traditionally 
considered to have happened in Proto-Iranian. Most of these debated issues relate to the 
reflexes of PIE palatovelar and velar stops in Iranian, and these are directly relevant for the 
study of Iranian-Uralic contacts, as well as the reflexes of PIE *s, which is likewise closely 
connected to the stratification of the loanwords in Uralic. 
Here the other Proto-Iranian sound changes will be presented briefly, and the sibilants 
and palatals will be dealt in more detail below. Only those changes will be commented on 
which show Iranian diverging from PII; the retentions are not specifically mentioned.  
 
Consonants 
(based on Fortson [2010], Beekes [1997]) 
7 Gotō (2013: 54, footnote 147), referring to Darms (1978) and Kuryłowicz (1948), argues that the starting 
point for Indic lengthened grade vrddhi is syllabic r̥. At the time when the Indo-Iranian vrddhi system 
developed, PII *r̥ was (phonetically) *ər, and its vrddhi grade had a long vowel: ār : r̥. This was analogically 
spread to the vrddhi of *i and *u in Indo-Aryan (producing the alternation āi : i and āu : u), whereas this did 
not happen in Iranian. This is an interesting argument in determining the phonetics of PII *r̥. But the fact 
whether it had an epenthetic vowel or not is not that relevant from the point of view of Uralic contacts, as *r ̥ 
was in any case substituted by a sequence of a vowel and a resonant. But if it is possible to show that the 
reflexes of r ̥ were clearly different in, say, Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian (or Old Iranian), this would 
give us tools to distinguish different layers of sound substitution. The same can be said of the sequence *r̥̥H. 
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The deaspiration of PII *bh, *dh, *gh (> PI b, d, g) and ʒ́h, *ǯh (> PI *dz, *dž). 
Spirantization of PII voiceless stops *p, *t, *k in consonant clusters and before the 
laryngeal: 
> PI *f, *θ, *x 
*r ̥H > ? *ar or *ər (Cantera 2001; 2017: 18–19) 
 
PI affricates and sibilants: PIE *ć, *ʒ́, * ʒ́ h > PI ? 
Various researchers have widely different views on this, but the view established by 
Mayrhofer (1989) can be considered to represent the mainstream. The main problems of 
the reconstruction of the Proto-Iranian reflexes of PIE palatal stops will be presented 
below. 
The development of these phonemes in Proto-Iranian is a rather complicated issue. The 
reason is that the reflexes in Old Persian (θ, δ) and in Avestan and the other Iranian 
languages (s, z) are very different and it is difficult to reconstruct a convincing Proto-
Iranian intermediary phase. 
A traditional way was to assume that these sounds, the reflexes of the PIE palatal stops, 
were *ś, *ź in Proto-Iranian and remained as such in Proto-Iranian (this was also the view 
of Uralic loanword researchers until the 1980s; see the material in Korenchy 1972, Joki 
1973 and Rédei 1986c). 
Since the 1980s, several different scenarios for the Proto-Iranian development have 
been presented, and the development of these ideas has been crucial for Uralic loanword 
studies too (see Koivulehto 1999c, 2001b; Napol’skikh 2014). Here the different views are 
listed below, and after that they will be evaluated and briefly commented on. More on their 
relevance for the Uralic-Iranian contacts will be provided in the Wörterverzeichnis and in 
the results about substitution rules.
Here the different scenarios that are found in the relevant research literature are 
presented: 
 
PI *ts, *dz: the PII affricates are depalatalized and the aspiration of *ʒ́h is lost 
(Mayrhofer 1989; Sims-Williams 1998; Windfuhr 2009). Mayrhofer considers Iranian and 
Nuristani originating from the same post-PII branch, and sees the Proto-Nuristani 
depalatalized affricates as suitable for explaining the Iranian reflexes too, thus postulating 
the development PII *ć, *ʒ́, * *ʒ́ h > PI *ts, *dz. This view has been supported by Koivulehto 
(1999c) and Parpola (1999), based on loanword evidence. 
PI *ć, *ʒ́: the PII affricates are retained, only aspiration is lost, as with the aspirated 
stops (Beekes 1997). 
PI *ś, *ź: PII sibilants (!) are retained in Proto-Iranian (Edel’man  1986: 14, 38–45; 
1999: 11–12); Kogan (2005: 27) also considers the PI reflexes to be palatal sibilants, but he 
assumes affricate reflexes *ć, *ʒ́, * ʒ́h for PII. 
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PI *s, *z: the reflexes in Avestan and the majority of Iranian languages are projected 
back into Proto-Iranian, and it is somehow assumed that the Persian reflexes θ, δ 
developed from these sibilants (Lubotsky 2001; Cheung 2007). A slightly different but 
rather unlikely view is held by Katz (2003: 40), who has considered the Proto-Iranian 
affricate *ts to be a secondary development from *s. 
Lipp (2009) reconstructs also the Proto-Indo-Iranian reflexes differently: 
PII *č, *j, *jh > PI *ts, *dz 
The PII cluster *sć (from PIE *sk- before front vowels) developed into Proto-Iranian *ss 
according to Lubotsky (2001a: 49). Its reflexes in Avestan are similar to those of PI *ts, so 
a development PII *sć > PI *ts (Av > s etc.) would also be possible, but in Old Persian the 
situation is more complicated, as *sć is reflected by θ word-initially and by s inside the 
word. 
It has been argued that in Sakan PII *ć remained palatal (Sakan śś) before *w, meaning 
that *ć > *ts did not happen in all environments (Tremblay 2005a, b). Kümmel (p.c.) has 
argued that Sakan śś is secondarily from *ts before w. The Uralic loanword material does 
not give additional evidence for this change, though for the Tocharian loanword arguments 
in favor of *ćw > *śś, see Tremblay (2005a: 423, see also p. 7, footnote 2 above). 
 
 
PI (?) *s > *h 
Szemerényi (1966: 191–194; 1968) considered this change to be later than Proto-Iranian, 
and his arguments are accepted and supported by Mayrhofer (1989: 7–8). Szemerényi’s 
argument in favor of the late occurrence of this change is that in Elamite written sources 
transparent Iranian (Persian) loans can be found, which show retained *s instead of 
Iranian h. As the Persians first appear in the written sources of the Near East in the early 
first millennium BC, the loans in Elamite cannot be much older than that, and the 
appearance of the *s-words in Elamite shows that the change has to have happened in the 
Iranian plateau. This means that the sound change must have then spread secondarily to 
all the other Iranian languages, spoken in a very wide area across Eastern Europe and 
Central Asia. 
The Elamite evidence includes the divine name as-sa-ra- ma-za-aš, which could be 
borrowed from Iranian *Asura.mazda-, and the Old Persian name of Elam, U-v-ȷ̆
/(H)ūža-/, which was probably borrowed with *s- which then regularly developed into h- 
(Mayrhofer 1989: 7; the name for Elam is etymologically the same as the name of the 
Persian city of Susa)8. 
However, not all scholars of Iranian historical phonology agree with this problematic 
dating. At least Cheung (2007) reconstructs *h for his Proto-Iranian forms already. The 
issue is important from the point of view of stratigraphy, as the sound change *s > *h is 
one of the major isoglosses clearly separating the Iranian languages from Indo-Aryan. 
8 h is not marked in the Old Persian script, so it is difficult to say for certain whether this sound had disappeared by
then, but this has no relevance for the question of the Proto-Iranian status of *h.
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Hintze (1998) has analysed the linguistic evidence for and against the late occurrence of 
this sound change and attempts to evaluate it also in the light of archaeological evidence, 
and although her conclusions (op. cit. 148–49) are rather cautious, she thinks it possible 
that *s > *h occurred around 1500 BC already, that is, the change could be Proto-Iranian. 
Hintze is cautious of connecting the Zoroastrian divinity Ahura.mazda with the as-sa-ra- 
ma-za-aš that is attested as a divine name in neo-Assyrian test, and even if the two names 
are connected, the Assyrian form might represent an earlier, fossilized loanword. If 
Hintze’s dating of the sound change is correct, this would mean that the ambiguous 
loanwords with retained *s should be considered Proto-Indo-Iranian, although this would 
still mean that the Iranians and Assyrians were in contact before the change had fully 
operated. It is also possible that the change *s > *h was operative for a long period of 
several hundred years, although Hintze finds this problematic. A good argument in favour 
of the early date of the sound change is that it had to operate before the time of Zarathustra 
and the compilation of the Old Avestan canon; and it is not at all clear that Ahura Mazda 
was a major deity before Zarathrustra’s time. This makes it disturbing to find a very 
archaic form of this divine name attested in the neo-Assyrian documents. 
In a personal communication (January 2018), Martin Schwartz has also expressed 
doubts on the late operation of this change. Schwartz is likewise doubtful of the connection 
of Ahura.mazda and as-sa-ra- ma-za-aš, as well as of the connection of Sūša and Hūža. 
Hintze (1998: 145, footnote 43) also correctly notes that the relative chronology of the 
change *s > *h and other changes of sibilants in Iranian is problematic: *s > *h was clearly 
pan-Iranian, whereas the development of the PII *ć, *ʒ́h (from PIE palatal stops) shows 
clearly divergent results, clearly separating Persian from the rest of the Iranian languages, 
and in certain cases (such as cluster *ćw) dividing also the rest of the languages into sharp 
isoglosses. 
Connected to this issue is the interesting problem that if some kind of “laryngeal” reflex 
of the three Indo-European laryngeals was still retained in Proto-Iranian (as is usually 
assumed, also by Cheung 2007), then what was the difference between the two sounds *H 
and *h? 
On the other hand, Hintze notes that it is unlikely that the sound change in Iranian 
would have operated independently in the various sub-branches of the family (Hintze 
speaks of “Eastern” and “Western” Iranian), because the outcomes within Iranian are 
identical. In my opinion it is also very doubtful that this sound change could have spread 
areally from the Iranian plateau all the way to Eastern Central Asia without leaving any 
exceptions. 
Carpelan & Parpola (2001: 134) has attempted to connect this Iranian sound change 
with the well-known similar changes in Armenian and Greek, suggesting an areal 
connection between these phenomena. While this idea is interesting, it is chronologically 
and geographically not self-evident, and here one has to note that this sound change is 
typologically so frequent that it can have operated independently in these three branches 
of Indo-European. It is also worth noting that the results of the sound change are not 
identical in Iranian and Greek, as the word-final -s is retained in the latter. 
To sum up, the absolute dating of the change *s > h is a very complicated problem, and 
no satisfactory solution to it exists. This means that one has to be cautious when dealing 
with retained PIE *s in the loanword material, and no far-reaching consequences based on 
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it can be made. Korenchy (1972) considered many loanwords specifically Iranian because 
of this sound change, but all of these cases are re-examined in Chapter 2. 
 
Vowels 
The vowel system of PII was retained in PI. In Avestan, the vowels have gone through a 
number of changes (de Vaan 2008), but these probably post-date PI; the Avestan notation 
is phonetic, and probably shows different phonetic realizations of the vowels, especially of 
*a (see above for the Sanskrit situation). An important difference from Indo-Aryan is that 
the PII diphthongs *ay and *aw were retained in Iranian. 
 
 
1.5.3.3. From PI to Old Iranian
Korenchy (1972) as well as Joki (1973) have used the label “Old Iranian” to describe the 
source of some of the loanwords in Uralic, but it remains largely unclear what is actually 
meant by this. In the attested Old Iranian languages there is a major difference between 
the phonology of Avestan and Old Persian in the reflexes of PI *ts and *dz. It remains 
largely unclear whether there is sense in using the same chronology (Old, Middle and 
Modern Iranian) for the unattested languages of the steppe, but based on the very limited 
evidence from the loanwords it can be said that the unattested languages were more of the 
Avestan type in this respect. This is not surprising, as most of the later attested Iranian 
languages are closer to Avestan in this point. 
However, in many other respects it is difficult to draw a line between Proto-Iranian and 
“Old Iranian” based on the loanword evidence. Other Old Iranian developments such as 
*r ̥H > ar are very hard to distinguish in loanwords because of the sound substitutions, and 
in general there are not many innovations separating the attested Old Iranian languages 
from the reconstructed Iranian proto-language. 
About the Old Iranian (?) development *s > *h, see above. 
 
1.5.3.4. Middle Iranian
While reconstructed stages such as Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian can be 
determined/described unproblematically, it is more troublesome to use terms like “Old 
Iranian” or “Middle Iranian” in the context of the unattested Iranian languages of Eurasia. 
These terms have been developed to describe the chronological development of the 
attested Iranian literary languages, but it is difficult to assume that the developments in 
the remote steppe would have followed the literary languages so closely that these kinds of 
unitary terms can be used. 
The term Middle Iranian is even more troubling than Old Iranian, as at the time of 
attested Middle Iranian (roughly 500 BC – 500 AD) the Iranian languages were already 
very divergent, and the term simply describes a period, not a reconstructed stage. In Uralic 
loanword research the use of the term “Middle Iranian” has never been properly 
determined, and it it possible that its use simply points to a relatively late donor language. 
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At the same time, developments typical of some attested Middle Iranian languages, such as 
the development of *a to *æ, are ascribed to a Middle Iranian donor language. 
The term “Middle Iranian” has been used as a similar imprecise cover term for donor 
languages of Iranian loanwords in the Tocharian languages by Isebaert (1980), but 
Isebaert’s practice has been criticized by Tremblay (2005a: 421–422). The Tocharian 
situation is different from the Uralic one in that the donor languages of many of the 
loanwords in Tocharian can be more securely identified with the attested Middle Iranian 
languages of Central Asia, unlike the unattested Iranian forms spoken in the Eurasian 
steppe. 
 
1.5.3.5. Alanic developments
Because some of the loanwords in Uralic are supposedly from an unattested Iranian 
language, which bore a resemblance to Alanic as it is known from the (scanty) ancient and 
medieval sources and from the evidence of modern Ossetic (Koivulehto 1999c; Helimski 
1997b), it is important to list the characteristics of “Alanic” here as precisely as possible. 
Even some of the early loanwords point to Alanic characteristics. The “Sarmato-Alano-
Ossetian” developments that separate this branch from the rest of Iranian according to 
Bielmeier (1989: 240–42) are the following (it is important to note that the dating and 
relative chronology of these developments is highly uncertain): 
*p > p/f (Oss. f) 
*fri > fli/li (Oss. li-) 
*θρ > rθ/rt (Oss. rt-) 
*gr > rγ 
*syāw- > saw 
*fra- > ra- 
*xš > xš/xs (Oss. xs) 
*pt > vd (Alanic βδ) 
*rš > rs, rss (Cheung 2002: 32) 
*r ̥t(a) > art (Alanic αρδ) 
*ha- > a- 
*ri/ry > l 
*-a(i)θnī > -in, -inæ 
*sp > Alano-Sarmatian sp, later in Ossetic fs 
*br > *br, later in Ossetic rv  
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*pr > pr, later in Ossetic rf 
*a, *ā > Alano-Sarmatian a (for later conditioned developments in Ossetic, see Cheung 
2002: 12–15)  
*č, *š > Ossetic c, s, a more recent development 
In addition, Windfuhr (2009: 18) lists the development of PII *ćw and *ʒ́w (an important 
isogloss within Iranian) in Alanic as follows: 
*ćw > *tšw > *šf > *fs 
*ʒ́w > *žw > *žw > *vz 
 
1.5.3.6. Andronovo Aryan
The hypothetical Andronovo Aryan language that has been advocated by Helimski (1997b) 
and Zhivlov (2013) would differ from the other Indo-Iranian languages in the ways that are 
listed below. The name Andronovo Aryan stems from the archaeological culture east of the 
Urals. Note that all the assumed developments are based on loanword evidence, and they 
will be discussed critically in the context of the loanwords. The developments are few, and 
not a single one of them is not attested either in Indo-Aryan or Iranian. The argumentation 
is also made weaker because the alleged Andronovoisms 1, 2 and 3 listed below are 
archaisms, not innovations, and the rest can be explained as Uralic sound substitutions, 
not necessarily as true changes in the phonological system of the donor language of the 
loans. This makes the existence of the Andronovo Aryan language extremely uncertain. 
The archaeological culture is also so early that it is dubious whether it could have provided 
relatively late loanwords to the Samoyed and Ob-Ugric languages, not to speak of Permic 
that is also areally farther from the area of the Andronovo culture. The Andronovo culture 
probably was inhabited by speakers of Indo-Iranian but this has more plausibly been 
connected with the Proto-Indo-Iranians than the later offshoot that Helimski and Zhivlov 
assume. 
Napol’skikh (2014) has also criticized this loanword layer, but his conclusions differ 
from mine. References to Napol’skikh’s arguments concerning individual etymologies will 
be provided when the etymologies are analysed. 
The following are the developments argued by Helimski and Zhivlov: 
1. The palatal affricates (PII *ć etc.) are retained, unlikely in Iranian. 
2. The Proto-Indo-Iranian cluster *ćt (from PIE *ḱt) is retained in Andronovo Aryan (this 
became *št in both Proto-Iranian and Proto-Indo-Aryan; one could thus assume *št for 
Proto-Indo-Iranian already, but this probably developed via intermediary *ćt). 
3. Proto-Indo-Iranian *s is retained, unlike in Iranian (see above). 
4. The cluster *r̥H becomes *ar, as in Iranian (vs. ir, īr, ur in Indo-Aryan). 
5. Furthermore, Zhivlov argues that the substitution of Indo-Iranian *a by Pre-
Permic/Pre-Mansi/Pre-Khanty *ä points to a development *a > *ä in the Andronovo 
Aryan language. 
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1.6. GEOGRAPHICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF 
THE CONTACTS
Recently it has been argued that the correlation of linguistic and archaeological data has 
been approached with too much optimism, and that there is no decisive proof for the idea 
that archaeological cultures correlate one-to-one with language communities (Saarikivi & 
Lavento 2012; Aikio 2012b: 97–102; cf. also Erdosy 1995; Gosselain 2016). Due to the long 
history of archaeological research on the Uralic and Indo-Iranian homelands, one can 
approximately determine where these languages were spoken and where the contacts 
happened, but absolute certainty can never be gained. 
Archaeological cultures have been studied especially by Parpola, most recently in 
(2012). Proto-Uralic has been connected with the Sejma-Turbino archaeological network 
which originated in Central Russia; this was argued already by Kallio (2006: 17–18) and it 
is supported by Parpola (2012: 156–162). Parpola (2012: 137–141) argues that Indo-
Iranian evolved from Proto-Indo-European in the Pontic-Caspian steppe in connection 
with the late Yamnaya culture. 
Based on linguistic and archaeological evidence, Kallio (2006) assumes that Proto-
Indo-Iranian and Proto-Uralic probably disintegrated at approximately at the same time, 
probably around 2000 BCE. Earlier research usually dated Proto-Uralic much earlier 
(around 4000 BCE), but this would make it chronologically impossible for Proto-Uralic to 
have contacts with the much later Indo-Iranian.  
 
1.6. METHODS
1.6.1. General notes on loanword research
In this work I follow the Uralic loanword research tradition from recent decades as 
described above. The well-argued stratigraphy of Germanic and Baltic, as well as Slavic 
loanwords in Finnic (and Saami) serve as a model of this work (cf. Thomsen 1869; 1890; 
Mikkola 1894). The former loanword layer is well-presented in LÄGLOS which was 
compiled by a team led by A .D. Kylstra in Groeningen. Methodological questions in 
connection with the Baltic loanwords have been discussed in detail by Junttila (2015). Also 
Koivulehto’s own works (2001a&d; 2016: 210–211, 356–358) include a useful presentation 
of the methodology of research into prehistoric loanword layers. 
Although the reasons for borrowing of words have been rather heavily discussed in 
handbooks of historical linguistics, some general methodological remarks are provided 
here, especially as methodological introductions to loanword studies are lacking in many 
earlier presentations of the topic (such as Joki 1973 or Rédei 1986c). The reader is referred 
to Campbell (1999: 59–60), Hock & Joseph (2009: 258–262), and Anttila (1989: 154–177), 
Durkin (2009: 132–178) as well as Haugen (1950) for more comprehensive theoretical 
introductions on borrowing in general. It is, however, worth noting that research into 
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prehistoric language contacts, contacts between reconstructed proto-languages, is in many 
cases fundamentally different from the loans in attested, literary languages, and many of 
the handbooks discuss mostly the latter. The methodological literature of Uralic linguists 
such as Koivulehto and Junttila mentioned above is often the best source. 
Borrowing very often results from the need of new names for new things and concepts 
(the so-called “Wörter und Sachen” loans; see Seebold [1981: 194]; Algeo [1990b: 409]), 
and many of the loanwords discussed in this work indeed fall into groups of such cultural 
words. Important cultural terms have been borrowed from Indo-Iranian into Uralic, such 
as names for some domestic animals, grains, metals and tools. A different kind of cultural 
borrowings are the substrate borrowings, which represent “local” vocabulary often relating 
to nature and geography (Saarikivi 2016: 72–74). 
On the other hand, as many have pointed out (e.g. Campbell 1999: 59–60; Seebold 
1981: 194–197; Hock & Joseph 2009: 258–262), another main reason for borrowing is 
prestige (= the words are borrowed from speakers of a culturally superior or attractive 
language without a real need to borrow), and many of the loanwords discussed here have 
to be considered prestige loans. Kinship terms, some elementary adjectives and verbs can 
be considered these kinds of prestige borrowings, as they represent concepts that already 
existed in the language. K. Häkkinen (1983: 101–102) has argued that many early Indo-
European loanwords in Uralic and the objects that they denote are often of different ages 
(this is of course based on the assumption that prehistoric linguistic areas and 
archaeological cultures correlate in some way), pointing to the fact that it is a very 
simplified picture to assume that the loanwords have been acquired with the new material 
concepts that they describe. 
Seebold also notes that affection can be considered a reason for borrowing: when 
negative meanings develop for earlier words, newer words are borrowed to avoid those. 
It has been repeatedly stressed (K. Häkkinen 1983; Koivulehto 1991: 12–13; 1999b: 4–7; 
Junttila 2015: 246–247) that new words do not just appear, i.e. Urschöpfung is a very 
unlikely way to increase the lexicon of a language (naturally this is not true of modern, 
conscious language planning, such as the case of the Estonian, Finnish or Hungarian 
language revivals). In addition to the disputed Urschöpfung, onomatopoeia, borrowing, 
compounding and derivation are considered as the main ways to increase the vocabulary of 
a language.  
For recognizing borrowings, Koivulehto lists both language-internal and language-
external criteria. Language-internal criteria are the phoneme systems of the contact 
languages (here Koivulehto lists the differences in Finnic and Germanic consonants and 
vowels and the substitutions stemming from these differences: Finnic’s richer system of 
vowels and vowel harmony, the richer sibilant system of early Proto-Finnic). Phonotactic 
criteria can also point towards borrowing (some combinations can have risen with 
borrowing and are only found in loans, not in inherited vocabulary, and the phonotactics 
always influence the substitutions). Also morphological arguments are mentioned by 
Koivulehto. 
As language-external criteria Koivulehto mentions cultural innovations that are visible 
in loanwords, and related to this, “attraction centres” where words with certain meanings 
are easily borrowed, and some words are borrowed several times in different periods. 
In addition to the reasons for borrowing, also different types of loanwords have been 
listed in the research literature. Algeo (1990b: 409–410), following Haugen (1950: 214–
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215) differentiates between loanwords, loanshifts and loanblends. Loanshifts are more 
often called calques. Although all these three types are important in loanword research, in 
this work mostly the first one is relevant. For loanwords that have been acquired in the 
prehistoric period, the notion of loanshifts or calques, as well as loanblends is very difficult 
to use. 
Methodological questions about recognizing loanwords have also been discussed 
extensively in the literature (Seebold 1981: 210–212; Junttila 2015: 53). As is the case with 
etymologists in general, researchers of loanwords have to be able to judge the arguments 
on phonology, morphology and semantics (Durkin 2009: 2–3). In principle, it is crucial to 
be able to distinguish between borrowing and code-switching, but in the study of 
prehistoric language-contacts, there is in practice no danger of mixing these two topics. 
Lushnikova (1990: 8) lists phonetic (= phonological), morphological, geographical, and 
semantic (“realno-semantičeskij”) criteria for the identification of loanwords. The latter 
notion implies that the assumed loans have to denote objects that existed at the time of 
contacts. For example, for Proto-Indo-Iranian various names for metals can be 
reconstructed, and it is logical that some of these were borrowed into Uralic, while on the 
other hand, the vocabulary denoting agriculture in Proto-Indo-Iranian is more scarce, cf. 
Kümmel (2017), making it more unlikely to search for the origin of Uralic agricultural 
terms in Indo-Iranian. 
The importance of word history (tracing the development of the loanword and its 
meaning in context with the cultural development of the object that it denotes) in the study 
of borrowing has also been stressed (Polomé 1990: 428–429). Although this is important 
when the contacts in historical periods are studied, this is less useful when prehistoric 
contacts are discussed, and especially when the exact datings and locations of the contacts 
are uncertain. Nevertheless, word history is important in the context of the Avestan, Old 
Persian and Sanskrit words that reflect the Indo-Iranian source material. Without knowing 
the context of the texts where these words appear, one could easily mistake later 
derivations, analogical formations and semantically divergent forms as reflecting earlier 
stages of linguistic history. One can also attempt to follow the word history on the basis of 
archaeological cultures, but this is difficult as languages and archaeological cultures do not 
always correlate ( Saarikivi & Lavento 2012). 
Junttila’s (2015) presentation of prehistoric Baltic loanwords in Finnic includes the 
most comprehensive discussion of methods for loanword research within Uralic linguistics. 
Junttila raises several important points especially on the arguments in favor of loanwords 
and in the stratigraphy of borrowings. According to Junttila (2015: 136–139), in the study 
of Baltic loanwords in Finnic the following arguments have been used to argue in favor of 
the Baltic origin of the etymologies: formal criteria (muotoargumentit): sound 
substitution, sound structure; semantic criteria: semantic correspondence, semantic 
category; evidence of the source word (lähtökieliargumentit); evidence of the loanword 
layer (loanword layer arguments): existence of the loanword layer, statistical probability; 
homonymy argument (a different kind of sound substitution is used to avoid homonymy); 
exceptionality arguments (some words or word classes, such as pronouns, are treated 
differently from other loanwords); morphological and semantic nativization; etymological 
nativization and alienization (see the chapter below for a description of this); phonotactic 
arguments (phonological traits pointing to a borrowing); distribution in the target 
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language family: inclusive and exclusive distributional criteria. Junttila also argues that the 
distinction of language-internal derivatives and parallel borrowings is important. 
Anttila (1989: 158–160) also lists criteria for identifying the direction of borrowing. As 
mentioned above, the direction of borrowing is usually very easy to determine with regard 
to the etymologies that are discussed in this work, but it is still essential to keep the basic 
criteria in mind, as not all cases are so obvious, and especially in older research one can 
find contradicting statements on the direction of borrowing. Distribution in either 
language family is, of course, a crucial criterion. Cultural influence and the more advanced 
culture of the Indo-Iranians, as well as known historical circumstances such as the wide 
areal distribution of the Indo-Iranian languages, often make the direction of borrowing 
obvious. 
 
1.6.2. On sound substitution
While in general comparative linguistics the sound law is the basic tool and principle 
according to which a researcher must work (see Zhivlov 2014: 113–114; Ravila 1966: 38), in 
loanword studies the same role is filled by the substitution rule (this is emphasized by 
Junttila 2015: 139). Furthermore, in studying prehistoric language contacts, without 
mastering the sound laws of the language families in question one cannot work on reliable 
sound substitutions. 
Koivulehto’s research is one of the best examples of the use of sound substitutions in 
the stratigraphy of loanwords. He has been followed by scholars like Saarikivi (2007), 
Aikio (2009), J. Häkkinen (2009) and Kallio. Although the importance of sound 
substitutions was stressed already by Thomsen (1869, 1890), LÄGLOS is the first major 
dictionary where Koivulehto’s strict methodology is followed, and it also gives an overview 
of the methods of sound substitution. Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c) give sound 
substitution a rather minimal role in their stratification of the loanwords, and they do not 
employ the evidence of substitution systematically. 
It should be borne in mind that sound substitution and regular sound correspondence 
are in many ways fundamentally different, although their usage and importance in 
linguistic stratification is similar. The main difference is that in sound correspondences 
between genealogically related languages, the regular correspondences are usually one to 
one: for example, Finnish k corresponds to Hungarian k in the inherited Uralic vocabulary. 
There are exceptions to this, but these are because of different environments. In front of 
old velar vowels, the correspondence set is Finnish k ~ Hungarian h. 
In loanwords, the situation is often more complicated. Although in principle the 
substitution rules operate in a regular way, very often the loanwords represent different 
chronological layers, which also manifest results of different substitution patterns, giving 
almost endless possibilities for different correspondence sets to emerge. This is true also of 
the Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic. A very good example is provided by the Germanic 
loanwords in Finnic: for example, in early loans Germanic *st- (in word-initial position) 
corresponds to Finnic *s- (for example, G *starrā- > Fi sara; see LÄGLOS I: X and s.v. 
sara). In later loans, the correspondence is Germanic *st- ~ Finnic *t- (for example, G 
*stangō > Fi. tanko). In Indo-Iranian loanwords, the substitutions of the Indo-Iranian 
reflexes of PIE palatal stops provide a good example of different correspondence sets: Old 
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Indo-Aryan ś corresponds to Finnish s in some words (usually from earlier *ś), in some 
words to h (from earlier *š). LÄGLOS (I: XVII) notes that in the long-running language 
contact between Germanic and Finnic, both contact languages have gone through 
phonological changes, and this makes research on sound substitution difficult. This is 
probably true of other long-lasting contact situations, too. 
In addition, within the same loanword layer one can find various substitutions of the 
same phoneme of the donor language. The Indo-Iranian *a is a notorious example of this, 
as the loanwords in Uralic show at least *a, *o, *i ̮ and *ä as its substitutions, and there is 
no consensus among the researchers about the exact environments or chronological 
differences of these occurrences. 
Even more troubling is that in principle, one cannot expect a similar kind of regularity 
from sound substitution as from sound law. The relationship between sound laws and 
sound substitutions has been discussed in detail by Heidermanns (2001). When the 
vocabulary of related languages is studied, it is generally impossible that in some cognate 
sets, the correspondences are different purely because the speakers intentionally decided, 
for some odd reason, to develop some sound differently. This kind of bizarre situation 
would make the comparative method totally useless. However, in loanword studies one 
can, in principle, encounter such bizarreness. Even in the most well-known case studies, 
such as the Germanic loanwords in Finnic, the “regular” substitution rules (such as the 
correlation of Finnic t ~ Germanic d, Finnic tt ~ Germanic t) leave room for exceptions. 
The different substitutions occurring in the same layer of loanwords can give an 
impression that in the study of substitution rules, anything goes. This is the main weakness 
of Katz (1985, 2003), criticism of whom is discussed above. 
These examples should make it clear that research into sound substitution is often 
challenging. A handbook devoted to the study of sound substitution and its use in the 
stratigraphy of loanwords would be a very welcome tool for those who work with Uralic (or 
Indo-European) etymology. 
Regarding the theory of substitution, it is often argued that substitution means the use 
of the nearest phonetic equivalent of the language to replace the foreign sound (Campbell 
1999: 61; Hock & Joseph 2009: 247–252; LÄGLOS I: XVII–XXII). LÄGLOS notes that 
very rarely are the sound systems of the contacting languages similar, and this leads to the 
substitution of sounds with different ones. It has been repeatedly noted (Haugen 1950: 
214; Hock & Joseph 2009; Aikio 2009: 12–17) that there is no real definition for phonetic 
nearness. Gussenhoven & Jacobs (2005: 35–37) note that there are two phases in 
substitution: the perceptual phase (the speakers perceive the foreign sound) and the 
operational phase (the speakers use their native sound to replace the foreign sound). 
Algeo (1990b: 409) states that borrowing involves either substitution or importation. 
The latter denotes the situation where instead of substituting the foreign sound, the new 
phoneme is acquired by the recipient language.  
In practice, one should provide detailed arguments about the phonetic similarity in the 
case of every substitution in order to convincingly argue in favor of them. For example, 
Koivulehto’s idea that the Proto-Iranian dental affricate *ts was substituted by the Uralic 
(cacuminal?) affricate *č is convincing, because both are affricates and are thus 
“phonetically near” to each other. However, Koivulehto’s argument that Iranian *ts or *dz 
could be substituted also by Uralic *ks is much less convincing. Here the affricate ts and 
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the cluster ks are phonetically much more different in the way of articulation, but again, 
the place of articulation is quite “near”. 
Koivulehto’s idea of *ks as the substitution of the Iranian affricates is an example of a 
cluster of sounds substituting for a single sound of the donor language (although 
phonetically the affricate includes both a stop and a sibilant). This is not a rare 
phenomenon. Hock & Joseph (2009: 260) provide an example of the English substitution 
of French nasal vowels: although the French phoneme is one sound, in English it is 
perceived as two sounds and is substituted by a cluster of a vowel and a nasal stop. A 
similar substitution pattern has been employed in both Finnic and Hungarian to substitute 
for the nasal vowels of Slavic loanwords.  
A crucial factor in sound substitution is phonotactics, which influences the way foreign 
sounds can be acquired into a language (Hock & Joseph 2009: 249–250; Campbell 1999: 
62). In Indo-Iranian loans phonotactics plays a central role, because Proto-Indo-Iranian 
and Proto-Iranian had various consonants and consonant-clusters that did not exist in 
Uralic, and various types of substitutions had to be employed when the loans were 
acquired. In Proto-Uralic, word-initial consonant clusters were not allowed, and in the 
loanwords word-initial consonant clusters of Indo-Iranian were always simplified. 
Phonotactics also determined the substitution of vowels in the non-initial syllables: 
because fewer vowels were allowed in non-initial syllables, the substitutions were different. 
Morphological substitution likewise plays an important role in loanword research 
(Hock & Joseph 2009: 253). LÄGLOS notes that morphological substitution often makes 
the stratigraphy of loanwords complicated, and it often involves derivational suffixes. In 
the study of Germanic loanwords in Finnic, the material is so much larger than it is easier 
to analyse the morphological substitutions that have been used. Also the derivational 
morphology of Proto-Finnic is reconstructed in much more detail than that of Proto-
Uralic. For these reasons, in the research of Indo-Iranian loanwords the idea of 
morphological substitution has not really been used.  
A special case of sound substitution is etymological nativization. This term is used by 
Hock & Joseph (2009: 249) and by Aikio (2007; 2009: 12–17). In Aikio’s dissertation the 
notion of etymological nativization is applied to the lexical contacts between Saami and 
Finnic. Aikio convincingly shows that due to a large number of lexical cognates and long-
lasting contacts, the speakers of Saami and Finnic are aware of the phonological 
correspondences that exist between their languages, and they substitute the phonemes of 
loanwords in the way that would be expected for inherited words. 
Due to the relatively scarce use of the concept of etymological nativization in Uralic 
loanword research, it has not been really applied to the study of Indo-Iranian loanwords. It 
is naturally true that in the study of unrelated contact languages, etymological nativization 
does not have same kind of relevance as in the study of intensive contacts of related 
languages, but cases like the Basque-Spanish contacts which Aikio also mentions prove 
that if the contacts are intensive enough, etymological nativization can also operate in such 
situations. It is unlikely that the contacts between Uralic and Indo-Iranian were so 
intensive at any point, but words that are originally from Iranian can have spread between 
Uralic languages such as Khanty and Mansi that have been in intensive contact with each 
other, and the archaizing effect of nativization could have played a role. Theoretically, it is 
also possible that some words with limited distribution in Uralic may appear more archaic 
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because of etymological nativization, but this has not been suggested as far as I know, and 
for the time being there is no evidence to support this kind of claim. 
 
1.6.3 Distribution as a criterion in the dating of loanwords
Although it may not be explicitly stated in many works, intuitively the distribution of a 
given word has been used as a major criterion in determining its age. This is done most 
explicitly by Rédei (1986c), whose stratigraphy of the Indo-Iranian loanwords relies 
heavily on their distribution in the Uralic languages and gives much less weight to the 
evidence that the phonetic shape of the Indo-Iranian words gives. 
Distribution is naturally an important principle when one has to determine the 
direction of borrowing (cf. Anttila 1989: 158–160; Junttila 2015: 230–236; Campbell 1999: 
64), but within the Indo-Iranian loanwords in the Uralic languages this has in most cases 
been convincingly done by previous research, and there are very few cases in this work 
where this kind of consideration would be necessary. Principles for the determination of 
the direction of borrowing include: the distribution of the word in the contact languages 
and phonological and phonotactical traits, as well as the morphological complexity and 
transparency (if the word is analyzable morphologically in one of the contact languages 
and opaque in the other, the direction of borrowing looks obvious).  
Many scholars of Uralic etymology have criticized the use of distribution. Kaisa 
Häkkinen (1983: 204–205) has stated that although distribution is (along with the 
phonological and derivational arguments) one of the main determiners of the age of a 
word, it is a very weak criterion when used alone. She nevertheless goes on to admit that, 
in practice, distribution is often used as the main criterion. Häkkinen’s notions concern 
mainly the determining of the age of the inherited words, but these same arguments can 
well be used in prehistoric loanword research, too. She further states that the early loans 
are not distinguishable from the inherited (“original”) words. Also, the distribution 
criterion in loanwords is more explicitly criticized (1983: 102–103). 
In her 1987 review of Rédei’s 1986 book, Kaisa Häkkinen makes a very detailed and 
specific critique of Rédei’s distribution criterion. She is astonished by Rédei’s 
methodology, which gives contradictory results in using both Indo-Iranian phonological 
developments and Uralic distribution as main criteria. Because of this, Rédei’s material 
lists Pre- and Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords in both Finno-Ugric and Finno-Permic layers 
of borrowings, meaning that in the earlier Finno-Ugric period, speakers borrowed words 
from two chronologically different layers, which remained chronologically different even 
later, when the Finno-Permic linguistic period started. Similar remarks about Rédei’s 
method are also made by Katz (1987). This is obviously a grave methodological error, and 
shows in practice that distribution is a very ill-suited criterion in loanword research. Even 
Rédei himself implicitly accepts this, as he considers some words that appear only in 
Finnic as parts of the earlier Finno-Volgaic layer. To be consistent with Rédei’s own views, 
one should consider these words borrowings from Indo-Iranian into Proto-Finnic, but the 
truth is of course the opposite. Words disappear from languages, and distribution is not a 
trustworthy criterion. 
Koivulehto (1999a: 208–209) has criticized the idea that the word’s distribution tells 
more of its age than its phonological shape. Koivulehto’s arguments are first and foremost 
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connected to his ideas of the very early independent contacts of various branches of Uralic 
with early forms of Indo-European, and he mainly argues that even an archaic word which 
is present in one branch of Uralic, like Mordvin or Finnic, can result from a very early 
borrowing. Nevertheless, Koivulehto is certainly right in criticizing the idea that a word 
with a very limited distribution could not be early. Words do disappear, and within the 
Uralic family (or any family of languages) there are branches which are lexically more 
innovative (such as Samoyed) than others, and some that are more conservative. Because 
of the instability of the lexicon, the number of shared words is considered to be an 
unreliable criterion in the genealogical classification of languages (Fox 1995: 289), and this 
same caution should apply to the distribution of early loanwords as well. 
Koivulehto’s views have been supported by Kallio (2012b: 227). Also Aikio (2009: 21–
25) states that distribution is not as central a criterion as meaning and phonological shape, 
and the distribution criterion is discussed critically by Junttila (2015: 150–151). Aikio & 
Aikio (2001: 10–11) have criticized the use of distribution in the study of early Germanic 
loans into Finnic, arguing that because the southern Finnic languages are generally more 
innovative in their lexicon, the northerly distribtution of many loans cannot, in reality, tell 
much about the true circumstances of the prehistoric contacts. 
However, even this is not as simple as it sounds: some of the Indo-Iranian loans seem 
to have a wide distribution, but upon a closer look it becomes clear that they include 
phonological irregularities, which can only be explained by assuming that they are parallel 
loans. The ability to recognize parallel borrowings is extremely important in Uralic 
loanword studies, and it has been developed with success in the research of Germanic and 
Baltic loanwords (see Junttila 2015).  
To mention an example among the Indo-Iranian loans, perhaps the most well-known 
Indo-Iranian loanword, Proto-Uralic *śata ‘100’ (in the traditional reconstruction) 
includes exactly these kinds of problems (this is noted by Kallio 2006: 12, footnote 10). 
This word will receive a more detailed analysis in the Wörterverzeichnis below, but in 
order to illustrate the problem, the details of the problematic vowel correspondences will 
be presented here: 
The traditional reconstruction of the word is *śata, but it has been the mainstream view 
in Uralic studies at least since Janhunen (1981) and Sammallahti (1979; 1988) that some 
Uralic etymologies which traditionally were reconstructed with *a should be reconstructed 
with the PU high central vowel * i̮ instead. The idea that PU *i ̮ should be reconstructed is 
much older, and its reconstruction was convincingly supported already by early-20st-
century Uralicists such as Gombocz (for example 1920: 112; 1940: 73), but it is not 
systematically reconstructed by many mainstream sources like the UEW. The opposition 
between *a and *i ̮ has become lost in several branches of the Uralic family (completely in 
Finnic, and in *a-stems in Saami and Mordvin as well as in Hungarian) but it is retained 
most clearly in Mansi and Samoyed (Aikio 2013), as well as in many contexts in Khanty, 
Permic and Mari.  
Thus, on the basis of, for example, Mari šüδö (PMa *šüdə) and Mansi *šī ̬tV, it is clear 
that this word should be reconstructed as *śi ̮ta in Proto-Uralic (there are also numerous 
other loans where PII *a is reflected as *i ̮ in loanwords). However, in the Permic 
languages, where the opposition between *a and *i ̮ is regularly retained in old *a-stems, 
the vowels in the word ‘100’ (Udmurt śu, Ko śo < PP *śo) are irregular and probably point 
to a separate borrowing into Pre-Permic. On the basis of Finnic, Saami and Mordvin, 
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either *a or *i ̮ could be reconstructed, and Hungarian offers no evidence here, as *a and *i ̮ 
cannot be distinguished in the reflexes of PU *a-stems in Hungarian. The situation is 
further complicated by the fact that the Permic vowel correspondence (Ud u, Ko o) usually 
reflects the old *e–ä vowel sequence. So although here we seem to have a very early, Proto-
Indo-Iranian borrowing, it looks likely that the word has to have been parallelly borrowed 
into early dialects of Proto-Uralic languages. 
Fortunately, in a word like *śi ̮ta ~ *śata there are other features that point to its old age 
(for instance, the regular development of *ś in Saami, Hungarian, Khanty and Mansi). But 
it is clear that distribution is not a good criterion to stratify the Uralic loanwords. It is also 
illustrative that there are a couple of very archaic-looking loans that are found just in 
Finnic, but then there are clearly later loans, such as *warsa, that are shared by Finnic and 
Mordvin. This, again, shows that distribution is a bad criterion, as words get easily 
replaced by newer loans, and especially when dealing with prehistoric language contacts 
with a huge time depth, it becomes obvious that distribution as a criterion is obsolete. 
Junttila (2015: 73–75) also discusses the need to distinguish parallel borrowings from 
derivatives: it is possible that a word has been borrowed several times, or that the same 
word exists in the language as several derived forms (or in related languages in forms that 
include various derivational suffixes, making the recognition of regular cognates difficult). 
Interestingly, K. Häkkinen (1983: 207) argues that although words disappear from 
languages, the most basic words often remain stable and are maintained for longer 
periods. Although this is probably true, here the notion of “basicness” is something that is 
open to different interpretations. Many central concepts in culture and livelihoods are 
often described with prestige words that are borrowed, and these central words can be very 
easily replaced. In determining the age of the loanwords one has to always keep in mind 
that a reflex of a very early cultural borrowing from Indo-Iranian to Proto-Uralic/Proto-
West Uralic etc. can easily have been lost in some daughter language, if a later prestige 
loan for the same concept has been borrowed from some later contact language (such as 
from some form of Germanic or Baltic into Finnic or from some Turkic language into 
Udmurt, Mari or Mordvin). 
In Uralic linguistics the common loanword layers shared by some intermediary proto-
language have often been seen as giving support to the reconstruction of these stages, but 
K. Häkkinen (100–108) considers this problematic. It should also be noted that the 
distribution of Indo-Iranian loanwords very rarely matches the assumed taxonomic 
divisions: there are some loanwords confined to the Finno-Permic, Finno-Volgaic or Ugric 
languages, but very few loanwords that would be Finno-Permic, Finno-Volgaic or Ugric in 
the way that the word is found in all the languages that belong to the branch. 
In Uralic linguistics also the existence of early parallel borrowings has been long since 
noted, and this has been emphasized especially by Jorma Koivulehto (1990). In loanwords, 
sound correspondences that are irregular in relation to inherited vocabulary can point to 
parallel borrowings, although this is not always necessarily the case, as many early loans 
were probably borrowed into Proto-Uralic already, and these words display similar kinds 
of apparent irregularities as inherited Uralic words, irregularities that can often be solved 
with the discovery of new sound laws and conditioned developments. 
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1.6.4. Semantics
In research on loanwords, semantics obviously plays an important role, as rarely are the 
meanings of the donor and recipient form exactly identical. However, the role of semantics 
can be seen as less central than that of phonological criteria described above: it is futile to 
search for Uralic and Indo-Iranian words with similar or identical meanings and then try 
to work out the substitution rules. Usually the method works the other way around. 
Lexical typology and the study of semantic change has seen great leaps starting from 
the 1990s, thanks to such studies as Haspelmath & Tadmor (eds. 2008) and Koptjevskaja-
Tamm (2008), but the results of semantic and lexical typology have not been utilized to the 
full extent in Uralic loanword research. The recent developments have also been included 
in useful databases, notably WOLD and DatSemShift. Even though their scope and 
material is far from perfect, they provide useful tools for loanword researchers, and they 
have been utilized in this work as far as possible. 
It is often noted that compared to phonology, morphology and other areas of historical 
linguistics, semantics is a more challenging sub-discipline because it has no “laws” or 
absolute rules that would guide semantic development in a similar way (Campbell 1999: 
267; Zimmer 2017: 76–77). Algeo (1990a: 399–401) notes that following the 
Neogrammarian model in phonology, attempts have been made to establish laws or 
universals of semantic developments (Algeo refers especially to Bréal 1883; see also Durkin 
2009: 243–253). However, it remains uncertain how well these universals work in 
practice. Campbell (1999: 255, 267) notes that in semantic change one can assume 
tendencies; this seems a more fruitful approach than the quest for semantic “laws”. An 
important notion is the view that semantic change usually develops through the initial 
stage of polysemy, and reconstructing the earlier polysemy on the basis of the divergent 
meanings can help in tracking down the semantic developments. Furthermore, although 
one cannot establish precise rules for semantic developments, in order to argue for a 
particular semantic path in loanwords one should always be able to provide semantic 
parallels (Durkin 2009: 254).  
Campbell (1999: 266) further notes that sociocultural historical facts are often relevant 
for semantic change, and because of this some have argued that generalizations are 
useless. However, some generalizations can and have to be made. 
Despite the problems described above, one has to make use of the theory of linguistic 
semantics, which identifies various types of semantic correspondences. Algeo (1990a: 
399–400) mentions the following kinds of changes:  
1) substitution, i.e. “a change of a referent or in our knowledge of it or in our attitude 
towards it”: for example, ‘ship’ in modern English means a different kind of ship than the 
word’s predecessor denoted in Old English;  
2) analogy (including popular etymology): a word changes its meaning because it 
resembles another word (here one could mention useful examples from the Uralic 
languages, such as Finnish ahtaa < PU *i ̮kta-, which has changed its original meaning ‘to 
hang’ to ‘to stuff, squeeze into’ due to influence from the homonymous Baltic borrowing 
ahdas ‘narrow’ ← Baltic *ankštas. 
3) shortening: English the blue devils ‘melancholy’ was shortened to the blues. 
4) nomination: the intentional naming of a referent with a term not previously used for 
it. 
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5) transfer: the use of a word for a new referent that somehow is similar to older 
referents of the word (Algeo lists examples such as sharp taste, sweet sight). 
6) permutation: a meaning change resulting from a shift of focus (English want ‘to lack’ 
> ‘to desire’). 
7) adequation: a shift in which characteristics of the referent are considered central to 
the meaning of the word: generalization, restriction, amelioration and pejoration. 
Connected to this category are the different types of semantic change that are listed by 
Campbell (1999: 254–266): widening (in Durkin’s 2009 terminology broadening), 
narrowing, metaphor, metanomy, synecdoche (inclusion), degeneration (= pejoration), 
amelioration, taboo replacement, hyperbole (exaggeration) and litotes (exaggeration 
through understatement). Campbell also mentions semantic change due to contact: for 
example, the Lake Miwok word kó:no originally meant ‘bow’, but it has acquired the 
meaning of ‘gun’ after contact with European settlers who used guns. 
It is easy to observe that not all of these categories are equally relevant in loanword 
studies. Various types of adequation take place regularly, but rarely is the entire “package” 
of meanings borrowed, so restriction or narrowing is very frequent. Some useful examples 
of this are listed by Anttila (1989: 155–156). 
Among the Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic, one can easily mention examples that 
follow the classification of semantic change as described above. For widening or 
generalization, vasara ‘hammer’ is a good example: the Indo-Iranian original denotes ‘the 
weapon of the god Indra’ in Indic and ‘the weapon of the god Mithra’ in Avestan, whereas 
Finnish ‘hammer’ (and the Mordvin meaning ‘axe’) are more general meanings of tools. 
Fi huhta is a good example of narrowing: Iranian *tsuxta- means simply ‘burned’, whereas 
in Finnic huhta means specifically ‘a burned patch used in slash-and-burn agriculture’. 
Metonomy has taken place in Mordvin, where čuvto denotes simply ‘tree’; this probably 
developed through the meaning ‘wood burned for agriculture’. Khanty (South) wǟrəs 
denotes ‘horse’s mane’, but its Iranian original probably had a more general meaning of 
hair (cf. Avestan varəsa- ‘hair of human and animal, mostly hair of the head’). 
An interesting example of degeneration is the etymology of Finnic orja ‘slave’, probably 
borrowed from the Indo-Iranian ethnonym *(H)ārya- ‘Aryan’ (for the original semantics 
of this word, see the entry *orja in Chapter 2). A similar development is seen in English 
slave which is etymologically connected to the ethnonym Slav. 
Campbell (1998: 279–280) also notes that obsolescence and taboo are important 
sources for semantic developments (cf. the discussion above in the context of lexical loss). 
Regarding semantics, one also has to realize that when working with reconstructed 
vocabulary and especially with lexical contacts between two or more reconstructed and 
non-attested languages, one has to be especially careful. In this case all the semantics are 
reconstructed, and although they are based on the attested meanings from the daughter 
languages, it is always possible that something turns out to be wrong. The difficulties in 
dealing with reconstructed lexicon are emphasized by Ringe (2004: 1023–1024), who 
notes that the reconstructed proto-language lexicon is always incomplete, and semantic 
reconstruction is often challenging. On the Indo-Iranian side one can rely both on the 
evidence of the attested Indo-Aryan and Iranian languages as well as that of the cognates 
in other branches of the Indo-European family, but still the matter of semantic error is a 
considerable threat. Avestan and Vedic texts are hymns which employ rich poetic language, 
and not all of the meanings are well understood. Due to the very long and rich attestation 
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of Sanskrit, the meanings of the words abound. Especially the meanings of Classical 
Sanskrit words that might differ from the meanings known from the earlier Vedic texts 
have to be approached carefully. 
1.7. SOUND SUBSTITUTIONS
The substitutions that have been suggested in the literature are briefly presented here. The 
table below is modelled after the presentation of substitution rules in the Germanic 
loanwords of Finnic in LÄGLOS I. Only the substitutions that are argued in recent works 
by Koivulehto (1999a&b, 2001a&b, 2007, 2009), Parpola (2010, 2015, 2017, 2019), J. 
Häkkinen (2007, 2009), Helimski (1997, 2000), Napol’skikh (2010, 2014), Aikio (2015b), 
Kallio (2009, 2015), Zhivlov (2013) are presented here, because in earlier works attention 
has not been paid to substitutions (Joki 1973; Rédei 1986) or the ideas of different donor 
languages (such as Munkácsi’s 1903 layering of Iranian and “Indic” loans) is clearly 
obsolete. The substitutions suggested by Katz (1985; 2003) will be discussed individually 
in the context of each etymology. 
The chronology and environments of these substitutions will be commented on in more 
detail in the analysis of the individual etymologies, and in the Results chapter it will be 
shown which substitutions can stand up to critical review and which have to be abandoned. 
Here the suggested factors causing the possible substitutions will be very briefly presented. 
It is usually assumed (Joki 1973; Rédei 1986; Koivulehto 2016) that the loans which 
show Uralic *e vocalism reflect the retained PIE *e, not a substitution of later (PII) *a. 
Regarding the *o vocalism, this can reflect either the retained PIE *o or a substitution of 
PII/PI *a (a similar substitution is also found in the Germanic and Baltic loanwords of 
Finnic). Various environments for these “o-loans” have been suggested, including the 
substitution of *o ← *a in word-initial position (Minissi 1970; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984; 
Lushnikova 1990), before *r (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984), or before *rC (Lushnikova 
1990), as well as before a nasal (Heikkilä 2014: 46). Also the labial environment (after *p 
or *w) has often been considered as a factor that causes the *o-substitution. Distinguishing 
retained *o from the o-substitution of *a is a major task of Uralic and Indo-Iranian 
etymological research. The idea of *o loans is being revived to some extent because of the 
new vowel reconstruction by Aikio (2015b), which shows that a part of the *o–a words 
have to be reconstructed as *a–i-stems. 
For the substitution *i̮ ← *a, only J. Häkkinen (2009) has attempted to establish clear 
conditions, assuming that the unaccented Indo-Iranian *a was substituted by Uralic *i ̮. 
Aikio’s new idea of the divergent development of *a–i and *i ̮–i-stems in West Uralic also 
has an impact on the ideas regarding the *i ̮ loans. 
The substitutions of Indo-Iranian and Iranian long *ā are largely the same as those of 
the short *a. Although in Indo-Iranian there probably was a notable difference in the 
realization of the long and short *a, with short *a being rather ə (Lubotsky 2018: 1875; 
Oberlies 2017: 360), this difference does not manifest itself in loanwords. However, it is 
often problematic to determine whether the Uralic word has been borrowed from a form 
which had long *ā, as especially in borrowed verbs it is very difficult to determine the 
precise donor form, due to the Indo-Iranian ablaut and Brugmann’s law. Many of the long 
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vowels in Indo-Iranian also result from earlier *VH sequences, and as a reflex of the 
laryngeals probably was in some form present in Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian, 
many of the alleged long-vowel donor forms can be reconstructed with *aH. 
The substitutions of Iranian *r̥ and *r̥H are likewise diverse, but less attention has been 
paid to the conditions that cause the different substitutions here. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 
(1984) and Lushnikova (1990) assume that *r̥ was usually substituted by Uralic *ar, but 
only part of the material fits this rule, and numerous other substitutions are found, as can 
be seen from the table below. It is important to note in general that Joki (1973), 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984), Rédei (1986c) and Lushnikova (1990) do not reconstruct the 
opposition of *a and *i ̮ for Proto-Uralic, and a large number of cases that they consider *a 
loans could in reality be reconstructed equally well with *i ̮. 
Only the substitutions in the initial syllable of Uralic are presented here systematically 
because of the more limited vocalism of the unstressed non-initial syllables and because 
not much has been written about this earlier. The substitutions in non-initial syllables will 
be discussed in the results. 
The substitution of consonants is less problematic. The main problems concern the 
possible substitutions of the Indo-Iranian reflex of the laryngeals, and the different 
substitutions of Iranian *ts, *dz.  
The Proto-Uralic (PU) here denotes all the reconstructed stages (Finno-Permic, Finno-
Ugric, Finno-Saamic, etc. in the traditional sense) unless noted otherwise. 
Dubious cases (substitutions involving forms with controversial reconstructions, 
uncertain Indo-Iranian etymologies) are marked with “?”. In some cases it is impossible to 
show which vowel should be reconstructed for the proto-form, due to the vowel mergers 
that are shared by different branches. These ambiguous cases (such as PU *a or *i ̮) are 
listed separately. 
Following the practice of LÄGLOS (I: XVII), completely implausible etymologies or 
etymologies that show implausible substitutions are not listed in the table, but they will be 
commented on in the text. 
 
1.7.1. Vowels
PII/PI *a → U *a or *i ̮ *ačwa, ? *ajsa, ? *ajwa, ? *apV, *arwa, 
*asma, *aśnas, *asora, ? *aštira, *jama, 
*ćara-, ? *karšV, *kata-, *mača, 
? *maksa-, ? *mana-, ? *martas, *pakas, 
*para(s), *śaδa- ? saja-,? *sammV-, 
*sampas, *sasarV, *śara-, *śasra, 
? *śata,9 ? *šaji-, ? Pre-P *šata (> PP *šud) 
? *šatas, Pre-Md *ćaγa, *tajwas, 
? *tarwas, *wajna, ? *waŋka, *wasa 
 → U *a *ajša, ? *čača-, Pre-S *jawi (>PS *jäə̑), 
Pre-P *kada- ‘to steal’, *kana-, *kara-, 
9 Both *śata and *śi̮ta are listed because of the controversial vocalism of the words for ‘100’ in the various 
branches of Uralic. This question will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 2.
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Pre-P *karka, ? PUg *manći, *parta, saγi-, 
? *śali, *sara, ? *talas, ? PUg *tala, ? Pre-
Sa *waćim, *waćara, Pre-S *wakša-, 
? *watsa 
 U *a or *o  *anti/onta, *śami/śoma-, Pre-Md 
*jawi/jowa, *wajni/ojna-, Pre-Sa 
*pari/pora, Pre-Sa *sami/soma 
 U *o or **i ̮  *pośi, *soŋka 
 → U *o ? *kota, POUg *mē̮ja (< ? *moja) ? *očra, 
? *omtVrV, ? *ońća, ? *oŋki, ? *orpa, Pre-
P *poči, *počaw, *pora, ? *porćas, 
? *portta, Pre-Sa *pottik, *šoji-, ? *śolki, 
*śoma, *somas, PUg *sora, *śorsa, 
? *wermen, *wojna-, *woraśi 
 → U *i ̮ *ji ̮ni, *ki ̮ntaw, ? *mi ̮γi, *pi ̮ŋka, *śi ̮ta, 
PUg *si ̮rańa 
PII/PI *a → U *ä PMs *ǟrV, ? *äkštärä, POUg *ćäkV, ? Pre-
OUg *ärkä (> POUg *ēräɣ), ? *kärtänä, 
PKh *kǟrtV Pre-Ms *mäńći, POug *päčäγ, 
Pre-Kh *päntä, Pre-Ma *pänti-, PMa 
*pärća, *pärtä, *pätäri-, PMs  *rǟsVnV, 
PUg  ?*śäŋkV, ? PUg *säptä, *täjV, 
*täjVnV, POUg *wǟnV, POUg *wǟŋkVrV, 
POug *wǟrV, PKh *wǟr(ə)sV, *wärkä, 
Pre-P *äŋkVrV, PMs *ǟrV 
PII *a < Pre-II *e → U *e ? Pre-Sa *ćerti, *ertä, ? *jewä, *kečrä, 
 *kekrä, *kert(t)ä, *kert(t)ä- *mekši, 
? *mertä, *meti, *peijas, *pejmä, *pertä, 
? *rećmä, *repä, *sejti, ? *sentü-, ? *šerä-, 
? *serä, ? *šewči-, ? *tejni(š), ? *ternV, 
*weni(š), ? *werśV 
PII/PI *a 
< Pre-II *o 
→ U *o ? *ońća, *orpa 
PII/PI *ā → U *a Pre-Ms *aćtira, ? POUg *ńātV-, PUg *taja, 
? *takra, ? POug *wātV- 
 → U *o *ora, *orja, ? *tojwV-, ? *tora- 
PII/PI *i, *ī → U *i ? *ićä, ? *ićäntä, *iša (*iša2), *išta, ? *iso, 
? *(j)išV, Pre-OUg *itra, ? *niska, *šišta, 
? *šiwa, *wiša (*wiša2), *wirä 
PII/PI *u,*ū → U *u *juma, ? Pre-Sa *kupa, *mura-, ? *puntas, 
*šukta, ? *śuka, *surV, ? PP *śumi̮s ? PP 
*sur, Pre-P *tura, *uška, ? *utarV, Pre-
Mari *wuδarV 
 ? → U *ü ? *mükkä 
PII/PI *r̥ → U *ar *śarwi 
 → U *ar or *i ̮r ? *martas, *tarna, *warna 
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 → U *i ̮r *si ̮rńa 
 → U *er *kertä, ? *mertä, Pre-Md *serńä, Pre-Md 
*serä, ? Pre-Md *werkas, ? Pre-FI *werśV 
 → U *ir *wirta- 
 → U *är *wärk(k)ä 
 → U *ür *kürtńV 
 → U *ur ? Pre-S wurka (> PS *wǝ̂rkǝ̂) 
PII/PI *r̥ 
> Iranian *ər~ *ar 
→ U *ar or *i ̮r *warsa 
PII/PI *r̥H (> ? 
PI *ər) 
→ U *or *tora-, *toraksi 
 → U *er ? Pre-Sa *ćero 
1.7.2. Consonants
PII *ć → U *ś ~ ć ? *aćnas, ? *ćara- ‘brown; to dawn’, *ćara- 
‘to shit’, ? Pre-Sa *ćero, Pre-Sa *ćerti, 
*ońća, ? *porćas, *śaŋka, *śi ̮ta 
PII *ʒ́, *ʒ́h → U *ś ~ ć *waćara, *woraći 
PII *ć > PI *ts → U *š ? *šiwä, *šukta 
 → U *č *mača, *počaw, *päčäγ 
 ? → U *ks *-teksä 
PII *ʒ́, *ʒ́h > PI 
*dz 
? → U *s ? *sentü-, ? *serä, ? *sewči- 
 ? → U *č ? *čača- 
 → U *š ? *šatas 
 ? → U *ks *maksa-, *paksu 
PII *ts > Iranian 
*s 
→ U *s ? *asma,*wasa 
PII *ʒ́, ʒ́h 
> Iranian *z 
→ U *s Pre-Md *serńä, PUg *si ̮rańa 
PII/PI *č ? → U *ć POug *ćäkV 
PII/PI *ǯ ? → U *š ? *šerä- 
PII/PI *š, *ž → U *š *aštira, *ašja, *išta, *(j)išV, *karšV, 
*karsi, *mekši, Pre-S *wakša-, Pre-S *täši,  
*wiša 
 ? → U *s *kärsä, *niska 
 ? → U *ć ? Pug *mańćV, PMa *pärća 
PII *š > Alanic *s  → U *s ? *kärsä, *warsa 
PII/PI *b, *bh → U *p *pakas, ? *pi ̮ŋka, *puntas, *sampas 
PII/PI *p → U *p *apV, *parta, *pakas, *para(s), *pänti-, 
*pärća, PFi *pe̮rna, *peträ, *počaw, 
*pora, ? *porćas, *puntas, *päčäγ, *pärtä, 
*pottik, *repä 
PII/PI *p ? → U *p ? *parta 
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> Iranian *f 
PII/PI *g, *gh → U *k ? *kertä 
 ? → U *w *arwa 
PII/PI *g, *gh 
> PI *γ 
? → U *w *arwa 
Pre-II/PII/PI *k → U *k *kečrä, *kekrä, *kerttä, *pi ̮ŋka, *wärkä 
PII/PI *k > PI *χ → U *k *šukta 
PII/PI *d, *dh → U *t *takra, *tejniš, *tejV, *tejVnV, *tervV, 
? *tora 
PII/PI *t → U *t *kertä, *martas, *mertä, *meti, *parta, 
*peträ, ? *port(t)a, *pärtä, *sejti, *sukta, 
*ti ̮rna, *tora, *toraksi 
PII/PI *t > PI *θ  *iträ (> POUg *eträ) 
PII/PI *m → U *m *juma, *mača, *maksa-, *mana, *martas, 
*mekši, *meti, *mertä, *mura-, *mükkä, 
*sampas 
PII/PI *n → U *n *mana, PFi *pe̮rna, *puntas, *pänti-, PMs 
*rǟsVnV 
 → U *ń ? POUg *ńātV-, *ońća, ? PMs *pī̮ńtV, Pre-
Md *serńä, PUg *si ̮rańa 
PII/PI *r → U *r *arwa, ? *aštira, *asora, *ćero, *ćerti, 
*itra, ? *karšV, *kečrä, *kekrä, *kertä, 
*kärtä, *martas, *mertä, *mura-, *ora, 
*parta, PFi *pe̮rna, *pertä, ? *port(t)a, 
*repä, PMs *rǟsVnV, *śara-, PUg *sir̮ańa, 
*śorsa, *surV, *ti̮rna, *tora, *toraksi, 
*werśV, *wirä, *wärkä, *woraći, *worna, 
PS *wə̑rkə̑, *wärkä 
PII ? *l10 → U *l ? *ola, ? *śali, ? *talas, ? PUg *talV 
PII/PI*y [i̭] → U *j *jama, *juma, *ji ̮ni, *sejti 
PII/PI *w [ṷ] → U *w *waćara, *wajna-, Pre-S *wakša-, 
*warsa, *wasa, POug *wātV-, *weniš, 
? *werkas, *werśV, *wojna-, *woraći, 
*wiša, *wirä, *wirtä, *worna, 
POug *wǟnV, POug *wǟŋkVrV, POug 
*wǟrV, PKh *wǟr(ə)sV, PS *wə̑rkə̑, 
*wärkä 
PII/PI *H → U *γ *saγi- 
 → U *k ? Pre-Fi *karšV 
 → U *Ø11  
10 It is highly uncertain whether *l was a separate phoneme in Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian, and 
there are no convincing loan etymologies that would support the reconstruction of *l. See above for a 
discussion of the problem of the Indo-Iranian *l > *r change. 
11 The cases where a laryngeal was not substituted are too numerous to be listed here. The problem is that 
it is often very difficult to determine whether the laryngeal was still present at the time of borrowing. There 
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PII/(?PI) *s → U *s  *asora, *saγi-, *saŋka, *surV, *sejti, 
*säptä 
 → U *ś *pośi 
1.7.3. Word-initial consonant clusters
PII/PI *dy- → U *j *juma 
PII/PI *st → U *s *sampas 
PII *sć → U *ś ~ *ć Pre-Md *ćaγa, ? PFi *sooja ? Pre-Sa *ćerti 
PII/PI *sk → U *k *ki ̮ntaw 
 
 
2. THE ETYMOLOGIES: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
2.1. Introductory notes
In this chapter the etymological material is reviewed. The etymologies are presented in 
alphabetical order according to the Proto-Uralic reconstructions (here Proto-Uralic is 
meant simply in the sense of a phonological stage of reconstruction and it does not imply a 
Uralic distribution). New etymologies by the author are presented separately in Chapter 
2.2. 
The presentation of the etymological entries and the argumentation is largely based on 
the model of LÄGLOS: the data are presented, sources are given, earlier argumentation is 
reviewed and new arguments are presented, and at the end of each entry it is clearly stated 
whether a given word is an Indo-Iranian loanword or not, or whether this remains 
uncertain. It is also stated at the end of each entry if the words that are discussed are rather 
parallel loans, or if only some of the words that have been derived from the proto-language 
word are Indo-Iranian loans. 
The following information is given in each entry: 
The bibliographical sources that deal with the etymology are listed. Here priority is given 
to those sources that have appeared after 1973, as earlier bibliographical information can 
be easily found in the Wörterverzeichnis in Joki (1973). Of these earlier sources, only those 
are mentioned that are not mentioned by Joki, or include arguments that are crucial for 
the etymology. The first source where the etymology is suggested, is usually mentioned. 
If the Uralic word is attested only in one branch of the family, a reconstruction of the 
lowest proto-language level (e.g. Proto-Finnic, Proto-Mordvinic etc.) is given, and a 
possible pre-form reflecting the Proto-Uralic reconstruction stage (for example: Proto-
Finnic *ahnas < Pre-Finnic/Early-Proto-Finnic *aćnas). In the case of Hungarian, also 
dialectal as well as Old and Middle Hungarian forms are given in these cases when 
possible. 
are no convincing cases of the substitution of the word-initial laryngeals, but because most of the words that 
begin with vowel originally began with a laryngeal, almost all of the cases of vowel-initial words should be 
listed here.
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The Uralic words are usually shown in their nominative form. The Finnic i-stems 
discussed here mostly belong to the so-called old e-stems, and it is not separately marked 
that their oblique stem ends with -e- because this is basic knowledge in Uralic historical 
linguistics. For the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Indo-Iranian/Iranian as well as Old 
Indic nouns the stems are given (following the practice of EWAia). Nominative forms and 
other inflected forms are given if they provide relevant information that is crucial for the 
etymology. The Avestan and Old Persian words are mostly given in the forms are given by 
EWAia. 
For the Indo-Iranian words, the Pre-Indo-Iranian, Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian 
reconstruction (depending on the word) is given, as all relevant forms from the earliest 
attested languages (Vedic, Classical Sanskrit, Avestan, Old Persian, Middle Persian 
languages, Greek glosses of Scythian, Sarmatian or Alanic names). Also, relevant modern 
forms are given, especially from Ossetic; in loans that show Alanic features, specific detail 
is paid to the modern Ossetic forms. For those Indo-Iranian words which can be derived 
from Proto-Indo-European (as most of the words discussed here can), a Proto-Indo-
European reconstruction is also given. 
In cases of competing Uralic or Indo-Iranian reconstructions, explanations and 
references are given in favour of the more convincing option. 
In cases of poorly attested forms or forms with dubious etymology, more specific 
information will be provided on the word’s earliest attestation (this is crucial, as both the 
Indo-Aryan and Iranian languages have a huge corpus, which include also words without 
etymology, later borrowings and hapax legomena that are difficult to interpret). 
 
2.2. INDO-IRANIAN LOANWORDS IN URALIC
 
Ko, Ud už ‘stallion’ < PP *už (Csúcs 2005: 392) 
< Pre-P *ačwa ~ *i ̮čwa  
← PI *átswa- ‘horse’ > Avestan aspa- id. (EWAia I: 139–140, s.v. ásva-) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 226 = 2016: 228) 
This etymology is convincing but open to different interpretations, as Permic ž can also 
reflect PU *-š-. There is no need to reconstruct *w, as Napol’skikh (2010: 237) has pointed 
out: the reconstruction of w based solely on Iranian evidence, the Permic words could also 
reflect simply *ača or *i ̮ča. Permic ž can also reflect earlier *š in an intervocalic position. 
Also in addition to Proto-Iranian *atswa, a form with *šw could also reflect the *šf that is 
reconstructed for Pre-Ossetic (cf. Windfuhr 2009: 18–19). Mari ožo ‘horse’ (< PMa *ožə), 
which is connected to the Permic word by Koivulehto, has to be a loan from Permic 
according to Metsäranta (2012: 27–29). However, Metsäranta states that this can be the 
case only if the Permic original had an affricate. 
As noted already by Koivulehto, the Permic vowel in the initial syllable can reflect either 
*a or *i ̮; in *-a-stems, their reflexes are indistinguishable in modern Permic. Both vowels 
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are also frequent substitutions for Iranian and Indo-Iranian *a, meaning that it is almost 
impossible to decide which vowel should be reconstructed for this word.  
Cheung (2002: 245) has proposed another Iranian etymology, deriving the Permic 
word from a reflex of Iranian *wr̥šan- (> Ossetic wyrs ‘stallion’) which can hardly be 
correct because the cluster *rs would not yield Permic *ž. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaSk vuä´d'd ‘root (esp. a pine root gathered for extracting root fibers for 
rope-making)’ (< PSa *oantē), P ååtties, L oattes ‘primary root of a tree’, Sk 
vuẹ´ddes, K vuen̜d̜es T vi ̮en ̜d̜es  ‘root (esp. of a tree)’ (< PSa 
*oantēs : *oantāse̮-); Md E undoks, M unks ‘root’ (< PMd *-undəks). M -unda 
in t’išä-unda ‘plant, (medical) herb’ (< PMd *-undə); Ma oδar ‘поросль, 
побег; ветвь, ветвистый’ (< PMa *oδar); Ko od ‘весенняя зелень на лугах; 
всходы, росток’, Ud ud- in the compounds ud-ńań ‘Wintersaat, Winterkorn’, 
ud-murt ‘Udmurt (ethnonym)’ < PP *ɔd 
< PU *anti or *onta ‘grass’ (Aikio 2018: 8; UEW s.v. antз (ontз)) 
← PII *(H)ándhas- > OI ándhas- ‘Kraut, Grün, Somakraut, Somatrank’; 
possibly from the PIE s-stem *h2éndhos-, cf. Gr. ἄνθος ‘Blume, Blüte’, East 
Frisian andel, Old Frisian åndul ‘eine feine salzhaltige Graspflanze’ (? < PG 
*andla-) (Nowicki 1976: 13; EWAia I: 79; Stüber 2002: 192–193; RIVELEX s.v. ándhas1-; 
Kroonen 2013: 27, s.v. andla-; Beekes 2010: 104–105, s.v. ἄνθος) 
(Katz 1977; 1985: 269; 2003: 218; Rédei 1986c: 49–50; EWAia I: 79; Aikio 2018: 8) 
This etymology was originally suggested by Katz (1977) and has in general been accepted 
since then, but some of the details presented by him and other older works are outdated by 
now. Katz (as well as the UEW and Rédei 1986c) considered the Uralic word to be confined 
to Permic and Mari, but Aikio (2018) has presented cognates in further Uralic languages 
(Saami and Mordvin). The old idea of a Mari-Permic word is found also in Bereczki (2013 
s.v. oδar), who does not mention the Indo-Iranian etymology. The wider distribution does 
not have much effect on the Indo-Iranian etymology itself, but the etymology is 
complicated because of the uncertain background of the Indo-Iranian word. Although 
phonologically and semantically plausible, the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Uralic word 
becomes less certain when one consults etymological sources of other Indo-European 
languages. 
Although some standard etymological works, such as EWAia, consider the Indic word 
to be an inherited Indo-European word with cognates in Greek and Germanic, Beekes 
(2010) does not support the connection of the Greek and Indic words, and rules the Frisian 
cognate out for certainty. Kroonen (2013: 27) mentions the possible PIE etymology of the 
Frisian word but considers the etymology and connection with the Indic word to be 
semantically weak. Beekes also mentions Armenian and ‘field’ as a possible cognate of the 
Greek word, but Martirosyan (2010: 72–73, s.v. and) does not support the connection of 
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Armenian with these Indo-European words because also alternative, more convincing 
etymologies for the Armenian word exist.  
Nowicki (1976: 13) connected the Armenian, Indo-Iranian and Greek words with 
Tocharian A ānt, B ānte ‘surface’, and this cognate set is mentioned also by Martirosyan, 
who however notes that these Tocharian words are derived rather from PIE *h2ent- ‘front, 
forehead’. Frisk (1954–1972: 108–109) considers the relationship of the Indo-Iranian and 
Greek forms to be convincing, but rejects the comparison with the Albanian and Tocharian 
words presented in the IEW (40ff.). Frisk mentions the possibility that Old Frisian åndul 
‘Marschgras’ might be related. Chantraine (2009: 85–86) is sceptical of the etymological 
connection between the Greek and Indic words, due to the uncertain meaning of ándhas- 
(Chantraine makes no comment on a relationship to the other possible cognates within 
Indo-European). 
Within Indo-Iranian, the noun ándhas- is securely attested only in Old Indo-Aryan, and 
it has no derivational relationship with any verbal forms (Nowciki 1976: 13; Stüber 2002: 
192–193), which may indicate that it is an old word. EWAia also mentions Bailey’s idea 
that an Iranian cognate would have been attested in the Khotanese word mījidä 
‘amaranthus plant’ (the latter part of this compound could reflect Iranian *anda-). This is 
highly uncertain, however, as no further Iranian attestations exist and it is not at all 
obvious that the Khotanese word should be segmented like this. The hypothetical Proto-
Iranian form would be phonologically equally good source for the Uralic borrowing, but 
because of the wide distribution within Uralic it is more likely that the word was borrowed 
from Proto-Indo-Iranian already, rather than from Proto-Iranian. 
Regarding the semantics of the Indo-Aryan word, RIVELEX (s.v. ándhas1-) gives ‘shoot 
(of the Soma plant)’ as the basic meaning, and notes that metonymically the word is used 
for the Soma drink more generally. In the dual the Vedic word is also used to denote both 
soma- and súrā- (a beer kind of drink) as well as soma and milk.  
In a recent study, Pinault (2016: 90–91) refers to an old idea that was published by 
Narten (1986), influenced by her personal communication with Karl Hoffmann: the 
element -ándhi- attested in the compound púraṃdhi- ‘abundance’ is etymologically related 
to ándhas-. Pinault (2016: 90, footnote 33) supports the etymological connection of the 
Indo-Iranian and Greek forms, and he assumes that they are ultimately derived from a PIE 
root *h2en- ‘to sprout, blossom, flourish’ with a -dh-enlargement. 
Pinault (2016: 101) argues that ándhas- originally started with a laryngeal: this can be 
seen from the compound púraṃdhi- (< *pŕ̥-Handhi-, with regular development of PII *r̥H 
to OI ur in a labial environment). The form ándhi- that is attested in this compound is an 
i-stem nominal abstract according to Pinault (2016: 94, footnote 48), not a Caland 
formation12. Pinault notes that this i-stem has no parallel in any other Indo-European 
language. The possible word-initial laryngeal is not substituted in this word in any way, 
and this is the case with most of the other loanwords. 
According to Stüber (2002), the original meaning of the word in Indo-European has 
been ‘a plant, from which intoxicating drink is prepared’. The attested meaning of the word 
in Greek is ‘grape’, and according to Stüber this semantic development can be explained 
12 In the Caland system, which can be reconstructed for PIE and is reflected in several daughter-
languages, among them Indo-Iranian, different nominal and verbal stems are derived from roots with 
adjective meanings (Bozzone 2016; Rau 2009; Caland 1892, 1893). 
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through the importance of the grape as the source of the most important intoxicating 
drink, wine. Because Stüber sees the notion of intoxicating drink as semantically central 
for the IE noun, she argues that the word cannot be derived from the IE root *h2andh- 
which denotes ‘blooming’, contrary to what is claimed by LIV. However, the recent survey 
of PIE vocabulary by Kölligan (2018: 2243) considers this word as possibly the original PIE 
word for ‘flower’. Kölligan mentions the aforementioned Greek, Indic and Armenian words 
as well as Albanian *ëndë as derived from PIE *h2endhos-. 
Dunkel (1995: 12) argues that the name of the Dionysiac wine-festival Ἀνθεστήρια 
points to the assumption that Greek ἂνθος originally denoted the soma plant (“a relic of 
the time when the intoxicating drink was not yet fermented grape juice but still the bitter 
extract of the stems of the psychedelic *andh-os-ø par excellence)”. According to Dunkel, in 
Europe the soma drink was replaced first by mead, and then in the Mediterranean by wine. 
This is reflected by Greek μέθυ ‘wine’ and Luvian maddu- ‘wine’, words which originally 
denoted ‘honey’. 
Janda (2000: 272–273) supports the idea of Dunkel (1995) that the Vedic word denotes 
precisely the soma herb and its juice, and that the Greek word means ‘Blüte der 
Weinreben’. Janda assumes that since the Indic and Greek words are closely connected to 
gods and rituals, the word had strong mythological connotations already in Proto-Indo-
European. 
The remarks above serve to illustrate that the exact Indo-European connections are 
open to different interpretations. Although the Indo-European background of the Indo-
Iranian word is somewhat uncertain, the word does not appear in the list of substrate 
words in the Indo-Iranian languages compiled by Lubotsky (2001b). Many other words 
related to the soma rituals are found in the list. 
Semantically, the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Uralic word is plausible, even if the 
precise semantic development in the Indo-Iranian side is partly obscure. The semantics of 
the Uralic word are reconstructed as ‘junges Gras, Schößling, Rasen [young grass, sprout, 
lawn]’ by the UEW, whereas Aikio (2018) reconstructs simply ‘grass’. The Sanskrit word 
has a variety of meanings, denoting both ‘sprout’ in a more general sense as well as ‘the 
sprout of the soma plant’. If the suggested Indo-European cognates of the Indic word are 
correct, the word’s original meaning was probably a more general ‘sprout’, and this fits the 
meaning of the Uralic words better. On the other hand, a basic word like this is more easily 
borrowed if it had more specific cultural significance and meaning in the donor language.  
Bereczki (1994: 122) has argued that the Mari word is likely to be borrowed from 
Permic because it reflects the denasalization typical of Proto-Permic. However, Metsäranta 
(forthcoming) argues that denasalization of the cluster *nt is regular in Mari *i-stems 
(contrary to what was claimed by Bereczki, who assumed that denasalized forms are 
always borrowed from Permic), so the Mari word could also be inherited from Proto-
Uralic, if the word is indeed an original *a–i-stem. 
Aikio (2018: 8) has presented cognates of the Permic and Mari word in Saami and 
Mordvin. In the UEW the Saami and Mordvin words are presented under a different entry 
(*ontз), but because they can be regular cognates of the Permic and Mari words, Aikio 
assumes that they all reflect a single Proto-Uralic form. Aikio is uncertain of the 
reconstruction of the Proto-Uralic word, as all of the daughter languages could reflect 
either PU*anti or *onta – it is shown by Aikio (2015b: 29–39) that the reflexes of these two 
Proto-Uralic stem-types merged in Saami and Mordvin, and it is well-known that Mari o 
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can also reflect either PU *a or *o, regardless of the stem type. Either of the Uralic stem 
types would fit the Indo-Iranian origin, although the *a-stem *onta would be expected, as 
most of the loanwords were acquired as *a-stems, but some loans were acquired as 
*i-stems. Regarding the initial syllables, both *o and *a are well-known substitutions of PII 
*a. 
Even though the Indo-European background of the Indo-Iranian word remains 
uncertain, the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Uralic word can be accepted.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ahma ‘wolverine’, ahmia ‘to wolf down, eat quickly’, ahmatti ‘greedy, 
voracious’ (cognates in Karelian, Ludic and Estonian); SaN vuosmmis ‘the 
morbid attitude shown by some pregnant women towards food’, vuosmmestit 
‘(of a pregnant woman) to detest certain dishes; to vomit’; cognates found in 
most Saami languages, missing from Kld, T, A (SSA s.v. ahma; Álgu s.v. vuosmmis) 
< PU/PWU *asma- or *i ̮sma- 
← PII *Haćman- or PI (unattested) *Hatsman-, cf. OI aśman- ‘eater’, root 
HaćH- > OI aśi- ‘sich nähren/sättigen, zu sich nehmen, essen’ 
< ? PIE *h2eḱh3- ‘(auf)essen’ (EWAia I: 136; Werba 1997: 274–275, No. 259; LIV2: 
261–262; Mayrhofer 2005: 21; RIVELEX I: 587– s.v. aśi-) 
(Schindler 1963: 205; SSA s.v. ahma; Aikio 2015b: 44; Holopainen 2018b: 151–152) 
See also *aćnas 
The etymology of Schindler is convincing but has not received much discussion in the 
literature since its publication. SSA mentions the etymology only in the bibliographical list 
at the end of the entry ahma, which means that SSA does not consider it probable (this is 
not explicitly stated, however). The Indo-Iranian noun is derived from the root *HaćH- ‘to 
eat’, whereas the Finnic noun ahma is etymologically opaque. The Indo-Iranian verb is 
probably derived from Indo-Iranian, even though RIVELEX considers this explanation as 
uncertain. Fi ahmia ‘to devour’ and ahmatti are derived from ahma. In the meaning of 
‘wolverine’, ahma is probably an original taboo formation. Finnic ahnas ‘greedy’ has also 
been considered etymologically related. 
The Saami word vuosmmis is a phonologically regular cognate to the Finnic stem, and 
also semantically it is possible to connect the two. The Saami word has a wide distribution, 
and phonologically it would be quite unlikely to assume that it could be a borrowing from 
Finnic, so there is no reason to assume that the Finnic and Saami word families are not 
cognates. Proto-Saami *āsvā ‘wolverine’ (> North Saami āspâs + cognates in Sk, K, T, L, P, 
S) is a later borrowing from Finnic according to Lehtiranta (2001: 16). 
Also, a possible Komi cognate has been suggested: in SSA the Komi verb adžni ‘to gulp 
down’ is mentioned with a question mark. Due to the vowel correspondences 
(Finnic a = Komi a) it looks very unlikely that the Komi word could be derived from the 
same PU word as the Finnic and Saami words, and also Komi dž as the reflex of PU *ś/ć 
would be irregular. It is also not probable that Komi would have borrowed this word later 
from some Iranian language, as later Iranian languages would have had s in the place of 
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PII *ć, and this cannot have resulted in the Komi affricate dž. The etymology of the Komi 
word remains unclear. 
It seems probable that the Finno-Saamic word is of Indo-Iranian origin, as both 
semantically and phonologically the predecessor of OI aśman- is a perfectly suitable origin. 
The dating of the loan is difficult on the basis of Finnic historical phonology. It is difficult 
to determine whether this is a Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian loan, as Aikio (2015b: 
44) has shown that the development of clusters of sibilants and nasals in Finnic is more 
complicated than was previously assumed, and that several possible predecessors can be 
posed for the Pre-Finnic form of -hm- here.  
As noted by Holopainen (2018b), if the Finnic and Saami words are indeed cognates, 
this would mean that the Proto-Uralic/Early Proto-Finnic consonant cluster should be 
*-sm- or *-šm-, as *-ćm- would not be reflected by -sm- in North Saami (Sammallahti 
1998: 191, 200; Korhonen 1981: 176). *-ćm- would result in North Saami -šm-. If the word 
had been borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian, we would expect *-ćm- on the Uralic side. 
*-sm- or *-šm- point to later borrowing from Iranian, perhaps from Proto-Iranian, where 
the word would have been *(H)atsma-. 
It is interesting that the root *HaćH- is poorly attested in Iranian, as noted by de Vaan 
(2000), so we have no direct evidence for the reconstructed PI form *(H)atsman-. This is, 
nevertheless, not an obstacle to derive this Finnic word from Iranian particularly, as the 
root was present in Proto-Indo-Iranian anyway, and it is plausible to think that it was 
retained until Proto-Iranian. (Another loanword connected to the same root could be 
Mansi *šǟrkVśV ‘eagle’, cf. Korenchy 1972: 69; the Indo-Iranian original, cf. 
Avestan kahrkāsa- ‘vulture’, is often explained as a compound ‘chicken-eater’, but 
Lubotsky (2001a: 315) considers this a folk etymology, and notes that the Ossetic form 
cærgæs ‘eagle’ – the most probable source of the Mansi word – cannot be regularly 
connected to the Iranian forms with k.) 
The existence of the root *HaćH- in PII remains an open question, but one can assume 
that an exact cognate of the Indic noun could have existed in Proto-Iranian: -man- was still 
a productive suffix in Proto-Iranian (Schneider 2010), and the formation *aćman-, if 
formed already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, could have been inherited into Proto-Iranian. It is 
also well-known that the corpus of Old Iranian texts is very small compared to the massive 
corpus of Old Indic, and our knowledge of Old Iranian and the reconstructed Proto-Iranian 
lexicon has huge gaps because of that. But still, there is no way to prove that the root or 
this noun existed at the Proto-Iranian stage. 
As is the case with most Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic, also this etymology shows no 
reflexes of the Indo-Iranian laryngeal in Uralic (cf. the entry *anti above). It is clear that 
the Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian forms still had some kind of reflex of the PIE 
laryngeals present (cf. Kümmel 2007: 430), but this is not reflected in most of the 
loanwords. 
Regarding the vowel in the initial syllable, it remains unclear whether the Finnic and 
Saami words reflect earlier *a or the central-vowel *i ̮ in this word, as these two phonemes 
merged always in Finnic and in *-a-stems in Saami. *i ̮ is found as the substitute of *a in a 
number of convincing Indo-Iranian loanwords, for example PU *śi ̮ta ‘hundred’ ← PII 
*ćata-. 
Regarding the possible other etymologies for the Finno-Saamic word, none is 
convincing. Koponen (1999: 510–512) has derived the words ahnas, ahne ‘greedy’ and 
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ahma ‘wolverine’ as well as ahvakka ‘greedy, eager’ from the “onomatopoeic root ahk- ~ 
ahv-”, but this etymology can hardly be correct. This is based on an earlier idea by Nikkilä 
(1991: 4), who already connects ahma and ahvakka. Nikkilä’s etymology is also mentioned 
by Hahmo (1994: 64–65, footnote 39). Koponen’s root etymology is referred to in SSA. 
There are no such “roots” in Finnic, and the other words mentioned by Koponen are not 
likely to be related to ahma. Koponen seems to be unaware of Schindler’s Indo-Iranian 
etymology. While it remains unclear whence the word ahvakka comes from, the Indo-
Iranian etymology is a much more credible solution than an obscure “onomatopoeic root” 
(for general criticism against onomatopoeic arguments and Koponen’s root etymologies, 
see Koivulehto 2001b: 59–63). Finnish ahnas (< Pre-Finnic *aćnas) is clearly a parallel 
borrowing from Indo-Iranian *(H)aćnas. 
It remains enigmatic whether Finnish osma, osmo ‘wolverine; bear’ and its cognates in 
Karelian (osma ‘wolverine [?]) and Votic (ozmut ‘small bear’) have something to do with 
the ahma words. In a personal communication Janne Saarikivi has suggested that Finnic 
osma is borrowed from Saami. According to SSA the word is attested also in Votic and is 
found even in place names in Estonia, which makes the borrowing from Saami even more 
unlikely for obvious geographical reasons. However, VKS does not mention the Votic word 
in this meaning but only gives the meanings ‘dear, good’. The word osmo also has the 
meaning ‘bridegroom’ in Finnish folk poetry, and SSA notes that this group of words might 
consist of originally unrelated words which have been contaminated by folk etymology. 
The Votic word is thus probably unrelated to Finnish osma ‘wolverine’. 
On the other hand, osma ‘groom’ could be a similar taboo name for wolverine as ahma. 
It is notable that osma also denotes the bear, and it is well-known that in Finnic there are 
numerous taboo expressions for bear (expressions such as metsän kuningas ‘king of the 
forest’ and metsän omena ‘the apple of the forest’). It is not difficult to imagine a word 
denoting a male relative becoming an euphemism for beasts like the bear and wolverine. 
On the other hand, it has been suggested that osma is a contamination of oksi ‘bear’ and 
ahma. This is also possible, although the problem with explanations involving 
contamination is that it is very difficult to prove that they are correct. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ahnas, ahne ‘greedy, voracious’ (< PFi *ahnas, *ahneh; cognates in all 
Finnic languages)  
< *aćnas or *ačnas or *i ̮ćnas or *i̮čnas 
← PII *(H)aćHnas > OI aśnas ‘voracious’; also a name of a demon; or ← PI 
(unattested) *(H)atsnas-; PII root *HaćH- > OI aśi- ‘sich nähren/sättigen, zu 
sich nehmen, essen’ < ? PIE *h2eḱh3- ‘(auf)essen’ (EWAia I: 136, s.v. aśi-; Werba 
1997: 274–275, No. 259; LIV2: 261–262, *h2ek ́h3-; Mayrhofer 2003: 14; RIVELEX I 
s.v. áśna-1) 
(Schindler 1963: 205; Koivulehto 1999a: 225; 2001b: 256 = 2016: 227, 293; SSA 
s.v. ahnas; Aikio 2015b) 
See also *asma 
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The Indo-Iranian etymology for this Finnic word is convincing (the semantics and 
phonology are both transparent). The etymology was first presented by Schindler (1963), 
and later discussed by Koivulehto. Initially, Koivulehto assumed that the Finnic word is 
borrowed from Germanic (1974: 123). 
LÄGLOS discusses two possible Germanic etymologies for this word. The more 
convincing Germanic origin would be the etymology proposed by Koivulehto (1974: 123): 
PG *axna-z (> ON substantivized adjective agn ‘Köder’): this is formally identical to the 
Indo-Iranian *aćnas-. Koivulehto was inspired by the Indic cognate of the Germanic word, 
which is semantically closer to the Finnic word, but apparently he did not think it possible 
that a word confined to Finnic could be borrowed from Indo-Iranian. Later Koivulehto 
considered the Finnic word to be an Indo-Iranian loan. LÄGLOS considers the Germanic 
etymology possible but not certain (“? germ. Lehnwort”).  
The other possible Germanic origin is considered less likely by LÄGLOS: Karsten 
(1943/44) has derived the Finnic word from PG *asnez/*asnaz, which is not attested 
properly but would be related to Gothic asneis ‘Tagelöhner’. Because it is uncertain 
whether the form *asnaz ever existed in Proto-Germanic, this etymology cannot be 
considered a serious alternative to the Indo-Iranian etymology. 
Although the etymology itself is convincing, the more precise dating of the loanword is 
open to different interpretations. Koivulehto’s arguments that the word has to be a loan 
from specifically Proto-Iranian *atsnas- have been doubted by Aikio (2015b), who claims 
that modern Finnish -hn- could result from a number of different early Proto-Finnic 
consonant clusters, and thus both PII *aćnas- and PI *atsnas- would be suitable origins. 
Koivulehto reconstructs *ačnas and derives the word from Proto-Iranian *asnas, but 
according to Aikio, Proto-Indo-Iranian *aćnas- (whence Pre-Finnic *aśnas) would be 
equally likely. 
The Finnic word has no cognates in the related languages, but this does not mean that 
the word could not be an early borrowing from Indo-Iranian as there are many other Indo-
Iranian loans that are confined to Finnic alone. Distribution as a criterion has been 
frequently criticized (see the references in the Introduction). Finnish ahne (with 
derivational parallels in Karelian, Veps and Votic), another adjective with almost identical 
meaning, is probably a derivation from ahnas (*-eš > Fi -e(h) is a productive derivational 
suffix).  
Fi ahnas is one of the loans in which the Indo-Iranian masculine nominative ending 
*-as is probably reflected. Helimski (2000: 194–195) has noted that these loans do not 
belong to the oldest layer of Indo-Iranian borrowings in Uralic, as consonantal stems 
probably were not yet possible in Proto-Uralic times, and there are no loans resulting in 
consonantal stems that have a “Uralic” distribution. The late appearance of the 
consonantal stems on the Uralic side does not, of course, automatically imply that a loan 
has to be from a later Indo-Iranian language, but because Proto-Uralic and Proto-Indo-
Iranian seem to have been roughly simultaneous languages, loans acquired after the split 
of Proto-Uralic were then probably borrowed from the Iranian branch. For many loans this 
can be quite convincingly shown, as Koivulehto (1999a; 2001b) has argued. 
If this and other *-as stem words are borrowed from Proto-Iranian, this gives external 
evidence that *-as was still retained at the Proto-Iranian stage; in the attested Indo-Iranian 
languages, the word-final -s had already disappeared, and a similar development 
(visargation) happened before the oldest attestations in Indo-Aryan as well, as is well 
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known. However, here one should remember that we often have very little knowledge on 
which form exactly served as the basis for the loan, and both in Iranian and Indo-Aryan 
word-final -s survived much longer in various sandhi positions. 
The same ending -as is also reflected in many Baltic and Balto-Slavic loans in Finnic, 
but there is no suitable origin for this word in the Balto-Slavic languages, as the root is not 
attested there. The root *h2ek ́h3- is reflected by few Indo-European languages: LIV (261–
262) mentions ON ę́ja ‘weiden lassen’ (< PG *ahjan) in addition to the Indo-Aryan forms; 
a relation to Greek ἄκολος ‘bouchée’ is rejected by both LIV and Chantraine (2009: 46). 
The words ahma ‘wolverine’ and ahmatti ‘glutton’ have been compared to ahnas, but 
these words most probably represent a parallel loan from Indo-Iranian (see above). While 
ahne and ahnas can be explained as derived in Finnic from the same source word, it is 
more economical to consider ahma (belonging together with ahmatti) a separate loan, as it 
suits Proto-Indo-Iranian *ácmas perfectly. The words ahnas and ahma are thus 
etymologically connected, but through the (Indo-)Iranian side, where they are derived 
from the same root. The idea that ahne and ahma are derived from the same Finnic stem is 
originally an idea of Sivula (1986: 291), and it is also mentioned in LÄGLOS, but it is 
impossible to prove. 
Koponen (1999) has suggested an onomatopoeic root etymology for ahnas and ahne. 
For criticism of this, see the entry for asma above. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mordvin ažija, ažja ‘Deichsel’; Ud vajiǯ ‘Femerstange, Gabeldeichsel’, Ko vož 
‘Deichsel’  
< PU ? *ajša (UEW s.v. ajša) 
← PI(I) *Hay(H)ša- > Av aēša- ‘plough?’, PIE *h2/3oy(H)s-o-, cf. OI ī́ṣa- ‘shaft’ 
< *h2/3i(H)s-éh2- (EWAia I: 208; Peters 1980: 95; RIVELEX II s.v ī́ṣa-; Gotō 2013: 51) 
(Toivonen 1928: 99; FUV: 129; Joki 1973: 253–254; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 922; Katz 
1985: 315–316; 2003: 252; Rédei 1986c: 49; Parpola 2007: 8) 
This etymology was first suggested by Toivonen (1928: 99) and has generally been 
accepted since by the other sources listed above, but it is a rather complicated one. 
Koivulehto only mentions it briefly, and it has not been discussed critically in modern 
sources. The UEW simply mentions the Indo-Iranian etymology (borrowing from PII 
*Hayš(H)a-) without analyzing it in any detail. The Uralic cognates feature irregularities, 
and it might be possible that some of the forms mentioned here have nothing to do either 
with the Iranian word or with each other. Sammallahti (1988: 552) lists the Mordvin and 
Permic words under a reconstruction *ooši in his list of Finno-Permic words, but this 
reconstruction cannot be correct in light of modern views on Proto-Uralic vocalism. Aikio 
does not mention these words in his works on the development of Uralic back vowels. Here 
all the forms are analysed in detail: 
The Mordvin words can regularly reflect earlier *ajša (UEW), if a metathesis of -jš- is 
assumed. The UEW explains the Permic word-internal consonantism as *-jš- > *-jž- 
> *-již-. The irregular vowel correspondences between the Komi and Udmurt forms makes 
the reconstruction of a common Proto-Permic form difficult and the etymology more 
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complicated. Probably the Mordvin and Permic words are separate borrowings from 
Iranian. 
In addition to these forms, Finnic aisa ‘shaft’, sometimes connected to these words, is 
now usually considered a Baltic borrowing (Joki 1973: 254, 293); see below for a more 
comprehensive discussion of the Finnic word. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 922) list 
“Proto-Finnic *ajša” as a cognate to the Mordvin and Permic words, but this is probably a 
misunderstanding. 
This etymology has in some sources (such as Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984) been 
considered specifically Iranian, which is mainly because of the *aj diphthong (Indic 
reflects the zero grade) which is attested in Avestan aēša-. The meaning of the scarcely 
attested Avestan word is uncertain, and also its exact relationship to OI ī ́ṣā- ‘shaft’ (<*h2i-
Hs-a-) and its Indo-European cognates οἲηξ ~ οἲᾱξ ‘Griff des Steuerruders, Steuerruder’ 
and Hittite h̬išša- ‘shaft’ has remained uncertain (Melchert 2000: 235; Höfler 2017: 3, 
footnote 2). For details on the etymology of the Hittite and Greek words, see Kloekhorst 
(2008a: 403, s.v. GISḫišša- (c.)) and Beekes (2010: 1052, s.v. οἲᾱξ ). 
Joki has argued that borrowing from Proto-Indo-Iranian is more likely than a 
borrowing from Iranian because of the semantics: according to Joki the Avestan word 
denotes ‘plough’, while Joki assumes that the meaning of the OI word, ‘shaft’, can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian. Because the meaning of the Avestan word is highly 
uncertain, Joki’s argumentation is not very convincing. On the other hand, since the 
meaning ‘shaft’ is also found in related languages like Hittite, this meaning can be assumed 
for the Proto-Indo-Iranian word as well. For the time being, it is difficult to determine 
whether the Mordvin and Permic words are borrowed from Proto-Iranian or Proto-Indo-
Iranian. 
Kloekhorst (403, s.v. GIShišša- (c.)) mentions the usual cognates of the Hittite word in 
Indo-Aryan, Slavic and Greek, but does not mention or comment on the Avestan word. The 
PIE preform is reconstructed as *h2ih1/3s-eh2-, but Kloekhorst mentions that the pre-forms 
of the Slavic and Greek forms are less clear (Kloekhorst reconstructs an s-stem with e- or 
o-grade in the root). 
Also Beekes (2010: 1052) reconstructs an *s-stem from which the Greek and Slavic 
words have been derived and he considers the Indo-Aryan and Hittite forms later 
thematicized forms. The origin of the *o-grade in Greek is unclear according to Beekes. No 
mention is made of the Avestan form, but Beekes also mentions the Baltic origin of Fi aisa 
and the Indo-Iranian origin of the more eastern Uralic forms. 
Chantraine (2009: 750–751) mentions that Greek οἲηξ : οἲᾱξ is an *-āk- derivation (the 
suffix is used to derive instrument nouns). Chantraine also mentions the unattested Baltic 
parallel *aisō or *aisa that is reflected by the loanword in Finnic. Also the Slavic (s-stem 
*oios/es-) and Indo-Iranian cognates are mentioned, as well as the Hittite word. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (probably parallel borrowings in Permic and Mordvin) 
Fi aisa ‘wagon shaft’, Veps (deriv.) aižaz id. (cognates in all Finnic languages) 
← PII or PI *(H)aiša- > Av aēša- < PIE *h2/3oy(H)s-o (See above for references) 
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(Mayrhofer 1964: 185–186; SSA s.v. aisa; Peters 1980: 95; Koivulehto 1991: 97–98, 
footnote 53; 2001a: 362, footnote 3 = 2016: 260, footnote 3; EES s.v. ais; Parpola 2007: 8) 
Although references to the possible Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic word can frequently 
be found in the literature (for example, Peters 1980: 95 notes that the Finnic word is 
borrowed from either Baltic or Iranian, and SSA mentions the Indo-Iranian origin as one 
possible etymology for the Finnic word), it is now universally accepted that the word is 
borrowed from some other Indo-European language, most probably Baltic or Balto-Slavic 
(Katz 1983a: 118; Junttila 2016; noted already by Lidén [1897: 60–63]). 
Koivulehto (2001a: 362, footnote 3 = 2016: 260, footnote 3) mentions this among the 
possible borrowings which do not show Uralic *š as the substitution of Indo-Iranian *š 
(which developed from *s in the RUKI environment). Koivulehto argues that this can be 
because of phonotactic reasons, as he notes that the cluster *-jš- might have been 
impossible in Pre-Finnic or Proto-Uralic (Koivulehto also notes that the metathesis of the 
Mordvin word ažija that was discussed above points to a similar conclusion: -jš- 
underwent metathesis to -šj- because of phonotactics). This is an unlikely possible 
explanation: the word can be explained as a Balto-Slavic borrowing, as is shown below, and 
so there is no need to assume such developments. Furthermore, Aikio (2015b: 57) has 
suggested at least one Uralic example of a Uralic *-jš- cluster, namely *kajšV ‘misery’ 
(> Fi kaiho). 
Parpola has recently argued that the Finnic word could nevertheless be borrowed from 
Indo-Iranian, and the seemingly absent RUKI reflex (Pre-Fi *s instead of *š) has parallels 
in at least two assumed loanwords, *kärsä and *niska. However, it is shown here that 
both kärsä and niska are problematic etymologies (see the respective entries). The Baltic 
or Balto-Slavic origin is thus much more convincing. 
However, Junttila (2012: 280) considers the Baltic borrowing dubious, because the 
cognate is missing from Baltic (it would be *aisā or *aisa according to him). Later Junttila 
(2016) has considered the word to be borrowed from a lost dialect of Balto-Slavic. Junttila 
(2016) reconstructs the Baltic word differently from earlier research as *ajes, 
corresponding to the Slavic s-stem *oje, and he assumes that the Finnic word is borrowed 
from the plural/collective *ajesa or a neuter form based on it (with regular contraction of 
-e-). Koivulehto (2001a: 362, footnote 3) has considered the Finnic word a possible loan 
from Slavic *oje(s) (see also the entry *ojas below), but because of the vowel *a it is more 
plausible to assume that the Finnic word is an earlier borrowing from Balto-Slavic or some 
lost dialect of Baltic. As there are other specifically Proto-Balto-Slavic borrowings in 
Finnic, aisa could well belong to the same layer of loanwords. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi aivan ‘whole, exact’ (also in Ka, Lu, Vo, Est) < PFi *aiva- 
< PII *aywa- > Av aēva ‘one, only, lonely, some, OI evá ‘so, just’ < PIE *óy-wo- 
‘einzig, allein’ (EWAia I: 270, s.v. evá; Rivelex II: 470–, s.v. evá/evā́; Gotō 2013: 148; 
Dunkel 2014: 587–, s.v. *oy-) 
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(FUV: 129; Joki 1973: 247; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 922; Katz 1985: 362; 2003: 287; 
Rédei 1986c; SSA s.v. aiva) 
This etymology is semantically and phonologically convincing. The Indo-Iranian 
etymology of the Uralic word is also mentioned by Dunkel (2014), who refers to Katz 
(2003). According to Dunkel, PII *aywa- (< PIE *oy-wo-) has cognates in Greek and 
Tocharian. Because of the vocalism, only the Indo-Iranian and no other Indo-European 
donor form can come into question. 
However, also a Germanic etymology for this Finnic word has been suggested: the 
Finnic word could be a borrowing from PG *aiwīna- (> Gothic aiweins ‘eternal) or PG 
*aiwan (> ON ey ‘always’; LÄGLOS I: 18–19). Many of the earlier sources are undecided 
about whether the word should be considered an Indo-Iranian or a Germanic borrowing. 
Both the Indo-Iranian and Germanic origins are mentioned as possible etymologies by 
SSA. Also FUV considers the Finnic word either an Indo-Iranian or a Germanic loan. The 
Indo-Iranian etymology is phonologically acceptable, but semantically less transparent. 
Since the Indo-Iranian word has a variety of meanings, it is difficult to demonstrate that 
the meaning ‘so, just’ was present already in Proto-Indo-Iranian. 
The word *aywa- is confined to Indo-Iranian. EWAia is uncertain of the possible 
relationship of this word and the Indo-Iranian numerals ‘one’ (PIA *ayka-, PI *aywa-) 
which continue a PIE stem *(H)oy- (EWAia I: 262–263, s.v. éka-).  
In Finnish dialects and old written Finnish there is also a word aiva ‘ganz, völlig; nur; 
(obsolete) lauter, bloß, rein’. LÄGLOS refers to Hahmo (1988: 82, footnote 1), who 
considers the form without -n to represent a back formation. LÄGLOS also notes that the 
-n of the Finnic word has been explained as an adjectival suffix. 
If the word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian, it is difficult to determine more precisely 
when the word was borrowed, because the Proto-Indo-Iranian form of this word is 
identical with later forms in Proto-Iranian, and the word would have been similar even in 
the unattested Old Iranian languages of the steppe. As is the case with many Indo-Iranian 
loanwords confined to Finnic, the word could have been borrowed either from Proto-Indo-
Iranian or Proto-Iranian or even from a slightly later Iranian language. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (can also be a Germanic loan) 
 
Fi ahtera ‘barren, sterile’ (cognates in Vo, Est, Li, SEst), Md E ekšt’eŕ, jekšt’eŕ, 
jakšt’eŕ M jašt’əŕ  
< ? PU ? *äkštärä ~ *akštira  
← PII (or PI) *ákšaytra > OI ákṣetra- ‘destitute of fields, uncultivated’, root 
PII *ćšay- (? tšay-) ‘to live’ < PIE *tḱey- (Werba 1997: 172–173, No. 36) 
 (Blažek 1990: 40; Aikio 2015b: 44) 
This is another one of Blažek’s etymologies that has been accepted by later researchers. 
Although the etymology is, in principle, convincing, it is noted by Aikio (personal 
communication) that the Finnic and Mordvin cognates are irregular, which could point to 
parallel borrowings into the two branches. However, the borrowing(s) have to be quite old 
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in any case, reflecting phonological developments from Pre- to Proto-Finnic and Pre- to 
Proto-Mordvin. There are not many examples of such words pointing to separate existence 
of Finnic and Mordvin as independent branches at the time of Indo-Iranian contacts. This 
would point to a relatively late, most probably Iranian borrowing. On phonological 
arguments it is difficult to say more about the time of borrowing. 
A minor obstacle to Blažek’s etymology is the second syllable and word-initial 
consonantism of the Finnic and Mordvin words. Because of the simple inventory of 
permitted non-initial-syllable vowels, it is not very problematic that the Indo-Iranian 
diphthong *ay is reflected by a single vowel in the Uralic side, but it is more difficult to 
understand the metathesis that has occurred.  
Because of these problems, it cannot be ruled out for certain that the resemblance of the 
Finnic, Mordvin and Indic words is only coincidental. Many West Uralic words relating to 
agriculture display irregular vowel correspondences and these could reflect substrate 
borrowings from some unknown language (Aikio 2015b: 44–47). Finnic ahtera and the 
Mordvin words would fit into this group of words well. 
Munkácsi (1901: 238–289) suggested a different Indo-Iranian origin for the Uralic 
words, deriving them from PII *starī- (> OI starī́- ‘cow that does not give milk’, from PIE 
*sterih2- ‘sterile’, EWAia II: 757). This idea is supported by Katz (1985: 235–236.) This 
etymology is much less convincing, as there are no examples of such prothetic vowels 
before word-initial consonant clusters in Indo-Iranian loans, and the sibilant *š would be 
difficult to explain from plain *s. Munkácsi also connects Hungarian eszter ‘infertile, 
barren’ to the Mordvin and Finnic words, but it is obvious that these three words cannot be 
cognates. Joki (1973: 80) mentions that the Hungarian word is borrowed from Romanian 
știr ‘infertile’, which is ultimately of Greek origin, borrowed into Romanian via Bulgarian. 
This Greek source, στεῖρα ‘infertile’ is a regular cognate of the Indic word, so ultimately the 
Hungarian word goes back to the Indo-European origin that Munkácsi had in mind.  
Indo-Iranian etymology (probably parallel borrowings) 
 
Fi apu ‘help’, auttaa, avittaa ‘to help’, Est abi (has cognates in all Finnic 
languages) < PFi *api 
← PII (or PI) *(H)áwas- ‘help’, root *(H)awH- > Av auuah-, OI ávas- ‘help’ 
(EWAia I :132, 134; LIV2: 243–244, s.v. h1euH-)  
(Katz 1985: 194; 2003: 158; Koivulehto 1999a: 228; Parpola 2019) 
This etymology has been suggested independently by both Katz and Koivulehto and later 
discussed in detail by Parpola (2019). The Indo-Iranian origin is, in principle, convincing, 
but also a competing Germanic etymology exists (LÄGLOS I: 31 s.v. apu): PG *auja-/*awi- 
> ON auja ‘luck; divine help, shelter’, Gothic awi-liudōn ‘to thank’; according to LÄGLOS 
the meaning of Runic auja is uncertain, but it is possible that it meant ‘help’ (Kroonen 
2013: 43, s.v. *auþu-). However, Koivulehto finds the Germanic origin much less 
convincing on semantic grounds (no meaning ‘help’ is securely attested for this root in 
Germanic, and also LÄGLOS notes that the meaning of Runic auja is uncertain).  
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In spite of this, LÄGLOS supports the Germanic etymology (Koivulehto’s Indo-Iranian 
etymology was not yet published when the first part of LÄGLOS appeared, so this 
possibility is not commented on in the book). 
In any case, the nominative apu is explained as a result of the “analogical strong grade” 
in Finnic according to Koivulehto (the phonetically regular form in the modern Finnic 
languages would be *awV). The second syllable u in Finnish apu is obviously secondary. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (can also be a Germanic loan) 
 
Mansi North å̄r, West oår ‘relative from mother’s side’; Khanty North worti 
‘younger brother of mother’; Hungarian ara ‘bride; mother-in-law’ 
< ? PUg *arV 
← ? Middle Iranian/Pre-Ossetic *wra-/*awra-, cf. Ossetic ærwada, Pamir 
wrod ‘brother’, etc. < PI *braHter- < PIE *breh2ter- 
(Korenchy 1969; 1972: 47–52 No. 2; Helimski 1997b: 121; Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley 
[forthcoming]) 
The assessment of this etymology is complicated because of the irregular vowel 
correspondences and the difficult semantic developments. Also the relationship of the 
words in the three Ugric languages is highly uncertain. According to DEWOS (181), the 
Khanty form can only be related to the Mansi and Hungarian forms if it includes a suffix 
-ti. UEW mentions the Ugric etymology but considers it uncertain. The Ob-Ugric words are 
not mentioned or commented on by Honti (1982) or Zhivlov (2006). Helimski (1997b: 121) 
mentions this etymology as problematic. 
Problematic is Korenchy’s assumption that the word is a Middle Iranian loanword into 
the Ugric proto-language. This is an anachronistic idea, as the Middle Iranian period did 
not start before the last half of the last millennium BC (Windfuhr 2009), and there is no 
way to date the split of Proto-Ugric, if it ever existed, to later than that (500 BC is a dating 
that one often finds in earlier literature, but even this has to be way too recent, as is noted 
by Aikio [2014c: 30]). 
The Middle Iranian etymology itself is not impossible but it includes certain difficulties. 
We should suppose that the three Ugric languages borrowed the word separately from 
either the same or different Iranian languages. The origin can hardly be from an older 
Iranian language, as the Iranian words cited here reflect Proto-Iranian *braHtar- (< PIE 
*bhreh2ter-). The Ossetic word shows metathesis of wr (from *br) to rw, but the Ugric 
words could be borrowed from forms containing either *rw or *wr. Metathesis of such 
clusters is typical of Ob-Ugric, so either of the forms would probably result in the modern 
Ugric forms. However, one could expect some trace of the labial glide in the case of *rw 
(compare the reflexes of Uralic *śarwi ‘horn’), but *wr would have probably been 
simplified to merely *r. This does not help much in determining the exact donor language, 
but this means that is does not have to be “Alanic”. 
The etymology is also uncertain because of the semantic differences. The attested 
meanings in the three Ugric languages are very different, and the only common factor is 
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that all denote some kind of kinship terms. Korenchy attempts to explain the semantic 
developments in Ob-Ugrian at length. Probably the two Ob-Ugric words are somehow 
connected, but their relationship to the Hungarian word and the possible Iranian original 
is everything but certain. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi arvo ‘value, price’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); Hu ár ‘price’ 
< PU *arwV ~ *i ̮rwV ?  
← PII *arghá- > OI arghá- ‘price’, Ossetic arγ, Sogdian ’rγ, Bactrian αργο 
‘value’ (EWAia I: 114, s.v. arghá-; Sims-Williams 2000: 180)  
(Munkácsi 1901: 136–137; Jokl 1921; FUV: 129; KESK: 34; Katz 1971: 145; Joki 1973: 251–
252; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 925, footnote 1; Katz 1985: 287; 2003: 229; SSA 
s.v. arvo; Lushnikova 1990: 31; Parpola 2012: 161; 2015: 66; Holopainen, Junttila & 
Kuokkala 2017: 116; Aikio 2018) 
This etymology was established already by Munkácsi (1901) and it has been widely 
accepted in the subsequent research literature (Koivulehto 1999a: 218 mentions the 
etymology among the widespread early borrowings but does not comment on it in further 
detail). The Finnic and Hungarian words can be regular cognates and there is no obstacle 
to derive them from a PU form (see below for a more detailed discussion of this). However, 
there are a couple of phonological issues that have to be discussed. Here the Finnic -o does 
not result from any transparent derivational suffix. Since a cognate is found only in 
Hungarian, no evidence for the non-initial syllable is found outside Finnic. Here the labial 
vowel cannot reflect any Indo-Iranian labial vowel, but in theory it could be a substitute for 
PII *a, as this substitution is found in initial syllables in words such as PU *ora < PII 
*ārā-. However, this idea is highly tentative, as there are very few possible parallels to this 
substitution in non-initial syllables. Aikio also notes that in the Finnic derivative arvata- 
‘to guess’ the original stem vowel *a is retained. 
It has to be stated that theoretically the Iranian word could have been borrowed into 
Uralic also as *i ̮rwV – the substitution of *a by *i ̮ is found in a number of loans, and the 
opposition of PU *a and *i ̮ becomes neutralized in Finnic, and also in Hungarian in 
original *i ̮–a-stems. 
The word-internal consonant cluster is slightly problematic, as one would expect *rk to 
be the substitute of PII *rgh. However, as there naturally were no aspirated stops in PU, 
substituting this alien sound *rgh with *rw might not be unthinkable. Jokl (1921) has 
suggested that the *w in the Uralic word might have resulted from a labiovelar stop. While 
this substitution would make phonological sense, there is hardly any sense in supposing a 
retained labiovelar stop in an Indo-Iranian loanword, as plain velars and labiovelars were 
clearly merged very early in Indo-Iranian like in the other satem languages (Edel’man 
1986: 39), and other loanwords such as *kekrä (< Pre-II *kekro-) also show this 
development.  
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In spite of the unlikeliness of this substitution, it has received widespread attention. 
Mayrhofer (1952) supports the idea of Jokl. He also notes that the change *l to *r has to be 
older than the delabialization, but this cannot be true. Other loans like *kekrä point to the 
direction that both changes were early, but as there are no traces of labiovelars anywhere 
in Indo-Iranian, and since the change has to be very early as it unites the all satem 
languages, it is improbable that a labiovelar could have been retained at this point. The 
possibility that Uralic *w reflects a labiovelar is hinted at also by Dolgopolsky (1989: 19–
20), although without references to earlier works. Katz (1985, 2003) assumes a similar 
substitution and it is also mentioned by Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984). It is strange that 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov can support the idea that a labiovelar was retained in this word at 
the time of borrowing, when they at the same time consider this word an Iranian 
borrowing. Lushnikova (1990: 31) likewise supports the idea of a labiovelar, but considers 
this word a very old loan, borrowed from Pre-Indo-Iranian or dialectal Indo-European. 
Much more convincing is the idea of Aikio (2018), who considers the Finnic and 
Hungarian words later parallel borrowings. In later Iranian languages *rgh developed to 
*rγ, but on could hardly assume a “Middle Iranian” loan to a common proto-language of 
Finnic and Hungarian. In theory one could suppose a parallel loan from Iranian to 
Hungarian and Finnic, if the development in Ossetic is early enough to suppose a 
borrowing from Alanic/Pre-Ossetic to Pre-Finnic/West Uralic. Also the scarce attestation 
of the word in two distantly related branches could point to parallel borrowing in Aikio’s 
view), and at least the Finnic word could in his view reflect the Pre-Ossetic form *arγa-. 
Aikio also states that the Hungarian word could even reflect a PU/Pre-Hu shape *arka 
regularly, but it is of course impossible to derive the Finnic word from such a proto-form.  
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 925, footnote 1) considered this word as a 
counterexample to the substitution rule that Indo-Iranian *a is substituted by *o in front of 
*r. If the Finnic and Hungarian words reflect later parallel loans, this problem can be 
solved by assuming that this rule was no longer productive by the time the later Alanic-
type words were borrowed. 
As a side note to the Hungarian consonantism, it can be stated that *-rk-, *-lk- clusters 
often result in geminate -ll-, -rr- in modern Hungarian (possibly through a common Ugric 
metathesis *-kL-). It is however disputed whether this is the regular development of such 
clusters, as A. Molnár (2003) has argued that all geminate reflexes can be argued as 
secondary, since single consonantal reflexes are attested in Old Hungarian. The Hungarian 
word ár has also variants árr and áru, of which the latter is probably a derivative but the 
form árr is more enigmatic. 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 925, footnote 1) note that the Uralic forms point to a 
donor form which reflects PII *rgh rather than *rdž that is attested in Avestan arəja-, cf. 
Sogdian ‘rγ /arγ/. A parallel to the retained g is provided by Armenian yargem, which is 
borrowed from the same Iranian source. From this it can be assumed that the Uralic word 
is borrowed from an Eastern Iranian language akin to Sogdian and Alanic. 
The Komi words art ‘sense, manner, order, series’, artav- ‘count, consider, suppose’ has 
been often connected to the Finnic and Hungarian words in older etymological sources, 
but the vowel correspondences are totally irregular here, so this “cognate” has to be 
rejected. According to Aikio, the Komi word is an independent Indo-Iranian loanword 
from a different source, PII *artha- (> OI ártha- ‘aim, purpose, matter, business’). Aikio’s 
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etymology is convincing. Already Katz (1971: 144) suggested an Iranian etymology for the 
Komi word, but derived it from PII *r̥ta- ‘right, true’ (cf. OI r̥tam-, Av aša-).  
Mordvin E aŕt’śems, M aŕśəms ‘to think’ is also listed as a cognate in the UEW, but any 
etymological connection to the Finnic and Hungarian words is highly unlikely. The cognate 
is listed as uncertain by Aikio (2018), who further mentions that the Mordvin word can 
perhaps be segmented as containing a stem *ar- and the frequentative-continuative suffix 
*-śə-, but this cannot be determined for sure.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology (parallel borrowings) 
 
Md E azor, azoro, M azor ‘lord’; Ud uzi̮r, Ko ozi̮r ’rich’ (< PP * ozi ̮r); Ms South 
ātər, East, West ōtər, North ōtər, ͻ̄tər ’lord’ < PMs *ātər 
< ? PU *asora ’lord’ 
← PII *Hásura- > OI (Vedic) ásura- ‘god, master; name for a group of gods; 
later books of the Rig Veda: demon’’, Av ahura (mazda), OP aura (mazda) 
‘God’, Pahlavi ōrmazd id.; < PIE *h2m ̥su- (EWAia I: 147–8; Ofitsch 1995: 156; LIV2 
269 s.v. *h2ens- ‘zeugen, gebären’; RIVELEX I s.v. ásura; Kloekhorst 2008a: 382, s.v. 
ḫaššu-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 26–7; FUV: 129; KESK: 203; Joki 1973: 251–2; Katz 1985: 207– 208; 
2003: 169; Rédei 1986c: 44; UEW No. 29; Koivulehto 2001b: 247 = 2016: 289; Blažek 
2005: 162; J. Häkkinen 2012: 5; Parpola 2015: 66; Aikio 2015b: 37–39; 2018; Holopainen, 
Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 116–117) 
This is an old and well-known Indo-Iranian loan (first presented by Munkácsi). The Indo-
Iranian word is derived from a root that has cognates in many other Indo-European 
languages, but a suitable trisyllabic donor form is found only in Indo-Iranian (also the 
geographical reasons point towards Indo-Iranian as the donor language). The etymology is 
phonologically and semantically transparent, but the reconstruction of the second syllable 
of the Uralic word remains disputed (the UEW does not take a clear stance in this, and 
Koivulehto reconstructs *asira-). Aikio (2015b: 37–39) reconstructs it as *-o, basing this 
on the evidence of Mansi vowel development which corresponds to those of other tentative 
*o-stems, and also on the PII *-u; Aikio considers the substitution *o ← *u to be natural, as 
he does not consider it possible to reconstruct *u for non-initial syllables of Proto-Uralic, 
and thus *o would be the most fitting substitution for Indo-Iranian *u in this position. One 
could of course ask why the vowel has to be reconstructed as *-o and not *-u, but as the 
Saami and Finnic words, the “key languages” for this reconstruction show (*)-o, this is 
maybe the most fitting choice. 
Aikio’s arguments are plausible and this is the only etymology in which Uralic *o (as 
reconstructed by Aikio) in the non-initial syllable corresponds to any labial vowel in an 
Indo-Iranian loan. However, the problem is that the number of the postulated *-o-stems is 
very low in general, and the other possible *o-stem loans from Indo-Iranian are clearly 
poorer etymologies (and in these cases the *o does not correspond to Indo-Iranian *o but 
has to originate from some other reason). 
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If one does not accept Aikio’s new reconstruction, there is no reason to reconstruct a 
common proto-form for the Mordvin, Permic and Mansi words. Mansi points to an *a-i- 
stem, while Mordvin points to *a-a. So while the PII etymology is totally convincing, it 
remains unclear whether we are dealing with a parallel loan or not. Aikio (2018) also 
mentions the possibility of parallel borrowing. A cultural word like this is easily borrowed, 
so an early parallel borrowing is not unthinkable. However, the parallel development 
would have to be very early because the reflexes of the word have gone through all the 
sound changes leading from Proto-Uralic to Mansi, Permic, and Mordvin. The situation is 
similar as with the word *ćata ‘100’ which likewise shows abnormal vocalism, even though 
the borrowing has to be very early. 
Schmid has argued that the loan in Mordvin is late, borrowed in the 6th century BC. 
This claim is based on the view that the change *s > *h is late, but this does not 
automatically prove that the loan has to be borrowed towards the end of Proto-Iranian 
period. It can equally well be early, and as the Mordvin word has cognates in Permic and 
Mansi, the loan has to be very early and Schmid’s argumentation has to clearly be 
considered erroneous. Unfortunately, Bartens (1999: 51) mentions Schmid’s obsolete 
dating without commenting on it in any detail. 
The retained *s has traditionally been seen as a Proto-Indo-Iranian feature, but 
Korenchy (1972) has argued that the word is from Proto-Iranian, as *-s was most probably 
still retained at the earliest stage of Iranian (see Mayrhofer 1989 and Chapter 1 of this 
dissertation). There is no possibility to decide whether this is a PII or PI borrowing. The 
wide distribution points to an early origin, and thus PII is a more likely source. Some 
clearly Iranian loans went through the Ugric/Ugro-Samoyedic sibilant changes, so the 
word could have been borrowed only from Proto-Iranian, too, especially if the Uralic forms 
represent parallel borrowings. Also Joki (1973) and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 923) 
assume that this is a Proto-Iranian borrowing, although the view of the latter authors does 
not have much value since they consider almost every loanword Proto-Iranian because of 
their peculiar views of Eurasian linguistic prehistory, which do not allow for contacts 
between Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Uralic/Finno-Ugric. 
The Indo-Iranian word goes back to a form with initial laryngeal (this is proved by the 
Hittite cognate ḫaššu- ‘king’), but as is the case with most of the loanwords, no trace of the 
laryngeal is found in the loanword. The laryngeals were certainly still present in some form 
in Proto-Indo-Iranian, as the laryngeal hiatus of Avestan and Vedic proves that the 
laryngeals were not lost very long before the codification of the earliest texts. Probably the 
laryngeal was a ‘weak’ sound, a glottal stop or the like, already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, at 
least in this position. Also Katz (2003) assumes that the absence of the laryngeal can be 
explained like this.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko buri̮ś, burśi̮ ‘horse’s mane’ 
< PP *buri ̮ś (Csúcs 2005: 323) 
< Pre-P ? *parśa ~ *barśa 
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← Alanian *barci- or PI *barša-; YAv barәša- ‘throath, neck of a horse’ < PI 
*barša-, MP buš, Oss barc, barcæ ‘horse’s mane’ < PI *br̥šti- (Cheung 2002: 55, 
173) 
 (KESK: 42; Joki 1973: 256; Rédei 1986c: 66; Lushnikova 1990: 192; Csúcs 2005: 323) 
The Iranian etymology of this Permic word is obvious, even though some details require 
comment. Although Rédei lists the loans confined to Permic as one group, he still mentions 
different stages of Iranian as donor forms: this is from “Old Iranian” according to Rédei. 
He is clearly on the right track here, as because of Komi u corresponding to Iranian *a the 
word has to be quite early, like several other loans that are found only in Permic (see, for 
example PP *gu-, *warna-). Despite the word’s occurrence only in Komi, the word thus 
has to go back at least to Pre-Permic level. In Udmurt the word has probably been replaced 
by some later borrowing. 
Also from the Iranian point of view the word has to be relatively early: in most attested 
Middle Iranian forms the -rš- cluster has assimilated to simple -š-. However, in Ossetic the 
reflex is -rc-, which could also have produced the Permic forms, meaning that this could be 
a very early borrowing from an Alanic-type language. Note that the (Old) Iranian 
reconstruction *barša- that appears in Rédei 1986c and Csúcs 2005 is not the pre-form of 
the Ossetic word: Cheung explains the Ossetic form from earlier *br̥šti-, and the affricate 
results from the regular sound change *ti > ci. The Permic sibilant ś is ambiguous in this 
respect: Joki and Rédei (referring to Uotila) note that because of folk etymology, the word 
has been reanalysed as a compound bur-śi ‘good-hair’, and the sibilant is due to the false 
connection with this word śi ‘hair’. This is a plausible explanation. Another possibility 
would be to assume that the cluster -rc- cluster was not possible at the time when the word 
was borrowed, and *-rś- would simply reflect a sound substitution here. If the word is not 
borrowed from Alanic but from an Avestan-type language with a form *barša, then it 
becomes more difficult to explain the substitution. Whatever the case may be, this is no 
obstacle to the etymology. 
The word-initial b- appears in some Permic loans that have to be very early (Pre-
Permic), including Indo-Iranian loans which have p- in the donor form (see *pärtä, 
*parta), and in at least some inherited Uralic words, which means that the voicing has to 
be secondary. It is thus not very helpful in dating the etymology, but it does not prevent us 
from considering this borrowing as rather early. 
Semantically the etymology is obvious. Several other loans relating to horse breeding or 
horse pastoralism were borrowed into Uralic from Indo-Iranian, and there are also words 
confined to Permic that belong to this group (notably *ačwa ‘stallion’). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi sata- ‘yield crop’, sato ‘crops’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN 
čuohcit ‘to hit (a spot); to snow’ (cognates in all Saami languages, < PSa 
*čuocē); Md E čačo-; Ma šoč́a-, šača- (< PMa *šåča-); Ko ćuž- ‘be born, grow’, 
Ud či ̮ži-vi̮ž ̮i ‘relative’ (< PP *čuž-); Khanty East č̮ič̮im ‘bear cub’ (< PKh 
*čī̮čī̮m); Mansi North sūs-, sūns- ‘grow, increase; have cubs (of a bear) (< PMs 
*sūns-)’; Selkup čāǯi ‘family, tribe’ < PS *caci 
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< PU *čača- ‘to grow’ (Zhivlov 2014: 127; Aikio 2015b: 14–17; Sammallahti 1988: 552; 
UEW s.v. čačɜ-, čančɜ-) 
← PI *dzadzanH-a- (root *dzanH- [Cheung 2007 *zanH]) < PII *Ʒ́anH- < PIE 
*g ́enh1- ‘erzeugen’> reduplicated present *g ́i-ǵenh1,- ǵn̥h1- > YAv zīzanəṇti ‘sie 
erzeugen’, present stem *g ́enh1-e- Vedic janati ‘(er)zeugt, gebiert’; perfect *g ́e-
g ́onh1/ǵn̥h1- > Vedic jajāna- ‘wird geboren’ (Werba 1997: 288–289, No. 286; LIV2: 
163–165, s.v. *ǵenh1-)  
(Koivulehto 1999a: 226 = 2016: 228)  
This etymology was presented by Koivulehto and it has not been commented on in 
etymological dictionaries. Although Koivulehto’s etymology was promising in its original 
form, new Uralic sound laws and the relationship to the Samoyed cognates (Zhivlov 2014; 
Aikio 2015a) have made this Iranian etymology less credible. Assessing the etymology is 
difficult because the cognate set of the Uralic words is presented in widely different forms 
in earlier sources. The most convincing Uralic reconstruction and cognate set presented by 
Zhivlov and Aikio gives the Proto-Uralic form as *čača- ‘to grow’ and presents reflexes in 
all branches of Uralic except for Hungarian. This is in stark contrast to the earlier 
distribution that was followed by Koivulehto. Koivulehto followed Sammallahti (1988) in 
supposing that the word has reflexes only in the central branches Mordvin, Mari and 
Permic and can thus be derived from the Finno-Permic proto-language. 
Sammallahti rightfully rejected many of the cognates that had been presented in earlier 
literature. The UEW gives a cognate set stretching from Mordvin to Samoyed, but some the 
cognates are different from the ones used by Aikio. The nasal of the Proto-Uralic form 
given as one alternative in the UEW is reconstructed because of the Samoyed forms; this is 
also noted by Abondolo (1996), who writes that the Samoyed forms are not real cognates of 
the other words that are listed by UEW. Aikio accepts only the Selkup forms that are 
presented by the UEW, and he considers Nenets tenc ‘Art, Sorte; Stamm, Sippe’, Enets 
Ch tìďo, B tìso and K ti ̮z ‘Geschlecht’ and Nganasan tansa id. as unrelated. Khanty DN čăčə 
‘hiesig, einheimisch’, O săsi ‘auf seiner eigenen Scholle wohnend, hiesig, an einem Ort 
wohnend; Pflegling (Haustier; nicht Hund); Wohn-, Aufenthaltsort (auch z. B. von dem 
Wohnplatz im Sommer)’ and Mansi KU sasə, P šošəγ, sossa ‘an einem Orte wohnend; 
heimisch’ cannot be derived from the word with a word-initial affricate that has been 
reconstructed by Aikio (2015b). 
The Finnic and Saami cognates have been earlier considered as a separate Finno-
Saamic cognate set (see SSA s.v. sataa with references), but because these forms can be 
phonetically regular cognates to the other forms mentioned by Aikio, there is reason to 
support the inclusion of these words in this Proto-Uralic cognate set. Also semantically the 
idea is plausible. The semantic reconstruction of the proto-form is rather similar in all the 
sources mentioned: Aikio and Sammallahti reconstruct ‘to grow’, the UEW ‘to be born, to 
grow’. 
Finnic s and Saami ć reflect a regular dissimilation PU *č : č > Pre-Fi/Pre-Sa *ć : č 
> Fi. s : t, so all of the Uralic forms can be derived from a form with word-initial *č. The 
words are regular cognates. The Mordvin and Mari words could also reflect earlier *š, but 
there is no obstacle in deriving them from the reconstruction *čača- that Aikio suggests. 
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To return to the topic of the Iranian etymology, semantically there is no problem in the 
etymology. The small semantic differences between the Iranian and Uralic side could be 
easily explained away (the Indo-Iranian word and its Indo-European cognates denote 
primarily ‘being born’), but the phonological arguments and also the wide distribution 
make the etymology less likely.  
The substitution *dz > *č in the anlaut position is phonetically possible, but there are no 
other convincing examples of this, as *š is the usual substitution for *ts in Proto-Iranian 
loanwords in the word-initial position. The reasons for this remain, for the time being, 
unclear. It is of course possible that the affricate *č is the substitute for the voiced affricate, 
whereas the unvoiced *ts was substituted by *š. In other examples where Iranian words 
with *dz were borrowed, the substitution seems to be *s- (as noted by Kallio in an 
unpublished work). One possibility for this problem could be that the forms with *s- are 
borrowed from post-Proto-Iranian language(s) where *dz had already developed to *z (as 
happened in Avestan and the majority of the Iranian languages). Uralic *s would be the 
most expected (“nearest”) substitution of Iranian *z-. There are old ideas of *z- forms 
being borrowed into the Ugric and Central Uralic languages, and they show precisely this 
substitution. 
The distribution of this word is suspiciously wide in contrast to the idea of its Iranian 
origin. The Proto-Iranian loanwords are typically limited to a couple of (usually 
neighbouring) branches of Uralic only (see the entries *maksa-, *paksu, *počaw, 
*serä), which, together with the obvious fact that they have to be later than the Indo-
Iranian loans, points to relatively late, post-PU contacts, and it would be unlikely for a 
Proto-Iranian borrowing to be found in (almost) all the branches of the family. Chronology 
makes contact between PI and PU problematic. Early parallel borrowings could perhaps 
come into question, but because of the difficulties with the sound substitutions, this does 
not look likely. 
In addition to these arguments against the etymology, a further disturbing feature in 
this word is that the Iranian original suggested by Koivulehto represents the reduplication 
syllable and initial consonantism of the root *dzan(H)-. It is suspicious that Uralic 
speakers borrowed only the reduplicated part of the verb – what was the exact source from 
which the Uralic verb was borrowed, then? Although it is usually very difficult to determine 
from which form verbs were borrowed, it is risky to suggest that the perfect would be the 
form that the speakers of Uralic would have found the one that they need to borrow. The 
impossibility of finding a suitable, precise origin for the borrowing is a further argument 
against this etymology. It is interesting to note that there are no (convincing) parallel 
examples of the reduplicated syllable of verbs being borrowed (the noun *kekrä is, of 
course, a different matter because its supposed Indo-Iranian donor form is a noun that is 
derived through reduplication); the situation can be compared to the Baltic and Germanic 
loans in Finnic, where the verbal prefixes usually do not get borrowed, as noted by 
Kallio (personal communication). Here there is even more reason for caution, as the 
reduplicated syllable is part of the verbal stem of the perfect forms, and it is dubious to 
assume that exactly this part of the verbal stem would have been borrowed. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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? Fi. sarastaa; SaN čuorri ‘brownish’, found in all Saami languages except 
SaKld < PSa *čuorēs (Álgu, s.v. čuorgat) 
← PII *ćāra- ? > Old Indic śāra- ‘bunt, scheckig, gefleckt’ (EWAia III: 489 
s.v. śāra-) 
(Sammallahti 1999: 78; 2001: 399; Holopainen 2018b: 157–158) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology presented by Sammallahti is both phonologically and 
semantically credible, but the problems with the unclear etymology of the Indo-Iranian 
word make the loan etymology suspicious. Sammallahti only assumed an Indo-Iranian 
etymology for the Saami word, but Aikio (personal communication; see also Holopainen 
2018b: 158) has considered the Finnic word to be its cognate. The Permic languages seem 
to have acquired a separate loanword from the same Indo-Iranian source; the 
correspondences between the Saami word and the Permic word (Komi ʒ́or, Udmurt ʒ́ar) 
are not regular (Sammallahti 1988: 532). 
According to Sammallahti (2001), the word’s distribution is limited in the Saami 
languages, as the noun *čuorēs appears only in South, Lule, Pite, North and Inari Saami, 
which could mean that this word was acquired after the split of Proto-Saami. Aikio (2012b: 
88, footnote 12), however, refutes this claim, because the derivative (SaN) čuorgat ‘grey of 
hair’ is found in eight Saami languages.  
According to EWAia, the background of the Indo-Aryan word is unclear; there is no 
convincing Indo-European etymology, and the word does not necessarily even go back to 
Proto-Indo-Iranian (Avestan forms with -sā-i attested in personal names have been 
regarded as possible cognates of the initial element śā-, but EWAia considers this equation 
questionable). This naturally weakens the etymology of the Saami word as well. 
As noted by Holopainen (2018b), Aikio (personal communication) connects the Saami 
word with Finnish sarastaa ‘to dawn’; the Skolt Saami cognate of the verb, čuo´rrjed 
‘valjeta, seestyä (taivas) = to become clear (of the sky)’, suits this semantically, and the 
connection is also phonologically regular. The meaning ‘brownish’ of the adjective then has 
to be secondary, probably derived from the colour of dawn. In this case the Indo-Iranian 
etymology is semantically quite problematic. According to Aikio, a Baltic or Balto-Slavic 
origin (from a different PIE root) for this word would also be possible: Lithuanian žarà 
‘Rot (am Himmel), Lichtschein, Dämmerung’ < Proto-Balto-Slavic *źar- (*źor- according 
to Derksen 2015: 513, s.v. žarija). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN čáris ‘coarse (of wool)’, also in SaS and SaL (< PSa *čārēs) 
< Pre-Sa ? *śäräs ~ *śaras 
← PII ? *ćara >- Old Indic (compound) kapúcchala- ‘Haar am Hinterhaupt’ 
(EWAia I: 302, s.v. kapúcchala-) 
(Sammallahti 1999: 78–79; 2001: 399; Holopainen 2018b: 154–155) 
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The Indo-Iranian etymology presented by Sammallahti (2001) is not very convincing. 
According to EWAia, the word kapucchala- does not have a proper Indo-European 
etymology, which makes Sammallahti’s assumption dubious. EWAia (I: 302) states that 
the explanation of *kaput-śala as a compound word where the latter element means ‘hair’ 
is “ganz unwahrscheinlich”. On the other hand, there is no other known etymology for this 
Saami word. Aikio (personal communication) points out that the South (tjaerries) and 
Lule Saami (tjárres) words require the reconstruction of a Proto-Saami geminate *-rr-, 
which makes the etymology even weaker, as this sound is usually not found in inherited, 
pre-Saami vocabulary. 
If the etymology was correct, it would be one of the few examples where Uralic *l 
corresponds to Indo-Aryan *l. In most loans the Indo-Iranian *l > *r change is reflected. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology  
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SaN čearru ‘fell-top’ (cognates in L, Sk, Kld, T < PSa *čearō) 
< ? Pre-Sa *ćero 
 ← ? PII *ćŕ̥Has-, > OI śi ́ras-, Av sarah- ‘head’ (EWAia II: 638–639; Nussbaum 
1986: 139–157; Gotō 2013: 34; Adams 1991: 10) 
(Sammallahti 1999: 80; 2001: 399; Koivulehto 2008a: 318, footnote 7 = 2016: 405, 
footnote 7; Holopainen 2018b: 156–157; Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 117) 
Sammallahti’s relatively recent etymology has not received much comment in the 
subsequent etymological literature. It is mentioned by Koivulehto and it has been criticized 
by Holopainen (2018b) and Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala (2017). Although the 
etymology is not impossible, it involves certain problems. 
The word’s occurrence in only Saami already raises questions about the plausibility of 
the etymology, although this is not an obstacle per se. Semantically the top of a mountain 
or fell could be borrowed from this IE root, from which various words with the meaning 
‘horn’, ‘head’ etc. are derived. The Proto-Uralic *śarwi is a borrowing from Indo-Iranian 
source ultimately reflecting the same root as the one that is suggested here (see the entry 
*śarwi). The borrowing into Pre-Saami should have happened roughly at the same time as 
the borrowing of the more widespread ‘horn’ word, as both show palatal *ć/*ś in inlaut 
position. The Saami word cannot be a later loanword from Iranian, as this would have 
given Saami s- (← Iranian *s) or *č (Proto-Iranian *ts). 
Although Sammallahti gives both PIE and PII forms as possible originals, the Indo-
Iranian source is less likely: the second syllable labial vowel in Saami could perhaps reflect 
the Indo-European *-ew sequence, and the Pre-Saami *e points rather to IE *e than the PII 
sequence *r̥H (which was later vocalized to *ir in Indo-Aryan and *ar in Iranian). The idea 
that Saami *er could reflect the *r̥H sequence cannot be ruled out for certainty, but there 
are no exact parallels to this substitution. The Indo-Iranian word is an s-stem *ćŕ̥Has- 
(> Ved śíras- N) that continues a PIE *k ́rh2es-/-os), extended with *-an/n suffix (Gotō 
2013: 34). 
As the root for ‘head’ is very widespread in Indo-European, it would be technically 
possible to find several good candidates for the origin of this loanword. The issue is also 
made more difficult by the argumentation by Nussbaum (1986) that some of the words 
continue the simple aniṭ root *ḱer-, whereas some forms contain the suffixal *h2, which 
was often thought to be part of the root by earlier researchers. It is thus difficult to 
determine the exact source for the Saami borrowing – in a way this means that there are 
multiple possibilities, but in reality this rather weakens the etymology, as it is impossible to 
prove the Saami form to be borrowed from some particular word in a given Indo-European 
language.  
The Pre-Saami stem-type *e–o is not usually found in inherited words, which speaks 
against an early Indo-European origin of the Saami word (the suggested early borrowings 
with non-initial syllable labial vowels are suspicious etymologies in general, as argued by 
Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017). The etymology thus remains unclear. It is a rather 
boring but inevitable conclusion that the etymology of this Saami word remains uncertain, 
together with a large amount of other Saami words. As Aikio (2004) has listed many Saami 
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words of obscure “Palaeo-European” origin denoting arctic geography, it may well be that 
this word belongs to the same layer of substrate borrowings. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN čearda, found also in SaL and SaS  
< PSa *čearte ̮ ‘tribe’ 
← Pre-II *sćerdho- > PII *śardha- > Old Indic śárdha- ‘Stärke, Schar’, 
Av sarədanā-, root *ćardh- ‘trotzen, seine Stärke zeigen, 2. furzen’ (EWAia II: 
619–620, ŚARDH; Werba 1997: s.v. sr̥dh; Lubotsky 2001a: 50–51) 
(Sammallahti 1999: 78; 2001: 399; Aikio 2012b: 88, footnote 12; Koivulehto 2001b: 49 = 
2016: 290; Holopainen 2018b: 155–156) 
This is another of Sammallahti’s Indo-Iranian etymologies for Saami words. The 
etymology has also been discussed by Koivulehto and mentioned also by Aikio (2012b) in 
his criticism about Sammallahti’s distribution criterion in the dating of the loanwords in 
Saami. 
The Indo-European origin of this Saami word is promising, but there is a number of 
problems in the way this etymology has been presented in the literature. Sammallahti uses 
outdated Proto-Indo-European and Indo-Iranian reconstructions (PII *śardha, PIE 
*k ́erdho-, *ḱerdhā) for this word, largely referring to data found in Pokorny’s IEW. 
According to Lubotsky (2001a: 50–51), the Proto-Indo-European shape of the word is 
*skerdho- (with s-mobile), and in Proto-Indo-Iranian this becomes *sćardha-. If Lubotsky 
is correct in assuming that the word-initial consonantism reflects PIE *sk that became PII 
*sć in palatal environments, it seems more probable that this is a (Pre-)Indo-Iranian 
loanword than a Proto-Indo-European one; the Pre-Indo-Iranian form *sćerdho- would 
serve as a good origin for the Saami word, but *skerdho probably would not, although one 
could of course argue that already at phonetic level the PIE *sk could have been palatalized 
and thus substituted by Pre-Saami *ć, but this is speculation that is impossible to prove. 
This word is also more widely represented in Saami languages than Sammallahti 
thought (Aikio 2012b: 88, footnote 12), as the word has also a cognate in South Saami 
(Sammallahti mentioned only the Lule and North Saami forms). As noted by Aikio, this 
contradicts Sammallahti’s views that due to the distribution of early loanwords within 
Saami, the Indo-Iranian and other early Indo-European loanwords in the Saami languages 
were acquired at the time when Saami was already an independent branch and was spoken 
near the area were the Saami languages are currently distributed. This is not a very well-
founded idea. Aikio (2012b) situates the Saami homeland in southern Finland (see also 
Kallio 2009, Saarikivi 2011), but he has argued that even the Baltic loanwords in Saami are 
acquired via Finnic which was situated between the Saami and Baltic language areas. The 
situation with the Indo-Iranian loanwords is probably similar. 
Álgu (s. v. čearda) mentions also that cognates for this word have been postulated from 
many Uralic languages in earlier sources (such as FUV: 148): Mari šə̑r ‘Gemütsart, 
Charakter, Art und Weise, Gewohnheit, Beschaffenheit, Bau, Konstruktion’, Komi śer 
‘Gewohnheit, Sitte, Mode, Weise’, Khanty J sĕr ‘Art, Beschaffenheit’, Mansi (South) sėr 
‘Faj; Art; mód, szer; Art u. Weise’, Hungarian szer, ѕzër ‘Mittel Gerät; Zeug; dial.mód; Art, 
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Weise’, Nenets śerʔ ‘Sache, Angelegenheit; schlechte Sache; auf Weise, wie’ (+ cognates in 
Enets and Nganasan). Although the cognates are not commented on in Álgu, it is obvious 
that they are irregular, and it is understandable that Sammallahti (2001) does not mention 
them. The cognate set of the other words that Álgu lists is also mentioned in the UEW 
(s.v. *śerɜ), but the Saami word is not included because of the *-rt- cluster that is not 
reflected in the other languages. For the possibility of deriving these words separately from 
Indo-Iranian, see the entry *śerV ~ *śertV. 
However, Aikio (personal communication) notes that because the word has the vowel 
combination *ea–e̮, it cannot be older than Proto-Saami. This makes the Indo-Iranian 
etymology of *čearte̮ more suspicious, as Pre-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Saami could hardly 
be considered simultaneous, since Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Uralic both probably split 
up around 2000 BC (Kallio 2006: 12, 17–19). Interestingly, relatively many other assumed 
Indo-Iranian loanwords confined to Saami show similar problems. Already both 
Sammallahti and Koivulehto (2001b: 248) noticed the discrepancy with the Saami vowels, 
but both assumed that the Saami stem vowel has to be secondary. If this vowel 
combination could be explained as a secondary development through established rules of 
word formation, the word could go back to Pre-Saami, but this is not the case, and one 
cannot assume ad hoc secondary developments to save loan etymologies. According to 
Sammallahti this vowel combination could have developed in the environment of palatal 
consonants: he mentions the (Pre-)Germanic etymology of Saami geahčča- ‘to look’ (from 
Germanic *gātja-) as a parallel. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi East śȫk, North śāk ‘hammer’(< PMs *ćǟk); Khanty North śak, śȧχ 
‘Hammer’, South t́ak (< PKh *ćǟk) 
< POUg *ćäkV ‘Keule’ (Zhivlov 2006: 142) 
← PI (?) *čakuš-, *čaku- > YAv čakuš-, čaku- ‘Wurfhammer, Wurfaxt’ (AiWb: 
575,  s.v. čakuš-) 
(Korenchy 1972: 78–79, No. 37; Lushnikova 1990: 195; Sipos 2003: 256–257) 
The main problem with this etymology is the palatal affricate in Ob-Ugric. It is very 
difficult to understand why the Iranian affricate *č- was substituted by *ć in Ob-Ugric. 
Korenchy argues that Ob-Ugric speakers could have heard Iranian *č as “weicher 
empfunden” than Uralic/Ob-Ugric *č and that would be the reason for this substitution, 
but the explanation seems ad hoc. Katz (1985; 2003) has argued that this is possibly a loan 
rather from Uralic to Indo-Iranian, because the Iranian words do not have a convincing 
Indo-European etymology. Katz’s idea is supported by Kümmel (2018a). 
However, Bielmeier (2001: 5–7) argues that the Iranian word can rather be borrowed 
from Turkic: in Turkic there are forms like Chagatai čakan ‘Streitaxt’ and Kyrgyz čakan id., 
which can be derived from the verb čaq/čak- ‘schlagen, prägen’. As the Turkic nouns have 
a transparent etymology, this explanation is promising. Perhaps both the Iranian and the 
Ob-Ugric words can be considered as Turkic borrowings, although this does not solve the 
problem with the Ob-Ugric affricate. As a side note it has to be said that there are not many 
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generally accepted Turkic borrowings in Old Iranian, and it is unclear where very early 
contacts with these two families could have taken place, but a technical term like ‘axe, 
hammer’ can be easily borrowed even in less intensive contacts. More specific details of the 
Turkic etymology of Avestan čakuš- have to be left to Turkologists to discuss.  
Sipos lists this word among etymologies that might belong to the inherited word stock 
of Proto-Ob-Ugric. This is a hasty conclusion: although the UEW lists the 
Ob-Ugric/Khanty words as uncertain reflexes of a PU form *ćukkV, there is no reason to 
support this ad hoc explanation, because the vocalism of the forms that the UEW lists 
shows chaotic correspondences and the vocalism of the Ob-Ugric words cannot be derived 
from earlier *u. If the Khanty and Mansi words reflect an inherited word that goes beyond 
Ob-Ugric, the word was probably an *ä–i-stem, as this vowel combination regularly yields 
*ǟ in both Proto-Khanty and Proto-Mansi. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko dom- ‘to bind’, Ud dum- ‘to bind’ 
< PP *dɔmi ̮ (Csúcs 2005: 330) 
← PI *dáHman-, > OI dā́man- ‘Band, Seil, Fessel’, NP dām; root *daH < PIE 
*deh3- (EWAia I: 716–717, s.v. DĀ3) 
(Joki 1973: 257; Rédei 1986c: 67–68; Lushnikova 1990: 197; Csúcs 2005: 330) 
The word is probably a relatively early borrowing into Pre-Permic because of the vowel 
developments. The vowel correspondence o ~ u within Permic is similar as in the case of 
many other loans, such as ozir ~ uzir and śo ~ śu, although this loan is probably later 
because of the word-initial d that does not regularly reflect any PU phoneme. Rédei argues 
here an umlaut-like development where *-a in the second syllable has influenced the initial 
syllable vowel which should be PP *o ̭ but has become o instead. It is probable that the 
combination o ~ u, whatever be its Pre-Permic predecessor, was typical of borrowed Indo-
Iranian *a–a-stems, and Rédei’s idea can be rejected. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. Joki and Rédei cite only nominal forms of 
Indo-Iranian, but the verbal root *daH exists. The Permic verb with *-m looks more like a 
borrowing from the noun that is formed with the suffix *-man-, but this is not an obstacle 
to the etymology. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Ko di ̮r ‘(long) time’; Ud di ̮r id. 
< PP *di ̮r (Csúcs 2005: 330) 
< Pre-P *dura /tura ? 
← I *dūra- ‘far’ < PII *duHra-, > Av dūra- ‘far’, OI dūrá- id. (EWAia II: 739, 
s.v. dūrá-) 
(Joki 1973: 257; Rédei 1986c: 67; Csúcs 2005: 330) 
In spite of its occurrence in only one branch of Uralic, the word is probably an early 
borrowing because of the vocalism. The d- here has to be secondary. It is possible that the 
word was borrowed into Pre-Permic at a time when d- was already possible, or d- has 
developed secondarily from earlier *t-. 
Rédei also mentions that Iranian *darga- ‘long-lasting’ (< PII *dr̥Hga-) could be an 
alternative etymology, but he considers the borrowing from *dūra- more convincing 
semantically. Note that Rédei’s Proto-Indo-Iranian reconstruction *dargi ̭a- (*dargya-) is 
impossible. Both options are also mentioned by Csúcs (2005), who likewise follows Rédei’s 
reconstructions. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN earti ‘side-piece of a carcase, the side of a person or quadruped’ 
(cognates in all Saami languages); Mo E iŕd’es, iŕd’is, M iŕd’es ‘ribs’; Ma erdә 
‘thigh’; Ud urd-li ̮ ‘ribs’, urdes ‘side’, Ko ord-li ̮ ‘ribs’ (< PP *ɔrd) 
< PU *ertä (UEW s.v. ertä; Sammallahti 1988: 552) 
← Pre-II *(H)érdho- > OI árdha- M ‘Seite, Teil, Hälfte, Ord’, ardhá- M, N 
‘Hälfte, Partei; halb, die Hälfte ausmachend’; YAv arəδa- M ‘Seite, Hälfte’, 
arəδah- N ‘Seite’, Oss Digor ærdæg (EWAia I: 119, s.v. árdha-; NIL: 106, footnote 2, 
s.v. dheh1-) 
or ← PII *r̥dha- > OI adverb r̥dhak ‘besonders, abgesondert, abseits, beiseite’ 
(EWAia I: 258–9 s.v. r̥dhak)  
(Munkácsi 1903: 378; Jacobsohn 1922: 206; Joki 1973: 254–255; Katz 1985: 114–115; 
2003: 98; Rédei 1986cc: 50; Helimski 2000: 192; Koivulehto 1988; 1991: 105–06; 2001b: 
291; Sammallahti 1998: 126) 
The Indo-Iranian origin of the Uralic word has not been doubted since Munkácsi (1903), 
although Koivulehto (1991) has suggested that the word could be derived equally well from 
Proto-Indo-European. The word is probably borrowed from a Pre-Indo-Iranian word that 
still reflected the PIE vowel *e, and thus belongs to the earliest layers of Indo-Iranian 
loanwords in Uralic. This word belongs to the same stem-type as some other well-known 
borrowings such as *mertä, and because the zero-grade of the root is attested in the adverb 
OI r̥dhak, the word could also be borrowed from a form with PII *r̥ with the sequence *er 
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as its substitute. However, because the Uralic noun is semantically closer to the Indo-
Iranian noun, and because it is unlikely that a Uralic noun would be borrowed from an 
Indo-Iranian adverb, it is much more probable that the Uralic word is indeed borrowed 
from Pre-Indo-Iranian *(H)érdho-. Joki also mentions an older opinion by Jacobsohn that 
the word is borrowed from Proto-Iranian. This is impossible because of the *e, and there 
are absolutely no other signs of iranisms in the word. 
Koivulehto (1991) briefly discusses this word as one of the examples of early Indo-
European borrowings which show no reflex of a laryngeal. Koivulehto considers the word 
PIE (Pre-II) and does not comment on the donor language more precisely, simply noting 
that because of the *e the borrowing has to be “recht früh”. In his 1991 work Koivulehto 
supported the idea that the words without a reflex of the laryngeals can be borrowed from 
an eastern IE dialect which had lost the laryngeals earlier or from words which had never 
contained laryngeals (this is relevant especially for the words with vocalic anlaut – as is 
well-known, Indo-Europeanists disagree whether one should follow the idea of an 
obligatory CVC(C)- root structure, forcing one to reconstruct a laryngeal for the anlaut of 
all the roots that appear vowel-initial, cf. Kapović 2017: 43–44, 52). Here Koivulehto 
mentions that the word is derived from a root *er(H)-; however, Mayrhofer reconstructs a 
laryngeal-initial root, which is not commented on by Koivulehto (1991) although he does 
refer to Mayrhofer’s EWAia. 
Connected to this problem is obviously the Indo-European background of the Indo-
Iranian word. Although Koivulehto is convinced of its Indo-European etymology, 
RIVELEX is more doubtful and considers the origin of the Indo-Iranian word to be 
uncertain. EWAia considers the derivations *árdha- (< *Hérdho-) and OI r̥dhak connected 
to the root *Hardh- which clearly reflects a Proto-Indo-European root, but the noun 
*árdha- or the adverb r̥dhak do not per se have formal cognates outside of Indo-Iranian. 
This means that the Uralic word has to be borrowed from an early form of Indo-Iranian, 
and the word indeed belongs to the layer of Pre-Indo-Iranian borrowings as has often been 
assumed. 
According to NIL (106, footnote 20, s.v. dheh1-), a close formal parallel is possibly found 
in Latin orbis ‘Radkranz, Felge’ that could reflect PIE *h2(o)r-dhh1i-. The Latin word 
obviously reflects the PIE *o-grade, and formally the Indo-Iranian word could, of course, 
go back to earlier *Hordho-. Here the Uralic word shows that the Indo-Iranian word has to 
reflect old *e-grade. 
Mari örδəž (< PMa *ürδəž), which was considered a reflex of this word in many earlier 
works, is borrowed from Permic (Aikio 2014c). Katz (1985, 2003) also noted that the Mari 
word cannot be regularly derived from the same Uralic form as the other words mentioned 
here, and he considered it as a possible parallel borrowing from Indo-Iranian,13 but this is 
more unlikely than a later borrowing from Permic. Bereczki (2013 s.v. erde, ördǝ̑ž) 
connects the two forms but does not comment on their relationship. The obvious Indo-
Iranian etymology of the Uralic word-family is not mentioned by Bereczki. 
The other Uralic words are regular cognates, so the Indo-Iranian word has to be 
borrowed into Proto-Uralic already. However, the Saami word points to an earlier *-rtt-; a 
Pre-Saami cluster *-rtt- corresponding to Indo-European *-rt- is attested in several loans, 
13 Katz also mentions the possibility that the Mari word is a “neugebildete hintere Variante” of the Uralic 
word, but this idea is based on his peculiar vowel reconstruction and has to be rejected. 
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but it is unclear whether this reflects an outright substitution or whether the development 
into a geminate is a later, independent development in Saami. It is more likely that Saami 
has regularly developed *-rtt- from Uralic *-rt- and this is argued by Kallio (2012b: 231, 
footnote 10), who also notes that Permic shows secondary *-rtt- in some loanwords (see 
also the entry *mertä). According to Rédei (1986c) the Saami cluster is a result of 
“sporadic gemination”, but the development seems rather to be regular. It seems that both 
Pre-Saami and Pre-Permic independently had secondary gemination of *-rt- clusters (and 
perhaps *-rk- clusters as well, cf. *wärkkä ‘kidney’). 
Helimski (1997b; 2000: 192) has noted that some Uralic forms seem to point to a PU 
reconstruction *ertäs(V). The -s here theoretically could be the substitute for the Indo-
Iranian masculine ending -s; such a substitution is found in some loans (cf. the entry 
taivas). The Mordvin word could be regularly derived from such a form, but it is dubious 
whether the Permic -s could reflect the same -s. Rédei had assumed that the words with 
vocalic and consonantal auslaut reflect chronologically different borrowings from Indo-
Iranian, but it is not plausible to assume that already at the time when the Indo-Iranian 
language was still phonologically almost identical to Proto-Indo-European, the Uralic 
languages could have already exhibited such dialectal diversity. The coexistence of -s forms 
and forms without s in Permic also speaks against the very early origin of s. All the forms 
can be derived from *ertä if we assume that the -s in some words is secondary. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ehti- ‘to make it, to arrive, reach on time’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); 
SaN astu ‘leisure’ (+ cognates in L, Kld, T) < PSa *e ̮stō; Mari əšte-, ə̑šte- ‘to do, 
make, work’ < PMa *ǐštə-; ? Komi ešti ̮-, ješti̮- ‘(mit etw.) fertig werden fertig 
od. vollendet werden (Arbeit);(zu etw.) Zeit haben; (etw. tun) können, 
rechtzeitig hinkommen; reifen, reif werden’ (< PP *ešti ̮- Csúcs 2005: 331) 
< PU *eštä- (UEW s.v. *ešte-) 
← PII *(H)īšti-, cf. Av īšti- ‘possession’, < PIE root *Heyk ́- ‘to have in one’s 
power’ (EWAia I: 270–271 s.v., EṢ1; Werba 1997: 162 No. 12; Cheung 2007: 158, s.v. 
*Haiš; LIV2: 260, s.v. h2ei ̯s-) 
(Hyllested 2014: 14) 
See also *ićä, *isäntä 
Hyllested was the first to suggest an Indo-Iranian etymology for this “Finno-Permic” word 
in his analysis of Koivulehto’s laryngeal etymologies. Koivulehto (1991: 75–78) derived this 
“Finno-Permic” verb from Proto-Indo-European *yéh₂-gʷ-ie/o-, which is reflected in Baltic 
*yēgti (> Lith jė̄gti ‘vermögen’, pa-jėga ‘ability’), but Hyllested quite convincingly refutes 
this etymology in his survey of the laryngeal loans that show Uralic *š as the substitute for 
the PIE laryngeals. His reasons for rejecting Koivulehto’s etymology are the problems with 
the scant attestation of the IE formation (only in Baltic) and the problems with the initial 
*j- (which cannot be reconstructed on the basis of the FP internal evidence). Instead, 
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Hyllested supports a loan from some satem language, citing the Indo-Iranian origin as the 
most plausible.  
Hyllested’s Indo-Iranian explanation is a promising alternative to Koivulehto’s 
etymology (which, indeed, has to be rejected), but this Indo-Iranian origin for the Uralic 
word is not completely suitable either because of the vocalism. The attested Indo-Iranian 
forms reflect zero-grade vocalism of the root *Heyḱ-, and it is unlikely that the PII long *ī 
(or earlier *Hi) could result in Uralic e; here Uralic *i would be the phonetically nearest 
and expected substitution. One would certainly expect a retained diphthong here if the 
Uralic word were borrowed from an Indo-Iranian word with full-grade *ey: it would result 
in PU **ej, so that would not be a better candidate either. So while the etymology is 
semantically good, it cannot be accepted because of the phonological problems. 
Koivulehto has derived the words isä and isäntä from the same Indo-Iranian root (see 
the respective entries). These etymologies could serve as counterevidence to the 
substitutions that Hyllested assumes, but these two etymologies are also problematic due 
to other reasons. 
The relationshp between Komi ešti ̮-, ješti ̮- and the Finnic word is irregular, and the 
Komi word can be borrowed from Finnic according to Saarikivi (2018: 308–309). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi South ätər East ǟtər, North atər, West εtər ‘bright, clear (of weather)’ (< 
PMs *ätǝr (~ -ǝ)); Khanty East etər, South etər, North etər id. (< PKh *ätǝr) 
< POUg (?) *eträ (Zhivlov 2006: 108; Honti 1982: 73) < ? Pre-Ob-Ugric/PU *iträ 
← ? PI *wīdra/*idra- ‘clear’ > Oss ird ‘bright, clean’, OI (Vedic) Loc. vīdhré 
‘bei heiterem Himmel’ (< PII *wi-idhra-) (Abaev 1958–1989 I: 547; KEWA I: 97; 
Cheung 2007: 157; 2002: 193) 
(Morgenstierne 1938: 224; Paasonen 1926: 20; Joki 1973: 260, No. 34; Katz 1985: 85–86: 
2003: 78; Holopainen 2019) 
Although this is an old etymology (first suggested by Paasonen and supported by 
Morgenstierne 1938: 224, s.v. ləróγo),14 the etymology is not mentioned by either 
Korenchy (1972) or DEWOS at all. Joki accepts the etymology, and so does Katz. I agree 
with them: the etymology is acceptable both on semantic and phonological grounds. In 
Zhivlov’s modern reconstruction of Proto-Ob-Ugric, the Khanty and Mansi words clearly 
reflect a word with a pre-Ob-Ugric *i vowel (cf. PU *mińä ‘miniä’ > POUg *meńä), so the 
Iranian word is phonetically completely suitable. Also semantically the Khanty and Mansi 
words are very near to the Ossetic word and its attested cognates in the Indo-Iranian 
languages. However, the Ob-Ugric word also has a tentative Uralic etymology which I will 
comment on below after reviewing the Iranian etymology. 
14 Morgenstierne refers also to a personal communication with Björn Collinder, who had derived both the 
Ob-Ugric words and Saami N fier’to ‘fine weather’, T vier’ta from PU *vetra. As Joki remarks, this 
explanation cannot be correct, and the Saami word is a different borrowing from Germanic *wedra. 
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Katz (2003: 78) mentions that the Ob-Ugric word supports the idea that the Ossetic 
word ird is derived from Proto-Iranian *idra- and not from prefixed *wi-idra-. Katz’s 
assumption is based on the notion that if the Ob-Ugric words were borrowed from 
*widra-, *w- should be visible in Khanty (there is no reason that the word would be 
borrowed without a substitution for the word-initial *w-, and this *w- would not have been 
lost in Khanty, only in Mansi). Katz is only correct if we assume that the Ob-Ugric word is 
borrowed precisely from a form that is ancestral to the modern Ossetic word. Many of the 
Iranian borrowings in Ob-Ugric are clearly derived from an Alanic-type language 
(Helimski 1997b), so it is a plausible assumption that this word belongs to the same layer. 
However, not all of the loans in Ob-Ugric are clearly Alanic, and it is possible that the 
unattested Iranian contact languages of the steppe were more different from the forms that 
are ancestral to Ossetic. It is any case obvious that the Iranian languages were spoken 
across a huge region, and Ossetic represents only the survival of a part of this huge Iranian 
community. 
It seems though that in any case the form with the *wi- prefix which is attested in Indo-
Aryan does not have an exact cognate in Iranian. Cheung (2002) is uncertain whether the 
Yidgha word ləróγo ‘clear sky’ reflects a Proto-Iranian prefixed from or not. Cheung (2007) 
notes that Ossetic and Yigdha words are archaic formations and “exact correspondences of 
Sanskrit vīdhrá- (AV) ‘bright, clear (of sky)’, Greek ἰθαρός ‘bright, clean, pure’. 
This word is one of the Iranian loanwords that can be assumed to have been borrowed 
into Proto-Ob-Ugric, as the Khanty and Mansi words are regular cognates. If it is indeed a 
common Proto-Ob-Ugric word, the borrowing has to be early (earlier than “Middle 
Iranian”, which is a term that often characterizes the Iranian loanwords of Ob-Ugric in 
Uralicist sources; see the Introduction). In any case the borrowing has to be quite old, as 
the metathesis is a Pre-Ossetic development according to Cheung (2002: 39), as it is 
reflected in Greek glosses of Scytho-Sarmatian names, such Πουρθαιος which probably 
contains a reflex of PI *puθra- ‘son’. Palunčić (2013: 32–39) dates the metathesis to the 
first centuries CE. 
Because some of the loanwords that have been considered Proto-Ob-Ugric are irregular 
and point to parallel borrowings, all of these Ob-Ugric words need special attention. It 
cannot be ruled out that the word has been borrowed independently into Khanty and 
Mansi, but it has to be admitted that there is no compelling reason to assume that these 
two words are not true cognates. The evidence of this etymology and the other Ob-Ugric 
words of Iranian origin will be commented on in the Results. 
As mentioned above, the Ob-Ugric words also have a possible cognate set in other 
Uralic languages. Aikio (2002: 24) has supported the view that the Mansi word is a 
derivation that reflects PU *itä-, which can be reconstructed on the basis of PS *ə̑tə̑- 
‘sehen; sichtbar sein’ (SW 16), the Khanty verb et- and possibly the Finnic verb itää ‘to 
sprout, germinate’. The equation of the Samoyed, Khanty and Finnic words has been 
suggested by Helimski (1999), who does not however mention the Mansi word. Aikio does 
not mention the Khanty word etər in this context, although it is obvious that the same 
problem involves both the Khanty and the Mansi words: both would be derived from the 
reflexes of PU *itä-, although the reflex of the verb itself is not attested in Mansi. In this 
view, the resemblance of etər and ätər to the Iranian words would be purely coincidental. 
Aikio further mentions Tundra Nenets ngødyer ‘clearance (raivio)’ which he considers a 
parallel formation derived from the Samoyed verb. The idea that the Ob-Ugric words are 
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derivatives (with the Ob-Ugric denominal suffix *-r) is also presented by Riese (2001: 52), 
although Riese does not mention any underived base word for this (no reference to PU 
*itä- is made). 
The Tundra Nenets word is probably derived from the Nenets reflex of this Uralic verb, 
but its resemblance to the Khanty and Mansi words might be coincidental. There is no 
productive derivational suffix -r in either of the Ob-Ugric languages, and it is further 
notable that in Khanty there is also a verb etərəmt- ‘klar werden, sich aufklären, schönes 
wetter werden’ which is clearly derived from the noun etər. Also the fact that in Mansi the 
reflex of the verbal root *itä- is not even attested speaks against the idea that the Khanty 
and Mansi nouns are derived from this verb. 
As is noted by Holopainen (2019: 76), it can be tentatively suggested that the Uralic 
verbal stem *itä- ‘to become visible, to appear’ that is probably reflected by the Finnic and 
the Samoyed forms is borrowed from this same Indo-Iranian verbal root *Hidh-, although 
here the semantic difference is notable. The idea of Koivulehto (1988b: 3–5; 1991: 51, 
footnote 23) to derive the Uralic word from a Pre-Germanic form *ǵhi- (> Goth keinan 
‘keimen’) is unconvincing for phonological reasons (Holopainen 2019: 74–76). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi South ērəw, East ērī, West jeriγ, North ēriγ (< PM *īrəɣ (~ -ə)) ‘Lied’; 
Khanty East ärәγ ‘Heldenlied; Kirchlicher Betgesang’, South arə, North ar 
‘Lied’ (< PKh *ǟrəɣ)  
< POug *ēräɣ (Zhivlov 2006: 154) 
← ? PI *ā-garH ‘to greet, call’ > YAv āγar- ‘to greet’, Buddhist Sogd nγr’’y ‘to 
praise, honour’, Oss. arğaw ‘story’, Iron arğawyn/arğud, Digor 
arğawun/arğud (denomin.) ‘to perform a church service’ (Abaev 1958–1989 I: 
65–66; Cheung 2007: 107, s.v. *garH) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 237, 524–526; Korenchy 1972: 52–53, No. 3; Lushnikova 1990: 180; 
Sipos 2002: 13) 
As Korenchy notes, the initial etymology by Munkácsi conflated two Indo-Iranian forms: 
OI arká- ‘Strahl, Sonne, Feuer, Lied’ is unrelated to Ossetic arğaw, and Korenchy 
considers the latter Iranian form as the source of the Ob-Ugric words (arká- is from PII 
*arč- ‘to sing’ [EWAia I: 114–115, s.v. ARC; Cheung 2007: 163, s.v., Harč]). Korenchy 
reconstructed the Proto-Ob-Ugric form as *ǟrɣV (~ *īrɣV), but Zhivlov reconstructs a form 
with *ē instead. Also Proto-Ob-Ugric *wērä ‘Fischzaun’ shows similar vocalism (see the 
entry). As Zhivlov (2006) does not comment on the Indo-Iranian origins of the Ob-Ugric 
words, it remains uncertain whether he assumes that the Iranian vowel is substituted by *ē 
in cases like this, or whether the word was borrowed earlier into a Pre-Ob-Ugric form that 
developed to *ēräɣ later. The Khanty and Mansi words manifest similar vowel 
correspondences as well-known Uralic words such as *ńälmä ~ *ńelmä ‘tongue’ and *sänV 
~ *senV ‘mushroom’, so the cognateship between Khanty and Mansi seems to be regular 
here, and thus the words can at least theoretically be derived from an Ob-Ugric proto-
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language. Because the vowel combination can point to earlier Uralic *ä, it is possible that 
the words were borrowed before *ä developed to *ē, and the substitution was thus Uralic 
*ä ← Iranian *a. 
The metathesis of *-rK- clusters is typical of both Ossetic and the Ob-Ugric languages, 
and Korenchy argues that in this case the metathesis had probably already happened on 
the Iranian side, although it remains unclear why this should be the case. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing, although the meanings of the Iranian and 
Ob-Ugric words are not exactly the same. In both language families meanings related to 
‘praising’ and religious services are attested. Words related to religion are easily borrowed 
(Saarikivi 2014: 199). See also the entries *juma, *tajwas. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko gu- ‘steal’, deriv. S V guśal-, P guśav- < PP *gu- (Csúcs 2005: 334) 
< ? Pre-Permic *kada- 
← PI *gada-, YAv gaδa- ‘thief’, ? Alanic name Γαδας (or from Γαδατας ‘von Urstier 
gegeben’) (AiWb 488; Zgusta 1955: 87–88) 
(Joki 1973: 262; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 928; Rédei 1986c: 69; 2004; Katz 2003: 230; 
Csúcs 2005: 334; Kümmel 2018a) 
Joki states that the Komi word reflects earlier *a. This is correct also according to modern 
views of Uralic historical phonology (Sammallahti 1988: 545; many other loans, such as 
Ko kundi̮- ‘dig’ < *kana- show a similar development). Earlier (PU) *δ has become lost 
regularly. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. However, Rédei (1986c) correctly notes that 
Joki has glossed the meanings of the Iranian words incorrectly, as Avestan gaδa- is a noun 
and means ‘thief’, not ‘to steal’. In Iranian the word is attested only as a noun, whereas the 
Permic word is verb. Rédei argues that due to the nomen-verbum system of Uralic, the 
Iranian noun could have been borrowed as a verb into Uralic. 
The truth might be simpler than this. Even though there is no existing verb in Iranian, 
EWAia (II: 460–461, s.v. gadh) connects the Avestan word to the Indic root gadh 
‘ergreifen’, attested in Vedic several times in the gerund gádhya- and in some other forms 
(see Werba No. 401, s.v. *gandh for information on further attestations). Werba assumes a 
PII root *ghandh (with gadh reflecting the zero grade of n) and does not mention the 
Iranian forms at all. If this etymology is correct, we can assume that the Permic word has 
been borrowed from a reflex of this verbal root. 
Lushnikova (1990: 208) suggests another etymology, deriving Permic guśal- from 
Iranian *gauz ‘to conceal’ (> Av gaoz-). For the Iranian root, see Cheung (2007: 117, s.v. 
Ägauz). Usually the Permic forms guśal-, guśav- with -ś are considered derivatives of gu-, 
but if this etymology is accepted, they could represent a borrowing from a different Iranian 
root. However, the palatal sibilant in these forms is unexpected, and it is better to treat the 
gu-, guśal- words as belonging to a single word family. Permic gu- cannot be borrowed 
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from *gauz, as the sibilant could not have disappeared in Permic. Lushnikova’s etymology 
is probably not correct. 
Katz and Kümmel accept the connection of the Permic and Iranian words but rather 
argue for a Uralic borrowing into Iranian. This is unlikely in the view of the distribution (as 
is noted by Rédei 2004b: 324) and Komi voiced g-, which very often appears in loans. If 
the word is an old borrowing, the Permic g- has to be secondary, but it cannot be ruled out 
that the word has been borrowed into Pre-Permic later, when g- already existed. Because 
of the Permic vocalism, the word cannot belong to the latest layer of Iranian loans in 
Permic but has to be relatively old, but there is still no reason to assume that it would go 
back to Proto-Uralic and could have been borrowed into Proto-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ud gurt ‘house, village’, Ko gort ‘house’ < PP gɔrt 
< Pre-P *gert(t)ä ~ *kert(t)ä 
← PI *gr̥da- or PII *ghr̥dha- > OI gr̥há- ‘house, dwelling-place’, Av gәrδәa 
‘dwelling-place of demonic beings’; < PIE *ghr̥dho-15 (EWAia II: 495, s.v. gr̥há-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 648; Joki 1973: 262; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 931; Katz 1985: 295–
296; 2003: 236–237; Rédei 1986c; Lushnikova 1990: 206–207; Koivulehto 1999a: 229 = 
2016: 231; Csúcs 2005: 334) 
The Permic word for ‘house’ and ‘village’ is a typical cultural borrowing, and this etymology 
was noted already by Munkácsi (1901: 648) and it is noted and accepted by most sources of 
Iranian loanwords and Permic etymology. The word is attested only in Permic, but it has to 
be an early borrowing because of the vocalism: the correspondence Udmurt *u ~ Komi *o 
points to Pre-Permic *e (: ä). However, a similar vowel correspondence is attested also in 
some other loans which are found only in Permic, such as *domV- ‘to bind’. The Indo-
Iranian word has syllabic *r̥, and the substitution *er ← *r̥ is found in some etymologies, 
although usually the substitution is different (one possible example is *mertä ‘human’, 
although it is disputed whether this is actually borrowed from the zero-grade form, see the 
respective entry). Furthermore, the word is not attested in later Iranian languages but only 
in Avestan. Koivulehto has criticized the attempts of Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c) to 
derive the etymology from an otherwise unattested Proto-Iranian form *gerdo- or *gerda-. 
Postulation of such forms with *e-grade only on the basis of loanwords is methodologically 
dubious. Also Csúcs lists “Old Iranian” *grda as the donor form, so he is clearly not 
following the idea of *e-grade that is postulated by Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c). 
The voicing of initial *k and other stops in Permic is a frequent development, found in a 
number of Permic words, so it is not an obstacle for the etymology (it is tempting to think 
that Permic g reflects the voiced Indo-Iranian *g here, but it is unlikely that voiced stops 
15 Beekes (2010: 1644–1645, s.v. χόρτος) notes that Indo-Iranian and a number of other IE forms reflect 
PIE *ghordh-, which is however a phonetically unsuitable pre-form for Greek χόρτος. The relationships 
between the various IE words require further study. 
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were present at the early stage of Pre-Permic into which this word was borrowed). The 
other option is that the word is borrowed later from Iranian, and the Permic vowels reflect 
the substitution of some later Iranian vowel.  
Because of the limited distribution one could argue for a relatively late (Proto-Iranian) 
borrowing, but on the basis of linguistic arguments only one can say little on the exact date 
of the borrowing. The word-internal consonantism (the retained stop) points to PII or PI, 
not PIA. The word does not have to be very early, as we do not know when the syllabic *r 
was vocalized in the Iranian languages of the steppe, and even a later form with *ər could 
have produced Pre-Permic *kertä. 
Helimski (1984: 198; 1991: 221) has criticized the Iranian etymology, arguing that 
Permic -rt- is difficult to explain from Iranian *-rd-. However, as Kallio (2012b) has noted, 
here the -rt- probably reflects Pre-Permic *-rtt-: this secondary gemination of *-rt- is 
attested also in the Permic reflexes of *mertä. Helimski argues that the Permic word could 
be borrowed from a hypothetical Turkic form *ǵurt with Permic g as the substitution for ǵ. 
The borrowing would have taken place at a much later time, with the Proto-Permic vowel 
substituting Turkic u. This is a rather problematic explanation. The Turkic word is jurt, 
Chuvash śurt, and there is no real evidence of a Turkic dialect that has *ǵ from earlier *j. 
Helimski commits the same methodological error as Joki and Rédei with their assumption 
of a full-grade form *gerda- mentioned above. Permic g naturally cannot be a substitute 
for Turkic j. As Helimski’s objections regarding the Permic word-internal consonantism 
are not very strong, there is no reason to support his hypothetical Turkic etymology in 
favour of the traditional Indo-Iranian explanation. Also Rédei (1986c) criticizes Helimski’s 
explanation because of its hypothetical nature. 
The Iranian word is also borrowed into Tocharian B: pl. tantum OBL kerc(c)iyeṃ 
‘paleis’; from the form *gardiya- ‘dienaar’, corresponding to OI gr̥hya-; the TB word 
cannot be inherited from PIE *ghordh(i)yo- ‘domesticus’ according to Isebaert (1980: 88–
89), but Tremblay (2005a: 426–427) considers both the Iranian loan etymology and an 
inherited Indo-European formation possible. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ihana ‘wonderful; (dial.) healthy, blooming’, dial. and Ka ihala ‘dear’, 
ihastua ‘to fall in love; (dial.) to bloom, to be refreshed’ < ? PFi *iha ‘life force, 
joy’ (SSA I s.v. iha) 
< ? Pre-Fi *iša 
←PI *(H)iš- > Av īš- ‘force’, OI iṣ- ‘Getränkt; Lebenskraft’ < PIE root *h2eys- ‘in 
Bewegung setzen’ (EWAia I: 198 s.v. íṣ-, 271–272 s.v. EṢ2; Schindler 1972: 10–11; 
RIVELEX s.v. eṣ1) 
(Tunkelo 1913: 99–100; FUV: 130; Koivulehto 2001a: 367–368; Rintala 2003: 306–308; 
Katz 1985: 167–168, 179–180; 2003: 139, 147–148) 
The group of various iha words in Finnic form a bunch of complicated etymologies. The 
idea that Finnic iha stems from Indo-Iranian was initially suggested by Tunkelo (1913) and 
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the Indo-Iranian etymology was later expanded and modified by Koivulehto (2001). The 
etymologies are also commented on in detail by Rintala (2003). Tunkelo’s etymology is 
also mentioned by FUV, but Joki (1973: 116, 225) only briefly remarks that iha is related to 
iho ‘skin’ and its Indo-Iranian etymology is not discussed any further. A relationship to iho 
is not very convincing semantically (see Rintala 2003: 294–296), and it is probable that 
Koivulehto is on the right track, even if some of the details of the etymology remain 
uncertain. 
In Koivulehto’s view the two *iha words, *ihta and *iso are all borrowed separately into 
Finnic from different Indo-Iranian words, most of them belonging to the root *Hayš- ‘to 
wish’. According to the same scholar, *iha ‘wonderful’ is borrowed from a different but 
homonymous Indo-Iranian word *Hiš-.16 The traditional view (SSA s.v. iha; FUV: 130) is 
that the iha group of words belong to the same word family in Finnic, but according to 
Koivulehto they are parallel borrowings. SMS does not distinguish the two word families, 
giving only one headword iha ‘lust; wish’. EES accepts the Indo-Iranian etymology but 
likewise does not distinguish the two iha words. 
Rintala (2003: 311) accepts Koivulehto’s conclusions of two different Indo-Iranian 
loanwords but mentions that the two words are not semantically very far from each other. 
The problem with the etymologies is that in some cases it is rather difficult to differentiate 
parallel borrowings from words that are derivatives. It is suspicious that there should be 
several words found only in the Finnic branch which are borrowed from the same Indo-
Iranian word group separately but roughly at the same time. 
The Indo-Iranian origin of the word is credible, although polysemy and abstract 
meanings make it difficult to reconstruct the original meaning of the Finnic word. 
Semantically the Finnic word is close to the meanings that are attested in Avestan and 
Vedic. According to Schindler (1972: 10–11) the original meaning of the PII root noun was 
‘Impuls, Stärkung’. Tocharian B aise ‘Kraft’ is a parallel formation with similar meaning 
from the same Indo-European root. If we assume that the meanings relating to ‘life force’ 
in Vedic were present in the donor language of this loanword, the etymology is 
unproblematic. As is the case with the other iha word, the dating of the borrowing is 
difficult, because *š (> Fi h) substitutes for the Indo-Iranian RUKI sibilant *š. The limited 
distribution could hint to a later Iranian borrowing. 
Rintala has also assumed that the Finnic adjective ihana could be a separate borrowing 
from an unattested Indo-Iranian verbal adjective *išana- from the root īš-, because it 
would be difficult to explain the exact derivational process of the Finnic adjective from 
*iha. As there is no trace of an Indo-Iranian adjective of the type *išana-, this explanation 
has to be rejected as too speculative. It has to be admitted that Rintala is right in noting 
that the derivational process behind ihana is obscure. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
16 Interestingly, there is one more Indo-Iranian verbal root that bears a strong resemblance to the Finnic 
iha words. *ih- ‘begehren, (er)streben’; Av iz < PII *Hayʒ́h; (Cheung 2007: 159–160, LIV2: 222; Werba 163 
No. 13). This root is not mentioned by Koivulehto 2001a. Here similar problems with substitution (*č or *š?) 
as with the etymology of iha ‘yearning, passion’ (see below) would occur if we assumed that the word is 
borrowed from this Indo-Iranian verb. 
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Est iha ‘yearning, passion (Vorlangen, Begierde)’, Finnish ihastu- ‘take a 
fancy to something, be overjoyed with something’  
← ? PI *(H)istsā- < PII *Hisćā-, cf. OI icchā-; id; root eṣ- ‘suchen; wünschen, 
begehren’, present stem icchá- < PII *Hayš or *HayšH17 < PIE *h2eys(H); OI 
root-noun iṣ- ‘Labung, Kraft, Opfergruss’ < PII *Hiš (EWAia I: 270–271 s.v. EṢ1; 
Werba 1997: 162 No. 12 s.v. iṣ-; Cheung 2007: 158; LIV2: 260; Schindler 1972: 10–11; 
RIVELEX s.v. eṣ2) 
(Tunkelo 1913: 99–100; Koivulehto 2001a: 365–366; Rintala 2003: 306–308; SSA; EES 
s.v. iha) 
According to Koivulehto this is a different word from the synonymous iha word that is 
attested in northern Finnic only (see above). As noted above, Koivulehto’s ideas are 
accepted by Rintala (2003). Semantically the two words are rather different, so from this 
point of view it is easy to understand Koivulehto’s suggestion that they represent two 
different borrowings. However, there are various problems with Koivulehto’s etymology 
for this iha word. 
According to Koivulehto, the noun *iha is borrowed from unattested PI *istsā (= OI 
icchā́) as Pre-Finnic *iča. However, iha can only result from earlier *iša, not *iča. On the 
other hand, it is unlikely that the PI cluster *sts in word-internal position would result in 
Pre-Finnic *š and not *č, as at least the substitution of PI *ts is *č, cf. *mača, *počaw. 
Pystynen (2019: 45–46) argues that the substitution was *ičča; there are two possible 
examples in the list of Sammallahti (1988) where the geminate -čč- seems to be reflected as 
Finnic -h-, *pičča > piha and *keččä > kehä. However, the reconstruction of both Uralic 
forms involves various difficulties (for *pičča see Aikio 2014: 39), and the development 
*-čč- > *-š- is thus highly disputed. Another problem with this idea is that it is not at all 
clear that the Proto-Iranian reflex of PII *isća- was *istsa-; this could have developed to 
*isa- already, and from this word we would not expect Finnic *ičča. Lubotsky (2001a: 49) 
mentions that *sć had probably become *s in Proto-Iranian already.18 
Because of the uncertainty of the reconstruction of the geminate affricate *čč, the 
uncertain sound substitution and the hypothetical nature of the Iranian origin, it is better 
to reject this etymology and assume that the iha words mentioned here belong 
etymologically to the other family of iha words discussed above. The words are ultimately 
of Indo-Iranian origin, but probably not borrowed from an unattested *istsā-. 
Although the Finnic word is semantically close to the Indo-Iranian words, it seems that 
it is possible to find a fitting original, especially if we assume that the Finnic word was 
borrowed as a noun. The noun iha seems to be primary, and the verb ihastua is derived 
from it. Koivulehto remarks that there is a noun iš- in Avestan, which has earlier been 
glossed as ‘wish’, but there are no arguments in favour of this meaning of the Avestan word 
17 About the possible seṭ root, see RIVELEX (s.v. eṣ2) with references.
18 Lubotsky writes: “In OP, PIIr. *sć yields -s- word-internally and θ- word-initially. The most plausible 
explanation for the double treatment in OP was proposed by Nyberg (1931) 45, who assumed that PIIr. *sć 
developed into *ss already in Proto-Iranian. In Old Persian, this -ss- was preserved as -s-, but in the anlaut 
position it was simplified to s-, which became OP θ together with PIr. *s < PIE *ḱ. This means that OP θ did 
not develop directly from PIIr. *ć, but went through the stage of PIr. *s.” 
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(see also Schindler 1972: 10–11). Schindler argues that in PII there was only one root noun 
*Hiš- with the basic meaning ‘Impuls, Stärkung’. 
Schindler’s remarks are also cited by Katz (2003: 148, footnote 76). The idea that the 
noun iha ‘yearning’ is borrowed from an Indo-Iranian root noun of the same meaning is 
thus problematic. Katz (2003: 148) is of the opinion that *-iš- in Vedic gav-íṣ- ‘Rinder 
begehrend’ is the source of the borrowing. This possibility is also mentioned by Koivulehto, 
although he considers the noun *istsā- to be a more probable origin. It is methodologically 
dubious to take a Vedic root-compound and then argue that the root in this nominal 
compound could have existed as an independent noun. This makes the etymology look 
uncertain. 
Also forms in related languages have been considered cognates of Finnic iha. Rintala 
(2003: 296–297) also mentions that Moksha Mordvin ežə̑lgə̑də̑-, ožə̑lgə̑də̑- ‘to rejoice’ has 
been connected etymologically with the Finnic word in earlier research (in SSA it is 
mentioned as an uncertain cognate), but the relationship is uncertain because of the 
phonological irregularity (the variation of the initial-syllable vowels e and o in Mordvin is 
unexpected). Moksha -lgə̑ is a derivational suffix. The Mordvin and Komi words were not 
commented on by Koivulehto. 
Komi i ̮šti ̮- ‘be charmed, become delighted; wish, desire, long; be very gay, frolicksome’; 
i ̮šmi ̮- ‘be animated; be frolicksome, licentious; be desirous, lustful (basic stem: i ̮š-)’ is 
mentioned as a cognate by FUV (130) and this explanation is also mentioned by Rintala. 
Neither the Komi nor the Mordvin word is mentioned by UEW, where no idea of 
reconstructing a common proto-form for these Uralic words is found. Saarikivi (2006: 36) 
considers the Komi word to be a loan from Finnic. Komi i ̮ often reflects Finnic i in early 
loanwords from Finnic. This view has been supported by J. Häkkinen (2019: 36–37). 
Pystynen (2019: 45–46) argues that the Komi word might be a separate borrowing from 
Iranian.  
It is obvious that neither the Komi nor the Mordvin words are cognates of the Finnic 
word, but both of them could be separate borrowings from Iranian. Words with affective 
meanings are easily borrowed, and both Mordvin and the Permic languages have several 
layers of Iranian loanwords, so there is nothing troubling in this explanation. 
The possible relationship of Finnic iha to the Indo-Iranian root *Hiš- remains 
uncertain. It may well be the case that all the iha forms belong into one and same Finnic 
word family, but its precise Indo-Iranian origin is difficult to determine. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E ežə̑lgə̑də̑-, M ožə̑lgə̑də̑- ‘to rejoice’ < ? *iša 
See *iša 
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Fi iho ‘skin’ (+ Est, Vo, Izh, Ka, Lu); SaN assi ‘back of skins or furs; the skin as 
distinct from the hair on it; the outer layer of flesh’, L jissie ‘kjøttside av 
skinn; det blå i himmelen (delvis klar himmel)’, U jissee ‘kjøttside av skinn; 
det blå i himmelen (delvis klar himmel)’ < PSa *e ̮sē; Mordvin E jož, M jožo ‘die 
äußere Haut, Oberfläche’; Mari jüž- in the compound južwüt ‘Lymphe; das 
Wasser, welches sich in der Schwele sammelt’ < PMa *juž-wət; ? Komi ež 
‘Hautteil des Felles’ (< PP *ež Csúcs 2005: 331); ? Khanty East el ‘Körper’, 
North el ‘Haut’ (< PKh *äl) 
< ? PU *(j)iša- ~ ? *(j)išo- (UEW s.v. jiša (iša); Lehtiranta 2001: 12–13; SSA s.v. iho; 
Abondolo 1996: 60; Bereczki (2013 s.v. južwət) EES s.v. ihu) 
← ? PI *idza- or ← later Iranian *iza-, cf. Av izaēna- ‘made of leather’; < PIE 
? *h2aiḱ-, > Greek αἴξ ‘goat’, Armenian ayc (i-stem) (Schindler 1972: 76; Bailey 
1979: 484; Clackson 1994: 90, footnotes 15, 16; Kümmel 2014: 2) 
(Koivulehto 2001a: 369–371 = 2016: 267–269; Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 
117–118) 
Koivulehto’s Proto-Iranian etymology suffers from both irregularity of the Uralic cognates 
and the uncertain etymology of the scarcely attested Iranian (Avestan) word. The 
etymology has not been much commented on in the subsequent etymological literature. 
Bereczki (2013 s.v. južwət) does not mention the possible Indo-Iranian origin. Also, EES 
does not mention the possible Indo-Iranian origin (interestingly, EES refers to some other 
etymologies that Koivulehto suggested in the same 2001 article). EES mentions that the 
Uralic words can possibly be derived from the word-family of Finnic iha (< *iša), but this 
makes semantically no sense, and because iha does not have any cognates outside of 
Finnic, this idea should be rejected. 
The Uralic cognates are irregular, which makes it problematic to assume that they 
represent an early Iranian borrowing into some proto-language stage. There are various 
views about the relationship of the Khanty words with the western forms: UEW has 
considered the Khanty word a reflex of PU *(w)ülä ‘up’, but Abondolo (1996: 60) supports 
the view that the Khanty word is related to the western forms, although he also mentions 
UEW’s point of view. Abondolo’s reconstruction of a Proto-Uralic form *i ̮ša with *i ̮ in the 
first syllable is, of course, impossible, as this could not be reflected by Finnic i, Saami *e̮ or 
Mordvin o. The Khanty word is probably unrelated to the other words discussed here, and 
the explanation found in the UEW is probably correct. 
The relationship of the other words is less clear. The UEW notes that Mari and Mordvin 
point to word-initial *j-, but the Saami and Komi words cannot be derived from a 
reconstruction *jišV (note that the Lule and Ume Saami forms with anlaut j- show regular, 
late prothetic j-, but the North Saami word shows that the word originally had no *j-). The 
UEW nevertheless assumes that the Mari, Mordvin, Saami and Finnic words can be 
cognates, and mentions the possibility that the j- in Mari and Mordvin is secondary. This is 
an ad hoc explanation, as these branches seldom manifest a prothetic j-, and the etymology 
cannot be saved by simply declaring that something irregular is just secondary. Also 
Koivulehto mentions the problematic j- of the Mordvin word, but he does not see this as an 
obstacle to the Iranian etymology. Bereczki (2013 s.v. južwət) also notes that the j- in Mari 
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and Mordvin is irregular and criticizes the UEW’s idea that Mari *j- could be secondary. 
According to Bereczki, Mari sometimes has prothetic j- before i, ö, ü but not before u. Mari 
u would also be an irregular reflex of Uralic *i (Aikio [2014b: 157] lists the word among the 
unexpected instances of Proto-Mari full vowel *u; a regular reflex of Uralic *i in 
disharmonic -a-stems would be *ŭ), so the Mari word can in no way be regularly derived 
from *iša or *jiša. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to reconstruct the stem vowel of the Proto-Uralic word, 
because the Mordvin, Saami and Finnic forms all point to different vowel combinations. 
The Saami forms unambiguously point to an *-a-stem. As noted by (Aikio 2015b: 38) and 
Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala (2017: 117), the Proto-Finnic *-o in this word cannot be 
explained through Finnic word-formation. As the Mordvin forms jož, jožo also display 
irregular stem-vocalism, one could argue that this belongs to the category of old (Proto-
Uralic) *-o words, that Aikio (2015b) has recently discussed. However, as Finnic -o-stems 
have been very frequent at some point of Proto-Finnic, the -o-vocalism can still have 
secondary vocalism, although its precise origin cannot be explained and requires further 
research. Finnic iho and Saami *e̮sē could then theoretically both go back to a PU form 
*iša. The Mordvin and Mari words cannot be derived from such a proto-form. Komi ež 
could actually reflect a similar proto-form, as Komi e is the regular reflex of Uralic *i–a 
vocalism (parallel cases include the Indo-Iranian loans *wiša ‘venom, green’ > Komi vež).  
Another problem is that the substitution *š ← *dz is unexpected word-internally, as one 
would expect *č (> Finnic t) or *ks here. There are a couple of examples of the substitution 
*ks ← *dz (*maksa-, *paksu), and *č would be the phonetically expected substitution. 
As noted above (see *iša), Pystynen (2019: 45) supports the old view that Finnic h can 
reflect PU *čč (the single *č develops to *t) and has assumed that in the loanword iha the 
Iranian cluster *sts was substituted by *čč, which then regularly develops into Finnic h. 
Here one cannot argue that čč could have been the substitute for Iranian *dz, as this would 
explain only the Finnic words, and not the consonantism of the other Uralic forms, which 
point regularly to single *š (cf. *pičča > Mari piče, Udmurt puč, Komi poč). 
The etymology of the Avestan word is also not clear. Following Bailey (1979: 484), 
Clackson (1994: 90, footnotes 15, 16) is supportive of the connection of the Avestan to 
Greek αἴξ ‘goat’ and Armenian ayc id. According to Clackson, all these forms reflect PIE 
*h2eiǵ- ‘goat’ (the Armenian i-stem possibly reflecting a PIE *h2iǵ-ih2- with the feminine-
collective suffix). Bailey (1979: 484) derives the Avestan word from Iranian *iza- ‘hide, 
skin’, but this may be a later semantic development from ‘goat’. The Avestan word includes 
the suffix -aēna- that is usually used to characterize adjectives of material, although it can 
have a wider meaning. Clackson furthermore connects phonologically irregular Sanskrit 
eḍaka- ‘sheep, wild goat’, as well as Albanian edh ‘kid, goat’ here as possible cognates. 
Schindler (1972: 76) presents the same cognate set and argues that eḍaka- includes the 
suffix -aka- which is added to eḍ- that is abstracted from a falsely analysed plural 
instrumental form *h2eiǵbhyos- > **eḍbhyas- where ḍ reflects a regular sandhi 
development (see Thieme 1953; the same explanation is also mentioned by EWAia I 
s.v. eḍa-). Clackson also ambiguously mentions that Old Indic ajá-‘goat’ (< ? PIE *aǵa- 
‘goat’) might be etymologically related to *h2iǵ-, but it remains unclear to me how these 
two Indo-European words with different vocalism could be related. Beekes (2010: 41 
s.v. αἴξ) is more critical of the connection of these Indo-European words and assumes that 
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the Greek and Avestan words, as well as OI ajá- ‘goat’ can be parallel borrowings from 
some (substrate) language. 
As the Indo-Iranian etymology for the Uralic words turns out to be very unlikely, one 
could ask what is the origin of this group of words with irregular sound correspondences. 
This kind of irregularity is typical of parallel borrowings, and it would be tempting to 
consider the Uralic words as loanwords from somewhere. Although a precise donor 
language cannot be established, it is interesting to note that many words which have West 
Uralic or Finno-Permic distribution manifest irregular correspondences and often include 
the phoneme *š. A number of such cases have been listed by Aikio (2015b: 44–47; see also 
Zhivlov 2015), who assumes that the words in question are substrate words that have been 
borrowed independently into the already disintegrated western branches of Uralic. 
Although most of these words deal with flora, fauna and agriculture, it is not unthinkable 
to assume that this word for ‘skin, hide’ could belong to the same layer of substrate words, 
especially if the word originally referred to the skin of animals. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ihta (dial., obsolete) ‘lust, eagerness (Lust, Begriede, Eifer); (archaic, in 
early written Finnish) chance, possibility, liberty’; eagerness, will, hurry, 
(meaning attested in Virolahti, south-eastern dialect); quite (= aivan, vallan; 
in some western dialects of Finnish)’; ? conjugated from ihan, dial. ihran, 
ihlan (< *ihtan) ‘just, quite (ganz und gar)’; other conjugated forms: (early 
written Finnish) idhoijlansa ‘loose, free (valloillaan, vapaana)’, (South-
Western and Satakunta dial.) ihdallansa id., (in some western dialects) 
ihdaltaan, ihdoillaan, ihdoiltaan ‘spontaneously (itsestään (esim. tulla 
kipeäksi))’ < PFi ihta (SSA s.v. ihan; SMS) 
< Pre-Fi *išta 
← PII/PI *(H)išta-. cf. OI iṣta- ‘wished, desired; wish, desire’, (Old) Avestan 
išta- ‘Gewünschtes’ (Y 40,4) PIE root PIE *h2eys- (~ *Hays-) (EWAia I: 270–271 
s.v. EṢ1; Werba 1997: 162 No. 12 s.v. iṣ-; Cheung 2007: 158; LIV2: 260) 
(Koivulehto 2001a: 366–367; Rintala 2003: 304) 
See also *iša, *iso 
Koivulehto assumes that ihta is borrowed from the verbal adjective *Hišta- that belongs to 
the same root as the possible donor form of iha (see above). This is a convincing etymology 
both phonetically and semantically, but it is difficult to date the borrowing. Koivulehto 
notes that the Indic word appears already in the Rigveda. The Finnic h (< *š) reflects here 
the Indo-Iranian sibilant *š (the result of RUKI). The Finnic word could theoretically also 
reflect a pre-form *ješa: many of the previously assumed cases of *i- can be reconstructed 
as *je- or *ji- (Pystynen 2015; Aikio 2015a: 8–10; see the entry *(j)išo), but there also 
remain some cases where PU initial *i- still has to be reconstructed, such as *ipsi ‘smell’. 
The limited distribution of the word could point to a (relatively) late borrowing, probably 
from Proto-Iranian, as noted already by Koivulehto. The word appears already in the 
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oldest Finnish texts of Mikael Agricola, but because these texts are mostly based on the 
Southwestern dialects, where the word appears anyway, this does not mean that the word 
has to be old or that its dialectal distribution has been wider in the past. 
Indo-Iranian *(H)išta- has possible Greek cognates that are formally quite similar. 
According to Chantraine (2009: 448–449) Greek ἰότης ‘will, decision’ (attested only in 
dative ἰότητι, ἰότητι, ἰότᾱτι and accusative ἰότητα) is possibly from the same PIE root as 
Indo-Aryan iṣ-, iccháti ‘souhaiter’: the Greek form could reflect earlier *(H)isto-tāt-, from 
the verbal adjective *(H)isto- which would be formally identical to PII *(H)išta-. However, 
Chantraine also mentions that the Greek word might instead be related to ?ίεμαι (*?ίοτος 
‘voulant’). Also Beekes 2010: 595–596 mentions the two possibilities (*h2iso-teh2-t or 
*h2isto-teh2-t in Beekes’s reconstruction). If the Greek word is from *?ίοτος, then according 
to Beekes we have to assume haplological shortening. Beekes notes that the Boeotian 
personal name θειο?ίοτος points to a form beginning with *?-, which is an argument in 
favour of the latter etymology for the Greek word. 
Semantically the etymology is relatively unproblematic. The Indic, Avestan and Finnic 
words are close to each other, but because of the polysemy found in Finnish and Vedic it 
has to be admitted that the exact meaning of the borrowed form is difficult to determine. 
All the meanings in Finnic can probably be derived from ‘desire’, which is also a meaning 
attested in Vedic. Words relating to affection are easily borrowed (Saarikivi 2014: 200–
201). 
It is impossible to connect ihta to iha etymologically through Finnic internal 
derivational processes. Because of the semantic and phonetic plausibility and lack of 
competing etymologies, it is probable that the etymology is correct. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Est isu, Sest iso ‘appetite’; in Ingrian and Finnish attested in the verb isota ‘to 
have appetite’ (< PFi *iso) 
← (Old) Iranian *isa- ‘to seek, to pursue, to want’, cf. Av isəmna- ‘seeking 
(suchend, begehrend)’, isaite ‘he/she pursues’, cf. OI iccháti ‘seeks, wishes’, 
< PII *(H)iš-ść-a, root *Hays (Cheung 2007: 158; LIV2: 260; EWAia I: 270–271) 
 (Koivulehto 2001a; Katz 2003: 148; EES s.v. isu; Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 
117) 
See also *iša, *išta, *ešti- 
Koivulehto’s recent etymology has not received much attention in the literature. Katz 
(2003) has independently suggested the same Indo-Iranian etymology, although his 
arguments differ from those of Koivulehto. EES s.v. isu mentions the etymology, although 
it is not discussed very informatively (EES simply notes that the donor can be identical to 
Old Indic iccháti ‘wishes’, which does not reflect Koivulehto’s careful argumentation very 
well). EES also considers the etymology as uncertain because it lacks parallels in other 
Uralic languages.  
This is one of the etymologies where the Finnic -o is not a transparent result of a 
derivational process, and thus could be projected back to some earlier proto-language. 
However, the Iranian word, which Koivulehto considers the original of the Finnic word, 
does not have any labial element in its non-initial syllable, so the Finnic *o can be a 
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substitution here (this is hinted at by Holopainen, Junttila and Kuokkala [2017: 117]), 
reflecting the realization of the Iranian phoneme a and its reception by Uralic speakers. 
However, it has been noted (Lehtimäki 1972: 149–150; Nikkilä 1988: 138) that there are 
several o-stems among the Germanic and Baltic loans that were borrowed into this stem 
type without apparent reason or they are such early derivatives that no traces of underived 
labial vowels are found in any varieties of Finnic. The underived -o here thus does not 
automatically imply that Iranian -a was substituted by Pre-Finnic *o. 
The Iranian etymology itself is credible. The Finnic word has to be a relatively late loan 
(later than Proto-Iranian) because *s in the Avestan word reflects PIE *sk or *sk ́ (> PII *ść, 
see Kobayashi 2004: 67–74; Lubotsky 2001a). In Proto-Iranian the word was probably 
*(H)istsa-, and this would have likely resulted in Pre-Finnic *iča, not *isa. Katz (2003: 
148) argues that iso could be borrowed from from PII *isćā- (“FUA *iščā́”) as *iśa or *ića 
and then developed regularly to Finnic *iso. Although this kind of development is in 
principle possible, the problem is again the PII cluster *sć or *ść, as we do not know the 
exact phonetic nature of this cluster and how it would have been substituted. Many of the 
Indo-Iranian loanwords that are found only in Finnic and other West Uralic languages are 
probably later Iranian loans, and there are no convincing examples of extremely archaic 
loans that would be confined to Finnic. As the Finnic word would be a regular outcome of a 
loan from Iranian *isa-, the word probably belongs to the same loanword layer as other 
relatively late loans like *wasa and *warsa (see Koivulehto 1999a: 226–227).  
Semantically the etymology is plausible, although the Finnic word seems to point 
exactly to ‘appetite’, whereas the meaning of the Iranian word is more general, at least 
based on the Avestan attestations. This kind of semantic relationship (the restriction of 
meaning) is typical of loanwords (see the Introduction). The only problem is that no 
precise donor form can be shown, as there is no noun **isa- known from Avestan or any 
other Iranian language. This is a similar problem as with the *iša word discussed above. 
However, in this case the substitution with Uralic s from Iranian s is unproblematic, and 
there is less reason to doubt the etymology. Because of the relatively small size of the Old 
Iranian corpus it can be speculated that a corresponding noun once existed in Iranian. In 
any case it seems that Finnic isota is derived from a noun *iso and not the other way 
around. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi isä ‘father’ (cognates in Ka, Lu, Ve, Vo, Est, Izh, Li), SEst esä, edsä id.; 
SaN áhčči (irregular), SaKld âǯ́ǯ́ < PSa *e ̮ćē (Lehtiranta 2001:  No. 2.); Md oćä 
‘father’s older brother’; Mari M iźa, H əzä ‘older brother; father’s younger 
brother’ (< PMa *ǐćä); Hu ős ‘ancestor’ (< ? OHu iʃemucut ‘our father’); Mansi 
East, WEst āś ‘mother’s father’ (< Proto-Mansi *ǟs) 
< ? PU *ićä ~ *ećä (Sammallahti 1988: 541: *iśä; UEW s.v. ićä; SSA s.v. isä; Bereczki 
2013: s.v. iza; EES s.v. isa; Aikio 2014c: 154) 
← PII *(H)i(H)ić- ‘master, lord’ > ī ́ś- M ‘Herr’, īśá- M ‘Herr, Gebieter’; root PII 
*Haić < PIE *h2eyḱ-, cf. OI iś- ‘beherrschen, Herr über etwas sein, gebieten, 
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Gewalt haben’, OAv isē ‘ich verfüge’, isuuan- ‘Gebieter, Mächtiger’ (EWAia I: 
207, s.v. ĪŚ; Werba 1997: 424 No. 541 s.v. *iś; RIVELEX 2: 240ff. s.v. īś) 
(Tunkelo 1913: 118–119; Koivulehto 2001a: 371–375; = 2016: 269–273; Milanova, 
Holopainen & Bradley [forthcoming]) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology suggested by Tunkelo and supported by Koivulehto involves 
several problems, mostly in the Uralic side. Although the etymology could in principle be 
correct, the irregularities in the Uralic cognate set prevent us from reconstructing a Proto-
Uralic word, which means that it is unlikely that the etymology is correct in the way it was 
suggested by Koivulehto. Parallel borrowings into already differentiated branches would 
have to be extremely early. The word cannot be borrowed from Iranian, as the Uralic forms 
clearly point to an earlier *ć (if the word was borrowed from Iranian, we would have **ičä 
or **isä in Uralic). The Indo-Iranian root begins with a laryngeal which causes the later 
long-vowel forms in Avestan and Sanskrit. As with most loanwords into Uralic, the 
laryngeal is left without a substitution here.  
The Finnic words could reflect *ićä that is the reconstructed form found in most 
sources. Aikio (2014c: 57) mentions a South Estonian form jedsä, which according to him 
is “old Võro”, meaning the old South Estonian literary language, but in reality this form is 
attested only in the Seto dialects of South Estonian, and there only as a Lallwort (EMS 
s.v. esä). There is thus no reason to reconstruct an earlier affricate for the Finnic forms on 
the basis of this word only. The normal South Estonian word is esä. Koivulehto (2001a: 
271, footnote 273) mentions the South Estonian word as an irregular form, and SSA notes 
that esä corresponds regularly to the irregular forms of North Saami and some other Saami 
languages (see below). Kallio (2018b: 131–132) has shown that, based on early South 
Estonian written sources, the sound change *i > e has happened in the modern era, and the 
South Estonian form reflects earlier isä. It has to be purely accidental that some Saami 
forms could reflect an apparently similar pre-form as the South Estonian word. 
The Saami words point to different reconstructions. Lehtiranta notes that the western 
Saami forms point to Proto-Saami *āććē, whereas Inari and Ter Saami point to *ɛ̄ćē. The 
Skolt and Kildin Saami forms regularly reflect Proto-Saami *e ̮ćē which is a regular cognate 
to the Finnic word and reflects the possible Uralic reconstruction *ićä. Koivulehto 
(referring to Sammallahti 1998: 227) remarks that the Saami forms which point to *ā are 
secondary, and the vocalism is influenced by the palatal affricate *ć.  
The Mordvin word is considered uncertain by EES and UEW, and SSA mentions that it 
does not belong here at all. The word is irregular, as o- points to earlier *i–a-stem, and the 
stem vowel is totally irregular. One can of course argue that affection has played a role in 
the development of this kinship term, but it is impossible to prove this. No alternative 
etymology for the Mordvin word has been represented as far as I know. 
The Mari word can regularly reflect earlier *ićä, with the regular development of *ć > z 
intervocalically (see Aikio 2014c: 87). The Indo-Iranian etymology is not mentioned by 
Bereczki (2013 s.v. iza), who supports the traditional Uralic etymology of the Mari word. 
The Hungarian word ős with ő- is problematic, as this is not the usual reflex of PU *i. 
Also the consonantism is irregular, as *ć is reflected by Hu s (i.e. [š]) in a couple of cases 
only, most of which are uncertain. It is possible that the Hungarian word does not belong 
here at all, as the meaning is also divergent from the rest of the Uralic forms. It is true that 
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Old Hungarian isemuc means ‘our father’, but it is not even certain that the modern 
Hungarian form could have developed from this, as Old Hungarian i is usually not 
reflected by modern Hungarian ő. 
The Samoyed word forms a special case here. According to Koivulehto, Proto-Samoyed 
*ejsä (> Tundra Nenets nīśe, SW: 22) is a parallel borrowing from an Indo-Iranian form 
with the full-grade diphthong *ai-, (*Hayć-). The Proto-Samoyed form could reflect Proto-
Uralic/Pre-Samoyed *äjćä. Uralic *äj would be a phonetically plausible substitution for the 
diphthong *ey in the full-grade form of the root (the word could be a Pre-II borrowing 
from *Heyć-? Or *äj from *Hay-?). Borrowing from another branch of Indo-European is 
unlikely, as the root is attested only in Indo-Iranian and Germanic (cf. Gothic aih ‘ich habe, 
besitze’, OHG hūs-eigo ‘Hausherr’). 
Furthermore, the Nganasan form (jase) is irregular and points to PS *jesä, which makes 
the reconstruction of even the Proto-Samoyed word very difficult. It is possible that the 
Samoyed and “Finno-Ugric” words are related, but the reconstruction is prevented by 
unknown conditioned developments. Aikio (2014c: 57) reconstructs the Uralic word 
uncertainly as *ićä/*ećä and notes that the Samoyed cluster -js- is irregular.  
Aikio (2014c: 57) mentions that Yukaghir ečē ‘father’ is borrowed from Samoyed, but at 
the time when the Samoyed affricate was still retained. This means that for the Uralic word 
certainly an affricate has to be reconstructed. Also the fact that the word was borrowed into 
Yukaghir very early from Samoyed means that the possible borrowing from Indo-Iranian 
into Uralic/Samoyed should be dated very early. 
Semantically the etymology would be unproblematic. As Koivulehto notes, some other 
kinship terms, like the Finnic word for mother (← Proto-Germanic *aiþīn-) are loanwords 
in the Uralic languages, so it is no obstacle to consider the word for ‘father’ a borrowing. 
Other kinship terms borrowed from specifically Indo-Iranian include at least *sasar(V). 
Semantically the loan is not obvious, but the development from ‘lord’ to ‘father’ is 
possible. Koivulehto notes that here the speakers of Uralic did not borrow the normal 
Indo-Iranian word for ‘father’ but they borrowed the word in the meaning of ‘the head of 
the family’ (“Lehnnemenden das IE Wort als ‘Herr, Besitzer einer Grossfamilie’ 
kennengelernt haben”). This is semantically plausible. It is well known that even the 
“normal” Indo-European word for ‘father’, *ph2tḗr originally denoted something else than 
the pure biological father – the word’s primary meaning, still found in the Latin expression 
pater familias, is the protector, head of the family. Against this background it might be 
easier to understand why the term *ph2tḗr or its Indo-Iranian reflex *pHtā́r was not 
borrowed, as the semantics of these terms were possibly still under development at the 
time of the early contacts between Indo-Iranian and Uralic contacts (see also Milanova 
[forthcoming]). Interestingly, the Indic word means in later texts also ‘husband (Gatte, 
Ehemann)’. 
An interesting semantic parallel to Koivulehto’s suggestion is provided by some later 
Iranian languages, which use forms borrowed from Turkic ağa ‘lord’ in the meaning of 
‘father’; for example, New Persian aqa ‘mister; father’, in Dari also ‘elder brother’ 
(Veronika Milanova: personal communication). 
Even though the semantics pose no problem for the Indo-Iranian etymology, the 
phonological problems discussed above force us to abandon the etymology. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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TN nīśe, E ese, Nga jase ‘father’, Slk e ̮si̮ 
PS *äjsä < Pre-S ? *äjćä (SW: 22) 
See *ićä ~ *ećä 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi isäntä ‘master’ (cognates in all Finnic languages) 
< ? Pre-Fi *ićäntä or *isäntä 
← PII (or PI) *(H)i(H)íćāna- > OI ī́śāna- ‘ruling, dominating’, Av isāna ‘ruling 
over something’ (present medium participle from the verb ī́ś-; EWAia I: 207, s.v. ī́ś-; for 
the II root, see the above entry on *ićä) 
(Tunkelo 1913: 115–118; Koivulehto 2001a: 371–375; = 2016: 269–273) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology is an interesting possibility, but not something one can accept 
without criticism. Koivulehto argues that isäntä is not a derivation from the word isä 
‘father’, though this is the view of most linguists as well as native speakers of Finnic 
languages (the word isä also has a possible Indo-Iranian etymology, see above), just as the 
word emäntä ‘mistress’ looks like a transparent derivation from the old Uralic word for 
‘mother’, emä. Koivulehto notes that the word should reflect earlier *isänä, and the nt is 
irregular. Koivulehto claims that there are parallels for this development, such as doublets 
sarana ~ saranta, sarvena ~ sarventa, but it is suspicious that in this case we do not have 
doublets but only the form with -nt-. 
Koivulehto mentions that Indo-Iranian etymology for the word has been proposed 
earlier too by Tunkelo (1913: 115–118) from the active participle *isant- ‘besitzend’ < PII 
*ićant- of the same verb, but this participle is not attested in any Indo-Iranian language, 
which makes the etymology unlikely. 
Semantically the Indo-Iranian etymology is problematic, as the Indo-Iranian root 
denotes ‘ruling, mastering’, and the meanings of the noun isäntä could easily be derived 
from this. An argument against the native derivational origin of the word isäntä (as well as 
emäntä), also mentioned by Koivulehto, is that the derivational processes behind these 
words are not properly known. The isä- and emä- elements are transparent (or look like 
that), but the derivational suffix is not; this has been considered a petrified, unproductive 
derivational suffix (Raun 1988: 565), but it is problematic to find it only in these two 
words. 
The geminate -ss- in Estonian issand ‘lord’ is secondary according to EES (s.v. isa).  
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi vuosi ‘year’; Ko vo ‘year’, Ud wa-pum ‘time, moment’ < PP *wo; Kh E al 
‘year; NT ŋeŕo + cognates in Slk, Kam, Mat (< PS *e ̮rö) 
< PU *i ̮δi ‘year, autumn’ (Aikio 2012a: 233–234) 
← PII *watas- ‘year’ > OI vatás-, < PIE *wet-os- (see *wasa for references) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 218–219 = 2016: 220–221; SSA s.v. vuosi) 
Koivulehto’s etymology is convincingly rejected by Aikio (2012a). Although the etymology 
is semantically plausible, Aikio’s improvements to the phonological reconstruction of the 
Uralic word make the etymology impossible: word-initial *w- cannot be reconstructed for 
the Proto-Uralic form, although one would expect it if the word was borrowed from this 
Indo-Iranian form, and the consonants PU *δ and PII *t do not match (there are no 
examples of such a sound substitution). 
Borrowing from related Indo-Iranian forms has been suggested for *wasa, *watsa 
and Mansi *wē ̮saγ (see the entries). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Komi i ̮šti̮- ‘be charmed, become delighted; wish, desire, long; be very gay, 
frolicksome’; i ̮šmi̮- ‘be animated; be frolicksome, licentious; be desirous, 
lustful’ < PP *i ̮š- ? 
See *iša 
 
Fi jama ‘Fuge, Naht zwischen den Teilnetzen des (Zug)netzes; Grenze; 
Vereinigungspunkt; (passender) Zeitpunkt; (schlechter) Zustand’, verb 
jamata ‘to join together (seine nets)’ (cognates in Karelian, Ludic, Votic and 
Estonian); SaN juopmi ‘twin’ < PSa *juomē ‘twin’ (missing from Kld and T); 
? Erzya- Mordvin jav (in kijaks-jav ‘floor joint’ (SSA s.v. jama; Álgu s.v. juopmi; 
SMS s.v. jama) 
< ? West Uralic *jama or *ji ̮ma 
← PII *yamá- > OI yamá- ‘twin’, yamī ́- ‘Zwillingschwester’ (? > yamá- ‘Name 
einer mythischen urmenschen Gestalt, des ersten Sterblichen und Königs im 
Totenreiche’); root yam- ‘halten, festhalten, strecken, zügeln, lenken, 
ausstrecken, darreichen’, OP/Av yam < PII *(H)yam < PIE *(H)yem- (EWAia 
II: 400–401 s.v. YAM; LIV2 s.v. i ̭em; Werba 1997: 221–222, No. 150, s.v. yam)  
(T. I. Itkonen 1928: 25; SKES s.v. jama; Katz 1985: 374; 2003: 296; SSA s.v. jama; 
Sammallahti 2001: 408; Koivulehto ms.; Blažek 2005: 163; Holopainen 2018b: 147–148) 
Although the Indo-Iranian etymology by T. I. Itkonen is semantically and phonologically 
convincing, the etymology is not mentioned by Joki (1973), Rédei (1986c) or the UEW 
(s.v. jama). The Finnic and Saami words are regular cognates and can reflect either *jama 
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or *ji ̮ma. Although the meaning of the Finnic word is rather different from that of the 
Saami and the Indo-Iranian original, the semantic development can be explained and it is 
probable that Saami has retained the original meaning here. SSA is dubious about the 
semantic relationship between the Finnic and Saami words. However, EWAia notes that 
the Indo-European root *(H)yem from which the noun ‘twin’ is derived might have 
originally denoted ‘to keep together’. From this the meaning of ‘twin’ can be derived, and 
the semantic relationship between ‘twin’ and ‘keep together’ in Indo-European is not far 
from that of the Finnic and Saami words, and I see no reason to reject the etymological 
connection between Finnic jama and Saami *juomē.  
However, it is not certain whether *yamá- is derived from this root; LIV2 (s.v. i̭em) also 
remarks that it is uncertain whether the noun yama- belongs to the root *(H)yem-. It is 
also uncertain whether the name of the mythical being yama-, Av yima- is derived from 
the same Indo-Iranian root, but EWAia assumes that this is probably the case. If the 
original meaning of the Uralic word is ‘twin’, the further connections of PII *yamá- within 
Indo-European have no relevance for the etymology of the Uralic word. 
As the noun jama can be reconstructed for a common proto-language of Finnic and 
Saami, it is probable that the word was borrowed as a noun. The Finnic verb jamata is 
probably derived from the noun jama and not the other way around. 
The Mordvin word probably does not belong here, as v is not a regular reflex of PU 
intervocalic *m (compare PU *d’i̮mi > MoE l’om ‘bird-cherry’, Aikio 2015b: 57). Mordvin 
-jav is connected to Finnic jakaa in SSA (s.v. jama), and it is probable that it is a cognate 
of this Finnic word, as this would be phonologically totally regular. In Mordvin there is also 
a verb E java-, M javo- ‘to divide’ which is derived from Uralic *jaka- (UEW s.v. *jaka-; 
not mentioned by Aikio 2015b), but this is not an obstacle to derive the noun -jav also 
ultimately from the same Uralic stem. Semantically the connection is not obvious. 
Interestingly, there is also a verbal root *yaw- ‘to (re)bind, join’ in Indo-Iranian (Cheung 
2007), and the Mordvin noun could perhaps be borrowed from this (although precise 
donor form cannot be shown). 
Phonologically, the Indo-Iranian etymology is faultless. Although nearly similar 
formations with the meaning of ‘twin’ are found in Germanic (*jumja- ‘divine twin’ 
> ON Ymir, Kroonen 2013 s.v. jumja) and Lithuanian (jumis ‘paired couple, double fruit’), 
these would not be suitable originals for the Finno-Saamic word because of the vocalism, 
and the Indo-Iranian origin is most probable. 
Vainik (2014) has considered the word *juma ‘god’ a borrowing from a reflex of this 
same Indo-Iranian root *Hyam- (see the entry for *juma), but in the light of vocalism it is 
more likely that juma is borrowed from PII *dyuman-. 
Katz has suggested a different etymology, assuming that the Uralic word is borrowed 
from Pre-II yugma- ‘paarig’ (> OI yugma-). While this would be semantically certainly 
convincing, the vocalism is problematic in this case and Katz’s etymology cannot be 
supported. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi jyvä ‘grain’, SEst iva id.; ? Md M juv ‘Acheln, Spreu’; Ko id (deriv.) ‘Gerste’, 
ji̮-ki ̮ ‘Granne an Ähren’, Ud ju ‘Getreide’, ji̮di ̮ (deriv.) ‘Gerste’ (< PP *ju) 
< Pre-Fi/PU *jewä (UEW s.v. *jewä; SSA s.v. jyvä) 
← Pre-II *yewo-, > Vedic yáva- ‘barley, wheat, grain’, Av yauua- id.; < PIE 
*yewo- ‘cattle fodder (?)’, > Tocharian B yap ‘barley’, Lithuanian jãvas ‘corn’, 
Hittite /eu ̭a/ ‘eine Feldfrucht’ (EWAia II s.v. yáva-; 2017: 292–293; Mallory 2015: 19; 
Isebaert 1980: 98–99; Derksen 2015: 210) 
(Toivonen 1928: 229–30; FUV: 130; KEWA s.v. yáva-; Joki 1973: 265; Katz 1985: 265; 
2003: 212–213; UEW s.v. jewä; Dolgopolsky 1989: 20; Koivulehto 1983; ms.; Pystynen 
2015; Kallio ms.) 
This is a convincing etymology which is accepted in most sources, but there are various 
views about the exact Indo-European donor language and the relationship of the Uralic 
words. Moór (1956: 343–344) assumes that the donor language was some archaic Indo-
European language, but he does not specifically mention an Indo-Iranian origin. Moór still 
lists the Samoyedic words like Tundra Nenets ja ‘flour’ as cognates to the Finno-Ugric 
words (it is also not observed by him that the Finnic, Mordvin and Permic words are not 
regular cognates). Moór considers it possible that the Samoyedic word is borrowed from 
Pre-Hungarian, so not directly from Indo-Iranian. This idea is related to Moór’s outdated 
views about Hungarian linguistic prehistory: Moór notes that although the word has no 
attested reflex in Hungarian, this could be explained by assuming that the word had 
become lost because it resembles two other Hungarian words, jó ‘good’ and the now 
obsolete jó ‘river’. This is not a plausible idea, because the word *jewä would have a front-
vocalic reflex in Hungarian, and because the forms in Finnic, Mordvin, Permic are 
probably parallel borrowings (see below). The Samoyedic word for ‘flour’ is now 
considered to be a parallel borrowing from the same source, as noted by Janhunen (1983) 
and K. Häkkinen & Lempiäinen (1996); see below. 
KEWA accepts the Indo-European etymology of the Uralic word but does not comment 
on the donor language more specifically. Joki (1973) argues that the words in Finnic, 
Mordvin and Permic could perhaps be later borrowings from an Iranian language with æ-
vocalism, like Ossetic jæw. This is not probable, as Iranian *ä would have rather resulted 
in Uralic ä-vocalism, but none of the Uralic forms point to old *ä. Finnic points to *e, and 
Mordvin and Permic words reflect earlier back vowels. Rédei (1986c: 50–51) states a 
confusing conclusion that the word is borrowed from early Proto-Indo-Iranian or early 
Proto-Iranian, but Rédei reconstructs *e for both forms. Also Dolgopolsky (1989: 20) gives 
a confusing reconstruction of “Middle pA [= Proto-Aryan] *jewa or *jewo” (here *j = *y), 
which does not reflect the modern understanding of Proto-Indo-Iranian phonological 
reconstruction. 
The UEW assumes that *e is possibly caused by the influence of *j- and the word could 
have been borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian *jawa, but there are no parallel examples to 
this development and this explanation cannot be supported. The non-initial syllable suits 
the substitution pattern *-ä ← *-o (in front vowel words) found regularly in Pre-II 
loanwords. The Finnic ü might be a secondary development due to the labializing element 
w, as there are other examples of such development too (see Pystynen 2015). It is also 
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possible that the word was borrowed from some other Indo-European language. Garnier 
et al. (2017: 292–293) point out that the original meaning of the word might have been 
‘cattle fodder’, and the meaning ‘grain’ is a later development. This would mean that an 
Indo-Iranian etymology is likely, not a Proto-Indo-European one. However, a similar 
semantic development has also led to the Baltic words, such as Lithuanian jãvas ‘corn, 
grain’ (usually encountered as plural javaĩ; Derksen 2015: 210), and there is no reason to 
consider a borrowing from Indo-Iranian more plausible than an early borrowing from 
Balto-Slavic. 
Mordvin u is explained in the UEW as a result of influence from the word-initial v. Even 
if this was a possible explanation, one can also consider the Mordvin word a loan from 
Proto-Indo-Iranian (or Proto-Iranian) *yawa-; this would explain the u-vocalism easily, as 
one can suppose that the Mordvin word was borrowed as Pre-Mordvin *jowa (*o as the 
substitution of II *a because of the labial environment), and from this Mordvin u would 
regularly develop. One has to admit that in *a-stems Mordvin has usually retained a reflex 
of the word-final vowel (Bartens 1999: 60–66; Kallio 2012a: 163), and a form like **juvo 
would thus be expected, but here one can note that in the derivation juvodo- ‘worfeln, 
schwingen’ the vowel has been retained. 
The Permic words show anomalous vocalism, and here UEW is probably right in 
assuming that *w has had an influence on the vowel developments. In no case can the 
Komi and Udmurt forms reflect *jewä like the Finnic words, so they are also most clearly 
parallel borrowings from (Indo-)Iranian. This has been noted also by Koivulehto (2006: 
160). 
K. Häkkinen & Lempiäinen (1996: 154–156) support the idea that the word is borrowed 
from Indo-European separately into the various branches of Uralic. They also consider 
Koivulehto’s idea of a Pre-Baltic (Balto-Slavic) origin of the Finnic word possible but note 
that it is problematic to assume that the word is borrowed from Baltic to Permic or first 
into Finnic and from Finnic to Permic. Recently the etymology has been discussed briefly 
by Blažek (2016: 55), who does not note the phonological irregularities but assumes that 
Finno-Permic *jewä is borrowed probably from Indo-Iranian. Pystynen (2015) supports 
the idea that the Uralic words are parallel loans. 
Kallio (ms.) argues that the Finnic word is not borrowed from Indo-Iranian but rather 
from Proto-Balto-Slavic. According to Kallio, Proto-Balto-Slavic *ew > *ow is a later 
change than Indo-Iranian *e, o, a > *a. Kallio still assumes that the Mordvin, Permic and 
Samoyed words are borrowed from Indo-Iranian. This is a convincing idea, although 
theoretically the Mordvin and Permic words could also reflect later borrowings from Balto-
Slavic or Baltic. 
In any case the words have to be parallel borrowings from Indo-European, and it is 
obvious that the Finnic, Mordvin and Permic words cannot go back into Proto-Uralic or 
“Proto-Finno-Permic”. The early idea that the word is borrowed from Proto-Indo-
European is not very likely for any of the Uralic words in the light of the substitution and 
semantics, even though phonetically Finnic *jüwä could equally well reflect PIE *yewo-. 
The Samoyedic word for ‘flour’ is a parallel borrowing from the same source, as noted 
by Janhunen (1983) and Häkkinen (1996). In some earlier sources, such as FUV, it is 
considered possible that the Samoyed word is related to the words in the Finno-Permic 
languages to the west (so the borrowing would have happened before the split of the 
Samoyed languages), but it is impossible to derive the Samoyed word regularly from 
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*jewä. The semantic development from ‘grain’ to ‘flour’ is easy to explain, especially as the 
speakers of (Pre-)Proto-Samoyed probably did not practice agriculture. Blažek (2016: 55) 
assumes that the Samoyed word is borrowed from Komi. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (the Finnic word probably from Balto-Slavic) 
 
TN ja; Nga ja; FE ǯāsa id. ’flour’ 
< PS *jäə̑ ‘flour’ < ? Pre-S *jäwi 
← (P)I *yawa- or later (Alanic) *yæw-, > Oss jæw ‘grain’ (see *jewä for 
references) 
(Janhunen 1983: 123–124; Joki 1973: 265; Häkkinen & Lempiäinen 1996: 154) 
The Samoyedic word’s relationship to Finnic jyvä and the Mordvin and Permic words with 
similar meanings has a long history, but it is now obvious that they cannot be regular 
cognates. Probably the Samoyed word is borrowed separately from Indo-Iranian, like Joki 
(1973: 265) and Janhunen (1983: 123–124) suggest. Their arguments are accepted by 
Häkkinen & Lempiäinen (1996: 154). Rédei (1988a: 659) argues that the Samoyedic word 
is borrowed from Proto-Permic or an early form of Komi, but there are no arguments to 
support this instead of the direct borrowing from Iranian. 
Samoyed *jäə̑ is clearly an Indo-Iranian loanword, but the exact stage from which it was 
acquired is difficult to determine. The Samoyed word could probably reflect earlier Pre-
Samoyed *ä–i-stem with *ä as the substitution of Iranian *a). The word has to be an old 
*i-stem because *w has been lost (see Aikio 2002: 49) which is unexpected in the light of 
the Iranian *a-stem. The word belongs to the small layer of borrowings that are found only 
in Samoyedic. However, not all of these borrowings belong necessarily to the same layer. 
The word *pulǝ̑ ‘bridge’ looks like a rather young borrowing, whereas this word and the 
words *wǝ̑rkǝ̑ ‘bear’ and *täjkå ‘spear’ can be much earlier borrowings. 
The Indo-Iranian origin is the same as for the West Uralic word for ‘grain’ (see *jewä). 
In Samoyedic the meaning has switched to ‘flour’ probably because of cultural reasons (the 
speakers of Proto-Samoyedic did not practice agriculture). 
Janhunen notes that the word is attested only in North Samoyedic but may have been 
borrowed into Proto-Samoyed; as North Samoyed probably does not present a real node 
but is simply an “areal-genetic unit” (see Helimski 1982; Salminen 2002), the regular 
cognates of the word in the northern languages are enough to prove its Proto-Samoyed 
status. As the taxonomic validity of the North Samoyed versus South Samoyed branching 
has frequently been questioned, even by Janhunen (1998) himself, the borrowing into 
Proto-Samoyed is the most reasonable option. In Selkup and the Sayan Samoyed 
languages newer loanwords have probably replaced the old Samoyed word for ‘flour’: in 
Selkup, muka ‘flour’ is borrowed from Russian (Alatalo 2004: 122, No. 825), and Mator 
talkan ‘flour’ is from Russian, Mator and Kamas un from Turkic respectively (Joki 1952: 
386–387; Helimski 1997a: 350, 374). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi juoni ‘row, line, plot, story’; PSa *juone̮ ‘trail’ > SaS juone ‘road’, cognates 
in SaKl and SaSk (Álgu s.v. juone); Mordvin jan ‘path’ (SSA s.v. juoni; SMS 
s.v. juoni) 
< PU *ji ̮ni (Aikio 2012b: 233) 
 ← PII *HyáHna- ‘path, way’, > OI yā́na- ‘fahrt’, root yā, Av yā-< PII HyaH- 
‘fahren, (dahin)ziehen’ (EWAia II: 407, s.v. yā1; Werba 1997: 407–408 s.v. yā; LIV2 
s.v. i ̭eh2) 
 (FUV: 130; Sammallahti 2001: 408; Koivulehto ms.; 2009: 81–82 SSA s.v. juoni) 
This is an early etymology, mentioned by FUV (who does not mention the Finnic juoni, 
only the Saami and Mordvin words), but the word is not discussed by Joki or Rédei. In SSA 
the word is for some reason considered to be of “descriptive” origin. This assumption is 
heavily criticized by Koivulehto (ms.). The Indo-Iranian etymology is plausible, even 
though certain details are obscure.  
It is unclear how the word should be properly reconstructed for Proto-Uralic or Proto-
West Uralic. On the basis of the Saami and Mordvin words *jani can be reconstructed, but 
in Finnic there are multiple related words (juoni, jana, juna, jono) which do not stand in a 
clear derivational relationship with each other. However, Finnic juoni is a regular cognate 
of the Saami and Mordvin words, and in the new vowel reconstruction of Aikio (2015b) 
they have to reflect earlier *ji ̮ni, not *jani. Aikio does not mention the word in his list of 
Uralic *i ̮–i-stems. 
The word jana can be a late borrowing from some Germanic language: Kluge (1975, 
s.v. Jahn)19 mentions Middle High German jān ‘line’ as an “obsolete” source of the Finnish 
word. Deriving the form jana from here would leave us with the cognate set Fi juoni, Sa 
juone, Mo jan, which is more easier to explain. The Germanic etymology has been 
criticized by SSA, who considers also jana descriptive. 
LÄGLOS (I: 139 s.v. jana) considers the Germanic etymology of Finnic jana as possible 
but uncertain (“? Germ. LW”). Proto-Scandinavian *(j)ānaR would be the most probable 
source of jana. The only reservation that LÄGLOS expresses is the unclear variation of 
different forms within Finnic. LÄGLOS does not comment on the relationship of juoni and 
the assumed cognates in Saami and Mordvin. Also Koivulehto (ms.) supports the 
Germanic origin of jana. The Germanic word is possibly from the same Indo-European 
root as Indo-Iranian *HyaH (LIV2 s.v. i̭eh2). Koivulehto assumes that jono and juna might 
be secondary (affective) variants of juoni, here agreeing with SSA. It is difficult to say more 
about their relationship. One possibility would be to assume that some of the Finnic words 
are borrowed from a reflex of Saami *juone̮ but neither jono or juna would be an expected 
outcome of such a borrowing. 
The *i-stem of the Uralic word is unexpected and difficult to explain. Koivulehto (2009) 
states that early Indo-European loans were often acquired as *i-stems, but this is certainly 
not true of the Indo-Iranian loans where *a-stems clearly prevail regardless of the stem 
type of the donor language, and one would certainly expect an *a-stem here because of the 
Indo-Iranian *a-stem. Uralic *jani is one of the few convincing examples of an Indo-
Iranian a-stem acquired as an *i-stem, as other potential examples such as *śali and 
*śarwi (see the respective entries) can be explained otherwise. 
19 In newer editions of Kluge the etymology is not mentioned. 
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It is probable that at least part of the words treated here are borrowed from Indo-
Iranian; for the Mordvin word Indo-Iranian is the only possibility. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
 
Fi jumala ‘God’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); Mo E jon-dol ‘lightning’; 
Mari jə̑mo, jumə̑ ‘God’ < PMa *jŭmə 
< PU *juma ‘God’ (UEW s.v. juma; SSA s.v. jumala; Bereczki 2013 s.v. jumo) 
← PII/PI *dyuman-, > OI dyumná- ‘Herrlichkeit, Himmelsherrlichkeit’, 
OAv diuuamnəm ‘Himmelsherrlichkeit, Himmlischkeit’, from the PII root 
*dyaw- < PIE *dyew- (EWAia I s.v. dyáv-, dyumná-) 
(Paasonen 1907: 17–21; SKES s.v. jumala; Joki 1973: 90–91; Katz 1985: 223; 2003: 180; 
Koivulehto 1999: 227, 228, 232 = 2016: 229, 230, 234; SSA s.v. jumala; Parpola 2012: 161; 
2015: 66; Saarikivi 2014: 207) 
Paasonen’s etymology has been doubted by Joki (1973: 90–91), who comments on the 
etymology only in the research history part but not in the Wörterverzeichnis. Joki is mainly 
concerned about the second syllable of the word, arguing that *dyumna- would not be 
borrowed as *juma. Also SKES is doubtful of the etymology. KEWA (s.v. dyáuṣ) follows 
Joki in considering the etymology doubtful. Paasonen’s etymology is supported by 
Koivulehto but he does not comment on Joki’s main point of concern, the second syllable 
of the Uralic word.  
Joki’s arguments are not very strong, as also among the Baltic loanwords of Finnic 
there are n-stems that are borrowed into Finnic as vocalic stems. It is also disputed 
whether there actually were consonantal stems in Proto-Uralic, meaning that borrowing 
*dyumant as *juma is expected. We also do not know what the exact source of the Uralic 
word was. In general, the non-initial stems have only limited value in Uralic loanword-
research (Kallio 2008: 269). Otherwise the etymology makes sense phonetically, although 
the same substitution P(W)U *j ← PI(I) *dy is not found elsewhere among the Indo-
Iranian loans. However, a near-parallel is provided by the Indo-European etymology of 
Finnic *jäwtä- ‘to chew’ ← PIE/Pre-Balto-Slavic *gyew-, suggested by Koivulehto 
(2016: 349–350). In both cases the anlaut cluster of a stop and *j is substituted by Uralic 
*j. Koivulehto (ms.) claims that the substitution *j for the cluster *dy- is expected in the 
light of the substitutions of other word-initial consonant clusters in the early loanwords 
from Indo-European into Uralic. 
The word was probably borrowed into a common proto-language of Finnic, Mordvin 
and Mari; the forms found in Finnic, Mordvin and Mari are regular cognates, but the 
Finnic word includes a suffix -la which has an unknown origin. According to Saarikivi 
(2014: 207, footnote 11), the Finnic suffix could be connected to the Uralic word *(w)ülä 
‘up, upper part’. The -la would be a reduced form which has become adapted to the vowel 
harmony. Saarikivi argues that as the names for ‘god’ in Mordvin (niśke-pas; see the entry 
*pakas) and Khanty (Torem-Ilim) contain the term ‘upper, heaven’ serve as semantic 
parallels to a compound that would mean ‘the upper god’. Saarikivi’s idea is interesting but 
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it is very difficult to prove. The precise origin of the Finnic suffix remains unexplained. 
Rédei (1991: 97–98) has argued that PU *-la, *-lä is a denominal derivational suffix, but it 
is highly uncertain whether this can be considered the same suffix that is found in the 
Finnic word. The suffix looks similar as in the Finno-Ugric (?) noun ńoma-la ‘rabbit’ from 
PU *ńoma id. (TN nyuw id.), but since the function of the latter suffix is uncertain, it 
remains unclear whether these  too suffixes have something to do with each other. 
T. Sköld (1983: 63–64) states that the Saami words for ‘god’ like SaN ipmil, Kld jimmel̜, 
Lu jupmēl are independent parallel borrowings from Finnic *jumala, as the Saami forms 
cannot be regular reflexes of *juma, nor are they regular reflexes of a single Proto-Saami 
form.  
There are also other words relating to mythology borrowed from the Indo-Iranians. 
Although the Indo-Iranian word does not specifically denote ‘God’, the word is a god’s 
epithet, and the semantic development is easy to explain. Katz (1985: 223, 2003: 180) 
supports the etymology, but he agrees with the old connection of *juma with the Ugric 
words meaning ‘good’, such as Hu jó, arguing that the Uralic word is a calque based on PII 
*bhaga- and *vásu- ‘good, God’ (Setälä 1900: 42). The idea that the Ugric forms could 
continue PU *juma is not probable, as the Ob-Ugric forms rather point to an old *o, and 
also the vowel correspondences within the Ugric languages show various irregularities. 
Bereczki (2013, s.v. jumo) does not mention the Indo-Iranian etymology at all. 
Vainik (2014) has found Koivulehto’s etymology unconvincing because of semantic 
reasons and instead considers the Finno-Volgaic word a loan from a reflex of the PIE root 
*(H)yem- ‘twin’. While this is an interesting possibility, Vainik does little to analyse the 
vocalism of the borrowing, and she does not suggest a specific origin donor form, which 
weakens her etymology. From the point of view of vowel substitution Vainik’s etymology is 
not very good. Jürine et al. (2016) mention both Koivulehto’s and Vainik’s etymologies but 
don’t take a stance on the issue. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi juo- ‘to drink’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN juhka- id. (< PSa 
*juke̮-; cognates in all Sa languages); Ma jüa- id. (< PMa *jüa-); Ko ju-, Ud ju- 
(< PP *ju-); Hu i- (iszik, iv-) id.; TN nger-, Slk ör-, Mtr e ̮r- ‘to become 
intoxicated’ (< PS (der.) *e ̮-r-), TN ngeχøl- ‘to drink with one gulp’, E ihora- ‘to 
drink excessively’ (< PS (der.) *e ̮-kəl-) (SW: 21–22) 
< ? PU *juγi- or *jiγi- (Aikio 2002: 38–40; 2015b: 65; Zhivlov 2014: 116, 134; UEW 
s.v. juγe- (ju-e); Sammallahti 1988: 543; Bereczki 2013 s.v. jüam) 
← Pre-II/PIE *g ́hig ́hew-, root *g ́hew- ‘to pour’, PII *ʒ́haw- > OI hu 
‘spenden, libieren, opfern’, perfect juhvé ‘hat geoffert’, Av *zu (attested in 
zaoθrā- ‘Opfertrank’, ā-zuiti- ‘Opferbutter’) (EWAia II s.v. HAV; Werba 1997: 270, 
No. 251 s.v. hu) 
(Koivulehto 1991: 17, footnote 7; 1999a: 216 = 2016: 218; Aikio 2002: 40, footnote 7) 
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Koivulehto has argued for the Indo-European origin of this Uralic verb in already in 1991, 
but in (1999a: 216) he mentions specifically that the word is an Indo-Iranian borrowing. 
This would naturally mean a very early form of Indo-Iranian, as Koivulehto argues that 
PIE *ǵ was retained at the time of borrowing. Aikio (2002) added the Samoyed verb to this 
comparison, assuming that the word-initial *j- has become lost in Proto-Samoyed. This 
distribution would make the Uralic word one of the most widely-spread Indo-Iranian 
loanwords in Uralic. 
Both the etymology itself and the idea of its Indo-Iranian character are problematic. 
First of all, if the etymology was corrected, there are actually no phonological, derivational 
or semantic characteristics that would make the word Indo-Iranian. The examples of the 
substitution of “Pre-II” *ǵ by Uralic *j are not very convincing (cf. the entry *jäγi-). The 
reconstruction reflects simply the PIE stage. But also the PIE reconstruction of the verb 
has been criticized; Aikio (2002) notes that the reconstruction of a reduplicated stem 
*ǵhuǵhew- is erroneous, and *i should be the reduplication vowel here.  
Furthermore, the reconstruction of the vocalism of the Uralic word is uncertain, and 
contradictory reconstructions can be found in the recent works of Aikio (2015b) and 
Zhivlov (2014). The uncertainty of the reconstructed proto-form naturally hinders any 
effort to find a phonologically suitable origin for the word. Zhivlov is probably on the right 
track in assuming that the PU vowel in the initial syllable was *i ̮, but the development of 
the word in at least Finnic and Saami is not yet convincingly known. According to Aikio, 
some languages point to *u, some to *i̮. None of the Uralic words point to the *u which is 
reconstructed by the UEW. Mari jüa- regularly points to earlier *i ̮; the UEW and Bereczki 
(2013 s.v.) assume that the front vowel in Mari is due to influence from *j-, but this is an 
ad hoc explanation (most of the cases where the UEW reconstructs a back vowel and Mari 
shows ü can be regularly explained through the development * i ̮ > Mari ü). Reconstructing 
*i ̮ for Proto-Uralic would not solve the problems with the Indo-European original, as there 
are no known cases of the substitution *i̮ ← *e. 
Kümmel has considered the Uralic word possibly related to PIE *yuH-s- ‘Suppe, Brühe’ 
(Kümmel 2009) or *HyuH- ‘to eat’ (Kümmel 2015; for a more detailed discussion of the 
Indo-European word, see Nikolaev 2014). Neither option is semantically very convincing, 
and as long as the vowel reconstruction of the Uralic word remains unclear, so will all the 
ideas of its external relations remain uncertain. Even less convincing is the Indo-Uralic 
comparison with PIE * h1egwh- ‘to drink’ (Kassian, Zhivlov & Starostin 2015: 320, 328; the 
IE root attested in Hittite ekuzi and Tocharian A B yok, with remnants in derivations 
elsewhere, see Weiss 2010: 373). Their reconstructions which omit the j- of the Uralic word 
and the laryngeal of the Indo-European root have been criticized by Kallio (2015a: 370). 
Not an Indo-Iranian loanword 
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Fi jää- ’to stay, remain’ (cognates in all Finnic languages) 
< Pre-Fi < ? *jäγi- 
 ← ? Pre-II *gh́eg ́hoh1- > OI (Vedic) jáhā-ti ‘leaves, rejects, wins’, YAv zazāiti- 
‘läßt zurück; gewinnt’, Oss I zajyn, D zajun ‘to stay’, PII root *ʒ́hah- (EWAia II 
s.v. hā; Werba 1997: 331, No. 374 s.v. hā; LIV2 s.v. *ǵheh1) 
 (Koivulehto 1999a: 216–217 = 2016: 218–219) 
This is one of Koivulehto’s examples of verbs borrowed from Indo-Iranian. Although it is 
certainly possible to borrow verbs, most of these examples are unconvincing. This 
etymology is unconvincing due to several phonological problems. The vowel substitution is 
unlikely: Koivulehto argued that since there was no word-initial *je- at the stage where this 
word was acquired, *jä- would have been a natural substitution. However, now we know 
better that there are at least some instances of Proto-Uralic *je- (Aikio 2015a: 8–10). 
Also the consonantism is problematic: in the word-initial position the Pre-Indo-Iranian 
palatovelar is substituted by *j, but word-medially it is reflected by the velar spirant *γ. 
There is no substance in postulating these two different substitutions, as these 
developments lack (good) parallel examples. The substitution *ǵh > *j lacks convincing 
parallels. Although Koivulehto has presented several etymologies where Indo-European 
words with retained palatovelars were borrowed into Uralic, it seems that the only 
convincing case is the well-known PU *aja- ‘to drive’ (> Fi ajaa etc.), usually considered a 
loan from PIE *h2aǵ-o- ‘to drive’.  
Considering these observations, there is good reason to reject the etymology. One has to 
note also that there has never been particularly a strong reason to consider this word an 
Indo-Iranian borrowing; even if Koivulehto was right, the word could be borrowed from 
Proto-Indo-European already, as the origin postulated by Koivulehto shows no Indo-
Iranian development. Actually, the only Indo-Iranism here seems to be Grassmann’s law: 
in Koivulehto’s original, the reduplicated syllable has lost its aspiration, as famously 
happens in both Old Indo-Aryan and Greek. However, we know that this sound law is a 
late, separate development in both branches, and there is no reason to postulate this for 
Proto-Indo-Iranian or an early stage such as Pre-Indo-Iranian! But this would not affect 
the loan etymology anyway, as one cannot find differences for the substitution of *ǵ and 
*ǵh. 
Semantically the etymology is also problematic. Koivulehto argues that the meaning of 
the Finnic word is close to the one attested in Ossetic. However, the original meaning of 
the word seems to be ‘to leave, reject’, at least based on the Old Indic and Avestan 
attestations. LIV2 notes that the meanings referring to ‘winning’ have developed from ‘to 
leave someone behind in a race’. 
As a side note it is important to point out that many of Koivulehto’s etymologies which 
allegedly reflect an archaic Indo-European form with retained palatovelars can usually be 
explained otherwise. Some of them are simply wrong etymologies (such as this one), often 
because of sound laws that have been discovered after Koivulehto’s time. However, many 
others are good etymologies but can be explained as loans from some satem language, i.e. 
Indo-Iranian or Balto-Slavic. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Ko kundi̮- ‘eingraben, vergraben, verscharren; aufschütten, umschütten’, OP 
kundi- ‘bestreuen’ < PP *kon-; Hu hány ‘werfen, schleudern’; Ms North χūn- 
‘Schöpfen’, East χūn-,  South kōn-, West kūn-, (< PMs *kūn-); Kh North χan- 
‘aus dem Kessel schöpfen’, East ki ̮ṇ- ‘graben; aushöhlen, schaufeln, schippen 
(Schnee)’, South χen ‘graben; zernagen (das Wasser das Ufer)’ (< PKh *kāṇ- ~ 
*kī ̮ṇ-)  
< PU *kana- (UEW s.v. kana-; Sammallahti 1988: 545; Zhivlov 2014: 119) 
← PII *khanH- (*kHanH-) > OI khani- ‘graben’, khánāmi ’grabe aus’, OP 
kantanaiy- ‘zu graben’ (EWAia I: 445–7 s.v. KHAN; Cheung 2007: 229–230, 232–
233) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 384–388; Korenchy 1972: 73–75; Joki 1973: 275; MSzFE II: 264; UEW 
s.v *kanV-; Katz 1985: 312; 2003: 249–250) 
Munkácsi’s etymology is accepted by Korenchy, Joki and Katz, but it has not been 
commented in the more recent works by Koivulehto. Joki considers the Permic and Ugric 
words parallel borrowings from Iranian but his reasons for this assumption remain 
unclear, as he presents no phonological (or other) criteria. Zhivlov reconstructs the stem 
vowel of the Uralic word as *-a1, because in his reconstruction Proto-Khanty *ā and 
Hungarian á reflect PU *a only in *a–a1 stems (Zhivlov assumes that the Khanty forms 
with *ī ̮ are ablaut variants). The etymology is not mentioned by Aikio (2015b). One can 
note that it seems that there is still work to do with the exact reconstruction of this PU 
word, but it does not affect the Indo-Iranian etymology which is quite plausible. The 
Permic word points to Uralic *a. In any case it seems that the PU vowel in the initial 
syllable is rather *a than *i ̮, contrary to many other borrowings where it often is difficult to 
decide which phoneme was the substitution of PII short *a (or where the evidence rather 
points to PU *i ̮). 
Mayrhofer is uncertain of the Indo-European background of the Indo-Iranian original, 
citing a possible Phrygian cognate keneman ‘probably… a monument or a part of it’. The 
possible proto-form would be *kenh2-. Mayrhofer also comments on the problems of Indo-
Aryan *kh- and Iranian *k- (one would expect *x- in Iranian), but this need not concern us 
here, as the word is in any case attested in both main branches of the Indo-Iranian family, 
and the laryngeal/aspiration would not influence the Uralic sound substitution much. 
According to Cheung, the Iranian verbal roots *kan- ‘to throw’, *kanH- ‘to dig’ and 
*kan- have become mixed through folk etymology in several Iranian languages. The 
divergent meanings that the UEW reconstructs for the Uralic word (‘streuen, schütten, 
werfen; graben’) could point to the conclusion that the words in fact represent parallel 
borrowings from different Iranian verbs. At least the Hungarian word can rather be 
considered a borrowing from a representative of *kan- ‘to throw’ on semantic grounds. 
Phonologically this would also be completely plausible. However, since the word has 
palatal ny- in Hungarian and retroflex ṇ in Khanty, it seems that the word was inherited 
into both branches from Proto-Ugric, where PU *n developed (in certain environments) to 
*ṇ, which is then reflected by Hu ny and Khanty ṇ (according to Zhivlov 2016a). 
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The Permic word with a -nd- cluster could perhaps be considered a later borrowing 
from an Iranian word with -nt- or -nd-, such as Old Persian kantanaiy-, Pashto kan- 
/kand/, Oss. I kænd ‘building’, but the borrowing should be quite late because no 
denasalization has happened in Permic. However, -di̮- is also a verbal suffix in Permic, 
meaning that the form kundi̮- could be a derivative, even though it is unclear what the 
underived form is here. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E kara- ‘graben; pflügen’; Ma kare-, kore- (< PMa *kåra-); ? Ud ki ̮ri ̮-, 
Ko ki̮r- ‘to dig; to wash’ (< PP ? * ki ̮ri ̮-); Khanty North χǐr- (< PKh *kī ̮r) 
< PU *kara- (UEW s.v. kara-; Aikio 2015b: 55; Zhivlov 2014: 128) 
← PII or PI *karH- ‘to spread out, scatter (esp. seed), sow; to make furrows, 
plough’, YAv kar-, kāraiieiti, Parthian k’r-i ‘to sow, plant’ Khotanese kār- ‘to 
plant’, Sogdian kyr ‘to plant, sow’, Chwarezmian k’ry ‘to till, sow, plant’, Oss 
I kælyn/kald, D kælun/kald ‘to flow; to be pulled down; to stumble; to pour, 
spill; to throw on the ground’; OI kari ‘to strew, scatter’ (Cheung 2007: 239–240 
s.v. *karH2; EWAia I: 311, s.v. KARI) 
(Joki 1973: 266; Rédei 1986c: 51–52) 
This old Uralic cognate set is not mentioned by Sammallahti (1988), but it has been 
rehabilitated in recent works on Uralic vocalism. UEW lists the Permic and Khanty 
cognates tentatively under two different proto-forms, *kurV and *kurV (? *karV), both 
with the meaning of ‘dig’, but the matter has been clarified by Aikio and Zhivlov who only 
reconstruct one verb *kara- ‘dig’. Aikio (2015b) reconstructs the PU stem as *kara- but 
notes that the vowels in the Permic words are unclear (the Permic words are not listed by 
Zhivlov 2014). Zhivlov reconstructs the stem vowel as *a2. Joki considers the Khanty 
cognate as uncertain, but Zhivlov connects the Khanty word here and reconstructs Proto-
Khanty *kī ̮r-. Rédei argued that the word is ‘Finno-Volgaic’ and that the Permic and 
Khanty words continue a different proto-form, *kurV ‘to dig’. Rédei enigmatically 
mentions that the Iranian word was however not borrowed into Finno-Volgaic but already 
into Finno-Permic. Because of the uncertain vocalism, the Uralic words could also be 
parallel borrowings from Iranian.  
It is possible that the Permic word is a parallel borrowing from the Iranian verb. 
However, it has also been suggested recently by Metsäranta (2017) that the Permic word is 
derived from a PU stem *kuri ‘a furrow scoured out by water’. This is a more probable 
solution than assuming an Iranian origin for the Permic verb, as there are no known cases 
of Iranian *a being substituted by Proto-Proto-Permic *i ̮ and it is also a semantically 
plausible explanation. 
Mari kurala- ‘to plough’ has been connected to the Permic and Khanty words by UEW, 
but it is not mentioned by Zhivlov or Aikio; Bereczki (2013 s.v. korem) argues that the Mari 
word is not the cognate of the other words listed by UEW (Bereczki supports UEW’s 
reconstruction of *kurV, see above). It is obviously not their cognate, but it can well be a 
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parallel loan from Iranian. Bereczki (2013 s.v. kuralam) further argues that the Mari word 
is borrowed from these Permic forms. This can be correct, but there are no semantic or 
phonological difficulties that would prevent us from considering the Permic and Mari 
words as cognates.20 
I see no reason to doubt the Indo-Iranian etymology of Uralic *kara- in the form it is 
reconstructed by Zhivlov, as phonetically and semantically the etymology is convincing. 
Here the Iranian forms are semantically closer to the Uralic words: the Old Indic verb 
denotes ‘to strew, scatter’. The Ossetic words are not phonetically or semantically near the 
Uralic words, so even if the Uralic words are parallel borrowings, the words cannot be 
borrowed from Alanic. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
 
Ko kure̮g, kureg ‘chicken, hen’; Ud kureg, kurek id. < PP *kureg 
< Pre-P *karka 
← I *karka-, Av kahrka- ‘calling word for chicken; chicken’, Oss kark ‘chicken, 
hen’, NP karg; Pashto čirg (< *karkya-) (Cheung 2002: 196–197) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 300–302; KESK: 147; Joki 1973: 276; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 922; 
Rédei 1986c: 71–72; Lushnikova 1990: 216) 
This word is probably a relatively old borrowing, acquired into Pre-Permic already, as the 
Permic u vocalism cannot be explained on the basis of the later Iranian words. In many 
later borrowings Iranian a (or æ) is reflected by Permic a, but there are several loans 
confined to Permic that show u which has developed from Pre-Permic *a or *i ̮ (see 
*ačwa). It is difficult to say anything more precise about the dating or the donor form of 
the word: this can be an old borrowing from an early form of Alanic, but there are no 
compelling reasons to assume so, purely formally the word could be borrowed even from 
Old Iranian. Rédei assumes that the borrowing is from Old Iranian but this seems more 
like guesswork, as there are no phonological means to date the Iranian donor form to some 
particular stage. As the Iranian word has a reflex in Ossetic kark, the Permic word could 
equally well be an Alanic borrowing. 
Various developments of the cluster -rk can be found in loans: Komi ve̮rk seems to 
point to a Pre-Permic geminate cluster *-rkk- (see the entry *wärkä), but here -rk has 
developed into rVg with an epenthetic vowel and the voicing of the stop. In the inherited 
Uralic vocabulary, *rk > *r is the regular development. Voiceless k can be found in some 
Udmurt forms, and Rédei assumes that these reflect the original state of affairs, and the 
voicing is due to analogy from words that end in Vg. As the relations between the Udmurt 
and Komi words are otherwise regular, it is clear that the forms with word-final -g and -k 
cannot reflect parallel borrowings from different Iranian words with -rg and -rk. 
Interestingly, also the word-final k in Ossetic kark (instead of karg) is irregular according 
20 I am grateful to Niklas Metsäranta for pointing this out to me.
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to Cheung (2002: 196–197), but this phenomenon is probably unrelated to the problem of 
the word-final consonant of the Permic word. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
*karši 
See *kärsä 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi karhu ‘bear’, Est karu id. (cognates in Izh, Ka, SEst, Vo) 
< ? Pre-Fi *karšV 
← Pre-II/PII *Hŕ̥kša-s (? *Hŕ̥tša-s) > OI ŕ̥kṣa- ‘bear’, YAv arša- id., Khot 
arra id., Chwarezmian hrs, MP xirs, NP xir, Kurd hirč id.; < PIE *h2r̥tḱo-s 
(EWAia I s.v. r̥kṣa-; Kümmel 2014: 2; Lipp 2009)  
(Katz 2003: 114; Delamarre 1992: 151–154; 2003: 56; EES 130 s.v. karu)  
This rather recent etymology is not found in most standard etymological works. EES 
supports it but offers no further arguments for its credibility. Katz’s and Delamarre’s 
etymology for the Finnic word is complicated. In short, one could say that it is too good to 
be true, as the Indo-Iranian origin involves complicated clusters and its development from 
Proto-Indo-European is also not straightforward, and thus it is too easy to explain the 
Finnic form through simplifying substitutions of the Indo-Iranian form. While this 
etymology cannot be totally ruled out, there is simply not enough argumentation to 
support it.  
The reflex of the Indo-Iranian laryngeal is one problem. While it is not phonetically 
implausible for the Indo-Iranian laryngeal to be substituted by *k, there is actually not a 
single parallel example for this among the more transparent and convincing Indo-Iranian 
loan etymologies. Although there are various, more or less convincing examples of the 
Indo-European laryngeals being substituted by *k in early loanwords (Koivulehto 1991; 
Hyllested 2014: 11–12), none of them happens to reflect an Indo-Iranian form.21 Thus this 
substitution remains an interesting possibility, but something that is not yet proven 
convincingly. 
21 The lack of laryngeal reflexes in Indo-Iranian loans (opposed to other IE loans) can point to a “weak” 
realization of this phoneme in Proto-Indo-Iranian, as has been argued by Koivulehto (1991). Kallio (2008) 
says the same about the Proto-Balto-Slavic reflex of the laryngeals, as this also lacks any substitution in the 
loans. Kümmel (2014) has argued that the laryngeal was retained in some Iranian languages even until 
modern times, making this assumption of the “weakness” of the laryngeal unlikely. It is also clear due to the 
laryngeal hiatus in Gathic and Vedic hymns that the laryngeal was retained in Indo-Iranian until shortly 
before the compilation of these oldest Old Iranian and Indo-Aryan texts, but it might have had different 
realizations in different positions.
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The shape of the Finnic word (with non-initial syllable -u) does not point to an old 
word, as the labial vowels in non-initial syllables are usually secondary and there are no 
convincing parallel examples (Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 133–134). 
Blažek (2017a: 177, 178, 180) considers Delamarre’s original etymology problematic 
(Blažek finds the substitution of laryngeal by k unconvincing) and offers a modified version 
of it. According to Blažek, the Finnic word is borrowed from Proto-Indo-Aryan *karkṣī- 
‘she-bear’ (< *karţşī- < *kartśī). The word *karkṣī- is not attested in Old Indic, but 
according to Blažek it can be reconstructed on the basis of later Indo-Aryan forms, 
Bashkaryk kǟch and Torwali kēṣ id. 
Also Blažek’s etymology has to be seriously doubted. There is no proof that the ‘she-
bear’ form with the prefix *ka- existed already Proto-Indo-Aryan or in Proto-Indo-Iranian, 
and it is impossible to prove that the word existed in a language which was in contact with 
(Pre-)Finnic. Phonologically the word is less problematic, as Finnic h (< *š) could easily be 
explained from a “thorn cluster”, regardless of whether that was *kš or *tš in Proto-Indo-
Iranian (see Lipp 2009). 
According to Saarikivi (personal communication), the Finnic word might be related to 
North Saami guoržžu ‘monster’. In this case Finnic h should reflect earlier *č (this might 
be possible in a consonant cluster). The relationship between the Finnic and Saami words 
remains open, but it does not have much relevance for the Indo-Iranian loan etymology. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu keszeg, kesze, keszi ‘Weissfisch, Leuciscus abramis’; Ma North kāsew, 
East kɔ̄̈səŋ, South kāseŋ, West kāsəŋ ‘Plötze, Barbe, Leuciscus rutilus’ (PMa 
*kǟsəŋ); Kh South kŏsə ‘Plätze, Barbe, kleiner junger Fisch’ (< ? PKh *küsə) 
< ? PUg *kasiw (Sammallahti 1988: 516) 
← ? Iranian, cf. Ossetic kasag ‘Fisch’ < PI (?) *kasāka-; OI kaśaku- ‘Coix 
barbata’ (EWAia III: 78) 
(Joki 1973а: 270; Katz 2003: 117, footnote 137)  
This is not a very convincing etymology. Although the etymology is commented on by Joki 
(1973), it is not even mentioned by Korenchy (1972). According to Mayrhofer (EWAia III: 
78), kaśaku- is not a proper Indic word at all but a non-Indo-Aryan gloss in a Sanskrit text. 
Thus there are no reasons to suppose a common proto-form for the alleged Old Indic word 
and Ossetic kasag. The etymology of the latter word remains unclear. 
The latter assumption is made unlikely by the fact that the Ugric words are not regular 
cognates because of the irregular vowel correspondences. Even though Sammallahti (1988) 
reconstructs the word to Proto-Ugric, the assumed reflexes in Hungarian, Khanty and 
Mansi do not point to *a, and it is impossible to derive these forms from any other unitary 
reconstruction. 
The exact connection of the Ugric words and the Ossetic word thus remains unclear; the 
word can be borrowed separately from Alanic to the different Ugric languages (if we 
suppose that the Ossetic form goes back to such early times) or the Ossetic and Ugric forms 
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can be parallels from same, third source. But the word is certainly not an early Indo-
Iranian borrowing to Uralic.  
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN guohtut ‘to graze’ (cognates in all western Sa languages and SaI (< PSa 
*kuotō-) (Álgu s.v. guohtut) 
< Pre-Sa *kata-, *kato-, *ki̮ta-, *ki ̮to- 
← PII *k(h)Hād- or PI *xād-, OI khād- ‘(zer)kauen, (fr)essen’, perfect cakhāda, 
YAv vī-χaδa- ’auseinanderquetschen’ (EWAia s.v. khād; Werba 457, No. 624 
s.v. khād) 
(Koivulehto 2007: 254; Holopainen 2018b: 159–160) 
This relatively recent etymology is one of the Indo-Iranian loans that are found only in 
Saami. For the now obsolete, phonologically irregular comparison to Samoyed forms like 
TN χado (UEW s.v. *katɜ; FUV: 35), see Helimski (1996: 66) and Holopainen (2018b: 159–
160). Koivulehto’s etymology is convincing: semantically the Saami and Indo-Iranian 
words are very close, and phonetically the substitution is expected. This term fits well with 
other terminology connected to herding and pastoralism borrowed into Uralic languages 
from Indo-Iranian. The exact donor language (PII or PI) cannot be determined: the Saami 
word could also be from Proto-Iranian *xād- with *k as the substitute of *x. The word is 
not attested in Ossetic, so it is probable that this is not an Alanic borrowing. Theoretically 
the Saami word could be borrowed from Proto-Indo-European or some other archaic 
branch of Indo-Iranian, as *k(h)Hād- possibly reflects PIE *kh2a(h1)d- with a cognate in 
Armenian xacane- ‘bites’ (EWAia s.v.; Mayrhofer 2005: 114; Holopainen 2018b: 159–160). 
As the word is not attached in other branches of the family that were in contact with Saami 
(Germanic or Balto-Slavic), the Indo-Iranian origin remains the most convincing 
possibility. 
The vowel substitution is probably *a here, although *i ̮ cannot be ruled out. If the 
Saami word is an original *a-stem, the initial syllable can point to either *a or *k(h)Hād-. 
The Proto-Saami *-o in this word is of unclear origin. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi kehrä ‘spindle’, (der.) kehrätä ‘to spin’, Ka kesrä, kezrä, Lu, Ve kezr, Est 
keder (: kedra), Li kied’der (< PFi *kecrä); SaN gearsi, lpR kärsi ‘spindle’, Lu 
kier´sē, kär´sē ‘wheel of the spinning wheel’ (< PSa *kearsē, Lehtiranta 2001: 
48–49); Md E šteŕe, štšeŕe, M kštiŕ ‘spindle’, E šteŕd’e-, M kštəŕd’e- ‘to spin’ 
< PU *kečrä ‘spindle’ (UEW s.v. kečrä; SSA s.v. kehrä) 
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← Pre-II *ketstro- > PII *čatstra-m > OI cātra-m, cāttra-m, cattra-m ‘spindle’, 
root kr̥t ‘to spin’, Pashto cāṣ̌ai id. (PI *častra-), < PII root kart (: čart) (EWAia I: 539,  
s.v. cātra-; LIV2 s.v. ; Werba 1997: 170–171, No. 30 s.v. kr̥t) 
(Koivulehto 1979: 71–78; Katz 1985: 348, 2003: 277; Rédei 1986c; Parpola 1999: 194–195; 
2017: 268–270; Kallio 2012b: 231, footnote 9) 
Koivulehto’s etymology is convincing, and there is no doubt that this Western Uralic word 
is an Indo-European borrowing. However, determine the exact donor language is open to 
different arguments, as the word-medial consonantism of the Uralic word is difficult to 
reconstruct: the Finnic words point to a cluster of affricate and *r, but the reconstruction 
of these kinds of clusters is difficult, as the examples are scant and the development of 
clusters is divergent in different Finnic languages. Kallio (2012b: 231, footnote 9) argues 
that *kečrä is the most plausible reconstruction, and that the Mordvin words which 
presume a pre-form *kešträ can be explained through a metathesis of *č to št. The 
disappearance of the first-syllable vowel in the Mordvin words and the subsequent 
consonant-assimilation in Erzya can be explained through vowel reduction which was 
caused by the stress in the final syllable. Paasonen (1922: 66) notes that August Ahlqvist in 
the 19th century still wrote down a disyllabic Moksha form kištir, which means that at least 
in Moksha the loss of the vowel was quite recent. 
Mari šüδər, šüδür ‘spindle’ (< PMa *šǚδər) has been connected to the Finnic, Saami 
and Mordvin words in early research (see SSA with references), but it is not considered as 
the cognate of these words in SSA. Rédei (1986c) still lists the Mari word as an uncertain 
cognate. Parpola (2017) has tentatively suggested that the Mari word could be borrowed 
from Mordvin. Although this is not impossible, the lack of generally acknowledged 
borrowings from Mordvin to Mari makes this assumption highly uncertain, and more 
evidence would be needed before the Mordvin origin of Mari *šǚδər could be accepted. It is 
in any case impossible to derive the Mari word regularly from *kečrä. The Mari word could 
perhaps be a later borrowing from some reflex of Iranian *častra-. The š could regularly 
reflect PU *č. However, it is difficult to explain the Mari vocalism and the consonant δ, so 
the Indo-Iranian origin of the word remains purely hypothetical. 
Both Koivulehto and Parpola have considered this word a Pre-Iranian borrowing, as the 
Iranian development of *tstr would explain the Uralic form well in their view. Koivulehto 
(1983) considered the word an early Indo-European borrowing, but later (Koivulehto 
1999) argued that the Uralic word is borrowed specifically from Pre-Iranian *kesro-. It is 
certainly a better candidate than an Indo-Aryan form, but there is no reason not to derive 
the Uralic word from Pre-Indo-Iranian already (the same layer as *meti, *mekši and a 
number of other convincing early borrowings), as *-tstr- could probably result in a cluster 
*-čr-. A “Pre-Iranian” form is also problematic because of the retained Indo-European 
vowel *e: Koivulehto and Parpola have suggested a number of such etymologies, but 
practically none of the examples is compelling, as the etymologies can usually be explained 
otherwise. 
Parpola notes that phonetically *ketstro- would be an equally good source as Pre-
Iranian *kestro-, but according to him the idea of an early Indo-Iranian borrowing would 
not fit the archaeological context very well. Because linguistic arguments should be given 
priority in the study of loanwords, I see it as more likely that the word is indeed Pre-Indo-
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Iranian (with retained *k and *e vocalism) than an Iranian form showing the development 
*tstr > sr. 
Actually, there is even no problem to consider this word a borrowing from Proto-Indo-
European, as here the Pre-Indo-Iranian word is practically identical to its Proto-Indo-
European predecessor. The Indo-European instrumental suffix *-tlo has two allomorphs, 
*-tlo and *-tro, and as this formation is attested only in Indo-Iranian, we do not really 
know whether the word reflects an Indo-European shape *ket-tlo- or *ket-tro- (the 
environments for the different allomorphs are unknown, see Olsen 1988). Of course, there 
is no certainty that this word goes back to Proto-Indo-European, but both the root and the 
derivational suffix are inherited from Proto-Indo-European, so postulating a PIE form is 
unproblematic. In any case the borrowing is much earlier than the later Iranian (Proto-
Iranian or Alanic) loanwords which are shared by the western Uralic languages. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi kekri, köyri ‘pagan new year feast’ (only in Finnish and Karelian) (SSA 
s.v. kekri; SMS s.v. kekri); SaN geavri ‘circular thing’ (cognates found in all Saami 
languages except U and L, < PSa *keakrē) 
< PWU *kekrä 
← Pre-II *kekro- (< PIE *kwékwl-o-s (m.), *kw(e)kwl-éh2- (n.), root *kwel- >) PII 
root *čarH, noun *čakrá-m > OI cakrá-m ‘wheel’ (EWAia I: 521–522; LIV2: 386–
388; Parpola 2007: 4–5; Werba 1997: 286–287, No. 284)  
(Katz 1985: 110; 2003: 95; Koivulehto 2000b: 241–250; 2001b: 249 = 2016: 239–248, 
291; Parpola 2015: 63; Holopainen 2018b: 148–149) 
North Saami geavri ‘a circular thing’ can be directly derived from a Pre-Saami form 
*kekrä. The Finnic and Saami words can be regular cognates, if the Finnic i is the result of 
a derivational process as Koivulehto argues (the i here cannot be old, as this is an 
unaltering i-stem). The word has to be a very early borrowing, as it precedes the second 
palatalization (PIE *k > PII *č before front vowels). It has been assumed that the Uralic *e 
vowel points to the delabialization of the *kw, an Indo-Iranian development, shared with 
other satem branches. An even stronger indicator of an Indo-Iranian origin is the 
development *l > *r; this etymology shows that the development has to be early, and most 
of the loanwords support this idea. The loans with retained *l are probably not true Indo-
Iranian borrowings (see the entry *śali). 
It is, of course, suspicious for a very early (Pre-Indo-Iranian) borrowing to have so 
limited distribution. The word has to belong to the same layer of words as such as 
borrowings as *mekši and *meti. It is thus suspicious not to find cognates in other 
branches of the family. Finnic has borrowed various words for ‘wheel’ from different Indo-
European languages (Parpola 2010: 9–10), and as these words are easily borrowed, a 
cognate could have been lost elsewhere in the family. Parpola mentions the word *kekrä as 
a borrowing into Proto-West Uralic. This can be the case. As many of the Proto-Indo-
Iranian loanwords show various irregularities that can point to parallel borrowings, it is 
possible that Proto-Uralic was diverging at the time of the earliest Indo-Iranian contacts 
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already. Most of the Pre-Indo-Iranian *e-loans have a wider distribution, but also the well-
known example *kečrä ‘spindle’ has a West Uralic (Finno-Saami-Mordvin) distribution 
only. 
SaN geavli, which would reflect a pre-form *keklä, is an independent borrowing from 
the same Indo-European word according to Koivulehto (2000a: 248). Koivulehto 
considers this an early Germanic loan (the Proto-Germanic cognate is *hwehla-, Kroonen 
2013 s.v.), but Kümmel (2018a) has argued that this could be an Indo-Iranian loan too. 
Due to the *l the latter option seems unlikely (it is shown in this work that no convincing 
cases of retained Proto-Indo-Iranian *l can be found among the loanwords). One could try 
to argue that the vowel *e shows that the velar of the donor form was not labiovelar, which 
could point to a satem language; among Germanic loanwords there are examples where 
labial consonant influences the vowel quality in substitution, but there are very few 
examples of this substitution among earlier Indo-European loans. The exact origin of 
geavli remains open, but it is possible that it is borrowed from some branch of Indo-
European. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaI korttađ ‘to tie’< PSa *ke ̮rte ̮-; SaI korttas < PSa *ke ̮rtte̮s ‘leather strap’ 
(cognates in all Saami languages except in Ter Saami; Aikio 2012b: 88, footnote 
12) 
< Pre-Sa *kert(t)ä 
← PII *kr̥t- ← Pre-II *kert- > OI cr̥táti ‘he/she ties’, < PIE *k(w)ert- (EWAia I: 
536–7, s.v. CART; LIV2 356–57, s.v. *k(u̯)ert-) 
(Koivulehto 1988a: 41–43; 2001a: 249; Holopainen 2018b: 160–161) 
The Saami verb *ke̮rte̮- is reflected only by Inari Saami kortta-, but Aikio (2012b) has 
argued that the verb serves as the basis of the derived noun *ke̮rtte̮s ‘leather strap’ which 
has a wide distribution in all Saami languages except in Ter Saami.  Sammallahti (2001: 
407) considered the Saami word as an early Indo-European loan, but not specifically Indo-
Iranian. The Indo-Iranian origin of the Saami word is in principle convincing, but as the IE 
root is attested also in Germanic, the word must have been present in some Indo-European 
proto-language, and it remains unclear whether the word really is borrowed from Indo-
Iranian to (Pre-)Saami. Koivulehto has noted that Germanic Germanic *hurþi- > Gothic 
haúrds ‘door’, Old High German hurd ‘Flechtwerk’ also reflect PIE *kwr̥ti-, and the word 
can thus have had wider distribution originally. It is difficult to solve the question of the 
exact origin of the Saami word on phonological or semantic criteria, as in principle the 
word could be either an early loan from Germanic, an Indo-Iranian loan or also a 
borrowing from some other archaic branch of Indo-European, although the latter option is 
certainly the least convincing. 
This is one of the Saami words which point to Pre-Saami *rtt (see also *ertä, *kertä 
and *porta). As the Indo-Iranian/Indo-European origin had single t in all the cases, 
Saami (as well as Permic) seems to have secondary germination of t in rt clusters, a has 
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been noted by Kallio (2012b: footnote 10). The vowel substitution here is ambiguous, as 
Pre-Saami *e here could point to *e in the donor language, but it could also reflect the 
syllabic r̥. 
The Permic verb ‘to tie’ (PP *kerti ̮- > Komi ke̮rt- and Udmurt kertti̮- ‘to bind’) is derived 
from PU *käri- ‘wrap, tie’ (KESK: 142; UEW s.v., Aikio 2002: 18) and thus do not belong 
here. Koivulehto has assumed that the Permic words are parallel loans from the same 
Indo-European source as the Saami word. As the Permic vowels can regularly reflect PU 
*ä, it looks more likely to derive them from this Uralic word rather than support 
Koivulehto’s loan etymology for them.22 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi kanto ‘tree stump’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN guottu id.; Md 
E kando ‘windthrow’; Ms West kē ̮nt, North χānta ‘storehouse pillar’ (< PMs 
*kī ̮ntā); Kh North χɔnt, East kant, West χont ‘tree stump’ (< PKh *kānt) 
< PU *ki ̮ntaw (UEW s.v. kanta; Sammallahti 1988: 543; Aikio 2015b: 59) 
← PII *skandhá- > OI (Vedic) skandhá- ‘Schulterknochen’, *skándhas- > OI 
(Vedic) skándhas- ‘Baumast, Zweig’, root *skandh- < ? PIE *skendh- (EWAia II 
s.v. skandha-) 
(Katz 2003: 243–245; Pystynen 2017; Aikio ms.) 
This is a convincing etymology. Katz’s etymology has been supported by Pystynen (2017) 
and Aikio (ms.). The Uralic word’s meaning fits well with the meaning ‘tree trunk’ that is 
attested for the Vedic s-stem. The meaning attested in Mansi has to be secondary.  
Here the Uralic vowel clearly points to the substitution of PII *a by Uralic i ̮, but it is 
difficult to determine whether this substitution is due to unaccented *a. The Indo-Iranian 
*-as-stem *skándhas- had an accented a in the nominative, but the Indo-Iranian word is 
also attested as an a-stem *skandhá- with different accentuation, and the Uralic word 
could also be borrowed from that form.  
Katz assumes that the Uralic words represent two parallel borrowings, with one 
reflected by Mordvin and the Ob-Ugric languages and the other by Saami and Finnic. As all 
the Uralic forms can be regularly derived from a Proto-Uralic reconstruction *ki̮nta, there 
is no need to assume parallel loans, and instead the word could have been borrowed into 
Proto-Uralic already. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
22 Permic Ko ge̮re̮d, Ud gerd ‘knot’ are also mentioned by the UEW and Rédei and 2004: 322) but it is uncertain if 
these belong even to the same word family as the verb ke̮rt-, kertti̮- because of the voiced g-.
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Md E kšńe, kšńi, M kšńi ‘iron’; Ma kürtńö, kərtńi 
< ? *kürtńV 
← PII *kr̥tí- > OI kr̥tí- ‘dagger, knife’, PII *kártana- > OI kártana- ‘a cut’ 
(EWAia I: 390, s.v. kr̥tí-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 390–394; Jacobsohn 1922: 203; Joki 1973: 273, No. 62; Katz 1985: 325–
327; 2003: 260–261; UEW s.v. kärtɜ; Bereczki 2013 s.v. kürtńö) 
See also *kǟrtV, *kīrV 
This is a well-known Indo-Iranian etymology, but the cognate set presented by UEW which 
includes the Permic words Permic words ke̮rt, kort cannot be correct, nor can be the 
reconstruction that the UEW gives. Bereczki considers only the Mari and Mordvin words 
as cognates. However, he does not mention the Iranian loan etymology or the similar 
words in Ugric and Permic. Bereczki notes that the element -ńV- in the Mordvin and Mari 
words is a derivative suffix, more precisely a Uralic denominal suffix *ńV (referring to 
Bereczki 2002: 180–181). 
Koivulehto (1990: 90) argues that the ń in the Mordvin and Mari forms can be 
explained from the suffix *-ana- (< PIE*-eno-) in the donor language: Koivulehto cites the 
Vedic verbal noun kártana- ‘a cut’ as the reflex of the probable source of these words. 
Koivulehto cites Rédei (1986c) who assumes that the Mordvin and Mari forms are parallel 
borrowings. 
Bereczki (2013) reconstructs the pre-form of the Mari word as *kürtńV. The Mordvin 
word could probably be derived from the same pre-form. Mordvin š is derived from earlier 
*r: in some words r was spirantized to facilitate the pronunciation of consonant clusters 
that had developed when reduced vowels were lost (Keresztes 2011: 54–55). Keresztes 
mentions *kürsä ‘bread’ > Mo E, M kši as a parallel. Although this explanation is probably 
correct, the proto-fom *kürsä already has a sibilant, unlike *kürtńV; however, *s does not 
regularly develop into š in Mordvin, so also here the disappearance or *r has clearly played 
a role in the development of *š. It seems that *ü developed into Proto-Mordvin reduced 
vowel and then became lost. Although the exact environments are unknown, there is no 
obstacle to derive the Mordvin word from *kürtńV. 
It is possible to derive both the Mari and Mordvin words from a similar pre-form, and 
this is further supported by the notion that a similar derivational suffix appears in both 
words. This means that either the word has been borrowed into a common proto-language 
of Mari and Mordvin or that the word has been borrowed into pre-Mari and pre-Mordvin 
at roughly the same time when the two languages still were quite similar. As Mari and 
Mordvin are not closely related, contrary to some earlier views (Bereczki 1988: 314–315), 
the borrowing into the common proto-language of the two branches would have to be very 
early. As the taxonomy of Mari within Uralic is largely unclear (Metsäranta forthcoming), 
it is very difficult to solve the problem here in more detail. However, a word for ‘iron’ 
cannot have existed at Proto-Uralic times, so this puts some limits for the dating of the 
borrowing. 
The Permic words ke̮rt, kort ‘iron’ (< PP *kȯrt) that are connected with the Mari and 
Mordvin words in the UEW have to be separate loans from Iranian. They can reflect earlier 
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*ä, which is a known substitution in Iranian loanwords. However, it is also possible that 
the word was borrowed into Permic at a time when Uralic *ä was already developed into a 
Proto-Permic reduced vowel that later produced the correspondence set Komi e̮, ȯ - 
Udmurt o, and that the schwa-like Iranian vowel *a was substituted by this Permic vowel. 
However, Zhivlov (2010: 175) still reconstructs this vowel as *ä. Csúcs (2005: 347) 
reconstructs Proto-Permic *kȯrt. 
Regarding the Iranian original, it is tempting to assume that the original was similar to 
OI kr̥tí: the syllabic *r̥ could have been substituted by *ür in the Uralic side, but it is much 
more difficult to assume similar substitution for Iranian full-grade *ar that is reflected by 
the attested Avestan forms. Also the vocalism of the Middle Iranian languages fits poorly 
with the *ür that has to be reconstructed for the pre-form of the Mari and Mordvin forms. 
The semantics of the word are problematic, as the Indo-Iranian words denote ‘sword’ or 
‘knife’, whereas in the Uralic side ‘iron’ is the primary meaning. In some later Iranian 
languages, at least in Shughni (kârč) the word means ‘steel’; perhaps a similar semantic 
from ‘sword’ to a ‘metal’ development has occurred in the languages that were spoken in 
the Eurasian steppe, but this meaning should be quite early as the borrowings in Mari and 
Mordvin have gone through similar vowel changes as the inherited Uralic vocabulary. 
Blažek (2017: 291, footnote 20), who supports the Iranian etymology of the Uralic 
words, mentions a semantic parallel for the development ‘tool’ > ‘metal’: Middle Persian 
pwl’wd ‘steel’ (from which Armenian po?opat, po?ovat ‘steel’), cf. Vedic pávīravat-, 
pavīrávat- ‘armed with a lance or a goad’, derived from pávi- ‘metallic point of a spear or an 
arrow; tire of a wheel’. The development from ‘metal’ to ‘sword’ is also attested among the 
meanings of German Eisen according to DatSemShift (s.v. metal). 
Joki also mentions Mari kerde, and Mordvin keŕet’ ‘Pflugmesser’ that might be later, 
clearly independent borrowings from the same Iranian word. This idea is convincing. 
These etymologies do not involve any semantic problems. 
The Iranian word was borrowed into Tocharian as well (Tocharian B kert(t)e ‘zwaard’, 
‘straal’), but there the more original meaning is retained (Isebaert 1980: 89; Joki 1973: 
273). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko ke ̮rt, Ud kort ‘iron’ (< PP *kȯrt) 
See *kürtńV 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi North kēr ‘iron (Eisen; eiserne Spitze; Schneideeisen; Glocke, 
Kirchenglocke, Schelle (rauta, rautainen kärki; leikkuurauta ?)’, East kēr, 
West -kēr (in compounds), South k˚ēr < PMs *kīrV (Kannisto et al. 2013: 345 
s.v. küe̮r) 
← ? Iranian, cf. PI kartá- > Avestan karəta- M ‘knife, dagger’ < PI *kartá-; cf. 
also Av kaša- < *kárt-a-; < PIE *kworto-, root *kwer- ‘to cut’ (EWAia I: 390 
s.v. kr̥tí-; Isebaert 1980: 89) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 390–; Korenchy 1972: 58–59 No. 10; Joki 1973: 273, No. 62; Katz 1985: 
325–327; 2003: 260–261; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
See also *kürtńV, *kǟrtV 
The Mansi word is obviously not a cognate to Khanty *kǟrtV but a parallel borrowing, as 
stated already by Korenchy. Korenchy reconstructs the Proto-Mansi vowel as *ī, which 
does not fit the vowel of the attested Iranian words very well. Also the absence of -t- in the 
Mansi forms points to the conclusion that, unlike Khanty *kǟrtV and the Volgaic and 
Permic words, the Mansi word is not borrowed from a form that is closely related to 
Avestan karəta- ‘Messer’. Korenchy notes that the loss of -rt- cannot have happened in 
Mansi, but the donor form has simply -r. Korenchy also mentions that the “long, closed 
palatal vowel” was already present in the donor language, but she does not attempt to 
determine the donor form in more detail. Joki mentions that the Uralic words are 
borrowed separately from various Iranian languages but he does not comment on the 
phonological problems with the Mansi word in any detail. 
Regarding the consonant cluster *-rt-, it is interesting that in the Middle Konda dialect 
of Mansi, the cluster *-rt- of Komi loanwords was simplified to a voiceless -R in the word-
final position (Liimola 1971: 89). It would be anachronistic to project a development of one 
Mansi variety back to a Proto-Mansi level (and the resulting r is also different), but 
perhaps the loss of t happened in Mansi because of phonotactic reasons. 
Regarding the Proto-Mansi vowel, Korenchy’s reconstruction of *kīrV is probably 
correct, as the Mansi cognate set has similar vocalism as the word *mɔ̈ŋki ‘forest spirit’ 
which is reconstructed with Proto-Mansi *ī by Zhivlov. However, this does not 
automatically mean that the Iranian vowel was substituted by *ī, as the Mansi vowel can 
also reflect earlier (Proto-Ob-Ugric?) *ē. 
Some Iranian languages have forms that have simplified the *rt cluster. These include 
Kurmanci Kurdish kēr ‘knife’ and Yidgha ker̥o, Munji kēr̥a (Cheung 2002: 196.) It is 
tempting to derive the Mansi word from a form akin to these. Obviously, the Mansi 
speakers cannot have borrowed the word from Kurdish, and direct contacts to Pamir 
languages are also an implausible idea. Perhaps the word has spread as a Wanderwort 
from the south. Another option is that we have to assume that the Iranian languages of the 
steppe have participated in similar sound changes as the Pamir languages or Kurdish, but 
it is impossible to prove this. In Chwarezmian a form krc is attested that shows 
affricatization of earlier *kartiya-. Assuming that the Mansi word could be borrowed from 
such a form and this would explain the simple *r, would not however solve this problem, as 
clusters of *r and affricate, at least *-rć-, were allowed in Proto-Mansi, cf. *wärćək ‘ein 
Vogel’ (Zhivlov 2006: 116). 
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It is also problematic that the Mansi word denotes simply ‘iron’, not ‘knife’, whereas 
‘knife’ is the sole meaning of the Iranian words. The same problem is connected to the 
semantics of the other Uralic words for ‘iron’ (*kürtńV, *kǟrtV) as well. Hungarian kard 
‘sword’ is a transparent late Alanic borrowing that better reflects the semantics of the 
Iranian word (EWUng s.v. kard). 
According to Liimola (1957: 191–193), the meanings of kēr that refer to ‘edge’ or ‘point’ 
or the like reflect not the original meaning but are a later development which is parallel to 
the semantic development of Khanty wax ‘iron’ in various compounds. Liimola is aware of 
the Iranian origin of the Mansi word (he refers to the etymology of Munkácsi) and its 
semantic development. Liimola’s conclusion can be reconsidered; it is not unthinkable that 
the Mansi word originally referred to various sharp objects that were made of iron, and 
later ‘iron’ became the primary meaning. This polysemy could then have influenced the 
semantic developments of the Khanty word for ‘iron’. This could explain the semantics of 
the Mansi word, although it has to be admitted that the explanation remains speculative. 
Katz agrees with Korenchy in that the Mansi word has to be separated from the other 
Uralic words, but he does not consider it a loan from Iranian *karta- but from a 
hypothetical formative of the same Indo-Iranian root; this form would be **karam ‘das 
Ergebnis des Schmiedens, das Geschmiedete’ in standard reconstruction, “*k(ṷ)ä́rɔm” in 
the system of Katz. The explanation of Katz is problematic because of its hypothetical 
nature, and it is uncertain how well this could explain the Mansi vocalism. The etymology 
of the Mansi word remains unsolved. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Khanty North karti, kartε, (Obdorsk dialect) kordi ‘Benennung des Kessels; 
Eisen’ (< PKh *kǟrtV) 
← Iranian *karta- (Korenchy: “MI”). cf. Avestan karəta- M ‘knife, dagger’ < PI 
*kartá-; also Av kaša- < *kárt-a-; < PIE *kworto-, root *kwer- ‘to cut’ (EWAia I: 
392 s.v. kr̥tí-; Isebaert 1980: 89) 
(Korenchy 1972: 58–59, No. 11; Joki 1973: 273, No. 62; FUV: 131; UEW s.v. kärtɜ) 
See also *kürtńV, *kīrV 
The Iranian origin of the Khanty word is convincing, and it is obviously a separate loan 
from both Mansi *kīrV as stated already by Korenchy. More difficult, however, is the 
question of whether the Khanty word is directly borrowed from Iranian, or whether the 
Khanty words are borrowed from Komi as the UEW assumes. 
Korenchy argues that the Khanty word and the other assumed cognates cannot 
represent an early borrowing at the time of Proto-Uralic because the Khanty word reflects 
*ä and there are no known cases of PU *ä reflecting Iranian *a. Korenchy even states that 
the word cannot be old because there was no *ä from earlier *a in Proto-Iranian. This is 
circular reasoning, however, because it is phonetically completely possible that PI *a would 
have been substituted by Uralic *ä. Korenchy is right that there are no examples of this 
substitution among the earliest loans with a wide Uralic distribution, but some of the 
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earliest loans into the Ugric languages actually point to the rather early occurrence of such 
a substitution (see *päčäγ, *säptä).  
The Permic words (kort, ke̮rt) could actually go back to an old *ä-word (compare the 
reflexes of Uralic *tälwä, *jäsi, Sammallahti [1988: 549, 552]). FUV (131) still 
reconstructed the word back to Proto-Finno-Ugric, but the UEW considers the Khanty 
words to be Permic borrowings and the Mansi word possible separate borrowings from 
Iranian. See *kürtńV for the etymologies of the Mari and Mordvin words that have been 
connected here. The word does not to appear in Sammallahti (1988). 
If the word is a direct borrowing from Iranian, it is difficult to determine the age of the 
borrowing. The Proto-Khanty vowel *ǟ is found in a number of Iranian loans, some of 
which are quite old (and this vowel can reflect PU *ä), so the word can be an early 
borrowing but it can also be the case that the word was borrowed later into Proto-Khanty. 
There are no specific Alanisms that would force us to consider the word borrowed from an 
Ossetic-type language; even Proto-Iranian *kartá- would be a possible source, as *ä 
appears as the substitution of Iranian *a quite early in the loans that were borrowed into 
the Ob-Ugric languages. But the word naturally cannot be older than the beginning of the 
Iron Age. 
Toivonen considers only the forms in the Obdorsk dialect with a labial vowel to be 
borrowed from Komi; the other Khanty forms cannot be loans from Komi because of the 
vocalism. The other Khanty words, as well Mansi *kīrV are cognates of the Permic words in 
Toivonen’s view. The Mansi word obviously cannot reflect the same proto-form as the 
Mansi word, but as the Khanty word could reflect Uralic *ä, so the words in Permic and 
Khanty can either be parallel borrowings or borrowed separately from Iranian. Korenchy 
accepts Toivonen’s argumentation, noting that the Obdorsk word is either borrowed from 
or influenced by Komi. 
As is the case with the other ‘iron’ words that are borrowed from Iranian, the semantic 
development from ‘sword, knife’ to ‘iron’ is troubling. It is possible that the word was first 
borrowed in the meaning of ‘sword’ and then developed later into ‘iron’, but Korenchy 
actually assumes that the meaning ‘iron’ is primary. Unfortunately, there are no traces of 
the meaning ‘knife, sword’ in Khanty that would prove this claim correct. The similar 
meanings in Khanty and Permic makes it likely that the Khanty words are borrowed from 
Komi, even if the vowel substitution seems atypical. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN gohpi ‘pit’ (found in all Saami languages < PSa *kopē) 
< PreSa *kupa 
← PII (or PI) ? *kūpa- > Old Indic kū ́pa- ‘pit; well’ (EWAia I: 325, s.v. kū́pa) 
(Koivulehto 2003; Sammallahti 1998: 7; K. Häkkinen 2004; Holopainen 2018b: 161–162; 
Rauhala 2019: 163) 
Koivulehto’s etymology was never published by him, but it can be found in the 2003 
handout and the unpublished manuscript. The Indo-Iranian etymology is also mentioned 
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by Sammallahti (1998), so it is possible that the etymology was invented separately by both 
Koivulehto and Sammallahti.  
According to Seldeslachts (2006: 131), who refers to an old idea by Bernhard Kölver, 
the Vedic word kū ́pa is actually a Middle-Indo-Aryanism, and the projected Sanskrit form 
would *ku-āpa- ‘holding water’. This casts some doubts on the etymology, as we do not 
know how Indo-Iranian *ku-āpa- would be substituted on the Uralic side. 
Koivulehto (2003) mentions the possible cognates Germanic *hūfa- (> Old Icelandic 
húfr ‘bow [of a ship]’, Old English hȳf ‘beehive’) and Latin cūpa ‘barrel’, but EWAia 
considers the Indo-Iranian background of the word uncertain. If the explanation of 
Seldeslachts is correct, these cognates have to be rejected. The Indo-European affinity of 
Latin cūpa is in any case doubted by de Vaan (2008: 155, s.v. cūpa). 
Contrary to Holopainen (2018b: 162), the Finnic word kuoppa is probably not 
connected etymologically to either the Saami or the Indo-European words (see Ylikoski 
2019: 195–196). The Komi word ge̮p can be a parallel loan from Iranian, although the 
voiced g- in this case makes this assumption uncertain, and also the vocalism does not fit 
the Indo-Iranian form very well (the Komi word cannot reflect a Pre-Permic form with 
*u-). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi kota ‘chum’, koti (der.) ‘home’, Ka koti, kodi ‘house’; SaN goahti ‘chum’; 
Mo E kud, M kudo; Ma kudo, kudə̑ ‘summer-hut’; Ko kola ‘hunter’s cabin’, 
Ud kwala ‘sanctuary, summer-kitchen’; Hu ház ‘house’, haza (der.) ‘home, 
fatherland’; Kh North χat, East kat, South χot (< PKh *kāt) 
< PU *kota (UEW s.v. *kota; Sammallahti 1988: 543; Zhivlov 2014: 137; Aikio 2015b: 61) 
← PII/PI *kata- > YAv kata- ‘storage room, cellar’ (AiWb 431, s.v. kata-) 
(Jacobsohn 1922: 225; FUV: 130–131; KESK: 114; Joki 1973: 272–273; Katz 1985: 296–
297; 2003: 237–238; Rédei 1986c: 44–45; UEW s.v. *kota; Gulya 1992; 2003: 81–82; SSA 
I s.v. kota; Koivulehto 1999a: 218 = 2016: 220) 
It is an old idea that the Uralic word for ‘chum’ (from which meaning ‘house, home’ in 
several Uralic languages) is a borrowing from Indo-Iranian, and this etymology is accepted 
by Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c), as well as Koivulehto (1999a), who briefly mentions the 
etymology but does not comment on it in more detail. However, Kümmel (2017; 2018a) 
has argued that the borrowing could have happened to the other direction, as there are no 
certain cognates of the Indo-Iranian word elsewhere in the family. The old explanation 
(IEW: 586) that the Iranian word is derived from a PIE root *ket ~ kēt- with such cognates 
as Slavic *kotъ ‘booth’ and Greek κοτύλη ‘bowl, dish’ has to be considered uncertain: 
Derksen mentions the possibility that the Slavic and Iranian words are connected, so the 
Indo-European origin of the Iranian word cannot be ruled out for certain. 
On phonological grounds alone it is impossible to solve the direction of borrowing. 
Most other tentative examples of reverse borrowings are not very good, leaving *kota quite 
alone in this respect (see Appendix II for the other possible examples). However, it is 
interesting that as the o-vowel usually appears either in labial environments, before *r or 
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in some cases as the reflex of PIE *o, this word fits poorly with the other o-loans, as it fills 
none of the environments here. Contrary to Joki’s ideas, this cannot be a Pre-II loan, as the 
Avestan word cannot reflect PIE *o- (due to Brugmann’s law it would have become *ā 
here). Also Lushnikova (1990: 31, 220) considers this as a very early loan that reflects the 
retained PIE vocalism. 
It is also possible that the Uralic and Indo-Iranian words are borrowed from some 
parallel source. There do not seem to be many words borrowed from a third source into 
Uralic and Indo-Iranian, but a cultural term like this can of course be an early 
Wanderwort. This possibility was mentioned already by Joki (1973: 272–273). The Iranian 
word was also possibly borrowed into East Slavic: Ukrainian kháta ‘hut’ (Kim 2018: 13). 
Katz (2003: 237–238) argues that the various Uralic words represent parallel 
borrowings from Indo-Iranian, but there is actually no reason to support this, as all the 
words can go back to Proto-Uralic *kota. Also Gulya (2003: 81–82) has argued in favour of 
parallel borrowings, although he does not present any detailed argument for his 
assumption that the Ugric words reflect a separate loan (Gulya argues that the Ugric 
languages reflect a Proto-Ugric word with *a, but this is erroneous, and also the Ugric, in 
this case Khanty and Hungarian, words can be regularly derived from PU *kota). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Est kärg ‘honeycomb’; ? Md keras; ? Mari karaš, käräš ‘Honigscheibe (allg.) 
Bienenzelle; honeycomb’, karaš müj (TschWB 224) < PMa *käraš; ? Ud karas  
< ? PU23 
← ? Indo-Iranian *kāras (unattested) 
(Räsänen 1920: 245; 1956: 275; Joki 1973: 226–7, 268; Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 123) 
The word is discussed here because Joki has considered it a possible Indo-Iranian 
borrowing, although he also mentions the possibility that the Uralic words are borrowed 
from Baltic. However, in reality there is no corresponding form attested in Indo-Iranian, 
and in earlier literature it has simply been assumed that an Indo-Iranian loan from a non-
attested cognate of Baltic korys ‘honey-comb’, Latv kāre(s) (from Baltic *kār-), would be 
more logical than a true borrowing from Baltic. This is illogical, and the existence of the 
word in Indo-Iranian cannot be proven. The word is scarcely found in Indo-European, and 
it is not at all clear that the forms in Greek κήρος ‘wax, honeycomb’ and Baltic are truly 
inherited from PIE. Beekes (2010: 689–690) considers them as possible parallel 
borrowings from a substrate language (for an attempt to explain the relationship through 
secondary ablaut, see Derksen 2015: 254). Carpelan & Parpola have rightly argued that the 
Uralic words are, in reality, Baltic loans. Derksen also notes that the Baltic words might be 
related to the verb kárti ‘hang’ which is also of uncertain origin (possibly from from PIE 
*kerH-).  
Carpelan & Parpola and Joki (referring to Räsänen 1969: 256) mention that the word 
has been borrowed from Uralic, probably from Mari, into the Turkic languages of the Volga 
23 I am grateful to Niklas Metsäranta and Riho Grünthal for useful discussions on the etymology of this word.
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region, where it appears as Kazan Tatar käräz, käräs, Bashkir käräδ, Chuvas karas 
‘honey-comb’. Katz (1985: 283) argues that the Uralic words are not Indo-Iranian but 
Turkic loanwords, but as the Turkic words have an uncertain etymology and the word is 
not found in other Turkic languages outside of Central Russia (Joki 1973), it is more 
probable that the Turkic words are borrowed from Mari, like Räsänen suggested. 
Junttila (2012: 271) has considered the Baltic etymology to be “dubious” but without 
giving any reasons for this. He assumes that the Udmurt and Mari words are possibly 
borrowed from the Finno-Mordvin word, and mentions the borrowing of the word into 
Chuvash and Tatar as a parallel. However, one has to note that no unitary Finno-
Mordvin/West Uralic proto-form can be reconstructed on the basis of the Estonian and 
Mordvin words, and it is more natural to assume that the word has been independently 
borrowed from Baltic or Balto-Slavic into several branches of Uralic. It is also obvious that 
the Udmurt word karas is no regular cognate of the Mari or Mordvin words, as Udmurt a 
cannot correspond to Mordvin e, Mari a/ä in inherited vocabulary. Because this goes 
beyond the scope of this dissertation the etymology will not be dealt in more detail here, 
but one can simply state that there is no reason to consider this an Indo-Iranian loan and 
the possibility that these words are borrowed from Baltic should be examined in more 
detail. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi kärsä (cognates in all Finnic languages; Vo and Izh possibly borrowed from 
Finnish; SSA s.v. kärsä; EES s.v. kärss) 
< ? Pre-Fi *kärsä  
← PII/PI *karṣū ́- ‘Furche, Einschnitt, Graben’, OI karṣū́- ‘Furche, Einschnitt, 
Graben’, root karš- > OI karṣ- ‘ziehen, schleppen, pflügen’, Av karš-; < PIE 
*kwel-s- (EWAia I: 319–320, 397, s.v. karṣ-, karṣū ́-; Werba 171, No. 31 s.v. kr̥ṣ; Cheung 
2007 s.v. *karš/xrah) 
(Parpola 2005: 42–45) 
Parpola’s recent etymology involves several problematic details which have to be taken into 
account when reviewing it. Parpola’s argumentation of the boar’s importance in ancient 
Iranian culture (Mithra and the boar) makes it plausible that a word for a relatively basic 
concept would be borrowed. It is also logical to think that the word for a pig’s snout is also 
borrowed in connection with other hyonymic terms, such as *woraći (see this entry), 
which is also discussed by Parpola. The importance of the boar is mainly attested in 
Iranian and not on the Indo-Aryan side, but it is difficult to determine whether the Iranian 
practice denotes a Proto-Indo-Iranian cultural practice or not. 
The Sanskrit noun karṣū ́- ‘Furche, Einschnitt, Graben’ is not semantically very close to 
the Finnic word. It is mainly the verbal root karṣ- ‘ziehen, schleppen, pflügen’ that could be 
the source of kärsä, with the idea that the primary meaning of the Finnic word would have 
denoted the boar’s use of its snout to root around in the ground. 
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Two phonological problems make the etymology uncertain. Both are commented on by 
Parpola, but his arguments are not very convincing. First of all, the *-rs- cluster is strange 
if the word is borrowed from PII/PI *karša-; here one would expect *-rš- also in the Uralic 
side. Parpola mentions several possible solutions for this problem: one is that the RUKI 
rule was not yet operative at the time of borrowing (the Uralic word would reflect Pre-
Indo-Iranian/early Proto-Indo-Iranian *karsa- and not later *karša-). Parpola is cautious 
of this idea, noting that since the RUKI rule is common to Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic, it 
has to be a very old development. While it can be noted here that the irregularities of RUKI 
rule in Baltic have led some researchers to assume that it operated only 
partially/incompletely in Balto-Slavic (Hock 2016: 11), a more logical view is to assume 
that its operation originally was complete in both Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic, and that 
the Baltic irregularities can be explained as secondary, especially as the early Baltic loans 
into Finnic show RUKI reflexes sometimes when the attested Baltic forms lack the sibilant 
š (Kallio 2008: 267). 
Another solution offered by Parpola is that by the time of borrowing, *š was not yet a 
phoneme in Proto-Uralic, at least not in the cluster *-rš-. Parpola bases his idea on 
Sammallahti (1988), where *š is not reconstructed for Proto-Uralic but only for the later 
Finno-Ugric proto-language. However, this kind of assumption is now outdated. We now 
know that there is no reason to suppose that *š was not present in the earliest phases of the 
common proto-language of the Uralic languages, as many Proto-Uralic words with *š can 
be reconstructed, such as *ši ̮ra- ‘to dry’ (Zhivlov 2014: 133) and *kajšV ‘sickness’ (Aikio 
2015b: 57). Moreover, other early borrowings, notably *mekši ‘bee’ (from Pre(!)-Indo-
Iranian *mekši-) show that *š existed as a substitute of Indo-Iranian *š already at a very 
early period of contacts. The word *kärsä could not be borrowed from any other branch, as 
*r here is from earlier *l (Werba s.v. kr̥ṣ), so the absence of RUKI cannot be explained with 
this either. Thus Parpola’s explanation is problematic. It is, however, true that no Proto-
Uralic words with the cluster *-rš- can be reconstructed, so it would not be impossible to 
assume a substitution of *-rš- by *-rs-. 
Another problem, also noted by Parpola, is Finnic *ä instead of *a (or *o). The vowel *ä 
can be found in place of Iranian *a in many loanwords in Permic and Ob-Ugric, but in the 
early borrowings that have reflexes in Finnic this substitution is not found. Parpola 
suggests that this might be an instance of a secondary front-vowel in Finnic – the word 
would have been borrowed as *karsa, but secondarily developed to *kärsä; parallels for 
this development are found (see also *mükkä). The Finnic word could not, in fact, reflect 
a Proto-Uralic *ä–ä stem, as this would have developed into an a–e stem in Finnic (Aikio 
2015b: 39–47). 
These things taken into account, the etymology cannot be considered certain. 
Interestingly both *ä and the absence of the RUKI rule could point to a later Iranian 
language, as is the case with West Uralic *warsa. Ossetic has a cognate of the Sanskrit 
verb: I xæssun/xast, D xæssun/xast, xærsun/xarst ‘to carry, to breed…’, and 
phonologically it would be possible to derive the Finnic word from Pre-Ossetic/Alanic, 
although there is no evidence of a noun that could be a precise donor form.  
Parpola also assumes that Fi karhi (< ? *karši) ‘harrow made of logs by breaking off 
branches’, could be borrowed from the same Indo-Iranian word, more specifically from 
*kr̥ší- (> OI kr̥ṣí-) ‘ploughing, field’ but this time showing *-rš- as the substitution for 
Indo-Iranian *-rš-. If both karhi and kärsä were correct etymologies, karhi shloud be an 
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earlier loan. Semantically the etymology for karhi is better than that of *kärsä. However, 
because the word is found only in some dialects of Finnish and not in other Finnic 
languages, the Indo-Iranian origin is far from certain. 
Possible cognates for karhi have been suggested in Mordvin M kartša ‘stick, dry twig 
(= Fi risu)’, ? E kurtšt, kartšt ‘dry twigs’ and Hill Mari karša ‘twigs rotten in the water; 
thicket’ (SSA I s.v. karhi). These words are not regular cognates even with each other (the 
Mordvin a ~ u vocalism is totally irregular, and the stem-vowel -a of the Moksha word 
does not regularly derive from an Uralic *i-stem). Also semantically these words are rather 
far from the Finnic word. It is probable that the Mari and Mordvin words are of completely 
different origin, and the Indo-Iranian origin of Finnic karhi remains a possibility.  
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi mato ‘worm’ (cognates in all Finnic languages except Li); SaN muohcu 
‘moth’ < PSa *muoce̮ (distribution: SaU, SaL, SaI, SaN, SaKo, SaKld; Álgu 
s.v. muohcu) 
< West Uralic *mača  
← PI *matsa- < PII *maća-; Pashto m’āšay ‘mosquito’ < *mātsyaka-, OI 
maśáka- < *maćaka- (EWAia II 334–335, s.v. masáka-; Morgenstierne 2003: 53, 
s.v. m’āšay) 
 (Koivulehto 1999a: 11; 2001b: 69) 
The etymology is convincing both semantically and phonologically. The Finnic meaning 
‘worm’ looks far-fetched, but Saami has retained the more original meaning of a ‘flying 
insect’, and parallels to such semantic development exist: for example, Old English maða 
denotes both ‘worm’ and ‘maggot’. 
This is clearly a Proto-Iranian loan and one of the best examples of Koivulehto’s 
substitution rule *-č- ← PI *-ts- word-medially; an earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian source 
would have resulted in a Uralic form **maća, and a later Iranian (“Alanic”) original would 
have given plain -s- in both Finnic and Saami. 
The labial vowel of the non-initial syllable seen in the modern Finnish and North Saami 
forms is clearly secondary, as the illabial vowel is still retained in the forms of certain 
Saami languages, such as SaU müehtsee, SaL muohtsē (< *mača), meaning that the Finno-
Saamic word is an original a-stem like most of the Iranian loanwords. 
As the Saami and Finnic words are regular cognates, this word is clearly an inherited 
word in both of them and not a borrowing into either direction. The word probably belongs 
to the same layer of loans as other Proto-Iranian loans showing the same affricate 
substitution, some having a “West Uralic” or Finno-Permic distribution.  
Kallio (2000) has noted that Proto-Germanic *maþan- ‘moth’ is borrowed from this 
Uralic word, which seems likely, as there is no convincing Indo-European etymology for 
the Germanic word; the Germanic word and Iranian *matsa- cannot be regular cognates. 
Earlier the opposite direction of borrowing from Germanic to Finnic has also been 
suggested (T. Sköld 1984), but due to the uncertain Indo-European background of the 
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Germanic word, the borrowing from Finnic is more convincing. LÄGLOS (II s.v. mato) 
considers the Germanic etymology of Finnic *mato uncertain (the Iranian etymology was 
not yet known to the editors of LÄGLOS).  
Mallory & Adams (2006: 150) derive the Germanic words *muþþa- ‘moth’ and 
*maþan- ‘maggot’ from a PIE root *mat-, which according to them appears also in 
Armenian mat’il ‘louse’ and Av maδaxa- ‘grasshopper’. This scant distribution raises 
questions about the status of such an “IE root”, and nothing of the sort can be found in 
LIV2 or NIL. The Armenian word cannot be found in Martirosyan’s etymological 
dictionary. Kroonen (2013: 358) does not consider the Germanic words as reflexes of a PIE 
root *mat-, but he considers the Germanic words for ‘maggot’ and ‘moth’ as “North-
European” (Balto-Slavo-Germanic) words, and he mentions Russian мотыл ‘maggot’ as a 
cognate of these words. Kroonen assumes that both PG *maþan- ‘maggot’ and *muþþa- 
‘moth’ split off from “an ablauting paradigm *maþō, gen. *muttaz continuing *mót-on, 
*mt-n-ós. The etymology of Russian мотыл is not mentioned in either of the dictionaries 
of Derksen (2008; 2015). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi maksa- ‘to pay’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); Md E, M makso- id.  
< West Uralic *maksa-  
← PI *ma(n)dza-, cf. Avestan mąza.raii ‘giving wealth’, OI maṃh, Av mąz < PII 
*manƷ́h- (EWAia II: 289 s.v. maṃh; Werba 1997: 214, No. 136 s.v. mamṃh) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 221; 2001b: 255 = 2016: 223, 297) 
The etymology is suspicious, as there are only two credible examples of the substitution 
*-dz- > -ks- (see the entry on *paksu). Semantically the comparison makes sense, and 
there is no other compelling etymology for the West Uralic word. Koivulehto has also 
rightly argued that as the word is homophonous with the word maksa ‘liver’, it would be 
strange for a similar word to arise as an Urschöpfung (which is a suspicious way to create 
words anyway). One could note, however, that the original vowel in the word for ‘liver’ was 
*i ̮, and this would have probably still been retained at West Uralic times, so the words 
*maksa and *mi ̮ksa would not have been homonymous at the time of borrowing, before 
the Proto-Finnic stage. 
Saami *māksē- (> SaN máksit) ‘to pay’ is mentioned by SSA as a possible cognate or 
alternatively a Finnic borrowing. Lehtiranta (2001: 74–75) and Sammallahti (1988: 253) 
consider the Finnic and Saami words as cognates. It is well-known that the Latvian word 
maksāt ‘pay’ is a late borrowing from Finnic. The regular reflex of Uralic *a in a-stems is 
Saami *ō, which points to the conclusion that *māksē- is a loan from Finnic. 
The Iranian etymology cannot be ruled out, but due to lack of parallels the etymology 
cannot be considered certain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi mana ‘death’, der. Manala ‘land of the dead’; mana- ‘schimpfen, 
(ver)fluchen, beschwören, tadeln; verklage’, also in Karelian, Est mana-, 
? mõna- < ? PFi *mana- (SSA s.v. manata) 
← PI/PII *manā- ‘Andacht, Andachtslied, Frommer Eifer, Verdacht’, or 
*mánas- ‘Sinn, Geist, Verstand, Gedanke’, OAv, YAv manah- ‘Gedanke, 
Denken, Denkkraft’, root *man- ‘denken, meinen’ < PIE *men- (EWAia II: 305, 
s.v. MAN, 307–308 s.v. mánas-; Werba 1997: 215–216 No. 137) 
(Koivulehto 1996: 324, footnote 6) 
Koivulehto mentions this as one of the Indo-Iranian loans confined to Finnic, but he did 
not discuss the etymology in detail in any publication. In previous research, cognates from 
other Uralic languages have been suggested: SaS moene- ‘say, mention’, Md E muńa- ‘to 
conjure’, PMa *mana- ‘to say, utter’, Hu mond ‘to say, utter’ and PS *må(n)- (> TN mān-) 
‘to say’ (UEW, s.v. mȣnɜ) but these are rejected as irregular by Aikio (2014d: 62, 71). The 
word could belong to the category of mythological influence from Indo-Iranian (see 
*juma). 
The etymology is phonologically and semantically possible, but also a Germanic 
etymology (PG *manōjan- > OE manian ‘mahnen’) has been suggested, and this is 
considered as possible by LÄGLOS (II s.v. manata), although it is also noted that the 
Finnic words can be later loans from Old Swedish mana ‘mahnen’. Aikio (2014d: 62) 
supports the Old Swedish etymology. LÄGLOS discusses only the etymology of the verb 
manata, not the noun mana. It remains uncertain whether the noun and the verb are 
etymologically connected. The meanings of the Indo-Iranian word fit better the verb 
manata than the noun which denotes ‘death, land of the dead’. 
Even if the Finnic word is from Germanic, the assumed cognates in Mordvin, Mari, 
Hungarian and Samoyedic could be borrowed from Indo-Iranian. As these words also do 
not stand in a regular relationship with each other, it is possible that these words are 
borrowed separately from Indo-Iranian. Mari shows a in both main varieties, which means 
that the word cannot be an old, inherited word, and it is unlikely that it is borrowed from 
Indo-Iranian. SaS moene- has been explained as a Germanic loan from PG *man- ‘to think, 
remember’, which is cognate to the Indo-Iranian word discussed here (Aikio 2006b: 32–
33; 2014c: 62). The Hungarian word can hardly be derived from a form with earlier *a, as o 
usually reflects *u, and it is very unlikely that the Hungarian word could have been 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian. Samoyed *å could reflect earlier *a, so deriving this word 
from Indo-Iranian *manā- or *mánas- could be possible. The simple meaning ‘to speak’ 
could have developed from the meaning ‘to think, to mean’, although this is not a very 
obvious semantic development. Mordvin muńa- ‘to conjure’ fits better the mythology-
related meanings of the Indo-Iranian words. The word could reflect an old *o–a or *a–i-
stem, but the palatal ń here can hardly be secondary, so the pre-Mordvin form should be 
*mońa. Formally the word could also reflect an earlier *a–i-stem, but the stem vowel -a is 
unexpected in this case. 
If the Mordvin and Samoyed words are Indo-Iranian loans, it is very difficult to 
determine the exact form from which they have been borrowed. As most Indo-Iranian 
s-stems were borrowed as a-stems in Uralic, the word could have simply been borrowed 
from *mánas-. Also the collective *mánās would have led to the same kind of result. If the 
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word were really a late Iranian borrowing, where *-s would have already become *-h, this 
would also result in Uralic/Pre-Finnic mana-, but as noted, even this form could have been 
borrowed as a Uralic a-stem. *manā- would be semantically more convincing, however. 
The Indo-Iranian word *manas- continues the PIE proterokinetic s-stem *mén-(o)s- > PII 
*mánas- > Av manah-, OI mánas- ‘Sinn’, cf. Gr μένος; > amphikinetic collective *mén-ōs 
> PII *mánās Av NA.PL:N manā̊ (Steer 2015: 256–258; EWAia II: 307–308) 
To sum up, the Indo-Iranian etymology for Finnic mana or manata is not very 
convincing, and there remains a possibility to derive the Samoyed and Mordvin words 
from Indo-Iranian, although this entails various problems. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology.  
 
Hu magyar ‘Hungarian’; Ma North mańśi, South mäńćī, East möäńś, West 
mānś ‘Mansi; child that has not been baptised’ (< PMs ? *māńć-); Kh North 
māś, East mańt’ ‘name of a phratry’ (< PKh ? *mǟnć) 
< ? PUg *mańćV 
← ? PI/PII *manu-š > Av *manu-š-, manuš.čiθra- personal name, ‘descendant 
of Manuš’, OI (Vedic) mánu- ‘Mensch, Mann, Menschheit’ < ? PIE *man- or 
*mon- (EWAia II: 309) 
(Korenchy 1972: 60, No. 13; UEW s.v. mańćɜ; Katz 1985: 148; 2003: 124, 168; Ligeti 1986: 
136; Lushnikova 1990: 225–226; Helimski 1991: 221; Abondolo 1996: 84; Zimmer 1990: 
15, footnote 43) 
This etymology is accepted in most sources despite its obvious phonological problems. 
Interestingly, Joki (1973) does not even mention the etymology. Semantically the 
etymology is convincing, and there are other borrowings from Indo-Iranian to Uralic 
denoting ‘man, people’, such as *mertä and possibly *mari. While it has been seen as 
problematic by some that ethnonyms and words for people are borrowed from 
neighbouring languages, this seems to be surprisingly frequent, and can probably be 
explained through the prestige of the contact languages. 
However, we do not know what this ethnonym originally referred to: it is uncertain in 
what kind of situation this was borrowed, and whether the word was used as an ethnonym 
in the Indo-Iranian side, or whether the word was borrowed in the meaning of ‘man, 
human’. 
Zimmer (1990: 15, footnote 43) briefly criticizes the etymology, arguing that the 
borrowing of the ethnonym in the meaning of ‘human’ from another ethnic group looks 
unlikely, even if these group was a Herrenvolk. Ethnonyms in general do indeed get 
borrowed, so Zimmer’s argument here is not very strong: for example, the ethnonym of the 
Russians (rus, russkiy) is probably borrowed from Finnic *rooči, which originally referred 
to Swedes (see the recent discussion about this etymology by Schalin 2014: 428). 
It is uncertain whether PII *manu- reflects a Proto-Indo-European word or not. EWAia 
mentions that Germanic *man-n- ‘man’ and OCS mǫžĭ ‘man, husband’ (< ? *mon-g(w)yo-) 
are related to the Indo-Iranian word. However, Kroonen (2013 s.v. *mannan-) notes that 
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the phonological connection between *manuš- and Germanic *mannan- ‘man’ is 
phonologically impossible (the assumed IE proto-form *menu- would give *minu- in 
Germanic). Derksen (2008 s.v. mǫ ̑žĭ) mentions the old explanation of these words as 
cognates. Also Matasović et al. (2016 s.v. muž) consider the traditional explanation as 
possible, but not certain. 
In Hungarian the word is attested only in the obscure compound magyar, which 
denotes only ‘Hungarian’, and has been explained from *mańći-erkV, where *erkV is an 
old Uralic word for ‘man’24. This compound etymology is usually accepted, although it has 
been criticized recently by Németh (2017) in an unpublished presentation (Németh is also 
critical of the Iranian etymology of the Ugric word). In Mansi the word is an ethnonym. In 
Khanty the word denotes one of the traditional phratries of the Khanty. 
The word is not reconstructed for Proto-Ob-Ugric by Zhivlov (2006), so even though 
there exists no commentary on the Ob-Ugric forms by Zhivlov, the absence of forms in his 
dissertation points to the conclusion that the word cannot be reconstructed for Proto-
Ob-Ugric or preceding proto-languages. Honti (1982: 164–165) reconstructs the word for 
Proto-Ob-Ugric: the word appears in Honti’s list of reconstructed Proto-Ob-Ugric words, 
but he reconstructs the alternation of a palatal and a velar vowel already for Proto-
Ob-Ugric, giving the forms *mǟńć, *māńć. The impossibility of reconstructing a unitary 
proto-form points to the conclusion that the words are parallel borrowings. 
Although semantically the etymology is more or less problematic, phonological 
problems appear in both the substitution for the tentative Indo-Iranian original and the 
irregular relationship of the Ugric words. Starting from the latter, it can be easily observed 
that the Hungarian word has to reflect earlier *mańći, whereas Mansi points to a front-
vowel form (*mäńći or the like). Mansi *ä is caused by the palatal consonant according to 
Korenchy, but this seems an ad hoc explanation. 
The irregular relationship of the “cognates” in the three Ugric languages could point to 
a parallel borrowing, as is the case with several other Iranian loanwords. In Hungarian also 
front-vocalic forms are observed, such as megyer, which is attested already in 9th-century 
Byzantine sources. Nevertheless, most early attestations clearly reflect the velar form 
magyar (TESz s.v.). As the Hungarian word is a compound, the varying forms are usually 
explained as generalizations of the vowel harmony of either the manći- or the -erke part of 
the compound. 
These problems taken into account, one cannot be certain about the Indo-Iranian 
etymology of this Ugric word. As a large part of the common vocabulary in the Ugric 
languages derives from an unknown source, this important term could equally well belong 
to this group of (substrate, superstrate?) words. Semantically the old Indo-Iranian 
explanation is tempting, but at the moment there is no possibility to explain the 
phonological irregularities. 
24 The reconstruction of a PU word *irkä or *ürkä is problematic, as similar words are found in Turkic 
languages also, and the Hungarian and Mari “reflexes” of this Uralic word can be also explained as Turkic 
borrowings. As the compound magy-ar does not have to be older than Old Hungarian/Proto-Hungarian, the 
element -er could be an early Turkic loan acquired during the early first millennium AD. The word has 
irregular reflexes in Finnic yrkä, where the situation is complicated by the parallel-form ylkä and its Saami 
cognates; their relationship has to be investigated in more detail elsewhere, but it looks unlikely that both 
ylkä and yrkä could reflect the same Uralic form *ürkä or *irkä, especially as the Finnic form with -l- has an 
exact cognate in Saami. Also Mari erγe, erγə ‘boy’ cannot be regularly derived from either *irkä or *ürkä.
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Another problem concerns the substitution of *manuš- by *mańći-. It is unclear why 
this donor form results in a *-ńć- cluster on the Uralic side – one would not expect a 
palatal affricate in this position based on Indo-Iranian *-š-. Korenchy explains this by 
assuming that because a cluster *-nš- was unknown in Uralic, *-ńć- was the most fitting 
substitution. This explanation is also supported by Abondolo (1996: 84). While there is 
logic in this explanation, it is not faultless. Here we have to assume that the u was 
syncopated at the time of borrowing, but why could the Uralic speakers not borrow the 
word simply as **manV or as a three-syllable word? Another option would be to suppose 
that *ć is a derivational element on either the Indo-Iranian or Uralic side, but no such 
element can be found. 
The connection of the Hungarian ethnonym magyar and the word mese ‘tale’ and its 
Khanty cognates (Khanty V mańt’, DN mońt’, O maś ‘Sage’) is an old problem of Ugric 
etymology, even though in the Neogrammarian framework of regularity it is impossible to 
derive these two words from a common source, it has been attempted (see the UEW with 
references). Already Abondolo (1996) criticized these attempts. Recently Honti (2017: 
129–147) and Róna-Tas (2017: 66–68) have discussed the etymology and concluded that 
the two words are originally distinct but have become etymologically connected. However, 
this does not help much in determining the possible Indo-Iranian origin of the ethnonym. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ma marij, marǝ̑ ‘man, husband; Mari’ (TschWB: 372) 
← PI/PII *mar(H)ya- > YAv mairiia ‘Schurke, Bube’, OI márya- ‘Jungmann, 
Jüngling (auch junger Krieger, junger Mann einer Frau, Liebhaber’; < ? PIE 
*mer(H)yo- ‘junger Mensch’ (EWAia II: 329–330, s.v. márya-; NIL s.v. mer) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 456; Jacobsohn 1922: 245–246; Joki 1973: 280; E. Itkonen 1956: 78; 
Bereczki 1994: 86; Parpola 2015: 85–86; Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley [forthcoming]) 
Munkácsi’s etymology includes problems that have been pointed out by the subsequent 
sources. Semantically the etymology is completely plausible: the Indo-Iranian meaning 
‘(young) man, mortal’ (attested in both Old Iranian and Vedic) and the Mari word denoting 
‘man’ as well as ‘Mari’ fits this semantically well (it is not uncommon for ethnonyms to 
develop out of words meaning ‘human’). 
The more distant etymology of the Indo-Iranian word is open to different 
interpretations: LIV2 (s.v. *mer-, 490, footnote 2) mentions that the IE word the word has 
been derived from the root *mar- (< PIE *mer-) ‘to die’ by McCone (1987); McCone also 
connects Old Irish muire ‘Anführer’ here. This is not universally accepted, however. It is 
usually assumed (EIEC: 655–; Kölligan 2018: 2273) that the PII word comes from PIE 
*meryo-, with a cognate in Greek μεῖραξ and possibly in Celtic (cf. Welsh morwyn ‘girl’, 
merch ‘daughter’) and Baltic (Lithuanian martì, mergà).  
Peters (1980: 222) refers to Thieme (1963: 238–243), who reconstructs Latin *marī as 
the basis for marītus (Watkins [1957: 280] reconstructs an i-stem *maris ‘young person’ as 
the basis of the Latin word). AlEW (618–619: s.v. martì) is of the opinion that Baltic 
*marti- could formally continue a PIE formation *mortíh2- from the root *mer-, from 
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which the aforementioned Indo-Iranian and Greek words can also be derived, as well as 
Latin marītus, although there it is considered problematic that the other IE words feature 
no -t. AlEW also mentions the possibility to derive these Indo-European words ultimately 
from *mor-to- ‘Mensch’. 
Beekes (2010: 921–922) derives the Greek and Indo-Iranian words from a PIE noun 
*mer-io- and states that further connections are uncertain. Derksen (2015: 306, 342) is 
supportive of the connection of the Baltic words marti and merga to the Indo-Iranian and 
Greek words and Welsh merch. 
However, although the resemblance of the modern Mari and the Old Iranian and Indo-
Aryan words is also transparent, the initial syllable vocalism is difficult to explain from a 
diachronic point of view. PU *a develops into Mari o or u, and as a rule it can be stated that 
Mari a (= in both Meadow and Hill Mari) never appears in words that are inherited from 
times earlier than Proto-Mari (a can thus regularly reflect no other Pre-Mari vowel either, 
meaning that Pre-Mari *o and *i ̮, which could substitute for Indo-Iranian *a, are also out 
of the question). 
The problem of Mari a has been long noted by loanword research too, but Joki (1973: 
280) considers the Mari word an Iranian borrowing despite this problem. Joki’s solution is 
to consider the Mari a a new phoneme that would have risen in the Proto-Mari vowel 
system, but the problem here is that Joki considers Proto-Mari significantly too early 
(1000–500 BC) than is plausible in the light of modern research. The problem with *a is 
also remarked already by E. Itkonen (1956: 78). 
It remains unclear how to solve this situation. One could argue that there is a way for 
Pre-Mari *a to be reflected as Mari a in some environments that have simply gone 
unnoticed until now, but one would need much more examples of “early” a to substantiate 
this kind of claim. Another chance would be to suppose that here *a is retained irregularly 
– the use of the word as an ethnonym (proper noun) could mean that it could escape some 
sound laws (this is assumed by Bereczki 1994), but the fact that the word is primarily a 
word for ‘man’ speaks against this. 
One possibility would be to consider the word a late borrowing from some neighbouring 
language which would have borrowed it from Indo-Iranian earlier. The problem is that 
there is no such word in the neighbouring contact languages, such as Chuvash or Tatar. 
It is, of course, possible to assume that the Iranian presence near the areas where Mari 
is spoken was so late that Mari could have borrowed the word after the sound changes 
which made Pre-Mari *a disappear had already taken place. From the point of view of 
Iranian ethnohistory this is an important question. It is, of course, known that before the 
spread of the Bolgars in early Middle Ages the Iranian languages were widespread in 
central parts of European Russia, but a borrowing before the early Middle Ages would 
probably be too early, as based on later Turkic borrowings the divergence of Proto-Mari is 
dated to the later Middle Ages (Bereczki 1992: 12–15). However, as the Alans played an 
active role in the Mongol army in the high Middle Ages (Alemany 2000: 372), it is not 
impossible to assume that some forms of Iranian could have survived around the Volga 
until such late times too (the mere presence of the Alans in more southerly areas is of 
course not enough to prove this). Joki specifically notes that this word is probably 
borrowed from Alanic, but here the problem is that a suitable donor form is not found in 
Alanic (or Ossetic). For late Mari a reflecting Iranian *a one would need more parallel 
examples, but there are almost no other potential Iranian loans with Mari a. 
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? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi marras (: marta-), also in Karelian (< PFi *martas) 
← PII/PI *marta- ‘dead’ > OI márta- ‘mortal, human’ (< ? PIE *morto-) 
or 
← PII/PI *mr̥ta- > OI mr̥tá- ‘dead’, verbal adjective from the root mar- ‘to die’, 
PIE *mer- ‘to die, to disappear’ (EWAia II: 318–319, s.v. MAR, 327, s.v. márta-; LIV2: 
488–491, s.v. *mer; Werba 1997: 218–219, s. 143 PIE *mer- > PII *mar-, > OI mr̥ 
‘sterben’, OP/Av mar) 
(Mikkola 1902: 72; FUV: 155; Joki 1973: 280–281; Katz 1983: 174–177; 2003: 123; 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 925; K. Häkkinen 1987: 254; Dolgopolsky 1989: 20; 
Lushnikova 1990: 227–228; Helimski 2000: 192; Koivulehto 1999a: 228–229; SSA 
s.v. marras) 
This is a well-known old etymology. The Finnic word is a parallel loan from the same 
source as *mertä (see below) – it is, however, obvious that the two words are parallel loans 
(see below). It is interesting that there are several words meaning ‘man’ or ‘mortal’ 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian. This word shows the substitution *-ar- or *-i ̮r- for PII or PI 
*r ̥, which is found in a number of loans, alongside *er and *or. The forms with *-ar- have a 
limited and westernly distribution, which probably points to a (relatively) late borrowing, 
perhaps from Proto-Iranian, but theoretically (= from the point of view of Iranian 
historical phonology) also a Proto-Indo-Iranian source would be possible. It is impossible 
to say whether Uralic *-ar- here reflects truly the retained syllabic *r̥ or a later 
development into a sequence -ar- as seen in later Iranian languages. It is also impossible to 
determine whether Finnic -ar- reflects earlier *-ar- or *-i ̮r-, as the two vowels merged in 
most environments in Finnic, and in a-stems their difference cannot be seen from modern 
Finnic alone. 
There are various views about the exact donor form, as phonetically both *mr̥ta- and 
*marta- would be suitable sources. Lushnikova (1990: 227–228) and Helimski (2000: 
192) have assumed that the Finnic word is borrowed from the full-grade form *marta-. 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 925), on the other hand, assume that the Finnic word has to 
be from zero-grade *mr̥ta-, as a substitution *a by *a here would contradict their rule of *o 
in loans in front of *r. Dolgopolsky (1989) mentions both possible donor forms. 
In this case the semantics do not help much, as the Finnic meaning can probably be 
derived from either ‘mortal’ (attested for OI *márta-) or ‘dead’ (attested for OI mr̥ta-). 
If the word is borrowed from the zero-grade form, it would be tempting to argue that 
the different substitutions of *r̥ point to chronological differences. There are a few 
etymologies where *er appears in Mordvin and Permic, and since these branches are not 
particularly closely related to each other, one could suppose that such words are early 
borrowings retained in these branches. The more westernly loans, such as *martas, could 
then be later borrowings.  
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Also the ending *-as appears in later borrowings, as Helimski (2000: 194) has noted. So 
although there are no phonetic means to show that the word is an Iranian borrowing, the 
limited distribution and the consonantal stem would point to that. Theoretically the Finnic 
word could be borrowed even from Proto-Indo-European: the syllabic resonant would 
have been substituted similarly, and the ending -as (if it were possible on the Uralic side 
already) could easily substitute for PIE *-os too, due to the absence of labial vowels in the 
earliest stages of Uralic. 
K. Häkkinen (1987: 254) criticizes Rédei’s idea of dating this word to Proto-Finno-
Permic. Rédei assumes (correctly) that the Finnic word has to be a relatively early 
borrowing, but Häkkinen considers it methodologically weak to assume that the word was 
borrowed into a Finno-Permic stage, as there is nothing in the distribution of the word to 
suggest this, and as the Finno-Permic and Proto-Finno-Ugric stages are phonologically 
identical, the borrowing could be considered just as easily Proto-Finno-Ugric (= Proto-
Uralic) as Proto-Finno-Permic. 
In very early sources such as FUV, this Finnic word has been etymologically connected 
to Permic murt, mort and Mordvin miŕd’e, although it is clear that these words cannot be 
derived from the same proto-form but reflect parallel borrowings (see the entry on *mertä 
for more detailed discussion of the Mordvin and Permic forms). 
UEW considers the Permic words as cognates of the Finnic word, although it notes that 
the consonant correspondence Fi -rt- ~ P -r- is irregular. This would point to the 
conclusion that the Permic and Finnic words are not cognates but parallel borrowings at 
best. The meaning ‘unfruchtbar infolge Alter’ in Finnish is surely reminiscent of the 
meanings that are found in Permic, but these can be considered parallel developments. 
The Permic meanings ‘barren, sterile’ can be derived from II *mar-, but it remains unclear 
from which form the Permic word is borrowed. NIL lists various meanings in other Indo-
European languages, such as Lith mãras, OCS morĭ ‘disease, pestilence’. These are no 
nearer to the meanings of the Permic words than the Indo-Iranian ones. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi maa ‘earth, country’; ? Md E mastor, M mastər; Ma (compound) mlande, 
müländə (< PMari *mü-); Ko mu, Ud mu < (PP *mo); Mns West mē ̮, North mā 
(< PMs *mī ̮); ? Kh East məγ, Kh North mĭγ (< PKh *miγ)  
< PU *mi ̮γa or *mi ̮γi ‘earth’ (UEW: 263–264; Zhivlov 2014: 133; Aikio 2015b: 58) 
← ? PIA *mahī ́- ‘big’ < PII *maʒ́hī ́-, OI mahī́- ‘big; earth’; < PIE *meg ̍-h2-íh2- 
(EWAia II: 337–339, s.v. mahā́nt-) 
(Koivulehto 2009: 88, footnote 10 = 2016: 418, footnote 10) 
Koivulehto (2009) has proposed an Indo-Aryan etymology for this Uralic word with a wide 
distribution. He does not argue decisively for an Indo-Aryan origin and it is the readers’ 
task to work out Koivulehto’s reasons for an Indo-Aryan etymology. The main reason 
seems to be the substitution of the PIA *-h- by the Uralic spirant *γ. However, this would 
mean that the Indo-Aryan deocclusion of PII *ʒ́h had happened very early, which is unlikely 
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due to Mitanni evidence which clearly shows that a sibilant was retained in Proto-Indo-
Aryan and later (see also the entry *saγi- ‘to get’). 
As the Khanty vowel is irregular (this is noted by Zhivlov 2014), it could be tentatively 
be suggested that this is a result of an inter-Ob-Ugric borrowing, or that the word is a 
parallel loan in Khanty and in different Uralic languages. Also the other Uralic forms 
include various irregularities. It is uncertain whether Mordvin mastor belongs here as 
some kind of derivative. The Uralic stem-vowel is reconstructed as -a by Zhivlov, but -i by 
Aikio, which points to the conclusion that the Uralic correspondences in this word have not 
been yet worked out properly. 
Katz (1985: 103–104) has suggested that the Khanty word could be derived from Pre-
Indo-Iranian FUA *méž’h2ih2 (> OI mahī ́-), but this idea involves impossible sound laws, 
and the etymology has been criticized by Rédei 2004b. Katz derives Fi maa from 
“frühurarisch” *ǵžmā́, but this is likewise not very convincing. It is better to assume that 
despite the unexpected Khanty vowel, the word can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi mehiläinen ‘bee’ (derivative; cognates in all Finnic languages); Mo E mekš, 
mäkš, M meš id.; Komi moš, Udmurt muš; Hu méh, méj (dial.) id. 
< PU *mekši ‘bee’ (UEW s.v. *mekše; Sammallahti 1988: 545)  
← Pre-II *mékš- > PII *mákš- > OI mákṣ- ‘bee, fly’, (der.) mákṣikā, also 
makṣā-; PII *makšī- > YAv maxšī- ‘fly’ (EWAia II: 287; KEWA II: 540–542, 
s.v. mákṣā) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 458; FUV: 132; Schindler 1972: 36; Joki 1973; Katz 1985: 282; 2003: 
225–226; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 923; Lushnikova 1990: 231; Parpola 1999: 199–
201; 2005: 40, footnote 247; Koivulehto 1999a: 216; 2001b: 247, 248) 
This is a widely-accepted etymology that was discussed already by Munkácsi, and one of 
the examples of a very early Indo-Iranian loan with retained PIE *e. The direction of 
borrowing has been at times suspected also to be from Uralic to Indo-Iranian (Jacobsohn 
1922: 161; Moór 1956; KEWA; Schindler 1972: 36), but this idea is based on outdated views 
of the Proto-Uralic lexicon. Uralic *mekši is an opaque noun, but Schindler mentions the 
possibility that the word is derived from *meki ‘honey’. A word *meki has been 
reconstructed for Proto-Uralic on the basis of Mari mü ‘honey’ and the Ob-Ugric words for 
‘honey’ (Mansi maγ, Khanty mäχ); in the UEW the reconstruction is given as *mäkä. 
However, Aikio (2014) has shown that the Mari word is borrowed from Udmurt mu (which 
is a regular reflex of Uralic *meti ‘honey’), and the word *mäkä is thus confined to 
Ob-Ugric only. There is no Proto-Uralic word from which *mekši could be derived from, 
and even if the Ob-Ugric word had a Uralic predecessor, the reconstruction would be 
*mäkä, and from such a form *mekši with *e could not be derived from. Katz (2003: 226) 
has argued that the Ob-Ugric word for ‘honey’ could be a loan from PII *makš- ‘bee’ but 
this is unlikely for both semantic and phonological reasons. 
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Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 923) argue that the Uralic word could be a later loan from 
Iranian, and the vocalism can have been influenced by *meti (which is a Tocharian loan 
according to them; see the entry *meti), but this is an ad hoc explanation. 
The Uralic words are regular cognates to each other, so the word was clearly borrowed 
into Proto-Uralic already and not separately into the already distinguished branches. It 
would be unlikely that a loanword this early could have been borrowed parallelly into the 
Uralic daughter languages. 
UEW mentions, rather confusingly, that the word is an “Indo-European” borrowing 
(“< ieur. *mekš-”), without describing the situation in more detail. The word is obviously 
not borrowed from Proto-Indo-European, as the Indo-Iranian word has no cognates 
elsewhere in the family, and the word cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. 
Moreover, Uralic *š clearly reflects the Indo-Iranian *š (resulting from the RUKI 
development), which was not yet a phoneme in Proto-Indo-European. The word belongs 
obviously to the same layer of borrowings as several other words that display retained PIE 
vocalism but show Indo-Iranian developments in the consonants, such as SaN geavri 
< *kekrä ← Pre-II *kekro- < PIE *kwekwlo- and Fi kehrä ‘spindle’ < *kečrä ← Pre-II 
*ketstro- (cf. Koivulehto 1999, 2001). 
There are various views about the background of the Indo-Iranian noun*makš-. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 314) lists the word *makš- as one of the inherited words which are 
confined to Indo-Iranian but he does not take a more precise stance on the origins of the 
PII word. Lubotsky seems to assume that the word is not a substrate word even though it 
has no certain cognates elsewhere in Indo-European. 
Mallory & Adams (2006: 149) state that Proto-Indo-European had two variants of the 
same insect-word (denoting ‘fly’ or ‘gnat’?), *mok ́o- and *moko-, and according to them, 
the latter depalatalized variant gave Indo-Iranian *makš-, as well as Lithuanian makatas 
‘gnat’. Also EWAia (II: 335 s.v. máśaka-) mentions this possibility but does not discuss the 
matter further (“… daher ist auch der Anschluss von mákṣ- (iran. maxš-) versucht 
worden”). Since the exact path of word formation is totally obscure here (it receives no 
comment from Mallory & Adams), one cannot support this kind of explanation. Derksen 
(2015: 306, s.v. mašalas) notes that the relationship of Lith mašalas, Latv masals and OI 
máśaka- is not entirely clear. He supports the reconstruction of a PIE root *mek ́- and 
assumes that Lith makatas ‘midge’ can be explained through depalatalization and that Pali 
makasa ‘horsefly, mosquito’ and MP magas ‘fly’ can be explained through metathesis 
(here he refers to KEWA II: 603). It is interesting that the Lithuanian word makatas is not 
mentioned by Matasović (2005) in his account of centum elements in Balto-Slavic. In any 
case the Baltic form with k has to go back to a relatively early stage, as it is reflected by the 
Finnish loanword mäkärä ‘blackfly, buffalo gnat’ (Junttila 2015: 122, 126). 
In any case it remains unclear how Pre-PII *mekš- would have been derived from a root 
*mek- (one is forced to assume some irregular depalatalization in this case). Derksen does 
not discuss the *mákš- word group here at all. The existence of a root *mek ́- is on rather 
shaky grounds, and one cannot find such an entry in LIV2.  
Schindler (1972: 36) notes that the word *mákš- could theoretically contain the same s-
suffix as some other Indo-European animal-words, such as *ǵhans- ‘goose’. 
The old explanation by Thieme (1965: 224, footnote 1) for the etymology of the Indo-
Iranian word is mentioned by Schindler (1972) as a possibility. Thieme notes that there is 
no reason to assume a meaning ‘bee’ for the Vedic mákṣ-, mákṣikā words, but that ‘fly’ is 
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the only meaning found. The same meaning prevails in Avestan. Thieme also states that 
this ‘fly’ word is derived from an Indo-Iranian root *makš- ‘beschmutzen (liata, sotkea)’ 
which is not found in Old Indo-Aryan (nor Old Iranian), but which according to Thieme is 
reflected in Pali makkh- id.  
Parpola (1999, 2005) has attempted to explain the Indo-Iranian word as an old 
compound: he considers the word a compound of the words *medhu- ‘honey’ and *kwey- 
(> PII *č(/k)ay- > OI, Av ci- ‘sammeln, schichten’, Werba 1997: 181–182, No. 55) ‘to 
gather’, so *mekši- ‘bee’ would be a ‘gatherer of honey’. Semantically the explanation is 
plausible. However, it is dubious that in the attested early Indo-Iranian languages, the 
word means usually ‘fly’, rather than ‘bee’; both meanings are attested in both Avestan and 
Old Indic, but the meaning ‘fly’ prevails. It is, of course, possible that the initial meaning 
was ‘bee’ and it has been secondarily ousted by ‘fly’ in both Iranian and Indo-Aryan, but it 
is not obvious that ‘bee’ was the initial meaning of the Indo-Iranian word, and this makes 
Parpola’s explanation dubious. The word could have acquired a more general meaning of 
‘flying insect’ in Proto-Indo-Iranian. Divergent meanings in words denoting insects can be 
found also in the Finno-Saamic *mača, a borrowing from an Iranian source meaning 
‘mosquito’, but denoting ‘worm’ in Finnic and ‘moth’ in Saami (Kallio 2000; Koivulehto 
1999b). Interestingly, also Pashto has borrowed the Indo-Aryan word for ‘fly’ in the 
meaning of both ‘bee’ and ‘fly’: Pashto məč M ‘fly’, məč’əy ‘bee’ ← IA makṣā- 
(Morgenstierne 2003: 48, s.v. məč). 
The development according to Parpola is through the following phases: *medhu- + 
*kw(e)i- > *met-kwi- > *mekši-. Here the *š would be the result of the so-called thorn 
cluster (compare *dhǵhm- > OI kṣám- ‘earth’). The explanation is thus plausible, but it is 
difficult to prove that the word really derives from these elements. It is also uncertain 
whether the PII verb really reflects a PIE root *kwey- (Werba mentions the PIE etymology 
with a question mark). LIV2 (378–379) does present such a root with reflexes in Greek 
(ποιέω ‘mache, schäffe, bringe hervor; to do, make, produce (also of poetry), act’, in 
mediopassive also ‘to choose, deem, appraise’) and Slavic (Ukr. kojú, kojíty ‘anzetteln, 
(etwas böses) bereiten’) besides Indo-Iranian. Beekes (2010: 1216) accepts the PIE 
etymology of the Greek and Indo-Iranian verbs. 
If Parpola is right and the word really can be explained like this, the word cannot serve 
as evidence for the early occurrence of the RUKI rule, as has been argued. However, 
phonetically Parpola’s idea is problematic as he does not explain at all why -u would have 
been syncopated in the middle of the word. In the light of the recent argument by Lipp 
(2009) that the clusters of dental and velar stops did not develop into *kš but *tš, *dhž in 
Proto-Indo-Iranian, it becomes obvious that there is little reason to support Parpola’s 
etymology for the Indo-Iranian word.  
Even if the etymological background of the Indo-Iranian word *mekši- remains 
uncertain, the direction of borrowing is still rather from Indo-Iranian to Uralic than the 
other way around. As the central apiculture word *meti ‘honey’ is certainly an Indo-
European (? Pre-Indo-Iranian) borrowing (from *medhu-), it is logical to consider the word 
for ‘bee’ also an Indo-Iranian loanword. Another Indo-Iranian loan-word in the field of 
apiculture is Uralic *śišta ‘beeswax’ ← PII *śišta, cf. OI madhu-śiṣṭa- (Carpelan & Parpola 
2010), although this can also be a slightly later borrowing. The direction of borrowing is 
further supported by the fact that there are no words related to apiculture that can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, and the word for ‘bee’ thus looks like a cultural innovation 
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in Uralic – but not in Indo-Iranian, where other words related to honey and its production 
were inherited from Indo-European. 
It is interesting that the word was borrowed into Uralic as an *i-stem, as these are much 
rarer than *a-stems among the early loans. This can be perhaps explained by viewing the 
Uralic word as borrowed from an Indo-Iranian form leading to Avestan maxšī- (so Pre-II 
*mékšī- or the like), and in this case *-i would be phonetically an obvious sound 
substitution. It is also possible that the root noun *mékš- was simply acquired as an 
*i-stem. The prevalence of Uralic *a-stems among the loanwords can result from the fact 
that many of the loans are a-stems in Indo-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ma mež, miž ‘wool’; Ko mež ‘ram’ (< PP *mež) 
< ? PU *mešV 
← Iranian *mēš(a)- < PII *maiša- M, *maiṣíH- F > Av maēša- ‘ram’, maēšī- 
‘sheep’, MP mēš- ‘sheep’; OI mēṣa- ‘ram’, mēṣī́- ‘sheep’ (EWAia II s.v. mēṣa-) 
(KESK: 171; Joki 1973: 285; UEW s.v. *mešɜ; Rédei 1986c: 72; Lushnikova 1990: 232; 
Bereczki 1992: 92–93; 2013 s.v. mež) 
The Indo-Iranian origin of the Permic and Mari words is convincing, but there are various 
views about the exact donor form and the relationship of the words in these two branches 
of Uralic. 
The Permic vocalism probably reflects Middle Iranian ē that has developed from the 
earlier diphthong *ay. Lushnikova considers the borrowing to be Scytho-Sarmatian. 
However, in the Alanic name Μαισης, which presumably is derived from this Indo-Iranian 
word, the diphthong is still retained (Zgusta 1955: 113), so it seems uncertain whether the 
Permic word can be borrowed from a form of Alanic.  
Mari mež, miž ‘wool’ is borrowed from Permic according to Rédei (1986c), but Joki 
(1973), UEW (s.v. *mišV) and Bereczki (1992: 92–93; 2013 s.v. mež) argue that the word 
can have been separately borrowed into Mari and Permic. The Mari word is probably also a 
late loan in any case, as it does not show any trace of the diphthong *ai. Metsäranta 
(personal communication) notes that the Permic word should be borrowed from a 
disyllabic form where *s is between vowels, as the voiced ž can only be explained through 
this. Based on vowel correspondences, Aikio (2014c: 139) argues that the Mari word has to 
be borrowed from Permic. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (Mari a loan from Permic) 
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Md E miŕd’e, M miŕd’ε ‘man, human’; Ko mort, Ud murt id. < PP *mɔrt 
< PU *mertä  
← PII *mr̥tá- > OI mr̥tá- ‘dead’, YAv mərəta- id., OP <mrt-> id. (< PIE *mr̥tó-) 
or  
← Pre-II/PIE *mérto- ? > OI márta- ‘mortal, human’, OP *marta- (attested 
only indirectly in Elamite <pír-šá-mar-da>) ? OAv marəta-25 < PIE root *mer- 
‘to die, to disappear’, PII *mar- > OI mr̥- ‘to die’, OP mar-, Av mar- id. (EWAia II 
s.v. márta-; LIV2: 488–491, s.v. *mer-; Werba 1997: s.v. mr̥ ‘sterben’; NIL s.v. *mer- 489–
491) 
(Setälä 1928: 17; Munkácsi 1901: 455; FUV: 130; KESK: 175; Joki 1973: 281; Katz 1983: 
175; 1985: 147 2003: 123; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 926, footnote 1; UEW s.v. mertä; 
Rédei 1986c; Lushnikova 1990: 39, 235–236; Koivulehto 1999a: 221; 2016: 223) 
See also *martas 
This is an old and widely accepted etymology, and there is no reason to doubt the Indo-
Iranian origin of this Uralic word. It is also well known that *martas > Fi. marras (see the 
entry above) is a parallel loan from the same Indo-Iranian word group (SSA s.v. marras), 
despite confusing claims by earlier sources such as FUV, where these two words are 
lumped together. However, some important details of the etymology of *mertä are obscure 
and require a rather detailed analysis. The central problem is whether the Uralic word has 
been borrowed from a predecessor of the OI noun márta- ‘mortal, human’ or that of the 
verbal adjective mr̥tá- ‘dead’. Although this problem might seem trivial, it is extremely 
relevant for the dating of the borrowing and it can also offer indirect evidence of Indo-
European and Indo-Iranian word formation. 
Koivulehto (1999c) argues that the word is borrowed from the Indo-Iranian zero-grade 
verbal adjective *mr̥tá- with Uralic *er as the substitution for the Indo-Iranian syllabic 
resonant. A similar argument was already presented by Lushnikova (1990). This would be 
phonetically perfectly fitting as the original of the Uralic, but for this Indo-Iranian 
adjective no meaning of ‘human’ is attested (the word explicitly denotes ‘dead’ in the 
attested ancient Indo-Iranian languages), making this explanation slightly uncertain. 
Although it is not noted by Koivulehto, already the Indo-European pre-form *mr̥tó- could 
also be an equally good original. This verbal adjective is reflected by the Armenian o-stem 
noun mard, which denotes precisely ‘human’, and this meaning has clearly developed from 
earlier meaning ‘mortal’ (NIL). Also in Greek the cognate of mr̥tá-, Gr βροτός means 
‘mortal’. If the PIE verbal adjective already had the meaning ‘mortal’, there would be no 
phonological or semantic problems in deriving the Uralic word from this Proto-Indo-
25 As noted by both EWAia and NIL, the Avestan form might be a later, Avestan-internal formation 
because it points to a pre-form *martás (with different accentuation than the Vedic word). EWAia notes that 
the Old Persian word can be derived from *mártas, so the Avestan form is clearly isolated. This does not have 
effect on the evaluation of the Uralic etymology, and the analysis of the Avestan form has to be left to 
researchers of Old Iranian philology. 
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European (or Core Indo-European/Late Proto-Indo-European) form. Lushnikova glosses 
the PII form *mr̥tá- as ‘mortal, human’ but does not explain this choice in more detail. 
Proto-Indo-Iranian also had the adjective *a-mŕ̥ta- ‘immortal’, reflected by Vedic 
amŕ̥ta- and Young Avestan aməṣ̌a-. Young Avestan has also məṣ̌a- ‘dead’ which continues 
a similarly accented from *mŕ̥ta- that is attested in these compounds. As the forms with 
the negative prefex clearly denote ‘immortal’, one could assume that the verbal-adjective 
could have denoted ‘mortal’ too, even if it is not attested in this meaning. 
The earlier explanation by Katz (1983b) is that the word is borrowed from Pre-Indo-
Iranian *mérto-. This explanation supposes that the Indo-Iranian noun *márta-s ‘human’ 
is a substantivized vrddhi-derivative of *mŕ̥ta. This noun indeed has the meaning ‘mortal, 
human’. According to Katz, the Uralic word has been borrowed from the Pre-Indo-Iranian 
stage of this word, *mérto- (~ *mérta-). Tremblay (1998) and Steer (2015) likewise 
consider PII márta- a reflex of *mérto-, which is a substantivizing vrddhi-derivative from 
*mr̥tá- (in a similar way as PG *kenþa- ‘child’ < PIE *ǵenh1to- is a derivative from verbal 
adjective *ǵn̥h1to- ‘born’). The explanation of Katz is also accepted by Rédei (1986c), but 
the UEW mentions both possibilities. The Pre-II form in the UEW has been reconstructed 
as *mérta-, with the underlying (but not expressed) assumption that *o has already 
changed to *a but *e has not. The UEW mentions that the Uralic (Finno-Permic in the 
UEW’s terminology) word is borrowed from a nominative form. This is, indeed, probable, 
but the “Pre-II” forms UEW cite are anachronistic: *mr̥taḥ and *mertaḥ (obviously the 
word-final -s had not yet become visarga at the point when PIE *e was still retained). The 
UEW presents the data in a way that gives a reader who has no background in Indo-
Iranian linguistics a misleading picture of the detailed problems that are involved in the 
precise etymology of the Uralic word and the Indo-Iranian word family. 
*merto- → *mertä fits well into the system of front-vocalic *e loans, such as *kekro- 
→*kekrä; it seems that Pre-II words with *e - o- vocalism usually became *ä-stems in 
Uralic. 
 Although the explanation by Katz is unproblematic per se, there are also reasons to 
consider *mártas a reflex of earlier *mórtos: this is the view of Koivulehto (1999a). 
Koivulehto mentions the old idea that Greek μορτος is an exact cognate26 of PII *mártas. 
Both possible explanations of Indo-Iranian *mártas have received support in works that 
deal with Indo-European etymology. LIV2 mentions both possibilities for the origin of PII 
*martas. LIV refers to Schwyzer (1939) who has argued that μορτος continues the zero-
grade form with different (Aeolic) vocalization of PIE *r̥. Beekes (2010) considers the 
Greek and Indo-Iranian nouns to be reflexes of PIE *mortos and has argued that the word 
cannot show Aeolic vocalization because the form is attested in Doric names. Also Mallory 
& Adams (2006: 199) support the view that both the Greek and Indo-Iranian forms 
continue PIE *mórtos. Kulikov (2017) also reconstructs *mártas as *mórtos. NIL (489–
491) considers PIE *mértos as the most probable pre-form of the Indo-Iranian word and 
specifically mentions Katz’s etymology as evidence, although the possible Greek evidence 
of earlier *mórtos is also mentioned. 
Schwyzer (1939) also mentions a different view by Schulze (1933) of the o-vocalism in 
this word: Schulze reconstructs the PIE word as *mrtvós and argues that the Greek o in 
βρότος results from PIE *w; in reality this w cannot be reconstructed for the PIE form and 
26 The Greek word is attested only in a gloss and its accentuation is unclear 
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only appears in the “Northwest-Indo-European” pre-form of the Italo-Celtic and Balto-
Slavic words for the ‘dead’, cf. Latin mortuus, OCS mrьtvъ where the w results from 
analogical influence from PIE *gwih3-wo- ‘living’. 
In his discussion of Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic, Dolgopolsky (1989: 20) mentions 
that *mertä is borrowed from the zero-grade form, but he offers no arguments for this and 
does not refer to Katz’s article about the topic, only to Joki (1973: 281) and FUV (1955: 
130). 
Recently, Höfler (2018) has argued that OI márta- is an example of “o-vrddhi”, a 
process of substantivization where the *o-grade is used instead of *e-grade. This noun fits 
the system of word formation that is attested in a number of o-grade forms in Greek and 
Indo-Iranian. Höfler mentions the Greek form μορτος as a cognate to the Indic word. 
Phonologically, both *mértos and *mr̥tás (or mr̥tós) would be plausible donor forms 
for the Uralic words. *er appears as a substitution for PII *r̍ in some loans. At least Permic 
gort, gurt is an apparent parallel: the Permic words could reflect Uralic/Pre-Permic 
*kertä, and Koivulehto (1999a) assumes that this is borrowed from PII *gr̥dha- with the 
substitution *er ← *r̥. The word-initial voiced g is slightly problematic as it usually does 
not appear in inherited Pre-Permic vocabulary, and already Koivulehto mentions that the 
word can also be a later borrowing, acquired at a time when the Permic vowel system had 
already changed considerably, and the Iranian syllabic resonant or its later vocalic reflex 
could have been substituted by a Proto-Permic vowel that later led to Komi o and Udmurt 
u (in Sammallahti’s 1988 system this vowel would be Proto-Permic *o, which would be a 
phonetically fitting substitution of the vowel in a later Iranian form that could reflect PI 
*gr̥da-). See the entry *kertä for more detailed discussion. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 
926, footnote 1) have assumed that the Permic word is a later loan, although they do not go 
into detail when arguing this. 
A similar explanation could apply for Permic mort, murt too, as the word does not have 
to be an extremely old borrowing but the Proto-Permic vowel could substitute for the 
vowel a that is found in later Iranian forms such as MP mard or Parthian mrd [? mard] 
which continue PI *marta- (this is suggested tentatively by Metsäranta, p.c.). However, 
because the Permic and Mordvin words regularly correspond to each other and reflect a 
pre-form *mertä, it is probable that the word indeed is an old borrowing. The apparent 
similarity of mort, murt and gort, gurt need not mean that the words belong to the same 
layer of loanwords. 
A form *mórtos that could be reconstructed based on OI márta- and Greek μορτος 
would be a more problematic donor form for Uralic *mertä, as there are no known 
parallels to the substitution *o → *e, and this would be phonetically dubious. 
To sum up, the exact donor form remains inconclusive, as there are arguments that 
support both of the suggested forms. Because of this uncertainty, this word cannot be used 
as major evidence for various substitutions of the PII syllabic resonant. 
As an excursus it can be mentioned here that Rédei (1988b) has considered the 
ethnonym Mordva ‘Mordovian’ a separate borrowing from the same Indo-Iranian source. 
The Indo-Iranian etymology of this ethnonym is also mentioned by Carpelan & Parpola 
(2001: 111–112) and Grünthal (2012: 302). Rédei sees Russian Mordva as a loan from 
originally Mordvinic word *morda (the Russian -v- can be clearly secondary, and Rédei 
provides parallels for this development), and Rédei derives *morda from Pre-Mordvinic 
*murta; he argues that this is a borrowing from the form *mr̥ta-, and that here vocalic *r̥ 
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was substituted by *ur. This substitution is found in many other tentative early Indo-
European loans, but not in many Indo-Iranian loans. However, because of the labial 
consonant environment, this would be a natural substitution of *r̥ in this environment. 
Further assessment of this etymology is very difficult, because the Mordvin word *morda 
is not directly attested.  
Rédei critically comments on another earlier etymology for this ethnonym too, namely 
the possibility to derive the ethnonym Mordva from an Iranian compound *mr̥ta-χwa- 
‘man-eater’, connecting this hypothetical word with Greek ἀνθροπωφάγοι ‘man-eaters’, an 
ethnonym mentioned in ancient Greek sources. Rédei dismisses the etymology because 
there is no proof of a previous existence of this Iranian compound (it is not attested in any 
Iranian language), and because the -v- of the ethnonym Mordva is a secondary 
development (in Rédei’s view).  
The connection with this hypothetical Iranian term is interesting, as the ethnonym 
Sarmatian has also been derived from a compound ‘man-slayer = hero-slayer’ *Saura-
mar- > *Sūra-mar- according to Schmeja (1974), and their ethnogenesis is connected with 
the Amazons, Ο?όρπατα ‘men-slayers’ in the classical Greek sources. However, it is 
doubtful whether the Mordovians can be connected here, and thus the relationship of their 
ethnonym to the Iranian ‘man-slayer’ and ‘man-eater’ words remains hypothetical though 
interesting. 
There is no compelling reason to doubt Rédei’s etymology for *morda, but one has to 
admit that the existence of this Proto-Mordvin word is hypothetical, as the word has not 
been attested in either Mordvin language. In neither Erzya nor Moksha is there a word 
denoting ‘Mordovian’, although Rédei plausibly argues that the word could have become 
lost after the Mordovians were separated into two ‘tribes’, Erzyans and Mokshans. It is 
however not certain that the ethnonym derives from one that was used by the Mordovians 
themselves; cf. the ethnonyms Finnish and Lappish or Hungarian, which have never been 
used by the suomalaiset, sápmelaččat and magyarok, respectively. It is probably true that 
Mordva is in one way or another derived from *mr̥ta-, but it is difficult to prove that it 
happened the way Rédei describes. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi mesi ‘nectar’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); Md E med’, mäd’, M med’; 
Ko ma, Ud mu (< PP *ma); Hu méz ‘honey’ 
< PU *meti ‘honey; nectar’ (UEW s.v. *mete; Sammallahti 1988: 545) 
← Pre-II or PIE *médhu- ‘mead, honeywine’ > PII *mádhu- > OI mádhu- ‘sweet 
drink, honey, sweetness, soma, milk’, Av maδu- ‘Beerenwein’; other IE: Gr. 
μέθυ ‘wine’, English mead, OCS medъ ‘honey, mead’, Tocharian B mit ‘honey’ 
< PIE/core-IE *médhu- (EWAia II s.v. mádhu; Dunkel 1995: 12; SIL: 306; NIL: 467–
468; Kölligan 2018: 2275) 
(FUV: 132; Joki 1973: 283–285; Katz 1985: 280; 2003: 224; UEW s.v. *mete; Rédei 1986c; 
Lushnikova 1990: 230; Abondolo 1996: 87; SSA II s.v. mesi; Koivulehto 2001b; Parpola 
2012: 161; 2015: 66) 
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In current research, this word is usually considered to be an Indo-Iranian borrowing, but 
there are actually no phonological arguments to support this, as the original *medhu- could 
equally well be Proto-Indo-European, and this actually speaks against the criteria outlined 
in the Introduction to include this word in our research material. One of the main 
arguments to consider this word Pre-Indo-Iranian is that other apiculture words were also 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian into Uralic, and the word *mekši, which is clearly a Pre-Indo-
Iranian borrowing because of retained *e but RUKI *š, could logically belong to the same 
layer of loanwords as *meti (see the entry *mekši). 
Semantically an early form of Indo-Iranian would be more fitting than PIE donor. It is 
possible that the PIE word denoted ‘mead’, and the meaning ‘honey’ developed later in 
Indic, Slavic and Tocharian (Kölligan 2018: 2275). In Avestan, the meaning of ‘honey’ is 
not found, however. 
On the other hand, according to Dunkel (1995: 12), ‘honey’ is the original meaning, and 
the meaning ‘wine’ in Greek and Luvian is secondary (developed through the meaning 
‘mead’ when the use of wine in rituals ousted that of mead, which had ousted soma). The 
meaning of ‘honey’ can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian in any case, but various 
views remain for the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European meaning.  
PU *meti is usually considered a loanword even by the supporters of the Nostratic and 
Indo-Uralic hypotheses, who consider many potential early IE loans to rather be cognates 
between Indo-European and Uralic, such as Dolgopolsky (1989: 20). In the light of this, it 
is interesting that Kümmel (2009: 9) lists this as one of the words which he considers 
ambiguously either loans from PIE to PU or cognates between the two language families.  
It is difficult to present further criteria to argument for or against the Indo-Iranian 
origin of this word. It’s Indo-European origin is, in any case, clear and settled.  
Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1984) argue that the word is borrowed from Tocharian. This 
is not a very convincing idea for areal and chronological reasons, and also phonetically 
there is nothing specifically pointing to a Tocharian source. 
The Uralic forms are regular cognates. Mari müj, mü has sometimes been connected 
tentatively to PU *meti. Bereczki (2013. s.v. mü) notes that the UEW connects the Mari 
word also to *mäkV ‘honey’, a hypothetical PU word stem reconstructed on the basis of 
Mari and Ob-Ugric forms Mansi *mäɣ, Khanty *mǟɣ. This old explanation is found also in 
Abondolo (1996). Bereczki does not support this explanation but does not explicitly refute 
it. Aikio (2014: 133) has noted that the Mari word is borrowed from Permic. This is a 
convincing explanation for the Mari word, and the existence of Uralic *mäkV can be 
rejected. 
The Saami forms like SaN miehta are loans from Finnic (SSA s.v. mesi; Holopainen 
2018b: 162). Aikio (p.c.) has noted that Lule Saami mieda is rather borrowed from 
Scandinavian *meðu-. 
Non-initial syllable *-i reflects PIE/PII *-u here, and same kind of development is 
found in other loans from Indo-European *u-stems (Holopainen, Kuokkala & Junttila 
2017: 131). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi South mūj, West muj, North mūj (< PMs *mūj (-ə)) ‘Gast’; Khanty North 
maj, East maj, South moj (< PKh *māj) ‘Hochzeit’ 
< POUg *mē ̮ja (Zhivlov 2006: 164) 
← PII or PI *máy(H)as-, OI máyas- ‘enjoyment, pleasure’, Av maiiah- 
‘mating’, Alanic name Μαιακος < PIE *mey(H)es- (EWAia II: 315–316, s.v. máyas-; 
Zgusta 1955: 113) 
(Blažek 1990: 40; Helimski 1997b: 121)  
There are no phonological problems in supposing an Indo-Iranian loan, but the semantic 
connection is not straightforward. In the Ob-Ugric languages there is no meaning of 
‘enjoyment’ or ‘mating’, and the Ob-Ugric meaning ‘guest, visit’ is quite far from that of the 
Indo-Iranian words. One could suppose a semantic development ‘mating’ > ‘wedding’ 
> ‘guest’, but this remains speculative. 
The Ob-Ugric vocalism could reflect an earlier (PU) *o–a-stem (the vowel combination 
is similar as in the reflexes of the well-known words *woča and *koδwa; Aikio 2015b: 31 
notes that PKh ā often reflects PU *o–a-stems), meaning that the word is probably an “o 
loan”. Here the Indo-Iranian word reflects PIE *e, so the word cannot be borrowed from a 
word with PII *o. However, also an *a–a-stem would be possible. It seems uncertain 
whether the word has been borrowed into a Pre-Ob-Ugric stage with *a or *o or into Proto-
Ob-Ugric with *ē̮. 
If the etymology is correct, the word is probably an old loan (Pre-Ob-Ugric), even 
though its distribution is limited to Khanty and Mansi. The words for ‘wedding’ are usually 
loanwords in the Uralic languages (Hungarian esküvő is derived from eskü ‘vows’, a Turkic 
loan [EWUng s.v.], and Finnish häät is borrowed from Middle Low German [Koivulehto 
2016: 306]).  
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi East mex˳, North mēŋ˳k˳, West meŋ˳k˳ ‘devil’ (< PMs *mīŋwkw (~ -ə)); 
Khanty East möŋk, South meŋk, North meŋk etc. ‘forest spirit’ (< PKh *mäŋk) 
< POug *mɔ̈ŋki (Zhivlov 2006: 174–175; Honti 1982: 165, No. 402) 
← Iranian, compare Middle Persian mēnōg ‘spirit’< PII *manyu-ka- (EWAia II 
s.v. manyú-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 457–458; Korenchy 1972: 60–61 No. 14; Lushnikova 1990: 231–232; 
Helimski 1997b: 121; Sipos 2002: 32–33; Blažek 2005: 166) 
The etymology is convincing: the Khanty and Mansi word are transparent Indo-Iranian 
borrowings, and the phonological shape of the Ob-Ugric words points clearly to a relatively 
Middle Iranian origin (the vowels are clear indications of a relatively late Iranian form). 
Korenchy reconstructs the donor form as “Middle Iranian” *mēnūk ‘spirit’. According to 
Lushnikova (1990: 231–232), the Ob-Ugric word is a Scytho-Sarmatian loanword. Zhivlov 
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reconstructs *ɔ̈ already for Proto-Ob-Ugric. Korenchy also accepts Steinitz’s conclusion 
that Ob-Ugric *ö is retained in the archaic East Khanty forms, but still she reconstructs 
*mēŋkV for some reason. Honti (1982) reconstructed *mV̄̈ŋkV. This reconstruction tells 
very little of the actual quality of the vowel. 
While the origin and the relatively late date of borrowing can be considered certain, 
there are various issues with the relation of the Khanty and the Mansi words. Khanty and 
Mansi probably were independent languages by the beginning of the “Middle Iranian” 
period (after 500 BC), and thus the word is probably a separate borrowing from Iranian to 
Khanty and Mansi. If takes a closer look at the vowel correspondences between the Mansi 
and Khanty words, one can note that this correspondence is not found in many Ob-Ugric 
words, and in only a few words that have a reliable etymology going back to reconstruction 
stages beyond Ob-Ugric. However, at least the Ob-Ugric reflexes of Proto-Uralic *kälä- ‘to 
wade’ (Aikio 2015b: 63; UEW s.v. *kälä-) have a similar vowel combination, so it seems 
possible to assume that Khanty *mäŋk and Mansi *mīŋwkw are inherited words from 
Proto-Ob-Ugric. But because of the clearly Middle Iranian appearance of the word it is best 
to consider these two words independent borrowings from Iranian at the time when 
Khanty and Mansi were separate languages, even if they were spoken in a close-knit 
Sprachbund. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (parallel loans) 
 
 
Mansi West mūl’-, South mōl- ‘to win’ (< ? PMs *mul’V-)  
← ? Iranian *mūl-, compare Ossetic æmbūlyn ‘to play, to win’, molun: muld 
‘to win’ (Abaev 1958–1989 I: 140, II: 128–129) 
(Bouda 1933: 162–163; Korenchy 1972: 59–60 No. 12; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
The unknown background of the Ossetic word, as well as the scarce distribution of the 
Mansi word make this etymology unlikely. However, it has to be noted that the distribution 
is not as scarce as Korenchy implies (she only mentions the P forms). Kannisto et al. 2013 
give a distribution TJ, TČ, P, VN, VS, Munkácsi gives N, P, T. Korenchy reconstructs a 
Proto-Mansi form *mul’V-. This is probably correct, as the attested Mansi forms could 
reflect earlier *u.  
Regarding the Iranian reconstruction, Korenchy gives a Middle Iranian form *mūl-, but 
the Ossetic forms are not regular reflexes of earlier (Proto-Iranian) *u (see Cheung 2002: 
124–127). Abaev mentions possible Slavic cognates of the Ossetic verb: Russian мылить, 
Czech mýlit, Polish mylić ‘obmanyvat’’, but these words are not mentioned at all by 
Derksen (2008) and it is doubtful that they are really cognates of the Ossetic verb. The 
Ossetic word remains isolated, and it seems unlikely that the Mansi word is borrowed from 
it. Also the Mansi l’ would be an irregular reflection of Iranian *l. Semantically the 
etymology would be unproblematic. Helimski (1997b) considers the etymology as 
problematic. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Proto-Mordvin *morda 
< Pre-Md *murta 
← *mr̥ta- 
(Rédei 1988b: 178–79) 
See *mertä 
 
Fi mykkä ‘dumb’ (cognatesin  Izh, Ka, Va), verb mykistyä ‘to be muted’, 
mykistää ‘to mute’; SaS makkalit ‘to stop in one’s speech’;? Ma W mə̑k 
(manaš ogəl) ‘to stop speaking’; Ko mi ̮ktav- ‘änkyttää, mumista’, Ud mi ̮k-mak 
veraśke ‘to speak unclearly’ (< PP *mi ̮k-) (Saarikivi 2007: 333–335) 
< PU *mükkä 
← PI *mū ́ka- ‘dumb’ > OI mū ́ka- ‘stumm, lautlos, schweigend’ < ? PIE *mu-, cf. 
Gr μυκός, Lat mūtus ‘stumm’ (EWAia II: 365, s.v. mū́ka-) 
(Parpola 2010: 312) 
Parpola’s etymology is semantically convincing. The Finno-Saamic and Indo-Aryan words 
resemble each other to such an extent that it would be peculiar to consider this purely 
coincidental. However, Parpola’s etymology is problematic in the sense that it supposes a 
variation of *u- and *ü forms at a very early stage. It is true that in Finnic many words have 
u ~ ü pairs, such as tuhma ~ tyhmä, a word which is a Baltic borrowing, and this variation 
appears in several other borrowings from Baltic. However, there are no reliable examples 
of such variation at such an early proto-language level that both Finnic and Saami cognates 
could be derived from an alternating front-vocalic form. 
It is of course possible to suppose a substitution U *ü ← PII *ū, as there of course was 
no opposition *u : ü in Indo-Iranian. This assumption could easily save the etymology. 
Another possibility would be assume that Finnic mykkä is indeed a later variant of early 
(unattested) *mukka, and the Saami verb is borrowed from this word. However, the Saami 
borrowing would have to be very early, making this explanation complicated. 
The Mari word has to reflect earlier *u, and the Permic words can reflect either *u or *ü 
(Metsäranta, personal communication). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Fi myrkky ‘venom’, Est mürk (< PFi * mürkkü) 
← ? PII *marká-, OI marká-; Av mahrka- ‘death’27, Ossetic marg ‘poison’, PII 
root *marč- ‘to injure, hurt’ (EWAia II s.v. MARC) 
(FUV: 133; Abaev 1958–1989 II: 72–73 s.v. marg) 
It is an old idea that this word is an Iranian loan, but the etymology does not appear in 
newer sources on the topic. It is not considered convincing by SSA and not discussed in the 
articles of Koivulehto or Parpola. Also EES does not mention the etymology. FUV still 
considered Finnish myrkky and Hungarian méreg ‘venom’ cognates, although the 
Hungarian word has to be a separate loan, as Hungarian *-rg- cannot correspond to Finnic 
-rkk-. It is usually assumed that méreg is a later borrowing from Alanic *marg, whence 
Ossetic marg (Abaev; WOT; Joki 1973: 282–283). UEW (s.v. mirkkV) considers the 
Hungarian and Finnic words possible cognates, but does not support the Indo-Iranian 
etymology for this Uralic word (the possibility that Hungarian méreg is a later loan is 
mentioned by the UEW). 
As the cluster *-rkk- cannot be reconstructed for earlier proto-languages preceding 
Proto-Finnic, the early origin of this word does not look very plausible. Semantically the 
word could be derived especially from Alanic, as the meaning ‘venom’ is attested in Ossetic 
marg, but this cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian. The 
Avestan and Old Indo-Aryan words mean ‘death’. Also the Finnic ü is difficult to explain as 
reflecting Iranian *a (no parallels exist). If the word was borrowed from an Indo-Iranian 
form with *-r-̥, then -ür- would be a phonetically more plausible substitution. From the 
verbal root *marč-, zero-grade formations are of course attested (such as OI mr̥ktá- 
‘beschädigt’ and mr̥kṇá- ‘verletzt’), but these forms would not be semantically very good 
originals. On the other hand, it has been noted by de Smit (ms.) that if the original vowel 
was *e, the *ü could be explained through the sound change *e > *ü that is attested in 
Finnic for some words. Although de Smit mentions this change as “not unknown but not 
exactly regular either”, Aikio (personal communication) has noted that this sound change 
is actually regular before *ü in Finnic (no examples of the vowel combination *e–ü can be 
found in the Proto-Finnic vocabulary; see also *sentü- for a similar case). If we assumed 
*e substitution then, the old idea of an Indo-Iranian etymology would not be completely 
implausible, but as we have no examples of Alanic *a being substituted by Pre-Finnic *e, 
this does not help much. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
27 Lubotsky (1988: 78) notes that the OI and Av words point to different accentuation. 
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i naaras, dial naara, nairas ‘female animal’ (SSA II s.v. naaras) 
< ? Pre-Fi *naras ~ *naγVras 
← PII (or PI) *HnāriH- > OI nā́rī- ‘woman, wife’, Av nāirī- ‘woman’ (EWAia II: 
19–20, s.v. nár-) 
(T. Sköld 2002) 
Finnish naaras has usually been considered a derivation of Uralic *ne- ~ *näγi ‘woman’, 
although the derivational process and even the whole reconstruction of the Uralic word 
‘woman’ are unclear. According to SSA, the word uros ‘male’ contains the same suffix (the 
original form would have been *uras), and the stem would be *u (see the entry on úr for 
more details on the word uros). The word naaras might contain the same suffix, being 
analogically formed on the basis of uros (this has been suggested by Ante Aikio, p.c.). From 
this point of view the Indo-Iranian etymology by T. Sköld is an interesting possibility, 
although this etymology also has its problems.  
Semantically the etymology would be convincing. However, formally it is difficult to 
explain the Finnic word from this Indo-Iranian form. The Finnic long vowel has to be 
secondary, so it cannot reflect the Indo-Iranian long ā. The ending -as of the Finnic word 
fits the Indo-Iranian original poorly. 
It is more probable that even though the precise derivational process is unclear, the 
word is somehow connected to the Uralic *näji words, and the resemblance to the Indo-
Iranian word is simply accidental. 
As a side note, (Katz 1985: 208–209) has suggested that also the Uralic stem for 
woman, *näji or *näγi is borrowed from Indo-Iranian *gnā-, and Koivulehto (1991) has 
assumed that the Uralic word is borrowed from Indo-European. Katz has suggested that 
the Uralic word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian. A rather similar idea is suggested by 
Koivulehto (1991), who however argues that the word is a Proto-Indo-European loanword. 
Although the idea that the Uralic word ‘woman’ is borrowed from an Indo-Iranian or Indo-
European word with the same meaning is of course semantically plausible, the etymology 
is complicated because of the uncertain phonological reconstruction of the Uralic word. It 
is not at all certain that a noun näji can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, and some of the 
potential reflexes might actually continue words that have etymologically nothing to do 
with each other. Sammallahti (1988) considers the comparison uncertain. The idea that the 
word is from Indo-Iranian would be phonologically more plausible, as from *gnā- the 
Uralic word-initial n- could be more easily explained than from a PIE cluster *gwn- (there 
are no parallel examples so we do not know how this cluster would have been simplified, 
but this could have also resulted in Uralic *kuna-). 
The idea of a Proto-Indo-European etymology for the Uralic word has been criticized by 
Lindeman (1993: 311–312), mainly because Lindeman finds Koivulehto’s vowel 
substitution unconvincing (Koivulehto assumes that Uralic *ä here reflects PIE *æ, a 
supposed intermediary between *e and later *a that was caused by the *h2). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi South ńāt-, West ńōt-, North ńɔ̄t- ‘helfen’ (< PM *ńāt-); Khanty South 
ńot-, North. ńɔt- id. (< PKh *ńāt-)  
< POUg *ńātV- ‘to help’ (Zhivlov 2006: 138) 
← ? Iranian *nād-, compare Avestan nāidyah- ‘der schwächere’, OI nādh- 
‘sich in Not befinden, in Bedrängnis sein’ (EWAia II: 35, s.v. nādh) 
(Korenchy 1972: 61–62, No. 15; Joki 1973: 293; Sipos 2002: 40; Helimski 1997b: 121; Katz 
1985: 194; 2003) 
The Ob-Ugric cognates are regular (they show the same vowel correspondences as *wāta 
‘wind’, see the entry), but the etymology is considered uncertain by Korenchy (and 
Helimski [1997: 121]): the palatalized *ń is not an expected outcome of Iranian *n, and the 
semantic connection is also fuzzy. 
Instead of Korenchy’s etymology, one can also assume that the Ob-Ugric word is 
borrowed from another Indo-Iranian verb for help, namely OI nāthá- m. ‘refuge, help’ 
< *nēt-h2i-o- (Kroonen 2013: 388). This does not solve the problem of the palatal nasal, 
but semantically this is a better option. Here the Indo-Iranian verbal root is reconstructed 
as *HnaH ‘to help’, from PIE *h3nah2 by Werba (s.v. *nā; EWAia II: 33–34). Joki (1973: 
293) actually mentions OI verbal forms like nā́thate ‘searches for help’ in his commentary 
of the Ob-Ugric etymology, but he lists them after the Avestan forms that Korenchy 
mentions, not making it clear that these Indic forms are unrelated to Avestan nāidyah-. 
To sum up, Korenchy’s first etymology can be rejected with justification, and the other 
etymology remains a promising possibility, even if the palatal ń cannot be regularly 
explained. The Indo-Iranian root ‘to help’ is not attested in Ossetic (and no trace is found 
in the “Scythian” sources), making it unlikely that the Ob-Ugric words would be borrowed 
from Alanic. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (← *nātHa-) 
 
Mansi East nɔ̄̈χ, South nǟχ, West naχ, Pl. naŋkət, etc. ‘Schneller, Hahn, 
Drücke, Stellnagel’ (< PMs ? *nǟŋk); Kha North nekǐ, East (J) ṇiki, South nekǝ 
‘Band; Pflock zu Befestigung’ (< PKh ? *nVkV) 
< POUg ? nVkV (Honti 1982: 202, No. 782) 
← PII *nakHa- > OI nákha-m ‘finger, toe nail, claw’, Oss nyx, nix (EWAia II 
s.v. nákha-) 
(Blažek 1990: 40) 
The Mansi velar nasal makes this Indo-Iranian etymology unlikely (it cannot be explained 
on the basis of the Indo-Iranian form, as *ŋ cannot reflect earlier *k or *γ). Also the 
primary meaning of the Mansi and Khanty words is not ‘nail’, which makes the semantic 
connection between the Mansi and Indo-Iranian words far-fetched. The Indo-Iranian word 
has a good Indo-European etymology: < PIE *h3engh-/*h3negh- (> Latin unguis id.). The 
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ngh cluster of the Proto-Indo-European form could explain Mansi ŋk but the Indo-Iranian 
words are derived from *h3negh- and do not show reflexes of a form with ngh- (PIE *n̥ has 
been regularly vocalized to *a).  
The Khanty and Mansi words are not mentioned by Zhivlov (2006). Honti lists them at 
the end of his list of Ob-Ugric etymologies, among the words that are not regular cognates 
in Khanty and Mansi. In light of this it seems unlikely that the words are inherited from an 
earlier proto-language. They are probably parallel borrowings from somewhere, but the 
Iranian etymology is not likely. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi niska ‘neck’ (cognates in Ka, Lu ńišk[e], Ve nišk, Vo, Lv) < PFi *niska 
< ? Pre-Fi *niska 
← PIA (?) *niška- > OI niṣká-ḥ ‘a golden ornament for the neck’ (EWAia II: 48 
s.v. niṣká-) 
(Blažek 1990: 41; Parpola 2005: 47) 
The Finnic word has no competing loan etymology. However, the etymology that has been 
suggested independently by Blažek and Parpola is not very convincing. First of all, the 
Indo-Iranian background of the Old Indic word is unclean (EWAia), which casts doubts on 
the possibility that it could have been borrowed from some early form of Indo-Iranian into 
Uralic. This uncertainty might be the reason that Blažek considers the word a specifically 
Indo-Aryan borrowing. The substitution of Indo-Aryan/Indo-Iranian *š (> OI ṣ) is 
problematic, as one would certainly expect *š, which is reflected by most early borrowings. 
Parpola (2005: 47, footnote 313) is aware of this weakness and actually notes that Jorma 
Koivulehto had rejected the etymology in personal communication because of this 
phonological problem. The sibilant š in Veps and Ludic has to be secondary from earlier *s. 
Also semantically the etymology is suspicious, although Blažek tries to explain the 
semantics through metonymy. In addition to the basic meaning ‘neck’, the Finnic word 
also refers to ‘Tragbalken; Stelle oberhalb einer Stromschnelle’, but these meanings are 
also not very close to the meaning ‘ornament’ that is found in Indo-Aryan. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North nul ‘Flutwasser’; Khanty South (Ko) nut-yəŋk ‘Flut, Fluss; river’ 
< ? POUg *nud- ‘river’ 
← PII *nadī ́- > OI nadī ́- ‘river’, ? OAv anaiδīm, root *nad- ‘rauschen’ < PIE 
*ned- (EWAia II s.v. nadī́-) 
(Blažek 1990: 41) 
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The Khanty and Mansi words are not regular cognates, and the etymology is not 
mentioned by Honti (1982). The very scarce distribution of the word in both Khanty and 
Mansi raises suspicions about its old age. Blažek gives a Proto-Ob-Ugric reconstruction 
*nud-, but it is impossible to derive the Khanty and Mansi words from this. The Mansi and 
Khanty consonant correspondence is irregular, as Khanty t cannot be derived from earlier 
*d (cf. PU *padi ‘dam’ > Kh *pi ̮l > Kh East pǎl). The word is certainly not an old Indo-
Iranian loan into Proto-Ob-Ugric or Proto-Ugric. Semantically the etymology would be 
possible. It is probable that the resemblance of the Indic, Khanty and Mansi words is 
merely accidental, even though the Indo-Iranian word has a secure Indo-European 
background according to EWAia. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ohra ‘barley’, dial. otra, Karelian osra (cognates also in all Finnic 
languages) < PFi *očra  
← PI *Hatsra- or PII *Haćra- ‘sharp’, from root *Hat- ‘sharp’, *astra-, *atsri-, 
compare OI áśri- ‘scharfe Kante, Ecke’, aśra- in compounds < PIE *h2eḱ- 
‘scharf sein/werden/machen’ (LIV2: 261; EWAia I s.v. áśri-) (Kallio 2012b: 231, 
footnote 9) 
 (Paasonen 1917: 3–8; Jacobsohn 1922: 142–143; Kalima 1936a: 25; FUV: 133; Koivulehto 
1979: 67–71; Kallio 2012b: 231, footnote 9) 
An Indo-Iranian origin for the Finnic word was first presented by Paasonen, although it 
differed from the etymology discussed here. Since then this word has often been 
considered a Baltic loanword (cf. Baltic *aštra- ‘sharp’; Koivulehto 1979), but Kallio 
(2012b) argues that an Iranian origin is more probable, because the consonant clusters of 
the modern Finnic forms can be explained from Proto-Finnic *-čr-. A Baltic borrowing 
would have resulted in a three-consonant cluster *-str-, which was probably not permitted 
according to Early and Middle Proto-Finnic phonotactics.  
Paasonen connected the Finnic word etymologically with Hungarian ostor and Mansi 
aštər ‘whip’, and this explanation is still found in FUV, but Koivulehto, Korenchy (1972) 
and Joki (1973: 92–93) rightly criticize this. Paasonen’s idea was to derive the word from 
PII PII *(H)āćtra- ‘whip’; as is remarked by K. Häkkinen & Lempiäinen (op. cit. 153), this 
noun is derived from the root *Haj-‘to drive’, not from *Hać- ‘sharp’ (see EWAia s.v. āṣtra- 
and the entry *oćtVrV), and the loan etymology is semantically unlikely. Koivulehto notes 
that because *-str- appears only in loanwords, this word has to be a loan, and this view is 
certainly correct. The Baltic etymology is supported by Rédei (1986c: 79) and K. Häkkinen 
& Lempiäinen (1996: 153–154). 
Kallio’s newer Indo-Iranian etymology derives the Finnic word from the cognate of the 
Baltic word that means ‘sharp’. Kallio’s etymology is semantically just as convincing as the 
Baltic etymology, as both the Indo-Iranian and Baltic words denote ‘sharp’. The Indo-
Iranian or Baltic origin of the Finnic word depends on Finnic phonotactics rather than 
characteristics of the Indo-Iranian or Baltic originals. The meaning of ‘barley’ is not 
attested anywhere in Indo-European. 
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Junttila (2012: 73; 2015: 103) lists the Baltic etymology among the “dubious Baltic 
etymologies”. Junttila (2015: 204) also notes that Kalima had rejected the Baltic etymology 
because of untenable reasons, namely because the Pre-Finnic speakers must have known 
barley before the contacts with Baltic started (yet the Pre-Finnic speakers also knew 
‘tooth’, and still they borrowed *šampas from Baltic *žambas). 
Semantically the etymology is plausible: Koivulehto remarks that in many Indo-
European languages the term for ‘barley’ is derived from the meaning ‘sharp’. 
This word is interesting, as if it is indeed borrowed from Iranian and shows the vowel 
substitution *a → *o, then it is evidence that this substitution occurred in both Proto-Indo-
Iranian and Proto-Iranian loanwords. 
Koivulehto is also right in criticizing KESK (1975) for connecting the Finnic word 
etymologically to Komi e̮č, which also means ‘barley’. Koivulehto considers this as a 
parallel borrowing, ultimately stemming from the same Iranian root *Hats-. See the 
respective entry. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu ostor ‘whip’ (Old Hungarian Ystwr); Mansi South aśtər, East ōśtər, North 
å ̅śter (< PMs *āćtər; Zhivlov 2013: 219) 
< PU/PUg ? *oćtVrV ‘whip’ (Korenchy *oćtɜrɜ) 
← ? PII (H)aćtrā- ~ (H)aƷ́trā- > OI aṣtrā-, Av aštrā- ‘whip; Geissel, 
Peitsche, Knute’, MP aštr id. (EWAia I: 143; Werba 333 No. 378 < PII *Haj ̒ 
‘(an)treiben’) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 494–495; Jacobsohn 1922: 52; FUV: 134; Korenchy 1972: 56–57. 
No. 8; Joki 1973: 299; Ligeti 1986: 135; UEW s.v. oćtɜ-rɜ; Katz 1985: 231; 2003: 187–188; 
Lushnikova 1990: 108; Zhivlov 2013: 220) 
The Indo-Iranian origin of the Hungarian ostor and Mansi *āćtər is an old and widely 
accepted idea. Semantically the connection of these Ugric and Iranian words is plausible. 
The points which have raised questions about this etymology are 1) possible cognates in 
other Uralic languages: these are considered obsolete these days, and for good reason; 
2) the exact source language of the Ugric words (Proto-Iranian, “Andronovo Aryan”, Proto-
Indo-Iranian); 3) the dating of the borrowing and connected to this 4) the relation of the 
Hungarian and Mansi words (whether they are regular cognates inherited from Proto-
Ugric or parallel borrowings). 
Point 1) will not be considered here in more detail, as the reader can find arguments 
against the inclusion of the other Uralic words in the works of Korenchy and Joki who 
argue that Mordvin E ukštor, M uštə̑r and Mari waštə̑r cannot be regular cognates of the 
Ugric words (they are usually considered to be reflexes of *waštVra > Fi. vaahtera ‘maple’; 
Finnic *očra, which has sometimes been connected here, is analysed in a separate entry in 
this work). In order to be fully able to comment on the points 2) and 3), we will start our 
analysis on point 4). 
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The Proto-Mansi form is reconstructed with *ā by Zhivlov (2013). According to Zhivlov 
& Reshetnikov (2010), this would regularly reflect Proto-Uralic *a in words that consist of 
more than two syllables; so it seems probable that the Pre-Mansi form of this word would 
be *aćtVrV (? *aćtara). However, there is no possibility to derive Hungarian ostor from a 
similar source form: Hungarian o often reflects Proto-Uralic *o or *u (for example *tulka 
> toll ‘feather’, UEW s.v. tulka). PU *a and *o are not usually reflected by o in Hungarian. 
In Aikio’s (2015b) word-list the only examples of PU *a > Hu o are *ammi- ‘old’ > Hu ó, 
where the labial vowel can be explained due to the influence of *m and the contraction that 
its loss has caused, and *aŋta- ‘to open’ > old ‘to solve’ (see also Aikio 2018). In the latter 
case the reason for the development *a > o are unclear, but it might have something to do 
with the complicated developments of the consonant-cluster *-ŋt-. Among the Uralic *o–a- 
stems listed by Aikio, none is reflected by Hungarian o.  
Actually, the word ostor is attested in Old Hungarian also in the form Ystwr (here y 
most probably reflects /u/). This form is presented by Joki (1973), who does not comment 
on it in any way. Although the Old Hungarian sources are not always consistent in 
representing the vowels, a form like **ustur could well be the predecessor of the modern 
Hungarian form (the change *u > *o seems to be quite late, as numerous modern 
Hungarian o-forms are attested with u in mediaeval texts). However, this kind of vocalism 
would not suit the Indo-Iranian source very well: *a → *o is a well-known and plausible 
substitution, but *a → *u is not. 
Whatever be the origin of the Hungarian vowel, it is clear that it cannot origin from a 
reconstruction like *aćtVrV. This points rather clearly to the assumption that Hungarian 
ostor and its Mansi “cognate” are parallel loans from the same Indo-Iranian source. This is 
no surprise, as numerous (Indo-)Iranian borrowings in the Ugric languages include 
phonetic irregularities, and it has been assumed by several scholars that at least a portion 
of them are parallel borrowings from a time when the Ugric languages where still in 
contact with each other but could no longer been considered variants of the same proto-
language. 
What is the exact source language, then? This is a problem which is connected to the 
other early borrowings in Ugric, too. Traditionally it has been assumed that the words are 
“Iranian” borrowings (Korenchy 1972), but this is not necessarily the case. Joki’s idea that 
the word is a “Middle Iranian” borrowing is not convincing for obvious chronological 
reasons. Katz (1985) considers the Ugric word to be a “frühurarisch” loanword 
(“frühurarisch aćtrā̍”), and this explanation is also mentioned by EWAia.  
Zhivlov (2013) has considered this particular word one of the “Andronovo Aryan” 
borrowings. Zhivlov’s idea clearly implies that the Mansi sibilant in this word reflects a PU 
palatal affricate (~ sibilant) *ć/*ś, which cannot reflect Proto-Iranian *š . Hungarian s [š] is 
usually the reflex of PU *č, but in some consonant clusters it seems possible that *ć is 
reflected by s in Hungarian. The examples are not many, nor are they good, but at least 
*waśki (? *wäśkä) > *vas seems to be such a case. The Mansi form neatly suits Proto-
Indo-Iranian (“Andronovo Aryan” according to Zhivlov) *aćtrā- which has a palatal 
affricate. However, since the Indo-Iranian noun is probably derived from the root *Haʒ́- ‘to 
drive’, the Proto-Indo-Iranian form should rather be reconstructed as (H)aʒ́trā-. 
In the traditional reconstructions of Mansi historical phonology (such as Honti 1999), 
Proto-Mansi *ć can be derived from PU *ć. If this sound law is supported, we can simply 
assume that the Mansi word is an old loan and *ć is regularly retained in Proto-Mansi. The 
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affricates of Hungarian and Mansi still require further study, but the Indo-Iranian 
etymology of both words is convincing. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (Hungarian and Mansi words are parallel loans) 
 
Ko e̮ć ‘Korn, Samen’; ? Ud waǯ́, waź, waʒ́ ‘Spelt, Dinkel’ 
< ?? PP *oć (Csúcs 2005: 393) 
← PI *(H)ats- ‘sharp’ (< PIE *h2eḱ-), attested in *astra-, *atsri-, compare OI 
áśri- ‘scharfe Kante, Ecke’, aśra- in compounds (EWAia I s.v. áśri-) 
(KESK: 91–93; Koivulehto 1979: 67–71; Rédei 1986c: 79; Csúcs 2005: 393 Kallio 2012b: 
231, footnote 9) 
This is one of the few etymologies confined to Permic that show an affricate reflex of the 
Proto-Iranian sibilant *ts. Note that Rédei’s notation “uriran. *ač-” is misleading, as the 
affricate č is often used to mark the result of the second palatalization (< PIE *k), not the 
“primary” affricate that reflects PIE *ḱ. Finnic *ocra ‘barley’ (see the entry) is a parallel 
borrowing from Iranian *atsra-, which is derived from the same IE root meaning ‘sharp’. 
Helimski (1997b: 121) lists this among the doubtful etymologies of Rédei. 
Interestingly, here the semantic development from ‘sharp’ to ‘barley’ or ‘corn’ is almost 
similar as in Finnic *ocra. One could wonder whether the unattested Iranian donor 
language had this development already, or whether this is independent semantic 
development in Finnic and Permic. As the donor forms of the two words are not formally 
identical, it is safer to assume the independent development in Finnic and Permic. Names 
for barley and other cereals are often connected to ‘sharpness’. Latin acus ‘awn’ is derived 
from the same IE root *h2eḱ- ‘sharp’. 
On the other hand, Kallio (2012b: 231, footnote 9) suggests that the Komi word is 
borrowed from a Finnic language which still preserved the Proto-Finnic affricate. This is 
also possible, and it would explain the semantics of the Finnic and Komi words. 
Whether the donor form was Iranian or Finnic, the Permic word with simple *č has to 
somehow reflect an earlier cluster or *-čr-; either the r has been dropped when the word 
was borrowed, or it has been borrowed as *očra and the r has become lost with the 
apocope of the last syllable. The Iranian form that Rédei cites (this would be *(H)ats- in 
the modern reconstruction) is simply the root that denotes ‘sharp’, and there is no 
independent word (= root noun) **ats- in Iranian. Rédei’s formulation is thus misleading. 
The invalidity of Rédei’s reconstruction is noted also by Szemerényi (1988). Csúcs (2005) 
still cites Rédei’s problematic reconstruction *ač, considering the borrowing as uncertain. 
Rédei connected Udmurt waʒ́̌, waź, waʒ́ ‘Spelt, Dinkel’ to the Komi word and derived 
both from Proto-Permic *oč. Kallio only suggests that the Komi word is borrowed from 
Finnic and he does not comment on the relationship between the Udmurt and the Komi 
words. The relationship between Komi and Udmurt words shows irregular vocalism, and 
there is little reason to assume that they reflect the same Proto-Permic word (the Proto-
Permic reconstruction given by Csúcs could yield the Komi form but not the Udmurt). It is 
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possible that the Komi word is borrowed either from Finnic or directly from Iranian, and 
the Udmurt word is from some completely different source. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
Est oide ‘Graswurzeln’, dial. õidad, uit (no cognates in other Finnic 
languages) 
← PII ? *waida- > OI vedá-ḥ ‘a bunch of grass’ (EWAia II: 581) 
or  
← PII *waita- > OI vetása-ḥ ‘Calamus Rotang or a similar cane’, Av vaēiti- 
‘willow’, Oss wīdag, wedagæ ‘root’ (EWAia II: 578–579) 
(Blažek 1990: 41) 
This word is attested only in Estonian, making it an unlikely candidate for an early 
borrowing from Indo-Iranian. The word is also found in only certain Estonian dialects 
(VMS s.v oide), where the vowel correspondences are irregular, and it is not even listed in 
EES. Of Blažek’s two alternative Indo-Iranian sources, the first one has an unclear 
etymology, making it an improbable source for borrowing.  
The other Indo-Aryan word (vetásaḥ) also has cognates in Iranian and it reflects PIE 
*wey(H)-t- (from the root *wey(H)- ‘to bind, to twist’), which is reflected also by Germanic 
words for willow, such as German Weide ‘willow’, Old High German wīda and Old Norse 
víðir (EWAia; Kluge 2012: s.v. Weide). The more credible Indo-European etymology of 
this Indo-Aryan word means that the word existed in Proto-Indo-Iranian already, and 
assuming that this word was borrowed into some early form of Finnic is less troubling, 
although the limited distribution in Estonian makes also this etymology unlikely, and 
because of the phonological difficulties mentioned above, the word is probably not an 
Indo-Iranian loan. The Germanic cognates of the Indo-Iranian forms reflect zero-grade 
forms of the IE root (PG *wīþja/ō, *wīþig), making also a loanword from Germanic to 
Finnic unlikely (the Germanic words are also semantically rather far from the Estonian 
word).  
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi oja, ojas ‘shaft of plough’ (cognates in Lu and Ve) 
← PII *ojas ‘shaft’ [sic!] (see *ajša for references) 
(Toivonen 1917–20; Mayrhofer 1952: 13; Joki 1973: 293; SSA II s.v. ojas; Koivulehto 
1999a: 227; 2016: 229) 
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The etymological dictionaries, especially SSA, present this etymology in a very confusing 
way. SSA gives a reconstruction that is neither Proto-Indo-Iranian nor can give the 
attested Old Indic form. The etymology itself is probably not correct either. 
SSA II s.v. ojas gives a PII reconstruction *ojas, which is impossible but stems from an 
old idea by Toivonen. The latter scholar suggested that the Finnic word was borrowed from 
Pre-Indo-Iranian *oyas, with retained o in the initial but not in the second syllable. This is 
based on views that are now outdated, as *ojos would have been impossible in Pre-Indo-
Iranian, and there is no need to argue that the donor form would show both retained *o 
and already *a from PIE *e. Mayrhofer (1952: 13) accepts Toivonen’s etymology and ideas, 
even though the hypothetical Pre-Indo-Iranian form *oyas does not lead to any of the 
attested Indo-Iranian words. Also Joki considers the word a possible “frühurarisch” 
borrowing, giving a reconstruction “*oyas ~ *oyos” .  
Joki mentions that K. Vilkuna has attempted to derive the Finnic word from mediaeval 
Russian, but stating that the word is not “tatschächlich belegt” in Russian. However, it 
seems indeed likely that the Finnic word is a late borrowing from Slavic *oje ‘thill’, the 
Finnish, Vesp and Lude words probably being parallel borrowings. The word is present in 
dialects of Russian as воё (Derksen 2015: s.v. *oje), and the distribution in eastern North 
Finnic means that a Slavic borrowing is a likely option, even though the details require 
more research. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Karelian, Veps ola ‘flint’ 
< Pre-Fi *ola ? 
← ? PII, cf. OI aṣṭhīlā ‘kuula, pallo, pyöreä kivi, piikivi’ (EWAia III: 19) 
(Lidén 1897: 83–85; Vilkuna 1933: 160–162; Joki 1973: 294; Burrow 1976: 61; Mayrhofer 
1952: 13; SSA s.v. ola) 
The etymology was suggested by Lidén and is still considered an Indo-Iranian loanword by 
Mayrhofer (1952: 13). Joki (1973: 294) is doubtful and assumes that the word was 
borrowed from Baltic instead. Also Koivulehto (2000a: 118) assumes a Baltic origin. There 
is not much substance in the Indo-Iranian etymology, since the Indo-Iranian word has an 
unclear background. Lidén (1897: 83–85) assumed that the Sanskrit word is an old 
compound/derivation from *al-s-thī-, and the first syllable would correspond to Baltic 
*ōla. This explanation is not mentioned by EWAia, but in KEWA Mayrhofer considered the 
etymology unlikely, as is cited by Joki (1973: 294). Also Burrow (1976: 61) considers the 
etymology unlikely. 
Within Indo-Iranian, the Sanskrit word is isolated. The competing Baltic etymology is 
more convincing: from Proto-Baltic *ōla, cf. Latvian uola ‘a small stone; egg’. However, it 
is important to note that Derksen (2015: 481) does not provide any Indo-European 
cognates for the Baltic word, and he seems to doubt even the Proto-Baltic origin of the 
Baltic word. The borrowing of the word from Baltic to Finnic and Mordvin would, of 
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course, support its presumed existence in Proto-Baltic, if the Uralic and Baltic words are 
not parallel borrowings from a third unknown source. 
Kildin Saami vue´ll has often been connected to the Karelian and Veps words, but 
according to SSA it is a borrowing form Karelian. This is probably true, as the word has no 
cognates in other Saami languages. 
The Baltic word was borrowed also into Mordvin separately as al ‘egg’. Grünthal (2012: 
312–313) assumes that the Finnic and Mordvin words could reflect an inherited Proto-
West Uralic form, but this is impossible because the Mordvin word could reflect an earlier 
*a–a, *i ̮–i ̮ or *i ̮–a-stem, whereas the Finnic word can only reflect earlier *o–a. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
? Hu odú, odor ‘Höhle’; Ms North, East ānter, West oanter; Kh South unt, 
unter, East ont 
< PUg? *omtVrV (UEW s.v. omte, oŋte; Sammallahti 1988: 542; Abondolo 1996: 74) 
← PII or PI *(H)antara- ‘innerer’, OI ántara-, YAv aṇtara- ‘innerer, inner 
befindlich’ < PIE *h1en-ter-o- (EWAia I s.v. ántara-) 
(Katz 1985: 156; 2003: 129, footnote 24; Korenchy 1972: 46–47; Lushnikova 1990; 
Helimski 1991: 220, 221; Abondolo 1996: 74) 
This is a very difficult etymology, because the Uralic forms that have sometimes been listed 
under one reconstruction clearly point to to different forms. In addition to the Ugric forms 
mentioned above, Finnic onsi and Saami vuowda have been considered as cognates. As 
Korenchy remarks, the Saami word vuowda points to a cluster *-mt-, which would be 
difficult to explain from Indo-Iranian -nt-. Semantically the Indo-Iranian (or other Indo-
European) etymology would make sense. 
Sammallahti (1988: 542) reconstructs both *omti and *oŋti (both in the meaning of 
‘cavity’). Also Abondolo (1996: 74) gives *amti̮ ~ *umti ̮, and mentions also that a “near-
synonym” with *ŋ can be reconstructed. Because the Ob-Ugric languages show both forms 
with and without -r, it seems that the -r in the Ob-Ugric languages is a derivational suffix, 
as is probably -r in Hungarian odor, so the resemblance of the Uralic words and the Indo-
Iranian noun *antara- is probably simply accidental.  
Katz has assumed that the Mansi word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian, and the rest of 
the words can be explained as an inheritance from PU *omti. It remains uncertain why the 
Mansi word could not also be connected to this Uralic word, and the idea of an Indo-
Iranian loan remains highly uncertain. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi onki ‘fish-hook’; SaN vuog’ga (< PSa *vuoŋge̮); Mari oŋgo, oŋgǝ̑ id < PMa 
*oŋgə 
< PU *oŋki (UEW s.v. *oŋke) 
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← PII *(H)anka- > OI aṅká- ‘Haken’, < PIE *h2enk-, ON angi ‘brodd’, 
Icelandic, Faroese angi, MNl anghe, OE anga, OHG ango ‘brodd, hengsel’, 
MHG ange ‘fiskekrok, hengsel’ (EWAia I s.v. aṅká-, AÑC; Bjorvand & Lindeman 
2000: 34–36 s.v. angel; Kroonen 2013: 28 s.v. *angan- ) 
(FUV: 134; Joki 1973: 295–296; Katz 1985: 343–344; 2003: 273–274; Rédei 1986c: 54; 
Lushnikova 1990: 176) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for this word is an old idea, even though other Indo-European 
sources are also possible. According to LÄGLOS; the Finnic word is possibly borrowed 
from Germanic. This is a convincing explanation, and the Indo-Iranian etymology can be 
rejected. Semantically the Germanic etymology is better. This is probably true also of the 
Saami word, which can be a cognate of the Finnic word or a separate borrowing from 
Germanic. Here Finnic/Uralic *o from Germanic *a can be explained with the substitution 
rule *o ← *a before a nasal that is found in many Germanic loans. 
The Mari word can hardly be a Germanic loanword, so it remains possible that it is a 
separate borrowing from Indo-Iranian (or some other branch of Indo-European). Formally 
the Mari, Saami and Finnic words could be cognates and reflect a Uralic *o–i-stem. 
Katz (1985: 343–344; 2003: 273–274) considers Fi onki and Mari oŋgo as parallel 
loans from Indo-Iranian. Katz likewise mentions Udmurt ugi ̮ ‘Ohrring’ and Komi vugi ̮r 
‘Angel’, Ud vug ‘Bogen, Henkel’ as parallel loans. The latter Permic words are also 
mentioned by FUV (141) as parallel borrowings. Udmurt ugi̮ could hardly be derived from 
earlier *o but it can reflect an old *a–a-stem. The word can perhaps be a loan from Iranian 
*anka-. Komi vugi ̮r and Ud vug probably do not belong here because of the word-initial 
v-. They could be borrowed from Iranian *wanka- (see the entry *waŋka). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mari orža, arža ‘Mähne (eines Pferdes); Landrücken’ (TschWB: 47) < Proto-
Mari *årža 
← ? PII *warća- ~ PI *wartsa- ~ later Iranian *warsa- > Av varəsa- ‘Haar 
(besonders Kopfhaar) des Menschen und Tiere’, Middle Persian wars ‘Haar’, 
OI válśa- ‘Schössling, Zweig’ (EWAia II: 545, s.v. válśa-) 
(Jacobsohn 1922: 44, footnote 2; Setälä 1928: 306–307; Joki 1973: 251; Koivulehto 1999a:) 
This etymology is old but it has not received attention in recent research on loanwords. 
According to Joki, the Mari word has been borrowed from Chuvash orźa, urźa ‘Widerrist’, 
orža ‘Mähne’, but this explanation is problematic because the Chuvash word has no 
cognates in the other Turkic languages.  
Even if the Mari word is borrowed from Chuvash and not from Indo-Iranian, it is 
unlikely that the resemblance of the Iranian, Mari and Chuvash forms is accidental. Also 
the Chuvash word could be borrowed from Iranian. It also remains unclear whether all the 
three Chuvash words mentioned here can really be derived from a single proto-form (the 
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sibilant correspondences are not regular), and it indeed seems that the Chuvash words are 
relatively late loanwords from Mari.28 
Because of the relationship o : a between Mari dialects, the word can be reconstructed 
for Proto-Mari. The Pre-Mari vowel would be *å, which can reflect Pre-Mari/Uralic *a, cf. 
Mari pat, pot ‘pot’ < Proto-Mari *påt < PU *pata (Zhivlov 2014: 128). This would fit well 
with the substitution of PII/PI *a. 
The only problem with the etymology seems to be that the word-initial w- should be 
retained in Mari (cf. Mari wanžem, wońč̒em ‘to open’ < PU *wanča-, Mari wurδo, wurδə̑ 
< PU *warti ‘stalk’, Zhivlov 2014: 128, 132). Because of this and the unclear relationship of 
the Mari and Chuvash words, the etymology cannot be considered certain. The Mari word 
is probably ultimately from Indo-Iranian, but it is more difficult to say whether it is a 
direct borrowing or not. 
The Khanty (PKh) *wǟr(ə)sV ‘Roßhaar’ (Korenchy 1972: 82–83 No. 42; Joki 1973: 336; 
Zhivlov 2013: 11) is borrowed independently from the same Indo-Iranian source (it would 
be impossible to derive the Mari and Khanty words from the same proto-form). Possibly 
Fi verso and its Finnic cognates also go back to a separate borrowing of the same Indo-
Iranian word (see the entry). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi ora ‘awl’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaI oari ‘awl’ (< PSa *oarē 
cognates in Ko, Kld, T, attested by Friis in SaN); Md E uro M ura; Hu ár ‘awl’ 
< PU *ora (UEW s.v. ora; Sammallahti 1988: 542; SSA s.v. ora; Zhivlov 2014: 138; Aikio 
2015b: 61) 
← PII *Hā́rāH- > OI ā ́rā- ‘Treibstachel’; < PIE *h1e/oh1l-eh2-, cf. ON alr ‘awl’ 
(< ? *h1h1̥l-) (EWAia I s.v. ā́rā-; Lubotsky 1988: 104; RIVELEX II s.v. ā́rā-) 
(Setälä 1900: 32; Munkácsi 1901: 644; Jacobsohn 1922: 51–52; FUV: 134; Joki 1973: 296; 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 923; Rédei 1986c: 46–47; Gyula 1992; 2003: 81–82; 
Koivulehto 2001b: 248 = 2016: 290; Katz 1986; 2003: 262; SSA II s.v. ora; Parpola 2015: 
63) 
This is a well-known and convincing loan etymology, almost universally accepted (SSA 
mentions the Indo-Iranian etymology with a question mark). The loan was clearly acquired 
already by Proto-Uralic, as its distribution stretches from Finnic to Hungarian. What is 
more, as the cognates are regular in all the branches where the word appears, there is no 
need to suppose a parallel borrowing. 
*ora is a well-known example of an “o-loan”. Here *o substitutes the long vowel *ā, but 
this does not tell us much, as there seems to be no difference in substitution of the long 
and short Indo-Iranian vowels in Proto-Uralic (only short vowels were allowed). 
Koivulehto has argued that this word is evidence of the true substitution of *a by *o, as the 
Indo-Iranian word reflects earlier *ēlā. However, this is not an universally accepted 
28 I am grateful to Christoper Culver for clarifying the Chuvash data out to me. 
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reconstruction. EWAia, which accepts the etymology of the Uralic word, derived the Indo-
Iranian word from PIE *(H)oléh2-. Lubotsky (1988: 104) reconstructs the Indo-European 
word as *h1e/oh1l-eh2-. Because of this uncertainty, it is not possible to state for certain 
that the donor form did not have *(H)o- (or *(H)ō- from Brugmann’s law) instead of later 
*(H)ā-, but because there are many other examples of the *o-substitution, there is no need 
to postulate a very archaic donor form instead of Proto-Indo-Iranian *HārāH-. The word 
has to be an Indo-Iranian loan in any case, as the only securely related forms are found in 
Germanic, which has retained PIE *l. 
Gulya (2003: 81–82) argues that the Ugric (Hungarian) word is a separate loan, and 
that Hu á here reflects PUg *a, not *o. However, since the Hungarian vowel á regularly 
reflects both *o and *a, there is no reason to assume that it reflects a separate borrowing. 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 923) argue that this etymology is an example of the *o-
substitution in front of *r. Here it is interesting that the Indo-Iranian long *ā was also 
substituted by *o in similar environments as the short *a. 
Parpola (2015: 63) has noted that *ora is borrowed from Proto-Indo-Aryan because the 
word is not found in Iranian. As the Indo-Aryan word has a likely Indo-European 
etymology, its absence in Iranian does not count for much, especially as the Old Iranian 
corpus is in any case much smaller than the corpus of Indo-Aryan texts, and in any case the 
word could have simply disappeared from the Iranian branch. It is safe to consider this 
word as a Proto-Indo-Iranian loanword, as has usually been done. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi orja ‘slave’; SaN oarji ‘south; west’ (cognates in all Saami languages < PSa 
*oarjē); Md E uŕe, M uŕä ‘slave’; Ud war ‘slave, servant’ 
< PU *orja ‘slave’ (UEW s.v. orja; Zhivlov 2014: 138; Aikio 2015b: 61) 
← PII *ā́rya-, > OI ā́rya-, Av airiia-, OP ariya- (Thieme 1938; EWAia I: 174–75, 
s.v. ā́rya; Schneider 2010: 102–103) 
(Paasonen 1896: 49; Joki 1973: 297; Burrow 1976: 61; Katz 1985: 204–207; 2003: 168; 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 924; Rédei 1986c: 54–55; Katz 1987: 452; Szemerényi 1988: 
174–175; Lushnikova 1990; Parpola 1999: 196–197; Sammallahti 2001: 408; Holopainen 
2018b: 153–154; Kümmel 2018a) 
Paasonen’s etymology has been widely accepted in most later sources, although the 
semantic development has repeatedly raised problems (these are raised especially by Joki 
1973), and some authors have been cautious to connect the Indo-Iranian and Uralic words 
on the one hand, and the Uralic words themselves on the other hand. Phonologically the 
etymology is completely plausible: Uralic *o as the substitute of Indo-Iranian *a or *ā 
appears in numerous loanwords. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 924) have noted that this is 
one of the examples that manifest the rule that *o as the substitute of a, ā appears in front 
of *r. Lushnikova, on the other hand, argues that this shows that *o was the regular 
substitute in the absolute word-initial position. Although some of the o-loans can be 
explained as borrowings from a Pre-Indo-Iranian stage with retained *o or as borrowed 
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from some other branch of Indo-European with retained *o (see *ońcá, *orpV, 
*porćas), *orja can only be explained as an Indo-Iranian loan, because the word has no 
cognates in other languages of the Indo-European family. 
The more precise origin of the Indo-Iranian word is not well-known; it is possible that it 
is derived from *ari- ‘stranger’ (Thieme 1938), but Schneider (2010: 102–103) notes that 
Indo-Aryan arí- is an isolated word which does not have a secure Indo-European or Indo-
Iranian etymology. According to Burrow (1976: 61) the Uralic etymology can only be 
accepted if ārya- is indeed derived from arí- ‘stranger’, but I see no obstacle in accepting 
the etymology even if it is just borrowed from the ethnonym ārya-, as the meaning 
‘foreigner’ (from which later ‘slave’ can be explained) can still be the original meaning in 
the Uralic side. Whatever the source of the Indo-Iranian word may be, it does not influence 
the Uralic etymology much, as the Uralic word *orja can be derived from Proto-Indo-
Iranian (or Proto-Iranian) *āryá- without problems. The semantic development from an 
ethnonym of a foreign group into ‘slave’ has many parallels in the world’s languages, such 
as Old English wealh ‘foreigner; Welshman’ > ‘slave’ and Amharic barya ‘name of a tribe 
in Central Erithrea’ > ‘slave’ (DatSemShift s.v. slave), as well as English slave 
(← Lat sclavus ← Gr σκλάβος, originally from the ethnonym of the Slavic peoples). 
Szemerényi (1977b; 1988: 174) has argued that the Indo-Iranian ethnonym *āryá- is 
borrowed from Semitic, but this has been criticized by Kümmel (2018a). Szemerényi 
(1988: 174) is also critical of the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Uralic word because of the 
semantic development, but his criticism is not very precise: he points out that Rédei 
assumes that the word is borrowed from the word family ari-, āryá-, with the original 
meaning ‘foreign’, and that a word for slave could hardly be derived from this. But as 
shown above, parallels for this exact semantic development can be pointed to, so 
Szemerényi’s argument can be rejected. 
The question of whether the Saami word belongs here has been debated in Uralic 
linguistics. The UEW mentions the Saami forms with a question mark, and Zhivlov lists 
them among the regular reflexes of *orja. Sammallahti (2001) mentions the Saami word as 
a parallel borrowing from Indo-Iranian. Aikio (2015b) does not mention the Saami word 
among the reflexes of PU *orja. Parpola (1999) has supported the explanation that the 
Saami meaning ‘south, west’ has developed from the reference to the location of more 
southerly Indo-Iranians. For the semantic development that is found in the Saami word, 
an interesting parallel can be found in East Slavic. Old Russian ирей (вырей) ‘a southern 
land to which birds of passage migrate, a fabled magical realm’ has been assumed to be an 
Indo-Iranian borrowing from this same ethnonym (Kim 2018: 13). Phonologically there is 
nothing to assume that the Saami word should be a parallel loan from Indo-Iranian. 
Komi ver ‘husband, (Old Komi) servant’ has been connected into this word in many 
etymological works, such as the UEW (s.v. orja) and KESK (s.v. ver), and the Komi word is 
still mentioned as a cognate to Finnic orja by EES, even though ver cannot regularly reflect 
earlier *orja. Already Munkácsi (1901) assumed that ver is borrowed from the Indo-
Iranian word for man, *wiHra- ‘man’. This explanation is supported by Katz (2003), and it 
seems indeed the mostly likely explanation for the origin of the Komi word. See the entry 
*wirä for more detailed arguments on the Komi word. Udmurt var can be regularly 
derived from *orja and its connection to the Finnic, Saami and Mordvin words seems 
certain. Joki (1973) considered also the connection of Udmurt var to this etymology 
irregular, but his doubts are not based on any convincing arguments. 
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Koivulehto (1999b: 330–331) has also suggested an alternative Indo-European 
etymology for the Uralic word, deriving it from PIE *worǵho- (attested for example in 
Doric Greek δαμιόργος ‘Fachmann’). EES mentions this as one possibility alongside the 
Indo-Iranian etymology. This etymology is semantically suitable too, but since there are 
only a handful of tentative etymologies with PIE *ǵ being substituted by Uralic *j 
(Holopainen 2018a), the Indo-Iranian source is more compelling. Also, as the word-initial 
*w- of the Indo-European word has no reflexes in Uralic, the idea of deriving *orja from 
*worǵho- is not very convincing. From an original meaning ‘worker’ it would also be more 
difficult to explain the semantics of the Saami word. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi orpo ‘orphan’ (reflexes in most Finnic languages; Est orb: orvu borrowed 
from Finnish); SaN oarbis ‘orphan; lonely and deserted’; Mo E urus, M oros 
‘orphan’; Khanty -uri ̮ in the compound jəŋg-uri ̮ ‘orphan’ (< PKh *ōrpī ̮ or ūrpī ̮, 
with a suffix *ī ̮) 
< PU *orpV (UEW s.v. *orpa; Sammallahti 1988: 542; Zhivlov 2014: 138; Aikio 2015b: 
61) 
← PII *Hárbha- > OI árbha-ḥ ‘small, weak, young’ < PIE *h3órbho-, cf. also Gr 
ὀρφανός, Lat orbus, Arm orb ‘orphan’, Goth arbi ‘inheritance’, root *h3erbh- 
‘to separate’, > Hittite harp- ‘to separate oneself’ (EWAia I s.v. árbha-; Lubotsky 
1988: 75) 
(Setälä 1900: 31, footnote 2; FUV: 134; Korenchy 1972: 54–55 No. 5.; Joki 1973: 297–298; 
Katz 1985: 218, 220; 1987: 454; 2003: 178–179; Rédei 1986c: 46; Lushnikova 1990: 177–
178; Koivulehto 1991: 106; 1999: 308; SSA s.v. orpo; UEW No. 1472 s.v. *orpa; Bereczki 
2013 s.v. rweze; EES s.v. orb; Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley 2018 [forthcoming])  
The Indo-European origin of the Uralic word for ‘orphan’ is a widely accepted idea, but it is 
not certain that the word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian. Already Setälä (1900: 31, 
footnote 29)29 has considered this word to represent an early loan with retained *o, rather 
than Indo-Iranian, and this view was later echoed by FUV where the word is mentioned as 
a Proto-Indo-European loan. Koivulehto (1991: 106) considers the word to be either a 
Proto-Indo-European or early Proto-Indo-Iranian loan. The problem here is that *o is a 
frequent substitution for PII *a, so it is very difficult to determine whether the Uralic vowel 
reflects *a or earlier *o, especially as the factors causing the o-substitution are debated. It 
has been assumed that the environment before *r is typical for the *o loans where PII *a 
appears as *o in Uralic (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 924). 
The idea of Rédei (1986c: 46) that *orpa is an Indo-Iranian loan is connected to his 
idea that all the early loanwords can be derived from various stages of Indo-Iranian, and he 
29 In addition to an early form of Indo-Iranian Setälä also mentioned “armeno-phrygo-thracish” as a 
possible donor language, but this branch of Indo-European does not exist according to modern views on 
Indo-European taxonomy. 
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does not substantiate the Indo-Iranian etymology with any convincing arguments. 
Likewise, EWUNg’s statement that Uralic *orpa is a loan from Proto-Iranian (!) seems to 
be a hasty conclusion that is not based on actual evidence, as this word has no PI 
phonological features, and there seem to be no PI loans which were borrowed already into 
“Proto-Uralic (or Proto-Finno-Ugric) proper”. 
Korenchy considers this a Pre-II loan because of the o, noting that the word serves as a 
counter-example of her (and Harmatta’s) idea of the earliest loanwords being from 
Iranian. Korenchy reconstructs the Uralic word as *orpas, arguing that the ending -as 
points to an early borrowing, although this alone is usually not considered an obstacle to 
the Iranian nature of the loans by Korenchy (see the entry on *pakas). 
Because of the ambiguous vowel substitution, for this etymology semantics can give 
more decisive arguments than phonology. Burrow is sceptical of the etymology, because 
‘orphan’ is not an attested meaning of the OI word árbha-, árbhaka- ‘small, small child’, 
and he assumes that the Uralic word is a loanword from some other branch of Indo-
European, where the meaning ‘orphan’ would be attested.  
Dolgopolsky (1989: 8, 14) mentions that the same Indo-European word has possibly 
been borrowed also into Semitic as *Harb- or *arb- (> Akkadian arb- ‘fugitive, person 
without family’), as well as to Kartvelian *obol- (> Georgian obol- ‘orphan’) and into some 
other languages of the Caucasus as well. Dolgopolsky is uncertain of the exact directions of 
these borrowings. Further, he does not specify the Indo-European sources of these words, 
but at least the borrowing into Semitic has to be quite early. This is interesting from the 
point of view of the semantics of the IE word, as ‘orphan’ should then be reconstructed for 
the stage of Indo-European that provided the loans into Semitic and Kartvelian (if these 
etymologies are correct). 
Simon (in press) notes that the meaning ‘orphan’ developed later in the individual 
branches of Indo-European, where this meaning is attested (such as Italic and Greek), and 
it cannot be reconstructed for the IE noun. This means that the word is probably not 
borrowed from Proto-Indo-European, but from some other early branch. It has been 
assumed that there are loanwords from Proto-Northwest-Indo-European in the Uralic 
languages (Koivulehto 2001b: 239–245), and this word could perhaps belong to this 
loanword layer, if we assume that the shift in meaning was present at that stage already. 
Balto-Slavic could be an obvious choice of borrowing, but there no meaning ‘orphan’ is 
attested – in Slavic (for example, Russian ребёнок) the reflex means ‘child’. 
Here no reflex of the Indo-European laryngeal *h3 is found on the Uralic side. This is 
also noted by Koivulehto (1991), who assumes that the early Indo-European loans that do 
not show laryngeal reflexes are borrowed from a different Indo-European dialect than the 
laryngeal loans. This is a possible explanation, but here one should also pay attention to 
the fact that the laryngeal in this etymology is *h3, which is known for its labializing effect 
on PIE *e (*h3e > *h3o), and it is possible that if the sound indeed was some kind of labial 
fricative, it would have been alien to the Uralic sound system, and the fact that it is not 
substituted is phonetically expected. Note also that *h3 is the laryngeal that has left no 
consonantal reflexes in Anatolian. According to Kümmel (2018b: 169: 170), *h3 was 
eventually lost in Indo-Iranian, and might have been a velar, uvular or pharyngeal fricative 
or glide in the Proto-Indo-Iranian stage. 
This word has a wide distribution in Uralic, which fits well with the idea that it is indeed 
a very early Indo-European borrowing. The Uralic cognates are regular, but the 
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reconstruction of the non-initial syllable is more problematic. Korenchy assumed that the 
*-as which is found in Saami means that the word was borrowed as *orpas, with -as as the 
substitution of the Indo-European nominative ending (this substitution appears in many 
loans, see for example *tajwas, *porćas). Also Zhivlov (2014) reconstructs the Uralic 
word as *orpas. The Finnic word with a labial vowel is clearly a derivative, and the old 
suffix *-j is still visible in various Finnic forms like Karelian orpoi (see *repä for a similar 
case). The Hungarian and Khanty words do not help much here, as the last syllable was 
regularly lost in both branches. Hungarian -a has to be a generalized possessive suffix -a 
(UEW s.v. *orpa). 
Katz (1987: 454) argues that the Khanty and Hungarian words continue a separate loan 
into Proto-Ugric. According to Katz, ó would be the expected outcome of PU *o in 
Hungarian, but this is not correct, as examples for PU *o > Hu á abound, cf. the well-
known etymologies PU *kota > Hu ház ‘house’, *wolka > Hu váll ‘shoulder’. At least the 
Hungarian word can regularly be inherited from earlier *orpa. The East Khanty word is a 
more difficult case, as Zhivlov (2014: 118) notes that it is the only old *o–a-stem which 
shows *ō or *ū in Proto-Khanty. There is thus a possibility that the Khanty word was 
borrowed separately, but as Zhivlov remarks that there in total rather few examples of 
Uralic *o–a-stems in Khanty, it can also be assumed that we simply do not know the 
development leading to Proto-Khanty *ōrpī ̮ or ūrpī̮ well enough. 
A separate borrowing into Proto-Ugric and Proto-Finno-Permic has also been 
suggested by Gyula (2003: 81–82), who argues that the Ugric and Finno-Permic forms 
point to different vowel substitutions.30 However, at least the Hungarian word can be 
derived from *o like the more westernly words, so there is no reason to support Gyula’s 
arguments.  
It is uncertain whether Finnic orpana ‘relative’ and its cognates belong to this same 
Uralic word. The UEW and Zhivlov reconstruct two different Uralic words. See below 
(*orpa) for a more detailed discussion. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (rather a loan from some other branch of Indo-European) 
 
Fi orpana ‘cousin, pl. relatives (cf. orvasta- ‘regard as relative; visit 
relatives’); SaN (obsolete) oar’ben ‘sister’, oab’ba ?; ? Mo E uŕva, M əŕvɛ 
‘daughter-in-law; wife’ 
< ? PU *orpV ‘a kind of relative’ (FUV; UEW s.v. *orpa(2); Zhivlov 2014: 138) 
? ← PII *Hárbha- > OI árbha- ‘small, weak, young’ (see the entry *orpa for 
references) 
(FUV: 134; Nirvi 1952: 82–87; SSA s.v. orpana; Bereczki 2013 s.v. rweze; Milanova, 
Holopainen & Bradley [forthcoming])  
30 Gyula (1992) argued that both Ugric and Finno-Permic words can be derived from PU *o, but later 
Gyula (2003) has rather argued that Ugric points to an *a substitution, whereas Finno-Permic points to *o. It 
is difficult to understand Gyula’s argumentation. The same concerns also *kota and *ora, but here too both 
the Ugric and Finno-Permic words can be derived from an unitary proto-form and there is no reason to 
assume parallel borrowings. 
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The possible etymological connection between Uralic *orpa ‘orphan’ and the West Uralic 
homonymous *orpa ‘relative’ and their Indo-European origin is an old problem, and to 
date no consensus exists. SSA considers the two words related, but their exact relationship 
remains open. The UEW reconstructs two different entries, and considers only *orpa 
‘orphan’ to be an Indo-European loanword. Also Nirvi (1952) and Zhivlov (2014: 138) 
consider the two words etymologically distinct. West Uralic *orpa has been derived from 
the same Indo-European source as *orpo ‘orphan’, namely PIE *orbho- (> OI arbha-), but 
semantically this etymology is much more difficult than the Indo-European origin of the 
Uralic ‘orphan’ word. Phonologically there are no difficulties: Uralic o can here too be a 
reflex of retained PIE *o, or it can be a substitution for PII *a (see the entry *orpa above 
for discussion about the phonetic environments of the o-loans). As far as I know, the idea 
that Uralic *orpana is a separate borrowing has not been presented as such, but as its 
relationship to the more secure borrowing *orpa is uncertain, it is necessary to discuss this 
Uralic etymology here as well. 
UEW connects Mari rweze ‘boy’ here with a question mark. The Mari word does not 
correspond regularly to the other Uralic forms mentioned here and can be a parallel loan 
from Iranian; this has been argued by Bereczki (2013 s.v.), although an exact donor-form is 
not presented. The semantics of the Mari word can be probably be derived from the 
meaning of the Indo-Iranian word ‘small, young’, especially as the meaning ‘small child’ is 
attested for the Sanskrit derivative árbhaka-. The origin of the suffix -ze in the Mari word 
is unclear. 
However, also an alternative proposal has been suggested, deriving the Mari word from 
Alanic. Gordeev (1967: 195–196) argues that the Mari word is borrowed from the pre-form 
of Ossetic ærvad ‘brother’ (< PI *bratār-).31 The same origin has been suggested for Ugric 
*arV, but this is not a very convincing etymology (see the respective entry). The Alanic 
origin for the Mari word is possible, although a semantic change has to be assumed here. 
The word would explain the cluster -rw- but the relation of Ossetic d to Mari z is not very 
clear, and the Alanic origin of the Mari word cannot be considered as certain. Hopefully 
future research can reveal more details about the origin of this Mari word. 
FUV is uncertain of the connection of *orpa and *orpana, but notes that SaN oab’ba 
‘little sister’ is possibly a hypochoristic diminutive of a form that is attested in the North 
Saami form oar’ben ‘sister’ that has been attested in the collections of the Norwegian 
Lappologist Friis. 
A further problem is the origin of the -na suffix in the Finnic and Saami words. 
T. Itkonen (1983: 356) assumes that the word *orpana belongs to the vocabulary that is 
inherited from the Proto-Finnic/Finno-Saamic proto-language, but he does not comment 
on the Mordvin word. T. Itkonen’s view is echoed by Hahmo (1994: 150–151), who notes 
that the Saami and Finnic forms with -n can both continue a similar derivative that was 
formed in the common proto-language of Finnic and Saami. Hahmo also mentions the 
possible connection of orpo and orpana but does not take a clear stance on the issue. 
Hahmo agrees with Nirvi that the Mari word is probably a separate borrowing but she 
supports the connection of Mordvin uŕvä to the Finnic and Saami forms. The Mordvin 
form ә̑rwäńä is a later derivative, as ńä is a productive diminutive suffix in Mordvin, and 
31 I am grateful to Christopher Culver for pointing this out to me. 
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also the underived form appears in Mordvin. Zhivlov does not mention the Mordvin word 
uŕvä at all. 
It remains unclear what the function of the Finno-Saamic n-suffix in the word *orpana 
was, and whether the Finnic and Saami forms actually represent a common innovation, or 
if the Saami word is an early loan from Proto-Finnic. The word is attested in most Saami 
languages and it is reconstructed for Proto-Saami as *ōrpēnē by Lehtiranta (2001: 94–95). 
However, in Finnic the form orpana is only attested in Finnish, which makes it doubtful 
that it goes back very far in time. Also a form orvas (< PFi *orpas) exists in Finnish 
dialects, with meanings that are near those of orpana. It is of course possible that both 
underived orpa and the derived form orpana existed already in Proto-Finnic (or earlier), 
and the reflexes of orpana have later become lost in other Finnic languages. 
SSA assumes that the Finnic suffix reflects a suffix of the Indo-European donor form, 
connecting the ending -ana to Greek -ανος in ὀρφανός, but this is a very ill-founded idea. 
The Greek form ὀρφανός is a late derivative with the productive suffix -ανο- (Chantraine 
1933: 196–198; Beekes 2010 s.v.), and it is not possible that the Indo-European donor 
language of the Finnic/West Uralic word had a form akin to this.  
Due to the semantic difference, it remains uncertain whether this word is a borrowing 
from Indo-Iranian or not. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi osa ‘part, luck’ (found in all Finnic languages); SaN oažži ‘flesh’ (< PSa 
*ōńćē, cognates in all Saami languages except A); Mari užas ‘part’ (< PMa 
*užas); Mansi North ūńś ‘buttocks’, East uńś, South ońćī, West wuńś ‘das 
Hintere’ (< PMs *ūńć); Hu ágýek ‘loins’ 
 < PU *ońća (Aikio 2015b: 61) 
← PIE ? h2onḱ-o- or ← PII *Hanća-, > OI aṃśa- M ‘share of a fortune, loot; 
troop, party; N pr. a son of Aditi (he who has many shares)’, root náś- (amś-) 
‘erreichen, zuteilen’, Av ąsa- ‘Anteil’, a hapax legomenon (Y 31.2.); ? Greek 
ὄγκος ‘Masse, Gewicht’ (RIVELEX I: 1; Hintze 2000: 32–33; Mayrhofer 2005: 17) 
(T. Sköld 1955–1957; Joki 1973: 298; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 924; Katz 1985: 359; 
2003: 285; Rédei 1986c; Lushnikova 1990: 172; Koivulehto 1991: 107; 1999c: 230 = 2016: 
232) 
This is a well-accepted etymology, but the Ugric comparanda in the Uralic set were only 
recently discovered by Aikio (2015b:61; the Hungarian and Mansi words were considered 
reflexes of a different Ugric word in earlier research such as the UEW, s.v. anćV). As the 
cognates are phonologically regular, this word has to have been borrowed already into 
Proto-Uralic. 
Koivulehto (1988a: 292; 1991: 107) has also assumed that this word could be a Proto-
Indo-European borrowing from a form with a retained palatal stop, but this is impossible 
to prove, and as all of the examples of a palatovelar reflected in the Uralic loans are more 
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or less problematic, a proper Indo-Iranian borrowing from a form that already had an 
affricate *ć is more probable.  
It is more problematic to determine whether the donor form had *o or *a. In theory, PU 
*o can be equally well explained from PIE *o or PII *a, and Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 
924) and Lushnikova (1990: 172) have argued that this is an “*o-loan” from PII because *a 
is substituted by *o in front of *n. There are not very many many examples to support this 
rule among the Indo-Iranian loanwords. A similar rule has been suggested for Germanic 
loans in Finnic (Kallio 2012b: 230, footnote 8; LÄGLOS s.v. onki; see also the entry 
*oŋki), but in this loanword layer the rule is supported by much more examples. 
Semantically the Indo-Iranian word would be suitable origin. According to Hintze 
(2000: 31), the Vedic word’s meaning is usually ‘Anteil (= part)’, but the word is also used 
three times in the Rigveda to describe ‘a good thing, a richness given by the God Indra’ 
(“der Gottheit (Indra) gegebenes Gut”). 
The word-initial laryngeal is not reflected here, as is the case with almost all other 
convincing Indo-Iranian loanwords. If the word is an earlier Indo-European borrowing, 
the lack of a laryngeal is even more disturbing. Perhaps the word could be borrowed from 
Pre-Indo-Iranian with retained *o: in the Pre-II *e loans the reflexes of laryngeals are not 
found either (see *ertä). Koivulehto (1988b: 292) notes that it is possible that the Indo-
European word had no laryngeal, but the IE form was *onk ́o-. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (can also be an earlier loan) 
 
Md E paz, pas ‘Gott’, M pavas ‘Gott; Glück’ (< PMd *pavas) 
< Pre-Md *pakas (~ *paγas) ‘god’  
← PII *bhaga-s or PI *baga-s ‘god, luck’, PL *bagāsas, > Av baγa-  ‘Gott’, OP 
baga- id., OI bhága- ‘Herr, Zuteiler, Beiwort von Göttern; Wohlstand, Glück, 
Besitz, Vermögen’, root OI bhaj- ‘(zu)teilen, (als) Anteil geben/bekommen’, 
Av baz < PII *bhag/ǯ < PIE *bhag- ‘als Anteil bekommen’ (Rudnyćkyj 1974; EWAia 
s.v. bhága-; Werba 1997: 209–210 No. 127 s.v. bhaj-; LIV2 s.v. bhag-; Hintze 2000: 38–44; 
Zimmer 2012: 136) 
(FUV: 135; Korenchy 1972; Joki 1973: 301, No. 112; Katz 1981; Katz 1985: 223–224, 2003: 
181; K. Häkkinen 1987: 245; Helimski 2000: 192; Koivulehto 1999a: 227 = 2016: 229; 
Blažek 2005: 166–167) 
This is a convincing Indo-Iranian etymology, and the borrowing has to be ancient, 
although the word is found only in Mordvin. Rédei (1986c) considers Erzya paz/pas and 
Moksha pavas as two different borrowings form the same Indo-Iranian source, but it is 
more probable that they reflect one and the same Mordvin word, with loss of the original 
*-v- and vowel contraction in paz/pas. It is interesting that another word for ‘god’ found in 
the neighbouring Western Uralic languages is also an Indo-Iranian borrowing, and it also 
has a petrified reflex in Mordvin (see *juma). Joki considers the word to have been 
borrowed from “ar. bzw. miran.”, but there is no reason to consider this a Middle Iranian 
borrowing (Joki’s idea was probably due to the limited distribution of the word). The non-
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initial syllable -as could not result from a Middle Iranian language, as PI *-as was 
vocalized at the Old Iranian stage already.  
K. Häkkinen (1987: 254) criticizes Rédei’s idea of dating this word to Proto-Finno-
Permic. Rédei assumes (correctly) that the Mordvin word has to be a relatively early 
borrowing, but Häkkinen considers it as methodologically weak to assume that the word 
was borrowed into a Finno-Permic stage, as there is nothing in the distribution of the word 
to suggest this. Furthermore, as the Finno-Permic and Proto-Finno-Ugric stages are 
phonologically identical, the borrowing could just as easily be considered a Proto-Finno-
Ugric (= Proto-Uralic) borrowing as a Proto-Finno-Permic one. 
Korenchy considers the word an Iranian borrowing. She argues that the ending *-as 
would still have been retained in Proto-Iranian. While this probably is correct, it does not 
automatically mean that the word has to be Iranian. If the word is confined to Mordvin, a 
later, Iranian borrowing is more probable than a really old borrowing. The fact that the 
words reflecting the ending -as often have a limited, western distribution could point to 
their Proto-Iranian origin.  
The Mordvin semantic development is interesting, as both in Iranian and Mordvin the 
meanings of ‘god’ and ‘luck’ are found. In Iranian, the meaning of ‘god’ is secondary, as the 
Indo-European verbal root meant ‘to distribute’. Zimmer (2012: 136) criticizes the idea of 
Katz (1981) that a PIE word *bhagos ‘God’ could be reconstructed on the basis of Iranian 
*baga- and Slavic *bo ̂gъ. Zimmer also notes (op. cit., footnote 12) that the meaning ‘luck’ 
has developed later in Indic, and it cannot be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, even 
though this is sometimes done.32 Rudnyćkyj (1974) notes that in Slavic a similar 
development as in Avestan has took place, as the Proto-Slavic word *divъ ‘god’ has 
developed a meaning ‘bad spirit’, and a new word for ‘god’ has developed from *bhaga-. 
This is in similar vein as in Zimmer’s argument, and against the idea of Katz that a PIE 
word *bhagos ‘God’ can be reconstructed on the basis of Slavic and Iranian. Kallio (p.c.) 
notes that because of the lack of Winter’s law in the Slavic word, it cannot be cognate to the 
Iranian word but has to be a loan. 
The Iranian word has also been borrowed into Tocharian, but in the meaning of ‘share’: 
PT *pāka > Tocharian A pāk B pāke (Tremblay 2005a: 424). 
Korenchy mentions (North) Mansi puuŋ ‘Reichtum, Vieh; Reich’ as a possible cognate 
of the Mordvin word. Although Korenchy is aware of the irregular relationship of the 
Mansi and Mordvin words, she argues that it might be possible to connect the two forms 
through hypothetical Proto-Mansi ablaut. As the word-initial consonantism does not 
match, this idea is impossible. The Mansi word also cannot be an independent loan from 
Iranian because of the *ŋ, which cannot correspond to Iranian *g or *γ. This etymology has 
also been criticized by Liimola (1973). The origin of the Mansi word remains uncertain. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
32 A semantic parallel for the Indic development is provided by Uralic *ońća, the reflexes of which mean 
‘part’ in many languages, such as Finnish osa, but in Karelian osa, Olonets Karelian ozu denote ‘luck’.
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Fi paksu ‘thick’ (also in Karelian, Veps, Ludic, Votic, Estonian) < PFi *paksu 
← PI *dbadzu- ‘vastag, nagy’ > OAv bəzuuant- ‘thick’, der. dəbązah-, Baluči baz 
‘tense’; OI báhu- ‘much, large, thick’, root baṃh, Av dbąz < PII *d(h)bhanʒ́h 
< PIE *d(h)bhn̥gh́ú-, root *d(h)bhenǵh- ‘dick, fest machen’ (EWAia II: 220–221 
s.v. bahu-; LIV2: 76; NIL 13–15; Werba s.v. baṃh; Pronk 2013: 1–7) 
(Schindler 1963: 203; Koivulehto 1999a: 220–221; 2001b: 256 = 2016: 222–224; 
Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 116, 119) 
This old etymology by Jochem Schindler was revived by Koivulehto in the late 1990s. 
Schindler derived the Finnic word from a Pre-Indo-Iranian form *bhaǵzhu-, which is 
impossible, but Koivulehto was more precise to argue that the word should have been 
borrowed from Proto-Iranian with a substitution *ks ← *dz. 
Although the etymology seems convincing at first sight, it includes several phonological 
problems. This is the only genuine example where Uralic (Finnic) *-u corresponds to Indo-
Iranian *-u: here the Finnic u cannot be explained away as a derivational suffix. However, 
it is dubious whether we can trust that *u-stems were possible at such an early date based 
on such scanty evidence. Holopainen, Junttila and Kuokkala (2017) argue that *-u could 
have been possible before the Early Proto-Finnic period, as there are some Baltic and 
Germanic borrowings which seem to support this, but here the problem is again that the 
examples are so few that no far-reaching conclusions can be made. It is also interesting 
that some other words, especially *počaw, seem to point to the opposite conclusion, that in 
non-initial syllables *-u was not allowed and was substituted by a diphthong/sequence of 
an illabial vowel and a labial consonant. 
As is shown by Old Avestan evidence, the Proto-Iranian word had a consonant cluster 
*db- (Pronk 2013: 2), which is not reconstructed by Koivulehto. As loanwords into Uralic 
always simplified the word-initial consonant-clusters, *p- is the expected outcome here. 
The postulated substitution of PI *dz (in the word-medial position) by *-ks- is also 
problematic, as it is supported by very few parallels; see the entries on *maksa- and 
*teksä. However, the etymology is semantically too good to be completely rejected and 
one has to admit that the Indo-Iranian and Finnic words bear a striking resemblance to 
each other, but because of the phonological problems with the sound substitutions 
mentioned above, it remains uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Fi peijas, peijainen, Est peied ‘wedding, (dial.) funeral’, dial. peig, SEst peie, 
Li peijed ‘funeral’ (only in Finnic) < PFi *peije- (SSA s.v. peijas) 
< Pre-Fi *peji- 
← Pre-II *paHyya- > OI -pāyya-, OI péya- (masc.) ‘Trinkopfer’ (neutr.) 
‘Getränk’ in compounds: pū́rva-pā́ya ‘first drink’, root PII *paH > OI pā/pī, 
Av pā ‘to drink’ < PIE *poh3- (Werba 1997: 303 No. 316 s.v. pā/pī) 
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(Koivulehto 2005: 329–331; LÄGLOS III s.v. peijas) 
The etymology is semantically convincing, and as Koivulehto has convincingly shown, 
there is no other plausible etymology for this Finnic word. A Baltic origin from a 
hypothetical form *pa(i)yas has been suggested by Ritter (1977), but the Indo-Iranian 
etymology is better, as the exact source form is not attested in Baltic. Because of the vowel 
*e, this has to be a very early loan, even though Koivulehto argued that the word could be a 
loan from Proto-Indo-Iranian, with Finnic -ei- reflecting the sound change *ai > *ei. In the 
light of the modern understanding of Finnic historical phonology, this cannot be true, as 
this change has not affected Livonian and South Estonian, which means that this is not a 
Proto-Finnic sound change. Kallio (2014: 159–160) argued that this is a “Gulf of Finland 
Finnic” innovation, meaning that this change happened in the predecessor of all Finnic 
languages other than South Estonian and Livonian. Kallio (p.c.) also notes that because the 
change was more precisely *ai_a > *ei_ä, the expected outcome would be *peijäs, not 
*peijas. As Proto-Finnic *peijas has a reflex in Livonian peijed  (pl.), Koivulehto’s 
assumption cannot be correct, and the word has to be borrowed from an Indo-Iranian 
form with *e. This does not solve all the problems with the vocalism, as *ei should have 
developed into long *ii in Finnic. Also a reconstruction *päijäs would not be regular, as 
although the change *äi > *ei is attested in both Livonian and in Gulf of Finland Finnic 
(the proto-language of all the Finnic languages except Livonian and South Estonian), the 
conditions of this change are not known, and it should not happen in this environment as 
words like *päjwä and *äijä have stayed intact (Kallio 2018a: 261–262). 
The Finnic ending -as is typical of loanwords, and many Indo-Iranian loans were 
borrowed as Uralic -as stems. There are various views on when as-stems became possible 
in western Uralic (see Helimski 2000: 191–195) for discussion), but it is usually assumed 
that they were not possible in Proto-Uralic, as no s-stems with a Uralic distribution are 
found. If the word *peijas is indeed a Pre-Indo-Iranian loanword, it shows that the s-stems 
must have been allowed quite early in Uralic, as it is not possible that the word was 
borrowed later into Proto-Finnic. 
Also a Germanic etymology has been suggested, *faigjaz (> ON feigr ‘doomed to ‘die’). 
LÄGLOS mentions both Germanic and Indo-Iranian etymologies, but Kallio (2013: 216) 
sees the Indo-Iranian origin as more convincing. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko pe̮ž- ‘to bake, fry, roast, scorch (sun)’; Ud pi ̮ži̮- ‘to bake, fry, roast; scorch 
(sun); to get tanned; to burn, hurt’ < PP *pȯži ̮
< Pre-P *poči- or *poši- 
← PII/PI *pač-a- ‘to boil’ > YAv hąm.pacaiti ‘boils’ < PIE *pekw- (LIV2 s.v. 
*pekw-; Cheung 2007: 286–287) 
(Hyllested 2014: 17–19; Metsäranta 2017: 230) 
Hyllested (2014) and Metsäranta (2017) have offered new ideas for the Indo-European 
origin of this Uralic/Permic verbal stem. Koivulehto (1991) derived the Uralic word from 
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Proto-Indo-European, with *š (as reconstructed by Koivulehto) as the substitution of PIE 
*H. In Hyllested’s survey of laryngeal etymologies he finds Koivulehto’s explanation 
unlikely and instead argues that the word is borrowed from some satem language, and 
Uralic *š would rather reflect the sibilant *š than a laryngeal. This is phonetically certainly 
more convincing. Metsäranta digs deeper into this etymology and argues that precisely the 
Indo-Iranian verb *pač- would be a fitting original (with *č from PIE *k through the 
second palatalization). Metsäranta notes that both *š and *č could be reflected by the 
modern Permic words, and it is possible to determine which one has the substitution of 
Iranian *č here. The consonant *č would be phonetically expected, but one has to note here 
that there are only very few examples of the substitution of *č. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Fi paras ‘best’, parempi ‘better’; SaN buorri ‘good’ < PSa *pōre ̮; Mo E paro, 
M para; Ma poro, porə̑ ‘good’ (< PMa *porə-); Ko, Ud bur ‘good, right’ (< PP 
*bur) 
< PU *pi ̮ra or *para (UEW s.v. para; Sammallahti 1988: 553 *pi̮ra; Zhivlov 2014: 127) 
← PII *parHa-s > OI páraḥ ‘ferner; jenseitig; früher; später; fremd, feindlich’, 
etc. (EWAia II: 86, s.v. pára, 88, s.v. parás) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 229 = 2016: 231; ms.) 
This is a convincing etymology. The same Indo-Iranian word has probably been borrowed 
as *pora with different vowel substitution and semantic development into Pre-Saami and 
Pre-Permic (see the entry *pora(s)). Both etymologies are convincing, and it is difficult to 
account for the different vowel substitution here. Semantically both ‘good’ and ‘old’ can be 
explained from the Indo-Iranian form. 
The Uralic words are regular cognates, so the word can be an old loan into Proto-Uralic. 
Zhivlov reconstructs the word as *para1. Permic b- is due to secondary voicing, which is 
possibly caused by the medial voiced consonant, *r in this case. Sammallahti (1988) 
reconstructs the word as *pi ̮ra. This is noted also by Koivulehto (ms.), who argues that this 
is one of the loans where i ̮ is the substitute for PII *a. In the reconstruction of Aikio 
(2015b), the Permic vocalism Ko, Ud u can be regularly derived from both of the PU 
combinations *i ̮–a and *a–a. Aikio does not mention this word in his list of back-vocalic 
Uralic words, however. 
The Indo-Iranian form *parHas goes back to full-grade PIE form *perHos, but there 
are also zero-grade forms attested in both Indo-Iranian and other languages, as Koivulehto 
(1999a) notes, such as Old Indic puráḥ ‘voran, vorn, davor’ < *pr̥Ho-, Greek πάρος ‘früher, 
voran, vor’ < *pr̥Hos or *parHos (according to Beekes [2010: 1154 s.v. πάρος], the Greek 
word reflects the PIE zero-grade form *pr̥Ho-). Gotō (2013: 149) notes that adverbs like 
puráḥ look like old ablative forms of root nouns. As noted by Holopainen (2018b) it is 
possible to assume that the Pre-Saami word *poras reflects the zero-grade form of the PII 
or PIE word. However, it could also be assumed that *or in the Saami form is a 
substitution for PII *a in the labial environment, as this substitution has many parallels. 
The more widespread Uralic word *pi ̮ra, on the other hand, could then reflect the form 
with r̥H. The different substitutions could then be explained by loans from different ablaut 
grades. 
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This explanation is, however, semantically not ideal. The meanings of ‘good’ and ‘old’ 
can both be derived from the attested Indic forms, but there is no compelling reason to 
assume that the meaning ‘old’ would come from an adverb which means ‘before’ and ‘good’ 
from the one meaning earlier. The development postulated above thus remains 
hypothetical. 
Bereczki (2013 s.v. poro) does not mention the Indo-Iranian etymology. EES mentions 
an alternative etymology which has been suggested by Katz (1985, 2003: 155), namely that 
the Uralic word is borrowed from Pre-II *bhadrom (= PII *bhadram) ‘glücklich’. This is 
phonetically and semantically less convincing than Koivulehto’s etymology, and one can 
only wonder why the editors of EES have decided to include Katz’s etymology here (the 
actual reference to Katz is missing, as EES does not provide references to individual 
etymologies). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko, Ud purt ‘knife’< PP *purt (Csúcs 2005: 372) 
< Pre-P *parta or *pi ̮rta 
← PI *parata- (?), cf. OI paraśu-, parśu- ‘Beil, Axt, Streitaxt’; Oss færæt- 
(Zimmer 1990: 8; EWAia II s.v. paraśu-; Cheung 2002: 186) 
(Joki 1973: 305–6; Rédei 1986c: 76; Lushnikova 1990: 241; Csúcs 2005: 372) 
This old etymology is, in principle, convincing – the similarity of the Indo-Iranian and 
Permic words could hardly be caused by accident, and a word for ‘knife’ is a typical cultural 
borrowing. However, the etymology of the Indo-Iranian words is not clear at all. Mallory 
(2015) has noted of Tocharian *paratwä, the alleged cognate (?) of the Indic word that it is 
an “infamous Wanderwort”. It is often assumed that the Tocharian word was borrowed 
from Iranian (Tremblay 2005a: 423; Isebaert 1980; Peyrot 2019). These words in various 
Indo-European languages are often connected to the Semitic words like Akkadian pilaqqu 
‘Stilett, Spindel’, and it looks probable that these words were ultimately borrowed from the 
Semitic languages of the Near East. Helimski (1997b: 121) assumes that also the Permic 
word is a Wanderwort. 
Nevertheless, as there are large numbers of Indo-Iranian cultural loans in Permic, the 
most obvious source of the Permic word is indeed Indo-Iranian, and this makes sense also 
phonologically. Permic t could be explained either from Ossetic-type t or θ that is attested 
in some Iranian forms. Indo-Aryan ś in relation to Iranian t and θ is irregular, but 
whatever the origin of the Iranian consonantism is, it suits the Permic words better. The 
word is also not attested in the neighbouring Turkic languages, which would be another 
obvious source for a Permic cultural word. The more precise dating of the borrowing is 
difficult, but the word has to be older than Proto-Permic because of the vocalism. The word 
could theoretically be a late loan from Alanic: as Permic has no f, an Ossetic-type form 
could be the source, but the Alanic fronted vocalism would probably have become Pre-
Permic *ä rather than *a. 
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The Indo-Iranian and other Indo-European words refer to ‘axe, hatchet’, but ‘knife’ is 
not very far from this semantically. It is also possible that the various meanings attested in 
Udmurt compounds reflect a more original usage of the word as a cutting-tool. A parallel 
development can be observed in the semantics of Evenki purta ‘knife’ which according to 
Rédei and Joki is borrowed from the same Iranian form as the Permic word, although it 
cannot be ruled out that this word is borrowed from Permic (see the discussion in Joki). 
Cincius (1975–1977 s.v. purta) only mentions the Udmurt and Komi words in connection 
with Evenki purta, but it remains unclear what is here considered as the exact relationship 
between the Evenki and Permic words, as it is not explicitly stated that the word is a loan. 
No mention of the Iranian words is made. The meaning ‘knife’ appears in some later Indo-
Aryan forms that are listed by Joki, such as Sinhala pihiya, pihāya. 
No other serious alternative to this Indo-Iranian etymology has been presented to 
explain the origin of these Permic words. The alternative etymology of Katz (1985: 334; 
2003), from “frühurarisch” *kwrtim is not convincing, as there are no reliable parallels for 
the substitution *p- ← *kw. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN buohta ‘opposite to, just in front of’, cognates found in all Saami 
languages < PSa *pōte̮k (Lehtiranta 2001: 110–111) 
< PSa *puote ̮k < Pre-Sa *pati or *poti 
← ? PI *pati, > OAv. paitī, YAv paiti, OP patiy ‘gegen, entgegen’ (IEW: 842; 
EWAia II s.v. práti; Dunkel 2014: 655ff. s.v. *próti) 
(Sammallahti 2001: 404; Holopainen 2018b: 165) 
This etymology is phonologically possible, and semantically the Saami preposition and the 
Iranian adverb are close to each other, but the limited distribution of the Saami word 
raises some questions. If the word really is a borrowing, it should be from Proto-Iranian or 
some later Iranian language, as the preposition *pati does not have a formal parallel in 
Indic. Iranian *páti and Indic práti ‘gegen, entgegen’ continue PIE *proti (Dunkel 2014: 
655, s.v. *próti), with an irregular dissimilation in Iranian. However, a similar 
dissimilation is found also in Greek dialects, where forms with both *pr- and *p- are 
attested (according to Dunkel, these forms are “isofunktional und räumlich komplementär 
verteilt”), as well as in Hittite, Latin and Lithuanian. It is uncertain whether this is an 
independent, parallel development or whether this difference between *proti and *poti 
existed already in PIE and was levelled in Indic. Derksen does not mention the Lithuanian 
enclitic particle -pát. Theoretically a Baltic origin would be possible too, but as the word is 
better attested in Iranian as an individual adverb, it is more probable that the Saami word, 
if it is a loan, is borrowed from Iranian. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi piimä ‘sour milk, Est piim ‘milk’, also in Karelian, Votic and Izhorian; ? Md 
E ṕed’a-, ṕäd’a-, Mo ṕed’a- ‘seihen, durchseihen; melken’; ? Hu fej ‘to milk’ 
< ? PU *pejmä  
← Pre-II *peyHmn ̥- (> PII, PI *payHman-) ‘thick fluid; milk’ > Av paēman- 
‘mother’s milk’; dervied from the PIE root *peyH-33 ‘to be thick; to swell’ 
(EWAia II: 83–84; Garnier et al. 2017: 300; LIV2: 464–465, s.v. *pei̯H-; Werba 1997: 356–
457 No. 424 s.v. pyā(/pyai)) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 263, 597; Joki 1973; 302; Lushnikova 1990: No. 121; Katz 1985: 237–
238; 2003: 192; Helimski 1991: 221 SSA II s.v. piimä; EES s.v. piim; UEW s.v. *pije- [378] 
& *päδ’e- [359]) 
Katz considers the Finnic, Mordvin and Hungarian words cognates, and assumes a Pre-
Indo-Iranian borrowing: ← *peyma-. From the borrowed Uralic word the verb *pej- would 
then be a back formation: -ma would have been reanalysed as a suffix. Then the Mordvin 
verb ped’a- would have been further derived from the retrograded verbal stem with the 
frequentative (?) suffix -tA-. Hungarian would continue the bare stem *pey-, and Finnic 
piimä would continue the original, borrowed noun. 
The idea that the Finnic, Mordvin and Hungarian words mentioned above are borrowed 
from Indo-Iranian is an old idea, but because of problems with the vocalism of these words 
both the Indo-Iranian etymology and the mutual relationship of these words has remained 
highly uncertain. Aikio (2014: 90–91) has recently explained that the development *ej > *ii 
is regular in Finnic (cf. also Kallio 2018a: 262–263), and he has argued that this word can 
easily be borrowed from a Pre-Indo-Iranian form that is reflected by Avestan paēman- 
‘mother’s milk’. Fi tiine is another etymology that shows a similar development and it has 
also been dealt with by Aikio (see the entry *tejniš in this work). 
Also a Baltic origin for the Finnic word has been suggested by Larsson (1984: 129–140), 
and his etymology has been supported by SSA and EES. Cognates of the Indo-Iranian root 
*payH- are attested in Baltic: the noun *peinas ‘milk’ is reflected as pienas in Lithuanian 
and piens in Latvian, and there is also a verb pýti ‘to get milk’ in Lithuanian. None of these 
forms would be a suitable origin for the Finnic word, but Larsson assumes that also a noun 
*piyimas could have existed in Baltic, and Finnic piimä could be borrowed from this. 
Larsson also argues that the Avestan word paēman- reflects the PIE diphthong *oy-, but 
according to the recent research of Garnier et al. this is not the case, rather the Avestan 
word can be safely derived from *peyHmn̥-. The Baltic etymology has been doubted by 
Junttila (2012: 275) because the actual source is not attested. Although technically 
possible, Larsson’s etymology can now be considered wrong with good reason, as the 
Finnic vocalism can be regularly derived from *-ej- and there is no reason to postulate a 
hypothetical Baltic origin. The remark in SSA that the hypothetical Baltic origin is better 
for phonological reasons is, of course, outdated now, and EES’s argument that the limited 
distribution of the word within Finnic would support the Baltic origin is untenable, as the 
33 According to Garnier (2015; Garnier et al. 2017: 301) the original PIE root is *(s)peh1-, from which 
through analogy and metathesis *(s)peyh1- developed. 
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word is in any case attested in several Finnic languages, and both the Baltic and Indo-
Iranian loans have very variable distribution within Finnic. 
Although the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Finnic word can be considered certain now, 
its relationship to the suggested Mordvin and Hungarian cognates is less clear. Deriving 
the Mordvin word verb from this Indo-Iranian source is more difficult because of its 
consonantism (see below), but the Hungarian verb fej ‘to milk’ could reflect the same 
proto-form as the Finnic word (the PU diphthong *ej would be reflected as ej in 
Hungarian). However, the problem here is that the Finnic word is a noun and there is no 
trace of a verb derived from the same stem, and in Hungarian only a verb is attested and 
there are no signs of a noun *pejmä. It is of course possible that *pejmä was borrowed into 
Proto-Uralic as a nomen verbum, but it is very difficult to prove this kind of claim correct. 
Recently Honti (2017: 95–97) and Róna-Tas (WOT; 2017: 62–63) have discussed the 
etymology of the Hungarian word. Honti has rejected the Iranian etymology, in my view 
without sufficient reason (both Honti and Róna-Tas seem to be unaware of Aikio’s recent 
work on the Finnic word). Honti considers possible the etymological connection of the 
Mordvin and Hungarian words, but not their relationship with Finnic. Róna-Tas thinks 
along the same lines with Honti, and further states that it is problematic that in Iranian the 
word is only attested as a noun, whereas the Hungarian word is simply a verb. While it is 
true that there is no exact Iranian correspondence to the Hungarian verb ‘to milk’, 
meanings that come rather close to it are attested in various Indo-Iranian forms, such as 
Vedic payate ‘oozes with milk’ and Avestan pipiiušī- ‘bringing milk’, cited by LIV2. Cheung 
(2007) even reconstructs the meaning of the verbal root *payH- as ‘to lactate, 
(breast-)feed’ in Iranian. And a semantic parallel is also provided by Finnish lypsää ‘to 
milk’ and Mordvin E lovso, lovco M lofca ‘milk’, which are probably etymologically 
connected, although they are not regular cognates but borrowed from the same (unknown) 
source (Aikio 2015b: 46). 
Honti has also wondered whether a word denoting ‘milking’ can have existed already at 
Proto-Uralic/Finno-Ugric times, but this argument against this etymology is not very 
efficient. Also hunter-gatherers could have practised milking, and if the word denoted 
simply ‘milk’ as a noun, it is natural that the people have had some kind of knowledge of 
milk, as they certainly hunted for mammals and were acquired with at least some sort of 
domesticated animals (like the dog), and naturally Proto-Uralic-speaking mothers 
produced milk too. 
The UEW does not take a clear stance on the issue, as it tentatively reconstructs two 
stems, one based on the Finnic word, the other on the Mordvin, and the Hungarian word is 
listed under both entries. However, both of the UEW’s assumptions might be wrong, as all 
of the three words here might simply reflect parallel borrowings from (Indo-)Iranian at 
different times and different regions. The Finnic word obviously reflects the source of 
Avestan paēman- ‘mother’s milk’, as argued above, whereas a reflex of a different 
formation, PII *payHas- (> Av paiias-, OI payas- ‘milk’ cf. EWAia; Garnier et al. 2017: 
301–302) could be a fitting source for the Mordvin and the Hungarian words. Of course, 
the borrowing of this word has to have been rather early too because of the e-vocalism that 
is reflected by both Mordvin and Hungarian.  
The Hungarian word could also be a later Iranian borrowing, acquired independently. 
Here Hu e could result from earlier *ä, from a later, more palatal reflex of Iranian *a that is 
found in some Middle Iranian languages. However, the Mordvin word cannot reflect *ä, as 
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the correspondence Erzya e, ä ~ Moksha e points to an early *e–i-stem. This means that 
the reconstruction *päδ’e- presented by the UEW has to be wrong.  
There are also other arguments against this reconstruction by the UEW. In Mordvin, 
the -j of older diphthongs often disappears, cf. such cases as sed’, säd’ ‘bridge’ from PU 
*sejti and vano- ‘to see’ from Indo-Iranian wayna- (Koivulehto 1999a: 229). If one 
supposes that the -d- in the Mordvin word can be analysed as a part of a suffix, we could 
assume that the Mordvin forms would reflect Pre-Mordvin *pej- which lost the *j in the 
position before the suffix. A similar, although not entirely identical, case is provided by Mo 
vad’ems ‘to smear’, if this word can be derived from the PU word *waji ‘butter’ (Aikio 
2014a: 3). Here both Mordvin languages retain the reflex of the PU noun which actually 
has the diphthong intact (E vaj, M oj), but we could perhaps assume that in the verb 
vad’ems the *j has been lost in the pre-suffixal position. Admittedly, the development of 
diphthongs in Mordvin still requires further research. 
To sum up, it can be stated that there are no reasons to reject the Indo-Iranian 
etymology of the Finnic word. Also the Iranian origin of the Hungarian word is convincing, 
and deriving the Mordvin verb from the same Iranian source looks possible. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (possible parallel borrowings into Pre-Finnic, Pre-Mordvin 
and Pre-Hungarian) 
 
Ko bord(j), Ud burd < PP *bɔrd (Csúcs 2005: 322) 
< Pre-P *peträ ~ pertä ‘wing’ 
← Pre-II *petro- ‘wing’ > PII *patra-, root *patH- ‘to fly, to fall’ > OI 
pát(t)ra-m ‘wing’, root pati- ‘to fly’ (EWAia II s.v. pátra-; Werba 1997: 301 No. 312)  
(Katz 1985: 260; Koivulehto 1988a: 43, 51; 2001b: 290) 
Koivulehto’s etymology for the Permic word is convincing. The metathesis is also a 
convincing explanation, as *-tr- in early loans was substituted by different means because 
of Uralic phonotactics. It is interesting that in the borrowing *takra ← *dātra- the 
substitution is different – perhaps this is due to the fact that *takra was borrowed from 
Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian, whereas *peträ has to be a Pre-Indo-Iranian loan 
because of the vowel *e. Technically the word could be borrowed from Proto-Indo-
European or some other Indo-European language too. Of course Indo-Iranian would be 
the most obvious choice for Permic, but it is troubling that this word is found only in 
Permic despite being a very early borrowing. It is possible that the word for ‘wing’ has 
disappeared from the other languages. Theoretically it is also possible that the word was 
borrowed later from Iranian into Permic, and the Iranian vowel *a has been substituted by 
some vowel that later gave the o ~ u correspondence (see *kertä for similar arguments). 
Note that the archaic loans śo ~ śu ‘hundred’ and ozi ̮r ~ uzi ̮r ‘rich’ manifest the same vowel 
correspondence. 
The geminate -tt- in some Indo-Aryan forms is secondary (EWAia). Interestingly, old 
*-rt- clusters often show secondary germination in Permic (cf. *mertä, *kertä), but in this 
word the -rd cluster points clearly to *-rt- and not *-rtt-. It is unclear whether the words 
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with -rd and -rt in Permic belong to separate loanword layers. Both *ertä and *pertä point 
to retained Pre-II *e, so they could be earlier loans than *mertä and *kertä which were 
probably borrowed from forms which had *r̥. 
The Komi word is a secondary j-stem (Metsäranta 2017: 229, footnote 26). Usually the 
j-stems reflect Uralic *i-stems. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi perna ‘spleen’, Est põrn (: põrna) id. and regular cognates in all the other 
Finnic languages 
< ? PFi *pe ̮rna 
← PIr *spr̥dzan- or later I *spr̥zan-, > Av spərəzan- ‘spleen’ ? < PII *spr̥ʒ́hán- 
? > OI plīhán- id. (EWAia II: 196–197, s.v. plī́han-; de Vaan 2008: 340) 
? < PIE; cf. Greek σπλήν, Latin lien, OCS slĕzena, Middle Breton felch, 
? Armenian p’aycałn id. (Steer 2015: 218; Beekes 2010: 1384–1385). 
(Katz 1985: 156; 2003: 130; Koivulehto 2003, ms.; Häkkinen 2004; EES s.v. põrn) 
Koivulehto’s etymology was not published in his lifetime as such but it is found in the 
handout of his 2003 presentation to the Finno-Ugrian Society, and also in the unpublished 
manuscript on Indo-Iranian loans. The etymology appears in printed form in the 
etymological dictionary of K. Häkkinen (2004). EES mentions the etymology too but does 
not refer to Koivulehto’s handout (the information was probably copied from Häkkinen’s 
dictionary).  
Semantically the etymology is very good. The Finnic word is probably a loanword, as no 
cognates in the related Uralic languages are found. Besides the Indo-Iranian etymology, no 
compelling explanation for the origin of the Finnic word exists; Liukkonen (1999: 104–
105) has attempted to derive the Finnic word form Baltic *spernā ‘wing’, but this 
etymology is semantically very unconvincing.  
However, the reconstruction of the Indo-Iranian word is difficult, and even the Sanskrit 
and Avestan words cannot regularly be derived from an unitary source, and there are 
problems with the relationship of the other Indo-European forms with similar meaning, as 
well. This makes the assessment of the etymology somewhat problematic, even if the 
Proto-Iranian or later Old Iranian forms which can be reconstructed on the basis of 
Avestan would be fitting originals for the Finnic word. 
Precisely the Iranian words look like a more convincing source, as the prehistory of the 
Indic words remains obscure. De Vaan (2008: 340) reconstructs PII *spl ̥ʒ́hán- (which 
would be *spr̥ʒ́hán if we assume PII *l > *r), and from this the Avestan word can be 
regularly derived, but the Sanskrit form remains mysterious, as the long ī cannot be 
regularly derived from this reconstruction. The apparent Proto-Italic cognate *lixēn-, from 
which Latin liēn, is irregular according to de Vaan (he notes that this form has possibly 
influenced by taboo). 
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Recently Steer (2015: 187) has reconstructed the PIE form (on the basis of Latin and 
Old Indic) as *spliǵhē̆n- (with a question mark). Frisk (1954–1972: 769–770, s.v. σπλήν) 
is supportive of the Indo-European origin of the Greek word and the other mentioned 
forms, but he admits that a common reconstruction is impossible and large assumptions 
(“blosse Vermutungen”) have to be made about the development of the words in the 
daughter languages. The Indic and Latin forms continue similar stem formation and 
vocalization according to Frisk. Also Beekes (2010: 1384–1385) notes that the relationship 
of the various words in various Indo-European languages is unclear, that is, the words look 
similar but are too different for a unitary PIE form to be reconstructed. Martirosyan 
(s.v. p’aycałn) is more optimistic and argues in favour of reconstructing the word back to 
PIE. He notes that the Armenian word with -y- might correspond regularly to the Indic 
and Latin words which also reflect a form with PIE *i. 
Besides the problems of Indo-European, also the Finnic side poses some problems. 
Problematic is the Proto-Finnic vowel *e̮, as this phoneme does not appear in inherited 
Uralic vocabulary but is probably a Finnic innovation. There are also some other tentative 
Iranian loanwords for which the vowel *e̮ has to be reconstructed such as Fi verso, Est 
võrse (< ? Pfi ve̮rsa ← PII *wr̥kća-; see the entry). If the etymologies for *pe̮rna and the 
other loans showing this vocalism are correct, it forces us to think that some loanwords 
were acquired into Proto-Finnic after the genesis of this vowel, or that this vowel has 
developed from some earlier Pre-Finnic vowel phoneme. Kallio (2014: 161) notes that 
Proto-Finnic *me̮la is probably from earlier *melä, as the Mordvin and Saami cognates 
clearly point to the latter pre-form. This means that the vowel combination *e̮–a does not 
exclude the possibility that the word existed already in Pre-Finnic. 
Phonetically, there are no problems in the vowel substitution for Iranian syllabic r̥ or 
from its later reflex *ər by the PFi central-vowel *e̮. The substitutions of the other segments 
involve no problems: the cluster *-rtsn- or *-rzn- would have been simplified somehow on 
the Uralic side, so *-rn- is a logical outcome. The word is a Finnic *a-stem like most of the 
Iranian loanwords are. The Iranian n-stem is acquired without a substitution of the word-
final consonant (cf. other examples such as aćma ← *(H)aćman-). Indic l is obviously 
secondary (see the Introduction for arguments about the change *l > *r in Indo-Iranian). 
Also Katz (2003: 130) notes that l is secondary in this Indic word. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Khanty North, pănt, East pĕnt, South pĕnt ‘Weg (der Menschen oder Tiere)’ 
(< PKh ? *pint) 
← Iranian *pantH- : *paθ-, compare Avestan paθō ‘Pfad, Weg’, OI pánthā-, 
pathí-, path- ‘Weg, Pfad, Bahn’ (EWAia II: 81–82 s.v. pánthā-), from PIE root *pent- 
‘to find a way’ (Pinault 2012: 405–406) 
(Korenchy 1972: 62, No. 16; Katz 1985: 313; 2003: 250; UEW s.v. päntV; Lushnikova 1990: 
241; Koivulehto ms.) 
The Khanty word is most probably of Indo-Iranian (or other Indo-European) origin. 
Korenchy assumes that the loan is “Middle Iranian”. The Komi word pad(-vež) ‘crossroads’ 
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presented as a possible cognate by Korenchy and the UEW is not a regular cognate of the 
Khanty word but could be a parallel loan from the same Iranian source (this option is also 
mentioned by Korenchy, UEW and Katz [2003]). The Iranian etymology is supported by 
Koivulehto (ms.). An alternative etymology for the Komi word is suggested in Appendix I. 
Korenchy reconstructs the Proto-Khanty form as *pәntV. The Khanty words seem to 
reflect Proto-Khanty *pint if the system/reconstruction of Zhivlov (2006) is applied, which 
in turn usually goes back to Proto-Ob-Ugric *e or *ä in Zhivlov’s system (see Zhivlov 2006: 
113–116, 134–136). So this word could belong to the layer of loans where PII or PI *a has 
been substituted by *ä in Pre-Khanty/Ob-Ugric. As the *ä substitution seems to have 
prevailed for a long period in the Ugric languages, it is difficult to determine whether the 
vowel here reflects the fronted a which is found in Ossetic fændag. The attested Middle 
Iranian forms, Khotanese pande and Middle Persian pand do not point to the fronting of 
the a. 
An interesting parallel is Germanic *paþa- ‘path’ which is borrowed from the Iranian 
languages of the steppe (Mayrhofer 1970; Kroonen 2013 s.v. *paþa-). According to 
Mayrhofer, the “Nomadenpfad” was an important concept in the steppe, and it is possible 
that the word borrowed into Khanty is from the time when the linguistic ancestors of the 
Ob-Ugrians came under the cultural and linguistic influence of the Iranian groups living in 
the Eurasian steppe. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North pānt, East pe ̮ńt, South pā͔ntε̅, West pɔńt ‘der Mann einer älteren 
Schwester’ < ? PMs *pī̮ńtV 
← Iranian *band-, compare Avestan band- ‘to bind’, banda- ‘Bande, Fessel 
(bond, fetter [Kroonen: < PIE *bhondho-])’ OP bandaka- ‘Vasall, Gefolgsmann’, MP 
band-/bastan ‘to bind’, band ‘Verbindung, Bindeglied’, bandag ‘Diener’, 
Khotanese bañ/basta- ‘to bind’, Sogdian βynd/βyst-, Parthian bynd/bst-, 
Chwarezmian bncỹ/bstyk- id.; OI bandh- ‘to bind’, bándhuḥ ‘Verbindung, 
Verwandtschaft etc.’; root PII *bhandh < PIE *bhendh- (EWAia II: 208 s.v. BANDH; 
Werba 1997: 359–360, No. 430 s.v. bandh)  
(Munkácsi 1901: 153–154; Korenchy 1972: 63, No. 17; Katz 1985: 222; 2003: 180; 
Lushnikova 1990: 190; Helimski 1991: 221; 1997) 
Korenchy reconstructs “Middle Iranian” *band- as the original. From an Indo-Iranian 
point of view even Proto-Iranian would be phonologically suitable, and it is difficult to 
determine the age of the borrowing in this respect. The attested Middle Iranian languages 
show both a vocalism and front-vowels (such as Sogdian βynd). The Mansi vowels seems 
to continue Proto-Mansi *ī ̮. A similar substitution is found in the etymology for *wī ̮sәγ 
‘calf’. Korenchy explains the relationship of the vocalism of the Mansi forms through 
hypothetical Proto-Mansi ablaut. 
The semantic connection between the Mansi word and the Indo-European word family 
is reasonable. The meaning ‘son-in-law’ is not attested in Indo-Iranian, but Korenchy 
provides parallels from other Indo-European languages where kinship or social terms have 
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been derived from the root *bhendh- ‘to bind’: Greek πενθέρος ‘father-in-law’ and 
Lithuanian beñdras ‘comrade’. Also the words for ‘vassal’ and ‘servant’ attested in the 
Iranian languages are semantically not very far from terms for ‘in-law’, although one has to 
admit that specifically ‘elder sister’s husband’ is not exactly what one would expect to 
develop from ‘servant’ (‘son-in-law’ or the like would make more sense).  
Phonetically the palatalized *ń in the Mansi word weakens the etymology, and it cannot 
be considered certain. This was also noted by Korenchy herself, and later by Helimski 
(1991: 221; 1997), who considers the etymology to be unconvincing. There are some 
examples of palatal *ń as the substitute for Indo-Iranian *n, but in the most convincing 
case *si ̮rańa this can be explained by the Indo-Iranian cluster *ny. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN boazu ‘reindeer’ (< PSa *poacōj; cognates in all Sa languages), Mari püč́ə, 
puč́ə̑ ‘reindeer’ (< PMa pučə); Ud puǯej ‘reindeer’ (< PP *puǯV) 
< PU *počaw  
← PI *patsu- > Avestan pasu- ‘livestock’ < PII *páću- ‘cattle, animal’ < PIE *pḱ-
eu/*pḱ-u, root *peḱ- ‘(Wolle oder Haare) rupfen, zausen’ (EWAia s.v. pásu-; LIV2 
s.v. *pek ́-; Bjorvand & Lindeman 2000: 210–211 s.v. fe; Pinault 2012: 400; Kölligan 2018: 
2262) 
(Koivulehto 2007: 251– = 2016: 382ff.) 
This is a convincing Proto-Iranian etymology, showing that Koivulehto’s palatal criterion 
(U *č ← PI *ts) works well at least in the word-internal position. Semantically the 
etymology is convincing: the Uralic words refer to ‘reindeer’, but this can be explained 
from the Indo-Iranian meaning ‘cattle’ without difficulties. The Indo-European u-stem 
noun originally denoted ‘sheep’34, but the meaning ‘livestock, cattle’ is found in both Indic 
and Avestan. Häkkinen (1999: 167) has noted that it is uncertain which animal the Uralic 
word exactly referred to, and how tamed this animal was. Based on the attested meaning of 
the present-day Uralic languages the meaning ‘reindeer’ could be reconstructed for the 
proto-language already. 
The Uralic words can be derived from an old *o–a-stem, so there is no reason to 
assume parallel borrowings. There are slight irregularities in the Mari word. In most 
etymological sources (Bereczki 2013 s.v. püč́ə), the front-vowel ü is considered secondary, 
and this explanation is also mentioned by Koivulehto. The Indo-Iranian etymology is not 
mentioned by Bereczki (2013). The Saami and Udmurt words could also reflect an earlier 
*a–i-stem, but the Mari u vocalism points rather to Uralic *o, as there are not many 
examples of PU *a > Mari ŭ. 
Finnish and Karelian poro ‘reindeer’ is mentioned as a possible cognate by the UEW, 
and this is supported by Koivulehto, who argues that in poro the weak-grade of *t, r in 
34According to Pinault (2012: 400), the IE noun was an original hysterokinetic collective. For arguments against 
alternative etymologies of the PIE noun, see Bjorvand & Lindeman (2000: 210–211, s.v. fe).
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some western dialects of Finnish, has become analogically present in the nominative form 
too. Koivulehto supposes that the word has spread from r-dialects to other dialects of 
Northern Finnic. However, this is probably not a correct scenario, as Kuokkala (2012) has 
shown. Kuokkala argues that the Finnic word is borrowed from Saami, and that the r is 
simply a substitute for the Saami affricate. 
The non-initial syllable is particularly interesting, as here a Uralic sequence *-aw can 
be reconstructed, resulting in the labial vowel of Saami. As the Iranian form ended in -u, 
and -aw in some inflected forms, it seems that the speakers of Uralic substituted the labial 
element of the Iranian word by a sequence of a vowel and a labial semi-vowel, either 
because the labial vowels were not allowed, or because the sequence *-aw reflects the 
Iranian *-aw of the inflected forms such as the Avestan genitive pasə̄uš. The origin of the 
Udmurt -ej is unclear, but due to regular Permic apocope it seems unlikely that this reflects 
the PU suffix. 
The Ob-Ugric words for ‘reindeer’ are parallel loans from Iranian (see the entry *pǟčäγ) 
according to Koivulehto. In the UEW these words were listed as possible cognates, but this 
is impossible as the Ob-Ugric words cannot be derived from an old *o–a-stem. Abondolo 
(1996: 72–73) assumes that the words in Saami, Finnic, Mari and the Ob-Ugric languages 
are cognates. He bases this idea in his assumption that there was paradigmatic vowel 
alternation in Uralic, and the Ob-Ugric forms descend from a “light” isotope, whereas the 
rest reflect a “heavy” isotope. The Permic words are not included in Abondolo’s set, for 
some reason (he does not comment on their absence). Abondolo’s idea is based on a theory 
that is not accepted usually, and Koivulehto’s argument that the words reflect parallel 
borrowings is much more convincing. 
UEW also lists similar words from other language families in Northern Eurasia 
(Yukaghir pədža, pəďe ‘Elentier’; Yakut büčen, bičen ‘кабарка муcкуcная (Moschus 
moschiferus)’, Evenki bičēn, Even bǖčeke, bǖčen ‘коcуля’, Ulch bočan, Oroch bučan 
‘изюбр’), so we might be dealing with a Wanderwort here, and although the Iranian 
etymology is phonologically convincing, it cannot be ruled out that the Uralic word is 
borrowed from some other unknown source which could also explain the forms in the 
Siberian languages. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN buohča ‘penis of a man or a horse’ (cognates in East Saami and SaLu; 
< PSa *puoće ̮), Hu fasz ‘penis’ 
< *pi ̮śi or *pośi ‘penis’ (UEW s.v. *paćɜ; Sammallahti 1988: 548; Zhivlov 2016b) 
← PII *pásas- ‘penis’ > OI pásas- < PIE *pés-os-, > OI pásas- (EWAia II: 111, 
s.v. pásas-; Stüber 2002: 197–198; Clackson 1994: 101, footnote 76)  
(Munkácsi 1901: 258–259; Takács 1997: 373; Koivulehto ms.) 
Although the etymology was suggested already by Munkácsi, it is missing from all 
Hungarian etymological dictionaries. Likewise, sources on Indo-European loans in Saami 
do not mention the etymology (Sammallahti 1998, 1999, 2001). Takács (1997) has briefly 
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discussed the relationship between the Uralic and Indo-European words, assuming that 
the word in Uralic is probably an Indo-European borrowing, but he does not note the 
discrepancy of the sibilants. This etymology is a rare example of the PII sibilant *s being 
substituted by something other than simply Uralic *s. Hungarian and Saami both clearly 
point to palatal *ś. A borrowing from another branch of Indo-European would not solve 
the problem of sibilants, and because of the *e-vocalism of the PIE word, Indo-Iranian is 
the best source for the Uralic word. It is possible to assume that some kind of dissimilation 
took place in Uralic, but this is pure speculation. Koivulehto (ms.) suggests that affection is 
the reason for the irregular palatalization here, and this is probably the best explanation. 
Otherwise the etymology is convincing. Semantically the etymology is plausible, and it 
would be strange if the similarity between the Uralic and Indo-Iranian words was mere 
coincidence. 
The Indo-Iranian word has a plausible Indo-European etymology (the root *pes- is 
widely attested, and the Greek s-stem πέος is an exact parallel to the Indo-Iranian word), 
so a borrowing in the reverse direction is impossible. According to Takács, there are 
similar words in several language families of Eurasia, and Takács assumes that all of them 
are borrowed from Indo-European. 
The etymology has also been considered as a Nostratic inheritance (Illich-Svitych 1984: 
96–97, No. 371; Zhivlov 2016b). Borrowing is a more likely option, as the Nostratic 
hypothesis is not very convincing in general, and it remains uncertain how could the Uralic 
and Indo-European forms be derived from the Proto-Nostratic reconstruction */pʿ/a/se. 
The UEW’s ambiguous reconstruction *paćɜ is misleading. The Uralic word can be 
either an old *i ̮–i-stem or an *o–i-stem. As *o often appears after *p-, this is more likely 
solution here.  
Regarding the vowel substitution, the Uralic vocalism can be reconstructed as either *e ̮ 
or *o: in Hungarian, reflexes of *o and *a often merge as a or á (there are very few 
exceptions where Hungarian shows *o > o instead), and in Saami *e̮–i and *o–i-stems have 
similar reflexes. The old reconstruction with a is impossible, as Aikio (2015b) has shown 
that *a–i-stems become *oa–e̮-stems in Saami. Although the vowel cannot be decided 
based on the Uralic evidence only, it is clear that in loans usually PII *a becomes Uralic *o 
after word-initial *p-, meaning that this word should probably be reconstructed as *pośi. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E pango, M panga ‘Pilz, Schwamm; Mari poŋgo, poŋgə̑ ‘Pilz, Fliegenpilz, 
Baumschwamm, Meltau; dumm’ (< PMa *poŋgə); Mansi East pē ̬ŋk, West 
pē ̬ŋk, North pāŋx ‘Fliegenpilz; Rausch’ (< PMs *pī ̮ŋkə), South pɛ̮̄ŋl- ‘betrunken 
sein’ (< PMs (der.) *pī ̮ŋl); Kh East påŋk, South paŋx ‘Fliegenpilz’ (< PKh 
*pāŋk), East paŋkəl- ‘singen, nachdem man Fliegenpilze gegessen hat’; 
Nganasan huaŋkud'a ‘betrunken sein’ (< PS *pe ̮ŋkå-)  
< PU *pi ̮ŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom’ (UEW s.v. paŋka; Zhivlov 2014: 119, 133; Aikio 
2015b: 59) 
← PII or PI *b(h)anga- , ? > MP bang, mang ‘Bilsenkraut’, ? Av baŋha- ‘name of 
a plant and a narcoticum that is made of it’ (EWAia II: 240–241, s.v. bhaṅgá-) 
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(Munkácsi 1903; Korenchy 1972: 64 [No. 19.]; Joki 1973: 300–301; UEW s.v. paŋka; Rédei 
1986c: 74–75; Lushnikova 1990: 190–191; Bereczki 2013: 194, s.v. poŋgo) 
This is an old etymology, but its acceptance has varied over the years, and the matter has 
been complicated by the uncertain relationship of the Uralic words that have been grouped 
under this proto-word. Also the etymology of the assumed Indo-Iranian donor form is 
highly uncertain (see below).  
Proto-Indo-Iranian (and Proto-Iranian) *a has been substituted by Proto-Uralic *i ̮ in a 
number of loanwords. Mari o can regularly reflect Proto-Uralic *a, but if the Ob-Ugric and 
Samoyedic words are cognates of the Mari and Mordvin forms, the Proto-Uralic word has 
to be reconstructed with the high back vowel *i ̮. However, it is not regular to derive Mari o 
from Proto-Uralic *i ̮; it is not totally clear what the regular reflex of the latter sound in 
Mari is, but there are numerous examples of Mari ü such as šüdö < *śi ̮ta and üpš < *i ̮psi. 
Zhivlov (2014: 133) has suggested that Proto-Mari *o is the regular reflex of Proto-Uralic *i ̮ 
before k and ŋ, but there are not many examples of this: *soŋka ‘old’, which is also a loan 
from Indo-Iranian, is one possible parallel (see the entry). The Mordvin vocalism is 
ambiguous in this respect, as *a and *i ̮ merged in a-stems. 
Korenchy considers these words to be separate Iranian borrowings in individual Uralic 
languages (she derives the Khanty and Mansi words from Proto-Ob-Ugric). Bereczki 
connects the Ob-Ugric, Mari and Mordvin forms with a question mark and leaves the 
possible Permic and Samoyedic cognates out. Aikio (2013a: 11) has considered the 
Nganasan word a possible loan from Ob-Ugric; in his latest publication (2016: 49) he does 
not explicitly state this, although he considers the Samoyed form’s vocalism to be irregular 
. The Khanty and Mansi words are regular cognates, and thus probably inherited from 
some earlier proto-language; Zhivlov (2006: 151) reconstructs the Proto-Ob-Ugric form as 
*pī ̬ŋka (> Proto-Mansi *pī ̬ŋkə; *pī ̬ŋkl-, Proto-Khanty pāŋk).  
The Komi word family pagalni ̮ ‘die Besinnung verlieren, befangen werden’, pagi ̮r 
‘sauer; scharf, durchdringend’ cannot be cognate to the rest of the words because Komi a 
cannot reflect PU *a–a or *i ̮–a and it might be a later parallel loan from Iranian, as was 
suggested already by Korenchy. Helimski (1997b: 121) mentions that the Iranian origin of 
the Komi word is doubtful. Csúcs (2005: 365) lists the Komi word as a Permic word (PP 
*pag) but does not mention the possible Finno-Permic/Uralic origin. The Iranian 
etymology is mentioned with two question marks: Csúcs gives “miran. *bang or *pang” as 
the donor forms without providing further references. The origin of the Komi word 
requires more research: the vowel a does not fit well with the idea that *g could reflect 
earlier *ŋg (from Indo-Iranian *ng). 
Zhivlov (2014: 133) has objected to the view that the Samoyed word could be a loan 
from Ob-Ugric. The Samoyed (Nganasan) verb is derived without the suffix -l, which is 
present in the Ob-Ugric verb forms that are derived from *pī ̬ŋka and agree in meaning 
with the Samoyed verb. Zhivlov states that it unlikely that the suffix would have been lost 
in Samoyed, if the word had been borrowed from the Ob-Ugric verb. However, the 
Samoyed vowel still remains unexplained, and it might be possible that the speakers of 
Samoyed would have borrowed the noun from Ob-Ugric and then derived the verb ‘to get 
intoxicated’ from it later.  
If the etymology is correct and Zhivlov is right about the relationship of the Samoyed 
and Ob-Ugric words, this is one of the few Indo-Iranian loanwords which has a reflex also 
in the Samoyed branch. Finding a solid example of this would be quite remarkable, as the 
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distribution of Indo-Iranian loans has been one of the main arguments for the binary split 
of Finno-Ugrian and Samoyed. 
The Indo-Iranian word has no known cognates in other Indo-European languages, 
which poses some problems for the etymology (EWAia II s.v. bhaṅgá-). The Sanskrit word 
bhaṅgá- is probably not related to Avestan baŋha-, nor to Middle Persian bang, mang. 
Middle Persian homonymous bang is borrowed from Indic. Avestan baŋha- could also 
reflect earlier *basa-. The Indo-European words for ‘mushroom’, such as Latin fungus, 
which are mentioned by Korenchy and Bereczki do not belong here etymologically. 
However, if a form *bhaŋga- in the meaning of narcoticum or the like existed in Indo-
Iranian, the Uralic word can be borrowed from this, although this is far from certain. 
Katz (1985: 172–173; 2003) has argued that the Uralic word was borrowed from Indo-
Iranian because there are no cognates to the Indo-Iranian word in the related languages. 
While this possibility cannot be ruled out, one has to note that there are also other cases 
where Uralic has acquired an Indo-Iranian loanword which does not have any cognates (in 
some cases it is more obvious that this has to be the direction of the borrowing). Obviously 
the Proto-Indo-Iranians could have borrowed words from other sources by the time they 
came into contact with speakers of Uralic. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi pohja ‘bottom, ground; north’, Est põhi id., cognates in all Finnic languages 
< Pre-Fi *pošja (SSA II s.v. pohja)  
← PII *pasčā > OI paścā́, Av pašča ‘after, behind’ (EWAia II s.v. paścā́) 
(T. Sköld 1999; LÄGLOS III s.v. pohja; Kallio 2013: 216) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for this Finnic word is not convincing. Also two competing 
Germanic etymologies have been suggested (PG *bandsja-, cf. *bandsa- > ON báss 
‘Kuhstand’ and PG *bosjōn-, cf. PG *busjōn- > Old Swedish bysia ‘straw’) although both 
are rejected by LÄGLOS in favour of the Indo-Iranian origin (it is noted in LÄGLOS that 
*bandsja- is unattested and *bosjōn- is formally impossible, as the Germanic word should 
be reconstructed as *busjōn- ). Kallio (2013: 216) is critical of the Indo-Iranian etymology, 
which fails to explain the word-internal consonantism. The Indo-Iranian etymology is also 
semantically not very good. The Indo-Iranian form reflects PIE *pos-ti-, which is reflected 
by a number of forms in Indo-European languages, such as Lithuanian pàs ‘bei’ and Old 
Church Slavonic pozde ‘after’, but these Baltic and Slavic forms are phonetically and 
semantically likewise impossible origins for the Finnic word. A Proto-Indo-European 
source is also ruled out for the same reasons. 
Kallio agrees with the criticism of the Germanic etymologies which is presented by 
LÄGLOS, and it seems that the origin of Finnic pohja remains unclear for now. Saami 
buoššu, which mentioned by SSA as a possible loan from Finnic, has to be a loan and 
cannot be a cognate because of the Saami š. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
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SaN boaris ‘old’ < PSa *boare ̮s, cognates in all Saami languages; ? Ko pe̮ri ̮ś, 
Ud pereś ‘old’ < PP *pȯri ̮ś 
< Pre-Sa *pora(s) or *pari(s) (UEW s.v. *porɜ) 
< PII *parHa-s > Old Indic páraḥ ‘ferner; jenseitig; früher; später; fremd, 
feindlich’ (EWAia II: 86, s.v. pára, 88, s.v.parás) 
(Blažek 1990: 42; Koivulehto 1999a: 229 = 2016: 231; 1999b: 331; Sammallahti 2001: 408; 
Holopainen 2018b: 163–164) 
Koivulehto argues that this word is borrowed from the same source as *para(s) (see the 
entry). In his view the two borrowings do not reflect two distinct stages of Indo-Iranian, 
but they manifest different substitutions, *o and *a, both of which are known substitutions 
for PII *a. Koivulehto only discusses the etymology of the Saami word boaris, but in the 
earlier research Komi pe ̮ri ̮ś and Ud pereś ‘old’ have been connected here, and the UEW 
derives the Saami and Permic words from a Proto-Uralic (Finno-Permic) proto-form. As 
noted by Holopainen (2018b), the Permic words cannot be regular cognates of the Saami 
word, and it is better to consider them parallel loans. The Saami word can reflect either an 
earlier *o–a or *a–i-stem according to the new vowel reconstruction of Aikio (2015b). 
Here *o–a is more probable, as *i-stems are very rare among the early loans. The *o-
vocalism can be explained by the labializing influence of word-initial *p-.  
It is more difficult to determine what the pre-form of the Permic words is. According to 
the UEW, the Permic vocalism is due to delabialization after *p-. The Permic words could 
also be derived from Pre-Permic *pärä (Metsäranta: forthcoming). *ä is the substitute for 
Iranian *a in many loanwords in Permic, and it is probable that the Permic word is a 
parallel loan. 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for these words meaning ‘old’ is convincing. The Indo-
Iranian adverb pára-s has a lot of polysemy, at least based on the Indic reflex páraḥ. 
However, the meaning ‘old’ can be easily derived from this, as a meaning ‘earlier’ is 
attested for the Indic word, and also the Greek cognate πάρος shows a similar meaning. 
There are actually several closely related forms in Indo-Iranian, and it is difficult to 
determine from which word the Saami and Permic words have actually been borrowed. 
Formally the Saami word could be derived from either *pr̥Ha- or *parHa-. See above the 
entry *pi ̮ra for a more detailed discussion.  
Saami -s can be either a reflex of Indo-Iranian -as or a Saami adjective-forming suffix. 
Komi -i ̮ś, Udmurt -eś have to be later adjectivizing suffixes, as is noted by the UEW. 
Indo-Iranian etymology (Saami and Permic words parallel loans)  
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Mansi North por ‘Name einer wog. Sippe’; Khanty East, South păr-, North 
pŏr-, păr- ‘Name einer der beiden Phratrien, in denen die nordostj. exogamen 
gentes od. Sippen zusammengefaßt sind’ 
< POUg ? *por ‘name of an Ob-Ugric phratry’  
← PI *parHa- ‘farther, previous’ (see *pi ̮ra for references) 
(Katz 1985: 212; 2003: 172; Rédei 2004a: 130–131) 
This etymology has been suggested independently by Katz and Rédei. Both argue that the 
Ob-Ugric name for the phratry por could be borrowed from the same Indo-Iranian donor 
form as the more widespread Uralic word *pi ̮ra ‘good’. The semantic development would 
be that the name of the phratry has developed from a more general meaning of ‘foreign, 
alien‘. Rédei refers to the fact that of the two Khanty phratries, por is the one that is usually 
considered inferior, and it would possible for the name of this phratry to develop from a 
negative adjective used for them. For the name of the other phratry, see the entry 
*mańćV.  
The Ob-Ugric vowel correspondences are not regular, and the word is not found in the 
list of Ob-Ugric reconstructions of Honti (1982) or Zhivlov (2006). Whatever is the origin 
of the Ob-Ugric word, it is clearly a late loanword which has diffused from language and 
dialect to other. 
Due to the fact that large part of the vocabulary of the Ob-Ugric languages is of 
unknown origin, and the semantic development that Rédei assumes is hypothetical and 
difficult to prove, the Indo-Iranian etymology remains uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi porsas ‘piglet’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); ? Md E purtsos, 
M puŔts id.; Ud parś, pariś, Ko porś ‘pig’  
< Pre-FI/PU *porćas ~ *porśas ‘pig’ 
← ? PII *parća-s/Pre-II *porćo-s, Av pərəsō (= *parəsō), Khotanese pāsa- 
(Zimmer 1990: 6–7; 1999: 36–37; Schmitt 2009: 18) 
or 
← PBSl *porśo-s (Kallio ms.)  
(Setälä 1900: 31–32; Paasonen 1908–1910b: 76; Jacobsohn 1922: 136–223; Benveniste 
1949; Mayrhofer 1952: 13; KESK: 226; Joki 1959, 1973, 1988: 585; Burrow 1976b: 62; FUV: 
135; UEW s.v. porćas; Mayrhofer 1984: 251, footnote 4; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 921; 
Katz 1985: 255–256; 2003: 205–206; Lushnikova 1990: 242; Helimski 2000: 192; 
Koivulehto 2001b: 242 = 2016: 284; Csúcs 2005: 365; Hyllested 2014: 84–85; Kallio 
[ms.]; SSA II s.v. porsas) 
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Although this etymology was discovered already by Jacobsohn, and since then the ultimate 
(and transparent) Indo-European origin of the Uralic words has been widely accepted, 
there are a number of difficulties with this etymology, and until now there has not been 
consensus on whether this is a borrowing from Indo-Iranian or some other branch. This 
word has been traditionally considered an Indo-Iranian borrowing, but for some decades 
now it has been customary to suppose another IE (often PIE) origin for at least the Finnic 
word (see Koivulehto 1991). This is due to the (tentative) assumption/idea that PIE palatal 
*k ́ can be substituted by *ć in early loans in Uralic, first presented by Joki (1959: 52). 
Already Benveniste (1949: 87) assumed that the Uralic word could be derived from an 
earlier form of Indo-European rather than Indo-Iranian. 
This idea has since found additional support from Koivulehto (1991, 2001b), but in the 
end this support is not as strong as it might seem: there are a number of problems in many 
of the etymologies with retained *ḱ, and most of them can actually be explained as 
borrowings from satem languages. The second syllable vowel is rather ambiguous, as it is 
doubtful whether *-os would have been a possible substitution here – at least there are no 
plausible examples of such substitution in PIE loans. The vowel in the first syllable tells 
little of the age of the word (contra Dolgopolsky 1989: 21), as *o appears frequently as a 
substitute for PII *a, especially in labial environments. 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 921) argue that the word is a specifically Iranian 
borrowing, with *a being substituted as *o before*r. The vowel substitution may be 
correct, but the word cannot be Iranian because of Uralic *ć, as here one would expect 
Uralic č then. The o here can be explained otherwise, as the word could have been 
borrowed from a language which still retained PIE *o, although it is true that o as the 
substitution of *a quite often appears before *r, and Gamkrelidze and Ivanov seem to be 
right with this rule. However, this rule mostly appears in earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian 
loanwords, and their idea that only the specifically Iranian loanwords manifest this 
substitution should be abandoned. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov do not comment on the 
phonological irregularities between the various Uralic forms. Lushnikova (1990: 32) 
mentions that the o-substitution can be due to the labial environment. 
Mayrhofer (1952: 12, footnote 1) supports the possibility that the Uralic word is a Pre-
Indo-Iranian loan, but he notes that the Uralic words should rather be borrowed from 
Baltic, where the word is well attested. The Uralic word cannot be a true Baltic borrowing 
because of the *ć (*š would be expected if the word was really borrowed from Baltic, and 
this can be seen in South Estonian pahr which is a later borrowing from Baltic *paršas). 
Napol’skikh (2002) and Kallio (ms.) consider the Finnic word a Proto-Balto-Slavic 
borrowing. The word is well-attested in Balto-Slavic, and as mentioned above, the 
substitution of the sibilant/affricate (from PIE *ḱ) is regular, as is the vowel substitution 
(regardless of whether *a or *o is reconstructed for the stage of Balto-Slavic from which 
this word was borrowed). Kallio also presents a number of other Balto-Slavic borrowings, 
which serve as parallel evidence. 
Burrow (1976b: 62) was in favour of the Indo-Iranian etymology because of the wide 
attestation of the word within Uralic (he argues that the Baltic origin could not result in 
this). Burrow was obviously unaware of the possibility of early contacts with Proto-Balto-
Slavic: an early Balto-Slavic borrowing could result in a similar, wide distribution. 
Regarding the *o vocalism, Burrow argues that the borrowing is so early that *o had been 
retained in the donor language, but his explanation differs from the mainstream view: he 
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argues that *o, when standing in an ablaut relationship with *e, did not merge with *e and 
*a but developed differently into long *ā in Proto-Indo-Iranian (this is only partly correct 
in the light of modern studies of Indo-Iranian historical phonology, as *o developed into *ā 
in open syllables only). 
Other satem branches cannot come into question as donor languages due to 
geographical reasons. The word is widely attested in centum branches, such as Italic (Latin 
porcus), Celtic (Old Irish orc) and Germanic (German Ferkel and its cognates), and 
Koivulehto’s idea was that the Finnic word is borrowed from Northwest Indo-European, a 
predecessor of Germanic and other “northern” branches. However, as most of the 
Northwest Indo-European loans turn out to be rather Indo-Iranian or Balto-Slavic 
loanwords, and as the ideas of prehistorical contact zones have evolved since Koivulehto’s 
time, the NWIE etymology looks less convincing now – at least there is no possibility to 
prove that a word like *porćas is borrowed from such a language, making the assumption 
too hypothetical. 
Hyllested (2014: 84–85) has recently considered the pig words of Indo-European as 
borrowings (a “Central Asiatic culture word”) from “Altaic” words denoting badger, such as 
Turkic *borsuq ‘badger’ (> Chuvash porъš id.) and he assumes that the word *porḱos 
should not be reconstructed for PIE. There is not much substance to Hyllested’s Altaic 
arguments, as both the semantics and phonology of the Altaic > Indo-European borrowing 
are difficult to explain. Hyllested argues that the use of the badger in the diet of the Altaic 
peoples would explain the semantic shift, but this is highly dubious. Phonologically the 
etymology is even more difficult: the palatal sibilant/affricate or earlier palatal ḱ that has 
to be assumed for the most Indo-European forms probably would not have been the 
substitute for Turkic s. Also Indo-European *p from Turkic b looks dubious. At least 
de Vaan (2008 s.v. porcus) and Zimmer (1990: 7) consider the Indo-European term for the 
pig to be derived from the root *perḱ- ‘to dig up earth’,35 so it would have an Indo-
European etymology, and if this is correct, it is a further argument against the “Altaic” 
origin. 
Regarding the Uralic forms, Hyllested assumes that at least the forms in Mordvin and 
Permic are borrowed from the same Turkic word. Unfortunately, this offers no solution for 
the intriguing consonantism in these languages, as the Mordvin affricate and the Permic ś 
would not be the expected reflexes of Proto-Turkic s or Chuvash š. 
The Mordvin and Permic words are problematic: they certainly originate in some Indo-
European form too, but are not regular cognates to the Finnic word. The Permic *a points 
to a later borrowing. The Mordvin affricate is irregular and disturbing, as noted by 
Koivulehto (2001b: 242), but this can perhaps be explained through affection. 
The Mordvin word is irregular only regarding the affricate/sibilant. One would expect ś. 
There are some cases where PU *ć is reflected as affricate in Mordvin, such as the irregular 
reflex of Uralic *ićä ‘father’ (see the entry), but the reasons for this are unknown. 
According to EES the Mordvin words could have been borrowed from Finnic, but this is an 
ad hoc assumption that does not explain the Mordvin affricate in any way. As there are 
35 Zimmer (1999: 36–37) notes that the IE noun is not necessarily from the root *perk ̒- ‘to dig up earth’, 
as it can also be derived from *perk ̒- ‘to be speckled’. In any case, the noun *pork ̒os can be reconstructed for 
Proto-Indo-European. 
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some other cases where *ć has been irregularly retained as *ć in Mordvin, we simply have 
to assume that this belongs to these irregular cases, or that ć is reflected by Mordvin ć in 
certain environments that are yet to be determined. There are not many examples of the 
consonant cluster *-rć- in the Uralic vocabulary, so one could assume that in this 
environment ć was retained as such, and did not develop into ś/z. 
The vowel correspondences between the Permic forms (Ud parś, Ko porś) are also 
irregular, if it is assumed that the Udmurt and Komi words are derived from *porśas. One 
would expect Udmurt u and not a. The Permic word is probably a parallel borrowing too, 
but it is troubling that it clearly points to a palatal sibilant, which means that it cannot be 
borrowed from a very late Iranian form (contra Csúcs 2005: 365, who mentions Old or 
Middle Iranian *parś [sic!] as the possible donor form for the Permic words). KESK (226 
s.v) notes that the irregularity in Udmurt vocalism could be due to the influence of *r. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (probably borrowed from Balto-Slavic)¨ 
 
SaN boarhti ‘bark vessel’ (< PSa *poartē, cognates in most Saami languages); 
? Ko pe ̮rt, Ud purti ̮ ‘kettle’(< ? PP *porti ̮; Csúcs 2005: 372) 
< ? PU *porta  
← PIE *poh2tro- or PII *paHtra- > Old Indic pā́tra- ‘Gefäß, Behälter, Schale, 
Geschirr, Becher’, Av pāθra-uuaṇt- ‘Schutz gewährend’ (IEW: 839; EWAia II: 
119, s.v. pā́tra-) 
(Katz 1985: 177–178; 2003: 146–147; Koivulehto 1988a: 46; 1999b: 331; Holopainen 
2018b: 164–165) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology has been independently suggested by both Katz and 
Koivulehto. This etymology is in principle convincing, but Koivulehto has also argued that 
the Saami word could be borrowed from Germanic. It may well be that the Saami word was 
borrowed from Germanic *fōđra- ‘fodder’ (> Gothic fodr ‘scabbard, sheath, casting’, see 
Kroonen 2013 s.v. *fōdra-) and the Permic words from its Indo-Iranian cognate. 
Semantically both the Germanic and the Indo-Iranian words fit well the Uralic forms. 
The word has been reconstructed for Proto-Finno-Permic as *portta by Sammallahti 
(1988: 553), UEW (s.v. portta) and Csúcs (2005: 372), as well as Katz, but both the Permic 
and the Saami words show secondary gemination of *rt according to Kallio (2012b). See 
also *kertä, *mertä. It is then probable that the word has been borrowed as *porta into 
both branches.  
Here the o-substitution can be due to the labial environment (word-initial *p-), but *o 
also frequently appears before *r. It is also theoretically possible that the o reflects Pre-II 
*ō here, but this is more unlikely because of the limited distribution of the word. If the 
Saami word is indeed borrowed from Germanic, the o is simply the substitute for 
Germanic *ō. It is also possible that the Saami form reflects earlier *a–i, as the reflexes of 
*a–i and *o–a-stems merged in Pre-Saami (Aikio 2015b), but in the light of loanword 
evidence the rconstruction of a *a–i-stem for this word is not very likely. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Ma pŭndaš, pə̑ndaš ‘Boden’ (< PMa *pŭndaš); Ko pi ̮de ̮s ‘Boden’, Ud pi ̮des 
‘Boden, Grund’ (< PP *pi ̮des) 
< ? PU *puntaksi 36 (UEW s.v. puntɜ (puntɜ-ksɜ)) 
← ? PII *b(h)udhna-, OI budhná- ‘ground, bottom’ < ? PIE *bhudh-no- or 
*bhudh-mn-o- (EWAia II s.v. budhná-) 
(FUV: 135; KESK: 235; Joki 1973: 304–5; Rédei 1986c; Helimski 1997b: 122; 2000: 192; 
Katz 1985: 108–109; 2003: 94) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology of this word is an old idea, accepted without hesitation by 
Rédei and Helimski. The etymology is also mentioned by EWAia. However, the etymology 
is not as unproblematic as it may seem. Semantically the etymology is convincing, but, the 
medial consonantism is difficult to explain from the Indo-Iranian forms. A cluster *-tn- 
cannot be found in the Proto-Uralic lexicon, so it is possible that -nt- can be explained 
through metathesis. Rédei and Helimski have postulated an unattested PII form *bhundas 
to account for the Uralic forms, but there is not much substance to this idea. Rédei refers 
to Pāli bunda-, but a Proto-Indo-Iranian development cannot easily be postulated on the 
basis of a Middle-Indo-Aryan form. The Indo-European cognates that show -nd-, Latin 
fundus and Middle Irish bond, can probably be explained through metathesis according to 
EWAia. 
The UEW notes that also Mari pundə̑š, punduš ‘Baumstumpf’ has been connected here 
earlier, but because of the different vocalism this word has to be of a different origin. 
Helimski (2000) is more positive in connecting this other Mari word to pŭndaš, pə̑ndaš, 
however. He also mentions Mordvin potmaks, potnaks ‘Boden’ in this connection. The 
UEW is probably right in arguing that these words cannot be derived from the same PU 
form. It would be possible to assume that these reflect parallel borrowings, as semantically 
both the Mari and Mordvin words can be derived from ‘ground, bottom’. The Mari and 
Mordvin words are not regular cognates to each other, so each of them has to be borrowed 
parallelly from Indo-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mari pörš, pöröš, pöršö ‘Reif’ (< PMa *pürš) 
< ? Pre-Mari *pi ̮rša 
← PII *prušwa- > OI pruṣvā́ ‘Reif, Raufrost, Eis’  
(Joki 1973: 304; Katz 1985: 85; 2003: 77) 
Rédei (2004b: 320) argues that the Mari form shows rhotacism from earlier *š, not 
metathesis as Katz assumes. In the UEW it is argued that the Mari cluster rš continues 
36 I owe many of the ideas here to discussions with Niklas Metsäranta.
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earlier *č. Bereczki (2013 s.v., 196–197, s.v. pörš) criticizes this idea and notes that the 
Mari word is of unknown origin, unrelated to the other Uralic forms. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ng (der.) xula, E Ch fuřu, B fúru’, TN pul, FN pur, Slk Tym pəl, Kam (der.) 
pʿшlш ‘bridge’ 
< PS *pulǝ̑ ~ *pilǝ̑  (SW: 131) 
← (Middle) Iranian; cf. MP puhl ‘bridge’ < PII/PI *pr̥tu-  
(Janhunen 1983; Lushnikova 1990: 245; Napol’skikh 2010: 230) 
This is one of the few Iranian etymologies that are confined to the Samoyed branch. 
Because of the l the word cannot be a very early loan, so the Middle Iranian dating that is 
presented in earlier sources is probably correct. From a Proto-Iranian form *pr̥tu- one 
would expect traces of both r and t in Samoyed. The Proto-Samoyed vocalism (u or i ̮) fits 
well with the later Iranian u-vocalism, although PU *u is retained as PS *u in *i-stems 
(Sammallahti 1988: 484), so the vocalism itself does not force us to consider the word a 
late loan. However, inherited Pre-Samoyed *l would become *j (cf. PU *tuli > PS *tuj ‘fire’ 
[Sammallahti 1988: 540]). According to Napol’skikh the word is a “Middle East Iranian” 
borrowing, but it remains uncertain what Napol’skikh means with this. The sound change 
from -rt- to -l- happened in Middle Persian, which is not East Iranian, so Napol’skikh’s 
arguments are difficult to understand. As Proto-Samoyed started to diverge during the last 
centuries before the start of the common era (Janhunen 1998: 457), chronologically a 
Middle Iranian donor form is suitable. 
The word for ‘bridge’ is an obvious cultural borrowing. There was probably no intensive 
contact between Proto-Samoyed and Iranian, as the borrowings are few and do not 
necessarily belong all to the same layer. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E pušto ‘zerstampfter Hafer’, puštə̑ ‘толокно’; Ma pušto, puštə̑ ‘dicker 
Haferbrei, толокно’ (< ? PMa *puštə) 
< ? PU 
← PII *pištra-, > Av pištra- ‘Mehl’, pišant- ‘zerstampfend’, OI piṣṭa- ‘Mehl’, 
pináṣṭi ‘zerstampft, zermalmt’ < PIE peys (EWAia; Werba 1997: 206–207 No. 199 
s.v. piṣ; LIV2 s.v. pei ̯s) 
(Joki 1973: 306; Bereczki 1992: 93) 
The Mari and Mordvin words are not regular cognates. Mari *u cannot be explained from 
earlier *i. It is also uncertain what is the relationship between all the Mari words 
mentioned here. The Mordvin form does not point to old *i, as this would have given *o (cf. 
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*wiša > ožo). If the Mordvin word is a loan, it should be a rather late loanword then. 
Semantically the etymology for both words is convincing, but because of the difficulties in 
the vocalism, the etymology of both Mari and Mordvin words remains uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North pāsiɣ, East pāši ‘reindeer calf’ (< PMs *pǟšəɣ); Kh North 
pešǐ, East pečəɣ ‘reindeer calf’ (< PKh *päčəɣ)  
< POUg *päčäɣ (Zhivlov 2006: 130) 
← PI *patsuka- > Avestan pasu- ‘livestock’, diminutive pasuka-; cf. OI pásu-, 
pāśuka- < PII *paćuka- (EWAia II s.v. pásu-; Gotō 2013: 53, 26, footnote 79) 
(Koivulehto 2007: 255 = 2016: 386ff.) 
See also *počaw 
This is a convincing etymology, and a parallel loan from the same Iranian source as the 
West Uralic/Finno-Permic *počaw. Koivulehto (2007) used the reconstruction of Honti 
(1982), according to which the Khanty and Mansi forms reflect *e, but more recently 
Zhivlov (2006) has reconstructed the vowel as *ä, which can probably be a substitute for 
PI *a (or *ā, see below). Interestingly this word shows the substitution *ä ← PI *a, which 
is also found in most of the other Iranian loanwords in Ob-Ugric. This points to the 
conclusion that *ä-substitution appears in early loanwords, too, in the eastern part of the 
Uralic language family, not only in later, Alanic-type loans. 
The POU affricate points to a Proto-Iranian origin (a similar substitution PI *ts 
→ Uralic *č as in many Iranian loans in Western Uralic languages, such as *matsa- → 
*mača, see the respective entry). Semantically this fits well with some of the other Indo-
Iranian etymologies related to cattle breeding and the pastoral economy. 
The non-initial syllable of the Ob-Ugric words is open to different interpretations: *-γ 
could reflect PU *w, meaning that this word could show a similar substitution as West 
Uralic *počaw, but on the other hand, *-γ could also be from earlier *-k, meaning that the 
Ob-Ugrians could have borrowed the word from the derived form *patsuka- (Av pasuka-, 
OI pāśuka-). A similar *-γ reflex is found also in Mansi *wī ̮sәγ, which is also borrowed 
from a word with the same Iranian suffix -ka. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mari piδa-, piδä- (< PMa *piδa-) ‘to bind’ 
< Pre-Mari *pänti- 
← PII *bhandh-a- or PI or later Iranian *band-a- ‘to bind’ > YAv baṇdaiieiti 
‘’binds’; OI perfect babandhá (EWAia II s.v. BANDH; LIV2 s.v. *bhendh-) 
(Aikio 2014: 138, footnote 7) 
Aikio’s fresh Indo-European etymology or the Mari word is convincing both semantically 
and phonologically and it has been supported by Metsäranta (2018: 119). Aikio is right in 
arguing that Hu fűz ‘to tie’ cannot be regularly derived from the same Uralic reconstruction 
as the Mari word, contrary to the etymology of UEW (s.v. *pitɜ-). Aikio only notes that the 
Mari verb is an Indo-European loan, but an Iranian source is the most probable here due 
to the limited distribution of the word. Pre-Mari *ä can be easily explained as a substitute 
for Iranian *a, but there are no convincing examples of *ä corresponding to Proto-Indo-
European *e. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Ma parč ́a, pärcä (< PMa *pärća) ‘ear of corn’ 
← PII or PI *paršá-, YAv parša- ‘ear of corn’, OI parṣá- ‘sheaf, bundle’ 
(EWAia II s.v.) 
(Aikio 2014: 141) 
The etymology is convincing, and the vowel substitution *ä is in line with many Indo-
Iranian loans found in the centre and the east of the Uralic family. However, the 
substitution of the *-rš- cluster raises suspicions – why was it substituted by Proto-Mari 
*-rć- and not by *-rš-? One solution would be to assume that *-rš- would have been 
impossible at that stage in Proto-Mari/Pre-Mari. A further, yet hypothetical, possibility 
would be to assume that the Mari word is not a direct borrowing from Indo-Iranian, but 
was borrowed through some intermediary language, and this could explain the 
phonetically surprising substitution. According to EWAia, the background of the Indo-
Iranian word is uncertain. In any case, the Indo-Iranian origin of the Mari word seems 
certain. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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SaN báhtarit ‘flee, escape’ (psA < pāte ̮re ̮-), SaS baataridh (< PsA*pātāre ̮-) ~ 
baateridh SaSk puåt’tred (irregular), (cognates in all Sa forms except T); 
Mansi North pātər-, East pöätər-, West pͻ ̅tər- ‘disappear’, S pǟtur- ‘hide’ 
(< PMs *pǟtər-) 
< PU *pätäri- 
← PII (or PI) *patara-, > OI pataráḥ, patáruḥ ‘flying, shooting through the 
air’, root *pat(H) ‘to fly, fall’ < PIE *pet(H)- (EWAia II: 71 s.v. ; Werba 1997: 301 
No. 312 s.v. OI pati-) 
(Aikio 2013b: 162–63) 
Both the Uralic background of the Saami and Mansi verbs and the Indo-Iranian etymology 
for the word was suggested only recently by Aikio. Also Kümmel (2018a) mentions that the 
Saami word is borrowed from this Indo-Iranian root. Aikio’s etymology is convincing, 
although the meanings of the Uralic and Indo-Iranian verbs are divergent. The semantic 
developments in the Uralic side are possible to explain from an earlier meaning of ‘flying’. 
An interesting feature is the substitution of PII *a by Uralic *ä. This is hardly ever 
found in the earliest loans with a wide distribution, but occurs frequently in Iranian 
borrowings into Permic and the Ob-Ugrian languages, some of which have to be quite 
early. The word has to be a very early borrowing because of its distribution at the two 
opposite ends of the Uralic language family. Technically the word could have been 
borrowed separately by Pre-Mansi and Pre-Saami, but this does not remove the peculiarity 
of the vowel substitution, as the substitution by *ä is not found in later West Uralic loans 
that have cognates in Saami. 
Aikio mentions that some of the Saami forms display vowel combinations that were not 
allowed in Proto-Saami, but because a regular reflex of Uralic *pätäri- and a 
phonotactically suitable form is found in South Saami baataridh, the irregular Saami 
forms can be considered secondary. There are no problems with the Mansi forms, which 
regularly continue Uralic *pätäri-. The Uralic verb stem is “anomalous” according to Aikio, 
but he explains this anomaly as a result of the word being a loan. 
This is one of the few verbs borrowed from Indo-Iranian. In North Saami also forms of 
a noun *báhtu have been attested, as is mentioned by Aikio, but these are probably derived 
from the verb. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi East roasnә, North rāsn, West roåasn ‘Strick’ < Proto-Mansi *rǟsnǟ 
(Zhivlov 2013: 219) 
← Iranian, cf. MP, NP rasan ‘Strick’, Chwarezmian rysn; OI raśanā́- ‘Strick, 
Seil, Halfter’ < PII *raćanā́- (EWAia II s.v. raśanā́-) 
(Paasonen 1909: 120–122; Munkácsi 1920: 165; Collinder FUV: 136; Korenchy 1972: 65, 
No. 20; Joki 1973: 308; Katz 1985: 340; 2003: 270; Lushnikova 1990: 248–249; Zhivlov 
2013: 219) 
This is an obvious Indo-Iranian etymology. The Mansi word is borrowed from the same 
Indo-Iranian word-family as Proto-Uralic *rećmä discussed above (see that entry for 
more discussion about the background of the Indo-Iranian word). 
Korenchy gives the donor form as “Middle Iranian” *rasan/*räsän. Note that the OI 
form cited by Korenchy (“rásanā́-“) is wrong, as can be seen from the two accented 
vowels. Probably it is only a typographic error. Korenchy argues that the loan in Mansi is 
relatively late, and the word was acquired after the change PU *ś > Mansi s. The same is 
also stated by Joki. Katz has the opposite opinion: he argues that the word was borrowed 
from an Indo-Iranian form with *ś (= PII *ć). EWAia mentions the latter explanation and 
refers to Katz. The same is stated also in the recent work of Zhivlov (2013). Zhivlov 
assumes that the Mansi word could be borrowed from the “Andronovo Aryan” language. 
This is a crucial question regarding the dating of the etymology. The problem is that 
Iranian and Mansi have gone through rather similar sibilant developments, and it is very 
difficult to decide whether the word is an old (PII) or young (Iranian) loanword. The 
limited distribution in Mansi points to a late borrowing (this is stressed by Korenchy), but 
as has been repeatedly stated in this work, distribution alone is a poor criterion. The vowel 
substitution (Mansi *ǟ from Iranian *a) also offers little evidence, as this appears in 
Ob-Ugric loanwords of various age. Zhivlov also considers the Khanty word *wǟrəs ‘horse’s 
mane’ an early parallel from Indo-Iranian, before the similar sibilant change happened in 
Khanty. 
Although one cannot definitely decide whether the borrowing is old or young, one can 
argue that there are other loanwords limited to Mansi which have to be late due to 
phonological reasons: at least siräj ‘sword’, *šǟrkVśV ‘eagle’ and *wī ̮sәγ ‘calf’ are such 
words (see the respective entries). Although the distribution itself is not a definitive sign of 
late borrowing, together with these parallel cases it looks more likely that the word is a 
relatively late Iranian loan. Note that although the sibilant change does not have to be 
extremely early, and there are Iranian loans confined to Khanty that predate this change 
(see PKh *ʌaγər), the Indo-Iranian change from *ć to Iranian s (via PI *ts) must have 
happened quite early, as is shown by Avestan. 
Zhivlov’s argument that this word could be borrowed from Andronovo Aryan which 
would have retained *ć/ś (instead of Iranian s) is not very strong, as nothing prevents us 
from assuming an Iranian borrowing after the change *ś > s. The Mansi vowels do not tell 
us much about the age of the word, as Mansi *ǟ vocalism can reflect PU *ä (Zhivlov 2006), 
and it is difficult to determine whether the substitution in this word was Proto-Mansi *ǟ or 
some preceding phase, such as short *ä. Lushnikova supports the older view that the word 
was borrowed after *ś became *s in Mansi. 
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Interestingly, the Mansi word is probably not borrowed from an Alanic-type language, 
because modern Ossetic shows irregular rætæn. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Khanty South rŏw ’Unreinigkeit, Abfall, Moder (im Wasser)’, East răuwγɜ 
‚Scwhamm, Moder (auf dem Sumpf, von den Wellen angetrieben‘ 
< PKh ? *rawV 
←  PI *raha- (< PII *rasa-) > YAv raŋhā- ‘name of a mythological river’; OI 
rása- ‘Pflanzensaft, Saft, Flüssigkeit jeglicher Art, Seim, Essenz, Kern, Mark’ 
(Munkácsi 1901: 533; FUV: 135; Korenchy 1972: 65–66 No. 21; Katz 1985: 122; 2003: 104; 
Blažek 2005: 172–174) 
The Khanty and the Mordvin word rav, ravo ‘Volga’ which has often been connected are 
not regular cognates but they can possibly be parallel borrowings from Iranian (as 
observed already by Korenchy). The Mordvin word is discussed as a separate entry. The 
Khanty vowels do not point to a Pre-Khanty *a–a-stem, thus weakening the supposed 
Iranian origin of the word. Semantically the etymology is possible but not obvious. The 
medial consonantism of the Khanty word cannot be explained from Iranian *s or *h. A 
pure chance resemblance is also possible. There is no mention of the Iranian etymology in 
DEWOS (1268–1269). 
The UEW gives a reconstruction *raŋV, but it is not at all certain that *ŋ should be 
reconstructed on the basis of either the Mordvin or the Khanty word (ŋ is usually retained 
in part of the Erzya Mordvin dialects. 
Korenchy mentions that also the Indo-Iranian verb *sraw- ‘to flow’ (PIE *srew > PII 
sraw > OI sru ‘(aus)strömen/fliessen, lecken, (zer)rinnen’, Av sru [Werba 1997: 266–267 
No. 244]) has been considered as the origin of the Khanty word, but also this option is not 
semantically very convincing. 
To sum up, the Indo-Iranian etymology of the Mordvin word is probable, but it is 
unlikely that the Khanty word has anything to do with either of the presented Indo-Iranian 
etymologies. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md rav, ravo ‘Volga’ 
See *PKh ? *rawV 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi East, North, West rēkw, West rekw ~ rēkw ‘steiles Ufer’; Khanty North 
(Nizjam) rŏwa, (Kazym) rŏwa, rĕwa, (Obdorsk) rŏwa, rĕwa ‘Uferabhang’  
< POUg ?  
← PI *raga- > Av raγa-, OP ragā ‘the name of the country in Media (in high 
plateau)’, Sogdian r’g ‘plain’ etc. (AiWb s.v.  raγa-) 
(Blažek 1990: 40) 
The Khanty and Mansi words are probably not inherited, regular cognates, as the vowel 
correspondences are obscure, and the word is missing from the material in Zhivlov (2006). 
Honti (1982: 205) mentions the Khanty and Mansi words in the list of words that do not 
reflect a regular Proto-Ob-Ugric form. Semantically the etymology is not obvious, and 
Blažek does not give any detailed arguments in favour of the semantic developments. 
AiWb (s.v.) gives no information on the etymological background of these Iranian 
words. In the light of this, it is not likely that the Ob-Ugric words could have been 
borrowed from this Iranian form. 
Not an Iranian etymology  
 
Fi repo, Ka repoi, Est rebane, rebu (< PFI *repä-j) ‘fox’; ? SaN rieban, Lu 
riepij; Mo E ŕiveś id.; Mari rəwəž, rə̑wə̑ž id. < PMa *rǐwəž; ? Ud ǯ́i ̮ći ̮, ǯ́oći̮, 
Ko ruć id. (< PP *ru ̇ći̮) 
< ? PU *repä (UEW 423–424; Sammallahti 1988: 553) 
← Pre-II *h2rewpēćo- > PII *Hrawpāćá- > OI (Vedic) lōpāśá- ‘a species of 
jackal’, OP (attested in Elamite as a personal name) *raupāθa-, MP, NP rōbāh, 
Oss rūvas/robas ‘fox’, Khot rrūvāsa- ‘jackal’; Av raopi- ‘fox’, Khowār lōw 
< PII *Hrawp-i- < ? PIE *h2lewp- (EWAia II .v. lōpāśá-; Clackson 1994: 96; de Vaan 
2000: 289–291; 2009 s.v. volpēs; Cheung 2002: 221) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 521–522; KEWA III s.v. lōpāśáḥ; Joki 1973: 308–309; Katz 1985: 136–
137; 2003: 115–116; UEW No. 859, s.v. *repä [~ *repä-ćä]; Rédei 1986c: 46; Lushnikova 
1990: 251–253; SSA III s.v. repo; WOT: 1287, 1321; Bereczki 2013 s.v.; Honti 2017: 154–
156; Róna-Tas 2017: 69) 
This is is an old and widely-accepted etymology, but there are several problems in 
determining the exact donor language and form, the chronology of Indo-Iranian sound 
changes, the irregular relationship of the several Uralic forms and the reconstruction of the 
Uralic word. The Indo-Iranian etymology of the Uralic word is mentioned by EWAia, but it 
has not been discussed in the recent works of Koivulehto or Sammallahti that deal with 
loanwords. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. In the Indo-Iranian languages the word 
denotes both ‘fox’ and ‘jackal’, but this is hardly an obstacle, as the meaning ‘fox’ is attested 
in both language families, and animal names frequently change their meaning due to 
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various reasons (such as taboo). The fox and jackal are also closely-related canine animals. 
One might wonder why a word for an animal like the fox which is frequent in the Northern 
Taiga zone would borrowed, but this can have something to do with taboo, or perhaps the 
fox had important cultural meaning (because of the fur trade, for example). Also other 
animal names have been borrowed from Indo-Iranian, such as Mo veŕgis, vәrgas ‘wolf’ 
(see the entry). 
Because of the vowel *e, the word has to belong to the oldest layer of Indo-Iranian (Pre-
Indo-Iranian) borrowings. The simple *e in the first syllable instead of a sequence *ew 
probably results from phonotactics, as there are no examples of the sequence *-wp- in the 
Proto-Uralic vocabulary. Otherwise we would expect *ew to have been retained, as this 
sequence as such was allowed in Proto-Uralic (cf. *lewli ‘spirit’). The archaic vocalism fits 
well with the relatively wide distribution of the word in Uralic. Concerning the vocalism of 
the Indo-Iranian word, the word does not have a clear Indo-European background, 
although various suggestions have been made. KEWA considers the etymological 
connection with Greek ἀλώπηξ and Armenian alowēs ‘fox’ to be likely, and it mentions 
Latin volpēs ‘fox’ and Lithuanian lãpe as forms that are also possibly related. The 
connection to Greek and Armenian is also supported by EWAia. Derksen (2015 s.v.) 
connects the Lithuanian word and its Latvian cognate lapsa to the Greek and Armenian 
words, as well as to Welsh llywarn, reconstructing PIE *h2lōp-s. The Indo-Iranian word is 
not mentioned by Derksen. De Vaan (2008) considers the Greek and Armenian words and 
Baltic lãpe as unrelated to the Indo-Iranian forms, but he derives Latin volpēs and 
Lithuanian vilpišỹš ‘wild cat’ from the same IE root as Indo-Iranian *Hrawpi-. De Vaan 
argues that the Lithuanian word and Middle Persian gurbag ‘cat’ continue the original 
zero-grade form *h2wl ̥pi, and that Avestan urupi- ‘marten’ reflects a metathesized form 
*Hurpi-, from which the full-grade *Hrawpi- has been derived.  
On the other hand, the vocalism *ew (> *aw) in Indo-Iranian might have been 
influenced by the unrelated root lup- ‘steal, plunder’ through folk etymology, as the Greek 
and Armenian words point to *e/o and not to a diphthong (Clackson 1994: 96; de Vaan 
2000: 289–291). A different view is expressed in EWAia, where it is assumed that the 
Indo-Iranian form is more archaic and has preserved the original diphthong, and the 
Greek and Armenian o is due to taboo. From the point of view of the Uralic word it does 
not matter which vocalism is more archaic, but if the *ew instead of *o caused by analogy, 
the development has to be very early, already taking place in Pre-Indo-Iranian. It is also 
clear that if the Greek and Armenian words are unrelated, as de Vaan (2008) assumes, this 
explanation that is based on analogy is not needed. 
To sum up, the Indo-European background of the Indo-Iranian word involves various 
problems, but it is clear that for a pre-form of Vedic lōpāśá- a form *(h2)rewpēćo- can be 
reconstructed, and the Uralic word with the vocalism e can be easily derived from this 
form. Because Indo-Iranian r here almost certainly reflects PIE *l, no other branch of 
Indo-European can come into question as the donor language. 
This is one of the examples of a loan with retained Indo-European *e but Indo-Iranian 
*r from earlier *l; another example is Sa geavri < *kekrä. The Uralic loans thus show that 
the change *l > *r was very early in Indo-Iranian, as it must have happened before the 
merger of non-high vowels. It would be impossible to derive the Uralic *e from later Indo-
Iranian *a. It has been argued by Mayrhofer (2004; cf. also Kümmel 2018a) that all of the 
Indo-Aryan words with l can be explained as secondary dialectal innovations (Mayrhofer 
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[2004: 158] lists several cases where Sanskrit shows l in place of PIE *r, meaning that the 
Old Indo-Aryan dialects where l is found have not retained the PIE distinction of *l and *r 
but have innovated and show secondary l). The change *l > *r was regular, and later the 
change from *r to *l occurred in some Indo-Aryan dialects, from which forms with *l have 
diffused into the Vedic and Classical Sanskrit texts. Also the Tocharian loans from Iranian 
consistently show *r in place of Indo-Iranian *l (Tremblay 2005a: 424). 
Even if the results of this Indo-Iranian sound change would not have been *r but some 
other resonant sound, the mere fact that the opposition between *l and *r disappeared in 
Indo-Iranian would be enough to explain the Uralic words with *r. There are no examples 
of early Indo-Iranian words with retained *l (which would otherwise show clear Indo-
Iranian characteristics). 
Interestingly, word-initial *r- was probably alien to Uralic phonotactics, as no PU 
words with *r- can be reconstructed (in the wordlist of Sammallahti 1988 the words 
beginning with *r- first appear in the Finno-Permic vocabulary), and in Samoyedic the 
situation has persisted until modern times. Initial *r- was probably introduced through 
loanwords like this. 
Although most of the Uralic words listed above can be derived from a reconstructed 
stem *repä, the Saami words are probably borrowed from Finnic, and the Hungarian 
words represent later parallel borrowings from Iranian (see below). Bergsland (1963: 151–
153) argues that the word has been borrowed from Finnic into Saami in several different 
forms: the forms SaN (dial.) riebân, SaI riemńis, Skolt rì·èwa̮n, Kola rim ̅ńe point to a 
donor source *repäinen, which is not attested in Finnish or Karelian but is reflected in 
many Finnic languages such as Veps rebāńe, Est rebane. South Saami riepie (analogically 
from *ræbeš) points to a donor form *repäs (*rewäs). 
The Hungarian words róka ‘fox’ and ravasz ‘cunning; (obs., Old Hungarian) fox’ are 
often connected to the other Uralic ‘fox’ words. While the two Hungarian words are clearly 
somehow connected to each other and bear a resemblance to the western Uralic forms, 
they cannot regularly reflect the same inherited proto-form *repä as the western Uralic 
languages. Despite the clear irregular relationship of róka and ravasz both to each other 
and to the other Uralic forms, Hungarian etymologists have been very stubborn in their 
attempts to connect these forms etymologically and to derive them from a common source. 
Rédei (1986c and UEW) has attempted to explain the back-vowel forms ravasz and 
róka through vowel assimilation caused by the following consonant: *repä > *rewä > *row 
> *ró (+ suffix -ka) but his explanation is ad hoc and without clear parallels; Rédei argues 
that at the time when w labialized the vowel, there were not yet palatal labial vowels. The 
form ravasz had u in old Hungarian according to the UEW and Róna-Tas, and the a can in 
Rédei’s view be explained in a similar way as the labial vowel in róka. However, the form 
adruuoz cited by the UEW is from the earliest possible Hungarian written source, the 
Tihányi Alapítólevél, and one cannot be sure that we are really dealing with the word ‘fox’ 
here, and that the grapheme <u> really corresponds to a vowel u. The development u > a 
in the era between Old and Modern Hungarian would also be irregular.37 
37 Although traditionally some Hungarian words with a or á, like fa ‘tree’ and száj ‘mouth’ have been 
derived from Uralic forms with *u, almost all of these words involve difficulties in the reconstruction of the 
vocalism, and it is highly doubtful whether *u > *a is a real sound change in the history of prehistory of 
Hungarian. In any case this sound change should have happened before the Old Hungarian period, for 
during or after the Old Hungarian period there were vowel changes that led to the raising of low and mid 
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Already H. Sköld (1925: 32–33) considered the Hungarian word ravasz to be a loan 
from Alanic (“Ossetic” in H. Sköld’s terminology), and this seems to be the most plausible 
explanation for the Hungarian word, as the Ossetic forms rūbás, rūwas, Digor robas suit 
Hungarian more regularly than the phonologically difficult PU form. It is unclear why the 
idea of a separate, later borrowing has been so difficult to accept for many researchers. 
H. Sköld states that the word is a ‘Wanderwort’, and that the loans in other Uralic 
languages can easily be explained as parallel borrowings from Iranian. Also Joki (1973: 
309) hints at this possibility, stating enigmatically that “besonders im Ung. ist eine 
deutliche miran. Einwirkung zu erkennen”. This is a very modern view, and it is a pity that 
it has not been supported by subsequent researchers of Hungarian etymology. 
Sammallahti (1988: 553) reconstructs the word for a “Finno-Permic” proto-language, and 
he does not consider the Hungarian word a cognate of the other forms. In SSA the 
Hungarian word is added with a question mark. 
Recently Róna-Tas (WOT: 1321, 1335; 2017: 69) has suggested that ravasz and róka are 
historically different words indeed. For róka he assumes the development from *repä as 
described in the UEW, but ravasz is in his view a borrowing from Alanic *rowasa. While 
the explanation for ravasz is certainly correct (the vowels and consonantism of the 
Hungarian trisyllabic word can be easily explained from the Alanic word), it remains 
mysterious why Róna-Tas supports such a complicated and irregular history for róka. A 
much better solution would be to consider both róka and ravasz separate borrowings from 
different Indo-Iranian forms. In the Iranian languages there exist both raupasā- (from 
which the Alanic form mentioned by WOT) and raupaka- (whence Dameli rōpak), and the 
latter form could be the origin of the Hungarian word róka. Both forms would thus be 
relatively late Iranian borrowings. The scarce attestation of the raupaka- word is 
admittedly slightly problematic, but it can be assumed also that Hungarian ró- is an early 
loan from the underived stem *rawpa- (from which the Hungarian word could be 
regularly explained), and the suffix -ka is simply a Hungarian (diminutive?) suffix added 
later. 
Honti (2017: 154–156) has criticized WOT’s explanation of separating róka and ravasz 
etymologically, but he offers no arguments for this – Honti’s idea is mainly that the 
traditional explanation by the UEW etc. is better and there is no reason to reject it in spite 
of the obvious irregularities. Honti’s view is untenable. Honti also states that Sammallahti 
has “probably forgotten” to mention the Hungarian forms in his etymological wordlist, 
although it seems obvious that Sammallahti has rejected the Hungarian words from this 
comparison because of their irregular vocalism. 
Regarding the remaining Uralic forms, the relationship between Finnic repo, rebane, 
Erzya ŕiveś, and Mari rəwəž is regular, at least concerning the initial-syllable vocalism, and 
all the words could be derived from Proto-Uralic *repä. The Mari dialectal form әrwәž can 
be explained by Chuvash influence, as Chuvash (like Proto-Uralic) does not allow initial r-. 
However, it is unclear whether the sibilant/affricate found in a number of words is a reflex 
of a Proto-Uralic *-ś or some later suffix. According to Bereczki (2013; 2002: 192–193), the 
Indo-Iranian ć has been analogically connected with the Uralic suffix ć in Pre-Mari. It is 
further unclear whether this sound reflects the PII *-ć found in many of the Indo-Iranian 
vowels (OHu hodu ‘army’ > Hu had, OHu Ystor [? uštor] > Hu ostor), but there are no convincing examples 
of a change u > a.
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words. The UEW does not take a clear stance on this, reconstructing two alternative proto-
forms, and Sammallahti (1988) reconstructs simply *repä. Joki does not comment on the 
issue. 
Harmatta (1977: 171) has already considered the words in Permic and Hungarian as 
parallel loans, rather than reflexes of PU *repä. Harmatta assumes that only the Finnic 
and Saami forms reflect underived *repä, the Mordvin and Mari words are reflexes of 
*repeśe, Hungarian róka reflects a different borrowing *ropa, and the Permic words and 
Hungarian ravasz are reflexes of *ropaća. Probably the Permic word is a separate 
borrowing, and so is Hu ravasz. 
These kinds of explanations are problematic because the derivational morphology of 
Proto-Uralic is poorly known. Too often in etymological literature various obscure suffixal 
elements are simply explained as derivational suffixes, even if nothing sure can be said 
about them. This is an unfortunate situation. In a case like this, where we have different 
Indo-Iranian forms, such as underived *rawpa- (< *rewpo-) and different derived forms 
like *raupaćā, it seems obvious that a more secure explanation is to connect the obscure *ć 
of the Uralic side to the Indo-Iranian suffixal element. This means that the sibilant in 
Mordvin and Mari forms and the Permic affricate can all be explained from PU *ć, which is 
a substitute of PII *ć. 
The Finnic form *repä, on the other hand, could be derived from the simple PII *rewp- 
without the “animal-suffix” *-āca- (for which see de Vaan 2000), and it is possible that we 
have two parallel borrowings from Pre-Indo-Iranian into various dialects of Proto-Uralic. 
However, here it is slightly troubling that a separate Pre-II form is found in Finnic only, 
pointing to a situation of very early dialectal divergence at the time of the earliest contacts 
with Indo-Iranian. Another possibility (suggested by Bergsland 1963) would be to derive 
Finnic repoi from earlier *repäinen as a back-formation. As the Saami and Scandinavian 
loans also support the reconstruction of variants PFi *repäinen and *repäs, then perhaps 
this is the more original form and repoi indeed is a back-formation.  
Regarding the Permic words (Udmurt ǯ́ići ̮, ǯ́oći ̮, Komi ruć), the standard explanation is 
that they too are part of the same cognate set, and can be derived from PU *repäći. 
However, Niklas Metsäranta (personal communication) has doubted this, as the Permic 
vowels are not regular reflexes of PU *e. This could point to a parallel borrowing from 
Indo-Iranian, probably from Proto-Indo-Iranian *Hrawpāćá. The parallel borrowing into 
Permic cannot be much later, as Permic ć probably reflects the same suffix as the *ć in 
other Uralic forms discussed above, and this means that later Iranian forms are out of 
question. 
As a side note, the Scandinavian forms ON refr ‘fox’, modern Swedish räv. Norwegian 
rev id. have been connected etymologically to the Finnic/Uralic words already by Thomsen 
(1869: 40) and it is usually assumed that the Scandinavian form is borrowed from Finnic. 
Bergsland (1963: 153–54) argues in favour of this in more detail, noting that the ON form 
refr could be convincingly derived from Finnic *repäs (paradigm with gradation: 
*rewäs : *repähän). Although such a form is not attested in Finnic, Bergsland notes that 
some of the Saami words require a similar donor form, and that this *repäs forms 
corresponds well to the forms in Mordvin and other eastern languages. Keresztes (1997: 
146; 1998: 95) mentions the possibility that the Scandinavian word is borrowed from 
Saami rather than from Finnic, but he does not offer phonological arguments in support of 
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this. Phonologically, either the Finnic or Saami words could have produced the 
Scandinavian forms. 
Kroonen (2013 s.v. *fuhsa-), on the other hand, states that the Scandinavian forms are 
borrowed from Iranian. There are, however, no arguments to support the Iranian 
etymology over the Finnic one, and geographical reasons make the Finnic etymology look 
much more plausible than a borrowing from geographically distant Iranian. Although 
there are other Germanic words with tentative Iranian etymologies, such as PG *paþa-, 
none of them is limited to North Germanic only. Also the context of borrowing the name of 
a wild animal which is important in the fur trade, an important livelihood in ancient 
Fennoscandia, would be perfectly plausible via the ancient trade networks. 
Indo-Iranian etymology (Hungarian words represent parallel borrowings) 
 
Ma rüm, rümbə̑k, rəmälγe ‘(Abend)dämmerung’; Ko re̮m ‘colour’, Ud ǯomi ̮t 
‘Dämmerung’ (< PP *rȯŋV ‘dusk’) 
< PU ? *rVmV ‘colour’  
← ? Middle Iranian *rang ‘colour’, MP rang ‘colour, dye’ < PII *ranga-  
(Munkácsi 1901: 535; KESK: 243–244; Joki 1973: 309; UEW s.v. rȣ̈mɜ; Rédei 1986c: 66–
67; Csúcs 2005: 320; Bereczi 2013 s.v. rümbə̑k) 
According to the UEW, the Mari and Permic words are cognates and represent a Middle 
Iranian borrowing into Proto-Finno-Permic. Bereczki (2013) follows the same view and 
mentions the Iranian origin (but not the donor form) without any further comment. 
Rédei (1986c) represents a different view from the UEW, arguing that the Permic word 
is borrowed from Middle Iranian, and the Mari word is then borrowed from Permic after 
the sound change *ŋ > m took place in Permic. Csúcs (2005) follows Rédei’s view and does 
not mention the possibility of Finno-Permic inheritance at all.  
All of the explanations are problematic. It is difficult to see how Permic m could 
correspond to Iranian *ng. Also Mari m cannot be derived from earlier *ŋ, which is 
retained regularly in Mari (compare PU *wäŋi > Mari wiŋə ‘son-in-law’). Semantically the 
etymology would be possible if ‘dusk’ is the primary meaning on the Permic side, but 
because of the phonological problems, the etymology should be rejected. 
However, the original etymology by Munkácsi (1901) derived the Permic word from an 
entirely different Indo-Iranian word, namely from PII *rāmá- ‘dark, black’ (> OI rāmá- ). 
This etymology is phonologically clearly better, but similar semantic issues remain as with 
the other etymologies ddiscussed above. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology  
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SaN reašmi ‘rope at the end of the fishing net’ (< PSa *reaćmē; distribution 
Lu–I); Mo E riśḿé ‘Kette’, M ŕiśḿä ‘Seil’ 
< ? P(W)U *rećmä 
← Pre-II *Hrećmi-> PII *Hraćmi-, root *Hrać- > OI raśmí- ‘Schnur, Strick, 
Seil, Zügel, Peitsche, Strahl’, raśmán- ‘Zügel’, root raś ‘binden’ (EWAia s.v. .v. 
raśmí-; Werba 1997: 227 No. 160 s.v. raś; Lubostky 1988: 39, 112)  
(Munkácsi 1901: 180; FUV: 136; Joki 1973: 308; KEWA III: 46 s.v. raśmíḥ; Katz 1985: 340; 
2003: 270; UEW: 744; Lushnikova 1990: 259; Sammallahti 1998: 126; Koivulehto 2001b: 
250) 
See also *rǟsnǟ 
This is a well-known old etymology (already discussed by Munkácsi) that is in principle 
convincing, but various views about the exact donor language and the relationship of the 
Saami and Mordvin words have been put forth. The word has to be an early borrowing, as 
the vowels clearly reflect earlier *e. However, it is unclear whether this is actually an Indo-
Iranian borrowing, as Koivulehto has argued that the word could be borrowed from Proto-
Indo-European (or Northwest Indo-European), where *ć could substitute for *ḱ. The 
problem is that this substitution is impossible to prove, and a more economical solution is 
to opt for a Pre-Indo-Iranian loan, as this is a well-founded loanword layer in Uralic. 
Furthermore, the Indo-Iranian word does not have an undisputed Indo-Iranian etymology, 
making the idea of a PIE borrowing less likely. Sammallahti (1998: 126) lists the word 
among the Pre-Indo-Iranian loanwords that have reflexes in Saami, but he does not 
comment on the etymology in more detail, and the word is interestingly absent from 
Sammallahti’s 2001 listing of early Indo-European loans in Saami. Also Dolgopolsky 
(1989: 21–22) mentions the Uralic etymology but does not comment on the possible IE 
origin of the Indo-Iranian word. 
Concerning the Indo-European origin of this Indo-Iranian word, the word does not 
have a secure Indo-European etymology. Some sources (Schneider 2010: 212–215; Werba 
s.v.) reconstruct a possible Proto-Indo-European root pre-form *lak ́-. However, no such 
root is found in LIV2 or NIL. According to Schneider (2010: 213: footnote 249, 215) the 
noun raśmán- could reflect earlier PIE *lak ́-mon . The Uralic evidence does not fit well 
with the idea that the Indo-Iranian word reflects PIE *a vocalism. and here the Uralic word 
can be used as evidence for the old *e-grade of the Indo-Iranian word. The decision to 
reconstruct *a seems not to be based on any Indo-Europeanist arguments. Furthermore, if 
the word indeed is inherited from Proto-Indo-European, *e would be more expected than 
the very rare *a. 
An older view reflected in (IEW: 863) connects the Indic word with Germanic words 
such as ON rakki m. ‘parrel’ on the basis of the Indic word and Germanic words such as 
ON rakki m. ‘parrel’. IEW (863) reconstructs an IE root *reḱ-/*reǵ- as the PIE form. It is 
unclear why the alternation of a voiceless and voiced velar is assumed. The k in the 
Germanic words is probably due to Verner’s law. Kroonen (2013: s.v. *rakkan-) accepts the 
comparison and reconstructs PIE *Hroḱ-on- as the preform of the Germanic word; OI 
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raśmí- reflects PIE *Hre/oḱ-mi- and OI raśanā́ reflects PIE *Hrek ́-en-eh2- according to 
Kroonen. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 314) mentions that the formation *rać-m- is confined to Indo-
Iranian. The forms without -m- (OI raśanā́-, MP rasan ‘rope’) are explained by Lubotsky 
as possible results of dissimilation (< *raćmna- ?). This would mean that the Uralic word 
could only be the result of borrowing from Indo-Iranian, albeit at very early date. 
Grünthal (2012: 328–329) has argued that the Mordvin word E riśm ́e, M ŕiśm ́ä is 
rather a borrowing from a Baltic source akin to Lithuanian rišìmas ‘binding’ (derived from 
the verb rìšti ‘to bind’; see AlEW: 868–869 s.v. rìšti, Derksen 2015: 383 s.v. rìšti and LIV2: 
669 s.v. *wreyk ́- for competing views on the Indo-European etymology of the Baltic word 
family). The word obviously cannot be a proper Baltic borrowing because of the palatal 
sibilant, so it could rather an early borrowing from Proto-Balto-Slavic; Grünthal assumed 
that *ś is an archaism (in Proto-Baltic *ś would have become *š) so he was on the same 
track even if he somewhat confusingly mentions the Proto-Baltic form *rišima- as the 
donor form. 
Junttila (2018: 83–84) has recently discussed the Mordvin word and modified 
Grünthal’s Baltic etymology, assuming that the word can belong to the layer of ‘old 
Latgalian’ loans in Mordvin. In Junttila’s view the Proto-Mordvin palatal sibilant *ś could 
go back to earlier *s, because according to Junttila there are no non-palatalized *-sm- 
clusters in Mordvin. This *s could then be a substitution for Baltic (Latvian/Latgalian-
type) s, from Proto-Baltic *š. 
From the Uralic point of view, there is no compelling reason to assume that the 
Mordvin word is a parallel borrowing, as it could be derived from exactly the same proto-
form as the Saami form, as has been done in earlier sources (such as the UEW): for the 
Mordvin vocalism, cf. *mertä > Mo E miŕd’e, M miŕd’ä (see the entry *mertä). Finnic 
rihma, on the other hand, is a well-known borrowing from Baltic *rišima, and Fi räismä 
‘Seil vom Baumwurzeln’ is borrowed from the Saami word, as noted by the UEW. 
Semantically either a Baltic or an Indo-Iranian source is equally convincing. If the 
Saami and Mordvin word are indeed cognates, it is impossible to derive their common 
proto-form from Baltic, as the Saami word cannot reflect an earlier *i–ä stem, whereas the 
Mordvin forms could reflect either *rićmä or *rećmä. 
Koivulehto notes that the word is probably not borrowed from a form leading to OI 
raśmi- because of the stem vowel *-ä in Uralic. This is not a very strong argument, 
however, as the substitution of stem vowels is poorly known, and *a/ä-stems are frequent 
in Indo-Iranian loanwords, irrespective of the stem vowel of the original. Furthermore, 
Koivulehto does not mention the Vedic n-stem raśmán- (< PII *raćman-) In any case, 
both raśmán- and raśmí- appear in Indo-Aryan, and both are attested already in Vedic. 
Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 921), referring to Abaev 1958–1989 (II: 382–383), argue 
that the Uralic *e vocalism could reflect the later fronted æ attested in Ossetic, and there is 
no need to argue that the word is very early borrowing showing the retained IE *e. This is 
an improbable idea, as Iranian æ would have been more likely substituted by Uralic *ä, as 
the vowel ä is found in many borrowings as the substitution of Iranian *a or its later 
reflexes. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov’s idea clearly stems from their reluctance to accept 
borrowings that are earlier than Proto-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mari rweze ‘boy’ 
See the entry *orpV for discussion and references. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi saada, saa- ‘to get, obtain’; SaKld soagke- ‘to catch; to get’ (< PSa *sāke ̮-; 
reflexes only in Kld and T); Md E sa- ‘to come’, saj- ‘to take’, M sa- ‘to come’, 
śav- ‘to take’; Ko su-, Ud suti ̮- (der.) < PP *su- (UEW s.v. *saγe-; Sammallahti 1988: 
553; SSA III s.v. saada; Zhivlov 2014: 131–132; Aikio 2015b: 53) 
< PU *saγi- 
← PII *saH- > OI sani/sā ‘to win, reach, get, obtain’, Av han < PII *sanH < PIE 
*senh2 (EWAia II s.v. SĀ; Werba 1997: 322–333 No. 360 s.v. sani/sā; LIV2 s.v. *senh2) 
(Parpola 2010: 313) 
or 
← PII/PIA *saʒ́h- > OI sah- ‘to vanquish, overcome, conquer, be victorious, 
have power, gain (battles etc.)’, Av *haz attested only in the noun hazah- 
‘Gewalt, Macht; Überlegenheit’ (= Vedic sáhas-); < PIE *seg ́h- ‘überwältigen, 
in den Griff bekommen’ (EWAia s.v. SAH; Werba 1997: 252–253 No. 214 s.v. sah; 
Stüber 2002: 145–147; LIV2 s.v. *seǵh-) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 227 = 2016: 229) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for the Uralic word was first suggested by Koivulehto. 
Koivulehto’s etymology has not been commented on since, except by Parpola, who 
proposes a competing Indo-Iranian etymology. Of these two etymologies, Parpola’s 
suggestion is more convincing. 
In Parpola’s etymology, the Uralic velar spirant *γ substitutes for the PII laryngeal. 
While there are few examples of laryngeals being substituted in the Indo-Iranian loans in 
Uralic, it would actually be strange not to find reflexes of them, since it is universally 
accepted that at least one laryngeal (reflecting PIE *h1, *h2 and *h3) should be 
reconstructed for PII, and it is even possible that there were two different laryngeal 
phonemes in Proto-Indo-Iranian (Kümmel 2018b: 169–170). However, here one would 
gladly see more parallel examples. It is also possible that although a reflex of the laryngeal 
was retained, it had become so “weak” that it was not substituted in Uralic: this kind of 
idea has been supported by Kallio (2008: 267) with regard to the Balto-Slavic loans of 
Finnic, as these loans likewise show no reflex of the Balto-Slavic “laryngeal”. Here the 
Indo-Iranian laryngeal would go back to the laryngeal *h2, which according to Kümmel 
(2018b) remained distinct from PIE *h3 in Proto-Indo-Iranian. There is thus no obstacle to 
assume that here the Indo-European laryngeal is reflected in Uralic, other than the general 
absence of laryngeal reflexes in loanwords. 
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Also semantically Parpola’s etymology is more convincing, as this Indo-Iranian root 
denotes ‘obtaining’, whereas Koivulehto’s suggestion ‘to win, conquer’ is semantically more 
far-fetched. There is thus reason to reject Koivulehto’s etymology and to support Parpola’s 
new suggestion. 
Koivulehto’s Proto-Indo-Aryan etymology would mean that the Indo-Aryan deocclusion 
would have taken place already at the time of borrowing, and the Pre-Finnic *γ would 
substitute for the IA *h (see also the entry *me̮γi). The Indo-Aryan evidence from Mitanni 
clearly shows that this cannot be the case, but *ʒ́h was still retained in Proto-Indo-Aryan 
and even later.  
The distribution of the word within Uralic also requires comment, as different cognate 
sets can be found in different sources. The UEW and SSA connect possible cognates from 
Saami, Mordvin, Permic and Samoyedic languages to the Finnic word saada. The potential 
Samoyed cognate PS *tåjwå- is rejected by Aikio (2002: 29–30), as mentioned by Parpola.  
Hyllested (2009: 11) has considered the Uralic word and Indo-European *seǵh- (> OI 
sah-) as representing an inheritance from a hypothetical Indo-Uralic proto-language. 
Hyllested lists a number of examples which show the correspondence Uralic *j ~ Indo-
European *ǵh and assumes that the predecessor of these sounds was Indo-Uralic *gj (a 
palatal stop?), which would have developed into *j in Uralic in word-initial position, and to 
*γ in medial position, while in Indo-European this sound developed into *ǵh. A change 
from *gj to aspirated *ǵh would be phonetically unlikely and typologically rare, and 
Hyllested’s idea of an inherited Indo-Uralic word is much less convincing than Parpola’s 
etymology. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (← *saH-) 
 
Fi sammua ‘to be extinguished’ (also in Ka, Lu, Ve, Vo) < PFi *sammu- (SSA 
s.v. sammua) 
← *ćamH- > OI śami - ‘to be extinguished, die out’, OI śāmyati < PIE *ḱemh2 
(EWAia II: 610–611 sámi; Werba 1997: 319–320 No. 353 s.v. sámi) 
 (Parpola 2010: 313) 
This is in principle a convincing etymology. However, there is a competing Germanic 
etymology recently suggested by Koivulehto38 (2016: 458–59): PG *stammian- > ON 
stemma ‘to stop, staunch’. Koivulehto notes that the Indo-Iranian etymology is also 
flawless (both semantically and phonologically), but the limited distribution is the only 
thing (a statistic argument) that can be used as a support of the Germanic etymology over 
the Indo-Iranian one. 
If the word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian, it can be either an early Proto-Indo-Iranian 
loan or a later borrowing from some Iranian language with *s (< *ć), because the Finnic 
sibilant can reflect either *ś or s. This is not commented on by Parpola. The Finnic 
geminate -mm- is suspicious, and can be better explained from the Germanic original. 
38 Koivulehto’s etymology is published in his memorial volume (Koivulehto 2016), in a chapter that has been 
written by Petri Kallio.
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The more widespread Uralic stem *ćoma- is borrowed from the same source according 
to Aikio (2014: 88–89) (see the entry).  
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi sammas ‘pillar’, sampo ‘the mill of abundance’, Vo sammaz, Est sammas, 
arch. sambas < PFi *sampas ‘pillar’ (SSA s.v. sammas; EES s.v. sammas) 
< Pre-Fi *sampas 
← PII *stambhHa-s 
← PII *stambhHa-s ‘pillar’ > OI stambha- ‘Pfosten, Pfeilen, Säule’, from the 
root stambhH- ‘befestigen, stützen, festmachen’, OP Pr. stabava-, Av Ni. 
stəmbana- < PII *stambhH- < PIE *stembhH-;39 cognates in Baltic: Lith 
stámbas and Greek στέμβω, άστεμφης ‘inébranlable, immobile’, Tocharian 
B śama, A śäm ‘stand’ (EWAia II: 753–754; LIV2 s.v. stembhH; Werba 1997: 383–384 
No. 476 s.v. stambh; Chaintraine 2009: 122, 1015, 1018; Derksen 2015 s.v. stambas)  
(Kalima 1933: 128–; Uotila 1973: 7; 1977: 95; Koivulehto 1999a: 230 = 2016: 232; SSA III 
s.v. sammas; Parpola 2005: 47–48; 2012: 161; 2015: 66) 
This Indo-Iranian etymology is probably correct: semantically the Indo-Iranian original is 
very close to the Finnic word, and there are no phonological problems either: the sound 
substitution *s- ← *st- has convincing parallels in Germanic and Baltic loans in Finnic 
(Junttila 2015: 171; LÄGLOS I: XX) However, the numerous derivations and words whose 
connection to sammas is etymologically unclear make the etymology more complicated. 
Also a Baltic etymology from the reflex of the same Indo-European word has been 
proposed by Nuutinen (1987: 55–56), who assumes that Proto-Baltic *stamba- 
(> Lith stamba ‘stem of a plant’) is the source of the Finnic word. From the point of view of 
phonology, both are equally likely. Nuutinen’s idea has been supported by Koivulehto 
(1992: 176). The Baltic cognate’s meaning suits the Finnic word less well, but Koivulehto 
has argued that the word could have been acquired from a stage of Baltic where the more 
archaic meaning of ‘pillar’ would have still been retained. If the original meaning of the 
Indo-European verbal root was ‘befestigen, stützen, festmachen (to support, to bind)’, 
which is the meaning of the Indic verb, it is possible that the Baltic word also originally had 
a meaning akin to ‘pillar’, and that ‘stem’ is indeed a later development, as Nuutinen 
suggested. However, LIV2 gives a more abstract meaning ‘sich stützen, sich stemmen 
(Derksen: fix, support)’ for the Indo-European verbal root, and in the light of this semantic 
reconstruction it seems unnecessary to argue that a meaning ‘pillar’ would have to be 
primary for the Baltic noun *stambas. 
39 LIV2 (588–589, s.v. *stebh-) mentions that the root *stebh- ‘erstarren’ is not easily distinguished from 
*stembhH-, and Baltic verbal forms like Lith stembù ‘in Erstaunen geraten’ (< nasal-infix present *st-n ̥-bh-), 
stabaũ ‘anhalten, hemmen, hindern’, stebiù ‘betrachten, beobachten’ reflect the root *stebh- rather than 
*stembhH-. 
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Later Koivulehto (1999a: 230) mentioned sammas among the Indo-Iranian 
etymologies, but he does not discuss the etymology in further detail. Parpola (2005: 47–
48) has supported the Indo-Iranian etymology. Both etymologies are formally faultless, but 
there is no reason to reject the Indo-Iranian etymology in favour of the Baltic one. There 
are many Indo-Iranian borrowings connected to mythology found in the Western Uralic 
languages (see *juma, *tajwas), and it can be assumed that *sampas belongs to the 
same layer of borrowings. 
At the time when the Baltic option was suggested, there were not yet many Indo-
Iranian borrowings known from Finnic only, and this was seen as support for the Baltic 
etymology of the word. But since then, especially thanks to the works of Koivulehto, it has 
been clear that there are a number of borrowings found in Finnic only. It is thus no 
obstacle to consider this an Indo-Iranian loanword. 
The syllable -as is attested in a number of borrowings, which are usually found in only a 
couple of (westernly) branches. It is possible that *as-stems were not yet possible in Proto-
Uralic, although the apocope in most eastern branches makes it more difficult to determine 
this. The same ending is also attested in some Balto-Slavic and many Baltic borrowings 
(see *porćas). It is possible that the loans with *-as are later, perhaps Iranian loans, 
borrowed before the *s > h change took place in Iranian. The root *stembhH- has reflexes 
in Iranian branch (Av staβra- ‘strong, solid’, MP stabr ‘strong, big’), but a noun 
corresponding to OI stambha- is not attested in any Iranian language. 
The Finnic word has also been derived from other Indo-Iranian words, which I find 
much more unconvincing: skámbha- ‘Stütze, Strebepfeiler’, (Katz 1985: 307; 2003: 244; 
Kuzmina 2007: 56). This explanation is also mentioned by EWAia (II s.v. SKAMBH). The 
substitution *s ← *sk is not very likely, as there are no parallel examples to this, and the 
traditional etymology is clearly better. 
Uotila (1973) has derived the Finnic word from Proto-Indo-Iranian *śamba- ‘Stange, 
Keule’. This would phonetically be an equally fitting etymology, but the word does not have 
a solid Indo-Iranian etymology. EWAia considers it possible that the noun is derived from 
Indo-Iranian root *śam-. The formation *śamba- is attested only in in Indo-Aryan (EWAia 
II: 612–613, s.v. śamba-, śamyā-). There is no compelling reason to reject the earlier 
etymology, but Uotila’s idea remains possible too. 
Various other Finnic words have been connected etymologically with *sampas in earlier 
research. The words for ‘frog’ (Fi sammakko, Veps zamba), and their possible but irregular 
Saami cognates, such as North Saami cuobbo (< ? Pre-Sa *čampaj), have been connected 
here by Setälä (1902–03: 146–147) and this possibility is also mentioned by the SSA, but it 
is probable that these two words have nothing to do with Proto-Finnic sampas. See 
Holopainen (2018b: 142–146) for a discussion of the Saami words. The idea that the 
sampo, the cornucopia-mill in Finnic mythology, is derived from sammas, has a long 
history, and this view is probably correct (see SSA s.v. sammas with references). Also the 
fish name sampi (: sampe-) ‘acipenser sturio’ has been etymologically connected to 
sammas (Uotila 1973: 18–19). Uotila lists parallel examples from other European 
languages, where the name of this fish denotes a mythologically important creature. Some 
terms in Greek, Turkic and other languages bear a resemblance to the Finnic word, and 
Uotila assumes that this can perhaps be a Wanderwort. 
Saami soabbi (< Pre-Sa *sompa or *sampi) is, according to Sammallahti (2001), a 
parallel loan from Proto-Indo-European *stombhHo- or a reflex thereof in some archaic 
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Indo-European language. An Indo-Iranian etymology is also possible for the Saami word, 
but there is no compelling reason to assume that this word is borrowed specifically from 
Indo-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Md E śumoŕd’e- ‘to worry, grieve’; Mari šuma-, šǝ̑ma- ‘to become tired, 
languish’ (< PMa *šǔma-); Ko śumav-, Ud śuma- ‘be hungry’ (< PP *śuma-); 
Hu szomorú ‘sad’, szomjas ‘thirsty’ (UEW s.v. śomɜ; Aikio 2014b: 88–89; 2015b: 61) 
< PU *ćoma-  
← *ćamH- > OI sámi - ‘to be extinguished, die out’ < PIE *ḱemh2 (EWAia II: 
610–611 sámi; Werba 1997: 319–320 No. 353 s.v. sámi) 
(Aikio 2014b: 88–89) 
Aikio’s recent etymology is convincing based on both phonological and semantic criteria. 
The UEW gives two different entries, *śomɜ ‘hunger, thirst’ (with the Mari and Udmurt 
reflexes and Hungarian szomjas), and *śomɜ-rɜ ‘trouble, sorrow’ (> the Mordvin word and 
Hungarian szomorú), but Aikio argues that both semantically and phonologically these two 
entries can be combined. It remains unclear whether Mordvin śumoŕd’e and Hungarian 
szomorú include an identical derivational suffix or not, but this has no relevance for the 
Indo-Iranian etymology. 
This word has to be an o-loan: the Mordvin and the Udmurt word could point to either 
an *o–a or *a–i-stem, but the Hungarian vowel o cannot be regularly derived from earlier 
*a (here one would expect Hungarian a or á), and Mari u also more frequently reflects 
Uralic *o than *a, even though the conditions for the reflexes of *o and *a are not very well 
known. Here the o substitution could have been influenced by the labial consonant m. 
As the Uralic word stem has verbal reflexes in most branches, it is probable that the 
Indo-Iranian verb was borrowed as a verb into Proto-Uralic. The UEW assumes that 
*śomV-rV was a nomen verbum in the proto-language. There is no evidence for an 
underived noun *śoma in the daughter languages, so it is more probable that the word was 
simply a verbal stem, and the Hungarian adjectives are later derivatives. 
Fi sammua is possibly borrowed from the same Indo-Iranian word (see the entry). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi suoja ‘shelter; warmth’, SaN suodji ‘shadow, shelter’; ? Mari šai- ‘back’; 
? Ko, Ud saj ‘shelter’ < PP *saj  
< ? PU *sajV 
←Iranian PI *stsāya ́H- < PII *ścaH-ya ́H-, OI chā-yā́- ‘Schatten; Widerschein, 
Abbild’, YAv a-sāiia- ‘the one who has no shadow’, MP s’dk’ /sāyag/ id. 
(EWAia II s.v. chāyā́-; Lubotsky 2001a: 35) 
(Joki 1973: 319–320; Rédei 1986c: 57–58; Koivulehto 2001a: 363–364 = 2016: 262–263) 
The Iranian etymology for the Uralic word is an old idea, but it has been discussed in more 
detail by Koivulehto (2001a), who argues that the word is probably a late, post-Proto-
Iranian borrowing because it already has *s (resulting from PII *ść, as argued by Lubotsky 
2001a). The correspondence Uralic *s ~ Iranian s (< PII *sć) is plausible. Finnic s could 
also reflect earlier *ś, which could be the substitute for Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć. Also the 
Saami s could be explained from this, but not Komi s. It seems, however, that the Komi and 
Mari words are parallel loans, as they cannot be derived from a Uralic form *saja. The 
Finnic and Saami words are regular cognates. 
The etymology of the Finno-Saamic word involves some problems, however. It is clear 
that Finnic oo (> Finnish uo) in *i-stems is a result of Proto-Finnic lengthening of PU *a 
(Aikio 2012a), but there is no such phenomenon attested in *a-stems. Pystynen (2018: 67–
68) has recently argued that the word is a relatively late borrowing into Finnic, acquired 
during the change from *a > *aa (which later yielded oo through the development known 
as “Lehtinen’s Law” [Pystynen 2018: 60]) had already taken place, and long *oo was thus 
already a possible substitution. This explanation is possible, although there are not many 
other late loans that could provide parallel evidence for such late loans into Proto-Finnic. 
It also remains unclear why *oo was the sound substitution here (instead of *a or short *o). 
Koivulehto has also derived the verb *šoji- > Fi. hoi-taa ‘to take care of’ from the same 
Indo-Iranian word (as an earlier borrowing from a Proto-Iranian form *stsaHyā-; see the 
entry). Koivulehto remarks that as the Saami word has the meaning ‘shadow’, it can be 
assumed that the same meaning was found in Finnic too, originally. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi suola ‘salt’; ? Md sal; Ma šind’ž´al, sandzal, šə̑nd’ž’al; Ko sol, Ud si ̮lal id. 
(< PP *sol) 
< ? *salV 
← ? PII or PI *sal- (? *sar-), attested in salilá- ‘an epithet of the ocean’ (< ? 
*‘salty’) < PIE *sal- (EWAia II: 712–713 s.v. salilá-; NIL: s.v. *sal-, 586–590; Kölligan 
2018: 2254) 
(FUV: 137; KESK: 258–259; Joki 1973: 316; Katz 1985: 171; 2003: 141; Napol’skikh 2015; 
Pystynen 2018: 67–70) 
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The words for ‘salt’ in various Uralic languages are clearly borrowed from Indo-European 
languages, and there is an old idea that the words in the Finno-Permic languages are 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian. However, this is not a very good idea, as the Indo-European 
‘salt’ is poorly attested in Indo-Iranian. It is unclear whether Old Indic salilá- (which 
appears in the Rigveda [10,109,1]) really comes from the meaning ‘salty’, as the word 
denotes ‘sea’. It has however been argued by Thieme (1953) that the word is originally an 
adjective with the meaning ‘salty’. EWAia (II: 712–713) considers this possible, and also 
the possibility of borrowing into Ob-Ugric (!) is mentioned by EWAia, with references to 
Joki (1973: 316) and the Habilitationsschrift by Katz. The same Indo-European etymology 
for salilá- is also found in NIL, where also the Vedic word sarirá- N. ‘Meeresflut’ is 
mentioned, which could reflect earlier *sal-iRo-. Katz (1985: 171; 2003: 141) considers the 
‘salt’ words to be Indo-Iranian borrowings, but he assumes that the differences in the 
vowels of the Uralic forms are due to Uralic ablaut. It is certain that the forms in the 
different languages cannot be derived regularly from a Proto-Uralic form, and this clearly 
points to parallel borrowings from Indo-European. 
Burrow (1976: 62) has criticized the etymology because in his view, the OI word does 
not mean ‘salty’, and he does not consider the Indic word as a cognate to the ‘salt’ words of 
other Indo-European languages. Burrow assumes that the Uralic word could have been 
borrowed from Tocharian (cf. A sāle, B sālyi). Also KESK assumes that the loans are not 
from Indo-Iranian, but that the Finnic word is borrowed from Baltic whereas the Permic 
words represent an “Old Indo-European loan”. 
Kölligan (2018: 2254) supports the connection of OI sar-ít- ‘river’ here, although the 
semantics of this connection is rather shaky: it is assumed that the word continues PIE 
*sal-h1i-t- *‘going to the salt’. Even if the connection of Vedic salilá- with the Indo-
European word for ‘salt’ can be upheld, it does not mean that this is automatically the best 
source for the Uralic words. Among the Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian loan 
etymologies that are convincing, PIE *l is always reflected as Uralic *r, and this word 
would be a counterexample to that rule. But it is much more convincing to derive the 
Uralic words for ‘salt’ from some Indo-European language with retained *l. 
Liukkonen (1999: 133–4) considers Finnic *soola to be a Baltic loanword (he mentions 
that this has been suggested already by Būga [1908], albeit based on false arguments). 
Referring to earlier research Liukkonen argues that Finnic suola and the more easterly 
Uralic forms are parallel borrowings from another Indo-European language. The a-stem 
with long *ō is a sign of a more recent loan according to Liukkonen. The Finnic a-stem is 
unexpected from the Baltic original according to Liukkonen, who supposes that the word is 
borrowed from a collective *sālā. Pystynen (2018: 67–70) has suggested that the Baltic 
word was borrowed into Finnic after the change *a > *aa (from which later Proto-Finnic 
*oo) had taken already place. 
Also the Mordvin word can be borrowed from Baltic, as sal could reflect earlier *si ̮li or 
*sala. The Mari word šinǯal is an opaque compound according to Bereczki (2013). It can 
be analysed as *san-cal, and Bereczki argues that san is from “Iranian or Caucasian”, 
Ossetic cæn or Avar can ‘salt’, whereas the latter part is from the Uralic ‘salt’ word. As it is 
very doubtful whether the word in question can be considered Uralic (or Finno-Permic), it 
is possible that also the Mari word is a parallel loan from somewhere. The idea that *san 
reflects Ossetic cæn is possible but not unproblematic, as one would expect a Mari affricate 
or *š in this case. 
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In any case it is clear that none of the forms that have traditionally been derived from 
Finno-Permic *sala or the like are borrowed from Indo-Iranian. The idea that these words 
are from Tocharian is not very convincing neither. There are no known examples of 
Tocharian loans in Permic, Mari or Mordvin, and as these languages could have been in 
contact with the predecessors of Tocharians only in very early times before their migration 
to Central Asia, the words could at best be Pre-Tocharian loans. It looks much more likely 
to assume that all these forms are in some way borrowed from Baltic, either as direct 
borrowings or through some intermediary. As ‘salt’ is a very typical cultural borrowing, it is 
probable that the word has spread as some kind of a Wanderwort whose exact route is 
difficult to track. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi suoli ‘intestine’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN čoalli < PSa *ćōlē 
(cognates in all Saami languages except SaA); Md E śulo, M śulă; Ma šolo, šolǝ̑ 
(< PMa *šolǝ); Ud sul, Ko suv (< PP *sul); Khanty North, East sol, South sut 
‘intestine’ ( < PKh *saʌ) 
< PU *śali (UEW s.v. śola; Sammallahti 1988: 545; Aikio 2015b: 53) 
← PII *ćā ́lā > OI śā́lā ‘hut, room’ (EWAia II: 631) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 217, 218 = 2016: 219, 220)  
This etymology was first presented by Koivulehto (1999c) and it is mentioned as a possible 
etymology by SSA (s.v. suoli). Koivulehto considers this word either an Indo-Iranian or 
earlier Indo-European borrowing (in Koivulehto’s view, Uralic *ś could also reflect PIE 
*ḱ). It was traditionally assumed that the Uralic word was an *o–a-stem, but the study of 
Aikio (2015b) on the reflexes of *a–i and *o–a-stems in Finnic, Saami and Mordvin has 
convincingly shown that this word has to be reconstructed as an Uralic *a–i-stem. The new 
reconstruction makes the Indo-Iranian etymology somewhat more unlikely, as there seems 
to be no reason for the choice of an *i-stem here. The *i-stems are in any case very few 
among the early borrowings from Indo-Iranian. The initial syllable vowel is not a problem, 
as either Uralic *o or *a could substitute for PII *a. In the case of Uralic *a it would be very 
unlikely that the word was borrowed from an Indo-European form with *o. The 
etymologies which point to retained PIE *k ́ are also for the most part unconvincing 
(Holopainen: forthcoming). 
The etymology is also not semantically straightforward, as there is no meaning 
‘intestine’ attested for the Indo-Iranian word. The etymology has been criticized by Rédei 
(2002) because of this. Koivulehto mentions that the meaning is attested in Greek cognates 
of the Indo-Iranian word, but Beekes (2010: 735, 739) considers the Greek words κολεον 
‘sheath’ and κόλος ‘large intestine’ possible substrate words and doubts their Indo-
European etymology (also Frisk 1954–1972, Chantraine 2009 and Van Windekens [1986: 
126 s.v. κόλον] state that the etymology of the Greek word(s) is unclear). Also de Vaan 
(2008: 150) considers Latin culleus ‘leather sack’ (which is also mentioned by Koivulehto 
as a possible cognate) and the aforementioned Greek words possible parallel substrate 
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borrowings (de Vaan does not mention the Indic word). EWAia (II: 631) and de Vaan 
(2008: 104) mention Latin cella as a possible cognate of the Indic word śā́lā. 
Interestingly, if the etymology was corrected, it would be the only example where both 
Uralic and Indo-Iranian show *l in the place of PIE *l. In almost all cases the loanwords in 
Uralic show *r, lending support to the view of Mayrhofer (2004: 158) that the l forms in 
Indic are secondary.  
Considering all this, one has to reconsider whether it is still worth supporting this 
etymology. The stem vowel alone is not sufficient reason to reject this, as similar problems 
are involved with the etymology of *śarwi (see below), but combined with the unclear 
Indo-European background of the Indo-Iranian and Greek words, it means that this 
etymology does count as credible evidence for a substitution PII *-a → PU *-i. 
Although the Uralic word does not have an attested cognate in Samoyedic, according to 
Aikio (2014: 75) the Proto-Yukaghir word *solije ‘intestine, gut’ (> Old Yuk <šolje>) is 
borrowed from the Samoyedic cognate of *śali (which has since disappeared from the 
attested Samoyedic languages). Koivulehto reconstructs the hypothetical Proto-Samoyedic 
form as *sålä. Although the probable earlier existence of the word in Samoyedic does not 
give extra evidence for or against the Indo-Iranian etymology, it is interesting to note that 
if the etymology was correct, it would be one of the few examples of Indo-Iranian loans 
attested both in the Samoyedic branch and in the other branches that are traditionally 
grouped as the “Finno-Ugric” macro-branch. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu ár ‘flow; flood’; Mansi East tūr, North tūr, West tūr (< PMs *tūrə) ‘lake’; 
Khanty East lar, North lar, South tor (< PKh *ʌār) ‘lake’  
< POUg *θē ̮ra (Zhivlov 2006: 163) < PU/Pre-Ug ? *sara ~ šara (? sora) (UEW: 
843–844 s.v. ; Zhivlov 2014: 127) 
← PII *sáras- > OI sáras- ‘See, Teich’, YAv place-name (‘mit Gewässern 
versehen’) haraxvaitī- = Ved sarasvatī- (< *saras-wat-iH-); < PIE *sél-os- 
(EWAia II: 709; Werba 1997: 256–257 No. 221; Stüber 2000) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 68; Harmatta 1977: 171; Katz 1985: 119–120; 2003: 102; Koivulehto 
1999a: 215 = 2016: 217; J. Häkkinen 2009: 22) 
This is a good etymology (one of the rare etymologies for Ugric words suggested by 
Koivulehto). There is no compelling reason to search for a foreign origin for the Ugric word 
for a basic concept such as ‘lake’ or ‘flood’, but it resembles the Indo-Iranian word so much 
that a coincidence would be strange. It is known that almost anything can be borrowed in 
intensive contact situations (Koivulehto 2001b: 293; K. Häkkinen 1987: 244), and there 
are parallels of such words being borrowed: WOLD (s.v. the lake) lists several cases of the 
word for ‘lake’ being borrowed, for example English lake from French lac, Vietnamese hồ 
from Chinese hú. 
Although the etymology itself is convincing, the vowel substitution is unclear because of 
the troubling and complicated development of the Ugric vowels. The Ugric cognates here 
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seem to be regular and probably go back to an earlier *a–a-stem, as is reconstructed by 
Zhivlov (2014). Honti (1982: 139, No. 158) reconstructs the Proto-Ob-Ugric word as *θūrɜ, 
but this does not tell us much; the reconstruction seems incorrect, as Proto-Khanty has *ā 
(a in Honti’s reconstruction), and Proto-Mansi ū, which is frequent in Uralic *a–a-stems. 
Zhivlov (2006) reconstructs the Proto-Ob-Ugric forms as *θē̮ra, and the Uralic/Pre-Ugric 
pre-form is reconstructed as *sara (or *šara) by Zhivlov (2014: 127). According to Zhivlov 
(2014) this is one of the words for which *a1 should be reconstructed for the non-initial 
syllable, as in his view the divergent Khanty reflexes of Uralic *a-stems justify the 
reconstruction of two different stem vowels in the place of traditional *-a. This 
reconstruction has not acquired much of a following, but here it suffices to say that in any 
case the relationship of the Ugric words is regular. In Indo-Iranian the word is an s-stem, 
but this has been borrowed into Uralic as an a-stem, like most of the other s-stem loans. 
However, the Ob-Ugric and Hungarian words could equally well be derived from earlier 
*sora (or *šora), as Mansi *ū and Khanty *ā are regular reflexes of this stem type as well 
(see the discussion under the entry *mē ̮ja). 
Katz (2003: 102, footnote 81) argues that Hungarian ár probably does not belong here, 
as the ‘flowing water’ does not fit semantically very well, and a mediaeval attestation (the 
Bécsi Kódex) of the verb arrad (= modern Hungarian árad ‘to flood’) with a geminate -rr- 
points to a pre-form with *-rk-. A. Molnár (2003) has argued that Old Hungarian geminate 
resonants are secondary and do not correspond regularly to old clusters of a resonant and 
k. In any case, a single attestation of a derivation in an Old Hungarian source is not enough 
to refute the connection of the Hungarian word with the Ob-Ugric ones.  
If the vowel reconstruction is correct, it is interesting that it is *a that is the Uralic 
vowel here, as in some other loans into Ugric, the Indo-Iranian *a is substituted by *ä, and 
in many early loans, Indo-Iranian *a is reflected by Uralic *o in front of *r. 
J. Häkkinen (2009: 22) has attempted to connect Permic Ud šur, Ko šor ‘lake’ (< PP 
*šɔr) and Finnic sarajas ‘river of the dead’ to the Ugric word, deriving them from a 
common Proto-Uralic form, but this is impossible because of irregularities in the 
consonantism and vocalism, and because the Finnic word is a hapax. The Permic words 
reflect PU *šerV according to the UEW (s.v.). A connection of the Ugric and Permic word 
was already suggested by Harmatta (1977: 171). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi sarajas ‘mythological river in the land of the dead’ (only in old folk poetry, 
not found in other Finnic languages) 
? ← Iranian *zraya- (= Proto-Iranian *dzraya-) > Av zraiiah-, OP drayah- ‘sea’ 
(EWAia I: 606–607, s.v. jráyas-)  
(Setälä 1912: 189; Jacobsohn 1922: 122–123; FUV: 141; Joki 1973: 151; Katz 1985: 119–120; 
SSA s.v. sarajas; Blažek 2005: 175; J. Häkkinen 2009: 22) 
Setälä’s etymology is both phonetically and semantically unproblematic, but since this 
word is attested only in Finnish folk poetry and in no other Finnic or Uralic language, it is 
dubious whether this can really be borrowed from an Iranian language.  
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Komi sarid’ź ‘sea’, Udmurt zarid’ź ‘sea; a warm (southern) region where birds migrate 
for winter’ are true borrowings from this Iranian word (this was established already by 
Munkácsi 1851: 382; see the entry in Appendix I). J. Häkkinen (2009) has tentatively 
attempted to derive the Finnish word from the same Uralic source as the Ugric *sara (see 
the entry), but this seems very unlikely. Instead, the Ugric word is borrowed from a 
different Indo-Iranian word (PII *sarás- from PIE *selós-). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko sar ‘sea’ 
< PP *sar (Csúcs 2005: 374) 
← PII/PI *saras- > OI sáras- ‘lake’ 
(Joki 1973: 310; Rédei 1986c: 76; Lushnikova 1990: 294; Csúcs 2005: 374) 
See also *sara 
This is one of the more troubling etymologies, as Permic s can point to an old borrowing, 
whereas the a vocalism speaks in favour of a late loan. In the Andronovo Aryan theory of 
Helimski and Zhivlov, forms that retain *s are borrowed from this Andronovo language. 
Among the three loans which point to a late loan with s, this is the most troubling, as *sur 
‘beer’ can be a Wanderwort, and the sibilant in *śumi̮s can perhaps be explained otherwise 
(see the respective entries). 
However, both Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c) also mention the possibility that Komi sar 
is just a shortened form of sarid’z ‘see’. The word sarid’z has an irregular cognate in 
Udmurt, where the word is zarid’z. The Komi and Udmurt words were borrowed from 
Iranian *zraya- (compare Av zrayō), probably after Proto-Permic times, as the Komi and 
Udmurt sibilants point to different substitutions: Komi shows s, as z was possibly not yet 
allowed when the word was borrowed, and Udmurt shows z which corresponds better to 
Iranian z. The -id’z suffix of the Permic words does not correspond to any Iranian suffix, so 
it can even be assumed that the word was borrowed as *sar, *zar, and the suffix was added 
later. 
If the Komi and Udmurt words really are parallel borrowings, this has implications for 
the dating of later loans into Permic. There are a number of loans where Permic shows z as 
the substitute of Iranian z. Among these zon ‘son’ is confined to Komi, and zarńi is 
reflected by both languages. It can be assumed that in loans that were acquired into Proto-
Permic, z did not yet exist as a phoneme, and the words that show z have been borrowed 
after the Proto-Permic language had split up. zarńi in Udmurt and Komi could then reflect 
two parallel borrowings. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi sarvi (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN čoarvi (cognates in all Sa 
languages); Md E śuro; Ma šur (< PMa *šur); Ko, Ud śur < (PP *śur); 
Hu szarv; ? Ms North sɔ̄rp ‘male elk’, East śōrp (< PMs *šārəp), id. 
< PU *śarwi (UEW s.v. *śorwa; Sammallahti 1988: 549; Zhivlov 2014: 130; Aikio 2015b: 
53) 
← PII*ćr̥wā- > Av sruuā- ‘nail, horn’ (Nussbaum 1986: 3–4, 16, 100, footnote 136) 
(Jacobsohn 1922: 124–125; FUV: 136; Korenchy 1972: 69–70; KESK: 274; Joki 1973: 311; 
Katz 1985: 135; 2003: 113; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 925; Rédei 1986c: 47; Lushnikova 
1990: 260–26; SSA III s.v. sarvi; Koivulehto 2001b) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for this Uralic word is transparent, and this is one of the best-
known examples of an Indo-Iranian loanword in Uralic (see Joki 1973; Rédei 1986c). As in 
the case of *śali (see the respective entry), it was traditionally assumed that the stem 
vocalism in Uralic was *o–a, but Aikio (2015b) has convincingly argued that these go back 
to an *a–i-stem in Proto-Uralic. Due to the obvious resemblance and semantic similarity of 
the Indo-Iranian and Uralic words, this etymology cannot be rejected, unlike *śali which 
might be a false etymology. 
The Uralic words are regular cognates, but the Mansi word *šārəp is not mentioned by 
Aikio. A similar word is also found in Khanty South t’ă̇rpə, śǎrpə, North śǎrpi (< PKh 
*ćerpä). Honti (1999: 129) and the UEW consider the Ob-Ugric words to be cognates with 
one another and reflexes of the same Uralic word as the other Uralic forms listed above. 
The East Mansi form śōrp has an irregular sibilant, but as the other Mansi forms reflect 
s/š, we can assume that the KO development is secondary. The Mansi vocalism can be 
regularly derived from Uralic *a–i (compare PU *kali ‘to die’ > PMs *kāl, *kaji ‘hair; stalk’ 
> PMs *kāj, but the consonant cluster *-rp- raises some questions. Usually *w does not 
develop to *p in Mansi, but there are no examples of Uralic *-rw- words that have reflexes 
in Mansi. The kinship-term *arwV is one possible example, but this is not a very good 
etymology (see the respective entry).  
For Khanty we do have at least some examples of Uralic *-rw-, and the form *ćerpä 
(this would be the Proto-Khanty reconstruction following the principles of Zhivlov 2006; 
Honti reconstructs the form as *ćĕrpä) is irregular in this respect. Also the fronted 
vocalism of Khanty is irregular (it cannot reflect earlier *a), the non-initial syllable vowel is 
unexpected, and so is the affricate *ć. This means that the Mansi and Khanty words are not 
regular cognates (even Honti 1982: 206 lists them among the words that cannot be 
reconstructed for Proto-Ob-Ugric), and it is possible that they reflect two separate parallel 
borrowings from (Indo-)Iranian. It remains unclear why Khanty has *ć: it is uncertain 
whether PU *ć can be regularly reflected by Khanty *ć, as many of the cases traditionally 
reconstructed with *ć yield Khanty s, but some counterexamples remain (Honti 1999).  
Katz (1986: 134; 2003: 113) argues that the Ob-Ugric words reflect a loan from PII 
*ćarabhá- ‘a kind of animal (< *horned animal)’(> OI śarabhá-, EWAia II s.v.). PII 
*ćarabhá- is probably derived from the same root *ćar- ‘head, horn’ (< PIE *k ̍er-) as 
*ćr̥wa-. The same has been suggested by Blažek (2005: 180). Katz’s etymology is also 
plausible, but because the formation *ćarabhá- has no traces in Iranian, we cannot be 
certain of its Proto-Indo-Iranian age. Also the Khanty vocalism is difficult to explain from a 
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form with *a. Deriving the Ob-Ugric forms from *ćarabhá- remains a possibility, but this 
etymology is not better than assuming that the Khanty and Mansi words reflect early 
parallel loans from *ćr̥wa-. 
Riese (2001: 52) assumes that Mansi śōrpi is a reflex of the PU (= FU) word for ‘horn’ 
word but includes the Mansi suffix *-pī̮-/-pī, a reflex of the similar Ob-Ugric suffix which 
according to Riese has both denominal and deverbal functions. Korenchy notes that Mansi 
-p and Khanty -BV are derivational suffixes for Nomina posessoris, the semantic 
development being ‘Männchen von Elentier’ ← ‘Gehörntes’. In inherited words there are 
only two examples of the use of this suffix (according to Riese), the other being South 
Mansi tērpi ‘Köder’, which might be inherited from Proto-Ob-Ugric. This makes this 
explanation sound dubious; also for the deverbal use, Riese lists only one example, PU (?) 
*ama- ‘schöpfen’ > North Mansi ūmpi ‘Schöpfkelle’. The use and origin of the Mansi suffix 
needs more research, but at the moment it cannot be ruled out that the Mansi word really 
reflects a derivative. For some reason Riese does not reconstruct the word into Proto-
Mansi and mentions only the North Mansi form. The Khanty word is not comment in 
Riese’s book in general, but the absence of Proto-Ob-Ugric reconstruction seems to imply 
that Riese does not consider the Mansi word as a cognate of Khanty *ćerpä. The Ob-Ugric 
suffix is considered an “extension” of POug *p by Riese; it is perhaps possible that they are 
the same suffix, and this seem to be the idea of Zhivlov who does not recontruct *-pi for the 
Proto-Mansi word. The suffix -p is attested in many Ob-Ugric words of Uralic origin. 
As Kallio (2012a: 163–165) has rehabilitated the idea that the Uralic *i-stems are 
actually *ə-stems, it would be phonetically plausible to assume that the unstressed Indo-
Iranian*-a could have been substituted by Uralic *i [ə]. Here the Indo-Iranian accent 
cannot be reconstructed on the basis of the Vedic stress as this exact formation is absent 
from Indo-Aryan, and the Avestan accent is less well known, although it can be 
reconstructed in some cases based on the different reflexes of stressed and unstressed *r̥ 
(Fortson 2010: 207–208). Although the form *ćr ̥wa- lacks parallels in Indo-Aryan (where 
a different formation śr̥ṅga- ‘horn’ is found instead), the formation itself is a regular reflex 
of a Proto-Indo-European derivational process, and there is no reason not to consider this 
word a Proto-Indo-Iranian loan (an Iranian source is anyway ruled out by the palatal 
sibilant of Proto-Uralic). Joki (1973) argued that the borrowing would be from an early 
form of Iranian, but this is criticized by Dolgopolsky (1989: 22) because of the palatal 
sibilant. 
However, there might be another solution for the unexpected *i-stem in this loanword. 
The word ‘horn’ often appears in the dual in (Young) Avestan texts, which is logical, 
considering that such animals tend to have a pair of horns. According to de Vaan, there are 
many analogous dual forms for the feminine noun sruua- in Young Avestan (for a detailed 
survey see de Vaan 2003: 405–407), but an early Avestan form for the dual accusative 
*sruuie would be regular, and this points to Proto-Indo-Iranian form *ćr̥wyai. It is not 
difficult to imagine that a sequence like -yai could be substituted by Uralic *i. The 
nominative dual form sruuaē- appears in a sandhi form (followed by the enclitic -ča), 
regularly reflecting PII *ćr̥wai- (de Vaan 2003: 406). Either of these forms is a suitable 
original for Uralic *śarwi. An Indo-Iranian dual form of ‘horn’ could have been easily 
reanalysed as a singular in Proto-Uralic during the time of borrowing, and in fact we do not 
know in what number the speakers of Proto-Uralic used the words for body parts (compare 
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the modern Hungarian way of using singular forms of words like kéz ‘hand’, láb ‘foot’ when 
referring to a pair of limbs). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (Ob-Ugic words are parallel loans) 
Md E sazor, sazoro ‘sister’, M sazə̑r, sazə̑rǎ; ? Mari šužar, šüžar, W šə̑žar 
‘jüngere Schwester’ (TschWB 755) (< PMa *šŭžar); Udmurt suzer id., Komi 
sozor ‘Fadenbruch (im Gewebe)’ (< PP *sozer) 
< PU *sasarV  
← PII *swasar- > OI svásar-, YAv χvaŋhar- ‘sister’; < PIE *swesor- ‘sister’ 
(EWAia II s.v. svásar-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 68, 79–80; Paasonen 1908–1910a: 69; Jacobsohn 1922: 181–182; FUV: 
136; Joki 1973: 312; Harmatta 1977: 171; Katz 1985: 216; 2003: 175–176; UEW s.v. sasare; 
Rédei 1986c: 58–59; Helimski 2000: 192; SSA III s.v. sisar) 
This established, old etymology is in principle credible in both its form and semantics, 
although the relatedness of the various forms in the Uralic languages entails some 
uncertainties. While Helimski (2000) still lists the Finnic word *sisar (> Fi, Est sisar, 
Karelian sizär, Ludic and Veps sizar id.) as a cognate of this Indo-Iranian loanword, it is 
now a universally accepted view that the Finnic word is borrowed from Baltic *sesor- 
(> Lith sesuõ ‘sister’) (SSA III s.v. sisar). This is evident from the first-syllable vowel 
correspondences, as Finnic *i could hardly reflect PII *a but there are examples of Finnic *i 
as a substitute of PB *e. Helimski also did not take into account the fact that the Finnic 
word actually represents two parallel borrowings from Baltic (cf. Lith sesuõ), as the vowel 
correspondences within Finnic are not regular: in addition to the Finnic words presented 
above, the word appears in Estonian (sõsar), South Estonian sysar and Livonian se̮zàr, 
süzar which have to reflect earlier *sesari ~ *se̮sari and show that the word was borrowed 
separately into (at least) two Finnic dialects (Kallio 2018a: 255, footnote 6). 
Joki (1973) presents the data for this etymology rather ambiguously. He supports the 
idea that the Mordvin word (he reconstructs the Proto-Mordvin form as sasar- or *su ̭asar-; 
the latter form is impossible because of Mordvin phonotactics) is borrowed from this Indo-
Iranian form (Joki classifies it as “Aryan” or “early Proto-Iranian (frühuriran.)”. Joki 
supposes that both the Finnic words (the irregularity of which he does not comment on) 
and the Mari words can be derived from *sesor or *sesar. Joki mentions that these, as well 
as the Permic words (Joki reconstructs the Proto-Permic form as *sozɜr), can be borrowed 
equally well from Baltic as from Indo-Iranian. But the reality is, as discussed above, much 
more simple: the Finnic words represent parallel borrowings from Baltic, and the rest of 
the words can be derived from the same Indo-Iranian origin. Here it is possible to argue 
that the word is an early borrowing into the proto-language level, and that in Finnic the 
word has been replaced by a later borrowing from Baltic. Deriving the rest of the Uralic 
words from Baltic is much more complicated, and an Indo-Iranian origin is preferable: 
Mordvin clearly reflects an early *a–a-stem, and so does Permic, making the Indo-Iranian 
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origin probable and the Baltic one impossible. Also no other Indo-European source could 
come into question because of the Uralic *a–a-stem. 
The etymology of the Mari word šüžar (< PMa *sŭžar) is given in TschWB with a 
question mark (“FP?/FW?”), implying the editors’ uncertainty about the relatedness of the 
word to forms in the other Uralic languages. Although no reasons for this are given, it does 
indeed look like the Mari word might be an independent borrowing from the same (Indo-
)Iranian source as the Permic and Mordvin words. The problem here is that the 
development of the Uralic vowels in Mari is so poorly understood that it is difficult to 
determine what the regular reflex of PU *a is in Mari (here in *a–a-stems). However, the 
vowel correspondences of the Mari dialects in this particular word are very peculiar for an 
inherited word with *a in the initial syllable (parallels are difficult/impossible to find), and 
assuming a parallel borrowing would explain this. Also Katz considers the Mari word as a 
separate loan, but because of his ablaut theory, he assumes that the Mari vocalism can be 
derived from PII *sasar-. Harmatta (1977: 171) does not mention the Mari word at all, and 
considers only the Permic and Mordvin words reflexes of Proto-Finno-Ugric *sasar (in 
Harmatta’s reconstruction and terminology). Niklas Metsäranta has stated in personal 
communication that the dialects with ü show a secondary development, and that the word 
can be reconstructed for Proto-Mari with *ŭ. 
The idea that the words for ‘sister’ represent parallel borrowings from Indo-Iranian is 
also expressed by Katz, but his conclusions are different and hard to uphold, as he argues 
that Mordvin sazor corresponds regularly to Estonian sõzar and Votic se̮zàr, and that the 
Permic and Mari words are either different borrowings from Indo-Iranian or reflexes of 
different Proto-Uralic ablaut grades. 
The Indo-Iranian word could be either a PII or PI borrowing, as *s was possibly still 
retained in Proto-Iranian (Mayrhofer 1989: 7). There are not many borrowings shared by 
Mordvin, Mari and Permic, and if we suppose that the word was borrowed into a common 
proto-language of these branches, we have to argue that the reflex of this word was lost in 
Finnic, Saami (and possibly Ugric, depending on what kind of stance on taxonomy we 
take), or that the word was borrowed into neighbouring Proto-Uralic dialects that 
eventually developed to Mari, Mordvin and Permic.  
As this Indo-Iranian borrowing does not have a reflex in Finnic or Saami it is difficult to 
say anything about the possible original vowel in the third syllable. In some sources this is 
reconstructed as *sasarV, but there are really no arguments for reconstructing this word-
final vowel, and Helimski (2000: 192) supposes that this word, together with a number of 
Indo-Iranian loans ending in *-as, could be an early consonantal stem in Uralic; Helimski 
considers the emergence of consonantal stems a Finno-Permic innovation.  
Aikio (2018) reconstructs consonantal stems already for Proto-Uralic. This word could 
probably have been borrowed as a consonantal stem, as the Indo-European original gives 
no reason to postulate a syllable-final vowel. The word for ‘sister’ does not appear in the 
list of back-vocalic words in Aikio (2015b), however. 
Culturally this is an interesting borrowing. Many other kinship terms in Uralic 
languages are borrowed from the Indo-European neighbours (such as Finnic äiti, probably 
due to intensive cultural influence (as Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley [forthcoming] 
state, kinship terms are basic vocabulary and cultural vocabulary at the same time). 
However, interestingly among the early Indo-Iranian borrowings there are not many 
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kinship terms (see the entry *ićä for a dubious Indo-Iranian etymology), while in later 
Iranian loans into Hungarian some possible examples can be found. 
Rédei (1986c) reconstructs the meaning of the proto-word as ‘younger sister’, as this is 
the meaning of the word in both Udmurt and Mordvin. However, the Indo-Iranian original 
had the more general meaning ‘sister’, and it can be argued that this word was borrowed 
into Proto-Uralic in a more general meaning of ‘sister’, and the later meanings referring to 
‘younger sister’ developed later due to Turkic influence: both in Udmurt and Mordvin the 
words for ‘elder sister’ (Ud apa(y), Md aka) are later loans from Turkic (Mészáros 2001: 
172; Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley [forthcoming]). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (Mordvin, Permic) 
 
 
Fi sata- ‘to rain’, sade ‘rain’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); Ng soru-, Slk 
(Taz) sē̮ri ̮- ‘to rain’ (< PS *sårå-) 
< PU *śaδa- ‘to rain’ (Sammallahti 1988: 540; Aikio 2015b: 56) 
← PII *ćad- ‘to fall’, OI śad- ‘abfallen, ausfallen’, perfect śaśāda- < PIE *ḱad- 
’to fall’ (EWAia II s.v. ŚAD; LIV2 318 s.v. *ḱad-) 
(Koivulehto 1991: 50) 
Koivulehto’s idea of an Indo-European origin of the Uralic word is convincing. However, 
instead of assuming that the word is borrowed from Proto-Indo-European, like Koivulehto 
did, with PU *ś (*ć) as the substitute of PIE *ḱ, it can be assumed that the word is a later 
borrowing from Proto-Indo-Iranian, showing the substitution *ś ← *ć. In the lack of 
convincing Proto-Indo-European loanwords in Uralic (see Simon [in press]), the Indo-
Iranian etymology is preferable. Semantically the Indo-Iranian etymology is equally 
plausible. The substitution of PIE *d by PU *d has few convincing parallels, but this is an 
equal hindrance to both the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Indo-Iranian etymology. 
The Finnic and Samoyed words are regular cognates, so there is no reason to doubt the 
Proto-Uralic status of the etymology. This is one of the few examples that show an early 
Indo-Iranian loanword having a distribution stretching to Samoyed. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mari šör, šəžer ‘milk’ < ? PMa *šür 
← PII *kšiHrá- ‘milk’, OI kṣīrá-, Oss æxsir (EWAia I 433 s.v. kṣīrá-) 
(Katz 1985: 239; 2003: 193–194; Hyllested 2014: 20) 
The “frühurarisch” etymology of Katz for this Mari word is not very convincing, as Katz 
assumed that š is a reflex of the Indo-Iranian laryngeal here, deriving the word from a Pre-
Indo-Iranian form *kših2ró-. The etymology has been criticized by Hyllested, who notes 
that Mari šəžer is secondary to the basic word šör (both are attested in Mari dialects in the 
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same meaning), and the second sibilant in the disyllabic form cannot reflect the Indo-
Iranian laryngeal. One can agree with Hyllested, even though it remains obscure what the 
relationship of Mari šör and šəžer actually is. The latter looks like some kind of an opaque 
compound. Theoretically one could assume that Mari šör would reflect the Indo-Iranian 
original, with *š as the substitution for *kš-. The Proto-Mari vowel has to be *ü here, if we 
follow the reconstruction of Aikio (2014: 143). This vowel usually reflects Uralic/Pre-Mari 
*ä or *i ̮ (Aikio 2014c: 155), neither of which is a known substitute of PII *i, and this Mari 
development usually appears only before *k. 
The Mari word is certainly a loanword from somewhere, as it does not have a Uralic 
etymology but it is not at all obvious that it is borrowed from Indo-Iranian. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi syteä ‘to hit’, syttyä ‘to set on fire’ (cognates in all Finnic languages) (SSA 
s.v. syttyä) 
< Pre-Finnic ? *seči- 
← Pre-Iranian *tsewč-e- > PI *tsawč-, cf. OAv saocaiiaṯ ‘inflames’ (EWAia II: 
655–656, s.v. ŚOC; Werba 243–244 No. 196; Cheung 2007: 338–340, *sauč) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 223–224 = 2016: 225–226)  
The same Indo-Iranian root appears in Fi huhta < *šukta ← PI tsuxta (see the entry). If 
both etymologies are correct, syttyä has to be a later loan because here Finnic has s-, not 
h- (< *š). Alternatively, the word could be a very early Indo-Iranian loan (from Pre-II 
*ćewč-), if Finnic s reflected earlier *ś here. However, this etymology is much more 
problematic than the one for *šukta. Koivulehto assumes that this is a Pre-Iranian 
loanword, where the Iranian affricate *ts is reflected by Finnic *s, but this substitution is 
probably not correct, as it lacks convincing parallels and is not phonetically expected. The 
whole concept of Pre-Iranian loans with retained PIE *e and Iranian affricates *ts and *dz 
is based on rather scanty evidence (see also *sentü-, *teksä). 
Koivulehto assumes that Finnic *ü has developed from an earlier sequence -ew-. The 
sequence *ew is usually retained as some kind of diphthong in Finnish as shown by such 
examples as PU *lewli (> Fi löyly) ‘spirit, steam’ (Sammallahti 1988: 545) and PFi *kewhä 
(> Fi köyhä, Est kehv) ‘poor’ (SSA s.v. köyhä). However, Aikio (ms.) argues that the ü 
vocalism can be explained through regressive assimilation caused by the *ü in the second 
syllable, so Koivulehto’s explanation of the vowel development is probably correct. 
The Finnic vowel *ü could be explained also otherwise, as it could reflect PI *u. There 
are examples of Finnic ü corresponding to u in the donor languages among various Indo-
European loans (see *mükkä). The Finnic word could reflect a zero-grade form (*suč-) in 
Iranian. In Old Indic there are nouns which show the zero grade, such as śuc- ‘flame’ and 
śuci- ‘gleaming’. If the Finnic word was derived from such a form there would also be no 
need to suggest a “Pre-Iranian” origin, as the Finnic s could simply reflect later (Avestan-
type) Iranian s and not PI *ts (although here again Finnic s could also result from earlier 
PII *ć). While there are few examples of Iranian s (< *ts) in loanwords that are found in 
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only Finnic and other West Uralic languages, loanwords in Ugric, as well as later Ossetic 
evidence, show that the Iranian languages of the steppe had *s (< *ts) and *z (< *dz) like 
the majority of the Iranian languages. 
From the Finnic point of view, it looks like syttyä is derived from the verb syteä ‘to hit’. 
This makes the Iranian etymology look more unlikely, as the Iranian verb clearly denotes 
burning, and semantically it would be dubious to derive the verb ‘to hit’ from this. The 
semantic hindrance is also noted by Aikio (ms.). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E sed’, M säd’ ‘bridge, floor’; Ko sod ‘ladder, stairs’, sojd, sojt ‘bridge, 
footbridge’ (< PP ? *sojt) 
< PU *sejti ~ *seti 
← Pre-II *seh2itu- > OI sétu- ‘binding; bond, fetter; dam, bridge’, Av haētu- 
‘dam’, from the IE root *seh2i- ~ *sh2ey- ‘to bind’; cf. also Lith saitas ‘tie, leash, 
cord’, Proto-Slavic *sĕtŭ ‘net’ < PBSl *soi-t-o-; (EWAia II: 745, s.v. sétu-; LIV2: 544 
s.v. *sh2ei-; Werba 1997: 253–254, No. 216; Derksen 2015: 386 s.v. saitas)  
(FUV: 136; Joki 1973: 313–314, No. 139; Katz 1985: 318; 2003: 254; UEW s.v. *setɜ 
(*sejtɜ); Lushnikova 1990: 257; Koivulehto 1999c; 2001b: 250 = 2016: 292) 
This is a well-known and convincing etymology. Semantically the Uralic and Indo-Iranian 
meanings fit well. The Indo-Iranian root is derived from the root meaning ‘to bind’, but it 
is the meaning ‘bridge’ that has been borrowed into Uralic, and the more divergent 
meanings in Komi and Mordvin can be easily derived from this. 
Although the etymology is limited only to Mordvin and Permic (and within Permic only 
to Komi), it has to be an early (Pre-Indo-Iranian) borrowing, as the Uralic vowel clearly 
points to retained Indo-European *e. Joki considers the word an Iranian borrowing from a 
language with retained *s, but this makes little sense because of the archaic vocalism 
(Indo-European *e could not have been retained until Iranian times). Koivulehto 
reconstructs the Uralic form as *se(j)te, not taking a stance on whether the Mordvin and 
Komi words reflect a diphthong/sequence *ej or not, and the same is done already by Joki, 
although his reconstruction of the stem vowels is the imprecise ɜ (it can by now be 
considered certain that the word was an *i-stem). Interestingly, Indo-European loans in 
original u-stems often became *-i-stems in Uralic, possibly because both are high vowels. 
The Indo-Iranian word certainly had a diphthong, and as diphthongs of the type *Vj can 
be reconstructed for a number of Uralic words, there would have been no obstacle to 
substitute *ey by the identical Uralic *ej. In Mordvin, the *j of the diphthongs regularly 
disappears, as is shown also by the Indo-Iranian loan vanoms from *wanaiti (see the 
respective entry; see also the entry for *pejmä ‘milk’). In Komi one can see both forms 
with and without the retained *j. In Permic the Uralic Vj sequences are usually retained, cf. 
*kajwa- ‘to dig, spade’ > PP *koj > Ko koj, Ud kuj, *majaka ‘beaver’ > PP *mɔji ̮ > Ko moj, 
Ud myj (Sammallahti 1988: 552; UEW s.v. maja). One can suppose that in front of *t the 
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development would have been different, but the problem is that even in the same dialects 
forms with and without j are found (such as Udora dialects sod ‘ladder’ and sojd ‘bridge’). 
It is interesting that there are a couple of borrowings showing a “central Uralic” 
distribution (*mertä ‘human’ is another such a case). As there is no such taxonomic entity, 
and at least no intermediary proto-language for Mordvin and Permic can be reconstructed 
after PU/PFP, then it is probable that these words have simply been retained in these 
branches but were borrowed in earlier times (into PU or an early daughter language 
thereof), or that the words in Permic and Mordvin are extremely early parallel borrowings. 
It is also easy to explain that reflexes of this word have been lost in some languages, such 
as Finnic, which borrowed its word for ‘bridge’ (Fi silta) from Baltic *tiltas (the Finnic 
word has been further borrowed into Saami as PSa *še̮ltē). In Samoyed, the word for 
‘bridge’ (PS *pulə̑ ~ *pi ̮lə̑) is a later borrowing from a different Iranian word (cf. MP puhl 
‘bridge’ < PI *pr̥tu-, Janhunen 1983, Napol’skikh 2010: 230; see the entry), and Hungarian 
híd ‘bridge’ is a separate, obviously much later parallel loan from Alanic, cf. Ossetic xīd, 
xed (H. Sköld 1922: 23; Joki 1973: 263, No. 42.). It is, of course, impossible to prove the 
previous existence of a word in all these branches. It is theoretically possible that 
neighbouring dialects that later emerged as Mordvin and Permic borrowed a word from 
Indo-Iranian simultaneously, but the very archaic vocalism of this particular borrowing 
makes this kind of scenario unlikely. 
According to Koivulehto (1991), Fi sitoa ‘to bind’ and Saami čadnat id. are also 
borrowed from the same Indo-European verbal root, possibly from Indo-Iranian. This is a 
convincing etymology, although some other Indo-European form could also come into 
question. 
Katz (1985; 2003) argues that the Komi word sojd is borrowed from PII *samdhi- 
‘bond’. The traditional Indo-Iranian loan etymology is semantically more convincing. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi syntyä ‘to be born’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); ? Ko sod-, sud- ‘to 
increase’  
< ? *sen-tü- ‘to be born’ (SSA s.v. syntyä; UEW s.v. sente-) 
← “Pre-Iranian” *dzenH- > PI *dzanH- ‘to be born, to grow’, YAv zan-, 3PL 
zīzanǝṇti < PII *ʒ́anH- < PIE *ǵenh1- ‘to be born’ (Cheung 2007: 464 – 465, s.v. 
*zanH-; Werba 1997: 288–289 No. 286 jani; NIL: 139–154, s.v. *ǵenh1; LIV2: 163, *ǵenh1) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 222–223; 2001b: 254–255; 2005: 330 = 2016: 224–225, 296–297, 
332; Häkkinen 2004 s.v. syntyä; EES s.v. sündima) 
Koivulehto’s etymology is semantically plausible, but both the vowel and consonant 
substitutions require more detailed commentary. Koivulehto assumes a sound change *e 
> *ü (= Fi y) in Finnic. There are some examples of PU/Pre-FI *e developing into Finnic *ü 
(such as *jewä > *jüwä ‘grain’, also an Indo-Iranian or other Indo-European loanword, see 
the entry), but this change is usually caused by phonological factors which are absent from 
this word. The example *jewä > *jiwä, *jüwä has been explained as a regular development 
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by Pystynen (2015), as *je becomes *ji in Pre-Finnic, and *i is labialized before *w. 
Pystynen further notes that *e is usually not labialized even before w. However, it seems 
that a sound change *e > *ü in Finnic can nevertheless be assumed, as Aikio has recently 
argued in favour of such a change (see the entry *seči-). 
The Komi word cannot be a regular cognate of the Finnic word (Komi o regularly 
reflects PU *e in *ä-stems, but it cannot have developed from earlier *ü). One possibility to 
explain the irregular relationship would be to consider the Komi word a loan from Finnic, 
but this is improbable because the borrowing would have to be extremely old, from the 
time before the Proto-Permic denasalization (Niklas Metsäranta: personal 
communication). The Saami word šaddat ‘to grow, to be born’ is a well-known loan from 
Finnic (Sammallahti 1998: 264). 
The idea that the Finnic or the Komi word is borrowed from Iranian *ʒ́anH- involves a 
substitution *s ← *dz, for which there are not many examples. Finnic s could also reflect 
Pre-Finnic *ś, which could also point to an earlier Indo-Iranian donor form. The word 
might then be from Pre-Indo-Iranian *ʒ́enH-o-. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E sire, M sirä, śirä ‘old, aged’ 
< West Uralic/Pre-Md *serä  
← “Pre-I” *dzerH-o- (= PI *dzarH-a-), root *dzerH-/*dzarH- [Cheung 2007 
*zarH-], > Oss zærond ‘old’; < PII *ʒ́ara- > OI jaran- ‘alt, gebrechlich’, a 
participle/verbal adjective with amphidynamic inflexion; cf. also OI 
juránt-/jurát- < PIE (transp.) *gr̥h2-ént-/*gr̥h2-n̥t-‘< PIE root *ǵer-, cf. Greek 
γέρω ‘to become old’, γέρων ‘old’, Arm cer id. (EWAia s.v. jaran-; Bielmeier 1977: 
156; LIV2 s.v. *ǵer; Werba 1997: 289–290 No. 288; Gotō 2013: 46; Steer 2015: 165ff.) 
(Joki 1973: 314, No. 141; Katz 1985: 143, footnote 147; Koivulehto 1999c, 2001b; 2016) 
The etymology is convincing: the semantic correspondence is one-to-one, and the Mordvin 
word bears a close resemblance to the Indo-European word family denoting ‘old’. Although 
there is at least one word for ‘old’ that can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, *ammi-, 
many words denoting ‘old’ have been borrowed from Uralic into Indo-European (see 
*soŋka). This is one of the few Iranian borrowings reflected only by Mordvin, and a rare 
example of a clearly Iranian loanword (words such as *pakas are harder to date). Although 
the substitution PI *dz > U *s is a bit peculiar (one could argue that the affricate *č would 
be more logical), it is clear that the PII palatal affricate cannot come into question. 
Koivulehto has argued that the word is a “Pre-Iranian” borrowing: the consonantism 
clearly points to Iranian, but the Pre-Mordvin vowel *e has to be a substitute of the 
retained PIE *e. Koivulehto notes that although later Iranian languages show a front-vowel 
development from PI *a, in the later loans the prevailing substitution in Uralic is *ä, not 
*e, and the Mordvin words clearly reflect an *e–ä stem. 
However, it is also mentioned by Koivulehto that the Iranian word appears also in the 
zero grade (with syllabic * r̥). As the “Pre-Iranian” borrowing is an anachronistic idea (it is 
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difficult to suppose that the merger of non-high vowels happened after the Iranian 
development *ć > *ts, *ʒ́ > *dz) and is supported by very few parallel examples which often 
involve other dubious developments, a borrowing from a zero-grade form *dzr̥Ha-, which 
is attested inter alia in Indic jurant-, looks more plausible. The substitution of *r̥ by the 
sequence *er is also found in a number of borrowings, such as *mertä > Mo miŕd’e, 
Ko mort. Most of these borrowings are difficult to date, but if the *er loans belong to the 
same layer, this Iranian loan *serä proves that they are relatively late loanwords from 
Iranian. 
Here one has to note also that if the word does not have to be a very old borrowing from 
“Pre-Iranian”, the initial sibilant can also be re-evaluated. Although there is no compelling 
reason to reject Koivulehto’s idea that *s is a substitute for *dz, it could equally well 
substitute later “Old Iranian” *z; this was already the view of Joki; the steppe languages 
which were in contact with Uralic eventually developed this sound, as shown by the Ossetic 
example, and as we do not know the exact time of borrowing, it is possible that the 
Mordvin word was borrowed from an “Old Iranian” *zәra-. This reduces the number of 
good examples of Proto-Iranian developments in the loanword material. It seems that the 
substitutions of *dz and *z are very difficult to distinguish. The words for ‘gold’ in Mordvin 
reflect the same problem, and probably belong to the same layer of borrowings (see 
*serńä below). 
The *e–ä vocalism is found also in another Iranian loan into Mordvin, namely *serńä 
‘gold’ (> siŕńe). In both forms the er seems to substitute for Iranian *r̥ ~ *r̥H or its later 
reflex *әr. Katz (1985: 143, footnote 147) is doubtful of the etymology because of problems 
with the word-initial consonant, the vocalism and word-formation. It is difficult to 
understand what Katz means with the problems with word-formation (“Bildung”). For the 
vocalism his cautiousness is understandable, as the *e vocalism does not often appear in 
loans where Iranian has *a or *r̥, but as there are at least two cases in Mordvin that show 
this vocalism, we have no reason to doubt the explanation. The initial s- as the substitution 
of *z- is expected, as mentioned above. 
Although Koivulehto does not mention it, the Hungarian adjective öreg ‘old’ has been 
considered a cognate of the Mordvin word (UEW s.v. *serä). Technically the Hungarian 
word could reflect a PU form *serä- with a derivational suffix: the development of *e to *ö 
is late in Hungarian, but usually there are dialectal reflexes of the retained *e. The 
Hungarian suffix is obscure – according to the UEW it is “ein seltenes Nominalsuffix”. It is 
also uncertain whether Hungarian and Mordvin could reflect the same Iranian loan, as 
most of the Iranian borrowings in all probability stem from the period after the split of 
Proto-Uralic. Hungarian could have borrowed the word separately, but not from a very late 
Iranian language, as the development *s > *ø had occurred before the Alanic-type loans 
entered into Hungarian. However, the Hungarian word also has a Turkic etymology: the 
UEW mentions that it can be borrowed from Turkic *irik akin to Old Chuvash *irik, Osm., 
Kyrgyz iri ‘big, thick’, Chagatay irik, ärik ‘old, big’. It is thus more probable that the 
Mordvin and Hungarian words are unrelated and only the Mordvin word is borrowed from 
Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi sitoa ‘to bind’; Saami čadnat id. 
< PU *sita- ‘to bind’ 
← PII *sHay- or PIE *seh2i- ~ *sh2ey- 
(Koivulehto 1991: 51, footnote 23) 
The etymology is semantically and phonologically plausible, and there is no reason to 
doubt the Indo-European origin of the Uralic word. It is uncertain whether -ta- is a Uralic 
suffix, as it cannot be explained from the Indo-European verbal forms. Nevertheless, it is 
not certain that the word was borrowed from Indo-Iranian, as the root is widespread in 
Indo-European and another source is also possible. Koivulehto has also considered this to 
be Proto-Indo-European loan. There are no grounds for deciding this based on semantic or 
formal criteria, so the Indo-Iranian origin of the Uralic word remains open. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi sini : sine-, sininen (der.) ‘blue’, Est sini, sinine id. (+ cognates in Karelian, 
Veps, Ludic, Votic and Livonian); Mo E śeń, śäń, M śeńem id. 
< WU *sini 
← ? PI *aχšaina- ‘nicht hell’ > Av aχšaēna-, OP ahšaina-, Afg šīn ‘blue; green’, 
NP χasīn ‘bluish’, Oss æχsin ‘dark grey’ 
(Mikkola 1894: 162; Joki 1973: 314; UEW s.v. *sine, No. 1555; SSA s.v. sininen) 
This is an old etymology, but it has not been commented on in detail in recent etymological 
works. SSA mentions the Iranian etymology with a question mark but without further 
comment. This is one of the few colour names that can be reconstructed at any Uralic 
proto-language level. The Iranian etymology is probably not correct, which should be 
obvious to anyone who takes a closer look at this etymology. 
The Iranian word is a transparent formation with the negative prefix *a-: the word 
originally meant ‘non-white’, and thus it came to mean a dark colour, blue. If the word had 
been borrowed into (West-)Uralic from Proto-Iranian or Old Iranian, or from “Alanic”, 
there would have been no reason to drop the initial a-. This kind of development would go 
against all we know about Uralic substitution patterns. Thanks to Greek attestations of 
Scythian names (listed also by Joki), we know that the languages of the East European 
steppe still retained the initial syllable *ax-, and this is obvious also from the modern 
Ossetic form. The forms which have simplified the initial syllable, such as Afghan šīn, are 
late, and the Uralic word can hardly be borrowed from such a language due to 
chronological and geographical reasons. A prefixless Proto-Iranian or Old Iranian form 
*χšaina- is out of the question, as semantically it would make no sense to borrow a word 
for ‘blue’ from a word meaning ‘white’. It is also important that change from š to s would 
be required for the origin to be suitable, as borrowing from a form šīn or the like would 
result in Uralic **šini. 
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The relationship of the Uralic words to Russian синий ‘blue’ is unclear. The UEW 
refutes the etymological connection to that Russian word, although it states that both the 
Finnic and Mordvin words might have been “influenced” by the Russian word. Vasmer 
(s.v. синий) mentions the Finnic and Mordvin words in connection with the etymology of 
the Russian word but points out that Iranian etymology has been suggested by Mikkola. 
The Russian word is etymologically unconnected to the Iranian word, but it might belong 
to another Indo-European word family; according to Vasmer, the Russian word is either 
related to syát’ ‘glänzen’ or to sivyj ‘grau’, which is cognate with the root attested in Baltic 
*šīwas ‘grey’ and Indo-Iranian *ćyāwá- ‘dark brown’ (EWAia II s.v. śyāvá-), but the Uralic 
word cannot be borrowed from these languages, as the nasal formation is attested in Slavic 
only. It is possible that the word is a very early Slavic loan, but this idea is complicated by 
the fact that there are no convincing parallels of Slavic borrowings this early (into West 
Uralic). There are convincing examples of earlier Balto-Slavic loans, but it is unclear 
whether a pre-form for синий can be reconstructed for this stage in the view of the Baltic 
data. However, Derksen (2015) does not mention the Slavic words in connection with the 
Baltic ones (s.v. še͘mas, s.v. šývas), so the Slavic word might be etymologically unrelated. 
Černyh (1993, s.v. синий) simply states that the Russian word is derived from the root *si-, 
and that both Slavic *sijati and *sivŭ are derived from the same root. The Etimologični 
slovnik ukrajnskoj movi (s.v. sinii) also states the relation to Baltic šyvas and other words 
for ‘grey’. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology  
 
TN sē ̬rˮ ‘white’, FN xĭ̮è ̮r, E si ̮, Nga syr, Slk (der.) se ̮ri ̮, Kam (der.) siri, Mat 
(der.) сыры id. 
< PS *ser ~ *se ̮r ‘white’ (SW: 138) 
 ← “frürhurarisch” *k ́witróm ? (= PII *ćwitra- ‘white’, root *ćwait- ‘to be 
white’) > OI śvitrá- ‘white’ (EWAia II: s.v. śvitrá-; Werba 1997: 248 No. 206 s.v. śvit-) 
(Katz 2003: 86) 
This etymology is not very convincing. First of all, there are absolutely no reasons to 
suppose that this word to be borrowed from the “early Proto-Indo-Iranian” form 
postulated by Katz, as the form itself is anachronistic, being practically identical to Proto-
Indo-European. If this word was an Indo-Iranian borrowing, it could be simply borrowed 
from a Proto-Indo-Iranian word with *ć substituted by PU *ć. Katz also argues that the 
Samoyed word was borrowed into Proto-Uralic, but as no cognates are found in any other 
branch, this is very unlikely. Katz gives the PU form as *ćī ̮rə, following his unconventional 
reconstruction of the proto-language. 
If this is etymology was correct, the borrowing should be very old, Pre-Samoyedic, 
because of the development of the affricate *ć, and therefore this would probably belong to 
the same layer of loanwords as PS *wåtå (see the entry). 
The Samoyed word is possibly related etymologically to PS *sirå ‘snow’ (> TN si̮ra) and 
se ̮r ‘ice’ (> TN sē̮r”) (SW: 138, 140), as is suggested by Aikio (2014: 75), but the more 
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precise relationship between these words would require further research. According to 
Aikio, the Proto-Samoyedic word is also borrowed into Proto-Yukaghir as *sēr (> Yukaghir 
(Kolyma) sēril ‘snow on trees’, (Tundra) sierul ‘hail’). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu arany ‘gold’; Ms South tarǝń, West tarǝń, ‘Kupfer’ (< PMs tarǝń); Kh East 
(Vakh dialect) lorńɜ ‘Kupfer (Samowar)’, (Vasjugan dialect) jorńi ‘Messing, 
Kupfer’ (< PKh ? *ʌorńV or *ʌarńV) 
< PUg/PU *si ̮r(a)ńa ‘gold, metal’ (Sammallahti 1988: 550; UEW s.v. * ϑarańa, 
sarańa) 
← I *zŕ̥Hanya- (?*zəranya-) or *zaranya- or 
← PI *dzŕ̥Hnya- (?*dzəranya-) > Av zaranya- ‘gold’, Manichean Sogdian zyrn, 
Khotanese ysīrra-, Oss zærīn/zærīnæ id.; cf. OI híranya- ‘gold’; < PIE *gh́l̥h3-
en- (EWAia II s.v. híranya-) 
(FUV: 129; Korenchy 1972: 77, No. 35; Joki 1973: 250; Katz 1985: 323–324; 2003: 258; 
Ligeti 1986: 134; UEW s.v. ϑarańa, sarańa; Lushnikova 1990: 292; Helimski 1991: 222; 
Abondolo 1996: 40; J. Häkkinen 2009: 23–24; Parpola 2012: 161; Blažek 2017: 270) 
This old etymology is also mentioned by EWAia. As noted by Korenchy (1972), Ligeti 
(1986), the UEW, as well as Abondolo (1996), the words in Mari, Mordvin and Permic with 
similar meaning are probably parallel borrowings from various Iranian languages at 
different times (however, see below). The word was acquired before the Proto-Ugric sound 
changes, so it has to be a very old borrowing. According to a traditional view the word is 
borrowed from an (Old) Iranian form *zaranya-. Lushnikova (1990: 292, No. 202) and 
Helimski (1991: 222) consider the words as specifically “Scytho-Sarmatian” loans. 
An earlier borrowing from Proto-Iranian could perhaps come into question too: in the 
Western Uralic loans from Iranian the substitution *s ← PI *dz has been suggested to 
prevail in word-initial position (according to Koivulehto 1999c, 2001f). However, examples 
are few and in the case of this Ugric word it is impossible to prove that the *s here reflects 
Iranian *dz and not *s. It is most probable that this word is an Old Iranian-type loan as has 
usually been assumed. A Proto-Indo-Iranian loan is out of question because of its palatal 
affricate (this would have given Uralic *ći ̮rańa). 
Korenchy (1972) reconstructs the word as *sarańa, but in modern reconstruction the 
Ugric vowels point to Uralic *i ̮. Contrary to some other borrowings, here the relations of 
Hungarian, Mansi and Khanty regularly point to a unitary form, and this word can 
theoretically be reconstructed for the Ugric proto-language. Abondolo (1996: 40) notes 
that the Hungarian word with a–a vocalism “neither contradicts nor confirms a Ugric 
unity at the time of borrowing”. Although this seems a bit enigmatic, Abondolo seems to 
imply that a Hungarian *a–a-stem can point to either a Uralic/Ugric *a–a or *i ̮–a-stem. 
The Proto-Ugric meaning is reconstructed as ‘yellow/red metal’ by Abondolo.  
This word’s relationship to the possible Mari and Mordvin cognates has raised much 
discussion. They are nowadays usually considered parallel borrowings from the same 
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Iranian source, contrary to what is often claimed in the earlier sources, such as FUV. 
However, it has been again claimed by J. Häkkinen (2009) recently, that the words in 
Mari, Mordvin and Ugric could all reflect Proto-Uralic *si ̮r(a)ńa. Häkkinen considers this 
an important notion, as he assumes that the word is an Old Iranian (= post-Proto-Iranian) 
borrowing into Proto-Uralic. This would have important implications for the dating of the 
Iranian-Uralic contacts. 
The Mari word šörtńә (TschWb: 717–718) could reflect an earlier *i ̮ so it could 
theoretically be derived from the same reconstructed form as the Ugric words. Mari ö in 
front of *r often reflects *i ̮. In both old *i–a and *i–i-stems Mari shows the stem vowels 
E -o ~ W -ə̑ or E -o ~ W -ә, so the stem vowel is no obstacle either (the -i in some western 
dialectal forms has to be secondary). 
The Mordvin word siŕńe, on the other hand, cannot reflect earlier *i ̮. Although 
Häkkinen is right in assuming that it is difficult to explain the Mordvin word as a later 
loanword from the same Iranian source, it cannot be regularly connected to the other 
words that are mentioned here. 
Häkkinen compares the development of siŕńe with some other Uralic words. The 
reflexes of Uralic *wäśkä (> Mo E viśkä, uśke) do not serve as a good parallel because this 
word cannot be regularly reconstructed for Proto-Uralic according to Aikio (2015b), and 
the same can be said of the reflexes of *waśara (> Mo E viśir), which is a loanword that 
can have been borrowed independently into Mordvin, Finnic and Saami. The last example 
that Häkkinen mentions is the relationship between Mordvin miŕd’e and Finnic marras, 
but these reflect two different borrowings from Indo-Iranian (see the entries). 
Interestingly, the word sirä ‘old’ in Mordvin shows similar vocalism as the word for 
gold: this points clearly to Pre-Mordvin *e. Both the words for ‘gold’ and ‘old’ can be 
explained from forms which had *r̥ in Iranian, and Pre-Mordvin *er could have been the 
substitute of this in both cases. 
Rédei (1986c: 82) has derived the Mari and Mordvin words from a “Middle Iranian 
source”. Although Rédei rightly considers them parallel borrowings and not regular 
cognates, it is extremely unlikely that the words were borrowed from a “Middle Iranian” 
language but probably from some much earlier form. Rédei reconstructs the Mari word as 
*serńä but this is certainly incorrect. 
Udmurt zarńi and Komi zarńi are obviously much later borrowings from Iranian 
because of both the vocalism (Permic a corresponding to Iranian a) and the sibilant z 
which is not found in early loans. 
Within Ugric, the word is attested only in part of the Khanty and Mansi languages, but 
this has to be due to later disappearance of the word from certain languages, as the 
attested forms with regular correspondences and the distribution of the reflexes in all the 
three Ugric language groups clearly show that the word was present in Proto-Khanty and 
Proto-Mansi. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Md E siŕńe, M śiŕńä ‘gold’; Ma šürtńö 
< *? PU serńä ‘gold’ 
← PI *dzŕ̥Hanya- or later I *zaranya-, cf. Manichean Sogdian zyrn, Khotanese 
ysīrra-, Oss zærīn/zærīnæ id.; cf. OI híranya- ‘gold’; < PIE *gh́l̥h3-en- (EWAia II 
s.v. híranya-) 
(FUV: 129; Korenchy 1972; Joki 1973: 250; Helimski 2000: 193; J. Häkkinen 2009: 23–
24) 
See also *si ̮r(a)ńa 
It is probable that the Ugric words for ‘gold’ are parallel loans and not true cognates of the 
Volgaic words dealt with here (see above for the Ugric words). Even though Mari šürtńö 
and the Mordvin forms have often been connected, even they cannot be derived from a 
common source, which is not surprising, as there do not seem to be any Indo-Iranian loans 
shared by only these two branches, which is also consistent with the other ideas concerning 
the relationship of Mari and Mordvin within the Uralic family (= the absence of Proto-
Volgaic). The Mari word could formally reflect a similar pre-form as Pre-Ugric *si ̮r(a)ńa. 
J. Häkkinen argues that the Ugric, Mari and Mordvin words all reflect a Proto-Uralic word, 
and states that on the basis of this there were contacts between Proto-Iranian and Proto-
Uralic, but the Mordvin word cannot be derived from such a pre-form.  
The Mordvin vowel i can in no case reflect PU/Pre-Mordvin *a or *i ̮. Although 
J. Häkkinen tries to argue that there are cases where inherited Uralic cognates display a 
correspondence Fi a ~ Mo *i (which practically means “PU *a > Mo i”, although this is not 
explicitly stated by Häkkinen), the examples that Häkkinen presents to support this are 
clearly false, i.e. *waćara ‘hammer’ is irregularly reflected also in Saami, and *wäśkä ~ 
*wáski is a notoriously irregular item and potential Wanderwort which cannot be used to 
support any regular sound law (see Aikio 2015 for the most recent and comprehensive 
analysis of *wäśkä as a Wanderwort). 
The Mordvin *i could reflect earlier *e, and here one could think that the word was 
borrowed into Pre-Mordvin in the form *seräńä, where *er reflects Iranian *r̥H or *ər. 
This would mean a similar substitution as in the word *serä ‘old’, which is attested only in 
Mordvin (see the entry). 
For some reason, Häkkinen mentions the Permic words (Ud, Ko zarńi < PP *zarńi) in 
connection with the Mari, Mordvin and Ugric words, and considers the Permic sibilant z- 
inexplicably irregular (“selittämättömän epäsäännöllinen”). It is obvious that the Permic 
word was borrowed from some later Iranian form, cf. Sogdian zyrn, Ossetic (syγ-)zǽrin, 
(syγ-)zærina. 
According to Rédei (1986c: 82) the Mari and Mordvin words are Middle Iranian 
loanwords (this view is echoed also by Bereczki 1992: 94). There is no reason to consider 
that these clearly early loanwords were borrowed from Middle Iranian forms. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
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SaN soamis ‘some’ (also in S, U, L and I < PSa *soamēs) 
< Pre-Sa *soma or *sami 
← PII *samH- > OI samá- ‘irgendein’ < PIE *sm̥h2o- (Beekes 1988: 99; EWAia II: 
703, s.v. samá-) 
(Sammallahti 1999: 80–81; 2001: 402, 408; Holopainen 2018b: 165–166) 
As stated by Holopainen (2018b), Sammallahti’s recent etymology is convincing, and he is 
right in arguing that a Proto-Scandinavian origin for the Saami word is impossible because 
of the first-syllable vowel. Although the word has cognates in most branches of Indo-
European, the Indo-Iranian original seems to be phonologically the most suitable original 
for the Saami word. Theoretically a Proto-Indo-European or Pre-Indo-Iranian source 
would also be possible, as the Pre-Saami vowel + nasal could also substitute for the syllabic 
resonant *m ̥. 
Following the new vowel reconstruction by Aikio (2015b), the Saami word could reflect 
either an old *a–i or *o–a-stem. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Mari šoŋγo, šoŋgə ‘old’, Bolshoy Kilmez soŋγo (< PMa *soŋgə); Hu agg id. 
< *soŋka or *saŋka or *si̮ŋka ‘old’ (UEW s.v. soŋkɜ [soŋɜ]; Sammallahti 1988: 548) 
← PII *sana-ka- > OI (Vedic) saná- ‘old’, sanaká- ‘former, ancient (alt, 
ehemalig, früher)’; an IE word, compare Latin senex, senis, Welsh hen id., 
Greek ἕνος ‘old, from previous year’ < PIE *sén-o-, root *sen- (EWAia II 
s.v. sána-; NIL s.v. *sen-; Kölligan 2018: 2257)  
(Koivulehto 2001b: 254 = 2016: 296) 
Koivulehto’s etymology is convincing: the semantics correspond perfectly, and the 
substitution of *s by *s is expected, as well as the vowel substitution PU *o ← PII *a (here 
it has to be noted that the PIE vowel was *e, see NIL s.v. *sen-, and thus there is no 
possibility to consider this a borrowing from Proto-Indo-European or some other branch 
of the language family). The Uralic *a-stem is also expected from the PII *a-stem. The 
Mari and Hungarian words can be regularly derived from a common Proto-Uralic form 
and there is no need to assume parallel borrowings (the parallel borrowings would have to 
be very early, as Hungarian shows *s > ø). The Hungarian word has at times been also 
connected to the word family ó ‘old, ancient’ (UEW s.v. soŋkɜ; EWUng s.v. agg), but these 
two words cannot be connected via regular means of word formation within Hungarian. 
The word ó is probably from another Proto-Uralic stem, *ammi- ‘old’ (Aikio 2015b: 51), 
although the development of geminate *mm > Hu ø lacks parallels (the regular 
development of intervocalic *m is Hu v, and here we have to assume that the geminate has 
developed similarly; v is still visible in derivatives like avul- ‘to become obsolete’). There is 
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no alternative loan etymology for the Mari word *soŋka or *saŋka. Bereczki 2013 
(s.v. šoŋgo) does not mention the Indo-Iranian etymology. 
While some might claim that there is no reason to suppose that such a central concept 
would be borrowed, Koivulehto notes that there are many other adjectives meaning ‘old’ in 
the Uralic languages which are borrowed from Indo-European, such as Mordvin *serä 
(from Iranian, see the entry above), and Finnic vanha from Germanic *wanha-.  
The exact dating of the borrowing is difficult. If it is true that the Iranian *s > h sound 
change is a late, Post-Proto-Iranian development, the original *sana-ka- could be either 
Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian. In a footnote Koivulehto has tentatively suggested 
that Finnic honka might also be a reflex of this same Uralic word, but then PU *š would 
have to be reconstructed (as is well-known, the reflexes of Uralic *s and *š merge in 
Hungarian and most dialects of Mari, but see below). Koivulehto considers a substitution 
*š ← *s possible, because PII *š did not appear in word-initial position, but I find this 
unlikely, as the two sibilants were different phonemes in the donor language, and thus the 
situation is more complicated than with the Proto-Germanic sibilant *s, which is usually 
substituted by *š in early borrowings (LÄGLOS I: XVI). There are no convincing parallels 
of such a substitution among the Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords. Moreover, the Bolshoy 
Kilmez (Malmyzh) dialect of Mari reveals that the initial consonant of this Uralic word has 
to be reconstructed as *s-, not *š-, as the two proto-phonemes have not merged in this 
dialect of Mari.40 The dialectal form with s- is also cited by the UEW. 
If the Finnic word does not belong here, the Uralic word can be reconstructed also as 
*saŋka (Mari o and Hungarian a are ambivalent, as both could reflect either PU *a or *o), 
and even *si ̮ŋka would be possible, as *i ̮ appears as the substitute of PII *a in numerous 
examples. Sammallahti (1988) reconstructs the word as *sonka. In Hungarian *i ̮ merged 
with *a in *a-stems, but in Mari the development was more complicated and is poorly 
known. Examples (from Aikio2015b) of *i ̮ > *o include *d’i ̮mi > MariE lombo, W lombǝ̑, 
*i ̮ppi > MariW owǝ̑, *ti ̮kti > MariNw toktə-, as well as *mi ̮ksa > mokš and *pi ̮ŋka > poŋgo 
‘mushroom’. Only the last two examples are *a-stems, and here probably the labial 
consonants m and p have influenced the development of *i ̮ (see the entry *pi ̮ŋka for more 
comments on the phonology of this word). Zhivlov (2014: 125) has argued that in both *i- 
and *a-stems *i ̮ became *o before *k and *ŋ, but this assumption is clearly based on 
limited evidence, and as we can see from the examples listed above, the development was 
more complicated than this. Also Zhivlov admits that there are unexpected reflexes of *i ̮ in 
Mari. At the moment it is obvious that in most cases *i ̮–a-stems are thus not reflected by 
Mari *o, and šoŋγo rather reflects *saŋka or *soŋka, as šoŋgo could completely regularly 
reflect either of the forms.  
The Indo-Iranian etymology has a convincing Indo-European etymology. The root *sen- 
‘old’ is reflected in numerous branches of the family. However, there are details in the 
formal background of the noun *sanaka- that require comment. The Indo-Iranian word 
and its cognates, Germanic *senīga- and especially Latin senex, are possible examples of 
the so-called laryngeal hardening, meaning that the IE laryngeal could have “hardened” 
into a velar stop before *s already in Proto-Indo-European. This idea of laryngeal 
hardening was first suggested by Martinet (1955), and it has met with various views ever 
since (see Lindeman 1987: 94–98 and Schrijver 1991: 148–154 for sceptical discussions of 
40 I am grateful to Niklas Metsäranta for pointing this out to me. 
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this disputed phenomenon and Olsen 2009 for a recent defence of the laryngeal 
hardening). The Latin cognate senex might thus result from *seneh2-s, and if the laryngeal 
can be reconstructed for the PIE word that is reflected by both Latin senex and Vedic 
sanaká-, it was probably still present in the Indo-Iranian word when it was borrowed into 
Uralic. Uralic -k could thus be a substitute for a laryngeal.  
However, the origin of the Latin -k suffix in this word is a disputed question, and it is 
not at all certain that the Indo-Iranian and Latin words reflect the same suffix. The Latin -k 
has been explained as an old *-k suffix (Lindeman 1987: 96; Cowgill 1965: 176; cf. Pinault 
2001: 102–104), but this view has also been criticized (Watkins 1965: 182, 186). It is 
interesting that also the Germanic cognate *senīga- ‘senior’ (> Goth sineigs) contains a 
similar-looking suffix: Kroonen (2013: 433, s.v. *senīga-) states – a bit obscurely – that the 
suffix -īga is “not identical to, but nevertheless close to that of Lat. senex”). Olsen (2009: 
207–208, 217) has defended the idea that the k in the Latin suffix could reflect a laryngeal. 
Borrowing from a form *sana-ka and syncopation could lead to *soŋka, as Koivulehto 
himself noted, and so could a borrowing from *sanaH-. In Martinet’s original idea the 
Germanic, Indo-Iranian and Latin suffix all reflected masculine stems ending in*-h2 (cf. 
Schrijver 1991: 149). 
The Latin suffix is reconstructed as *Vk by NIL, and this source notes that this may be 
identical with the Indic suffix. De Vaan (2008, s.v. senex) only mentions that the Latin 
nominative has a suffix *-ek, but he offers no further comments on the origin of this suffix. 
As it is thus highly uncertain whether the -k- of the Indo-Iranian results from the laryngeal 
hardening or not, the Uralic word cannot be used as external evidence for laryngeal 
hardening or the reconstruction of laryngeal for this root. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
Hu úr (: ura-) ‘lord, gentleman’  
< ? Pre-HU *suri ~ *sura  
← PII *Hsu-Hrí- > OI (Vedic) sūrí- ‘Opferherr, Herr, Schirmherr’ (EWAia II s.v . 
sūrí-) 
(Katz 2003: 169–170: Holopainen 2016; Aikio 2018) 
This Hungarian word has a complicated Indo-Iranian research history. While most of the 
modern-day etymological dictionaries (TESz; EWUng s.v. úr; WOT: 969–974) of 
Hungarian offer cautious support for the Turkic etymology for this word (← Proto-Turkic 
*ur- ‘megtermékenyít, nemz’ (> Turkish urï ‘young man’), various Indo-Iranian sources 
have been put forth for this word in earlier research. Aikio has recently reconsidered the 
old possibility (originally suggested by Munkácsi 1901: 614–615) to derive the Hungarian 
word from PU *asora, another Indo-Iranian loan. This remains a possibility, although the 
vowel development is unclear. The Hungarian word has also been connected to Avestan 
sura- ‘stark, gewaltig; gebietend Herr über…’ ~ OI śura- (Harmatta 1955). Moór (1965) 
rejects Harmatta’s etymology and supports the old etymology of Munkácsi, arguing that it 
is chronologically impossible for the Iranian *s (< PII *ć) to be reflected by Hungarian ø. 
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This argument is obsolete, as there are several other loans borrowed into the Ugric 
languages from the Old Iranian stage with the sibilants *s, *z, such as Hu arany ‘gold’ (see 
the entry *si ̮rńa). This means that Harmatta’s etymology remains a possibility too. 
The old idea that the Hungarian word is cognate to Finnic uros ‘male; (arch.) man’ 
(Nirvi 1952: 29–31), and Saami L årēs ‘male, reindeer bull’, N varris (SSA s.v. uros; UEW 
s.v. ) can be rejected, as the Finnic and Saami words have a convincing Germanic 
etymology, from PG *ūruz (> Old Norse úrr ‘Auerochse’, Old English úr, Middle Low 
German ur-osse id.; LÄGLOS s.v. uros). Both the Finnic and Saami words probably reflect 
earlier *uras, with irregular va- in some Saami varieties, and -as > -os in Finnic. Honti 
(2017: 68–72) is still supportive of the old Uralic etymology, assuming that the Hungarian 
word can represent a merger of a Turkic loan and the inherited Uralic word. As all the 
Uralic words have convincing loan etymologies, there is no reason to support the Uralic 
etymology, however. 
Also other words for ‘man’ were borrowed from Indo-Iranian into Uralic, such as *wirä 
(> Ko ver), possibly Ma mari and Ugric *mVńći (see the entries). Katz (2003: 17) 
attempted to derive the Finnic word uros and its Saami cognate from the same Indo-
Iranian source as Ko ver, reconstructing the Finno-Saamic form as *u ̭īrɔs, but this 
explanation is phonologically unconvincing, as is argued by Holopainen (2016: 60). 
Holopainen (2018b: 170–172) assumed that South Saami and Lule Saami nïere ‘man; 
person’ could possibly be borrowed from Indo-Iranian, but it is also possible that the word 
was borrowed from some other branch. In Germanic the word is not retained in the 
meaning of ‘man’, although cognates of this IE root are possibly attested in Germanic 
names such as ON Njo ̨rðr ‘name of a god’ (Zimmer 1999: 131–132). There is thus no 
compelling obstacle to assume that the word can be an early Germanic loan. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ud, Ko sur ‘beer’ 
< PP sur  
← PII *súrā- > OI súrā- ‘beer’, Av hurā- ‘fermented mare’s milk’ (EWAia II 
s.v. súrā-) 
(KESK: 266; Joki 1973: 317; Rédei 1986c; Lushnikova 1990: 262; Helimski 1997b: 121; 
Csúcs 2005: 376; Zhivlov 2013: 219–220; Parpola 2015: 66) 
This is a problematic etymology. Although the similarity of the Permic and Indo-Iranian 
words is transparent, the Permic vowels do not point to an old word, whereas the s means 
that the borrowing cannot have taken place recently. The situation is complicated by the 
fact that the Indo-Iranian word was borrowed early into Turkic languages as well, and 
from there it has been borrowed by various Uralic languages, such as Hungarian (ser, sör). 
It cannot be ruled out that the Permic word is not a borrowing from Turkic too. 
According to Helimski and Zhivlov, the Permic word was acquired from the Andronovo 
Aryan language, an unattested branch of Indo-Iranian where *s would have been retained 
longer than in Iranian languages. There are some additional examples of a preserved *s, 
but these etymologies are more or less problematic and at least most of them can be 
explained otherwise (see śumi ̮s). Note that the “Middle Iranian” forms (Csúcs: *sur) with 
*s- that are listed by Rédei (1986c) and Csucs (2005: 376) are impossible, as Indo-
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European *s obviously did not survive in any Middle Iranian language. Parpola (2015: 66) 
mentions this word as a Proto-Indo-Iranian loan. From the Indo-Iranian point of view this 
would be possible, but because of the Permic vocalism it is unlikely that the loan could be 
so early. 
The word looks like a Wanderwort, and due to its large distribution in various 
languages in the Volga-Kama area and beyond, it seems risky to draw historical 
conclusions based on it. The ultimate origin of the word is certainly in Indo-Iranian, but 
the exact route to Permic could be via Turkic. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hungarian hét (: hete-); Mansi South sǟt, East sɔ̈̄t, West sɔ̄t, North sāt (< PM 
*sǟtə); Khanty East läwәt, North ʌapәt, South tȧpәt (< PKh *ʌǟpət) id. (Zhivlov 
2006: 143) 
< PUg ? *säptä 
← PII *sapta-/ PI *safta- > YAv hapta- ‘seven’, OAv haptaθa- ‘seventh’; OI 
saptá- ‘seven’ < PIE *septm̥- (EWAia II s.v. saptá-) 
(FUV: 130; Korenchy 1972: 70, No. 27; Joki 1973; Ligeti 1986: 134–135; UEW s.v. θäptɜ; 
Helimski 1997b: 121) 
This much-discussed word is most probably a parallel loan in all of the Ugric languages, as 
it is impossible to reconstruct a common proto-form to the Ugric words because of the 
irregular reflexes of the sibilant. Only Khanty reflects Ugric *säptä regularly. The sibilant 
*s should disappear in Hungarian completely; it is often assumed that this has indeed 
happened, and that the h- in hét is the result of analogy on the word hat ‘six’. The attempt 
of Honti (1997: 35–37) to explain the Mansi sibilant with a flip-flop change where PUg/PM 
*θ returns (!) to *s in front-vocalic words which have j word-medially is not convincing due 
to lack of examples and general implausibility (there is no trace of j in this Mansi word), 
but rather it leads us to assume that the Ugric sound change *s > *θ is a late, parallel 
development (see the discussion on page 30 in the Introduction). Interestingly, 
Sammallahti (1988) mentions that this word shows irregular vowel correspondences. This 
seems not to be the case, in fact, as all the Ugric forms could be derived regularly from an 
earlier *ä–ä stem. 
It would not be impossible to consider the Hungarian word a later loanword from an 
Iranian language. In fact, borrowing of a later form such as hæft would regularly lead to 
Hungarian hét. This possibility has been mentioned in FUV, which however also considers 
it possible that Hungarian h is a result of analogy. 
The Avestan form hapta is irregular, as f would be the expected Iranian outcome of *p 
in this consonant cluster. The later Iranian languages point to regular f. It is impossible to 
see what was the outcome in the form from which the Ugric words were borrowed, as *f 
would have been substituted by *p in any case. 
The Iranian etymology itself is convincing, but there is no reason to consider the word 
specifically an Iranian borrowing, as it can equally well have been borrowed from Proto-
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Indo-Iranian as well. The dating mainly depends on the disputed age of the Iranian change 
*s > *h. 
Napol’skikh has attempted to derive this word (as well as the Samoyedic word for 
‘seven’) from Tocharian, but the flaws of his argumentation are shown in detail by Widmer 
(2002), who lists several phonological arguments against Napol’skikh’s assumption and 
considers the Indo-Iranian etymology better. Interestingly, Widmer sees the Ugric vowel 
(cited as *ä in his work) as a reflex of Indo-Iranian *ä, an intermediary stage of the PII 
development *e > *a. It is indeed the case that even in the early loanwords acquired into 
the Ugric languages before the sibilant-changes, the substitution of the vowel *a is often 
*ä. However, it is unlikely that this is an intermediary stage between *e and *a; it is more 
probable that *ä is just a substitution of *a. This substitution is found in many loans in 
Ugric/Ob-Ugric, some of which have to be quite late. This shows that *ä was probably the 
prevailing substitution for a long period, starting with very early loanwords, which means 
that at least at the time of the Proto-Iranian loanwords, the substitution patterns in the 
east (Ugric) and the west (West Uralic?) of the Uralic family were different (in the west *a, 
*o and *i ̮ are found, but there are no reliable cases of *ä among the early loanwords). This 
is only natural in the light of the large geographical area where the contacts occurred. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (parallel borrowings) 
 
Md E śeja, M śava ‘goat’  
< ? Pre-Md < *śaγa (Joki 1973: 317–318) 
← ? PII *sćā́ga- > OI chā́ga- M ‘billy-goat’, chā́gā- F ‘she-goat’, Oss sæγ, 
sæγæ id. (no further cognates within or outside Indo-Iranian) < ? PIE/Pre-II 
*skēgo- (EWAia I: 558–59, s.v. chā́ga-; Lubotsky 2001a: 35; 2001b: 312) 
(FUV: 136; Joki 1973: 317–18; Katz 1985: 257–258; Lushnikova 1990: No. 44; Helimski 
1991: 221; Rédei 1986c; Zaicz 1998: 212) 
This is an old and well-known etymology. As Zaicz (1998: 212) has pointed out, the 
borrowing has to be old, despite its limited distribution to Mordvin (other such cases are 
*pakas and possibly *tarvas). The Mordvin palatal sibilant points to an early borrowing, 
as a later loan from Iranian would have resulted in a form like *sava. If the word was 
acquired already into PU or some other proto-language, it is easy to explain its 
disappearance from other languages, such as Finnic, where the word for ‘goat’ is borrowed 
from Baltic (PFi *wooši from Baltic *ōži). 
The relationship of the Erzya and Moksha words seems irregular, but the front vowel in 
the first syllable of the Erzya word has been explained as a result of the palatalizing 
influence of word-initial ś. It can then be assumed that the Proto-Mordvin vowel was *a, 
and it is still retained in the Moksha word. The word-internal consonant (E j, M v) results 
from hiatus caused by the lost *γ. 
Helimski(1991) has noted that the Mordvin word is borrowed rather from Iranian 
because of Md ś pointing to early *ś and not *ć. It is not clear what Helimski’s arguments 
are, but a form with palatal *ś would not typically be an Iranian loan according to modern 
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views of Proto-Iranian reconstruction. Also Zaicz (op. cit.) mentions that the word “looks 
like an Old Iranian word”, but it remains enigmatic what he actually means, as Zaicz does 
not mention any criteria for the definition of an Old Iranian loanword.  
According to EWAia the background of the Indo-Iranian word is unclear41 (no cognates 
in other branches of Indo-European have been presented), but as the word has cognates in 
both Indo-Aryan and Iranian, it can be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian; EWAia notes 
a bit mysteriously that the Ossetic words have to be taken into account, but it does not take 
a clear stance on the exact relationship between the Indo-Aryan and Ossetic words. It is 
surprising that this word is not attested elsewhere in Iranian, but it is of course possible 
that the word has been retained only in Ossetic. Lubotsky (2001b: 312) considers *sćāga a 
loanword (a substrate word) in Indo-Iranian. EWAia refers to both Joki and Katz, who 
argue that the direction of borrowing is nevertheless from Indo-Iranian to Uralic and not 
vice versa (Burrow 1955: 26 had assumed that the Indo-Iranian word could be borrowed 
from Uralic). It would be very difficult to explain the Indo-Iranian cluster *sć (which has to 
be reconstructed on the basis of the Ossetic and Indic forms) from Pre-Mordvin *ć or *ś, 
and also the confinement of the Uralic word to Mordvin speaks against the idea of a 
reverse borrowing. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 309) further argues that the Uralic word has to be borrowed from the 
Iranian branch due to chronological reasons (cf. *woraći, *werkkä), but as noted above, 
this does not look probable because of the palatal sibilant of Mordvin – here one can refer 
to Lubotsky’s own (2001a) work, where *sć is reconstructed for the Proto-Indo-Iranian 
word, and the Iranian reflect of this cluster was probably *sts. Lubotsky (2001b: 9) notes 
that Oss. sæγ, sæγæ ‘goat’ points to a short vowel in the root, although he also states a bit 
ambiguously that “theoretically, *skēgo- is possible”. 
This is one of the etymologies where the Indo-Iranian donor form begins with PII *sć 
(from PIE *sk). suoja and hoitaa are other such cases, but they have to be loans from later 
Iranian forms because of the divergent sibilant substitutions. There are different views on 
the precise background of the PII *sć (resulting in the correspondence Iranian s ~ Indo-
Aryan (c)ch; see Lubotsky 2001a and Kobayashi 2004 for various views on these 
developments), but from the point of view of loans like Mordvin it is irrelevant whether the 
background of this sequence was simply PIE *sk in palatal environments (as argued by 
Lubotsky 2001a) or PIE *sk ́ (as the more traditional view goes). The Mordvin word’s 
palatal sibilant fits well with Lubotsky’s reconstruction of Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć. 
To sum up, it is clear that the Mordvin word has to be a relatively early borrowing from 
Proto-Indo-Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
41 According to Katz (2003: 207–8), West-Germanic (?) *skēpa- N ‘sheep’ might be related to the Indo-
Iranian word through a dissimilation of the word-internal consonant, reflecting a vrddhi-derivation *sḱēgo- 
from PIE *sḱego-. Katz’s idea of assimilation is an ad hoc solution, and it cannot be supported. 
Furthermore, Kroonen (2013: 443, s.v. *skēpa-) states that the Germanic word is probably derived from the 
verb *skaban- ‘to shave, shear’. Furthermore, Kroonen argues (based on OHG scāpāri, sciiāppāri and MHG 
schāpære, schæper M ‘sheepskin’), that the Germanic word goes back to a PIE form with *bh-. There are thus 
no reasons to support Katz’s idea of the etymological connection of the Germanic and Indo-Iranian words. 
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PU *śaŋka ~ *ćaŋka- ‘to sting’ 
See *śäŋkV for references and discussion 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
*śaŋka ~~*ćaŋka ‘handle’ 
See *śäŋkV for references and discussion 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi sata (present in all Finnic languages); SaN čuohti (present in all Saami 
languages; < PSa *č ́uotē); Md E śado, M śada; Mari E šüδö W šüδə ‘100’; 
Ko śo, Ud śu (< PP *śo); Hu száz (: száza-); Mansi South šāet, East šāt, West 
sē̬t, sāt ‘hundert; viel’ (< PMs *ši ̮tV); Khanty South sot, East sat, North. 
sat ‘100’ (< PKh *sāt) 
< PU *śi ̮ta ‘hundred’ (UEW s.v. śata; Sammallahti 1988: 549; Zhivlov 2014: 119, 132; 
Aikio 2015b: 60)  
← PII *ćatá-m > OI śatá- ‘100’, OP θata-, Av. sata- (satəm) id. < PIE *ḱm̥tó-m 
‘100’ (EWAia II s.v. śatá-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 559–562; Jacobsohn 1922: 38, 124; FUV: 136; Korenchy 1972: 71 No. 28; 
Joki 1973: 311–312 No. 135.; Harmatta 1977: 171, 175; UEW s.v. śata; Katz 1985: 367; 
2003: 291; SSA s.v. sata; Koivulehto 1999a: 216; 1999b: 329, 331, 343; 2001b: 248; 2016: 
218, 270, 290; Kallio 2006: 12, footnote 9; J. Häkkinen 2009: 21; Bereczki 2013 s.v.) 
This is one of the best-known Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic, and it has usually been 
assumed that the word was borrowed already into Proto-Uralic (~ Proto-Finno-Ugric). The 
etymology is convincing both semantically and phonologically. However, even this very 
transparent etymology involves numerous details that require comment. 
One issue is whether the word was borrowed into a unitary proto-language, or whether 
the forms (or a portion of the forms) in various Uralic languages represent parallel 
borrowings from Indo-Iranian. The word is reconstructed as *śata in earlier sources such 
as the UEW and even by Sammallahti (1988), but it is obvious that many of the words 
cannot be explained from an old *a–a-stem. The Mansi and Mari clearly point to *i ̮, and in 
many recent works (such as J. Häkkinen 2009; Zhivlov 2014; Aikio 2015b) the word is 
reconstructed as śi ̮ta. Almost all of the Uralic words can be regularly derived from this 
reconstructed form: Khanty *sāt could reflect either *śata or *śi ̮ta, and as the *a–a and *i ̮–
a-stems merged in Saami and Mordvin, as well as in Hungarian, and *i ̮ and *a in almost all 
instances in Finnic (Aikio 2015b; Zhivlov 2014: 115–117), the forms in these languages can 
also regularly reflect *śi ̮ta. 
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However, the Permic forms are more problematic, as *i ̮–a-stems regularly produce u in 
both Udmurt and Komi. According to Metsäranta (personal communication) the Permic 
correspondence Udmurt u ~ Komi o which is not typical of either Uralic *a–a or *i ̮–a 
combinations but is typical for loans (the same vowel correspondence is interestingly 
found in the Permic reflexes of *asora: Aikio [2015b: 37–38] argues that in that case the 
Permic vowels reflect the PU *a–o combination, see the entry *asora). Zhivlov (2014: 
124–125) argues, however, that the Permic development is regular before *t. If this is 
correct, it is possible that also the Permic words can be regularly derived from *śi ̮ta. but as 
the vowel-combination appears in other early loanwords too, it remains a possibility that 
the Permic words reflect an early parallel borrowing. 
Bereczki (2013 s.v. šüdö) has attempted to derive the Mari vocalism from PU *a 
through a chain of changes: *å > *o > *u > *ü, but this is not a convincing explanation, as 
PU *a is never reflected as Mari ü, and reconstructing i̮ is more economical. 
Because of the irregularity in the vowel correspondences, Kallio (2006) has suggested 
that the word could have been borrowed separately at least into Ugric and Finno-Permic. 
Kallio’s idea of parallel borrowings is certainly plausible, but it seems unlikely that the 
word was borrowed separately into western and eastern languages, but possibly the picture 
is more complicated because of the Permic words. As the forms in all of the other 
languages could regularly be derived from *śi ̮ta, we would only need to assume that Pre-
Permic borrowed the word separately. It is unlikely that Permic was the first one to branch 
off from Proto-Uralic, so this explanation is problematic. One possibility would be to 
assume that the word was borrowed separately into several dialects of Proto-Uralic, and 
the regularity of the non-Permic languages is only apparent. Some languages would have 
substituted the PII vowel *a by Uralic *a, some by *i ̮ (this remains uncertain in most cases 
because of the vowel mergers discussed above). 
As a side note it can be mentioned that Zhivlov (2014: 119, 132) reconstructs the word 
as *ći ̮ta1, with *a1 in his system where the Mari stem vowels and Khanty vowel 
combinations point to two different vowels in Uralic *a-stems (see op. cit. 117–120). 
Interestingly, Zhivlov notes that in Permic *i ̮ could develop into Udmurt u, Komi o before 
*t, which would make the Permic words a regular cognate of the other Uralic forms. 
Even if the words in Uralic are parallel borrowings, as seems probable, the loans have to 
be very early because of Uralic *ś that has to be the substitute of PII *ć and not a later 
Iranian reflex (*ts > *s). The claims by Korenchy (1972) that the Uralic words could be 
borrowed from “PI *śata” are now outdated (they reflect the view that Iranian had *ś from 
PIE *ḱ). This view was also supported by Joki who mentions Iranian as one possible 
original for the Uralic words (Joki considers the donor form “ar. (bzw. frühuriran.?))”. 
PU *ś is the usual substitution for PII *ć (for example PII *ćr̥wā- > PU *śarwi), but at 
times this idea has been questioned and the word for ‘hundred’ and other words that show 
*ś have been considered to be borrowings from Proto-Indo-Aryan where *ć had already 
become *ś. Koivulehto (1999a: 219–220) mentioned such a possibility, and the Indo-Aryan 
origin of these words has been supported by J. Häkkinen (2009: 24). The idea that *ś 
would reflect Indo-Aryan *ś would of course make sense phonologically, but already 
Koivulehto (1999c) mentioned cautiously that the PU *ś might be due to lack of *ć, at least 
in word-initial position. Zhivlov (2014: 114, footnote 3) has more clearly expressed the view 
that PU *ś and *ć are actually the same phoneme (see the Introduction), and if this is 
indeed the case, this would explain the substitution. 
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To return to the vocalism of the Uralic word, *i ̮ is found as the substitution of PII (and 
PI) *a in several convincing loanwords. J. Häkkinen (2009: 22–24) argues that the 
different substitutions of *a and i ̮ are due to differences in the substitutions of accented 
and unaccented *a. While Häkkinen’s idea is promising, he based it only on a limited 
number of etymologies. It also leaves the problem of Uralic *o from PII *a unexplained. It 
seems that actually a very large number of the loans can be explained as having original *i ̮ 
vocalism. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (possibly parallel borrowings after the split-up of Proto-Uralic) 
 
Ko śurs, Ud śurs ‘1000’ (< PP *śurs); Ms North sāter, West šoater, South 
šatera id. 
< PU ? *śasra ~ *si ̮sra 
← PII *ʒ́hásra- ‘thousand’; *sa-ʒ́hásra- “one-thousand” > OI sahásra- N 
‘thousand’, (y)Av hazaŋra- id.; < PIE < *sm̥ gh́éslo- “ein habend”, root *ǵhes- 
‘[mit der hohlen Hand] fassen’ (EWAia II: 719–20, s.v. sahásra-; Rix 1991: 226–228; 
Winter 1992: 20–21) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 242; Jacobsohn 1922: 105–110; FUV: 137; Korenchy 1972: 71 No. 29; 
KESK: 175; Joki 1973: 318–19; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 921; Katz 1985: 367; 2003: 
291–292; UEW s.v. śasra; Rédei 1986c: 46–47; Lushnikova 1990: 293; Koivulehto 1999a: 
216; Parpola 2015: 66) 
This is a well-known and convincing etymology, first presented by Munkácsi. Interestingly 
words for both ‘hundred’ and ‘thousand’ were borrowed into Uralic from Indo-Iranian; 
*śata ‘100’ is better represented, but *śosra has to be an equally old borrowing, as the 
Permic and Mansi words clearly go back to an early stage and reflect an inherited word. (As 
has been noted in earlier research, a later borrowing from Permic to Mansi is ruled out by 
the regular vowel correspondences as well as by the development of *ś to *s in Mansi.) The 
word is clearly borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian (and not from Iranian) because of the 
palatal sibilant/affricate in Uralic (note that Korenchy reconstructs “uriran. *źhasra-”. 
Although it is rightly debated whether the various Iranian developments of 
sibilants/affricates had taken place in Proto-Iranian already, here Korenchy makes a 
simple mistaken by reconstructing an aspirated (!) palatal sibilant into Proto-Iranian). No 
other Indo-European branch could come into question as a donor language; Latin mille 
(< *smih2 ǵhesl-ih2)42 and Greek χī́λιοι ‘thousand’ (< Proto-Greek *χεσλ-, cf. Ionic χείλιοι, 
Emmerick 1992a: 176) ultimately include the same elements as the Indo-Iranian word, but 
no exact formal parallels to *sa-ʒ́hásra- are found in other branches (see the entry on 
EWAia), and in any case, the change *l > *r and the affricate reflex of PIE *ǵh point clearly 
to Indo-Iranian (*ǵhéslo- is not attested in any other satem language). 
From the point of view of semantic and morphology, it is both interesting and troubling 
that only the element *ʒ́hasra- was borrowed into Uralic, as it is exactly the compound 
42 But note that Emmerick (1992b: 315) is more critical of this etymology of the Latin word. 
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*sa-ʒ́hasra- that denotes ‘thousand’ in Indo-Iranian. EWAia, referring to the 
Habilitationsschrift of Katz even notes that the Indo-Iranian etymology for the Uralic word 
for ‘1000’ is wrong, exactly because of the odd borrowing of the sole *ʒ́hasra-; EWAia also 
refers to an article by Emmerick (1992b) on Iranian numerals, where it is noted that in 
some later Iranian languages the first syllable of *sa-ʒ́hasra- became lost because of 
secondary developments (cf. Sogdian z’r, Pashto zər), and a simple form *ʒ́hasra- cannot 
be reconstructed for Proto-Indo-Iranian in the meaning of ‘1000’. It would be too big a 
coincidence for the Uralic and Indo-Iranian words to resemble each other so much, so 
despite the understandable cautiousness of EWAia, the Indo-Iranian origin of the Uralic 
word has to be considered secure. 
Katz (2003: 296–97) attempts to explain the Uralic word in the following way: the word 
was borrowed as *saśara from PII *sa-ʒ́hasra-, and later the Uralic word underwent 
metathesis to *śasara, from which the Mansi word can be derived from through syncope 
and the Permic word through syncope and metathesis; Katz explains this through 
influence from the word *śata ‘100’. This is an interesting explanation, but it is more 
economical to support Jacobsohn’s original idea (although Katz calls this the “worst 
possibility”) and simply suppose that the Uralic word reflects PII *ʒ́hasra- and not 
*saʒ́hasra-. 
Regarding the sound substitutions, it has to be stated that the exact vowel substitution 
is difficult to determine, as it is uncertain whether the Mansi and Permic word actually 
reflect a regular Uralic proto-form. Koivulehto (1999a: 219) mentions that the word could 
reflect either *o and *i ̮. More traditionally the Uralic word was reconstructed as *śarsa or 
*śasra (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 921; UEW s.v. *śasra; Korenchy 1972: 71–72; Joki 
1973: 318–319), but the reconstruction of this word as an *a–a-stem can hardly be correct. 
The Mansi word looks like an old *o–a-stem. The Permic vowel correspondences Ko u ~ 
Ud u rather point to *a–a or *i ̮–a. 
The *ś/*ć in the word-initial position clearly points to Proto-Indo-Iranian donor, as 
mentioned above, so the words will have to reflect a very early borrowing.  
Also the UEW mentions the possibility of separate borrowings into Proto-Ugric and 
Proto-Permic (probably rather meaning Pre-Permic here), but this is because of the 
anomalous correspondence between the medial consonant clusters. Here probably a 
metathesis of the medial consonant cluster *-sr- > -rs- can be seen in the Permic words, 
but Mansi represents the earlier state of affairs.  
A well-established fact is that Hungarian ezer ‘thousand’ is a much later (Iranian) loan 
from a reflex of this Indo-Iranian word; cf. Khotanese ysāra-, Middle Persian hazār. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Hungarian szeg, szög ‘nail’; Mansi North saŋkw, East (KL) säŋkw ‘Keil’, West 
säŋk, South süŋ (< PMs *säŋ˳k̅u Zhivlov 2006: 11) 
< ? PUg *seŋkV > Pre-Ug *śeŋkV 
← PII *ćanku- > Old Indic śaṇkú- ‘a peg, nail, spike’ < PIE *ḱonkú- (EWAIA II: 
604, s.v. śaṇkú-; Garnier 2004–2005: 4–6) 
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(Munkácsi 1901: 565–566; Korenchy 1972: 67 No. 23; UEW; Abondolo 1996: 35; Katz 
1985: 331; 2003: 263; Lushnikova 1990: 254; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
This etymology is an example of a very early borrowing into Ugric, as both the Ugric and 
the Indo-Iranian side point to palatal *ć in the donor form. The Mansi and Hungarian 
cognates are regular, which point to an inherited word (from Proto-Ugric?) and thus to an 
early borrowing. If the etymology is correct, it has to be a Pre- or Proto-Indo-Iranian loan, 
not Iranian. Korenchy considers the loan “Iranian”, but this is based on her views on 
Proto-Iranian reconstruction which assumes that the Iranian reflex of PIE *ḱ would be *ś. 
Because it now is obvious that the Iranian reflex was something else, probably *ts, the 
palatal sibilant in the Uralic form can only reflect the palatal affricate of Proto-Indo-
Iranian but not its later Iranian reflexes. 
The background of the Indo-Aryan word is considered uncertain by EWAia (II: 604), 
but possible cognates in Lithuanian (at-šankė̃ ‘Widerhaken’) and Old Norse (hár 
‘Ruderpflock’) are mentioned. It is probable that the word continues a PIE form *k ́onkú- 
(Garnier 2004–2005: 4–6). Within Indo-Iranian, śakala- ‘Span etc.’ (602) might stand in 
a derivational relationship with śaṇkú- (to this Mayrhofer connects, with reservations, also 
Lith šakalys ‘Holzspan’). 
As the vowel goes back to IE *o, it is unlikely that the Ugric word is a Pre-Indo-Iranian 
borrowing. Korenchy reconstructs the Ugric vowel as *e, explaining this with influence 
from palatal *ś – the “Iranian” original had *a in Korenchy’s view. Korenchy also notes 
that one would expect *ä instead of *e to be the “palatalized” development of *a. The Ugric 
vowel here seems to be rather *ä. The Proto-Mansi form is *säŋk˳u according to Zhivlov 
(2006: 11) and Helimski (1997: 121). In the earlier reconstruction of the Proto-Mansi word, 
the first-syllable vowel was usually reconstructed as *ü, and it is has been mainly the Indo-
Iranian evidence which has made the reconstruction of an illabial high/central-vowel more 
probable – from a Mansi-internal point of view, both Proto-Mansi *ü and *ä would be 
possible. Mansi *ä is found as a regular reflex of PU *ä at least in many *ä-stems, such as 
*käjä ‘moth’ > PMs *käj, *äktä- ‘to cut’ > PMs *jäkt-. 
It seems that the Mansi form could reflect either Proto-Uralic/Ugric *ä or *e. Thus the 
word could theoretically be a very early “e loan”, or it could be a later loan where PII *a is 
substituted by Ugric *ä. There are many later loans in Ob-Ugric and Permic where this 
kind of substitution prevails, but there are not many possible examples of this substitution 
in earlier loans that are shared with Hungarian and the Ob-Ugric languages. The word for 
‘seven’ is one such example, but because of its very complicated consonantism (pointing 
perhaps to independent borrowings by the various Ugric languages), it does not serve as a 
credible parallel. Widmer (2002) considers the *ä in the word ‘seven’ to be a reflex of an 
early form of PII *ä (see the entry for ‘seven’), and this word could be a similar example. 
It seems that the Indo-Iranian vowel *a here does not reflect PIE *e but *o, which forces 
us to consider this a loan from a “proper” Indo-Iranian form with *ä. As mentioned above, 
an Iranian loan is out of question because of the palatal sibilant/affricate, so interestingly 
this has to be a rather old loan from Proto-Indo-Iranian (pointing to interesting differences 
in the substitution of PII *a in the eastern and western Uralic languages) or a later loan 
from an unattested language where PII *ć would have been retained longer. The last 
scenario could lend support to Helimski’s “Andronovo Aryan” idea, but is is impossible to 
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prove (or to refute), and thus we are left to support the first scenario. This means that this 
etymology is a very early borrowing with the substitution *ä ← *a. 
However, Pystynen (personal communication) has noted that the Hungarian word 
should rather reflect earlier *siŋkV, because Hungarian ë usually reflects PU *i (compare 
etymologies such as PU *mińä ‘daughter-in-law’ > Hu mëny, *mińV ‘heaven’ 
> Hu mënny). This makes the loan-etymology more uncertain. However, counterexamples 
to this rule can be found: PU *kelki- ‘to be necessary’ is reflected by Hu këll-, but the 
cognates in at least Permic (Udmurt kul-, Komi kov-, kol-) show that the word cannot go 
back to PU *i-.; also PU *meni- is reflected by Hu mën- (Finnic *mene- proves that the PU 
word had to have *e-), and a similar case is *sewi- ‘to eat’ > Hu ë-, ëv-. The precise reflexes 
of PU *e, *i and *ä would require more research, but it does seem correct that *ä is never 
reflected by Hungarian *ë. The Mansi word could also be derived from *siŋkV, as PU *i is 
usually reflected by Mansi *ä (for example PU *ipsi ‘smell’ > PMs *ät (~ ə). Mansi could 
reflect also *e, cf. *mińä ‘daughter-in-law’ > PMs *mäń (~ ə); Mansi *ü often reflects PU 
*ü, cf. *künči ‘fingernail’ > PMs *küš (~ ə) id. (Mansi examples cited from Zhivlov 2006). 
A parallel borrowing in the West Uralic languages from the same Indo-Iranian source 
or from a related Indo-European form might be *ćaŋka (Fi sanka, Mordvin E śango, 
M śangă, ćangă ‘handle’), as is suggested by Koivulehto (1983 [the PIE form is 
reconstructed as *k ́anku- by Koivulehto]). Holopainen (2018a) has argued that most of the 
examples of PIE *ḱ being reflected by *ć in Uralic loans can be explained from later 
satemized forms, and thus this West Uralic word could also be considered as an Indo-
Iranian loan. Also an alternative Germanic etymology has been suggested, PG *stangō- 
(LÄGLOS s.v. sanka). This does not explain the Mordvin word, though (ś- could hardly 
result from Germanic *st-), so the Indo-Iranian etymology is more convincing. 
Another parallel loan could be the PU verbal stem *ćaŋka- (homonymous with the West 
Uralic noun *śaŋka- ~ *ćaŋka) which is reflected by SaN čuoggut ‘to sting, stick’ and Slk 
(Taz) se̮ŋki ̮- (< PSam *såŋkå-; Aikio 2006a: 24), if we assume that the verb ‘to sting’ can 
be derived from a noun with the meaning ‘nail’. Álgu (s.v. čuoggut) mentions that an Indo-
European etymology for this word has been suggested by Sammallahti (1998: 126), but no 
such explanation is found in Sammallahti’s book and it remains uncertain whether 
Sammallahti was thinking of the same Indo-European word. Álgu gives no donor form or a 
more specific classification of the Indo-European donor. If *ćaŋka- is an Indo-European 
loanword, an Indo-Iranian source is the most probable, but because the Uralic word is a 
verb, the etymology remains uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Ma šə̑r, sər ‘Gemütsart, Charakter, Art und Weise, Gewohnheit, 
Beschaffenheit, Bau’; Ko śer ‘Gewohnheit, Sitte, Mode, Weise’ < PP *śer; 
Mansi North, West, East sir ‘Art, Weise’; Khanty East sür, sěr, North sir ‘Art, 
Weise’; Hu szer ‘Teil des Dorfes; Reihe, Ordnung; közösség; Gemeinschaft; 
Geschlecht; Art, Sorte, Gattung; Werkzeug, Instrument’; ? TN śerˮ ‘Sache’, 
Enets sieʔ id., Nganasan sier id. 
< ? PU *śerV ~ *śertV (UEW s.v. *śerɜ No. 957; Mikola 2004: 30–32; Honti 2017: 55) 
← Pre-II *sćerdho- > PII *ścardha- > OI śardha- ‘strength; army’, YAv sarəδa- 
‘Art, Gattung’ (EWAia II s.v. ŚARDH; Lubotsky 2001b: 50–53) 
(see the entry on SaN čearda) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 571; Jacobsohn 1922: 128; FUV: 137–138; KESK: 250–251; Harmatta 
1977: 172; Katz 1985: 372; Katz 2003: 292–293) 
The possible Indo-Iranian origin of this Uralic word is an old but problematic idea, and it 
is also problematic (or even unlikely) that the Uralic forms listed under this reconstruction 
are even cognates with each other. The etymology is not found in the sources written by 
modern Finnish loanword researchers but is supported by Katz (2003). The UEW 
mentions that Indo-Iranian etymology has been suggested, but it is not probable because 
supposedly there are no Indo-European loanwords in the Uralic proto-language (“Die 
Übernahme ist jedoch aus chronologischen Gründen unwahrscheinlich, da bisher noch 
keine ieur. Lehnwörter aus uralischer Zeit authentisch nachgewiesen wurden”). This 
argumentation is of course circular. Katz (2003) has actually derived this word from the 
stage he calls “frühurarisch” but which coincides with the widely accepted view of Proto-
Indo-European: in Katz’s view the word was borrowed from a stage that had still retained 
*k ́, meaning that there is no sense in considering that stage “Indo-Iranian”. This 
assumption of Katz is not based on any real evidence (there is no way to show that Uralic 
*ś here would correspond to PIE *ḱ and not PII *ć). Katz also could not take into account 
the later reconstructions of the Indo-European word: Lubotsky (2001a) has convincingly 
argued that the Indo-Iranian forms go back to a form with an s-mobile, and the Proto-
Indo-Iranian word should be reconstructed as *sćardha-. 
Even though the Uralic *ś or *ć could well be explained from a later Indo-Iranian form, 
the etymology is not very convincing. First of all, the forms of most Uralic languages 
cannot be explained from the Indo-Iranian form with the cluster -rdh-, as this would 
probably have been substituted by *-rt-, which has left no traces on the Uralic side here. 
The palatal sibilant in Khanty and Nenets is totally irregular. The Nenets word probably 
does not belong here at all, as SW (67–68) reconstructs Proto-Samoyed *ker which cannot 
be derived from an earlier form with *ś-. Mikola (2004: 27–34) has attempted to connect 
the Samoyed and other Uralic forms by assuming a Proto-Uralic affricate *č́ which would 
give Samoyed *k, but this idea is based on very few examples and is not convincing.  
The Hungarian word szër is probably borrowed from West Old-Turkic *śer 
(cf. Ottoman Turkish yer ‘Erde, Boden; Ort’; WOT: 795–796). The authors of WOT also 
suspect that there might be two (nearly) homonymous words in Hungarian: szer ‘Art’ 
derived from this Uralic word and szër ‘a group of houses’ borrowed from Turkic, but this 
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is refuted by Honti (2017: 55), who argues that there is only one word szer in Hungarian, 
and this is inherited from Proto-Uralic. Neither the authors of WOT nor Honti take into 
account the severe problems connected with the reconstruction of the Uralic word. Despite 
Honti’s reluctance, Róna-Tas (2017: 54) further argues that Hungarian szër with the 
meaning ‘a group of houses, a territory with a group of houses’ is borrowed from Turkic. 
Possibly some of the other Uralic words can also be derived from the same Turkic word, 
but this will have to be left to future research. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E kšta, šta, M šta ‘beeswax’ (< PMd *šə̑šta Keresztes 1986: 161–162); Ma šište, 
šə̑šte < PMa *šǐštə; Ko śis, Ud śus id. < PP *śiš(t) 
< PU *śišta ‘beeswax’ 
← PIA/PII *ćišta-, > OI madhu-śiṣta- ‘beeswax’; śiṣta- ‘übergeblieben; Rest’, 
verbal adjective from the root śeṣ- ‘to leave behind’ < ? PII *ćayš- (EWAia II: 
655, s.v. śeṣ) 
(Katz 1985: 280–281: 2003: 224; Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 122–126; Parpola 2012: 161; 
2015: 63; 2017: 261) 
This etymology has been suggested independently by both Katz and Carpelan & Parpola. 
The etymology is both formally and semantically credible,and offers a good explanation for 
a seemingly PU word limited to Mordvin, Mari and Permic. It is interesting to speculate 
whether this word was absorbed into the central dialects of PU, or whether it was acquired 
independently by the three branches. Formally there is no difficulty in deriving the words 
from a common PU or “Finno-Permic” form. One could suppose that the reflexes of the 
word in other languages, such as Finnic, were ousted by more recent loanwords, i.e. the 
Finnic word for wax, vaha, is a well-known Baltic borrowing. There is a handful of loans 
which have a “Central Uralic” distribution, and it is often very difficult to determine exactly 
whether they are very early parallel loans or words that have been lost in other branches. 
See the entries on *mertä, *sejti. The words in Mordvin, Mari and Permic could also be 
parallel loans, but there is no need to assume this because they can reflect PU *śišta 
regularly. 
According to Kallio (p.c.), Mordvin k in kšta (< Pre-Md šikšta) results from secondary 
epenthesis. A similar development is also found in Mordvin E kšna, M šna ‘Riemen’ 
(< *šišna), a probable Baltic loan43 (Keresztes 1986: 68–69). Keresztes (1986: 161–162) 
also notes that the k in Erzya kšta is “unetymologisch”. It seems that Keresztes assumes 
that the k cannot be reconstructed even for the Proto-Mordvin form, which he reconstructs 
43 The suggested Baltic origin *šišna (> Lithuanian šikšná ‘Riemen’; also Fi hihna is borrowed from this Baltic 
source) is probable, but the Baltic word does not have a proper Indo-European etymology (the suggested cognates are 
doubted by KEWA s.v. śikya- and Beekes 2010: 704–705, s.v. κίσσος). According to Kallio (p.c.), here the Baltic word 
shows similar k-epenthesis which may be an areal feature shared by Mordvin and Baltic. The relationship of Mari šüštö
and the Mordvin, Finnic and Baltic words remains ambiguous, as the Mari vocalism cannot be easily derived from 
Baltic *i.
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as *šə̑šta. It is possible that k-epenthesis is then a uniquely Erzya development, as no trace 
of k is found in Moksha. Regarding the etymology of E kšna, M šna, Keresztes does not 
comment on the secondary nature of k, which he reconstructs already for Proto-Mordvin 
*šukšna, but not for Proto-Finno-Volgaic *šišna. 
A more problematic assumption is Carpelan & Parpola’s idea to consider this word an 
Indo-Aryan loan; they argue that the word is missing from Iranian. It remains uncertain 
whether the Indo-Aryan root has a cognate in Iranian or not. Parpola (2017: 261, footnote 
9) notes that there are varying views about the etymology of the Indo-Aryan root, with a 
possible connection to Avestan siiazd suggested by Hintze (1994) and Werba (No. 195 s.v.), 
although Lubotsky (2004) and Cheung (2007) have rejected this explanation. 
If we assume that the idea of Hintze is correct, then we can safely consider this a Proto-
Indo-Iranian loan. A formal parallel to śi?ta- is not found in Iranian, but the verbal 
adjectives in -ta- (< PIE *-to) were, of course, a productive and frequent word-formation 
type in the Iranian languages too. LIV2 (s.v. *ḱei ̭s-) mentions the PIE root *ḱeys- as a 
possible pre-form of the Indo-Aryan verbal root, but this source does not give any parallels 
in other languages, so this connection remains hypothetical. It is thus impossible to state 
for certain that this is not an Indo-Aryan loanword, but formally and phonologically the 
word could have been borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian, provided that PIA *śayṣ- 
reflects PII *ćayš-. 
Also other central terms of apiculture were borrowed from Indo-Iranian into Uralic, 
notably *meti ‘honey’ and *mekši ‘bee’, which belong to the oldest layer of borrowings (see 
the entries on these words). *šišta is probably a later borrowing, but theoretically it could 
be as old as the other words mentioned above, as it is uncertain what the development of 
PIE *ḱ was at the “Pre-Indo-Iranian” stage and how this would have been substituted. 
This word shows the RUKI development of PIE *s (with *mekši, *wiša as possible 
parallels) with PU *š as the substitute for Indo-Iranian *š.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Fi. salko ‘long pole or rod’; SaN čuolggu ‘rod for pushing nets under ice’, 
Erzya śalgo ‘stick, thorn, stinger’; Komi śuv, Udmurt de ̮d’i-śul ‘sled runner’ 
(< PP śul); East Khanty saγəʌ ‘lath’ (< PKh *sāγəʌ); North Mansi sāγla ‘lath’ 
(< (PMs *sī ̮γlā); Hungarian szál-fa ‘lumber wood; long log’ 
< PU *ći ̮lka-j ~ *śi ̮lka-j/*ći̮lka-w ~ *śi ̮lka-w (UEW: 460–61, No. 929; Zhivlov 2014 
132; Aikio 2015nb: 60) 
← ? PII *ćakala- > OI śákala- M ‘a chip, fragment, splint, log, piece, bit’ 
(EWAia II s.v. śákala-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 555–556; Korenchy 1972: 66–7 No. 22) 
or 
← PIE/Core IE *gh́algho-, *gh́alghah2 > PB *žalgas, *zalga > Lith žal̃gas, žalgà 
‘long thin pole’, PG *galgan- > OHG galgo ‘pole of a draw-well; gallows’; 
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? Armenian jaƚk ‘rod, stick, staff’ (Kroonen 2013 165, s.v. *galga-n; Derksen 2015: 
511, s.v. žalga) 
(Koivulehto 1983: 113; 1999c: 210; 2001: 238 = 2016: 93, 212, 280; SSA s.v. salko) 
This word has two competing Indo-Iranian etymologies. The earlier Indo-Iranian 
etymology (see Korenchy 1972: ) requires metathesis and is thus less likely: the traditional 
view was that the origin of the Uralic word was Indo-Iranian *ćakala- (> OI śákala ‘a chip, 
fragment, splint, log, piece, bit’), which is etymologically unrelated to the Indo-European 
word that is attested in Balto-Slavic, Germanic and possibly Armenian. It is even uncertain 
whether the Indic word goes back to Proto-Indo-Iranian, as EWAia states that no secure 
cognates exist (Lithuanian šakalỹs ‘Holzplan, Splitter’ is mentioned as an uncertain 
cognate). This connection is not mentioned by Derksen (2015 s.v. šakalys). Korenchy’s 
etymology would require metathesis on the Uralic side. Semantically this is not a very good 
etymology, as it can explain the semantics of the Ugric words but not the meaning ‘pole’ of 
the more westernly languages. 
Koivulehto’s newer etymology does not leave room for a possible Indo-Iranian origin, 
as this Indo-European word is attested only in Germanic, Balto-Slavic and possibly 
Armenian. It has actually been noted by Kroonen (2013 s.v. *galgan-) and Derksen (2015 
s.v. žalga) that the Northwest Indo-European word does not have a good Indo-European 
etymology and is only shared by the two northern branches, Germanic and Balto-Slavic. 
Neither of them gives any further Indo-European etymology for the word, but the Uralic 
etymology is mentioned by both. The possible pre-form of the Germanic and Balto-Slavic 
words is reconstructed with PIE *o by both Derksen and Kroonen, but the vowel could 
equally well be *a here, as *a and *o merged in both Baltic and Germanic. The relation of 
the Armenian word to the Germanic and Balto-Slavic forms is considered as uncertain by 
Martirosyan (2010 s.v. jałk). 
Kallio (ms.) has assumed that the Uralic word is borrowed more specifically from Balto-
Slavic *źalgo- and not from an earlier Proto-Indo-European or Proto-Northwest-Indo-
European form. Kallio’s suggestion is clearly the best etymology suggested so far. The 
Uralic sibilant *ś can be easily explained from Proto-Balto-Slavic *ź. Most of the cases 
where Uralic *ś could reflect PIE *ǵ or ǵh involve various problems (Holopainen 2018a), 
but Uralic *ś from Balto-Slavic *ź is a completely plausible sound substitution. Also the 
vowel substitution is unproblematic, if we assume that the Balto-Slavic origin had *a, for 
numerous parallels for the substitution of Indo-Iranian *a by Uralic *i exist, and it is 
possible to assume a similar development in Balto-Slavic loanwords, as Proto-Balto-Slavic 
likewise had a very simple vowel system compared to that of Uralic. 
Regarding the etymology of Armenian jaƚk ‘rod, stick, staff’, Martirosyan (2010: 439, 
s.v. jaƚk) considers it possible that the word is related to the Germanic and Baltic words, 
but he also gives an alternative etymology which connects jaƚk with Armenian joƚ ‘pole’ and 
Lithuanian žúolis id.  
Korenchy mentions (referring to MSzFE) that Hungarian szál cannot be related to 
szalag ‘Band, Streifen’, szalu ‘Deichsel’ or the dialectal verb szil ‘schneiden, spalten’, as has 
sometimes been assumed. Also SSA mentions that Finnic salko could be derived from the 
verb salia. Hungarian szil and Finnish salia both reflect a PU verb *śi ̮li-, and theoretically 
it would be possible that the Uralic word is a derivation from this verbal root. This has also 
been suggested by Niklas Metsäranta in personal communication. Katz (2003: 246–247) 
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also mentions this possibility, and assumed that OI śálka- ‘Span, Abschnitzel’ is borrowed 
from the Uralic word. EWAia (II s.v. śala-) considers śálka- a derivative of śala- ‘Stab, 
Stock’, which makes the etymology of Katz improbable. 
The labial vowel in Finnic and Saami is due to a suffix -j or -w. It is interesting that the 
primary function of such a suffix is uncertain, as this appears also in some kinship terms 
like *käliw and *natiw. If the Uralic word was borrowed from the o-stem *ǵhalgho-, the 
suffix -w might have been used to substitute for the labial vowel of the donor form. 
However, it is possible that by the time the word was borrowed from Balto-Slavic, the short 
*o had become *a (cf. above), and the suffix here has nothing to do with the vowel of the 
donor language. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology (another IE etymology is possible)  
 
 
Fi solki ‘fibula’, Estonian sõlg; SaN čulgum (< PSa *); Mordvin śulgamo, 
śulgam; Mari šolkama, šə̑lkama (< PMa *) (UEW s.v. *śolke; Sammallahti 1988: 
553; SSA s.v. solki; Zhivlov 2014: 139) 
< ? PU *ćolki 
← PII *ćalHā-ka- > OI śalā́-ka-, derived from *ćalHā-, see below (EWAia II: 
615–616, 618 s.v. sáru-) 
or 
← PIE *ḱolh2-o- > śalā- ‘rod, stick’ (EWAia II: 615–616, 618 s.v. sáru-,) 
(Koivulehto 2001b: 243 = 2016: 285)  
This very complicated etymology. Although the PU word may be borrowed from PII 
*ćalā-ka > OI śalā́ka- ‘rod’, the IE etymology of this word is unclear (EWAia II: 620) and 
it is not necessarily from earlier*ḱolh2-o-. The irregular relationship of the various Uralic 
words makes a Proto-Uralic reconstruction improbable. 
Although Koivulehto’s etymology looks simple, this etymology involves numerous 
problems, both on the Uralic and especially on the Indo-European side. First of all, it is not 
at all clear that the Indo-Aryan forms that Koivulehto mentions are actual cognates of the 
other Indo-European forms which he lists. This means that we might not be able to 
consider this word a possible Indo-Iranian borrowing, as Koivulehto has done. It has to be 
noted that if the Indo-Aryan words are not derived from this Indo-European source, there 
is no reason to assume that the word had a laryngeal and can be reconstructed for a form 
like *ćalHa-. 
Also, the *l speaks against an Indo-Iranian origin. Most of the earliest loanwords have 
*r from PIE *l, even the Pre-Indo-Iranian loans such as *kekrä, and the few 
counterexamples can be explained as false etymologies (see the entry on *śali above). 
There is thus no reason to suppose that Proto-Indo-Iranian had a phoneme *l retained 
during the times when it was in contact with Uralic. This also fits the general views on 
Proto-Indo-Iranian reconstruction (Mayrhofer 2004). 
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It is further unclear whether Finnic solki and the Saami, Mari and Mordvin words are 
even related. The vowel correspondences are irregular (Saami u cannot reflect earlier *o), 
and the Saami, Mari and Mordvin forms reflect a trisyllabic stem. Also Koivulehto notes 
this irregularity, but he only states that irregularity points to borrowing. Zhivlov (2014: 
139) only considers the Finnic and Mordvin words cognates and he does not comment on 
the Saami, Mari and Permic words in any detail. Sammallahti (1988: 553) reconstructs the 
proto-language forms as *śolkama, but this does not explain the Finnic i-stem nor the 
Permic forms. The words are not mentioned in the list of Uralic back-vocalic words 
compiled by Aikio (2013). Theoretically the words could be parallel borrowings from Indo-
European, but no good original can be found. Formally a satem form akin to Latin culmus, 
Latvian salms and Germanic halma- that reflect PIE *ḱolh2-mo- or to Greek κάλαμος 
from*kl̥h2-mo- (Beekes2010: 621–622; Kroonen 2013: 204–205; de Vaan 2008: 150; 
Derksen 2015: 235–236, 548) could come into question, but semantically they are not very 
convincing, as these words mean ‘straw’ or ‘reed’, and it would be difficult to assume that 
the words in Mari and Mordvin would be borrowed from Germanic, let alone Greek or 
Italic. Balto-Slavic *śalma- could formally be the best candidate, but it is likewise far from 
the Uralic meanings semantically, and due to the irregularities of the Uralic forms, we 
should assume very early parallel-borrowings in this case. It is not even certain that all 
these words indeed reflect the same Indo-European root. The Indo-Iranian word is not 
mentioned by any of the Leiden dictionaries mentioned above, making the Indo-European 
background of the word uncertain. On the whole, even if the root *ḱelh2 itself can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, many of the cognates mentioned in earlier sources 
are on shaky grounds. 
The UEW notes that Chuvash šəlGεmε ‘Brustspange der Frauen’ is borrowed from Mari. 
According to Bereczki (2013) the Mari word has not been borrowed into Chuvash, as is 
usually assumed, but both stem from a substrate language in the early modern era. It 
would be very difficult to prove this statement correct. 
Problematic is the relationship of the Mari forms šolkama, šə̑lkama and šə̑rkama, 
šərkämä. The UEW mentions the forms with r with a question mark, but the reason for 
this r remains mysterious. Rather ambiguously the UEW also note that Mari should 
regularly show *-lγ- instead of the attested -lk-, and that the -k might result from the 
influence of šə̑rkama. This explanation does give any information on the cluster -rk- in the 
first place. 
The Uralic stem vowel is also unclear, as Finnic points to an i-stem, and the rest of the 
forms are some kind of obscure derivatives. Uralic i-stem would be unexpected, as most 
borrowed Indo-Iranian a-stems show *-a in the Uralic side too. Zhivlov reconstructs the 
word as an i-stem, but does not comment on the stem-vocalism of the Mordvin word in 
any detail. This alone would not be an obstacle, but combined with the other uncertain 
issues, this also speaks against the etymology.  
To sum up, the more precise origin and relationship of the Uralic words remains 
uncertain, but there is no reason to assume that these words are borrowed from Indo-
Iranian. It is possible that the Uralic words represent parallel borrowings from some 
unknown source. This is admittedly not a very precise explanation for the origin of the 
word, but as there are many irregularities in the shared vocabulary of the so-called Finno-
Permic languages, possibly resulting from early borrowings from unknown sources, this 
explanation is better than the Indo-Iranian etymology. 
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Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi suka ‘haircomb; Borste; Bürste, Striegel, Kamm’, Karelian, Veps, Est suga 
‘Bürste, Kamm’ (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN čohkut ‘to comb; 
kämmen, bürsten, striegeln’ (has cognates in all Saami languages except 
Akkala < PSa *čoko-); ? Mo śuva ‘husk of grain; Granne, Achel, Spreu’; Mari 
šu ‘husk of grain; Kleie, Granne, Achel; Schweinborste’ (< PMa *šu); Ko śu 
‘rye; grain; Roggen, Korn, Getreide, Getreidekörner’ (< PP śu) 
< ? PU *śuka ‘awn’ ~ *ćuka 
← PII *ćūka- > Av sūkā- ‘spike, needle’, OI śūkā́- ‘awn, stangle’ Oss syg ‘awn’; 
cf. also Ved. suci- (< ? earlier *śuci-) ‘needle’ (EWAia III: 494–5 s.v. śūkā́-; 
Lubotsky 2001b: 309) 
or  
←  PBSl *śukā ‘comb’, cf. Lith pl. šùkos ‘comb, woolcomb’ (Frankel 1962–65: 
1031, s.v. šúkos)  
(SKES s.v. suka; Joki 1973: 315–316; Katz 1985: 268–269; 2003: 215–216; Redei 1986: 
59–60; Lushnikova 1990: 261–262; SSA s.v. suka; Kallio 2009: 32–33; Junttila 2012) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology is an early one but complicated because of the false cognates 
that have been lumped under one Uralic entry in many earlier sources. Although the Finnic 
(Fi suka) and Saami words are connected to the words in Volgaic and Permic by Joki, 
Kallio (2009: 32–33) separates them from these and considers them Proto-Balto-Slavic 
loanwords. Semantically the connection between the Finno-Saamic words and the rest is 
odd, and different origins for these apparently similar words is a better explanation. 
Phonologically there would not be a compelling need to derive them from different sources 
(all could be borrowed from PII *ćūkā), but semantically it is better to separate these 
words like Aikio does. Fraenkel (1962–1965: s.v. šùko) notes that the background of the 
Baltic word is unclear, but the Lithuanian word could regularly reflect Balto-Slavic *śukā. 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for Volgaic and Permic words is convincing. The word has 
to be borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian and not from some later Iranian form because of 
the palatal sibilant in Uralic, so the loanword must be ancient despite its limited 
distribution in the centre of the language family. In the UEW the donor form is classified 
as “uriran.” but this view is outdated. 
The words in Mordvin, Mari and Permic might be parallel loans from Indo-Iranian, as 
the relationship between them is not entirely regular. In Mordvin, earlier *u–a-stems 
should develop o in the initial syllable, compare PU *muna ‘egg’ > Mordvin mona, PU 
*kuma- ‘face down’ > Mordvin koma- (Sammallahti 1988: 537–538). However, the 
borrowing has to be early in all the languages because Permic and Mordvin clearly show 
reflexes of the PU palatal sibilant, which could not result from later Iranian forms.  
Katz (1985: 268–269; 2003: 215–216) is uncertain of the connection of the Finnic, 
Saami and the various Mari forms. There are Several identical Mari entries in Bereczki 
2013, two of which are relevant for this: s.v. šū 1 ‘Spreu, Klein’ = Mo śuva, śiva; ? Ud śu, 
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Ko śu < ? PP *śu (also Fi and Sa forms mentioned with caution); and šū 2 ‘Borste; Stachel’ 
= Ud, Ko zu (< PP *zu). Bereczki does not mention the Indo-European/Indo-Iranian loan 
etymology. It is probable that only the word šū 1 ‘Spreu, Klein’ is borrowed from the same 
source as Mordvin śuva and the Permic forms, and the rest of the words are of unknown 
origin. 
There are a few other etymologies with such “Central Uralic” distribution as well, but on 
the other hand there are also many that have been preserved in the western extreme of the 
family too, pointing to replacement of cultural lexicon in both the centre and the periphery 
(it is well known that a great influx of Germanic, Baltic and Turkic loanwords have 
replaced many older words in these languages). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology (Mari, Mordvin and Permic words) 
 
Ko, Ud śumi ̮s ‘Riemen’ < PP *śumi ̮s (Csúcs 2005: 381) 
← ? PII *syúHman- > OI syū ́man- ‘Band, Riemen, Gurt’, root syū < PII *syuH 
< PIE *syeuh1 (EWAia II s.v. śī ́vy; Werba 382 No. 473 s.v. sīv/syū) 
(KESK: 274; Joki 1973: 318. No. 151; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 927; Katz 1985: 340; 
Rédei 1986c: 77; Lushnikova 1990: 43, 263; Helimski 1997b: 121; Zhivlov 2013: 220) 
This is a convincing etymology, but the dating of the borrowing is problematic because of 
the Permic vocalism and the ś sibilant. Because of the Permic u corresponding to the Indo-
Iranian u, the loan cannot be older than Proto-Permic, but the Permic sibilant points 
rather to Proto-Indo-Iranian or Indo-Aryan as the donor language, because in a late 
Iranian loan we would expect h- instead of s-. It has been argued by Helimski (1997b: 121) 
and Zhivlov 2013: 220) that the Permic word is borrowed from the Andronovo Aryan 
language. Helimski also notes that only the verb ‘to sew’ is attested in Iranian, but not the 
noun corresponding to Old Indic syū ́man-. 
Joki (1973) and Rédei (1986c) argue convincingly that the ś is due to the substitution of 
Indo-Iranian sy-. Rédei considers the borrowing to be early Proto-Iranian or Middle 
Iranian and he does not take a stance on the problem of the retained s. Rédei’s 
categorization is followed by Csúcs (2005). Joki assumes that this is an Indo-Iranian or 
Proto-Iranian loanword, but this assumption seems to be an educated guess rather than 
based on actual evidence. 
It is important to note here that the Sogdian forms CSogd. šwm, MSogd. šwm 
(denomin.) ‘to sew’, CSogd. šwmqy ‘sewing’ that are connected to OI syū ́man and the verb 
sīv- by Rédei are not necessarily reflexes of the same Indo-European root. Cheung (2007 
s.v. čaiH1) lists them as possible cognates of the Iranian root čaiH ‘to sew’. This root is of 
an unclear origin, but according to Cheung perhaps attested as the latter part of the words 
Skt. sū-cī ́- ‘needle’, YAv. sū-kā- (f.), Oss. I su-ʒin, D so-ʒinæ ‘sewing’. Tentatively one could 
assume that the Sogdian form with š- is the source of the Permic words, either as a 
Wanderwort or as a direct borrowing from an Iranian form that is close to the Sogdian one. 
This could solve the problem with the Permic sibilant. 
However, Cheung also mentions the Sogdian words under the entry of *hyauH ‘to sew’. 
Here he notes that the š in Sogdian and ž in Yigdha žū̆y-, M. žīy- ‘to sew’ and Wakhi švәn 
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‘string, rope’ result from the RUKI rule in compounds. Even if the Permic word is 
borrowed from a true reflex of this Iranian root, there is no obstacle to deriving the Permic 
form from a RUKI word with *š-. In front of the glide -y-, *š could have as easily been 
substituted by *ś. Especially in Permic where *ś is phonetically more “hushed” (see 
Kochetov & Lobaonva 2007), this substitution would actually make sense. Although we 
have no parallel examples among the loans into Permic, this could solve the problem with 
the sibilant. Admittedly, the absence of the noun *šyú(H)man- in Iranian is still 
problematic, but as the root existed there anyway and since -man- was a productive suffix 
in Proto-Iranian (see Schneider 2010), we have to assume that this noun could have 
existed in Iranian but it has not been attested.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu szekér (: szekere-) ’wagon’ 
< Pre-Hu/Pre-Ug *śäkärä-? 
← Indo-Iranian, cf. OI (Vedic) śakaṭa- N, śakaṭī́- F ‘Karren, Planwagen’ < ? 
*śakarta- (EWAia II: 601–602 s.v śakaṭī ̒-) 
(Korenchy 1972: 73–74; Joki 1973: 317; Katz 1985: 314–315; 2003: 251; Ligeti 1986: 151; 
Lushnikova 1990: 253–254) 
see also Khanty līkər ‘(Zug)schlitten; Narte’ 
This is an old etymology but a very problematic one, and it is considered uncertain by 
sources like Ligeti (1986: 151). The Indo-Aryan word does not have a convincing Proto-
Indo-European background which makes the idea that Hungarian szekér is from Indo-
Iranian uncertain. In EWAia (II: 601–602 s.v. śakaṭī̒) it is noted that the Indo-Aryan word 
might be from the root *ćak- ‘laufen’ which is attested also in Old Persian and Avestan.  
Katz explains the Indic form from earlier *śakarta-. This could explain the r found in 
Hungarian, but this explanation is not mentioned in EWAia, and it is not at all certain here 
that Indic -ṭ- reflects an old *-rt- cluster. Katz notes that the -ṭ- could be a Prakritism, as 
this kind of development can be assumed some forms of Middle Indo-Aryan, from which 
the form śakaṭa- could have spread into the language of the Rigveda. 
The relationship between the Hungarian word and Khanty līkər is irregular (Khanty 
points to an old *s or *š), and already Korenchy rejects the old idea that these two words 
could be derived from Proto-Ugric. As the word has no regular cognates in Iranian from 
which the Pre-Khanty form *s- could be explained, the Indo-Iranian origin of the Khanty 
word remains even more uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi hata ‘Keim, aufkeimende Saat’, hadas : hata(h)alla ‘aufkeimend’; hatu 
‘Keimwurzel’, hatajat (cognates in Karelian and Estonian; SSA s.v. hata) 
< ? Pre-Fi *šatas  
← PI ? *dzaHta- verbal adjective from the root *dzanH- ‘to be born, to grow’ 
< PII *ʒ́anH- < PIE *ǵenh1- (PI *zanH- in Cheung’s 2007 reconstruction; Werba 1997: 
288–289 No. 286 jani ) 
See also *sentü- 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 225 = 2016: 227) 
This is one of Koivulehto’s Proto-Iranian loans based on the palatal criterion (the 
substitution of Iranian *ts and *dz by the Uralic affricate *č). The etymology is 
semantically convincing, but there are difficulties in the sound substitution and also 
competing etymologies exist, and one cannot totally rule out the Germanic etymology that 
is mentioned by LÄGLOS (s.v. hata). 
A point of interest is the exact sound substitution that has operated in this word and the 
other cases where PU *š seems to correspond to PI *ts. Koivulehto presented the 
substitution as PI *c → PU *č, but since Aikio (2015a) we know that this cannot be correct, 
as *č develops to *t in all environments in Finnic. Kallio (unpublished) has thus 
reformulated Koivulehto’s rule in a way that suits the modern view of Finnic historical 
phonology: in the word-initial position the substitution was *ts → *š, while medially 
Koivulehto’s original idea of *ts → *č still applies (this is supported by a number of 
examples, such as *mača and *počaw). 
However, this kind of substitution poses some intriguing questions. First of all, why 
were the PI affricates *ts, *dz not substituted by *č also in word-initial position? 
Phonetically this would seem to be the most logical substitution, and there were certainly 
no phonotactic limitations that forbade *č- at the beginning of the word in Uralic. Or were 
the Iranian and Finno-Ugric affricates so different that *š was felt to be closer to the 
Iranian phoneme by speakers of Uralic? Proto-Iranian (as reconstructed by Mayrhofer 
1989) possessed a number of affricates (*ts, dz, *č and dž, the last two resulting from the 
second palatalization), while Proto-(West-)Uralic only had two.  
There is another possibility, although it is not easier to prove correct than the one 
presented above. In most daughter languages of Proto-Iranian, *ts and *dz are reflected as 
sibilants (e.g. Av s and z), and if there were sibilants *s and *z in an Iranian language which 
was in contact with Western Uralic, it would not be impossible to suppose *z being 
substituted by Uralic *š, as the two Iranian sibilants could have had a wide scale of 
phonetic realizations, and as there was no sibilant *z in Uralic, it could be possible to 
assume this. Koivulehto has cautiously suggested a possibility for a similar substitution of 
PII *s (which, of course, continues the PIE *s and is of different origin than Iranian s, but 
the case is anyway similar) in the case of PU *si̮ŋka ‘old’ ← PII *sana-ka- id. (see the 
entry). However, as there are examples of *z reflected by Uralic sibilant *s, the substitution 
*š ← *z remains hypothetical. 
The second syllable seems to point to the substitution U *-as ← PI *-as, which is 
attested in a number of convincing etymologies, but as the form hadas is scarcely attested 
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(mostly in inflected forms such as hataalla), it is possible that the word is an original 
a-stem, and -s is a derivational suffix here. 
Regarding the alternative etymologies, LÄGLOS considers it possible that the Finnic 
word was borrowed from Germanic *sāda- ‘seed’ (> ON sað), with the well-attested 
substitution PFi *š ← (P)G *s. As this etymology remains a notable possibility, one cannot 
consider the Indo-Iranian etymology certain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North sɔ̄t, West šot ’luck’ (< PMs *šāt); Kh North sot (< ? PKh *sɔt/sot) 
< ? POUg ? *šat- ‘luck’ 
See PP *šud for discussion and references 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Finnish herä-, heräjä- ‘to awaken’, herätä, ‘to wake up’ (cognates in all Finnic 
languages) 
< ? Pre-Fi *šerä- 
← ? Pre-II or “Pre-I” *Hdžer- (= PI *Hdžar-) > Av perf. ǰaγara ‘is awake’, OI 
jarase ‘he wakes up’; < PIE h1ger, > Greek ἐγειρω ‘I wake up’ (Cheung 2007: 
s.v. *Hgar-; EWAia I: 574–575 s.v. jar-; LIV2: 245–246, s.v. *h1ger; Werba 1997: 187–188 
No. 71) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 221; 2001b: 249 = 2016: 223, 291) 
Semantically this Indo-Iranian etymology is convincing, but various phonological 
problems make in uncertain. This word is one of the few suggested examples of the 
substitution of Indo-Iranian *dž (from PIE *g- before front-vowels). The Indo-Iranian 
verbal root has an Indo-European etymology (with a cognate in Greek ἐγειρω ‘I wake up’ 
etc. LIV2 :245–246, s.v. *h1ger). Koivulehto’s assumption that Iranian *dž can be 
substituted by Pre-Finnic *č is totally plausible, but due to the new reconstruction of Aikio 
(2015a: 4–5) we have to reconstruct the Pre-Finnic word as *šerä-, rather than *čerä-, as 
Aikio has shown that *č develops into t and not h in all positions in Finnic. If the etymology 
is correct, a substitution *š ← *dž then has to be assumed. The case is similar to the 
substitution of Iranian *dz by Uralic *š, and as there are some convincing examples of this 
substitution, one can accept that also the affricate *dž can be reflected by *š in loanwords. 
Because of the *e-vocalism, the borrowing should be very early, despite its limited 
distribution in Finnic only. Koivulehto mentions both Pre-Indo-Iranian and Pre-Iranian as 
possible donor languages, but as the idea of Pre-Iranian loanwords is not very convincing 
(see *teksä), the Pre-Indo-Iranian etymology would be more probable. 
However, both Kulonen (2010: 142, 216–217) and Junttila (ms.) have connected the 
Finnish word herätä and its cognates to a larger family of related Finnish words such as 
Fi herkkä ‘sensitive’ (= Estonian erk ‘watchful’), which is unlikely to be of PI origin due to 
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semantic reasons. This is an old idea that is found also in SKES (s.v. herätä) and EES 
(s.v. erk). This makes the background of the Finnic word more complicated. Referring to 
Koivulehto (1976: 248, footnote 1), Junttila also mentions that the Finnic word has been 
borrowed from another Indo-European word, from a reflex of the verbal root *ser- ‘to keep 
an eye on, to protect’ (LIV2: 534, s.v. *ser-). 
Koivulehto’s (1976) original suggestion was that an unattested Germanic reflex of this 
Indo-European root could be the origin of the Finnic word, but LÄGLOS (I: 98–99, s.v. 
herätä) does not find this convincing. According to (LIV2: 534, s.v. *ser-), the root *ser- is 
reflected in Indo-Iranian (Av ni-šaŋharatū ‘has to watch over’) and Greek (Homeric 
ὄρονται ‘watch over’, 3PL.MED, Mycenean o-ro-me-no ‘watching over’44) and possibly in 
Anatolian (Lydian sare͂ta- ‘protector’, kaτared- ‘keeps watch’). In a Proto-Indo-European 
loan a substitution Uralic *š ← Indo-European *s might occur, as a similar substitution is 
known from Germanic loans (LÄGLOS I: 98–99), but it is unlikely that the Finnic word is 
borrowed from the Indo-Iranian reflex of PIE *ser-, as the substitution *š ← *s does not 
occur in any convincing Indo-Iranian etymologies. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North sirej, West ši ̮rii ‘sword’  
< PMs *širγV  
← Iranian (Alanic) *cirγ ‘sword’ > Ossetic cīrğ ‘sword’; cf. Ossetic cyrğ, 
cirğ‘sharp’, YAv tiγra- ‘sharp’ < PI *tiγra- (Abaev 1958–1989 I: 325; Cheung 2002: 
177) 
(Munkácsi 1903; Korenchy 1972: 68–69, No. 24; Lushnikova 1990: 196) 
The Mansi word is probably a late loan from an Ossetic-type Iranian language. The word 
for ‘sharp’ has a good Indo-Iranian etymology, but the noun for ‘sword’ is found only in 
Ossetic. Also the affricate from *ti- points to an Ossetic type language. The Mansi *š could 
regularly reflect an older *č, as in inherited PU words, meaning that the word was probably 
borrowed before the sound change *č > *š in Mansi, with the substitution *č ← c. Although 
there is no way to date the sound change absolutely, it cannot be very late as it predates 
Proto-Mansi, and that means that the change *ti > *ci in Alanic has to be relatively early 
too. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
44 According to Beekes (2010: 1095–1096), the Greek word is rather from PIE *wer-, although he admits that the 
absence of the reflexes of ϝ- (< PIE *w-) in some forms is problematic.
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Mansi East šišwǝ, West šešwǝ, South šisǝŋ ‘hare’ (< ? PMs šVšwǝŋ)  
← PII *ćasa- > Av saŋha-, OI śaśá- ‘hare’ < PIE *ḱas-ó- (EWAia II s.v. śaśá-; NIL: 
410, s.v. *k ́as-; Kölligan 2018: 2265) 
 (Katz 1985: 136; Blažek 1990: 40, Helimski 1997b: 121) 
OI śaśa- is assimilated from regular *śasa- (EWaia II: 624–625, s.v. śaśá-; Kölligan 2018: 
2265). The Avestan word is regular in this respect. This Indo-Iranian etymology by Blažek 
is an interesting possibility, but it suffers from unclear consonantal developments. Mansi š 
would go back to PM *s, which in turn reflects PU *ś, meaning that the borrowing has to be 
rather old and a late Iranian etymology is unlikely, as Pre-Mansi/PU *ś could reflect PII *ć 
but certainly not Proto-Iranian *ts. However, it remains unclear why there is a cluster -šw- 
in the Mansi word, as this cannot be explained from the Indo-Iranian forms. This is the 
weakest point of the etymology. 
There is another word for ‘hare’ in Mansi that bears some resemblance to šøšwė, 
namely N såwėr ~ såur ~ saur [sōwər]. It would be tempting to connect the two words and 
assume that they are parallel borrowings from somewhere. The Iranian etymology remains 
uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Fi hyvä ‘good’, Li je ̮vā id. (cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN savvit ‘to 
heal a wound’ (cognates in all Saami languages except Akkala and Ter < PSa 
*save ̮-); Mo E, M E čiv, M čiva ‘hospitable’ 
< ? *šiwä ~ *čiwä ‘good, hospitable’ 
? ← PI *tsiwá- < PII *ćiwa- < ? PIE *ḱiwó-, cf. OI śivá- ‘auspicious, propitious, 
gracious, favourable, benign, kind, benevolent, friendly, dear’; deity name 
Śivá- (EWAia II :640, s.v. śivá-; Lubotsky 1988: 95) 
(Koivulehto 2009: 85–87) 
As can be seen from the two-fold reconstruction above, this etymology is a problematic 
one. It is not possible to derive the Finnic, Saami and Mordvin forms from a common 
proto-form regularly. Koivulehto rightly refuted the reconstruction *šeŋä found in FUV 
(99), the UEW and SSA (s.v. hyvä) as impossible, noting that the suggested Permic and 
Mari cognates do not belong here, but also the Finnic, Saami and Mordvin forms involve 
irregular correspondences. The irregular correspondence of Saami s, Finnic h and Mordvin 
č, š was mentioned by Koivulehto when he suggested the etymology, but he tried to explain 
this through supposing that the Saami verb was a very early Finnic loan. However, this 
explanation is not enough, since the Mordvin and Finnic forms are also irregular – the 
Finnic goes clearly back to pre-Finnic *š, while the Mordvin forms have to reflect pre-
Mordvin *č. This anomaly was not such a big obstacle yet in Koivulehto’s era, as the 
reconstruction of PU *č and *š and their reflexes in Finnic and Mordvin were not totally 
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clear at the time, but Aikio (2015a: 4–5) has now convincingly shown that *č is always 
reflected by t in Finnic, and all the inherited forms with h have to go back to *š. 
However, the Finnic and Saami forms might eventually be connected, if the Mordvin 
forms are left out, as both could regularly reflect *š. Koivulehto tried to explain the Saami 
word as a possible Finnic loan, but his explanation was complicated because of the *č ~ *š 
problem. If the Saami word were a loan from Finnic, it would have to be very early because 
of Saami s; even in early loans, Saami š often corresponds to Finnic h, and also the word 
hyvä has been borrowed into some Saami languages very early as Kildin Saami šuvvǎ, Pite 
Saami šuvies, Lule Saami sjuvēs (SSA s.v. hyvä). 
Also the vowel in the reconstruction *šiwä ~ *čiwä is problematic. An old *i–ä stem 
should give e in both Mordvin languages (Bereczki 1988: 320), and the Mordvin forms 
point rather to Pre-Mordivn *čewä. As is well known, Saami *i and *e merged early, so the 
Saami forms give no evidence here but could reflect either *šewä or *šiwä (or *šüwä, as *ü 
likewise merged with *e and *i in Saami). Although the Finnic forms are apparently as 
ambiguous as the Saami ones, they cannot reflect *šewä but only *šüwä or *šiwä. Kallio 
(2016: 49) explains the Livonian cognates (Curonian) jõv, (Salats) jua as regular 
developments from earlier *šüwä, through the intermediary stage *iva. So we have *šiwä 
or *šüwä as the Finno-Saamic form and *čewä as the preform of the Mordvin words. 
Neither of these fits the Indo-Iranian original very well.45 
Kallio (p.c.) has hinted at a possibility that the Moksha word could be a loan from 
Erzya, and this would explain the *č in both languages (in Erzya *č is a regular reflex of *š, 
but not in Moksha). This is of course possible, but hard to prove, and it would be good to 
find parallels for such Erzya loans in Moksha before taking this thought forward. 
The Iranian etymology itself is also not an unproblematic one. As Koivulehto himself 
states, a cognate of OI śiva is not attested in Iranian. As the OI word has an IE etymology, 
and since the Old Iranian corpus is much smaller than the Old Indo-Aryan one, it might be 
possible to consider that Iranian has simply lost the cognate, as Koivulehto argues. 
However, it is always problematic to derive words from unattested forms (that is, forms 
that are not attested in a particular branch and cannot be reconstructed in a proto-
language on the basis of daughter languages). What is more, it is unclear why Iranian *ts 
should be reflected by *š and not *č in the word-initial position in Uralic – this was not a 
problem for Koivulehto’s idea, as he tried to derive both the Finnic and Mordvin forms 
from *čiwä, but as is shown above, this cannot be correct. There are only a few examples of 
the substitution U *š ← PI *ts (always in the word-initial position), so it is dubious whether 
this is an actual substitution rule (see the entry on *šukta for a more detailed analysis of 
this problem). 
Koivulehto does not refer to Lubotsky (1988: 865), who has discussed this Indo-Iranian 
root and notes that the etymological relationship between OI śiwa- and śewa- is 
impossible, as the latter reflects *ćeyH-wa, from the seṭ root *ćeyH-, and there is no trace 
of the laryngeal lengthening in *ćiwa-. As the etymology of the noun śiwa- thus seems to 
be on a more shaky ground even within Indo-Aryan, it is more and more doubtful to 
assume that an exact cognate would have existed in Iranian. It has to be admitted, though, 
that Lubotsky’s notion of a PIE root *k ́eyH- has not been followed by all later etymologists, 
45 I am grateful to Santeri Junttila for discussing these phonological developments with me. 
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as Kroonen, for example, (Kroonen 2013: 227, s.v. *hīwōn-) derives OI séva- and 
Germanic *hīwōn- from PIE *k ́ey-weh2-. 
All in all, there are too many unclear points in this etymology to support Koivulehto’s 
explanation. The case remains unclear, and I would see the evidence weighing against the 
Iranian etymology instead of for it. It is also clear that the Mordvin and Finnic forms 
cannot be derived from the same source. Maybe this is a substrate borrowing, as many of 
the “Volgaic” substrate words have irregular consonant relations in Finnic and Mordvin, 
and *š is one of the typical sounds in this layer (Aikio 2015b: 44–47; Zhivlov 2015). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi hoiva ‘care’, hoitaa ‘to take care of, to nourish’ (cognates in all Finnic 
languages except Veps and Lude) < ? PFi *hoji-  
< Pre-Fi *? šoji/*šaji/*ši̮ji 
← PI *stsāyáH- < PII *ścaH-yaH-, OI chā-yā́- ‘Schatten; Widerschein, Abbild’, 
YAv a-sāiia- ‘the one who has no shadow’, MP s’dk’ /sāyag/ id. (EWAia I: 559, 
s.v. chāyā́; Lubotsky 2001a; Kobayashi 2004; Gotō 2013: 51) 
(Koivulehto 2009: 80–82 = 2016: 410–412) 
Koivulehto’s recent etymology is quite convincing, even though some of his arguments 
have to be reweighed in the light of newer results in historical phonology. Koivulehto 
considers the Finnic stem hoi- primary here, arguing that both the verb hoita- and the 
noun hoiva are derived from this primary stem. This hoi- would reflect earlier *šoji-. 
Koivulehto considers also šōji and čōji as possible pre-forms, but it is now known, thanks 
to Aikio (2012a), that the Finnic long vowels are secondary. It is likewise known that 
Finnic h cannot reflect Pre-Finnic *č (Aikio 2015a: 4–5), so if the stem hoi- indeed reflects 
a Pre-Finnic stem, *šoji is the only option among the possibilities mentioned by 
Koivulehto. This also means that Koivulehto’s idea that this loan manifests the substitution 
*ō ← *ā has to be rejected. However, also a pre-form *šaji would be possible: here the 
Finnic vowel development could be compared to that of Finnic voi < Proto-Uralic *waji 
‘butter’ (Aikio 2012a: 236). And finally, it has to be added that due to the merger of *a and 
*i ̮ in Proto-Finnic, also a pre-form *ši ̮ji would be possible. 
All of this has relevance for the vowel substitution in this etymology. The Iranian word 
*stsāyā- or *stsaHyaH- had a long vowel (probably at least at the phonetic level, even if 
the laryngeal was still present in some form), and this is one of the relatively small number 
of loans where one can attempt to determine whether the short and long *a in Indo-
Iranian had different substitutions. Here the problem is that numerous pre-forms for the 
Finnic word can be assumed. As the vowel substitution *a ← *a, *ā is the most frequent, it 
is safest to assume that the same substitution took place here, although both *o and *i ̮ 
remain possibilities. 
The substitution of the stem vowel is of particular interest here, as if the noun *šaji can 
indeed be reconstructed, it points to an old *i-stem (= e-stem in traditional terminology), 
whereas a large part of the Indo-Iranian loans have been borrowed as Uralic *a-stems. 
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Koivulehto pays attention to the same issue, noting that i-stems often appear after heavy 
syllables. As *šaji hardly had a heavy syllable according to modern Uralic reconstruction, 
and as the same can be said of the predecessor of Finnic juoni, which Koivulehto mentions 
as a substitution parallel (see the entry *ji̮ni). It seems that there is no correlation of 
syllable weight and the substitution of stem vowels. Here one can perhaps assume that the 
Uralic word was borrowed from a nominative form *stsā́HiH- (< PIE *skéh1-yh2; Gotō 
2013: 51), and here Uralic *-i (probably phonetically ə, as reconstructed by Kallio 2012a) 
would correspond to Indo-Iranian i/y. Phonetically this would be expected, but it would be 
essential to find parallels to this substitution. It is troubling that often we have no evidence 
on what case form was the donor form of the loans into Uralic, but here we could perhaps 
argue that it was the nominative. The other Uralic *i-stem loan mentioned above, *ji ̮ni, 
cannot be explained similarly, as it is an a-stem in Indo-Iranian, and there are no case 
forms ending in -i. 
The substitution of the word-initial consonant probably shows that the word was 
borrowed from Proto-Iranian, although here again Koivulehto’s views have to be revisited 
based on newer evidence. As noted above, PFi h has to reflect earlier š, and this seems to be 
the substitution of the PI affricate ts in a number of loans (see *šukta), but here the Proto-
Iranian word probably had *sts (from Proto-Indo-Iranian *sć), as Koivulehto also notes. 
There is no reason to assume that sts would have been substituted differently from *ts in 
the word-initial position. 
Semantically the etymology is possible, although not very obvious. Based on the 
evidence of Indo-Iranian and the related languages, the primary meaning of the word on 
the Indo-European side was ‘shadow’ (compare Tocharian B skiyo, Greek σκια ̄̒ ‘shadow’). 
Koivulehto gives the meaning ‘shelter’ for some of the Iranian forms he cites, referring to 
Monier-Williams for the meaning of the Vedic word (‘shadow; shelter, protection’). If we 
assume that the meaning ‘shelter’ can be reconstructed for Proto-Iranian already, the 
etymology can be considered as convincing, also semantically. Koivulehto also gives the 
meaning ‘shadow; defence, shelter’ for the New Persian word. The meaning is not found in 
Manichean Middle Persian dictionary of Durkin-Meisterernst (2004, s.v. sy’g ‘shadow, 
pavilion’), nor in Gharib’s (1995) Sogdian Dictionary (s.v. sayag ‘shadow, canopy’), but in 
Christian Sogdian the meaning ‘shelter’ is found (Sims-Williams 2016, s.v. sy’q). In New 
Persian the meaning ‘protection, auspices’ indeed appears (Hayyim, s.v. sayeh), but it is 
uncertain whether this meaning can be reconstructed for earlier stages of Iranian. One can 
argue that based on the secondary meanings in Vedic, Sogdian and New Persian, the 
meaning ‘shelter’ can be reconstructed for Proto-Iranian as well, but this is far from 
certain. 
According to Koivulehto, Finnic suoja ‘shelter’ and its cognates represent a later 
borrowing from the same Iranian source (see the entry below). If both of these etymologies 
are correct, they provide evidence that the word meant ‘shelter’ quite early in Iranian. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Fi huhta, huuhta46 ‘burned patch in slash-and-burn agriculture’ (cognates in 
Karelian, Ludic and Estonian); Mordvin E čuvto, M šufta ‘tree’ 
< WU ? *šukta 
 ← PI *tsuxta- > Av upa-suxta ‘burned’, root saoč- ‘to burn’, OAv saocaiiaṯ 
‘inflames’ < PI *tsauč- (Cheung 2007: 338–340, *sauč-; EWAia II: 655–656, s.v. SOC-; 
Werba 1997: 243–244, No. 196) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 225–226; 2001b: 256–257) 
Koivulehto (1991: 32) first had the idea that this Finno-Mordvinic word is a loan from 
Baltic *šukta, but later he changed his mind and argued for a Proto-Iranian origin. 
Although reflexes of the root *ḱewk- ‘burn’ is attested widely in Indo-European, this 
particular formation is not present in Baltic, but in Iranian it is widely attested. The 
etymology is thus plausible: there is no competing etymology for this word, and other 
agricultural terms have also been borrowed from Iranian (maybe roughly simultaneously, 
as *očra is also a Proto-Iranian borrowing). The Baltic etymology cannot be totally ruled 
out for certain, as there are other examples of Indo-European loans where the origin of the 
word has not been preserved in the branch in question. The Baltic etymology of the Uralic 
word is also mentioned by EWAia, which was published before Koivulehto’s Iranian 
etymology. 
A problem with the Iranian explanation is the fact that contrary to what Koivulehto 
believed, the Finnic word has to reflect an earlier *šukta, not *čukta. The old assumption 
was that both *š and *č can yield Finnic h, at least word-initially, but Aikio (2015a: 4–5) 
has shown this assumption to be incorrect: *č yields regularly Finnic t in all positions, 
whereas *š always develops to h. Also the Mordvin consonantism can be explained from *š, 
as this develops secondarily to č in Erzya and is retained in Moksha. 
This means that if the word indeed is borrowed from Proto-Iranian, the substitution the 
word-initial position was *š ← *ts. While there is nothing wrong in this idea per se, it 
remains unexplained why in medial position the substitution was *č ← *ts (this is 
supported by a number of examples), and why this same substitution could not be applied 
in the word-initial position as well. *š and *č were clearly different phonemes in this 
position in Proto-Uralic: a number of examples show that both were allowed in all 
positions, and there is no reason to assume that the situation had changed in Proto-West 
Uralic. If the word was borrowed from Baltic, *š ← Baltic *š would be a phonetically 
expected substitution. 
The word-internal consonant cluster *-kt- has to result from the substitution of Iranian 
*xt, as *k became a spirant in such clusters in Proto-Iranian (cf. the Avestan form .suxta-). 
Koivulehto’s Proto-Iranian reconstruction *tsukta- is thus slightly erroneous. Of course 
one cannot know for sure when the spirantization happened exactly, but at least before 
Proto-Iranian split up the change had to be complete.  
A further problem lies in the vocalism. Koivulehto (2001b: 57) states a bit ambiguously 
that the Mordvin irregular vocalism “itself points to borrowing”. A regular development for 
46 The long uu in eastern dialects of Finnish and in Karelian is secondary (T. Itkonen 1987). 
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*u would be Mordvin o, giving a form **čovto etc. The fact that the Finnic and Mordvin 
cognates are irregular points to the scenario that the word is a parallel borrowing, 
borrowed into Mordvin at a time when the change from *u to *o was no longer productive 
(or that the word was borrowed with a different vowel that then developed to u in 
Mordvin). There are not many examples that point to relatively late, separate borrowings 
in Mordvin and Finnic. 
It is interesting to compare the situation with Iranian loans to other irregular cognates 
of Finnic and Mordvin. Aikio (2015b: 44–46) has pointed out that in Finnic, Mordvin and 
Mari and more rarely in Saami there are many irregular cognates, which are probably 
borrowed from an unknown substrate language after the westernmost branches of Uralic 
had already divergent from the proto-languages (examples include Fi lehmä ‘cow’ ~ Mo 
E lišme ‘horse’ < ? *lešmä, Fi vehnä ‘wheat’ ~ Mo E viš, Mari E wiste ‘spelt’ < ? *wešnä). It 
would be tempting to assume that the Proto-Iranian loanwords were borrowed roughly at 
the same time as these substrate words, into the already differentiated West Uralic 
dialects. This could explain the irregularities in vocalism. 
Semantically this Iranian etymology shows an interesting development in Mordvin, as 
there the more original meaning of ‘burned’ has developed into a more general meaning of 
‘tree’. The UEW even reconstructs the meaning of the Finno-Mordvin word as ‘a kind of 
tree’, but here it is more natural to suppose that the word was borrowed into Pre-Finnic 
and Pre-Mordvin in a meaning akin to ‘burn’, and the Mordvin simply shows a later 
semantic development. Koivulehto also mentions a parallel to this in Estonian kask ‘birch’, 
which has developed from Proto-Finnic kaski ‘slash-and-burn agriculture’ in a very similar 
way. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ud, Ko šud ‘luck’ < PP *šud (Csúcs 2005: 384) 
← Old Iranian *šāti- or Middle Iranian *šād/šāt- < PI *čyaHta-, root *čyaH-; 
OAV šiiāta-, š͘āta- ‘luck’, root šiiā- ‘to enjoy’, MP šād ‘glad, joyful’, Sogd šāt id., 
Oss æncad ‘quietness, tranquility’ (< PI *ham-čyāta) (Cheung 2002: 160; 2007: , 
s.v. *či ̯aH) 
 (Joki 1973: 320–321; Katz 1985: 194; Rédei 1986c: 78; Honti 1999: 129; Csúcs 2005: 384) 
The word has to be a relatively old borrowing into Permic because of the u vocalism, 
which can point to earlier *a–a. Rédei notes that d as the substitution for t is irregular 
here, and mentions also the possibility that the word was borrowed from a form which 
already had d (< *t), cf. MP šād. It is unlikely that the Permic word is borrowed from a 
language closely related to Middle Persian, but it could be acquired from an Eastern 
Iranian form which went through a similar development, such as a form akin to Sogdian 
šāt, if we assume that d developed there early enough. As the Permic word needs to be 
borrowed before the vowel change *a > *u that led into Proto-Permic, the word could really 
be a Middle Iranian loanword, as Rédei assumes. If the word was borrowed around the 
beginning of the Common Era, it would be early enough for the word to be able to 
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participate in the vowel changes. On the other hand, d between vowels regularly 
disappears in Permic, so the word cannot be as early loan as Permic gu-, for example. 
The correspondence Ossetic c ~ Avestan š, š̒ is due to development of Proto-Iranian čy-. 
The Permic word is borrowed from a word which had already developed š. The affricate 
was retained in some East Iranian languages, at least in Khotanese tsāta-: in Ossetic čy it 
developed into c, meaning that the Permic word cannot be borrowed from a form of Alanic. 
A similar prefixed form as in Ossetic *ham-čyaH- is reflected also by Sogdian ’nc(’)y ‘to 
rest, dwell, cease’. 
In addition to the Permic words, similar words are also found in Khanty and Mansi: 
West Mansi šot, North sɔ̄t (< PMs *šāt), Kh North sot (< ? PKh *sɔt/sot) < ? POUg ? *šat- 
‘luck’. There is no consensus on whether the Ob-Ugric words are independent loanwords 
from Iranian or borrowed from Permic (in no case can the Permic, Khanty and Mansi 
words be derived from an unitary PU form). Rédei mentions both possibilities and does 
not take a clear stance, Joki (1973 considers the Permic and Mansi words to be cognates 
but notes that the Khanty word (which is only found in North Khanty) is possibly borrowed 
from Mansi. Honti (1999: 129) mentions this loan etymology briefly when discussing the 
reconstruction POUg *š and its background, but he does not discuss the etymology in more 
detail. It is also worth noting that Honti presents no precise origin for the word, he simply 
states that it is a loanword from “Iranian *šāt”. Honti assumes that the word had the 
phoneme *š already in Proto-Ob-Ugric, and we have to assume a substitution Iranian *š → 
POUg *š > Khanty s, Mansi š. The Iranian etymology of the Ob-Ugric words is not 
mentioned by Korenchy (1972) or Helimski (1997b). 
The whole issue of reconstructing Proto-Ob-Ugric *š is based on very limited evidence 
from Mansi (in Khanty POUg *š and *s would have merged), and as this word could 
equally well have been borrowed from Permic as Iranian, it remains doubtful how much 
evidence this etymology can have for Proto-Ob-Ugric historical phonology. Honti (1982: 
106, No. 608) still reconstructs POug *sŏt > PMs *šāt, PKh *sɔt/sot. Zhivlov (2006: 82) 
only mentions the Proto-Mansi word in his discussion on the long vowels in Proto-Mansi, 
but he does not comment on its status as a possible inheritance from Proto-Ob-Ugric. It is 
thus uncertain whether the Ob-Ugric words are true cognates. The Khanty word has a very 
limited distribution in northern Khanty (Obdorsk and Kazym dialects), making it likely 
that the word is borrowed from Mansi, like Joki has suggested. The Mansi word is attested 
more widely, and the relationship of the forms with š and s appear similar as with the 
inherited Proto-Mansi words. The Mansi vowel (Proto-Mansi *ā) is hard to explain from 
the Permic word. We can assume here that the Permic and Mansi words are indeed 
independent borrowings from Iranian: in Pre-Permic, the Iranian vowel *ā has been 
substituted by Permic a, while in Mansi it has been substituted by *ā. Formally the Proto-
Mansi word could also reflect a Pre-Mansi/Uralic *a–i-stem. The Northern Khanty word is 
then borrowed from Mansi, with North Khanty o substituting for the o vocalism of the 
Northern Mansi words. 
Like the dating of the borrowing into Permic, the dating of the Mansi loan is likewise 
difficult. Here it is even more troubling that the Iranian form *šyāti- or later *šāt could 
produce either Pre-Mansi *šāti or later Proto-Mansi *šāt. In theory, Mansi š could also 
reflect earlier č, so the word can also be borrowed from an Iranian variety which preserved 
the affricate č. The question of the emergence of Mansi as a separate branch is very poorly 
understood, making the dating of the borrowing even more difficult. 
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An Indo-Iranian etymology (Mansi and Permic separate borrowings) 
 
Mansi South šεrkeš, West šarkš ́, East šarkš ́, ‘eagle’  
< PMs *šǟrkVśV 
← ? Iranian (Alanic) *cargas, compare Ossetic cærgæs ‘eagle’, Chwarezmian 
krkys [*kargĩs] id., Av kahrkāsa- ‘vulture’, Sogdian kïrγï, kәrγә ‘small falcon’, 
crks /čarkas/ (Cheung 2002: 176; Gharib 1995 s.v. crks) 
(Munkácsi 1903; Jacobsohn 1922: 229; Korenchy 1972: 69 No. 25; Teubner 1974: 304; 
Lushnikova 1990: 196; Helimski 1997b: 120) 
Helimski mentions that this is one of the clearly Ossetic-type loans in Ob-Ugric. Cheung 
(2002: 176) considers the Ossetic word and its suggested cognates Wanderwörter. The 
Avestan word has sometimes been analysed as ‘chicken-eater’ (with -āsa- reflecting PII 
*aća- ‘to eat’ which does not exist in Iranian as a separate root; see *aćnas), but this is 
probably folk etymology (de Vaan 2000; Lubotsky 2001b: 315). If the Iranian etymology is 
correct, the Alanian form with affricate c- would be the most probable source. Also 
Helimski (1997b: 120) is supportive of the Mansi words’ Ossetic origin. As Mansi has other 
Alanic loans, it is more probable to assume such an origin for this word as well, even 
though theoretically the Mansi and Iranian words could be parallel borrowings from some 
unknown source. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Khanty South tăγə̑r, North ʌăγə̑r, East ʌoγə̑r etc. ‘Panzerhemd’  
< ? PKh *ʌi ̮γər 
← “Middle Iranian” *zγar-, compare Ossetic zγar ‘metal, PL armour’, Pashto 
zγə’ra, zγər M ‘armour, chain mail’ [Korenchy: “Pashto zγarah”], 
Chwarezmian zγryk (Morgenstierne 2003: 101, s.v. zγə’ra) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 630; Jacobsohn 1922: 228; Katz 1985: 346; Korenchy 1972: 72–73 No. 31; 
Joki 1973: 323; Helimski 1997b: 120) 
This is a good etymology, although the background of the Iranian word is not clear. The 
etymology appears already in the works of Munkácsi and Jacobsohn. The word has to be a 
relatively early borrowing, as it was acquired before the Proto-Khanty ~ Proto-Ugric sound 
change *s > *ʌ. Mainly because of this feature Korenchy states that the word goes back to 
Proto-Ob-Ugric, and this is actually a very good example of a loan whose age cannot be 
determined on the basis of its distribution. Although Korenchy considers this a Proto-
Ob-Ugric word, it is obvious that this word was acquired into a language whose sibilant 
system was still identical with Proto-Uralic (in Proto-Ob-Ugric the change *s > *θ would 
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have already taken place, so a borrowing into that particular stage would have resulted in 
modern Khanty forms **săγr etc.). 
As mentioned above, not much is known of the background of the Iranian words. 
EWAia (III: 205, s.v. jagara-) mentions that the Sanskrit word jagara- ‘armour’ is an 
Iranian loan (see also Baghibidi 2005) and compares it to the Ossetic and Pashto words, 
but no information on the background of the Iranian word is given. Also Morgenstierne 
(2003) gives the same explanation, rightly noting that the borrowing into Indic has to be 
very early – the Indic affricate j- could here be a substitution of a similar Iranian sound, 
which already before Old Iranian times became *z. 
The early borrowing from Iranian into Indic (as well as into Khanty/Uralic) and the 
word’s attestation in Chwarezmian mean that the Iranian word is an old one and probably 
can be derived from Proto-Iranian. Regarding the origin of the Khanty word, an early 
Alanic (Pre-Ossetic) source is probably the best possibility, although Jacobsohn (1922: 
228) was critical of the Ossetic-type origin of the word. Munkácsi did not even mention the 
Ossetic word but compared the Khanty word only with Pashto. Joki notes that the word is 
borrowed from an “Eastern Iranian language of Siberia”, but this does not tell much, and 
as the borrowing is rather early, it is in no way clear that the word has been borrowed 
somewhere in Siberia (a more westernly area of contact is also possible). Jacobsohn stated 
that the word is probably not from Alanic/Ossetic but from some other variety of Eastern 
Iranian. Korenchy’s idea that the chronological stage of the donor form is “Middle Iranian” 
can hardly be correct, as the Middle Iranian period of the attested Iranian languages 
started in the last half of the first millennium, and the sibilant change of Proto-Khanty 
must have happened considerably earlier because it is shared with the other “Ugric” 
languages, as well as with Samoyedic. 
Honti (1997: 35–37) has tried to argue that the word could be a later borrowing from a 
Persian-type language, where PIE *ǵ was reflected by *θ, and the Proto-Khanty word-
initial consonant (? *θ) would be a simple substitute of this. However, there is absolutely 
no reason to support Honti’s scenario, as there is no proof of this kind of development in 
the Iranian languages of the steppe, which were not closely related to or affected by 
Persian. The Iranian word is also attested from Eastern Iranian varieties only, although the 
word’s existence in more westernly languages, such as Persian, is also possible, if the word 
indeed goes back to Proto-Iranian. Honti’s argumentation stems from the attitude that it 
would be unlikely for an early Iranian borrowing to be present only in Khanty, but as 
stated above, inherited words do get lost anyway, and there are numerous examples of an 
early borrowing being preserved in one Uralic branch only, so it is best to reject his 
objection. The modern Khanty forms probably continue an earlier *s, which was a 
substitute for Iranian *z. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Khanty East likər, ikər ‘(Zug)schlitten; Narte’ < ? PKh *ʌīkər 
< ? Pre-Kh/Pre-OUg ? *säkärä 
← Indo-Iranian, cf. OI (Vedic) śakaṭa- (neutr), śakaṭī́- (feminine) ‘Karren, 
Planwagen’ < ? *śakarta-, śakartī ́-  (EWAia II: 601–602 s.v śakaṭī́-) 
As is the case with the Hungarian word szekér, connected to the Khanty word in earlier 
research, the Indo-Iranian origin is very uncertain. See the entry *szekér for more details 
on the problematic background of the Indo-Iranian word. 
The Khanty word should be a specifically Iranian borrowing, from a form with *s-, as 
Proto-Khanty *ʌ could not be explained form Proto-Indo-Iranian *ć. As is the case with the 
Khanty word for ‘Panzerhemd’, Honti (1997: 35–37) has argued that the word could 
borrowed from a Persian-type language, where PIE *ǵ- was reflected by *θ, this sound 
being substituted by Proto-Ob-Ugric/Pre-Khanty *θ-. The idea is not convincing, as there 
is no other evidence for Persian-type reflexes of the PIE palatovelars in the Iranian 
languages of the steppe, but all other loanword evidence points to *s and *z as in the 
majority of the Iranian languages. 
Although the etymology for the Khanty word is uncertain for the above reasons, 
semantically the idea of deriving ‘sledge’ from a word for ‘chariot’ would be totally 
plausible. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu titok ‘secret’, der. titkos, titkolni, ? tilt ‘to forbid’; Ms North tūjt-, West 
tujt-, tujt-, tunt- (< PMs *tuj-) 
? < PUg *taja (?) 
← PI *tāya- ‘heimlich; Diebstahl, Dieb’ > Yav tāiia- ‘Diebstahl’, OAv, YAv 
taiia- (adj.) ‘(diebisch) verstohlen, heimlich; Dieb; Diebstahl’; cf. OI (Vedic) 
stāyúh- ‘Dieb, Taschendieb’, stāyát ‘verstohlen, heimlich’, root (s)tā < PII 
*(s)taH < PIE *(s)teh2 ‘to steal’ (EWAia II: 759, s.v. stāyát; Werba 1997: 442, No. 590) 
(Korenchy 1972: 72, No. 30; Katz 1985: 288–289; 2003: 230–231; UEW s.v. tajɜ-ttɜ; WOT: 
1290) 
The Iranian etymology of these Ugric words is complicated by the numerous Hungarian 
words connected here by the UEW. Some of the forms mentioned by Korenchy have 
alternative etymologies, and listing all kinds of Hungarian word forms under this 
etymology makes the whole etymology look poor. In principle, the Indo-Iranian etymology 
for this Ugric word is possible. Semantically there are no obstacles, and the Mansi word 
could reflect an old *a–a-stem, like Korenchy argues. The Uralic diphthongs have various 
reflexes in Hungarian, so it seems possible that titok comes from earlier *taj- and can be 
considered a cognate of the Mansi word. Also tulaj (obs.) ‘allein’ and tulajdon ‘eigen; 
Eigentum, Besitz; Eigenschaft; (veralt.) der Nächste; nur, allein’ are connected here by the 
UEW, but it is impossible to connect these etymologically to titok and tilt, and they have to 
be of different origin. 
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WOT (1234, s.v. tilt) notes that also a Turkic origin (West Old Turkic *tiγil-, a cognate 
to East Old Turkic tidil- ‘to be obstructed’) has been suggested for the Hungarian word 
family tilt ‘to forbid’, tilos ‘forbidden’, but WOT considers this unconvincing due to 
“chronological and semantic difficulties”. It is more difficult to understand what the 
chronological difficulties are, but semantically ‘to be obstructed’ and ‘to forbid’ are not very 
close, although the connection does not seem impossible to me. WOT also notes that the 
idea that Mansi tūjt- is a cognate to the Hungarian words is implausible. However, that 
Hungarian titok ‘secret’ and Mansi tūjt- are cognate is supported by WOT (1050, 1290), 
which follows the UEW here in deriving these words from *taja-. The Iranian etymology of 
this Ugric word is supported by WOT. 
The Hungarian noun tolvaj ‘thief’ which is connected to PUg *taj- by UEW is probably 
an early borrowing from Proto-Mansi *tūlmak ‘thief’, which is derived from *tūl- ‘to steal’ 
< PU *sala- id. (Barczi 1943, s.v. tolvaj; Helimski 1982: 54–55).  
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi taivas ‘sky, heaven’ (cognates in all Finnic languages)  
< Pre-Fi *tajwas 
← PI(I) *daywá- > OAv daeuua- ‘pre-Zoroastrian god’, YAv daēuua- ‘demon’, 
OI devá- ‘heavenly, divine; god’; cf also the later Indic vrddhi formation 
dáiva- ‘belonging to or coming from heaven’; < PIE *deywo-, root *dyew- 
(EWAia I: 742–743, s.v. devá-; Gotō 2013: 53–54) 
(Joki 1973: 323; Rédei 1986c: 60; Koivulehto 1999a: 228, 232 = 2016: 230, 234; SSA 
s.v. taivas; Katz 1985: 90; 2003: 81) 
This is a good etymology, first suggested by Diefenbach (1851: 607) and almost universally 
accepted, as both the semantics and phonology are obvious. The word reflects the same 
mythological influence from the Indo-Iranians as the loans *juma, *sampas etc. The Indo-
Iranian word is from a root that is widely attested in Indo-European, with also formal 
parallels that continue the PIE vrddhi formation *deywo- in many languages, such as 
Lithuanian dievas and Germanic *teiwaz ‘name of a god’.  
It is also an old idea of Thomsen (1869: 73; Kalima 1936b; 1950) to derive the word 
from Baltic (from *deiwas > Lith dievas ‘god’), but the Indo-Iranian vowels fit better the 
Finnic ones, and it is much more likely that this is an Indo-Iranian borrowing (Larsson 
[1984]; Koivulehto [1999b: 80]). Kalima (1936b; 1950) argued that the Finnic diphthong ai 
could result from earlier *ej, but this view is impossible (see now Kallio 2014 for the 
development of Finnic diphthongs).  
Katz argued that the question of whether the word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian or 
Baltic is “formal … nicht lösbar”, but an Indo-Iranian origin is more likely because of the 
Baltic loanwords “semantisch schlichten Sphären angehören” – this is a “loanword layer 
argument” in Junttila’s terminology. While I agree with Katz in that the Indo-Iranian 
etymology is more convincing, his argument is not very strong, as words relating to so 
many semantic spheres have been borrowed from Baltic that taivas would easily fit in. SSA 
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remarks that semantically the Indo-Iranian etymology is better than the Baltic one, as in 
Baltic no meanings referring to ‘heaven’ are attested. Nevertheless, EES mentions that the 
Baltic origin would be more likely, although detailed arguments in favour of this decision 
are not given.47 
Schmid (1979: 268) has argued that the Iranian origin is unlikely because of the 
negative semantics that are connected to the Avestan word daēvō and its later Iranian 
cognates, but this is not a very strong argument, as these negative semantics are the result 
of the Zoroastrian religion, and there is no reason to suppose that in Proto-Iranian the 
word already had acquired a pejorative meaning ‘demons’ or the like.  
The ending -as probably reflects the Indo-Iranian thematic masculine ending. As there 
are no variants without -as of this word in Finnic, this is one of the more convincing cases 
of the ending being substituted. According to Helimski (2000), these loans belong to a 
later (Finno-Permic) layer of loanwords. 
According to Koivulehto (2003), the Finnic verb toivo- ‘to wish’ is borrowed from a 
reflex of the same Indo-Iranian root (see the entry). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi takra ‘piece of meat’ (cognates in Karelian, Ludic and Veps) < PFi *takra 
← PII/PI *daHtrá- > OI dātrá- ‘gift’, Av dāθra- ‘Gabe, Geschenk, Almosen; 
festgesetzter Lohn, Sold’, root PII *daH ‘zuteilen’ < PIE *deh2(y)- (Hintze 2000: 
33–37; Werba 1997: 294 No. 297; NIL: 62–63, s.v. *deh3-) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 232 = 2016: 234; SSA s.v. takra) 
The etymology is convincing. The semantic development has parallels in other Indo-
European languages listed by Koivulehto. The substitution of the cluster *-tr- is argued 
convincingly by Koivulehto: as there was no *-tr-, the existing cluster *-kr- was the 
expected substitute. Koivulehto also supports this by presenting similar cases of the 
substitutions of a stop-liquid cluster from the well-researched layers of early Germanic 
borrowings in Finnic, such as *nekla ‘needle’ (> Ka niekla, Fi neula id.) ← G *nēdla-. It is 
interesting that in some other loans the substitution has been different, at least in Permic 
burd < Pre-Permic *pertä ← *pettro- ‘wing’ (see the entry), but these words can reflect 
different substitution patterns in different parts of the Uralic language family. 
The vowel substitution is expected, as most of the loans show Uralic *a from PII *a. 
Also the Finnic a-stem is expected, as most of the Indo-Iranian *a-stems are reflected like 
this. 
The Vedic word has a short vowel, but also a long-vowel form dātra is attested in both 
Vedic and Avestan, although its meaning in the Rigveda is unclear (possibly ‘Gabe’ 
47 This question has a long research history, which is referred to by Joki (1973). Kalima (1936; 1950) has 
defended the Baltic origin both by assuming that the origin ‘heaven’ might have been present in Baltic earlier 
and by considering the origin of the Finnic variation of *ei and *ai diphthongs unclear, assuming that 
Finnish taivas could continue earlier *ei. Koivulehto rightly states that this view is now outdated, as Finnish 
*ei can reflect earlier *ai, but not vice versa (see now also Kallio 2014 and 2018 for a detailed discussion of 
the development of these Finnic diphthongs). 
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according to NIL: 62–63). NIL reconstruct the pre-form of the *datra- words as *dh3-tRo- 
(> *datra) and *doh3-tRo-, although it is noted that the etymologically unrelated form 
dātrá- ‘Zugeteiltes, Anteil’ (root *deh2(y)- ‘to share’) could also have influenced the vowel 
length of the Vedic word (Anm. 80). NIL also mentions a Vedic form dáttra- N ‘Geschenk’. 
It is difficult to date the borrowing: either PII, PI or even some later Iranian language 
could come into question. The limited distribution does not help much.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi talas ‘shelter’ (cognates in Estonian and Livonian); talo ‘house’ (derivation, 
with cognates in all Finnic languages); Ud ti ̮li ̮s ‘hut’; Mansi tul ‘pool; shed’ 
< ? PU *tala-sV 
← PII *tala-m > OI tala- ‘surface, level (Fläche, Ebene)’ (EWAia I: 637)  
(UEW s.v. tala; SSA s.v. talo; Korenchy 1972: 74–75; SSA s.v. talas) 
This is an old but problematic etymology. Both the etymological affinity of the Uralic words 
discussed here and the various Indo-European loan etymologies are uncertain. 
Sammallahti (1988: 550) considers Finnic talas, Udmurt ti ̮li̮s ‘a hut’ and Mansi tul ‘pool; 
shed’ as regular cognates, deriving them from PU *tala. The same comparison is found 
also in the UEW, although there the Mansi word is connected with a question mark. 
Recently Aikio (2015b: 56) has considered the Finnic and Permic words to be regular 
cognates. 
LÄGLOS (III: 268–9, s.v. talas) notes that Koivulehto (in an unpublished handout) has 
considered talas as a borrowing from early Proto-Germanic *stāla-s (> ON stóll ‘chair’), 
and that Hofstra (1985) supposes the word was borrowed from Germanic (cf. *stalla-z 
(> Old Norse stallr ‘stand; (pagan) altar; stable, manger’). LÄGLOS considers both 
etymologies plausible, and states that the Finnic word is possibly (but not certainly) a 
loanword from Germanic. Also a Baltic origin has been assumed (Proto-Baltic *talas 
> Lith pã-talas ‘Bed’) but according to LÄGLOS this is semantically less suitable than the 
Germanic and Indo-Iranian words. Both possibilities, as well as the Indo-Iranian 
etymology, are mentioned by SSA. 
For a Uralic word with reflexes in Permic and possibly in Mansi, the Indo-Iranian 
source would be more credible, as no Germanic or Baltic loans have such a distribution 
within Uralic. However, the Indo-Iranian etymology suffers from various problems. Finnic 
-as that is often found in loanwords usually corresponds to Indo-Iranian and Baltic -as or 
Germanic *az (< PIE *-os), but in this case it has to be a later suffix, because the Indo-
Iranian word is a neuter and the Finnic suffix cannot be explained from that. It is uncertain 
what the relationship of the Udmurt -s with the Finnic -as is here. 
The etymology of the Indo-Iranian word is uncertain according to EWAia. Although it is 
assumed in IEW (1061) that the word has cognates in various Indo-European branches, 
such as Slavic *tьlo ‘ground’, Baltic (Lith pã-talas, Latvian patali [pl.] ‘bed’, Old Prussian 
talus ‘floor’), Germanic (German Diele ‘floorboard’) and Latin (tellūs ‘earth’), EWAia is less 
certain of the Indo-European etymology. Derksen (2015: 465) reconstructs the Indo-
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European root as *tl̥h2- and connects the Baltic words *patalas and *tiles ‘bottom of a 
barge, flooring’ to the Slavic and Germanic words, but does not mention the Indo-Aryan 
word.  
The *l that is found in the Uralic forms make the etymology improbable, as most of the 
loans reflect the results of the Proto-Indo-Iranian sound change *l > *r. The possible Indo-
European etymology of the Uralic words remains open, but it is not very likely that they are 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu tál ‘Schüssel’; Mansi West tūl, tul, North tūlāna (deriv.) ‘Speiseschüssel 
aus Holz…’ (also used as a derivational suffix; Riese 2001: 118) (< PMs *tūl) 
< ? PUg *tala  
← ? “Middle Iranian” *tāl-, compare Modern Persian tāl ‘a bell-cymbal…’  
(Munkácsi 1901: 586–587; Korenchy 1972: 75–76, No. 34.; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
The Hungarian and Mansi words are regular cognates. However, an Iranian origin seems 
unlikely because of the scarce attestation of the Iranian word. The etymology is considered 
uncertain by Helimski (1997b: 121). Also, a Middle Iranian origin for an inherited word in 
Mansi and Hungarian would be an anachronism, for although it is difficult to determine 
the exact beginning of the “Middle Iranian” period in the unattested Iranian languages of 
the steppe, it can hardly have begun before 500 BC, and almost certainly after that, and 
Hungarian and Mansi must have separated long before that date (the views that date the 
split of “Proto-Ugric” to 500 BC are not very well-founded, as has been recently noted by 
Aikio 2014d: 30). Therefore, this is either a Wanderwort or a chance resemblance. 
Not an Iranian etymology 
 
Fi tarna, taarna ‘sedge (Cladium mariscus)’; Ko turun ‘grass, hay’, 
Ud turi ̮n id. (< PP *turi̮n; Csúcs 2005: 388) 
< PU *tarna or *ti ̮rna ‘grass’ (UEW s.v. tarna; Sammallahti 1988: 554; Zhivlov 2014: 
143; Aikio 2015b: 65) 
← PII or PI *tŕ̥na- ‘grass, blade of grass, herb’, Khot ttarra- ‘grass’, MP <tlk> 
/tarrag/ ‘Schnittlauch’ (EWAia I: 664, s.v. *tŕ ̥na-) 
(Setälä 1928: 305–306; FUV: 138; KESK: 287; Joki 1973: 325; Katz 1985: 310; 2003: 121; 
Rédei 1986c: 60; Lushnikova 1990: 266; SSA s.v. tarna) 
This is an old and convincing etymology. The Finnic and Permic words are regular 
cognates, so the borrowing is old. The original could be either PII or PI. There are no 
known cognates outside of Finnic and Permic. Because no other ancient Uralic term for 
‘grass’ is known (the Ugric languages reflect *pümV, which could in principle be ancient, if 
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cognates in other branches have been lost), it is hard to judge whether the cognate of these 
words has simply been lost in other branches, or whether this is a more recent (“Finno-
Permic”) loan. Borrowing of a word denoting ‘grass’ is perhaps connected to the influence 
of the pastoral culture of the Indo-Iranians. Also another word denoting a kind of grass 
was borrowed from (Indo-)Iranian into Pre-Permic: *antV > U ud-, urt-, Ko od, 
← *ándhas- ‘Kraut, Grün, Somakraut, Somatrank’, see the entry for that word for more 
details. 
The Indic word has exact formal parallels in Germanic *þurna- (> ON þorn- ‘thorn, 
briar’) and in Slavic *tь ̀rnъ ‘thorn’, all of which reflect a PIE -no-stem *tr̥no-. The Uralic 
word could be borrowed from the Proto-Indo-European form as well, but semantically the 
Indo-Iranian loanword is clearly the best option, as the meaning of ‘grass’ is found only 
there. Because of the vocalism, as well as semantics, the Germanic and Slavic forms are out 
of question as donor forms (also the distribution in Finnic and Permic would be difficult to 
explain if the word was borrowed from these branches). 
The reconstruction of the Uralic vowel is unclear, as the Permic and Finnic words can 
point to *a or *i ̮, (the two sounds merge in most positions in Finnic and in *a-stems in 
Permic), which makes determining the vowel substitution here rather difficult. The Finnic 
long vowel aa results from a well-known sporadic lengthening before r. The substitution 
*i ̮r ← *r̥ is phonetically expected, but it is actually not found in many loans. This 
substitution could be a sign of a more recent loan, as *er seems to be the substitution in 
loans that have a wide distribution. In Proto-Indo-Iranian *tr̥na the r̥ is accented, which 
could have played a role here. It is not probable that the two words are later, parallel 
borrowings, at least not from a later Iranian form, as there is no evidence that the word 
was reflected in Alanic (there is no reflex in Ossetic), and the attested Middle Iranian forms 
show the assimilation *rn > rr, meaning they could not be fitting originals for the Finnic 
and Permic words. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E, M tarvaz ‘sickle’ 
< Pre-Md *tarwas 
← PI ?, cf. OI taravāri- ‘one-sided sword’ or (unattested) *darga-, cf. Lith 
dalgis ‘scythe’ 
(Joki 1973: 325; Rédei 1986c: 60–61; Katz 1987: 452, footnote 9; Helimski 2000: 192; 
Blažek 2003: 94–95) 
This word is confined to Mordvin. The hypothetical Indo-Iranian etymology (= *darga-) is 
doubted by Joki (1973) and KEWA and it has been criticized by Burrow (1976: 61), who 
notes that for Lith dalgis ‘scythe’; no cognate is attested in Indo-Iranian, the etymology has 
to be considered uncertain (“cannot be considered as having much value”). Here one has to 
agree with Burrow. The Mordvin word also cannot be a direct loan from the Baltic form, as 
Mordvin r could not be explained from Baltic *l. Derksen (2015) considers Baltic dalgis a 
cognate to ON telgja ‘to cut’ and argues that the word is a North European (substrate?) 
word. Rédei refers to IEW, where a PIE noun *dolgho- is reconstructed. The Indic word 
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taravāri- that Rédei mentions cannot possibly continue such a form, and this is noted also 
by Katz (1987: 452, footnote 9), who is critical of the Indo-Iranian etymology. Also Blažek 
(2003: 94–95) is critical of the etymology and suggests that a suitable Iranian origin for 
the Mordvin word could be found in the word dargaz ‘scythe’ in the Iranian Talysh 
language. As the background of the Talysh word is uncertain, this etymology remains 
likewise hypothetical. 
Although Rédei does refer also to the remarks in KEWA that considers the whole Indo-
Iranian comparison problematic, he nevertheless supports the Indo-Iranian origin of the 
Mordvin word, mentioning that it can be borrowed from a form akin to OI taravāri- ‘one-
sided sword’. It remains uncertain what Rédei considers to be the exact origin of the 
Mordvin word, as he also mentions the possibility that the word is borrowed from the 
Nuristani branch. EWAia does not mention taravāri- or the alleged Nuristani cognates 
(Prasun trāz, tərwaz, Kati tərwōc) at all. 
The hypothetic Indo-Iranian etymology has since been supported also by Helimski 
(2000: 192), who does not provide any further evidence. Because of the very hypothetical 
nature of the etymology, it is best to reject it altogether. 
Katz (1985: 272) has suggested an alternative etymology, a loan from unattested Indo-
Iranian noun *drapa- ‘Sichel’, which would be derived from PIE *drep- ‘abschneiden’ 
(LIV2: 128–129, s.v. *drep-). Because of the hypothetical nature of this etymology, it 
cannot be considered more convincing than the traditional etymology. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi (North) tas (xum) ‘Fremder’ 
← PII *dásyu- ‘stranger’ > OI dásyu- ‘Götterfeind, Feind, Dämon, Angehöriger 
für Barbarenstämmen, die als unglaublich und nicht-opfernd gelten’, 
OAv dax̒iiiu-, YAv daŋ ̒hu- ‘Land, bewohner eines Landes’, OP dahyu- ‘Land, 
Provinz, Gau’ (EWAia I 711–712, s.v. dásyu-) 
(Katz 1985: 106; 2003: 93; Lubotsky 2001b: 309) 
Katz refers to the early explanation by Munkácsi that the word is borrowed from Iranian 
*dasa-, but in this case the word should be a very late loan, after *ś > s had taken place in 
Mansi. Both Katz and Lubotsky assume that the Mansi word (Pre-Mansi/Uralic *tǟśV ?) is 
borrowed from an Indo-Iranian form *dasyu- (*däsyu-m in the reconstruction of Katz, 
who apparently assumes that the word has to be borrowed from the accusative; the Indo-
Aryan word is of masculine gender, the Avestan and Old Persian words feminine), and in 
this case the Pre-Mansi palatal sibilant could be explained as a substitution of the -sy- 
cluster. This is more specifically argued by Katz, Lubotsky does not pay attention to the 
development of Uralic sibilant, but notes only that the word cannot be a late loan from 
Iranian because of the *s. 
There are not many parallels to the substitution of a *-sy- cluster by Uralic *-ś- (see 
*śumi̮s for a possible parallel, which however has its own problems). This, together with 
the isolation of the Mansi word (it is found only in North Mansi), makes the Indo-Iranian 
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etymology very uncertain. Munkácsi & Kálmán (s.v. tas2) mention that the word is 
borrowed from Komi, but it remains uncertain what Komi word is meant here. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi tiine ‘pregnant (of animals)’, cognates in most Finnic languages; SEst tiinõh 
(cognates also in Veps, Ludic, Votic, Izhorian and Estonian), < PFi *tijneš; 
Mari tüž, tüjüž ‘pregnant (of animals)’ < Proto-Mari *tüjuž (TschWB 846–847) 
< PU ? *tejniš  
← PIE/Pre-II? *dheh1inyah2-/*dheh1inu-s > OI dhenú- ‘cow, milking cow’, 
Av daēnu- ‘female animal’, from PIE *dheh1-in-, root PII *dhaH < PIE*dheh1- ‘to 
suck mother’s milk’ (EWAia I: 797, s.v. dhenú-; LIV2: 138, s.v. dheh1-; Werba 1997: 299 
No. 308 s.v. dhā/dhī(/dhe) ‘saugen’; Garnier et al. 2017: 296; Derksen 2015: 127–8)  
(Kalima 1936b: 169; Joki 1973: 329; Katz 1985: 235; SSA III s.v. tiine; EES s.v. tiine; Aikio 
2014b: 90–91) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for the Finnic word was suggested already by Kalima (1936). 
Although it seems to have fallen out of favour by the early 2000s (see SSA etc.), Aikio 
(2014) has convincingly rehabilitated this old Indo-European etymology on the basis of his 
new – and convincing – ideas on the development of Proto-Uralic vowels in Finnic (see 
also the entry for piimä). The Mari developments are also neatly explained by Aikio: Proto-
Mari *ü reflects PU *e in a number of cases, and there are also parallels for the loss of 
intervocalic *n, which makes Finnic tiine- and Mari tüjü- ~ tü’ü- regular cognates. 
The Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic and Mari words is plausible, but the borrowing 
should be very early because of the vowel *e that has to be reconstructed on the basis of the 
Finnic and Mari words. However, also a Baltic origin has been suggested for the Finnic 
word already by Lõo (1911: 86), and this is mentioned as a possibility by SSA and EES too: 
the cognate of the Indo-Iranian word is Proto-Baltic *deini > Lith dienì ‘with young’ 
(Derksen 2015: 127–8). Liukkonen (1999: 142–144) has supported the Baltic origin, and 
actually argued for a similar sound change *ej > *ij as Aikio. Junttila (2012: 278) has 
rejected Liukkonen’s arguments, but thanks to Aikio we now know that Liukkonen was, in 
fact, right, although Liukkonen’s arguments were not based on as solid evidence as Aikio’s.  
There are no phonological reasons to argue for the superiority of either Baltic or Pre-
Indo-Iranian etymology, but semantically the Baltic words are better. The meanings are 
derived from relationships to the sucking of milk, and the Baltic meaning of pregnancy has 
clearly developed from this. The attested Indo-Iranian forms denote simply (milch-)cows, 
and no meaning related to pregnancy is attested. Semantically the Baltic words are thus 
closer to the Uralic ones, and there are no obstacles to deriving the Mari and Finnic word 
from Baltic/Balto-Slavic. In Finnic there are numerous Baltic loanwords, and there are 
some in Mari as well, although many of the Baltic etymologies for Mari words are not very 
credible (Mägiste 1959). If the Mari and Finnic words are derived from a unitary PU form, 
it is more natural to assume that the borrowing is from Proto-Balto-Slavic, as a Baltic loan 
shared by Finnic and Mari would be unique. If Finnic and Mari reflect a Proto-Uralic word, 
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the borrowing could also be from Proto-Indo-European or some very early daughter 
language, such as Core Indo-European. The words can also be parallel borrowings from 
Baltic. 
The nature of the original non-initial syllable of this word is difficult to explain, and 
receives no comments in Aikio’s otherwise careful treatment. The Finnic -eš looks like a 
derivational suffix (this is a productive suffix, cf. Fi ihme ‘wonder’ < *imeš). However, also 
the Mari word-final -ž looks suspiciously like a reflex of a PU sibilant. The regular reflex of 
any PU sibilant would be Mari š, but between vowels ž is the expected outcome. Here it has 
to be assumed that the Mari word has been trisyllabic, and ž reflects a sibilant that has 
become voiced. It would be tempting to think that the PU (?) -š would reflect either the 
nominative -s or the laryngeal, but since both the Mari and the Finnic words look like 
derivations, it it probable that the sibilants in both languages/branches have arisen 
independently. 
Hungarian tej ‘milk’ is a later Iranian loan from ultimately the same Indo-Iranian root 
(EWUNg s.v. tej; WOT: 1336). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (can also be a Balto-Slavic loan) 
 
Fi kahdeksan ‘8’, yhdeksän ‘9’; (North) Saami gav-cci, ov-cci id.; Mordvin 
E vejkse, M vejχsa; Mari kandaš, indeš id. 
< West Uralic/Finno-Permic ? *-teksä ~ *-teksa  
← “Pre-Iranian” *détsa- ‘ten’ (= PII *dátsa- < PII *dáća-) < PIE *déḱm̥- ‘ten’ 
> Av dasa- ‘10’ (Szemerényi 1960; 1977b: 129–130; Parpola 1999: 198–199; Koivulehto 
1999a: 220; 2001b: 255 = 2016: 222, 297; Bereczki 2013 s.v. indeš. indeše, s.v. kandaš, 
kandaše) 
The idea of deriving the element *-teksä from the Indo-European word for ‘10’ is old. 
Already Euroepaeus 1853: 12–13) argued that the element in Finnish kahdeksan and 
yhdeksän is related to the Indo-European words for ‘10’. Jacobsohn (1922: 171–172) 
suggested the possibility that the word is borrowed from Indo-European. Joki (1973: 25–
26) only mentioned the old ideas that the word is a loanword in his survey of research 
history but did not include the etymology in the Wörterverzeichnis because of the 
implausibility of the etymology. Joki’s decision was criticized by Szemerényi, who 
supported the Indo-European origin of *-teksä (see also Szemerényi 1960). Joki’s 
reluctance to support the etymology is easy to understand, as none of the earlier 
explanations is able to argue convincingly from which Indo-European form the Uralic 
words were borrowed. 
The Iranian etymology in its final form was presented by Parpola (1999: 198–199) and 
Koivulehto (1999a: 224–225), who were the first to argue for a more precise Iranian origin 
for the word instead of more ambiguous comparisons between *-teksä and the various 
Indo-European words for ‘10’. This idea was based on Koivulehto’s argument for a 
substitution Uralic *-ks- ← PI -ts-. However, this etymology is problematic for numerous 
reasons. 
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The word **teksä does not exist as an independent word in any of the languages 
mentioned above, but is simply a postulated part of compounds ‘one-to-ten, two-to-ten’. 
While the lack of a simple word *teksä is not an insurmountable problem, it is also 
suspicious that in languages other than Finnic the “compounded” forms are so reduced 
that it is almost impossible to say anything precise about their background. It is also 
troubling that the Mari dialects show a number of different forms, which do not point 
explicitly to a reconstruction *-teksä. 
The literary language forms of Mari are actually suspiciously similar to the word for ‘10’ 
in the Permic languages (das) which is a well-known (late) borrowing from Iranian (cf. 
Ossetic dæs. One could almost suppose that the Mari words are indeed compounds of 
some kind, consisting of some forms of ‘one’ and ‘two’ and the word daš, borrowed from 
Iranian (or from Permic). However, this also does not explain the strange dialectal forms, 
which point to a more complicated pre-form of the element -daš in Mari. But one could 
nevertheless suspect that the form -daš has been secondarily influenced by contacts with 
either Permic or Alanic. 
The etymology of this word has been also explained differently already by E. Itkonen 
(1973: 336–339), according to whom the words ‘8’ and ‘9’ derive from words *kakti e-ksä 
‘zwei existieren nicht’ and *ükti e-k-sä ‘ein existieren nicht’, respectively. This explanation 
is not totally convincing either, and does not remove the phonological difficulties of the 
reduced forms of Saami and Mordvin or the strange dialectal forms känδäkšə, känδäŋšə in 
Mari, but it is more compelling than the Iranian etymology. 
The Iranian etymology also suffers from the assumption that Indo-European *e would 
have been retained until the Iranian period (here the consonantism points clearly to Proto-
Iranian). Koivulehto and Parpola have both argued that the merger of non-high vowels was 
so late that these kinds of consonantal change could have already taken place before it in 
Iranian, but their linguistic evidence for this is very meagre (see also the entry for *kečrä). 
It rather seems that this kind of idea cannot be supported by the etymologies they present. 
Together with these chronological problems and the Uralic problems mentioned above, it 
is best to reject this etymology. 
Bereczki (2013) notes that Koivulehto’s etymology is problematic for the Mari forms 
because in his explanation the auslaut -n of the reconstructed protoform is due to the 
influence from kymmenen, which is absent from Mari and looks like a Finno-Mordvinic 
explanation. The phonological problems of the loan etymologies themselves are not 
discussed. While this is an interesting point, the -n can be a later development from 
analogy independently in Finnic and it does not have to reflect a proto-form with *-n. In 
any case the Mari word is difficult to analyse and it is unlikely that the word ultimately 
derives from Iranian. 
Hungarian tíz ‘ten’ is borrowed from the same Iranian word (with irregular *z from 
Iranian *s < *ts). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Fi terni (stem terni-) ‘milk of a cow that has recently given birth’, also in Est 
ternes, ternespiim, Li ter-sēmd’a id.  
← ? Pre-II *terun- > PII *taruna- > OI táruṇa- ‘young, fresh’ Av tauruna- 
‘young; son’, Oss tæryn ‘son’ (EWAia I: 632, s.v. táruṇa-)  
(Setälä 1928: 304–305; Joki 1973: 328; Katz 1985: 144; 2003: 121; Rédei 1986c: 61; SSA 
III s.v. terni; Lushnikova 1990: 268; Hahmo 1994: 84–85; EES s.v. ternes) 
This is an old etymology, originally suggested by Setälä. If the etymology is convincing, the 
borrowing has to be rather old despite the limited distribution because of the retained *e. 
Setälä’s etymology was criticized already by Jacobsohn (1933: 138–139 MSFOu LXVII), 
who notes that it is unlikely that the Finnic disyllabic word could be derived from 
trisyllabic Indo-Iranian *taruna-. Also the form tárṇa- is attested in Old Indic, and this is 
cited by Setälä, but this is a later form that shows a Middle Indo-Aryan development 
(EWAia), and it is impossible to derive the Finnic word from this kind of form. It is 
possible to assume that the word was simply borrowed as disyllabic into Uralic, as most of 
the Uralic word-stems were disyllabic. 
EWAia lists a number of possible cognates for the Indo-Iranian word, Greek τέρην ‘soft, 
delicate’, τέρυ ‘weak, soft’, possibly metathesized Latin tener ‘soft, delicate’ cf. de Vaan 
2008: 613). EWAia considers the connection of táruṇa- and the adjective turá- ‘sick; 
tender’ possible. Both could be derived from the PIE root *ter- ‘to grind’, turá- reflecting 
earlier *tr̥h3-ó-. Theoretically the Finnic word could be a borrowing from some other 
archaic branch of Indo-European, although assuming a loan from some other branch of 
Indo-European would not solve the phonological problems either, and one has to note that 
the word does not appear in the branches such as Balto-Slavic or Germanic that have had 
most contact with Finnic, and the meaning ‘soft’ attested in other branches does not really 
fit the meaning of the Finnic words. 
The Finnish (non-altering) i-stem is secondary and results from derivation, cf. *kota-j 
> koti ‘home’. The Estonian form probably continues PFi *terneš (-s here can be 
generalized from sandhi forms, as it is, of course, not a regular reflex of *-š). The original 
stem vowel should have been either *-ä or *-i, but it is difficult to determine from the 
modern Finnic forms. 
Setälä (1928: 304) connected terne with terhen, terendama, Fi terhentää. This has 
been criticized by SKES; Hahmo mentions the idea and agrees with SKES. This equation is 
not plausible because of semantics. Some expressions like terneet ‘clouds’, terneh-pilvi 
could have been derived from terhen via metathesis, but these are etymologically unrelated 
to the other word terni ‘milk of a cow’. This explanation is still mentioned by EES, 
however. terendama (Fi terhentää), has a possible Baltic etymology (from hypothetical 
Proto-Baltic *ster-), suggested by Vaba (1997).  
? Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Fi terve ‘healthy, whole’, Est tere id. and regular cognates in all the other 
Finnic languages < PFi *terveh 
< Pre-Fi terwV 
← PII (or PI) *drva-, *drvā > Av druua- ‘healthy’, OP duruva- ‘solid, firm’, 
New Persian darōd ‘health, bloom’, OI dhruvá- ‘solid, firm, fixed, secure’ 
(EWAia I: 798–799, s.v. dhruvá-) 
(Setälä 1928: 300; Koivulehto 2003; EES s.v. tere) 
Koivulehto’s etymology was presented in a presentation and its handout. While the 
etymology has not been published as such, it is referred to by EES, K. Häkkinen (2004) 
and LÄGLOS (III: 291, s.v. terve), all of whom accept the etymology. LÄGLOS considers 
Koivulehto’s Indo-Iranian etymology better than the Germanic etymologies that have been 
suggested: Katz (1990: 14ff.) has derived the Finnic word from PG *trewwas (> ON tryggr 
‘faithful’), and Hofstra (1992: 59–60) from PG *derƀaz (> ON djarfr ‘brave’). In SSA, the 
relationship of terve to terva ‘tar’ (originally presented by Kiparsky [1952: 94–99]) is 
considered the most viable option: terva is originally a Baltic loan from *derva ‘tar’. 
Koivulehto’s etymology is semantically more convincing than Kiparsky’s explanation, but it 
was not yet known to the editors of the SSA. 
Both semantically and phonologically the etymology suggested by Koivulehto is 
convincing. The meaning ‘healthy’ seems to be attested exclusively on the Iranian side, 
although also there the more original meaning of ‘solid, firm’ is attested in Old Persian. 
According to EWAia, the adjective is derived from the verbal root *dhar- ‘to keep, 
maintain’, which is likewise not far from the semantics of ‘healthy, whole’. The vowel e 
results here from the substitution of the cluster *drv-. Here the Indo-Iranian form does not 
have syllabic *r, so the word-initial consonant cluster of a stop and r has been solved in the 
Uralic side by adding an epenthetic vowel. This is a very rare substitution among earlier 
loans, which casts some doubt on the etymology, but Uralic/Volgiac *mura ‘sing’ from 
Indo-Iranian *mrawati serves as a parallel (the vowel is different, but the substitution 
strategy is the same). 
Setälä (1928: 298–308) had presented another Indo-Iranian source for the word terve, 
namely Pre-II *dhermen- (> PII *dharman- > OI dharman- ‘dharma; order’), but this 
etymology was rejected already by Jacobsohn (1933: 139), who argued that the etymology 
is phonologically impossible (there is no reason for the Indo-Iranian cluster *-rm- to be 
substituted by *-rv- on the Uralic side). Jacobsohn’s argument is still valid, and deriving 
the Finnic word from *dhermen- is impossible. 
A Slavic etymology for the Finnic word has been suggested by Ahlqvist (1857), who 
derived the word from Russian здоровый ‘healthy’ < PSl *sьdòrvъ), which is ultimately 
from the same Indo-European root *dher- as the Indo-Iranian word (the Slavic word 
continues PIE *h1su-dhor-uo-, cf. Derksen 2008: 478–479, s.v. *sьdòrvъ). It would be very 
difficult to derive the Finnic vocalism from either the Proto-Slavic or Russian word. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Hu tíz, dial. téz ‘10’ 
← ? Iranian dasa- (see *teksä for references) 
(Joki 1973: 329–330; Harmatta 1977: 171; Ligeti 1986: 148; Honti 1993: 159; WOT: 1356) 
This word is probably not borrowed from Alanic, but an earlier loan, belonging to the same 
layer as tej and tehén (see above). TESz considers the word an early loan because of the 
unvoiced *t-. Ligeti and WOT consider the vocalism problematic, as the Iranian form had 
only *a. In later Iranian (Alanic) loans in Hungarian the Iranian a vowel is sometimes 
reflected as Hu é. There should not be any problems in deriving Hu í from earlier *e, cf. 
Hu víz ‘water’ < PU *weti, and here we could perhaps assume that the vocalism é that is 
retained in some dialectal forms is primary. If the word was a Pre-Indo-Iranian loanword, 
there would be no problems with *í, but there are no known examples of a Pre-Indo-
Iranian loanword that would be retained only in Hungarian. 
The etymology is convincing, but the voiced z cannot be explained, as there are no other 
examples of this sound substitution. Harmatta reconstructs the Pre-Hungarian (or Proto-
Finno-Ugric in his terminology) form as *teśe, assuming a borrowing from a form that 
retained PII *ć, but assuming a Pre-Hu ś will not make z more regular. Joki notes that the 
loan is from Middle Iranian, or more precisely “West Middle Iranian”, but this does not 
help much. One possibility would be to assume a loan from a Persian-type language and 
consider a substitution Pre-Hu *t (which would yield z) ← Persian *θ, but there are no 
parallels to this. Note that the Hungarian word bűz ‘smell’ (Ligeti 1986: 149) is not a 
parallel, as its z has been explained as a dissimilation48 from d that is retained in the 
adjective büdös, and in any case here the Iranian original has d that is derived from PII 
*dh. 
Ligeti discusses the word in his listing of Iranian loans of Hungarian and lists the 
various problems that are mentioned by Joki and TESz, but he does not present any 
concluding remarks about the precise Iranian source of the Hungarian word. 
Permic *das ‘ten’ is a transparent Iranian loan from the same origin, probably from 
Alanic (see Appendix I). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi toivoa ‘to hope, wish’, toivo, toive ‘hope, wish’, Est tõotama ‘to promise’, 
cognates in all Finnic languages, Votic toivoa ‘to wish, to foresee’ probably 
borrowed from Ingrian (SSA s.v. toivoa; EES s.v. tõotama) 
< Pre-Fi *tojwa- 
← PII (or PI) *daywa- or *dāywa-, *dāiwya- > OI devá-, daíva-, dáivya- 
‘heavenly, divine’, (EWAia I: 742–743, s.v. devá-) 
(Koivulehto 2003; ms.) 
48 A similar dissimilation has been assumed for Hu édes ‘sweet’, which is apparently a derivative of íz ~ éz 
‘taste’; in a word with z – s, the z becomes d. This rule is supported by very few examples only, which makes it 
dubious.
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Koivulehto’s etymology for this Finnic word family is convincing. Koivulehto never 
formally published the etymology, but it is referred to by Häkkinen (2004) and EES. The 
Indo-Iranian original is the same word from which the noun taivas (see the entry) has 
been borrowed; the semantic difference between ‘to wish’ and ‘heaven’ is rather wide, but 
both can be derived from the semantics of the Indo-Iranian word, as Koivulehto lists also 
the meanings ‘divine will, faith, happiness’ among the meanings of the Indic word. 
It is uncertain whether the word is confined to Finnic, as North Saami doaivut (with 
cognates in most Saami languages) is either a cognate of the Finnic word or borrowed from 
it (Kuokkala 2018: 32). In SSA the words are considered to be cognates, EES mentions the 
possibility of Finnish loan into Saami, although no further arguments in favour of this are 
given. The relationship of the Saami and Finnic words remains unclear for the time being. 
Cognates in other related languages have not been suggested. 
It is difficult to see why PII *a was substituted differently in the same environment in 
these two words, *tajwas and *tojwV-. One possibility is that the words reflect two 
different layers of borrowing, but it is very difficult to prove this. On the other hand, 
Koivulehto notes that for the word in question an old vrddhi formation *dāywa- (PIE 
*dēywo-) can be reconstructed (cf. also Gotō 2013: 53–54). 
There are also examples of Uralic/Pre-Finnic *aj being reflected as *oi in Finnic, at least 
*waji ‘butter’ > voi is a convincing example of such a development, although here the 
word-initial *w- has probably played a role too (Aikio 2012a: 236). 
One can suggest as a possible solution that in taivas a short a is reflected, whereas in 
toivo the vowel o is the substitute for a long ā. Admittedly there is not much phonetic 
substance in this explanation. Another hypothetical reason could be a difference in 
accentuation: in the Vedic vrddhi-forms daívya- ‘divine’, fem. daívi-, dáiva- id. (but note 
also daivá-) the accent is on the first syllable, but the accent is on the last syllable in devá-.  
Despite the uncertain vowel substitution, the etymology can be accepted. No competing 
loan explanation for the Finnic word exists. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi tora ‘fight, quarrel’, torata ‘to fight’, Estonian tõra; SaN doarru- ‘to fight’ 
(< PSa *doaro-); TN taro-, Mat toro- ‘to wrestle’ < PS *tåro- 
< PU *tora- (UEW s.v. *torɜ; SW: 12; Sammallahti 1988: 554; Kulonen 2010: 212) 
← PII (?)*dhāráya- > OI (Vedic) dhāráyati ‘maintains’, root dhr̥ ‘halten, 
festigen, stützen, tragen’, PII *dhar- > PI *dar-, < PIE *dher- (EWAia I: 778–779, 
s.v. DHAR; Werba 1997: 200; Cheung 2007: 57–59, s.v. dar1) 
(Aikio 2015b: 62) 
The recent Indo-Iranian etymology for this word family is good, but Aikio expresses his 
view on the connection of Saami-Finnic and Samoyed words rather ambiguously, as he 
states that “at least the Saami and Finnic words” can be derived from the aforementioned 
Indo-Iranian source. However, as the Samoyed word is a phonologically regular cognate of 
the Finnish and Saami forms, there would be no problem in supposing a Proto-Indo-
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Iranian source for a PU word ancestral to all the forms mentioned here. Nevertheless, 
semantically the assumption of an Indo-Iranian loan etymology is not clear, as it is unclear 
why Aikio assumes the Uralic words to be derived from an Indo-Iranian word with a rather 
different meaning. While ‘to maintain’ and ‘to fight’ are meanings that can be related, at 
least some semantic parallels should be sought to support this development. Aikio’s 
etymology remains thus uncertain but possible. 
There is also another Indo-Iranian word which might be a source for this Uralic word: 
the OI (Vedic) root tari-, present tárati ‘kommt durch, überwindet’, i-reduplicated present 
form tirati ‘bringt (sc. durch Hindernisse) hindurch’, (EWAia I: 629 s.v. TARI- < PIE 
 *terh2-, see LIV2: 633; for a detailed account on this Sanskrit word, see Tichy 2004). This 
etymology is also not semantically straightforward, but the meanings ‘to overcome’ and ‘to 
fight’ can be connected at least equally well as the words suggested by Aikio. In Young 
Avestan the meaning ‘fought’ is also attested in titarat ‘bekämpfte, drang an’. Also in 
Hittite the reflex of the IE root is connected with ‘fighting, overcoming’, as the name of the 
god Tarh̭unnas ‘the overcomer’, the thunder-god who defeated the great serpent Ilyunkas, 
is derived from it (Watkins 1995: 450; Watkins 2011, s.v. *terə-).49 
The vowel substitution *o ← *a is here similar as in Aikio’s etymology, although the 
Uralic forms could also reflect the zero-grade present form (PII *tr̥H-á-ti) equally well. If 
the Uralic word is borrowed from a form with *a, this is one of the many examples where 
PII *a was substituted by PU *o before *r. 
Aikio also mentions the Komi verb dorji ̮- ‘to defend, protect’, which he considers a 
separate borrowing from the same Indo-Iranian source. Actually, the Komi word’s 
semantics suit the Indo-Iranian dhārayati ‘to maintain, bear, support’ better than the 
other Uralic forms, and it suits less well the other Indo-Iranian word which is offered here 
as the source of the Proto-Uralic *tora. One could tentatively present that *tora is 
borrowed from *tr̥H- ‘überwinden’ and Komi dorji ̮- from dhāráyati ‘to maintain, bear, 
support’. Komi o could reflect old *a in Uralic *a-stems. According to Metsäranta (personal 
communication), the Komi word could be derived from dor ‘edge’. 
Aikio notes that the Mordvin verb E t’uŕems, M t’uŕəms ‘to fight’ has also been 
connected here (UEW s.v. *torɜ-; Kulonen 2010: 212), but that is problematic because of 
the palatal consonants. One option would be to consider the Mordvin word a separate 
borrowing too, but this does not remove the phonological difficulties. As palatalization of 
consonants is very frequent in the Mordvin languages, one could perhaps assume an 
analogical development here. It is also noted by Aikio that SaN doarjit and Finnish torjua 
have been compared to the Mordvin words; semantically they could also be borrowings 
from either of the Indo-Iranian words mentioned above, and the vowel could represent 
either PII/PI *a or *r̥(H). 
Mari torle- ‘rügen, schelten’ is also mentioned as a cognate by the UEW, and Hungarian 
dorgál- ‘rügen, tadeln, schelten, zurechtweisen’ is connected here with a question mark. 
-gál is a productive suffix in Hungarian, and the same is said of Mari -l-. The Hungarian 
word is considered to be either of unknown origin or to be related to the Uralic words 
mentioned above by Zaicz (2006, s.v. dorgál). Semantically it is not clear whether the 
Hungarian word can be derived from the same Uralic source as the other words, but there 
49 An opposing view about the etymology of the Hittite word has been expressed by Lindeman (1987: 46, 
footnote 27), who considers the Hittite verb unrelated to PIE *terh2-.
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are no phonological problems (Hungarian word-initial d- instead of t- occurs in some 
inherited words, although the conditions for this development are unknown; Zaicz 
mentions daru ‘crane’ [< PU *ti ̮rka] as a parallel, and this is also accepted in Aikio’s 2015b 
wordlist). Zaicz mentions an onomatopoeic origin as one possible etymology, and the UEW 
considers the Uralic word to have arisen through onomatopoeia. This is not a very precise 
explanation, because we know very little of the birth processes of onomatopoeic words at 
the Proto-Uralic level, so it is very difficult to prove this kind of origin. A parallel 
onomatopoeic Urschöpfung in all the different Uralic languages is out of the question. 
To return to the Indo-Iranian etymology of the word *tora- that is found in Finnic, 
Saami and Samoyed, this is a particularly important etymology because it is a possible 
example of a loanword that has reflexes both in the traditional “Finno-Ugric” and 
Samoyedic languages. It has long been argued that the distribution of Indo-Iranian 
loanwords is one of the key pieces of evidence for the early binary split of Proto-Uralic into 
Samoyedic and Finno-Ugric branches. Although counter-evidence has been presented in 
form of early Indo-European loanwords that are present in both “branches” (Koivulehto 
2001b), the Proto-Indo-European loan etymologies are less convincing and more open to 
different interpretations. Solid Indo-Iranian etymologies for Uralic words with a 
distribution stretching to Samoyed provide more convincing evidence against the 
traditional assumption of the early binary split. 
J. Häkkinen (2009) has argued that Indo-Iranian loans into East Uralic (= Proto-Ugro-
Samoyedic) prove the idea of an early split wrong, but this is right only for those who 
accept Häkkinen’s idea of another binary split, into Finno-Permic and East Uralic. The 
problem here is again that there are no borrowings with an Ugro-Samoyedic distribution, 
and all the evidence for contacts with Ugro-Samoyedic comes from the Ob-Ugric 
languages.  
To sum up the arguments, there are two possible Indo-Iranian etymologies for the 
Proto-Uralic *tora word, and it is a probable example of an early borrowing into Proto-
Uralic, the reflexes of which are found in both Samoyedic and the other Uralic languages. A 
methodological note on the existence of two competing etymologies is in order here: Klaas 
Ruppel (2015) has argued that the alternative loan etymologies from the same source 
language do not actually strengthen an etymology but rather weaken it. Keeping this in 
mind, the Indo-Iranian origin of *tora cannot be considered certain. 
As a side note it should be mentioned here that Hyllested (2014: 83–85) derives the 
Celtic word for ‘pig’ from this same Uralic word, more precisely from Finnic, where words 
for ‘pig’ and ‘boar’ have developed from the word originally meaning to ‘fight’; the boar’s 
fang is called torahammas, and the name of the boar is obviously derived from this. 
However, as these boar names do not even go back to Proto-Finnic, it is very unlikely to 
postulate a contact situation where this word was borrowed into Proto-Celtic (!), and this 
situation is simply impossible to imagine between some later Finnic language and some 
Celtic idiom. It seems very improbable that there were any kinds of contacts between Celtic 
and Finnic at any time, and Hyllested’s other examples of such lexical contacts are also 
rather unconvincing. 
Grünthal (2002) has derived Hungarian tart ‘to keep, to maintain’ from the same Indo-
Iranian verb dhāráyati. Here the semantic relationship is more convincing than with 
Aikio’s etymology. Rédei (1963) connects tart with Finnic tarttua, but this is probably 
erroneous. Instead, tart could be borrowed from Alanic, as in Ossetic a stem dard- ‘halten, 
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besitzen’ is attested (Bielmeier 1977: 139), although the unvoiced stops in the Hungarian 
word point to an earlier origin (in Alanic loans, the Iranian voiced stops are usually 
reflected by voiced stops in Hungarian). The Iranian origin of the Hungarian word remains 
probable but uncertain. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN doaris; E troks, truks, turks, M tərks, turks ‘via, through, across, over’; 
MariE, W toreš ‘across, crosswise’ 
< *toras, *toraksi ‘crosswise’ (UEW s.v. tora-ksɜ)  
← PI *tarás (or *tr̥Hás) < PII *tr̥Hás > YAv tarō ‘sideways, to the side, 
through, over’, OI tirás ‘through, over’ (also a preposition with Accusative) 
< PIE *tr̥h2as > Old Irish tar ‘across’; root *tarH- < PIE *terh2 (EWAia I: 646–
647, s.v. tirás;  Gotō 2013: 149; Dunkel 2014: 799–; Pinault 2016: 101) 
(Aikio 2015b: 62) 
This recent etymology of Aikio is convincing, and there is no earlier loan etymology for this 
“Finno-Volgaic” word. However, the Mordvin, Mari and Saami words cannot really be 
regularly derived from the same source due to irregularities in the vocalism, so they might 
present parallel borrowings from the same Indo-Iranian source. The first-syllable vowel 
substitution PI *a > PU (“PFW”) *o is well-attested, and the environment before *r seems 
to often trigger this substitution (Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984; Heikkilä 2014: 46). 
However, as the Indo-Iranian laryngeal *H (from PIE *h1–3) was probably still retained in 
Proto-Iranian, this word might be a slightly later borrowing with *r̥H already vocalized as 
ar (in Indo-Aryan, the outcome was ir, as can be seen from the Sanskrit cognate). Proto-
Indo-Iranian *tr̥Has might also be a possible source, as *o would equally well work as a 
substitute for the syllabic resonant. 
Regarding the etymology of the Indo-Iranian word, Gotō (2013: 149) writes that PII 
*tr̥Has is probably an old ablative form of a root noun. Stüber (2002: 30–31) writes that 
the preposition *tr̥h2-és can be reconstructed already for PIE, and this is reflected in the 
Indo-Iranian branch by Vedic tirás ‘über … hin’ and Avestan G tarə̄, Y tarō ‘seitwärts, 
durch, hin’ and also in Celtic (Old Irish tar ‘durch, über… hin’ < PC *tares). Stüber 
(referring to Nowicki 1976: 52) argues that this preposition is not a locative of a postulated 
PIE s-stem *térh2-os but a genitive form of a PIE root noun. In Vedic there exists an 
s-stem táras- (seemingly reflecting the PIE *e-grade), but according to Stüber this is a later 
Indo-Aryan Neubildung. 
Also the substitution of the second syllable is without problems, as there are many 
examples of the PII or PI masc. nom. ending *-as being reflected by *-as in loanwords in 
Uralic. It is, however, interesting that here the word is borrowed into a stem type *-ksi. It is 
unclear why this should be the case, but perhaps the stem type has been productive enough 
to cause loanwords ending in *-as to be absorbed into it. It would be interesting to find 
more examples of this. Mordvin -ks might be a derivational suffix. Mari š can be a lative 
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suffix here, especially as we are dealing with an adverb. The Saami has to be either an *o–a 
or *a–i-stem.50 
The Indo-Iranian root here is ultimately the same as the one behind the origin of Uralic 
*tora-. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi touko; Mordvin E tundo, M tunda ‘im Frühling, Frühling’; K tuvi̮s, Ud tuli ̮s 
‘Frühling’;  
 Hu tavasz ‘spring’; Kha (eastern) toγ id.; M (northern) tūja id. (UEW: 532–3, 
No. 1069) 
< PU ? *towkV 
← PII *taukman- ‘germ, germed seed’ > OI tókman- ‘Schössling’, Av tauxman- 
‘Samen’, OP ta-u-ma-a- ‘Familie’; toká- ‘Nachkommenschaft’, túc- ‘posterity, 
children’; root *tawk- (Schindler 1972: 22; EWAia I: 651, s.v. túc-, 670, s.v. toká-; 
Lubotsky 1988: 78; 2001b: 314) 
(Katz 1985: 269–270, 2003: 216; Koivulehto 1991: 11, footnote 4; Koivulehto 2003; Blažek 
2003: 96; Holopainen, Junttila, Kuokkala 2017: 114–115) 
This is an old Indo-Iranian etymology, but it has not been commented on by recent sources 
in detail. Koivulehto discussed the etymology briefly in 1991, and also in the 2003 handout. 
The Uralic words have been recently subjected to a critical analysis by Holopainen, 
Kuokkala & Junttila (2017), who state that it is impossible to derive all the Uralic words 
from the same PU source, and thus an Indo-Iranian borrowing into Proto-Uralic has to be 
ruled out. However, some of the individual Uralic words could theoretically have been 
borrowed from Indo-Iranian. This was already observed by Katz, who only mentions the 
Finnic loan as a borrowing from Indo-Iranian and considers the relationship with the other 
Uralic words denoting ‘spring’ unlikely. Also Koivulehto (ms.) separated the Ugric words 
from the Finnic and possibly the Mordvin words and derived only the latter from Indo-
Iranian. 
As observed by Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala (2017) Finnic touko cannot reflect PU 
*towkV, as the Uralic diphthong *ow regularly yields Finnic *uu (Aikio 2012a: 243; 2013: 
11). The Hungarian word could reflect a form *towkV, but it could equally well be derived 
from a form with simple *o or *u.  
The origin of the Finnic labial vowel -o is unclear (usually the labial vowels in non-
initial syllables of Finnic are secondary, but Aikio [2015b] has recently suggested that in 
some cases Finnic -o could reflect PU *-o; this idea is disputed). One could perhaps 
suppose that the -m in the non-initial syllable of the PII word could have influenced the 
labial vowel on the Uralic side, but it is difficult to prove this. Although Aikio has argued 
50 The arguments presented here are based on my discussion with Riho Grünthal and Niklas 
Metsäranta. We intend to deal with this etymology in more detail in a future publication on Indo-
European lexical influence on Mari. 
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that Uralic *a–o words have reflexes that differ from *a–i and *a–a words, we have no 
convincing examples of *o–o words, which makes it practically impossible to determine 
whether the Finnic labial vowel here is old (derived from PU) or not. 
While Koivulehto (1991) considers the word an Indo-European but not necessarily 
Indo-Iranian loan, this is unlikely as EWAia considers the Indo-European background of 
the Indo-Iranian words unclear. The Uralic words cannot be borrowed from any other 
branch of Indo-European, as the word *taukman- is confined to Indo-Iranian according to 
Lubotsky (1988: 78). Lubotsky (2001b: 314) considers this as one of the inherited words in 
Avestan and Sanskrit, but no cognates outside Indo-Iranian can be presented with 
certainty. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 314) notes that in OI also a root noun túc- F ‘posterity, children’ is 
attested (cf. Schindler 1972: 22 who considers this root noun a Proto-Indo-Iranian 
formation without further Indo-European cognates). This has to reflect PII *tuk-e-. If the 
Uralic word was borrowed from this form, this could explain the lack of the reflex of *-m-, 
but the zero-grade *u would be less fitting than the full-grade diphthong. However, as the 
cluster *-km- would have been impossible in Uralic anyway, it is difficult to determine with 
certainty which is the exact donor form of the Uralic word. 
Semantically the etymology seems possible. Uralic *ow could easily reflect the PII 
diphthong *au; *o is a frequent substitute of PII *a, and here in a labial environment it 
may even be expected. This is one of the rare examples of Indo-Iranian diphthongs in the 
loanwords. 
It is obvious that the alleged Uralic cognate set in reality represents several different 
words, and the connection of Finnic touko to the Indo-Iranian words seems unlikely. The 
Ugric words might be Indo-Iranian borrowings, but this is also uncertain. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu tehén, dial. tején ‘cow’ 
< Pre-Hu *täjVnV 
← PI *daynu- ‘cow (see *täjniš for references) 
 (Joki 1973; Harmatta 1977: 171; Ligeti 1986: 146–147; Lushnikova 1990: 45; EWUNg s.v. 
tehén; WOT: 1336) 
Although this can be a late loan because of its limited distribution, the word is discussed 
here because of the principle that distribution is not a very well-working criterion in the 
stratigraphy of loanwords. This is also obvious regarding the loans that are found in the 
Ugric branch/Sprachbund, as there are possibly very early loans that are found in only 
Khanty or Mansi, and the words that can have been borrowed into Proto- or Pre-Ugric are 
rarely found in all the languages. There is no question that the Indo-Iranian etymology of 
the word is correct. 
The word is probably a rather early loan because of the disyllabic form of the Hungarian 
word, which can be best explained from *dainu- with a substitution *täjinV, rather than a 
later Iranian form with vowel contraction. WOT lists the word among the Alanic 
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loanwords, but there is nothing that would make this specifically Alanic. The *ä 
substitution is found in early loans in Ugric, so the word can be an early borrowing, 
perhaps belonging to the same layer as Ugric loans like *si ̮rańa (> Hu arany). Also the 
voiceless stop t- points to an early origin, as in later loans Iranian voiced stops have been 
substituted by Hungarian voiced stops (Ligeti 1986: 146). Ligeti also refers to an old idea 
that words like tehén and tej ‘milk’ could be borrowed from an Iranian language which had 
went through a devoicing of *d-, but this idea is ad hoc, and the Hungarian voiceless stop 
can easily be explained by Uralic/Pre-Hungarian phonotactics. 
The h in standard Hungarian is a hiatus-filler, in some dialects another hiatus-filler, j is 
found. 
Uralic *tejniš is a parallel loan from the same Indo-Iranian source of its Balto-
Slavic/Baltic cognate (see the entry). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Hu tej ‘milk’ 
< Pre-Hu *täji or *täjä 
← Alanic, cf. Oss dæjyn, dæyun ‘(Brust) saugen’ (Bielmeier 1977: 140; Garnier et al. 
2017: 298–299) 
(Harmatta 1977: 171; Ligeti 1986: 147; Lushnikova 1990: 44; EWUNg s.v. tej; WOT: 1336) 
Like the word tehén above, this word is found only in Hungarian but can still be a rather 
old loan. The word shows the *ä substitution that is found in Ugric early on. Semantically 
the etymology is convincing, although there is no noun meaning ‘milk’ that would 
correspond to the Hungarian word very well. Here Iranian d- has been substituted by 
Hungarian t-, which means that the loan has to be relatively early, as in late loans 
Hungarian voiced stops correlate with Iranian voiced stops (see the discussion in the entry 
tehén above). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Nga tagai ‘knife’, TF tśixǝ ‘hook’, Slk (Pr) täqa ‘sword’, (Tym) tēγa ‘spear’  
< PS *täjkå 
← Iranian *tayga-, > Av taēγa- ‘scharf, Schärfe’ (Cheung 2002: 231) 
(Janhunen 1983: 124; Joki 1973: 322; Katz 1985: 329) 
This is one of the few loan etymologies attested in the Samoyed languages only. Despite its 
limited attestation, this word cannot be a very recent borrowing, as the Samoyed word 
clearly reflects a diphthong, pointing to an archaic Iranian source language (although 
PIE/PII diphthongs were retained longer on the Iranian side than on the Indo-Aryan side, 
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by Middle Iranian times the Iranian diphthongs had turned into long vowels, and this is 
reflected also in the loans of the Ob-Ugrian languages, at least). It might be plausible to 
assume that the word was acquired from an “Old Iranian” language (if this kind of term is 
suitable for the unattested Iranian languages) sometime during the first millennium BC, 
before Proto-Samoyed split up. Probably the words for ‘bear’ and ‘flour’ belong to the same 
layer. All of them being important cultural words (the bear being important in mythology), 
they do not point to any intensive contact between Iranian and Samoyed but can be results 
of sparse trade contacts. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
FT tśĭet ’aus dopnelt gelegten, gekochten Birkenrindenscheiben 
zusammengenähte Zeltdecke’, Kam t‛è̮ ’Zelt aus Birkenrinde (die Rinde 
zusammengenäht)’ 
< PS*tät ‘tent roof made of birch bark’ < Pre-S *täši  
← PII or PI *ta(ć)šya- ‘to be formed (out of wood etc.)’, root *taćš-, OI takṣ 
‘zimmern, behauern, hämmern, härten’ (EWAIa I: 612–613, s.v. TAKṢ, 613–614, 
takṣan-) 
(Katz 2003: 239; Kallio 2015b: 82, footnote 4) 
The etymology of Katz is convincing on both semantic and phonological grounds, and it 
has been supported by Kallio (2015b). The word is clearly an old loan, predating the sound 
changes that led to Proto-Samoyed, so it probably belongs to the same layer as PS *wåtå- 
‘to grow’ and perhaps *jäǝ̑ ‘flour’. As is the case with *wåtå- (see the entry), Samoyed *t 
could reflect either *s or *š, but because of Indo-Iranian *š, it is probable that the Pre-
Samoyed from had *š. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Md E ukso, M uks ‘Ulmus campestris od. scabra od. foliacea’; Ma W oškə̑ 
‘Pappel’, E oško ‘Schwartzpappel, Populus Nigra; (Ramst.) Esche’ 
< PU ? 
← ? Indo-Iranian (unattested), cf. ? PG *aska- (> ON askr ‘ash’), < PIE *h3es-
ko-, Albanian ah ‘beech’, Armenian haci ‘ash’ < PIE *h3es-k-, Lith úosis id. 
< PIE *Heh3-s-io- (Kroonen 2013: 38, s.v. aska-) 
(Jacobsohn 1922: 15–16, 54; FUV: 138–139; Joki 1973: 333; Katz 1985: 130; 2003: 114; 
K. Häkkinen 1987; Bereczki 1992: 93; Blažek 2018: 25–27) 
This etymology is included here only because it has been repeatedly been claimed that the 
word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian, although this claim does not have any substance. 
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Joki’s statement “Entlehnung au seiner altertümlischen iran. (skyth.) Sprachform wäre 
ebenso möglich…” (based on Jacobsohn) is absurd, as the word is not attested in a single 
Iranian language. Katz mentions that the reflex of the IE word has disappeared from Indo-
Iranian (he assumes that the word is an Indo-European tree name), and considers the Mari 
and Permic words to be borrowed from an IE form that is formally similar to the Germanic 
word. It remains unclear whether Katz assumes that the Uralic words are borrowed from a 
form of Indo-Iranian or from some other Indo-European branch. 
Kroonen (2013: 38) calls the Indo-European word a “European tree name”, meaning 
clearly that the distribution of the word is European, though he reconstructs the root for 
Indo-European. If the word indeed reflects a PIE root, then it is possible that it once was 
reflected in Indo-Iranian as well, but it is impossible to prove this. 
It might be possible that this word represents a parallel substrate borrowing in Mari, 
Mordvin and several branches of Indo-European. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ud oš ‘ox, bull’, Ko e ̮š, e̮ška id. < PP *ȯška 
< Pre-P *uška 
← PII *ukšan- or PI *uxšan- > OI ukṣan-, nom.sg ukṣā́, OΑv uxšan-, nom.sg. 
uxš-ā ‘Stier’ (EWAia I: 210, s.v. ukṣan; Gotō 2013: 38) 
(FUV: 134–135; KESK: 213; Joki 1973: 334; Katz 1985: 242; 2003: 195–196; Lushnikova 
1990: 43, 270; Bereczki 2013 s.v. üškə̑ž) 
This is a well-known etymology which can hardly be doubted. While the word for ‘ox’ is 
attested in numerous Indo-European languages, the RUKI development *š makes it clear 
that the Permic word was borrowed from Indo-Iranian. The word is not attested in Balto-
Slavic, the other “RUKI language” in close contact with Uralic. 
A more precise dating of the borrowing is difficult. The word has to be early, as it was 
borrowed into Permic before the characteristic vowel changes and the apocope of last 
syllables. The lack of cognates in other Uralic languages could point to a relatively late 
borrowing from Proto-Iranian or some “Old Iranian”-type language, but it is interesting 
here that the cluster PII *kš/PI *χš has retained the velar stop in Permic: a borrowing from 
a spirantized Iranian form *χš might have resulted in a form **uša or the like, as a velar 
spirant could easily have been left unsubstituted. 
According to Lushnikova, the word has to be borrowed from the Indo-Iranian 
nominative form which ends in a vowel, as otherwise we would not expect a Uralic vocalic 
stem. This is true also of other n-stems borrowed into Uralic. The nominative is probably 
the most obvious donor form, but the lack of -n can also be explained with Uralic 
phonotactics, as n-stems did not necessarily exist in the era of Pre-Permic into which this 
word was borrowed, and in any case *a-stems were much more frequent. 
It is a well-known fact that Mansi üška was borrowed from Komi, but it has only 
recently been argued by Metsäranta that also Mari üškə̑ž, üšküž (PMa < *üškəž) is also a 
borrowing from Permic. Here both the Mari vocalism and the metathesis of the consonant 
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cluster point to a Permic origin. For parallels for an Iranian loan being borrowed from 
Permic into Mari, see *ačwa ~ *očwa. 
FUV also mentions Fi ehko, hiehko here with a question mark, but any relationship 
between them and the Permic words is completely impossible. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi udar (: utaret), utare (cognates in all Finnic languages) ‘udder’; Md E, M 
odar id.; ? Ma waδar, woδar id. (< PMa *wåδar) 
 < PU ? *utarV 
← PII *(H)ū ́dhar-‘udder’, > OI ū ́dhar- (~ ū ́dhan-) ‘udder’ (EWAia I: 240–241, 
s.v. ū́dhar-) 
 (FUV: 138; Joki 1973: 332–333; Katz 1985: 245–246; 2003: 198–99; Lushnikova 1990: 
269; 2000: 178, 193; Bereczki 1992: 95; 1994: 98–99) 
Helimski (2000: 193) lists this word as one of the Uralic (Finno-Permic?) words with a 
consonantal stem (see also *sasarV above). He considers the dialectal Finnish forms such 
as utare, utara and utaro secondary. 
There is no reason to reconsider our ideas of possible Uralic stem shapes on the basis of 
this word. What is more, there is no certainty that this is a genuine Indo-Iranian 
borrowing, as also a Germanic origin (PG *ūđara-, *ūđira-, Kroonen 2013) has been 
suggested, and since cognates of the Germanic and Indo-Iranian words for ‘udder’ are 
widespread among the Indo-European languages, it is difficult to determine the exact 
origin of this word. One (not decisive) argument in favour of the Indo-Iranian origin would 
be the word’s semantic sphere: there are relatively many (?) Indo-Iranian loanwords 
dealing with cattle terminology, but on the other hand, the Germanic loans in Finnic 
connect to so many different semantic spheres and cultural aspects, that this is not a very 
convincing argument. 
SSA considers the Uralic words cognates and postulates an Indo-Iranian etymology. 
(SSA cites the OI form and states that the word was borrowed from Proto-Iranian. It 
remains unclear why we should point exactly to PI as the source language, but perhaps that 
is because of the limited distribution). The UEW (No. 1671) considers the word either a PII 
or PI borrowing. 
Also a Germanic etymology has been suggested, but LÄGLOS (s.v. utare) is reluctant to 
accept it because there are only few tentative Germanic etymologies that have a 
distribution stretching from Finnic to Mari and Mordvin. But LÄGLOS’s reluctance is 
difficult to understand, because it would be a very viable option to differentiate between 
the word in these three branches. They cannot go back to a Uralic proto-form, and it seems 
obvious that we are dealing with several parallel borrowings here. The Finnic word may 
well have been borrowed from Germanic. The Mordvin word could be a cognate of the 
Finnic one, but there is no obstacle to assuming that it represents a separate borrowing 
form Indo-Iranian. 
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Bereczki (1992: 95; 1994: 98–99) has considered the Mari word a separate borrowing 
from Indo-Iranian, and he is most certainly right as the Mari and Finnic words cannot be 
derived regularly from a unitary Proto-Uralic form. Helimski (2000: 172) notes that the 
Uralic word has to be reconstructed with *t because of the Mari word (PU *δ would 
regularly disappear in Mari), but if the Mari word is a parallel loan, the Finnic and 
Mordvin words could be derived also from a West Uralic form *uδarV. 
Mari *w- is unexpected here, as there is usually no prothetic *w- in Mari words 
inherited from Proto-Uralic. It is difficult to explain the Mari *w- on the basis of the Indo-
European original – perhaps the glide + u sequence is a substitution for the long *ū due to 
the lack of long vowels, or perhaps the Indo-European pronunciation of the glide u ̭/ū has 
been so consonantal, that *w was a suitable substitution. Katz has argued that w- is a 
substitute for a laryngeal, but there are no convincing parallels to such substitution and it 
would not make much sense phonetically. Bereczki (1992: 95) vaguely notes that the 
explanation for the *w- has to be sought on the Iranian side, as it cannot be explained as a 
secondary Mari development. 
Katz also pays attention to the divergent forms in the Uralic languages, which make the 
reconstruction of a unitary proto-form impossible. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (probably parallel borrowings from various Indo-European 
languages) 
 
Fi vasara ‘hammer’; SaN veahcir id. (< PSa *veaćērē; cognates in all Saami 
languages; Lehtiranta 2001, No. 1367) id.; Md E uźer, viźiŕ, M uźəŕ ‘axe’ 
< ? PWU *waćara 
← PII *wáʒ́ra- > Av vazra- ‘club’, OI vájra- ‘thunderbolt, Indra’s weapon’ 
(EWAia II: 492, s.v. vájra-)  
(FUV: 139; Joki 1973: 339; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 928; Katz 1985: 336; 2003: 267; 
Lushnikova 1990: 33, 283–284; SSA s.v. vasara; J. Häkkinen 2009: 23–24; 2012: 7; 
Parpola 2012: 161; 2015: 63) 
This word is a well-known Indo-Iranian etymology, and there is no reason to doubt the 
ultimate Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic, Saami and Mordvin words. J. Häkkinen (2009: 
23–24) has claimed that this is one of the words which show the rare, but in his opinion 
regular, correspondence of Fi a and Mo i. This is, however, a ghost-correspondence, as 
Häkkinen’s other examples of the same vowel correspondence are not convincing: marras 
and miŕd’e are not true cognates but parallel loans, and *wäśkä is a Wanderwort which 
cannot be regularly reconstructed for Proto-Uralic. In another article (J. Häkkinen 2012: 
7–10) it is claimed that the words can represent parallel borrowings. It seems, however, 
that the Erzya dialectal form vizir can be explained from the same Pre-Mordvin form 
*waćara, and also in Saami the development *a > *ea is more or less regular before *ć. 
There is thus no reason not to reconstruct a West Uralic *waćara and assume a borrowing 
into this or some earlier proto-language. Because of *ć, the word cannot be a later Iranian 
loan, but it has to be borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian. 
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As a side note it can be mentioned that this etymology is an interesting indication of 
cultural influence from Indo-Iranian on (West-)Uralic: in Indo-Iranian the word *waʒ́ra- 
is clearly associated with mythology, and it can be assumed that the word has been 
borrowed into Uralic along with other words relating to mythology (despite its current 
status as a more ordinary term for a tool), such as *juma. 
Joki (1988) notes that in Finnic the meaning ‘axe’ is lost because of a later borrowing 
from Baltic, kirves. Mordvin would have retained the earlier meaning, according to Joki. 
Parpola (2015: 63) argues that the meaning ‘hammer’ in Finnic and Saami can be due to 
later Scandinavian influence, as the hammer was an important weapon of the 
Scandinavian storm god Thor.  
Tocharian A/B wāśir is also borrowed from the same Indo-Iranian source (Zimmer 
1999: 145 notes that the word is ultimately from Indic, but perhaps borrowed via Iranian). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi vatsa ‘stomach’, Ka vattša, Li vatsā id. (cognates in all Finnic languages); 
? Ms North waś ‘stomach’ 
< ? PU *waćća (UEW s.v. *waća) 
← PII *watas- ‘year’, *watsá- ‘calf’ > OI vatas- ‘year’, (der.) vatsá- ‘calf’ < PIE 
*wet-só-, *wet-os- 
(Parpola 2017) 
This etymology involves the same Indo-Iranian donor form as the etymologies for *wasa 
and Mansi *wē̮sәγ ‘calf’ (see the respective entries below). Koivulehto (1999a: 218) had 
also derived Fi vuosi and its Uralic cognates from the same Indo-Iranian origin, but this 
has been convincingly refuted by Aikio (2012a: 233–234).  
Parpola’s etymology is not very convincing, as it involves semantic problems and 
phonological substitutions that are not very probable. Also the relationship with the forms 
in various Uralic branches is irregular, and it is not at all probable that a word *waća or 
*waća can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic. Parpola rightly refutes the UEW’s 
reconstruction *waća, as this is an impossible pre-form for Finnic vatsa (*ć would yield 
Finnic s). The connection of the Mansi word wać ‘stomach’ with the Finnic word is very 
doubtful. Parpola is confident about their relatedness because of the semantic nearness, 
even in spite of the fact that the Mansi word is found only in one dialect. The Mansi word’s 
sibilant is irregular: usually PU *ć gives Mansi s, although there are apparent exceptions to 
this in the material of the UEW (see the entry *ićä). The re-evaluation of the development 
of *ć in Mansi and the other Ugric languages would be an important task for Uralic 
historical phonology. 
Parpola does not pay attention to the Mansi sibilant, but he notes that the vowel 
development is uncertain, as various reflexes of PU *wa- are found in Mansi, with PU *wa- 
> PMs *u- being the most common. Parpola also mentions examples of other reflexes of 
assumed *wa- (> North Mansi ā, ə, o) but these are based on the evidence of the UEW, and 
when one takes a look at the listing of Uralic *a–a and *a–i-stems in Aikio (2015b), it is 
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easy to see that these developments are based on incorrect reconstructions or improbable 
etymologies. Mansi wāɣl- ‘to descend’ is from Proto-Mansi *wē̮ɣl- which ultimately reflects 
PU *wi ̮lka-. PU *wajśi ‘water-bird’, allegedly the pre-form of North Mansi wās, is missing 
from the listings of Uralic *a–i-stems in Aikio (2015b) and Zhivlov (2014), which means 
that the UEW’s etymology is probably not correct, at least in the form that it is presented. 
And finally, North Mansi at-wəs ‘silver’ is the reflex of PU *wäśkä, which has recently been 
considered as an early Wanderwort by Aikio (2015b: 42). It is thus probable that *wa- 
> *u- is indeed the regular development, which means that wać cannot be a cognate to the 
Finnic word. 
Parpola (footnote 11) also mentions the possible Mordvin cognates E vača, M vačo 
‘hunger, hungry’, noting that they cannot regularly reflect a form with *ć. The relation of 
the Mordvin words to Finnic vatsa remains uncertain (the resemblance of the words could 
be simply accidental), but it does not have much relevance for the possible Indo-Iranian 
etymology. 
Parpola argues that the Indo-Iranian/Indo-Aryan cluster *-ts- was substituted by Uralic 
geminate *-ćć-. It is true that no *-ts- cluster can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic, but it is 
uncertain whether -ćć- would be the expected substitution here. Proto-Uralic also 
possessed the affricate *č, and one can assume that this would have been phonetically 
closer to the sequence *-ts-. Although Parpola is confident about the reconstruction of the 
geminate affricate *-ćć- for Proto-Uralic, there are actually not many examples supporting 
this. Sammallahti (1988) lists no cases of Proto-Uralic or Proto-Finno-Ugric *-ćć-. Parpola 
refers to Koivulehto (1999a: 219), Kallio (2007: 233) and Lehtinen (2007: 95–97) who 
argue that Finnic -ts- can reflect the earlier geminate affricate *-cc-. While this is correct, it 
does not automatically mean that this Pre-Finnic affricate goes back to Uralic *-ćć-. More 
evidence would be needed to back up this substitution. 
Semantically the etymology is a bit far-fetched. Parpola is aware of the semantic 
difficulties, but he argues that as the Sanskrit word means also ‘child’, and the Finnic word 
denotes also ‘womb’, the difference between the meanings is not so big after all. This 
explanation would be more convincing, if parallels for the semantic shift ‘child’ > ‘womb’ 
or vice versa could be presented. Parpola also mentions the semantic development from 
‘year’ to ‘pregnancy’ as a possible connection between the Indo-Iranian and Finnic words. 
Here one has to note that because of the very large corpus of various types of Old Indo-
Aryan texts, it is relatively easy to find several meanings for one and the same word. As a 
specialist on Indo-Aryan, Parpola does refer to the meanings found in the Vedic texts 
already: the meaning ‘child’ for vatsá- is found already in these earliest texts, but is still 
doubtful whether we can reconstruct it for Proto-Indo-Iranian. DatSemShift (s.v. womb) 
does not list any example of the development ‘child’ > ‘womb’. 
Parpola’s idea that the word would be borrowed specifically from the Indo-Aryan 
branch is based mostly on his views on the archaeological cultures connected with the 
spread of early Indo-Iranian speakers, but he also argues that *ts could only result from 
Indo-Aryan *ts or its Iranian cognate *s. This is probably correct, but as there are various 
problems with the etymology and it is not at all clear that the Uralic words in question 
point to a borrowing from a form akin to Indo-Aryan *watsá-, this etymology does not 
bring valuable new evidence for the idea of Indo-Aryan borrowings in the Uralic languages. 
Kümmel (2018a) actually argues that *ts should still be reconstructed for Proto-Iranian 
and the change *ts > *s is a later (Common Iranian?) development, and thus this word 
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could also be an Iranian loan. Kümmel does not comment Parpola’s etymology in more 
detail. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN váža ‘reindeer cow’ (cognates in all Saami languages except S; < PSa 
*wāće ̮m) 
< ? Pre-Sa *waćim  
← PII *waćā ́- ‘cow’ > OI vaśā ́- ‘cow’ (EWAia II: 528–9, s.v. vaśā́-) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 217 = 2016: 219; Sammallahti 2001: 407; Holopainen 2018b: 166–167) 
This etymology is one of Koivulehto’s Indo-Iranian etymologies from the late 1990s/early 
2000s and one of the alleged early loanwords that have a distribution confined to Saami. 
As has been shown by Holopainen (2018b: 166–167), this etymology involves phonological 
problems, and the same can be said of many of the other Indo-Iranian etymologies which 
are found only in the Saami languages. The arguments will be repeated here. 
The main problem with the Indo-Iranian etymology for this Saami word is the Saami 
vowel combination PSa *a–e̮, which is not found in inherited words, and according to 
Aikio (2009) this means that the word cannot go back to a period older than Proto-Saami. 
As Indo-Iranian loanwords have to be older than the relatively recent Proto-Saami, there is 
no possibility to consider this word an Indo-Iranian borrowing. To avoid circular 
reasoning, it has to be stressed that there are no other possible examples for an Indo-
Iranian loanword with this vowel combination in Saami, and the general views of Saami 
linguistics prehistory (see especially Aikio 2012b) situate Proto-Saami in Southern Finland 
and Karelia, whereas Proto-Indo-Iranian was spoken in a territory that was far from this in 
both space and time. Furthermore, this word cannot be a later Iranian word because of the 
palatal affricate. 
Regarding the etymology of the Indo-Iranian word, it is unclear whether the word goes 
back to Proto-Indo-European. Latin vacca ‘cow’ is usually considered a cognate, but 
because of the irregular geminate this cannot be considered certain. De Vaan (2008: 649, 
s.v. vacca) also points out that the Latin vocalism does not fit the Indo-Iranian vowel (the 
Latin should reflect *o and the Indo-Iranian word *e, although it has to be said that both 
could also reflect Indo-European *a, although this is not apparently accepted by de Vaan 
as a follower of the Leiden school of Indo-European reconstruction). It is possible that 
Latin and Indic words are parallel borrowings from same or related sources. The Indo-
Iranian word could still be the origin for the Saami word in spite of these remarks, but the 
limited and irregular Indo-European distribution makes this assumption more unlikely. 
It must be mentioned that Koivulehto also noted that the word could have been 
borrowed already from a Proto-Indo-European or Pre-Indo-Iranian form which still had 
*ḱ. However, there is simply no reason at all to support this view, and since the word is 
probably not an Indo-European borrowing at all, this word offers no evidence for the 
substitution of *ḱ by Uralic *ć. For general criticism of the loans that show alleged reflexes 
of PIE palatal stops, see Holopainen (2018a). 
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Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi voi ‘butter’; SaN vuodja ‘butter, grease’ (< PSa *vōdje̮); Mo M vaj ‘fat, 
butter, oil’; Hu vaj ‘butter’; Mns East vāj ‘fat’; Kh East voj ‘fat, butter, oil’ 
< PU *waji ‘butter’ 
← Pre-II *(H)ág ́yas- > PII *(H)áǯyas- > OI áñjas- ‘Salbung’, root añj ‘salben, 
schmieren’ < PII *Hang/j < PIE *h3ongw (EWAia I: 54, s.v. AÑJ; Werba 1997: 333–
334, No. 379) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 217–18 = 2016: 219–220) 
This etymology has been convincingly refuted by Aikio (2012a: 236): Aikio argues that the 
initial w- and the reconstructed PU vocalism make the Indo-Iranian etymology extremely 
unlikely. Also the “Pre-Indo-Iranian” form postulated by Koivulehto is problematic 
because of the reconstruction that involves an “intermediary” form of the second 
palatalization: *ǵ. This means that the word should have been borrowed before *g became 
an affricate, but at a time when it was already palatalized, and this sound would have been 
substituted by Uralic *j. There are no parallels to the substitution of this intermediary 
stage, and also the substitution of PIE *ǵ by *j is supported by very few convincing 
examples (see *juγi-, *jäγi-). 
Czentnár (2015: 9–17) has argued that the Uralic word has been borrowed into various 
Turkic languages (such as Turkish may, Crimean Karaim may, Uzbek moy). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Md E vano-, M vanə̑- ‘to watch; observe, watch over’  
< PU/PWU/Pre-Md *wajna- 
← PII/PI *wayn-a- > Av vaēnaiti ‘sees’, OP vaināmiy ‘I see’; OI vénati 
‘watches, observes’, root *wayn- (EWAia II: 582–83, s.v. VEN) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 229, 230 = 2016: 231, 232) 
This is a convincing etymology, and clearly a relatively early loan despite the limited 
distribution of the word in only Mordvin, as both the vowel changes leading to Proto-
Mordvin and the retained Iranian diphthong mean that the word cannot be a late loan into 
Proto-Mordvin. There is no other competing etymology for the Mordvin word. 
Koivulehto reconstructs the Pre-Mordvin word as *wa(j)na, but it is most logical to 
assume that the word was borrowed with the diphthong, which then became lost in 
Mordvin (this is the assumption of Koivulehto as is evident from the text, but his choice of 
reconstruction could mean otherwise). For the development of the Mordvin j, see also the 
entry *pejmä. 
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Koivulehto notes that SaN oaidnit is a parallel borrowing from the same Indo-Iranian 
source. This is convincing, and the loans have to be parallel since the Saami word reflects 
*o (or in Aikio’s newer reconstruction *a–i; in any case the Saami and Mordvin words have 
to be parallel borrowings). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi vanka, vanko, vanku ‘beim Schwenden als Werkzeug verwendete lange 
Stange mit einem Haken an der Spitze’; Ko vug ‘Griff, Handgriff, Handhabe, 
Henkel, Öhr’, Ud vug ‘Bogen, Henkel (an Gefäßen)’ (< PP *vug) 
< ? PU *waŋka ~ *wi ̮ŋka (UEW s.v. waŋka; Zhivlov 2014: 143) 
← PII/PI *wanka > OI vaṅka- ‘crooked’, OI root vañc/vank ‘wanken’ < PII 
*wank- < PIE *wenk- (EWAia II: 492–493, s.v. VAÑC; Werba 1997: 232 No. 172) 
(FUV: 139; KESK: 69; Joki 1973: 336–336; UEW s.v. waŋka; Katz 1985: 344; 2003: 273; 
SSA s.v. vanko; Koivulehto 1999a: 227 = 2016: 229; ms.) 
The idea of the Indo-Iranian etymology of this word is old, and phonologically convincing, 
although in Indic no meaning of ‘hook’ as a noun is attested. The meaning attested in 
Finnic and Komi can probably be derived from ‘crooked’. As the root *wenk- is widely 
reflected in Indo-European (such as Germanic *wanha- > OE wōh ‘crooked’), theoretically 
some other donor language could also come into question, but because of the distribution 
in Finnic and Permic the Indo-Iranian source is the most plausible. As can be seen from 
the reconstruction of Zhivlov, the Uralic form could reflect either *waŋka or *wi ̮ŋka. 
Estonian vang ‘(Fluß)biegung’ and Livonian vanga ‘Bachwiese’ have been connected to 
Finnish vanko in earlier research, and this connection is still mentioned by the SSA. 
LÄGLOS separates these and gives a Germanic etymology, *wanga-z (> ON vangr ‘Feld, 
Flur, Wiese’) (LÄGLOS III s.v. vang). The Ob-Ugric word *wǟŋkVrV ‘Haken’ was 
possibly borrowed from the same Indo-Iranian word as is assumed here (see the entry). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi vuori ‘mountain, rocky hill’; Ko ve ̮r ‘forest’, Ud vi ̮r ‘hill, highlands’ < PP 
*vȯr; Ms East wōr ‘evergreen forest’; Kh East wor ‘ridge along a river’ 
< PU *wari ‘forest; hill’ (Aikio 2012a: 233–234, 236) 
← PII (unattested) *áras-, cf. Greek ὄρος ‘mountain’ < ? PIE *h3eros- (Beekes 
2010: 1109–1110, s.v. ὄρος) 
(Katz 1985; Koivulehto 1999a: 218 = 2016: 220) 
The Indo-Iranian etymology for this Uralic word has been suggested independently by 
both Koivulehto and Katz. Koivulehto’s etymology has been convincingly rejected by Aikio 
(2012b). Aikio’s main argument is that the Proto-Uralic form requires the reconstruction 
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of initial *w-, which cannot be explained by the Indo-European etymology. Here it is 
important to note that Aikio’s new reconstruction of the word was not yet known to 
Koivulehto, who operated with different (now outdated) rules of Uralic phonology and was 
thus able to explain the etymology by the standards of his time (the late 1990s). However, 
as also Koivulehto himself noted, the Indo-European word for ‘mountain’ does not have a 
cognate in Indo-Iranian and Koivulehto only postulates a Proto-Indo-Iranian form of this 
word to account for the loan in Uralic. 
A further argument against any kind of Indo-European origin for the Uralic word is that 
according to Beekes (2010) the Greek word is a Mediterranean substrate word, although 
Beekes also mentions the possibility that the word is from the IE root *h3er-, an 
explanation which is mentioned by earlier dictionaries (Frisk 1954–1972 ὄρος; Chantraine 
2009 s.v. ὄρος). This root has a possible Indo-Iranian reflex in OI r̥ṣva- ‘skin’, but this is of 
course semantically and phonetically far from the Uralic word. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko vurun, vuri̮n ‘wool’ < PP vurun (Csúcs 2005: 398) 
< Pre-Permic *warna ~ wi ̮rna 
← PII/PI *Hwr̥naH > OI ū ́rṇā F ‘wool’, Av. varənā- ‘animal wool’, 
Chwarezmian w’n ‘wool’; < PIE *h2wl̥-h1no-/ *h2wl̥-h1neh2 (Cantera 2001: 15; 
Peters 1980: 23, footnote 18; EWAia I: 243, s.v. ū́rṇā; Pinault 2016: 252–253) 
(Joki 1973: 348–9; KESK; Rédei 1986c: 81; Lushnikova 1990: 277; Csúcs 2005: 398) 
Although this word is limited to a single Uralic language, the Komi vocalism shows that the 
borrowing must be relatively old, that is, it must predate the Proto-Permic stage. Based on 
solely phonological arguments, the Komi word could reflect a Proto-Uralic word. In 
Udmurt wool is called simply yš-gon ‘sheep-hair’. It is difficult to explain the loss of the 
word for ‘wool’ from Udmurt, if it has not been replaced by a loanword but a transparent 
compound. Joki reconstructs the pre-form (? Pre-Permic = PU) of the word as 
*varnɛ/*vornɛ, but this represents outdated views on Permic vocalism. The Komi word 
could reflect an earlier *i ̮–a or *a–a-stem (Sammallahti 1988: 553–554). Thus it could 
reflect a similar development as the word *ti ̮rna ‘grass’, another well-known Indo-Iranian 
borrowing. Uralic *i ̮r is a regular substitution for PII/PI *r̥. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1984: 
928) list the word among the o-loans, assuming a substitution of Iranian *a as Uralic *o 
before *r. However, it is uncertain whether the donor form had *a or *r̥, and the Komi 
word cannot reflect Uralic *o. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov are thus clearly mistaken, and this 
word offers no evidence for their r-rule. In connection with this word the Avestan a and 
Indic ū ́rṇā point to a zero-grade form according to Cantera (2001: 15): in Old Indic the w 
has been vocalized, whereas in Avestan the epenthetic ә before r + consonant has become a 
when accented. Cantera (2001: footnote 19) also notes that Peters (1980: 23, footnote 18) 
assumes that the last syllable of *h2wl ̥-h1neh2 was stressed, but the Indo-Iranian forms 
contradict this. 
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It is difficult to determine the exact origin of the word: the Indo-Iranian etymology is 
inevitable, as the semantic match is complete and the change of *l to *r in this Indo-
European word can only point to Indo-Iranian, but it is unclear from which stage this word 
has been borrowed. As the word-initial *w has been vocalized in Indo-Aryan, this would 
not be a suitable donor form, but one would hardly expect an Indo-Aryan borrowing in any 
case. Both PII and PI forms are suitable origins, though based solely on the distribution, 
one could opt for an Iranian borrowing, from PI or some early (Old) Iranian language. A 
later, Middle Iranian form is clearly out of the question because of the archaic appearance 
of the Komi word. The attested Middle Iranian words, such as Chwarezmian w’n, show 
that the r element has disappeared altogether. No reflex of the Indo-Iranian word is 
attested in Ossetic, making its existence in prehistoric Alanic uncertain. 
The determination of the precise source and dating of the etymology are also made 
difficult by the complicated reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European word for wool, for 
which various different proposals have been made. The latest attempt to reconstruct the 
PIE word is by Pinault (2016), who suggests PIE *h2wl ̥-h1no- and argues that the word was 
originally a compound with the meaning ‘yearly wool’. However, in any case the Permic 
word has to be an Indo-Iranian borrowing, as Permic *r could not reflect PIE *l. 
Komi (Letka dialect) varne̮s ‘Schaf’ (Joki 1973: 336; Rédei 1986c: 79) has to be 
borrowed from a later Iranian form from the same root (here the vocalism shows that the 
borrowing cannot be ancient, contrary to vurun). 
Finnic villa ‘wool’ (< *wilna) is a well-known borrowing from the Baltic cognate 
(*vilna) of the Indo-Iranian word (SSA s.v. villa). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi varsa ‘foal’, Ve varz ‘foal; (young) stallion’ (cognates in Ka, Est, Li); Md 
E vašo, M vaša id. 
< West Uralic *warsa ~ *wi ̮rsa 
← Alanic *wәrsa-, cf. Oss wyrs, urs < PI *wŕ̥šan- (EWAia II: 576–577, s.v. vŕ̥ṣan-; 
Cheung 2002: 245) 
(Setälä 1928: 306–307; FUV: 139; Joki 1973: 337–338; Harmatta 1977: 171; Katz 1985: 
251–252; 2003: 202–203; Lushnikova 1990: 278; Koivulehto 1999a: 226–227 = 2016: 
228–229) 
This is a clear Iranian etymology, but both the limited distribution and especially the 
absence of the RUKI rule point to a late borrowing (cf. Ossetic wyrs, urs ‘stallion’), as was 
observed already by Joki and supported by Koivulehto. Joki (1973) mentions that in earlier 
research this word has also been considered a very early borrowing (here the absence of 
RUKI has been interpreted as an archaism), and also Harmatta (1977: 171) supports a 
similar view, but since the RUKI rule has reflexes in the earliest Pre-II loans (such as 
*mekši), it is anachronistic to consider this an early loan. Also, the distribution points to 
the same conclusion. This probably belongs to the small layer of relatively late Old 
Iranian/Pre-Ossetic borrowings shared by Finnic and Mordvin (as well as Saami), meaning 
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that the word was acquired into the West Uralic proto-language shortly before the spread 
of its western dialects into the areas surrounding the Baltic Sea. Although there are only a 
handful of such borrowings, many of them are related to horse/cattle terminology, 
showing obvious cultural influence from Iranian pastoralists. 
Also KEWA mentions the etymology but does not comment on the age of the borrowing 
in any way. The Finnic and Mordvin cognates are regular cognates, meaning that the word 
was probably borrowed into the West Uralic proto-language. However, although the vowel 
of the word has been usually reconstructed as *a, according to modern research of Aikio 
(2015b) both Finnic a–a and Mordvin a–a-stems could also reflect a historical *i ̮–a-stem. 
It is known that even in the earliest borrowings Indo-Iranian *a was often substituted by 
Uralic *i ̮, and in this word the high central vowel would be a fitting substitution for the 
Alanic vowel that later gave Ossetic y, u. This substitution would be even more logical than 
*a, as the Ossetic vowels have developed from PI *r̥, and there is no reason to postulate a 
Pre-Ossetic form with *a. 
Katz (1987: footnote 9) has suggested a Germanic origin for the Finnic word, deriving it 
from PG *farza- ‘young ox’ (OE fearr). As the Finnic word has a cognate in Mordvin, the 
idea that *warsa would be a Germanic borrowing is not very convincing. Katz’s etymology 
is refuted by LÄGLOS (s.v. varsa), where it is noted that the traditional Iranian etymology 
is convincing, and the idea that Proto-Germanic *f- could be reflected by Finnic v- is not 
probable, as there are no convincing parallels. Katz also notes that Rédei’s Indo-Iranian 
etymology is problematic due to absence of the RUKI rule. An alternative Indo-Iranian 
etymology is suggested by Katz (1985, 2003), who assumes that the Uralic word is 
borrowed from *watsatará- (> OI vatsatará- ‘das entwöhnte Junge’), which is in turn 
derived from PII *watsa- ‘calf’. Here the Uralic word would result from syncope and 
metathesis *wasara > *wasra > *warsa. This explanation is very complicated, and it is 
much more probable that West Uralic *warsa is a loan from an early form of Alanic. 
Johnny Cheung has derived the Permic words for ‘stallion’, Ko, Ud už, from this same 
Iranian word, but this etymology is phonologically problematic: it is unexpected that the 
cluster *rs (or *rš) would be simplified in Permic to ž. There is a competing and more 
probable Iranian etymology for the Permic word (see the entry on už < *ačwa). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Finnic vasa ‘elk calf’ (der. vasikka ‘calf’); Md vaz 
< West Uralic *wasa ~ *wi ̮sa  
← PI *wasá- (< PII *watsá-) > Oss wæs ‘calf’, Chwarezmian wsyk /wasik/ id., 
Khotanese basaka (EWAia II: 495, s.v. vatsá-) 
(FUV: 139; Joki 1973: 338–339; Mayrhofer 1984: 251; Teubner 1974: 304; Katz 1985: 244; 
2003: 197; Lushnikova 1990: 281–282; Koivulehto 1999a: 225, 227 = 2016: 227, 229; 
Parpola 2017: 265–271) 
This is a convincing Iranian etymology, and the correspondences between the Finnic and 
Mordvin words are regular, pointing to inheritance from a common proto-language (or a 
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very early parallel borrowing, which is impossible to prove). The word can be borrowed 
from Proto-Iranian or from a later Iranian idiom also (”Pre-Ossetic”, as Koivulehto 
argues), mainly because of its distribution. *s clearly point to an Iranism. The would could 
perhaps be already from PI but probably belongs to the same, relatively late layer of 
Iranian borrowings limited to West Uralic like *warsa (see above). Many of the loanwords 
in West Uralic deal with horses or cattle, and *wasa would fit into this well. The Iranian 
form goes back to PII *watsa-, which is derived from an IE s-stem *wét-os- ‘year’ (from 
the root *wét- ‘Jahr; jährig’), thus originally denoting a one-year-old calf (Stüber 2002: 
188–189). 
As with the etymology of warsa (see above), here it is impossible to decide whether the 
Finnic and Mordvin words reflect earlier *wasa or *wi ̮sa, as in -a-stems the vowels *a and 
*i ̮ merged in both branches. 
It has also been argued by Joki (1973) and Katz that the word has been borrowed from 
PII *watsa- (cf. OI vatsa-) and the -s- is the substitute for the PII cluster -ts-; this remains 
a possibility, but due to the lack of other elements it is difficult to prove. Since there are 
other clearly Iranian borrowings with similar westernly distribution, I would rather 
consider this a borrowing from Proto-Iranian or a later Iranian language. Kümmel (2018a) 
notes that *ts was still possible in Proto-Iranian, and this word can thus be considered a 
later borrowing. This might belong to the same layer as *wasa above. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ng bada’áma (tr.aor.sg.1.obj) etc., En barábo (intr.aor.sg.1), NT βāδā (tr.) 
etc., ΝW βāttāś (tr.), Slk ke ̮ti̮qo (tr.), Km budəl’ȧm (prs.sg.1.), Mt бадьямъ 
(prs.sg.1.) < PS *wåtå- (tr.) ‘erziehen, ernähren’, *wåtǝ̂- (intrs.) ‘to grow’ (SW: 
172) 
< Pre-S *waksa- or *wakša- 
← PII *Hwakš-a- or PI *Hwaxš-a-, root *Hwakš- ‘to grow’, OI vakṣ- ‘to grow, 
become big’, perf. vavákṣa, caus. vakṣay ‘to let grow big’; OAv vaxš-, uxšiieitī 
‘grows (ints.)’, vaxšt ‘grows (trans.), Khot. huṣṣ- ‘to grow’, Sogd. xwš- ‘to grow’ 
< PIE *h2eug-s- (EWAia II: 485–487, s.v. VAKṢ; Werba 1997: 452–453; Cheung 2007 
s.v. ṷaxš) 
(Aikio 2002: 52; J. Häkkinen 2009: 25) 
Aikio’s etymology is significant because it proves that there are independent Indo-Iranian 
loans in Samoyed that were clearly acquired before the Proto-Samoyed sound changes took 
place. This word has to be quite old then, phonologically either Proto-Indo-Iranian or 
Proto-Iranian would come in to question. It is unclear whether PI *xš would actually result 
in *kš or whether the spirant *x was too “weak” to be substituted, but a form like Pre-
Samoyed *waša would also result in *wåtå. From the Iranian point of view the word does 
not have to be a very early borrowing, as in later Iranian languages such Middle Persian 
(/waxš/) suitable forms are found, but because of the sibilant change the word has to have 
been borrowed into Pre-Samoyed relatively early.  
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Semantically the etymology is also plausible. It is uncertain whether the word was 
borrowed as a transitive or intransitive verb into Samoyed. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi East wōt, North wōt, wot-, South wāt, wat- (< PM *wātə ‘wind’; *wāt- 
‘wehen’); Khanty North wat, East wat, South wot (< PKh *wāt) ‘wind’ < POug 
*wāta (Zhivlov 2006: 139–140; Honti 1982: 198, No. 724) 
← Iranian *(H)wa(H)ata- ‘wind’, cf. OI vā́ta- ‘Wind, Windgott’, OAv vāta- 
‘Wind’, Sogdian, Ossetic < PII *HwaHata- root *HwaH-; < PIE *h2ueh1-n̥-to-, 
root *h2ueh1- (EWAia II: 542, s.v. vā́ta-; Werba s.v. vā) 
(Korenchy 1972: 84, No. 44; Lushnikova 1990: 283 No. 188; Helimski 1991: 222; Helimski 
1997b: 121; Sipos 2002: 57) 
This is a good and well-established Indo-Iranian etymology. However, the exact age of the 
loanword is extremely difficult to date, though it could be relatively old as well. The 
Avestan and Vedic reflexes of the PII * HwaHata- are famous for preserving the “laryngeal 
hiatus” (see Fortson 2010; Kümmel 2004); the Ob-Ugric words do not show any reflex of 
the II laryngeal, but this does not mean that it could not have been still present in the 
donor form, as the reflexes of PII/PI laryngeals in loanwords are few and uncertain. 
It is interesting that the Khanty and Mansi reflexes of this word clearly point to a back 
vowel (reconstructed as long *ā by Zhivlov), as in many other, probably simultaneous, 
borrowings in Ob-Ugrian the Iranian vowel *a is reflected by *ä. While this may be a 
chronological difference (the most ancient loans show *a or *o as the substitute for *a, not 
*ä), the different substitutes in Ob-Ugric might also point to synchronic dialectal 
differences in the Iranian donor languages. The most probable reason for the different 
substitutions would be that in different environments Iranian *a, *ā were substituted 
differently, but there is not enough evidence to establish these environments. On the other 
hand, it is possible that long *ā was substituted differently. Also Ob-Ugric *ńātV possibly 
reflects Iranian long *ā. 
Regarding the vowel developments, the Ob-Ugric *ā : a words in Zhivlov’s system seem 
to correlate with some old *a words. At least the cognates of Hungarian vág (reconstructed 
as *waŋi in the UEW) and *kajV- ‘touch, hit’ (UEW No. 226) belong to the same type. 
Helimski (1997b: 121) notes that this belongs to the loanwords that can be either 
Iranian or Indo-Aryan (> Andronovo Aryan), and that this loan cannot be considered 
specifically Alanic. The latter argument is not very strong, as the Iranian word is attested in 
Ossetic, and an Alanic origin could easily yield Ob-Ugric *wāta. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi vene, dial. venhe, Ka veneh ‘boat’ (< PFi *veneh, cognates in all Finnic 
languages); SaN vanas, fanas id. (< PSa *ve ̮ne ̮s); Mo ventš, venәš 
< West Uralic/PU *weneš ‘boat’ 
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← Pre-II *wen-, *wen-e/o- > OI ván- ‘wood’ (root noun), thematized vána- 
(neutr) ‘wood, tree, timber; wooden vessel’; Av vanā- (feminine) ‘Baum’ 
(EWAia II: 500, s.v. ván-; Schindler 1972: 43)  
(Katz 1985: 318–319; Koivulehto 2001: 250–1) 
Koivulehto’s etymology was ridiculed by Helimski (2001), who heavily criticized its 
semantic development and the need to borrow words for such concepts as ‘boat’. 
Koivulehto (2001: 250–1) answered Helimski’s criticism and pointed out parallels for 
borrowed ‘boat’ words, such as Finnic laiva (← PG *flauja-) and karvas ‘a little boat’ 
(← PSc *karƀā). 
Although Koivulehto is right in principle, the etymology cannot be considered 
absolutely certain in the light of the semantic difficulties. It is possible to derive a word for 
boat from ‘wood’, but it is difficult to securely prove it. Koivulehto correctly states that the 
thematic PII noun probably reflects an earlier form with *e, and the Pre-Indo-Iranian 
etymology is phonologically plausible, but this is again something that cannot be 
unambiguously proven. Koivulehto does not note that the most archaic form of the word is 
the OI root noun, and the thematic forms in Indic and Avestan are probably later. It is 
problematic that the Indo-Iranian word does not have a clear Indo-European background: 
possible cognates from Germanic (Gothic winja ‘Futter, Weide’) have been presented, but 
EWAia does not consider these as certain. Schindler (1972: 43) does not present any 
cognates for the Indo-Iranian word. 
Theoretically, the Indo-Iranian word could be a later borrowing from some unknown 
source, but the word had to be present in Proto-Indo-Iranian and after that in the Iranian 
branch, and thus there is no obstacle to considering the Uralic word an Indo-Iranian 
borrowing. Also the root noun as a category points to a very early origin of the Indo-
Iranian word, as root nouns were not productive in later Indo-Iranian. However, we 
cannot be absolutely sure that we are dealing with a reflex of Pre-II/PIE *e here. 
Interestingly, this word does not appear in the list of Indo-Iranian words of unknown 
origin compiled by Lubotsky (2001b). 
The Uralic cognates are regular, so if the etymology is correct, it is an early loanword 
into a common proto-language of Saami, Finnic and Mordvin; the etymology has to be a 
very early borrowing because of *e, so it is probable to assume that the word was borrowed 
already into Proto-Uralic (and was then lost in several branches). All the three branches 
point to a suffix -eš, which is probably a simple Uralic suffix and does not reflect any Indo-
Iranian ending. 
A parallel (and more convincing) borrowing from a later reflex of the same Indo-
Iranian source is Ob-Ugric *wǟnV ‘forest’. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology  
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Md E v́eŕges, v́eŕg ́is, v́eŕg ́iz, M vərg ́as, və̑rg ́as ‘wolf’ < Pre-Md ? 
← PI or PII *wr̥ka- ‘wolf’ > OI vŕ̥ka-, Av vəhrka- id.; < PIE *wl̥kwo- (EWAia II: 
570–571, s.v. vŕ̥ka-) 
(Setälä 1928: 306; FUV: 140; Joki 1973: 342–343; Katz 1985: 133; 2003: 120; Rédei 1986c: 
62; Helimski 2000: 193)  
This Mordvin word is an obvious Indo-Iranian borrowing, but the etymology involves 
various problems. On the one hand, the borrowing seems rather old, in spite of the lack of 
cognates in other related languages, as the ending -as in loans often reflects PII *-as. On 
the other hand the Mordvin vowels do not clearly point to any Pre-Mordvin/Proto-Uralic 
vowel combination. The Mordvin vowel and resonant reflect either a substitute of Proto-
Indo-Iranian or Indo-Iranian *r̥ or some later vocalized Iranian form, but it is difficult to 
determine what kind of sound substitution has played a role here because of the uncertain 
vowel development in the Mordvin forms. Katz notes that the non-initial-syllable vocalism 
in the Mordvin forms is analogical, but this does not explain the development of the 
vocalism in the initial syllables. Joki considers the word a Middle Iranian borrowing but 
this can hardly be correct: Mordvin -Vs probably reflects the Indo-Iranian masculine 
ending *-as (which, as is well known, was not retained in absolute word-final position even 
by Old Iranian times, let alone Middle Iranian), meaning that the borrowing has to be 
significantly older. It is difficult to determine the exact time of borrowing, as both a Proto-
Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian loan, and perhaps an even later “Old Iranian” loan could 
give a similar result in the Uralic side. 
Although Joki discusses only the Mordvin words, Rédei (1986c: 62) attempts to connect 
Komi varges ‘disobedient, lazy; shrewd, treacherous, shy’ and Old Permic varke̮s ‘devil’ to 
the Mordvin word and derives both words from Proto-Finno-Permic. This is a very 
unfortunate choice, as the Mordvin and Permic words obviously cannot be cognate. Rédei’s 
ambiguous Proto-Finno-Permic reconstruction *warkas(e) ~ *werkas(e) also clearly 
points to the conclusion that the Mordvin and Permic words are not regular cognates. 
Permic a cannot reflect either Uralic *a or *e, and as the Mordvin word can hardly be 
reconstructed for Proto-Mordvin, it is obvious that it is not a cognate of the Permic words. 
The Permic words might be parallel loans from Iranian, but Saarikivi (2018: 316–317) 
has considered them loans from Finnic *varkas ‘thief’ (> Fi varas, Veps vargas)51. 
Saarikivi also mentions Udmurt vargas- attested in some compounds, a fact which is not 
mentioned by Rédei. If the Permic words were borrowed from Indo-Iranian, they would 
have to be very late loans because of the *a vocalism and the retained second syllable. 
Saarikivi’s idea that the Proto-Permic word is borrowed from Finnic is thus more plausible. 
Returning to the more precise origin of the Mordvin words, it is possible that the word 
is a late borrowing, and this explains the ambiguous vowel correspondences within 
Mordvin. However, in this case Alanic would be the most obvious source language, but the 
‘wolf’ word that is attested in Ossetic biræğ, beræğ does not fit the Mordvin word very 
well. It is uncertain whether the Ossetic word reflects the Proto-Indo-Iranian word, as 
51 Finnish *varkas is a well-known borrowing from Germanic *wargaz, which is reflected by, among 
others, OS warg m. ‘Verbrecher’, and OHG warg m. ‘Feind, Teufel’, as well as ON vargr ‘wolf’ (LÄGLOS III 
s.v.). Saarikivi (2018: 317) further argues that the Germanic word is borrowed from Indo-Iranian *wr̥ka-.  
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according to Cheung (2002: 173), the origin of the word is uncertain. Cheung refers to 
Abaev’s suggestion that Ossetic word is borrowed from Khotanese Saka birgga, which is a 
regular reflect of PII *wr ̥ka-,52 and he also mentions the resemblance of the Turkic forms 
like Chagatay böri and the Ossetic forms. Cheung remains unsure of the relationship of 
these words to Ossetic biræğ, beræğ: the suffix -æğ is difficult to explain if the word is 
borrowed from Turkic, but the Khotanese geminate -gg- would probably not have 
produced Ossetic -ğ. On the other hand, Cheung assumes that also the Turkic words could 
be borrowed from Khotanese. Cheung also mentions the Mordvin words, as well as Mari 
pire ‘wolf’ as possible loans from Alanic (Pre-Ossetic). 
The Mari form pirägy that is cited by Cheung is probably a compound or a derivation 
which includes Mari pire ‘wolf’, which according to TschWB is a loan from Tatar. The 
Mordvin word could rather be borrowed from some Iranian language that retained *w-, 
akin to Proto-Iranian *wŕ ̥ka-. The word cannot be very late because of -s, as mentioned. It 
is also possible that the Mordvin word is originally an older loan, and the ambiguous 
correspondence of the Erzya and Moksha vocalism is due to later interdialectal borrowing. 
Joki (1973: 342) mentions Ossetic wærx-æğ (Uærxæg) ‘name of a Nart-hero’, which 
according to Abaev is a regular reflex of the Proto-Iranian wolf word (this is considered as 
possible also by Thordarson 2009: 12). This word is not mentioned by Cheung (2002). If 
this word indeed is a relict of an Alanic ‘wolf’ word, borrowing from this form could explain 
Mordvin v- but hardly the ending. 
Despite these difficulties, it is obvious that the Mordvin word originates in Indo-
Iranian, as the resemblance of the forms could hardly be coincidental, even though the 
precise time and place of borrowing cannot be determined. Because of the ambiguous 
vocalism, the Mordvin word offers no valuable evidence for the substitution of *r̥ in 
loanwords. 
The Samoyedic word *wə̑rkə̑ ‘bear’ is a parallel borrowing from the same Indo-Iranian 
word (see the entry for more information on the Indo-European background of the Indo-
Iranian word). The Mordvin and Samoyed words cannot be cognates. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi vermen ‘Oberhaut, Epidermis’ (only in Lönnrot’s dictionary), vermes 
‘(dünner) Stoff; Halstuch’, verme ‘dünner, schlechter Stoff, Kleider, Rüstung, 
Ausrüstung; dünne Eisschicht’; SaN fierbmi, SaL vier´mē, SaSk vierɐm, SaT 
vīrme ‘Fischnetz’, < PSa *vierme ̮ (Álgu s.v. fierbmi) 
< Pre-Fi ? *wermV 
← Pre-II *wermn ̥- > OI várman- ‘Panzer, Schutzung’ (EWAia II: 512–513,, 
s.v. VAR2) 
52 Cheung (2002: 173) notes that Ossetic w- is the regular reflex of PII *w-. There are some forms that 
show b-, such as bar ‘will, right’ (cf. Av vāra-), which is a possible Khotanese borrowing like biræğ, beræğ, 
and byjyn ‘to wind’, which is possibly borrowed from Slavic (see Cheung 2002: 170, 174). See also the 
discussion of b-forms by Thordarson (2009: 11–12).
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(Setälä 1928: 298–300; Mayrhofer 1952: 13–14; Joki 1973: 343; Katz 1985: 345; Rédei 
1986c; Lushnikova 1990: 288; Hahmo 1994: 68–70; Helimski 2000: 193; Holopainen 
2018b: 150–151) 
The Finnic word has been discussed in detail by Hahmo (1994: 68–69), who is critical of 
the Indo-European/Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic word because of its scant attestation 
only in the poetic language. Hahmo sees it possible that vermen is simply derived from 
verme, vermeet ‘clothes’, and its use in the meaning of ‘shield’ is due to alliteration in the 
poetic language. According to Hahmo, it is possible that the “existence” of the word has 
been upheld in later research because it fits the Pre-Indo-Iranian donor form so well. 
Hahmo further remarks that even if the Finnic word is non-existent/constructed and thus 
not an early Indo-Iranian loan, the Saami word may well be such a loan. 
The Saami and Finnic words are not regular cognates, and according to Lehtiranta the 
Saami word is borrowed from Finnic. The Saami word is semantically not very close to the 
Indo-Iranian word, and it is highly doubtful that these two words have anything to do with 
one another. 
The Iranian word is borrowed into Tocharian A as warm ‘shuilplaats, hol’ (Isebaert 
1980: 89–90, 119). 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi South wērəw, West wēra (< PMs *wīrəɣ (-ə)); Khanty East wär, South 
wȧr, North war (< PKh *wǟr) ‘Fischzaun’  
< POUg *wērä (Zhivlov 2006: 155) 
← ? Iranian *varγ-, NP varγ ‘Wasserwehr’; OI várga- ‘one who excludes or 
removes or averts a separate division, class, set, multitude of similar things 
(…), group’ (EWAia II: 517–518, s.v. VARJ) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 500; Korenchy 1972: 81–82 No. 41; Lushnikova 1990: 275–276; Helimski 
1997b: 121; Sipos 2002: 56; Katz 2003: 243) 
The etymology is in principle possible, but the uncertain background and scarce attestation 
of the Indo-Iranian original makes the connection uncertain. The assumed vowel 
substitution is shared by some other loans in Ob-Ugric (see above). Semantically the 
etymology would be possible. 
POug *wǟr(γ)V is Korenchy’s reconstruction, Zhivlov reconstructs long *ē for Proto-
Ob-Ugric. The same vowel substitution is manifested by some other loans. As this vowel 
can reflect earlier *ä, it is probable that these loans also show *ä as the substitution of 
Iranian a. Korenchy reconstructs the Middle Iranian source as *va/ärγ-. 
The Mansi word suits the original better. If the word had been borrowed into Proto-
Ob-Ugric, it would be difficult to explain why γ would have been lost in Khanty, as this 
would be irregular. 
-γ in Mansi is a Proto-Ob-Ugric derivational suffix according to Riese (2001: 69). It is 
possible that the suffix in the loanword has been reanalyzed as an Ob-Ugric (Mansi) suffix, 
but this does not explain the absence of -γ in Khanty. 
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Katz considers it as possible that the Khanty word could be borrowed from a 
predecessor of Avestan vāra- ‘Deckung, Wehr’ (AiWb: 1411, s.v. vāra-). 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi verso ‘sprout’, versoa ‘to sprout’53, Est võrse (*we ̮rsek) ‘sprout’, Est 
võrsuma ‘to sprout’ 
< PFi *wersV ? ~ *we ̮rsV or *werćV ~ *we ̮rćV 
 ← Pre-II *verćšo- > PII *varćša- > OI válṣá-54 ‘Schössling, Trieb, Zweig’, 
Av varəsa- ‘Haar, Kopfhaar’; or 
←  PII *wr̥ćša- > OI vr̥kṣá- ‘tree’, varəsa- ‘a plant’ (EWAia II: 526–527, s.v. vr̥kṣá-; 
Lubotsky 2001b: 313; Beekes 2010: 839–840; Lipp 2009b: 232, footnote 53) 
(Parpola 1999: 201; SSA s.v. verso; Koivulehto 2001a: 362, footnote 3 = 2016: 260, 
footnote 3; Aikio 2013b: 167; Holopainen, Junttila & Kuokkala 2017: 119) 
This relatively new etymology has not received much critical commentary in the literature 
of the last couple of decades. The Indo-Iranian etymology is mentioned as a possibility by 
both SSA and EES. The semantic connection of the Indo-Iranian and Finnic words can 
hardly be a coincidence, and on the first sight the etymology looks convincing. However, 
some phonological problems are involved. The Finnic vowel poses a problem to the early 
Indo-Iranian origin of the word: the correspondence Fi e ~ Est õ is usually not attested in 
inherited, Pre-Finnic words, so this word can hardly be a borrowing from an era older than 
the Proto-Finnic period. But it is fair to say that at the time when Parpola suggested this 
etymology, the origin of Estonian õ was more poorly known than now, and it was not 
generally accepted that in words like this, Proto-Finnic had *õ and not *e. According to a 
recent view of Kallio (2014: 160–161), the Proto-Finnic vowel has to be reconstructed as *e ̮ 
(= õ) here.  
The stem-vowel o in the Finnic word is probably secondary. The new Finnic vowel *e̮ 
first appeared in *a-stems, the Proto-Finnic word was probably *ve̮rsa. Here the -o cannot 
be derived from an earlier combination of a and a derivational suffix j or w, although this 
is difficult to say as the word is not attested in the relevant languages/dialects, which 
would show clear reflexes of these earlier glides. The stem-final vowel in Estonian võrse 
points to a different derivative with Proto-Finnic *-ek or *-eš. In any case it looks plausible 
to assume that this is not a Pre-Finnic o-stem – it is usually assumed that the labial vowels 
become possible in Proto-Finnic or early Proto-Finnic, (Sammallahti 1999: 72–73; 
Salminen 2002), but Aikio (2015b: 37–39) has argued that *o-stems could have been 
possible in Proto-Uralic already. 
If the word was a real Pre-II borrowing, the non-initial syllable *o ← *o would be a 
logical substitution, but it is highly disputed whether -o existed before the Proto-Finnic 
53 The Karelian verb versoa is possibly borrowed from Finnish (SSA s.v.). 
54 For Indic l, see the Introduction.
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period. It is also dubious to assume that the word was borrowed from a very early form of 
Indo-Iranian, both because ofits limited distribution and its vocalism which rather points 
to an origin that cannot be earlier than Proto-Finnic. Furthermore, the Estonian word 
võrse shows no trace of the -o. It is probable that the -o here is secondary, even if it cannot 
be convincingly explained. 
Regarding the two possible Indo-Iranian donor forms mentioned by Parpola, either is 
possible phonologically. If we assume that the Finnic vowel here goes back to earlier e, this 
vowel can be the substitute for either the *e in *werća- or the syllabic *r in *wr̥ćša. Both 
are mentioned by SSA, whereas Koivulehto and Aikio, as well as EES, mention only 
*werća-. 
It seems most probable that the Finnic word was borrowed from Indo-Iranian *wr̥ćša 
or its later Iranian reflex, with Finnic *er or *e̮r substituting for the syllabic resonant *r̥ (or 
a later Iranian reflex with an epenthetic *ə). There are no convincing examples of a Pre-
Indo-Iranian loanword that has reflexes only in Finnic, but this is of course still possible, 
as one can assume that the cognates in other branches have been lost. If the word is 
borrowed from *wr̥ćša-, we do not have to assume that this is an extremely old borrowing. 
But in this case one problem appears: the absence of the RUKI rule. In all early loans, 
Indo-Iranian *š is substituted by Uralic *š, and in apparent exceptions, such as West Uralic 
*warsa ‘foal’, it can be assumed that the word was borrowed from a later Alanic form 
where the sibilant *š had merged with s in certain positions. There is no reflex of *wr̥ćša- 
in Ossetic, making it very uncertain to assume that this word could be borrowed from an 
Alanic variety. Here one could perhaps assume that the cluster *-ćš- was simply 
substituted by Pre-Finnic *-ć- which then yielded regularly -ś-. 
Indo-Iranian *wr̥ćša is a possible substrate word according to Lubotsky (2001b: 313). 
However, this has little significance from the point of view of the Uralic etymology, as 
many other Indo-Iranian loans such as *woraći and *wärkä are probably also substrate 
words in Indo-Iranian. The presence of these words in Uralic simply shows that the words 
were borrowed into Indo-Iranian rather early, before Indo-Iranian speakers came into 
contact with Uralic speakers.  
Due to the various problems mentioned above, the Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic 
word remains uncertain but promising. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Komi vere ̮s ‘husband’ (ver ‘man’) (? Old Permic ver ‘slave, servant’), Udmurt 
vor-goron ‘(old) man’ (< PP *ver; Zhivlov 2010: 171) 
< Pre-Permic *wira or *wirä 
← PII/PI *wiHrá- > OI vīrá- ‘man’, Av vira- id.; from PIE *wiHr-o- (EWAia II: 
569–570, s.v. vīrá-) 
(Munkácsi 1901; Katz 1983b: 175; 2003: 174; Milanova, Holopainen & Bradley 
[forthcoming]) 
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The etymological suggestion is early but it is missing from many major works because in 
many etymological sources (such as UEW s.v. *orja; SSA s.v. orja; Csúcs 2005: 112) the 
Komi word is connected with Finnish orja ‘slave’, Udmurt var id. and their cognates in 
Uralic (UEW s.v. *orja; another Indo-Iranian borrowing, see the entry). This cannot be 
correct because the Komi word cannot reflect an Uralic *o–a-stem. Even the Komi vere̮s 
and Udmurt var cannot be regular cognates. The new idea of Zhivlov (2010) that Udmurt 
vor- in the obscure compound vorgoron is the cognate of the Komi word is, on the 
contrary, totally regular and plausible. 
Although this word is present only in Permic, the borrowing has to be relatively early 
because it predates the Permic vowel shifts (if the word was borrowed from some later 
Iranian language to Proto-Permic, the Komi and Udmurt word could not show the regular 
vowel correspondences typical of inherited Pre-Permic words). 
It remains unclear whether Old Permic ver ‘slave, servant’ is etymologically connected 
with the modern Komi word. Semantically the connection is troubling, and it possible that 
the modern Komi word vere̮s is simply unrelated to the Old Permic word, or that a 
semantic change from ‘husband’ to ‘servant’ happened in the Komi dialect which was the 
basis for the Old Permic literary language. But neither can this Old Permic word be derived 
regularly from PU *orja. 
An interesting idea is that Katz (1983b: 175; 1985: 214; 2003: 174) connects North 
Saami varris (vâres in the Nielsen orthography) to the Komi word. Theoretically this 
North Saami variant could reflect Proto-Uralic *wirä or *wira, but varris is usually 
connected to PSa *orēs ‘male’ (Álgu s.v. varris; Lehtiranta 2001: 90–91, No. 811), even 
though the North Saami initial-syllable vowel is irregular. The other Saami languages, such 
as Inari Saami ores and Pite Saami åries point regularly to PSa *orēs and could not be 
cognate with the Komi and Udmurt words discussed here (for the details of the etymology 
of this Proto-Saami word, see the entry úr and Holopainen 2016). It seems best to consider 
varris an irregular variant of the Proto-Saami word and not a reflex of earlier *wirä/a. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi viha ‘hate; venom’; Md E ožo ‘green’; Ma (der.) užar ‘green’ (< PMa *ŭžar); 
Ko vež ‘envy’, Ud vož ‘hate, anger’ < PP *vež 
< PU *wiša ‘venom’ (UEW s.v. *wiša; Sammallahti 1988: 554) 
← PII/PI *wiš- > OI (Vedic) viṣá- ‘venom’ (later thematicization), YAv vīša-, 
viš- MP wiš id. < PIE *wis- (EWAia II: 563–564. s.v. viṣá) 
(Munkácsi 1896: 6; Setälä 1908–1910: 79; Jacobsohn 1922: 27–29; FUV: 141; Katz 1985: 
101; 2003: 89; UEW s.v. *wiša; Koivulehto 1999d: 334; 2001e: 369, footnote 9 = 372; 
2016: 267, footnote 9, 270; SSA s.v. viha; Bereczki 2013 s.v. užar) 
(see also *wiša ‘hate’ below) 
This is an old and widely accepted etymology. The Indo-Iranian etymology for the word 
‘venom’ is convincing, but the matter is complicated by the idea, proposed by Parpola 
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(1999), of separating the words for ‘venom’ and ‘hate’ and deriving these from two different 
Indo-Iranian originals (see below). 
In any case, Fi viha, Mo ožo and Permic vež, vož can be regularly derived from PU 
*wiša, and the old idea to derive the Uralic word from PII *wiša- is totally plausible. The 
Indo-Iranian word has a plausible Indo-European etymology, it reflects PIE *wis-o-s (from 
which also Latin virus ‘venom’). 
In Hungarian, the words for ‘poison’ and ‘hate’ (méreg and mérges) are clearly 
etymologically connected (Bárczi 1941: s.v. méreg; MSzFE: s.v. méreg). Therefore, it seems 
plausible to suppose that the two Finnic words reflect the same PU stem *wiša. 
From Uralic *wiša, words denoting ‘green’ have been derived in several branches: 
Finnic viheriä, vihreä, Mari užar and Permic vež, vož. The Permic and Mordvin words are 
synonymous with the word denoting ‘hate’, whereas both the Finnic and the Mari words 
contain a suffix. It remains unclear whether Mari -r has something to do with Finnic -rV. 
In Mordvin and Mari, the word is attested only in the meaning of ‘green’, and no trace of 
‘hate’ can be found. Although the precise development of the words for ‘green’ remains 
unclear, it does not make the Indo-Iranian etymology less convincing. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi viha ‘hate’, der. vihata ‘to hate’ (cognates in all Finnic languages) 
< Pre-Fi *wiša 
← PII *dwaiš- ‘to hate’ > OI dviṣ- ‘hassen, anfeinden, verabscheuen’, root-
noun dviṣ- ‘Hass, Feindschaft’, konkret ‘Feind’; Av duuiš/tbiš-, root-noun 
*dwiš- in OAv daibišuuat, daibiš-, YAv ŧbiš-, duuiš- ‘anfeinden, kränken’; 
< PIE *dweis- (EWAia: 770–71, s.v. DVEṢ; Werba 1997: 199 No. 102; Schindler 1972: 
26–27) 
(Katz 1985: 181–182; 2003: 148–149; Parpola 1999: 201–202; SSA s.v. viha) 
Both Katz and Parpola have independently suggested that in Finnic there could be two 
homonymous viha words: the other is discussed above. Fi viha in the meaning of ‘hate’ 
would likewise go back to Pre-Finnic *wiša, which in turn would be borrowed from a 
representative of the Indo-Iranian root *dwiš- ‘to hate’. 
It remains very difficult to determine whether the two *wiša words actually represent 
parallel borrowings or the same word. Uralic *w- can equally well reflect PII *w- or *dw-. 
It is well known that word-initial consonant-clusters were not permitted in Uralic, and *w- 
is a plausible substitution for the cluster *dw-. However, there are no parallels for this 
substitution, and one might suppose that theoretically the word-initial cluster *dw- could 
also have been accepted into Uralic by substituting *t- or *d- for it instead. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. For the possible connections of the meanings 
‘venom’ and ‘hate’, see the entry *wiša1 above. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology (see *wiša ‘venom’) 
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Mansi North wāsiγ , East wē ̮sì, West wē ̮sìγ ‘Elchkalb’  
< PMs *wī ̮sәγ 
← Iranian *wasá- ‘calf’, compare Ossetic wæss ‘calf’, Khotanese basaka 
(< *wasa-ka); < PII *watsá-, derived from IE *wet-es- ‘year’ 
(Korenchy 1972: 83–84, No. 43.; Lushnikova 1990: 282; Katz 2003: 197) 
See also *wasa 
The etymology is transparent. The Mansi sibilant s reflecting Iranian s points to a relatively 
late loan (an earlier loan from Indo-Iranian form with retained *ts could hardly produce 
Mansi s). Here the Iranian s does not reflect earlier *ć, so it is certain that the word was 
borrowed after the shift *ś > s had occurred in Mansi. Korenchy reconstructs the “Middle 
Iranian” donor form as *vatsa-ka-/vasa-ka, as she was unable to decide whether the 
change *ts > *s had already happened. However, this change happened already in Proto-
Iranian, and as the loan has to be relatively late because of the Mansi sibilant, the Iranian 
donor surely had *s at this point. 
Both Korenchy and Katz note the Mansi -γ, which here probably reflects the Iranian 
diminutive suffix -ka that is attested in the Khotanese form. This is probably correct, 
although there is also a Mansi derivational suffix -γ, that is found in some animal names 
(see *päčäγ for discussion). The Mansi word is probably not an Alanic loan, as no form 
with the suffix -ka is found in Ossetic. 
The vowel substitution is interestingly Proto-Mansi *ī ̮. The West Uralic *wasa (see 
above) is a separate borrowing from the same source.  
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ma urδe- ‘halten (grosstiere), auf-, grossziehen (Kinder)’ (< PMa *wŭrδe-); 
Ko verd-, PO ve·rd- ‘ernähren, speisen, füttern (Leute. Tiere)’, Ud vord- 
‘aufziehen, erziehen, ernähren; gebären’ (< ? PP *vordi ̮-; Csúcs 2005: 397) 
?< PU *wirta- (Sammallahti 1988: 554; UEW s.v. *wortɜ-) 
← PII *Hwardh- or PI *Hward-, várdhati, < PIE root *Hwerdh- ‘to become big, 
strong’ (EWAia II: 520–521, s.v. VARDH; LIV2: 228, s.v. HṷeRdh) 
(UEW s.v. *wortɜ; Rédei 1986c: 80; Lushnikova 1990: 286–287; Csúcs 2005: 397; 
Bereczki 2013 s.v. urδem) 
UEW accepts this old Indo-Iranian etymology, but it is enigmatically noted that if the word 
is not a loan, Permic -d and Mari -δ could reflect an old causative suffix. Bereczki (2013) 
criticizes this idea, as the Uralic causative *-tt- is usually reflected by -t- in Mari. As the 
Indo-Iranian etymology is unproblematic, the idea of a suffix can be rejected. Also Bereczki 
(2013) accepts the Indo-Iranian etymology. 
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Sammallahti (1988: 554) reconstructs the word as *wirtV-. In the UEW the 
reconstruction is *wortV-, which is an impossible preform for both the Mari and Permic 
vowels. The UEW argues that the Permic vocalism is due to delabialization caused by *w-. 
Rédei (1986c), contrary to the UEW, assumes that the word was borrowed from a Middle 
Iranian language into Permic and from there to Mari. This is certainly a more convincing 
possibility than the assumption of ad hoc vowel developments. It is also possible that the 
words are parallel borrowings from Indo-Iranian. Csúcs (2005: 397) only mentions the 
Permic loan as an Iranian loan and he does not comment on the Mari word at all. 
If we derive both Komi and Mari forms from *wirtV-, we have to assume that the Uralic 
vowel i is due to the substitution of Indo-Iranian *r̥, as from *ar we could hardly expect 
*ir. The zero-grade with *r̥ is found, for example, in the participles *wr̥dhant- and 
*wr̥dhāna-. This would be the only example of the substitution *ir ← *r̥, however. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. The word denoting the raising of domestic 
animals fits well with the semantic sphere of the many loanwords connected to cattle and 
horse breeding. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Khanty South wŏć- ‘eye [?]’ in a compound wŏć-jəŋk ‘Träne’ < PKh ? *woć 
← PII *(H)ákš- ‘eye’ > OI (dual) ákṣī ‘eyes’, Avestan (dual) aši id. (EWAia I: 42–
43, s.v. ákṣi) 
(Blažek 1990: 43) 
The scarce attestation of the Khanty word and unexpected sound substitutions make this 
etymology unconvincing. PII *kš would have probably been substituted otherwise, as is 
shown by such parallels as *mekši, and Khanty w- cannot be explained on the basis of the 
Iranian word. It is also suspicious that the Khanty word is attested only in a compound 
with an obscure meaning, so it seems unlikely that this is an early borrowing. There are 
also early borrowings that have reflexes in Khanty only, but they are usually better attested 
in Khanty dialects, and especially because of the phonological difficulties we are forced to 
consider this is a false etymology. 
Not an Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
SaN oaidnit ‘to see’ (found in all Saami languages) < PSa *oajnē-  
< Pre-Sa *wojna- or *wajni- 
← PII (or PI) *waina- ‘to see’ > Old Indic vénati ‘he/she watches, observes’, 
Avestan vaēnaiti ‘he/she sees’, Old Persian vaināmiy ‘I see’ (EWAia II: 582–83, 
s.v. VEN) 
(Koivulehto 1999a: 229, 230 = 2016: 231, 232; Holopainen 2018b: 152–153) 
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See also *wajna- 
Koivulehto assumes that the Saami word is an *o-loan, a parallel loan from the same Indo-
Iranian source as Mordvin vano- (< *wajna-). The etymology is semantically and 
phonologically convincing. The o-substitution is expected after a word-initial labial 
consonant, as similar substitutions are manifested by other loans such as *woraći. 
It is troubling that no reason for the different vowel substitutions for the Mordvin and 
Saami words can be determined. It would be possible to derive the Saami word also from 
*wajni- according to the new vowel reconstruction by Aikio (2015b), but this does not 
solve the problem, as the two forms are still not regular cognates. As noted by Holopainen 
(2018b), Ante Aikio, (personal communication) has noted that the Lule, Ume and South 
Saami forms go back to the Proto-Saami form *vuojnē-, not *oajnē-, and these forms 
would be regular cognates to the Mordvin word and can be derived from PWU *wajna-. If 
one supposes that the forms apparently reflecting *wojna- can be explained as secondary, 
one could argue that a Proto-West Uralic word *wajna- was borrowed from PII or PI 
*wayna-, and this is reflected by Mordvin vano- and a portion of the Saami words. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Fi oras, oraisa, ora(i)nen, oroinen, oroisa ‘castrated boar’ (cognates in Ka 
and Ve); Mordvin M urəźi ‘boar’ (Zhivlov 2014: 139; UEW: 720) 
< P(W)U *woraći or *woraća ‘pig, boar’ 
← PII *warāʒ́há- > OI varāhá- ‘boar, swine’, Av varāza- ‘Männchen des 
Schweins, Eber, in Verbindung mit dem Namen für Schwein’ (AiWb 1366; 
EWAia II: 514–515, s.v. varāhá-) 
(Joki 1973: 296; Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1984: 924; Katz 1985: 256; 2003: 206; SSA 
s.v. oraisa; Parpola 2005: 44–45) 
This is a well-known and convincing etymology, accepted almost universally, but marked 
with a question mark in the SSA where also the possibility is mentioned that oras, oraisa is 
derived from ora ‘awl’. Semantically it is more obvious to assume that the word was 
borrowed from the Indo-Iranian word with very similar meaning. Moreover, the word 
cannot be explained as a derivation from *ora at the West Uralic level through any known 
rules of derivational morphology. Despite its misleading appearance in Finnic oras, the 
word does not belong to the group of “*as-loans”, because here Finnic -as reflects PII -ʒ́h-, 
part of an Iranian “animal suffix”, and not the nominative masculine ending *-as. Joki 
mentions that the Finnic word may have become secondarily associated with the unrelated 
word ora ‘awl’, which could have influenced the appearance of its variants. 
The Uralic vowel *o as a substitute of PII *a appears in numerous etymologies. Here it 
could be argued that the labializing effect of word-initial *w- causes the vowel *a to be 
substituted by a labial vowel. *w- is usually reconstructed for the Uralic word also, 
although no direct traces of it are attested in Finnic or Mordvin. Usually word-initial *w- is 
substituted by Uralic *w-. Joki reconstructs the word as *oraś ~ *woraś. On the other 
hand, *o also appears frequently as a substitute for *a in front of *r, and Gamkrelidze & 
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Ivanov have noted that this is one of the words that manifest this rule. As both 
environments usually cause the *o-substitution, here it is very difficult to say which one is 
the precise reason for the substitution in this loan. 
It is unclear whether the Uralic word has to be reconstructed as trisyllabic, as the third-
syllable vowel undergoes apocope in both Finnic and Mordvin. Traditionally it has been 
assumed that the phonotactics of Proto-Uralic did not allow consonant-final word stems, 
but this is not necessarily correct (see Helimski 2000: 191–195; also Aikio 2018 
reconstructs consonantal stems into Proto-Uralic). 
The Indo-Iranian word does not have a good Indo-European etymology, and de Vaan 
(2000: 290–1) and Lubotsky (2001b: 312) consider this as a (substrate?) borrowing in 
Indo-Iranian. This is naturally no obstacle to derive the Uralic word from Indo-Iranian. 
The general direction of borrowings favours this direction, and there is no (paleolinguistic) 
evidence that speakers of early varieties of Uralic would have practised pig herding, 
making borrowing of this kind of word from Uralic to Indo-Iranian very unlikely. 
According to de Vaan, the last part of the Indo-Iranian word might have been realized as a 
suffix by the Proto-Indo-Iranians, giving birth to the “animal suffix” *-āća- that is found in 
many Indo-Iranian animal names. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 309) assumes that the Uralic word was borrowed from Iranian 
because it is a Central Asian substrate word in Indo-Iranian, and thus could have entered 
Uralic only later, but this circular reasoning: the presence of the word in Uralic shows that 
the word can be early in PII, existing already before the arrival of the Indo-Iranians in 
Central Asia. The palatalized outcome of the II affricate rather speaks of a PII origin. In 
any case, Lubotsky states that the Indo-Iranian word cannot be derived from PIE because 
of its shape. This belongs to the interesting group of etymologically opaque Indo-Iranian 
words which have been borrowed into Uralic. The word must have been borrowed into 
Indo-Iranian rather early, especially if the West Uralic word really is a borrowing from 
Proto-Indo-Iranian. There are other clear loanwords from Indo-Iranian to Uralic with a 
similarly opaque etymological background. 
The Indic word *waraʒ́ha- is mentioned several times in the Rigveda, and it is possible 
that its cultural and mythological significance in Indo-Iranian was one of the reasons the 
word was borrowed. Even though Parpola (2005: 44) rightly states that the boar was 
usually associated with demons in the Rigveda (for example, Indra’s killing of the boar 
Emu?a is mentioned in RV 8.077.10), it is also attested in a more positive sense, at least in 
RV 1.114.05, Rudra is called divó varāhám (acc.) ‘the boar of heaven’.55 In any case, in the 
Avestan texts the boar is positively associated with the victory god Vərəθraγna and Indra 
himself, as is argued by Parpola (2005: 44–45), which means that the animal could have 
had a notable significance among the early Iranians of the steppe too. 
Another possible borrowing denoting ‘pig’ from Indo-Iranian is *porćas, which is, 
however, derived from Balto-Slavic by Kallio (ms.); see the entry. 
A convincing Proto-Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
55 In the translation of Jamison and Brereton (2014): “We call down with reverence the boar of heaven, 
flame-red, with braided hair, turbulent in form. Bearing in his hand desirable healing remedies, he will 
extend shelter, covering, and protection to us.”
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Ng ŋarka (? < PS ǝ ̑rkǝ ̑), En bóggo, NT wark, NF βarək, Slk qorki ̮ < PS *wǝ ̑rkǝ̑ 
‘bear’ (SW: 170) 
< ? Pre-S *wurka 
← PI or PII *wr̥ka- ‘wolf’ > OI vŕ̥ka-, Av vəhrka- id. M; < PIE *wl̥kwo-, cf. 
Lith vilkas, OCS vъlkъ, etc. (EWAia II: 570–571, s.v. vŕ̥ka-; for the problems with the 
irregular Greek and Latin reflexes of the IE word, see KEWA s.v. III vŕ̥kaḥ, de Vaan [2009, 
s.v. lupus] & [Beekes 2010, s.v. λύκος]) 
(Janhunen 1983: 121; Carpelan & Parpola 2001: 127) 
Janhunen’s etymology for the Samoyedic word is rather convincing, although the divergent 
form of Nganasan compared to the rest of the Samoyed languages poses some problems for 
the Proto-Samoyed reconstruction (the Nganasan word reflects a PS form *ǝ̂rkǝ̂ without 
the initial *w-); this could perhaps point to parallel contacts with Iranian, especially if 
Nganasan truly was the first Samoyed language to branch off from Proto-Samoyed, as 
Janhunen has argued elsewhere (1998). This would point to a rather late contact scenario, 
and from the Indo-Iranian point of view, the donor language could be anything between 
PII and some “Old Iranian” type language. The breakup of Proto-Samoyed probably 
started sometime in the last millennium BC (Janhunen 1998: 457), and it can be assumed 
that an Iranian contact language at this time would have reflected the “Old Iranian” type, 
although it is extremely difficult to say anything in more detail of an unattested Iranian 
language spoken thousand of kilometers from the areas where the early Iranian languages 
were attested. 
If the loss of *w- is secondary in Nganasan, the development has to be very early, as b- 
is the normal reflex of PS *w- in Nganasan. In the material of SW, there appear a couple of 
other irregular developments of initial *w- in Nganasan: *woǝ ̑j ‘Insel’ > Ng ͂uai, *wotɜ 
‘Beere’ > Ng  ͂uta, ŋota. 
No other convincing loan etymology has been offered for the Samoyed word. Katz 
(1985: 136, footnote 131) has attempted to derive this word from the Indo-Iranian word for 
‘bear’, *Hr̥kša- (or *h2r̥kša- in the notation of Katz) but this is phonologically impossible. 
Katz assumed that *w- could be a substitute for *h2, but this is unconvincing and lacks 
parallels. Katz argues that Janhunen’s etymology is not convincing because of the atypical 
semantic change, for which no parallels are presented by Janhunen. 
Blažek (2017a: 179) has supported Janhunen’s etymology, mentioning it as a better 
alternative to the one presented by Katz. Blažek considers Janhunen’s idea of taboo in the 
semantic development as plausible, and also gives semantic parallels: the well-known Old 
English personal name Beowulf is literally a compound ‘bee-wolf’ and denotes ‘bear’, and 
in a variety of the Romani language spoken in Russia, the inherited Indo-Aryan word for 
‘bear’, ryč (< *Hr̥kša- or *Hr̥tša-), is used to denote ‘wolf’. 
The semantic match between Indo-Iranian and Samoyed words is not perfect, and this 
could be considered the weakest point of the etymology; this is criticized especially by 
Kallio (2002: 37, footnote 12). Janhunen’s original argumentation stresses the fact the bear 
possessed the same kind of central role in the culture and belief system of the northern 
pastoral peoples as wolf did in those of the Iranian and later Turkish pastoralists of the 
steppe. Even assuming a simple metonymic change from a name of one big predator to 
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another would not be a very big obstacle; for instance, the Finnic lehmä ‘cow’ and Mordvin
li?me ‘horse’ clearly originate from the same (probably substrate) source, and while the
semantic  difference  is  great,  it  is  still  possible  to  reconstruct  a  common  meaning  ‘large
domestic animal’ as Aikio does (2015).56
It has been suggested that the Indo-European word for ‘wolf’ derives from an adjective
*ulkwó- ‘dangerous, wolf-ish’ (see, for example, Pooth [2015: 66], who also states that the
original meaning is still visible in the OI word a-vr ?ká- ‘not-harming, undangerous etc.’). If
this  adjective  still  existed  in  the  Iranian  languages  of  the  steppe  (which  is  possible  very
difficult to prove), and if it was still transparent to the speakers of this Iranian variety that
the words ‘wolf’ and ‘dangerous’ are connected, the meaning of the Samoyed word ‘bear’
could be rather easily explained. Interestingly, it has been suggested that the cognate of
this Indo-Iranian word in Lydian walwe- meant  ‘lion’,  not  ‘wolf’  (Lehrman  1987;  Steer
2015: 49, 78). Kloekhorst (950–951) considers the connection of Lydian walwe- with PIE
*ulkwó- formally impossible (PIE kw yields Lydian kw, not w). However, the Anatolian
languages might have a cognate of the ‘wolf’ words, namely Hittite ualkuua- ‘something
negative’, but this remains also unclear because of the uncertain semantics of the Hittite
word (Kloekhorst op. cit.).
Phonologically it is interesting that the Proto-Samoyedic sequence *??r could reflect PU
*ur. This would be a fitting substitution for PII/PI *r? in an environment after a labial
semivowel. Not many such parallels are known among the Indo-Iranian loans, but the
substitutions of the syllabic resonant are divergent anyway, and a similar substitution is
found  in  many  of  the  tentative  PIE  etymologies  of  Koivulehto  (2001)  in  more  westernly
Uralic  languages.  Here  one  has  to  take  in  mind  the  possible  divergent  reflexes  of  PI  *r?,
which could have developed into a sequence *?r already  by  the  time  the  word  was
borrowed. The word may have also been borrowed during the Proto-Samoyedic stage,
where *??r would simply result from the substitution of PI *r?/*?r and not from earlier Pre-
Samoyedic *ur.
Helimski  (2000:  193)  has  suggested  an  alternative  Indo-European  source  *worgo-
‘cuning, thief’ for the Samoyed word, but this is semantically not more convincing. The
Indo-European word is not attested in Indo-Iranian, and it is difficult to see what would be
the  source  language  here.  It  is  difficult  to  assume  that  a  meaning  ‘thief’  would  have
developed into ‘bear’; although in Mansi a development ‘thief’ > ‘wolverine’ is attested, for
the sacred animal, bear’, it would be less credible. Also phonologically the etymology is not
an improvement to Janhunen’s etymology (*wo-?).
Mordvin v ? ?ges ‘wolf’ is probably a parallel borrowing from the same Indo-Iranian
source.
An Indo-Iranian etymology
56 For the sake of clarity, it has to be stressed here that Aikio does not state that the Finnic and Mordvin
words are inherited from Proto-Uralic but that they are parallel borrowings from an undefined source.
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Mansi West wɔ̅niγ, North wāni ‘forest’, East woäni ‘eine von einer 
Flußbiegung umgebene Landzunge’, South wǟnəw (< PMs *wǟnəγ); Khanty 
East wantəŋ, South wȧntəŋ ‘Landzunge, Landspitze’ (< PKh *wǟntəŋ)  
< POug *wǟnV (Zhivlov 2006: 145–146) 
← Iranian *van-, compare YAv vanā- ‘tree’,57 MP wan, Sogdian wn- ‘tree’, 
Ossetic byn, bun ‘forest’; OI (Vedic) ván- ‘Baum, Holz’, also thematized vána- 
‘Baum, Holz, Wald’ < PII *van- (EWAia II: 500, s.v. ván-) 
(Setälä 1900: 32; Munkácsi 1901: 150; Korenchy 1972: 79 No. 38; Katz 1985: 129–130; 
2003: 109; Lushnikova 1990: 272–273; Sipos 2002: 55) 
See also *weniš 
According to Zhivlov (2006: 145–146), the Ob-Ugric words are regular cognates, which 
means that this might be a considerably old loan. The substitution (I)I *a > Ob-Ugric *ä 
seems to occur in many Indo-Iranian loanwords. It is unclear whether they should be 
labelled “Middle Iranian” loanwords as Korenchy does, but they could reflect a 
development of PII *a towards a front vowel. On the other hand, because loans of varying 
age in Ob-Ugric manifest the same substitution, it is probable that the donor language had 
*a which was simply substituted by *ä. Zhivlov (2013) and Helimski (1997b) have argued 
that the words that show this substitution are borrowed from the unattested Andronovo 
Aryan language. 
Korenchy notes that the Khanty and Mansi words are derivatives, supposedly going 
back to an underived *wǟnV. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. Korenchy convincingly argues that the 
meanings of the Khanty and Mansi words can be derived from ‘forest’. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi South wε ̮ŋgәr, West waχrәp, North wānkrip ‘Haken’, East waχr-, West 
waχrit- ‘mit einem Haken ziehen’ (? < PMs *wǟŋkV ); Khanty North waŋrεp 
‘Haken, Bootshaken, hölzerner Haken’ (? < PKh *wǟŋkV ) 
< ? POug *wǟŋkV, *wǟŋkV(rV) (Honti 1982: 195) 
← ? Iranian *wank-; OAv vaš́iietē ‘strömt heraus, sprudelt heraus, wogt’, YAv 
vaš- ‘sich spontan äußern, hervorsprudeln’; OI vakrá- ‘geboren, krumm’, 
váṅkri- ‘Rippe’, váñcati ‘geht krumm, wankt’ (EWAia II: 492–493, s.v. VAÑC) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 118–119; Jacobsohn 1922: 119, footnote 208: Korenchy 1972: 79–80 
No. 39; Katz 1985: 111; Sipos 2002: 55–56) 
57 Korenchy also mentions Avestan van-, but according to EWAia there is no trace in Avestan of this root 
noun that would correspond to Vedic ván-. Korenchy does not mention the thematic noun vanā-.
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The etymology is phonologically possible, but semantically not very obvious, and it is 
possible that the resemblance of the Khanty, Mansi and Indo-Iranian words is simply 
accidental. Korenchy argues that the original meaning of the Iranian words could have 
been ‘krumm, gebogen’. The Ob-Ugric words are not mentioned by Zhivlov. Honti (1982: 
195) reconstructs Proto-Ob-Ugric *wǟŋk. Korenchy notes that words with a derivational 
suffix in -r are attested only in Indo-Aryan, not in Iranian. If the etymology is correct, the 
Ob-Ugric words should have been borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian already. Korenchy 
mentions Khanty (South) waŋklɜ as a possible example of a form without -r, but it is 
uncertain whether the word really belongs here. 
? Iranian etymology 
 
Mansi North wār ‘machen’, East woar, South wǟr- ~ *wär- (< PM *wärä, 
*wǟr-); Khanty North wer-tĭ, East wer-tä, South wer- id. (< PKh *wär-) 
< POug *wǟrV- ‘machen’ (Zhivlov 2006: 132–133) 
← ? Iranian *varz, YAv vǝrǝz ‘wirken, handeln’, 1sg vǝrǝziiāmi < PII *warʒ́ 
< PIE *werg ́ (Werba 1997: 438 No. 579; Cheung 2007: 425–427, s.v. *u̯arz) 
(Korenchy 1972: 80–81 No. 40; Katz 1985: 228; 2003: 185; Lushnikova 1990: 279–280; 
Helimski 1997b: 121) 
If this etymology is correct, we have to assume a simplification of the *rz (? *rdz) cluster, 
possibly because of phonotactic reasons. This makes the etymology slightly uncertain. The 
root *werǵ ‘to do, make’ is attested widely in Indo-European, but it is most probable that 
the Ob-Ugric words are borrowed from Iranian and not some other branch. It is difficult to 
date the borrowing precisely, but *ä (/*ǟ) as a substitution of earlier PII *a seems to occur 
in a stratum that is shared only by Khanty and Mansi (same substitution occurs also in 
Permic, but these are probably independent loans). The Ob-Ugric cognates are regular, at 
least according to Zhivlov, meaning that the word could be an early borrowing to a 
common proto-language of Khanty and Mansi. Helimski (1997b) considers the etymology 
as problematic. 
Katz also mentions Permic forms: Ko ve̮rni ̮, Ud vörni ̮ ‘sich bewegen etc.’ (< PP *vȯri ̮- 
Csúcs 2005: 396) which he considers parallel borrowings or reflections of a different Uralic 
“ablaut grade”. These words are certainly not cognates of the Ob-Ugric words. The possible 
Iranian etymology of the Permic words suffers from the same problem with the *rz cluster. 
Honti (2017) argues that Hungarian ver ‘to plait, to lay the rope; to hit’ could be a 
cognate of the Ob-Ugric words, and thus the word could be reconstructed for Proto-Ugric. 
A Turkic etymology for ver has been suggested: Turkic ör- ‘to plait’ < Proto-Turkic *hȫr- 
(WOT s.v. ver), but Honti refutes this. I see no reason to support the connection of the 
Hungarian word with the Ob-Ugric words because of the semantic differences. 
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Khanty North wārəs ‘Roßhaar’ East wǟrəs ‘Schwanzhaar des Pferdes’; North 
uwīrәs ‘Birkenwald’, East wīrәs ‘Dickicht, Gestrüpp von Birken und Espen’  
< PKh *wǟr(ə)s 
← Iranian *wársa-, compare Avestan varəsa- ‘hair of human and animal, 
mostly hair of the head’, OI válśa- < PII *wárća- (EWAia II: 545, s.v. válśa-) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 499; Korenchy 1972: 82–83 No. 42; Joki 1973: 336; Katz 1985: 309; 
2003: 247; Lushnikova 1990: 278–279; Zhivlov 2013: 11; Aikio 2015a: 167) 
See also *wersV (> Fi verso) 
This old explanation for the Khanty word is a transparent and clearly good Indo-Iranian 
etymology. Although the word has been considered a late borrowing in Khanty by Joki and 
recently Zhivlov (2013), the situation might not be this simple. It has been thought that the 
Khanty word has been borrowed after the change *ś > s from an Iranian form with s (from 
earlier *ć-) but theoretically, the Khanty word could have been borrowed from a Proto-
Indo-Iranian form *warća- before the loss of the palatality of *ś in Khanty. This was noted 
already by Korenchy (1972). On the other hand, Khanty *ǟ has been considered to be 
peculiar to later borrowings, but as the dating of the Indo-Iranian loans of the Ob-Ugric 
languages is not very solid in general, this is not a decisive argument. Also the loans with 
*ä-vocalism can probably be older than has previously been thought (see *śäŋkV, 
*säptä). There are not many other borrowings from Iranian to Khanty after the sound 
change *ś > s, and also in Mansi there are also only a couple of examples. Lushnikova 
(1990) considers the word as a late loan. For the time being, the dating of the etymology 
remains open, but the Indo-Iranian source itself is clear and obvious. 
Mayrhofer (EWAIA II: 545) states that the Indo-Aryan l in the cognates of this word is 
secondary, which is probably correct and corresponds to the mainstream view that the 
change *l > *r was complete in Proto-Indo-Iranian (Mayrhofer 2004; Kümmel 2018a). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ma wärγə, werγə ‘kidney’ (< PMa *werγə); Ko ve ̮rk id. (< PP *vȯrk Csúcs 2005: 
394) 
< ? PU *wärkä ‘kidney’ (UEW s.v. wärkä (wärkkä)) 
← PII *wr̥tka-,58 > OI vr̥kkáu (du.) ‘Nieren’, Oss wyrg, urg id., Zoroastrian 
Middle Persian gurdad < *wr̥tka-ka-, Sogdian γwrdtq- < *wr̥tká- ~ wr̥t(k)kā́- 
(Cheung 2002: 30; EWAia II: 571, s.v. vr̥kká-; Korn 2005: 183, + footnote 36 with 
references; Sims-Williams 1983: 49) 
58 Koivulehto (1999b: 159) mentions a PIE pre-form *wr̥ko- but this has to be an error, as the Indo-
Iranian word had to have a cluster of *tk. 
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 (FUV: 140; Joki 1973: 341; Katz 1985: 156; Rédei 1986c: 79; Koivulehto 1999d: 159; 
Bereczki 2013 s.v. werγe) 
This is a well-known and convincing etymology. However, the etymological background of 
the Indo-Iranian word is uncertain. Lubotsky (1988: 81; 2001: 313) considers the word a 
borrowing in Indo-Iranian, and sees the traditionally argued derivation from the PII root 
*wart- ‘to turn’ (< PIE *wert-, see Werba 237 No. 182) as impossible, because -ka- is a 
denominal suffix in Indo-Iranian. Nevertheless, the Uralic form should still be considered 
a borrowing from Indo-Iranian, as the simple Uralic cluster *-rk- can easily be explained 
from PII *-r̥tk-, whereas the opposite would be very unlikely, so the Indo-Iranian word is 
certainly not an Uralic borrowing. The Indo-Iranians must have borrowed the word before 
coming into contact with Uralic speakers, and the same is true of several other Indo-
Iranian loanwords in Uralic, whose etymological background in the source language is 
unclear. Of course, it is theoretically possible that both PU and PII borrowed the word 
from some common source, but this is not probable in the view of the large stock of II 
borrowings in Uralic but the lack of common substrate words in both families. 
Interestingly, the -rk cluster of the Komi word cannot regularly reflect earlier *-rk-, as 
in a simple *-rk- cluster the *k would have disappeared. Because of this, the UEW 
reconstructs the form as “*wärkä (*wärkkä)”. The Mari word points to simple *-rk- 
(compare Mari urγe-, ə̑rγe- ‘to sow’ < PU *worka-), but there are no Uralic words with 
*-rkk- which could show how this cluster developed regularly in Mari. One could assume 
that here the Iranian cluster *-tk- has been substituted by a Permic geminate -kk-, but 
because of the Mari evidence, it looks more likely that the *-rk- cluster in this word shows 
Permic secondary gemination in a similar way as the *-rt- clusters in loanwords might 
show (see *kertä, *mertä). It seems, however, that among the loanwords there are no 
exact parallels to the development *-rk- > *-rkk-, but it seems plausible to assume that a 
similar development affected both *-rt- and *-rk- clusters in Pre-Permic. 
Lubotsky (2001b: 309) supposes that the Uralic word was borrowed specifically from 
Iranian, because it is a Central Asian substrate word in Indo-Iranian, and thus it could 
have entered Uralic only later; cf. s.v. oras in this work for a similar argumentation. This is 
possible in the case of this word, but it is difficult to prove it for certain, and it is important 
to note that regarding some other loans, Lubotsky’s arguments of a specifically Iranian 
origin are untenable. The limited distribution in Uralic could speak of a late borrowing, 
perhaps separately into Mari and Permic from a later Iranian source. Rédei (1986c: 79) has 
considered the Mari word a borrowing from Permic, but no such explanation is found in 
Rédei (1988a: 662). According to Rédei (1986c: 79) the Permic word is borrowed from 
“← miran. *vr̥ka-”, but this argumentation is misleading: in no Middle Iranian language 
could have a form like *vr̥ka- have existed, as the syllabic resonant certainly was vocalized 
by then, and the borrowing into Uralic may well be much earlier than the Middle Iranian 
stage. Interestingly, the UEW states that the word was borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian 
or Proto-Iranian. 
In many Middle Iranian languages the *-rk- cluster develops into -lk- or -lg- (such as 
Khotanese bilga), but not in Ossetic. The Mari and Komi vowels could reflect PII or PI r̥, 
but there is no obstacle to assuming that the Uralic words could have been borrowed from 
an Alanic source that later developed into Ossetic wyrg, urg.  
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It remains uncertain whether the Mari and Komi words are parallel loans or inherited 
from an earlier proto-language. Both could reflect PU *wärkä regularly, so there is no 
reason to consider the words late parallel loans, although this cannot be ruled out for 
certain. Koivulehto (1999d: 159; 2016: 200) notes that the etymology of Pre-Permic 
*pärtä manifests a similar substitution (see the entry). 
The Khanty forms like (South) wirәk ‘kidney’ are borrowed from Komi, and so is 
probably Mansi vureχ which is attested only in the expression vureχ päŋk pūm ‘Achillea 
millefolium’ (Toivonen 1956: 20; UEW). 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
Ko e̮gi ̮r ‘coal’; Ud egi ̮r id. < PP egi ̮r (Csúcs 2005: 331; Zhivlov 2013: ägi ̮r) 
< Pre-P *äŋkärä 
← I *angāra-, cf. OI áṅgāra- ‘coal’, ? Parachi γâr, γār id. (EWAia I: 48, 
s.v. áṅgāra-) 
(Joki 1973: 258; Lushnikova 1990; Csúcs 2005: 331; Zhivlov 2013: 219) 
Despite the word’s limited distribution – it is found only in Permic – the word cannot 
belong to the latest layer of loans in that branch because it has gone through the regular 
denasalization of the *-ŋk- cluster. According to Rédei and Zhivlov, the a vocalism points 
to earlier *ä. This can be either a sign of fronted articulation of *a in the Iranian donor 
language, or it can simply reflect a sound substitution. It has often been assumed that the 
*ä shown in loans into Permic and Ob-Ugric reflects a later Iranian development 
(Korenchy 1972; Rédei 1986c: 35), but the evidence points to early substitution *a ← *ä at 
least in Ob-Ugric, and it would not be an impossible idea to assume a similar development 
in Permic. 
Zhivlov (2013) lists this among the Andronovo Aryan loanwords, assuming that the 
vocalism *ä is typical of exactly this hypothetical branch of Indo-Iranian. As the *ä 
substitution can be found in Ugric loans which in no way fill the criteria that Helimski 
(1997b) and Zhivlov present for the Andronovo Aryan loans, it is better to reject this idea. 
This Permic word is probably simply an Iranian borrowing, as has been usually assumed. 
Semantically the etymology is convincing. The Indo-Iranian word does not have certain 
cognates in any other branch of Indo-European, and it is uncertain whether the Parachi 
form cited by Zhivlov is related to the Indic word, as it is not mentioned by EWAia. The 
Indic word appears already in the Rigveda, so the word can well-have been present in 
Proto-Indo-Iranian already, and it is possible that its later Iranian cognate has 
disappeared. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
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Mansi North ārәś ‘Feuerstelle’, West ɔ̄rәś ‘fire’ (< PMs *ǟrV) ‘fire, fire-place’ 
← Iranian ?, cf. PI *ātar- ‘fire’ > Av ātar-, āθr- ‘fire’, MP āδur, Scythian 
personal names Άρθάμων, Ψεθδαρτάκη, Sogdian ’’tr, ’rδ, Oss art ‘fire’ (Cheung 
2002: 154) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 244; Korenchy 1982: 53–54, No. 4; Lushnikova 1990: 182; Helimski 1991: 
221; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
The borrowing is considered uncertain even by Korenchy. She reconstructs the donor form 
as “Middle Iranian *art/ärt-”. Although semantically the etymology is plausible, the 
problem is that the *θr/rt cluster would have been simplified in Mansi; it is uncertain 
whether the donor form had *θr (or *tVr) like Avestan does or whether it had already gone 
through the metathesis which the Scythian and Ossetic forms show, and which must have 
happened early as it is also shown by a part of the Sogdian material. 
The etymology of Korenchy has been considered as very doubtful by Helimski (1991: 
221; 1997: 121). The etymology is rejected by Katz (2003: 240), but he assumes that the 
word is borrowed from the same stem as *eträ (see the entry), more precisely from the 
accusative *ātram (> Av ātrәm). Korenchy assumes that the word could have originally 
appeared mostly in the compound *ǟret-tǟwtV ‘fire-fire’ in Mansi, and the -t would have 
been dropped because of reanalysis. This explanation is ad hoc. It is also difficult to 
understand why the Mansi speakers would have used the two words for ‘fire’ in a 
compound. In general, Mansi has preserved consonant clusters quite well. 
Riese (2001: 112) refers to Korenchy’s etymology and considers the Iranian etymology 
as possible, but he does not comment the etymology in more detail. Riese notes that the 
word might include the Mansi denominal suffix *-ś, but this is uncertain.  
The isolated Mansi word is probably borrowed from somewhere, as there are other, 
inherited words denoting ‘fire’ in Mansi, such as the inherited word *tǟwt (cognate to 
Hu tűz etc.), and this word must have appeared from somewhere. As ‘fire’ was important 
for the mythology of the Iranian peoples, it would be a natural source for borrowing, but 
for the time being the possible Iranian origin of the Mansi word remains highly uncertain.  
? Indo-Iranian etymology 
 
 
Mansi North ēsǝrma, East ēsǝrmǝ, South īserǝm, West ēsärǝm ‘Scham, 
Schade, Schamgefühl’ 
< PMs *ǟsVrVmV  
← Alanic *æfsærm, > Oss æfsærm, æfsarm, cf. YAv fšarəma- ‘Scham(gefühl)’ 
< PI *fšarma- (Cheung 2002: 157) 
(Munkácsi 1901: 567–568; Korenchy 1972: 55; Joki 1973: 260–261) 
The Mansi word is clearly an Alanic loanword, as is shown by the prothetic vowel. The 
Ossetic æ-prothesis is dated to after the text of Tzetzes in the 12th century (Cheung 2002: 
36) which means that the loan can be relatively late, although it is possible that prothesis 
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took place at different times in the different parts of the Alanic speaking-area. This specific 
Ossetic word is probably attested in the Alanic of Tzetzes as φάρ, which Bielmeier (1993: 
16–17) amends to *σφαρ or *φσαρ. If the word had been borrowed from an earlier, Old 
Iranian-type form, one would expect the word-initial consonant cluster to have been 
simplified, as there are no examples of a vowel prothesis in the early Iranian loans into 
Mansi/Ob-Ugric. Korenchy also remarks that the retained sibilant s shows that the word 
has to have been borrowed after the change *ś > *s had taken place in Mansi. Korenchy 
also mentions the *ä vocalism here as a sign of an Alanic-type borrowing. Here also the 
sibilant s instead of *š points to an Alanic donor, as *š would also have been possible in 
Proto-Mansi (Honti 1999: 125–129). Proto-Iranian *š is retained in most languages, but 
not in this environment in Alanic/Ossetic. 
Korenchy explains the different vowels through Proto-Mansi ablaut. It is however 
possible that the loan is so late that the different anlaut vowels reflect different 
substitutions. 
Hu szemérem ‘shame’ has been considered as a loan from the same Iranian source 
(Korenchy mentions that Munkácsi considered the Hungarian and Mansi words cognates, 
but this is, of course, impossible), but Joki states that this is unlikely. 
An Indo-Iranian etymology 
2.3. NEW ETYMOLOGIES
Mordvin E moro ‘song’, mora- ‘to sing’; Ma muro, mə̑rə̑ ‘Lied, Vogellied’ 
< PMa *mŭrə, mura- ‘to sing’; ? Khanty (East) morəγ- ‘Unwesen treiben 
lärmen (Menschen)’ 
< PU *mura 
← PII or PI *mrawH-, *mruH- ‘to speak’ (< PIE *mlewh2-), > Avestan 
mrao-, mru-; mrawaiti ‘he/she speaks’, fra-mrū- ‘aufsagend, rezitierend’, OI 
bravi- ‘sprechen, sagen’ (AiWb: 1192–1196, s.v. mrav-; EWAia II: 235–236, 
s.v. BRAVi)  
It is unclear whether the Khanty word belongs here, but it seems that the Mordvin and 
Mari words are regular cognates and could reflect an earlier (Proto-Uralic/Pre-Mari/Pre-
Mordvin) *mura. There is no etymology for the Mari and Mordvin words beside this, but 
as these two branches share only very little vocabulary that is not found in other languages 
or not borrowed from some common source (such as Turkic or Russian), it is natural to 
search for a foreign, that is, substrate or loan etymology for this word. 
Keresztes (2017: 140) considers the Mari and Mordvin cognates part of the “Volgaic 
vocabulary” (consisting of more than 20 words), the origin of which remains unclear; he 
states that they can be either retentions whose cognates have disappeared elsewhere, or 
loans from an unknown source. Also TschWb (396) considers muro a “Volgaic” word, and 
Zaicz (2005: 125) considers this a possible “Volgaic” etymology. 
The Khanty words are considered uncertain cognates by the UEW, but as the sound 
correspondence Mo o ~ Ma u, ə̑ is regular, and as according to Sammallahti [1988: 500–
510] PU *u is reflected as Proto-Khanty *o in most environments, then the Khanty word 
could also be derived from the same Uralic source. The UEW is cautious of the semantic 
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difference between the Khanty word and the rest, but ‘making noise’ and singing are 
semantically not that far from each other. 
The semantic development from Indo-Iranian ‘speak’ to Uralic ‘sing’ can be fairly well 
explained, as the meanings of ‘singing’ and ‘speaking’ are not very far from each other, and 
the Mari word seems to express also other kinds of sounds than purely singing: TschWb 
mentions ‘krähen (Hahn)’, ‘rufen (Kuckuck)’, ‘krächzen (Krähe)’, ‘schlagen (Nachtigall, 
Wachtel)’, etc. In Mordvin the meanings of the noun moro are more restricted to ‘singing’, 
but the verb morams can express other kinds of sounds as well (MWb: 1284). Although the 
Avestan root mainly denotes speaking, it can also mean recitation, and it frequently 
appears in hymns in which gods and divine begins are addressed. However, if the Khanty 
word is related to Mari and Mordvin words, the original meaning of the Uralic word might 
have indeed been not ‘singing’ but some kind of ‘noise’ or ‘sound’. 
A competing loan etymology has been suggested, but it has not received general 
acceptance. Katz (2003: 279–80) has derived the Volgaic word(s) from “frühurarisch” 
*gwəra- (< Proto-Indo-European *gwrH-), a root which has inter alia the meaning ‘to 
sing’. Although semantically this etymology is possible, phonologically it cannot be correct. 
PIE *gu ̭ would be reflected in Uralic as a stop, as there are parallel examples to this, but no 
credible parallels to a substitution by *m (Katz has some such examples, but none of them 
have been generally accepted by other researchers). And what is more important from the 
point of view of this study, the labiovelars were not retained in Indo-Iranian, and if the 
etymology of Katz was correct, it could only be a Proto-Indo-European loanword, not an 
Indo-Iranian one. 
 
Mansi South ńāt-, West ńōt-, North ńɔ̄t- ‘to help’ (< PM *ńāt-); Khanty North 
ńɔt-, South ńot- id. (< PKh *ńāt-)  
< POUg *ńātV- ‘to help’ (Zhivlov 2006: 138) 
←  PII/PI*HnātHa-, OI nāthá- m. ‘refuge, help’ < PIE *Hnēt-h2-o-; ? root 
*HnaH < *h2neh3 (Kroonen 2013: 388, s.v. *nēþō-; EWAia II: 33–34, s.v. NATH; Werba 
1997, s.v. *nā) 
See the entry *ńāt-, where this new etymology is suggested instead of the earlier, less 
likely explanation of Korenchy (1972). 
 
Md M śarəndə-, śärəńd’ə- ‘to shit’; Ma E šora-, W šara- id. (< PMa *såra-); 
Hu szar ‘shit’, szarik ‘to shit’ 
< PU *śara- (Aikio 2015b: 56; UEW s.v. śarɜ (ćarɜ)) 
← PII *ćar- > Av sairiia- ‘Mist, Dünger’, < PIE *ḱerH- (LIV2: 326, s.v. *ḱerH-; Steer 
2015: 229, 229, footnote 719) 
Katz (2003: 132–133) had already derived the Khanty word mentioned above, as well as 
Hungarian szar, from Indo-Iranian *sákr̥t- (> OI *sákr̥t-) as parallel loans, but he assumes 
that the rest of the forms reflect a PU noun *śara. It is argued here that the PU word can be 
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explained as an Indo-Iranian loan, and that the Khanty word probably does not belong 
here. 59 
The Uralic origin of Hungarian szar is well-known and can be found in all recent 
etymological dictionaries of Uralic or Hungarian (UEW; TESz; Zaicz 2006 s.v. szar). 
However, the cognate set that these sources present is partly outdated. The Khanty word 
(Kaz., Ni.) śↄr ‘Kot’ with ś- cannot be related to the Hungarian word because of the obvious 
irregularity. It is possible that the word is a parallel loan, although also this is unlikely 
because of the sibilant. The UEW attempts to explain the Khanty sibilant with 
“Reihenübergang *ś > *ć” or “durch einen Wechsel *ś ~ *ć in der Grundsprache”. The latter 
explanation is impossible, and also the attempt to derive Khanty ś from secondary (?) PU 
*ć would be irregular, as there is very little evidence for the varying outcome of *ś and *ć in 
Khanty. Aikio (2015) presents a set of regular cognates from Hungarian, Mari and 
Mordvin. In the UEW the Proto-Uralic stem vowel is left unspecified, but Aikio 
reconstructs the word as an *a-stem. For the initial syllable *a is more likely than *i̮ 
because of Mari o ~ a (< PMa *å), which usually reflects PU *a. 
TESz mentions that a Slavic origin for the Hungarian word has been suggested in 
earlier research, but TESz considers it wrong. The exact Slavic source is let unmentioned, 
but this Slavic source is probably Russian серу, срять ‘to shit’; the Slavic etymology of the 
Hungarian word is obviously wrong because of the wide distribution of the word within 
Uralic, but as the Slavic word has an Indo-European etymology, it is not at all impossible 
that the Uralic and Slavic words are in some way related. LIV (326) derives the Slavic verb 
from the PIE root *k ́er(H)-, which is also reflected by Latin mūs-cerda ‘mouse shit’ and 
Avestan sairiia- ‘Mist, Dünge’. LIV further states that the root might be identical to the 
se? root *k ́erh2- which is widely reflected in various branches of Indo-European. However, 
here the crucial thing is that the root denoting ‘shit’ in Proto-Indo-European has a cognate 
in the Indo-Iranian branch. This cognate would be a perfect fit for the origin of the Uralic 
word: Avestan sairiia- reflects Proto-Indo-Iranian *ćar(H)ya-, and although only the noun 
is attested, the root is originally verbal anyway, so postulating an Indo-Iranian root 
*ćar(H)- is unproblematic. This root, if borrowed, would result in Uralic *śara- (~ *ćara-). 
Theoretically also a Proto-Balto-Slavic source would be possible, but the Uralic vowel 
would be much more difficult to explain from PBSl *śer(H)-. 
Steer (2015: 229) reconstructs the PIE noun as heteroclitic *sók ́-r ̥/sék ́-n (based on 
Hittite šakkar : šakn- ‘excrement, dung, faeces’); and mentions that the Avestan and 
Russian words, as well as the ON noun skarn ‘Düngen, Mist’ (PG *skarna-) continue a 
formation *sk ́or-. Although this is radically different from the reconstruction of LIV in PIE 
terms, this does not radically influence the etymology of the Uralic word, as the PII 
predecessor of the Avestan word would have in this case been something like *sćar-, which 
would have easily produced PU *śara-. De Vaan (2008: 109) reconstructs the predecessor 
of the Latin noun as *(s)ker-d- and assumes a relation to the root *(s)ker- ‘to cut’. The 
views of Kroonen (2013: 440) are largely the same as the ones expressed by Steer. Kroonen 
does not mention the Avestan word, but he does mention Latvian sārni m.pl. ‘excrement’. 
59 This etymology is also included in the unpublished manuscript of Koivulehto, but as it has not been 
published, and as I came up with the etymology before I had the possibility to consult Koivulehto’s 
manuscript, it is presented as a new etymology here. Furthermore, many phonological details presented here 
were not mentioned by Koivulehto (ms.). 
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In Mari, also a noun šur (< PMa *šǔr) ‘shit’ is found, in addition to the verb šora, šara 
(< PMa *såra-). The noun is not mentioned by Aikio (2015b) but is listed among the 
cognates by UEW. The Mari noun and verb cannot be connected through any regular 
derivational process, and their relationship remains obscure. It is possible that the noun 
*šǔr reflects a later, parallel borrowing into Mari. 
In summary, the resemblance of the Indo-European and Uralic words is hardly 
accidental, and the Indo-Iranian origin is the most suitable for the source for Uralic *śara-, 
even if there are several possibilities for the ultimate Indo-European etymology of the 
Iranian word. 
 
PU *tora- ‘fight’  
← PII/PI *tarH-, *tr̥H- ‘to overcome’ 
See above in the entry *tora-, where this etymology is discussed instead of the earlier 
suggestion by Aikio (2015b). 
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3. RESULTS
In this last chapter, the results of the etymological analysis are summed up. The 
convincing, uncertain and unconvincing etymologies are listed, and the sound 
substitutions and the distribution of the loanwords are presented and discussed. As the 
substitutions were presented in the Introduction already, here only the more problematic 
and relevant cases are discussed in further detail. 
3.1. ANALYSIS OF THE SOUND SUBSTITUTIONS
Here the sound substitutions occurring in the convincing etymologies are discussed. 
3.2. VOWELS
3.2.1. PII/PI *a and *ā
It is clear that PII *a and*ā are substituted by several different Uralic sounds: *a, *o and *i ̮. 
It has been pointed out many times that this most probably due to the realization of *a in 
Indo-Iranian. Because of the very simple vowel system, the Indo-Iranian phoneme *a was 
probably realized in widely different ways. However, it is not that clear how much the 
different substitutions in loanwords are due to the different sound environments and the 
resulting allophony of *a. 
Uralic *a seems to be the most frequent substitution for PII and PI *a, although the 
merger of *a and *i ̮ in many branches makes it impossible to determine the exact 
substitution in a large number of cases. 
Unambiguous cases of *i ̮ ← *a are few. Most of these are either Proto-Indo-Iranian 
loanwords or loans that cannot be securely classified as either Proto-Indo-Iranian or 
Proto-Iranian. This means that we have solid evidence for this substitution only among the 
Proto-Indo-Iranian loans, as well as among a couple of later Iranian loanwords. The Proto-
Iranian loans often have a distribution restricted to West Uralic, where the difference 
between *i ̮ and *a cannot be seen in *a-stems. None of the clearly Proto-Iranian 
etymologies can be certainly considered as *i ̮ loans. However, as the “Old Iranian”-type 
loan *si ̮rńa in Ugric does show this substitution, it is possible that some of the *a-vowels in 
western Uralic can reflect earlier *i ̮. Interestingly, a couple of Proto-Mansi words of later 
Iranian origin show similar substitution, the reflex of PI *a is substituted by Mansi *ī̮ in 
*wī̮siγ and possibly *pī̮ńtV. 
The *o-loans present a peculiar case, as some of the o-loans can reflect Pre-II *o (these 
are discussed separately below), but most of the loanwords clearly show *o as the 
substitution for *a. Of the rules suggested in earlier research, the view that PII and PI *a 
was substituted by *o before *r is supported by a number of examples, even though also 
several counterexamples can be found. The vowel *o also prevails after labial consonants, 
although there are several counterexamples to this rule as well. 
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Even though there is reason to assume that PII *a and *ā were phonetically rather 
different, at least based on their later reflexes in Sanskrit, where *a was phonetically 
probably [ə] or [ʌ] and *ā [ɐ:] (Lubotsky 2018: 1875), in loanwords this difference cannot 
be observed, but both phonemes behave similarly. There are no substitutions that are 
unique for short *a but not for its long counterpart, and vice versa. 
Here it has to be noted that the number of loanwords which were borrowed from forms 
with *ā is rather low, and even in these cases it often cannot be determined for certain that 
the donor form indeed had long *ā. Many of the long vowels were caused by contraction of 
earlier *VH, and there is no way to prove whether the laryngeals had already caused the 
lengthening of the vowels by the time the words were borrowed into Uralic. In some cases 
the long vowel is caused by the lengthened grade, namely in *ārya- (if this is indeed a 
vrddhi-formation of *ari- ‘stranger’) and *dāywa-, *dāiwya- (from which Finnic toivo- ‘to 
wish’). Both of these words are o-loans, but *orja ← *ārya- can be explained by the 
substitution rule that *a (and *ā) is reflected by Uralic *o in front of *r. 
It is also notable that there seems to be no difference in the substitution of PII *a, *ā 
and later Iranian *a, *ā, and that loanwords with western (West Uralic or “Finno-Permic”) 
and eastern (Ugric) distribution show similar substitutions, with the exception of the early 
*ä-loans in Ugric (see below). 
It has been shown in the analysis of the etymologies that the Indo-Iranian accentology 
(the role of stressed and unstressed syllables) does not offer enough evidence for the 
different substitution of Indo-Iranian vowels, contrary to the hypothesis of J. Häkkinen 
(2009: 21–24).  
Although modern Ossetic shows various conditional developments of PII *a, in early 
Alanic loans *a-substitution prevails. However, the vowel substitution in the Alanic 
loanwords manifest a murky picture. In Alanic-type loans of West Uralic, *a is reflected by 
Uralic *a (? i ̮) in Pre-Fi *arwa and *wasa. The Alanic reflex of PI *r̥ likewise yields West 
Uralic *a (? i ̮) in *warsa. In the more eastern loans, Hu ár probably reflects earlier *a as 
well, although from a Uralic point of view *o would be equally possible. Mansi *šǟrkVśV 
‘eagle’, which likewise is a probable Alanic loan, shows *ä. 
Due to the scarcity of the material, it is difficult to see to which extent the substitution 
patterns of the Alanic-type loans differ from the earlier ones. Probably here too several 
different layers of Alanic loanwords are present, and in any case the loans have been 
acquired separately into the western and eastern Uralic languages. However, it seems clear 
that the *a : *ä vocalism of the loans does not correspond to the later differences in the 
Ossetic vocalism. 
Uralic *ä does appear as the substitution for Indo-Iranian *a in a number of well-
known loanwords in Ugric and Permic, which probably belong to the later layers of 
loanwords. This has been seen as a sign of later Iranian vowel developments (Korenchy 
1972; Rédei 1986). However, it has been shown here that *ä appears also in earlier 
loanwords such as *säptä and *päčäγ, and there is little reason to assume that *a had 
become fronted by that time. It is more likely that the *ä loans simply reflect a sound 
substitution of PII/PI *a, for the same reasons that were discussed above. 
The early *ä-loans include *pätäri- ‘to fall’ (the only word with a wide Uralic 
distribution, with reflexes in Saami and Mansi), *päčäγ ‘reindeer calf’ (from Proto-
Iranian). PUg *säptä ‘seven’, Pre-P *äŋkärä. It is more difficult to state how old loan PMa 
*pärća is. 
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3.2.1. PRE-II *e
Although there are versatile substitutions of PII *a, the *e-vocalism in Uralic loans clearly 
points to Pre-Indo-Iranian times, as it always reflects PIE *e (the case is thus different 
from the *o-loans, which can also reflect *a from earlier *e), that is, there are no possible 
loan etymologies where the Uralic form had *e but the Indo-Iranian form reflected Indo-
European *o or *a. 
(*ertä ‘side’), *kečrä ‘spindle’, *mekši ‘bee’, (*meti ‘honey’), peijas ‘feast’, *pejmä ‘milk’, 
*peji- ‘to milk’, *pertä ‘wing’, *repä ‘fox’, *rećmä ‘rope’ 
 
3.2.2. Pre-II *o
Regarding the possible Pre-II o-loans, it has been suggested here that in a couple of cases 
we have a reason to assume that the Uralic form reflects retained *o-vocalism: 
*ońća ‘part’, *orpa ‘orphan’ (can also be from other IE) 
 
3.2.3. *r̥ 
It is rather difficult to distinguish between true reflexes of syllabic resonants and 
possible later Iranian reflexes where an epenthetic vowel ә might have developed before *r, 
as all the loanwords show various combinations of a vowel and *r in Uralic, due to obvious 
phonotactic reasons. In some cases it is also difficult to say whether the word has been 
borrowed from an Indo-Iranian form with *r̥ or *ar. 
 
3.2.4. *r̥H 
Evaluating the substitution of PII *r̥H and its Iranian reflexes is challenging, as there 
was no phonetically close equivalent in this sequence of either of its phonemes. It is thus 
rather difficult to determine whether the substitutions like *ar really mirror the Iranian 
development *r̥H > *ar, or whether they are substitutions of the PII cluster. One could 
maybe claim that it is the most economical solution to consider the instances of *ar clear 
proof of the Iranian origin of these words, but since there seem to be otherwise few traces 
of laryngeals in the loanwords, the substitution of *r̥H can be seen as an equal process 
compared to substitution of the simple *r̥, and in these cases there are a number of 
different vowel + *r clusters in the different words in Uralic; but the consistency in 
substituting this with specifically *a and no other vowel could indeed point to Iranian. 
However, it is clear that there are no cases of Uralic *ir in place of PII *r̥H, so this 
cluster is never reflected in a way that would point to Indo-Aryan donor language. 
Helimski’s and Zhivlov’s Andronovo Aryan has *ar in this place, as reconstructed by 
Zhivlov (2013), but this probably a mirage created by sound substitution. According to 
Cantera (2001) and de Vaan (2003), PII *r̥H became PI *ər, and there is no reason not to 
suppose a similar phonetic realization to PII already. It is unclear whether the phonetic 
realization of *r̥H in Proto-Indo-Iranian was different, and whether there are any 
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differences of PII *r̥H and its later Iranian reflex. In any case, there is no reason to 
consider the substitution of *r̥H by *ar to be a feature which points particularly to Iranian, 
or to Andronovo Aryan. 
 
3.2.5. The substitutions of PII and Pre-II vowels and the vowel reconstruction 
by Tálos (1984; 1987) and Abondolo (1996; 1998)
As noted in the Introduction, Kümmel (2017, 2018a, 2019) has attempted to derive the 
vocalism of the Indo-Iranian loanwords from the system advocated by Tálos (1987) and 
Abondolo (1996; 1998), with two tongue heights for vowels. Kümmel argues that if the 
traditional reconstructions of Uralic *e and *o should rather be reconstructed as *ǟ and *ā, 
respectively, one can simply assume that the cases traditionally reconstructed with Uralic 
*e or *o simply reflect different front-and back-vocalic substitutions of Proto-Indo-Iranian 
and Proto-Iranian *a. These languages did not, of course, distinguish between front and 
back vowels, so this idea is plausible. 
While the general plausibility of this alternative vowel reconstruction cannot be decided 
here, based on the results of Chapter 2 it is clear that all the substitutions which occur in 
the convincing Indo-Iranian etymologies can be explained from the “traditional” 
reconstruction of Proto-Uralic vowels. The idea of reconstructing *e rather than * ǟ for the 
Uralic words that are Pre-II loans fits very well the Indo-European vocalism reconstructed 
for these words (= there are no cases where Uralic shows *e and we are forced to assume 
that PII *a reflects some other PIE vowel), and also the possible cases of retained Pre-II *o 
fit the traditional system. 
Some other arguments against the plausibility of Tálos’s Proto-Uralic vowel 
reconstruction is that the assumed vowel length in Uralic does not correlate with the vowel 
length in Indo-Iranian. This is necessarily not an obstacle, though, as one can suppose that 
because the short and long *a in Indo-Iranian were in any case not distinguished only by 
length but by quality too (see the Introduction), the difference in length would not have 
been necessarily crucial for the speakers of Tálos-type Proto-Uralic. However, there are 
almost no examples of the substitution of Indo-Iranian *a by short *ä in the earliest loans, 
although substitutions by long *ǟ prevail. 
All this does not mean that the reconstruction with two tongue heights would certainly 
be wrong, or that the traditional reconstruction would not have its problems, simply that 
resorting to the alternative reconstruction of Uralic vocalism does not present a more 
coherent and regular picture of vowel substitutions than the commonly accepted view. 
Future research on Uralic vocalism will show whether there are further arguments to 
support the vowel reconstruction of Tálos. 
3.2.6. Non-initial syllables
On the basis of the etymological analysis, it is clear that the overwhelming majority of the 
Indo-Iranian loans were borrowed as *a-stems. The number of *i-stems is surprisingly low 
compared to the roughly equal occurrence of *a- and *i-stems in the Proto-Uralic 
vocabulary. Among Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian loans, only *śarwi and *ji ̮ni were 
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certainly borrowed as i-stems, but there exist a number of words which theoretically could 
be either *a–i or *o–a-stems, as the reflexes of these two stem types merged in Mordvin 
and Saami, and reflexes of *a and *o are in general not easily distinguished in Mari and 
Hungarian.  
Many Pre-Indo-Iranian loans were borrowed as ä-stems. It seems that Pre-Indo-
Iranian o-stems were acquired as a-stems, while i-stems and u-stems (*mekši, *medhu-) 
were borrowed as Uralic i-stems.  
The idea of possible *o-stems in Proto-Uralic is a disputed idea, and among the 
loanwords, PU *asora ← PII *asura- is the only possible example. Other loanwords such 
as *počaw ‘reindeer’ show that the roundedness of a vowel in the donor language could 
have been reflected by a sequence of a vowel and glide in Uralic, which casts doubt on the 
idea that *asora should be reconstructed with -o. 
For the loans with the ending -as, no regular substitution rule can be established. All 
the convincing cases reflect Indo-Iranian masculine nouns, but there are a number of 
counterexamples where -as is not reflected, but rather the word was borrowed as a simple 
a-stem. It has been repeatedly noted in earlier research that the ending -as was probably 
acquired via loanwords (Helimski 2000: 194; Nikkilä 1994: 104–; Hahmo 1997: 95–96), 
and this idea is convincing. Probably the *as-stems became productive in the western 
Uralic languages at some point after the divergence of Proto-Uralic.  
It is also notable that those later Iranian loans that are preserved only in Permic or 
Ugric tell us little about the stem vowels, because in these branches the PU stem vowels 
either underwent total apocope or at least merged and reduced to such a condition that it is 
almost impossible to determine the original stem type, although the initial-syllable vowel 
correspondences often tell us something of the original stem type of the word. 
Koivulehto (2009) has stated that the choice of an *i- or *a-stem in loanwords was 
influenced by the weight of the syllable, with *i-stems appearing in words which have a 
heavy first syllable. However, this is clearly an over-simplified statement, as there exist 
more stem types than these two among the borrowed Indo-Iranian words, and in the light 
of modern research the “heaviness” of the stem cannot necessarily be reconstructed for 
Proto-Uralic in the way that Koivulehto assumed. 
 
3.3. Consonants
3.3.1. Laryngeals
3.3.3.1. VHV
Parpola has argued that the spirant *γ represents a substitute for the laryngeal in the 
etymology of *saγi- ‘to get, obtain’ (← *saH). This is, in principle, convincing, but because 
it is not backed by parallel examples the evidence is not decisive. 
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3.3.3.2. #HV
There are only very few possible examples of a consonantal substitution of the word-initial 
laryngeal. It seems probable that the word-initial laryngeal, if it was retained, was not 
substituted in any way in Uralic. 
*karšV (> Fi karhu), an uncertain etymology, is the only possible example. 
3.3.3.3. CH
In a few examples Koivulehto has argued that the laryngeals were substituted by Uralic *k. 
Uralic *ćolki is probably not an Indo-Iranian borrowing, but *si ̮ŋka ‘old’ almost certainly 
is. As argued in the entry for *soŋka, it is possible that the *k in the Indo-Iranian original 
*sanaka- reflects a “hardened” laryngeal, but this development is disputed by Indo-
Europeanists. Even if *k was a result of laryngeal hardening, the development would 
probably be earlier than Proto-Indo-Iranian, meaning that by the time the word was 
borrowed, the Indo-Iranian word simply had the stop *k that was regularly substituted by 
Uralic *k. 
 
3.3.4. Stops
3.3.4.1. Unvoiced stops
There is nothing special in the substitution of the plain unvoiced stops of Proto-Indo-
Iranian and Proto-Iranian, as they had counterparts in Uralic and were thus reflected 
rather faithfully as corresponding unvoiced stops in all positions. This can be said of all 
unvoiced stops, except in consonant clusters; in the word-initial cluster *st the t element 
was dropped, as happened in early Germanic and Baltic loans as well. There are not many 
examples of this development in Indo-Iranian loans (*sampas ‘pillar’ being perhaps the 
only one), but this suits the general substitution pattern of the early loanwords into the 
Uralic languages. 
3.3.4.2. Voiced and aspirated stops
As there were no voiced stops in Uralic, the Indo-Iranian voiced stops were reflected by 
their unvoiced counterparts in the loanwords. The situation is similar to the other early 
Indo-European loans. 
The same can be said of the aspirated stops, which were likewise substituted by Uralic 
*p, *t, *k. Because of this, it is impossible to distinguish the substitutions of Proto-Indo-
Iranian aspirated stops from their later, deaspirated reflexes in Iranian.  
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3.3.4.3. Iranian *x, *θ, *p
The Iranian fricatives that developed from unvoiced stops in various clusters were 
substituted by Uralic stops (for example, *šukta ← *tsuxta-), and in most cases it is 
impossible to determine whether the Uralic word reflects PII stops or later fricatives. 
 
3.3.5. Sibilants
3.3.5.1. PII, PI *s
The substitution of PII *s is uniformly Uralic *s. Because of the large sibilant inventory of 
both Uralic and Indo-Iranian, it was probably never the case that *s was substituted by 
other Uralic sibilants, unlike in the layer of earliest Germanic loanwords in Finnic, where 
Proto-Germanic *s is often substituted by Early Proto-Finnic*š. 
As noted above, in the *st- cluster in word-initial position, only *s is reflected in Uralic. 
This fits well with the evidence from other Indo-European (Baltic and Germanic loans), 
but is represented by only one Indo-Iranian example. 
The etymology of the Uralic word *pośi ‘penis’ is a notable example to this substitution. 
Here it would be unlikely that the Indo-Iranian and Uralic words are only coincidentally 
similar, but it is impossible to explain the Uralic *ś.  
There is no evidence for Iranian *s > *h in early loanwords. On the other hand, there is 
also no evidence that would force us to consider *s > *h a late change, as words with 
retained *s do not show other obvious Iranisms, such as the affricates *ts or *dz. 
3.3.5.2. PII, PI *š
The reflexes of the sibilant *š (originally the RUKI allophone of *s) are clearly 
distinguishable in the loanwords. The substitution in PII and PI loans is unambiguously *š, 
and the loans point to the evidence that the “RUKI change” was very early, predating even 
the Indo-Iranian merger of non-high vowels. The loans which do not show the RUKI 
reflex, such as *warsa, are probably later loans from a language in which *s and *š merged 
(as certainly happened in Alanic). The apparent exceptions to *š ← *š are not convincing, 
so one can state that Uralic *š was the regular substitution of Proto-Indo-Iranian *š. 
In some loans that are found only in Finnic, the cluster rs could theoretically reflect also 
earlier *rś, and it is impossible to know whether the substitution was *rs or *rś. If *rš was 
not allowed in Proto-Uralic, it is also possible to assume that the apparent exceptions can 
be explained by the substitution *rś ← *rš. 
There are a couple of loans in Permic which show *ś from *š. In the case of buriś, it is 
possible that the folk etymology ‘good hair’ has played a role, and *ś can be explained as 
secondary. In the etymology of *śumis this cannot be the option, and it is possible that the 
substitution was *ś ← *š. Here we have to take into account that the Pre-Permic sibilant 
was probably *š́ rather than *ś. Mari *pärća is also an exception to the rule that Uralic *š is 
the substitute of PII *š. 
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Beekes (1997: 7) reconstructs the RUKI sibilant as a retroflex *ṣ. This is known to be the 
reflex of the sound in Old Indo-Aryan, but the retroflexion of *š can be attributed to a more 
general phenomenon of retroflex consonants in Indo-Aryan (Burrow 1955: 96–99). There 
is no direct evidence for retroflexion in Old Iranian, and also Beekes assumes *š as the 
Proto-Iranian reflex of this sibilant. It is of course doubtful how well we can reconstruct 
the exact realization of this sibilant in Proto-Indo-Iranian anyway. There is also the 
terminological question of what is meant by “retroflexion” exactly. The Uralic loanwords 
do not help in this, as Proto-Uralic *š was in any event the most fitting substitution for 
either *š or *ṣ. 
3.3.6. Affricates
3.3.6.1. PII *ć, *ʒ́, *ʒ́H
The “palatal” character of *ć and *Ʒ́ is always reflected in the early loans, as they are 
substituted by Uralic *ś (*ć?). This is one of the most decisive and often the only feature to 
distinguish later Iranian loans from earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian borrowings. In most cases 
it is impossible to decide whether the Uralic substitute was the sibilant *ś or the affricate 
*ć, supporting the claim by Zhivlov (2014: 114, footnote 3) that these were one consonant 
in reality. If Pre-Ob-Ugric *śarapa ~ ćarapa ‘elk’ (which I deem uncertain) and Proto-
Mansi *āćtǝr are possible counter-examples, as these words do not give the usual reflex of 
*ś > s in Mansi. There seems to be no difference in the substitution of *ć and *Ʒ́, Ʒ́h. For the 
latter, there are only a few examples, and interestingly they have a West Uralic distribution 
(*śasra ~ *śi ̮sra, *waćara, *woraći).  
 
3.3.6.2. PI *ts, *dz
PI *ts is substituted by *š in word-initial position. In word-internal position it appears as 
*č as Koivulehto initially argued, and it seems that this substitution prevailed in both the 
area of West and Central Uralic, as well as in more eastern areas as is shown by POUg 
*päčäγ. The reasons for word-initial *š instead of *č remain unclear, as *č would have been 
possible in word-initial position in Proto-West Uralic (and Proto-Uralic). 
The possible case of *š ← *ts in word-initial position, Uralic (?) *(j)iša ‘skin’, is a false 
etymology. 
Koivulehto’s idea of the substitution *ks ← *ts can be rejected, as it is based on one 
etymology only, *teksä ‘ten’, which has been shown to be unconvincing. The substitution 
*ks ← *dz is supported only by two possible examples. It would be crucial to have more 
evidence. At this point the substitution rule remains hypothetical. The cases where *dz is 
substituted by *č are not convincing. 
The cases that possibly show *s from *dz are too uncertain. It is possible that the 
convincing etymologies that apparently show this substitution can be explained from later 
*z. 
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3.3.6.3. PII & PI *č, *ǯ
There are very few examples of these sounds, making it difficult to determine anything wth 
certainty. The substitution of these sounds seems to be practically similar to those of PI *ts 
and *dz. Pre-Permic *poči- shows *č from Indo-Iranian *č. Among the uncertain 
etymologies there are examples of possible substitutions of *ǯ with Uralic *š or *č, but 
because these etymologies are not convincing, there is no point in discussing this further. 
 
3.3.6.4. Later Iranian *s, *z (from *ts, *dz)
These are reflected by Uralic *s in all loans. Koivulehto argued that Uralic *s- in word-
initial position could substitute for *dz. If this was correct, there would be no way to 
distinguish *z and *dz in the word-initial position in the loanwords, but there is no positive 
evidence for this (see above). 
 
3.3.6.5. Glides
The glide *y was substituted with the corresponding Uralic glide *j in all positions. The 
same can be said of *w. 
 
3.3.6.6. *l, *r
The loanwords support the view that PIE *l became *r already in Proto-Indo-Iranian, as 
there are no plausible loan etymologies which show Uralic *l as the substitute of l that 
could be reconstructed based on Sanskrit forms that have allegedly retained PIE *l. All the 
convincing loanwords point to PII or PI *r, and the few tentative words with *l (*śali, 
*śolki, *talas) have been shown to be false or at least improbable etymologies (some being 
borrowings from some other branch of Indo-European). The substitutions also show that 
the shift to r took place very early, as it is reflected even in the Pre-Indo-Iranian 
borrowings like *kekrä and maybe *kečrä, if this word goes back to a PIE form with *-tlo- 
and not *-tro-. 
 
3.3.6.7. Evidence for Andronovo Aryan and Indo-Aryan loanwords?
None of the loanwords have to be considered as Andronovo Aryan or Proto-Indo-Aryan 
based on the criteria that were presented in the Introduction. The Uralic palatal affricate *ć 
or sibilant *ś can in all cases be explained from Proto-Indo-Iranian *ć, and there is no need 
to assume that it should reflect Andronovo Aryan *ć or PIA *ś. In the etymological material 
of this study, no further positive evidence was found for the distinction of PU *ś and *ć as 
substitutions of the Proto-Indo-Iranian affricates. This means that at least in word-initial 
position there probably was no difference between *ć and *ś, and even though we do not 
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know what this sound was phonetically, it is safe to assume that Uralic words showing *ś 
reflect a sound substitution of Indo-Iranian *ć and *Ʒ́. 
Regarding the other phonological criteria, it was shown already in the Introduction that 
the substitutions of *r̥H clusters are so diverse that one cannot determine what their 
development was in Andronovo Aryan.  
The various substitutions of Indo-Iranian *a cannot be used as evidence for either 
Indo-Aryan or Andronovo Aryan loans. The possible Andronovo development *a > *ä is 
also shown by some loans that are clearly from Proto-Iranian, which means that Uralic *ä 
reflects a simple sound substitution, not a development *a > æ on the Iranian side. 
Regarding the distribution of the etymologies within Indo-Iranian, all the loanwords 
which cannot be from Iranian because of the lack of attested Iranian cognates have a more 
or less secure Proto-Indo-Iranian etymology, and nothing prevents us from assuming that 
these words reflect Proto-Indo-Iranian borrowings. It is also possible that some words with 
solid Proto-Indo-Iranian etymologies were present in Iranian but were lost before the first 
Old Iranian texts were composed. 
 
3.4. LIST OF CONVINCING, UNCERTAIN AND UNCONVINCING
INDO-IRANIAN ETYMOLOGIES
Here the etymologies are listed and stratified into different loanword layers. The 
loanwords that can belong to several layers are mentioned in brackets. The words that can 
be either from Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian are listed as one group. Here the 
phonological criteria is used as the main criterion and those loanwords that do not show 
Proto-Indo-Iranian, Proto-Iranian or later Iranian features are listed under the ambiguous 
loanwords. In the case where the distribution within Indo-Iranian or semantics give 
definite traits of Iranisms, the words are listed as Iranian, but otherwise they are listed as 
ambiguous, even if they have a limited distribution within Uralic. 
 
3.4.3. Pre-Indo-Iranian
*ertä ‘side’, *kekrä ‘wheel’, *kečrä ‘spindle’, *mekši ‘bee’, (*meti ‘honey’), *ońća ‘part’, 
(*orpa ‘orphan’), *peijas ‘feast’, *pejmä ‘milk’, Pre-P *pertä ‘wing’, *repä ‘fox’, *rećmä 
‘rope’, *sejti ‘bridge’ 
 
3.4.4. Proto-Indo-Iranian
*aćtara ‘whip’, *anti/onta, *ora ‘awl’, *orja ‘slave; south’, (*orpa ‘orphan’), *pośi ‘penis’, 
*śaŋka ‘handle’, Pre-Md *śaγa ‘goat’, *śarwi ‘horn’, *śaδa- ‘to rain’, śara- ‘shit’, *śi ̮ta 
‘hundred’, Pre-P *śVta ‘hundred’, *śasra ‘thousand’, *śišta ‘wax’, *śoma- ‘sad’, *waćara 
‘hammer’, *woraći ‘boar’ 
 
3.4.2.1. Uncertain cases
*ćaŋka- ‘to sting’, *ćara- ‘brown; ? to dawn’, *ćarapa ‘elk’, *ćero ‘hill-top’,? *ćerti ‘group’, 
*porćas, PUg *śeŋkV ‘nail’ 
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3.4.3. Proto-Iranian
(*ačwa ‘horse’) *mača ‘insect’, *očra ‘barley’, *počaw ‘reindeer’, *päčäɣ ‘reindeer’, *serä 
‘old’, *šoji- ‘to care’, *šukta ‘burnt patch’ 
 
3.4.4.1. Uncertain cases
*maksa- ‘to pay’, *paksu ‘thick’ 
 
3.4.5. Old Iranian and ambiguous early Iranian (no PI criteria, no Osseticisms)
*asma ‘voracious’, PP *domV ‘to tame’, Pre-P *dura /tura ‘long’, Pre-Fi *isa- ‘appetite’, 
Pre-P *kaδa- ‘to steal’, Pre-P *karka ‘chicken’, Pre-P *parśa ~ *barśa ‘mane’, Pre-P *parta 
‘knife’, PFi *pe̮rna ‘spleen’, PMs *rǟsnǟ ‘rope’, *serńä ‘metal’, *si ̮rńa ‘metal’, PFi *sooja 
‘shelter’, PP *šud ‘luck’, PP *śumi ̮s ‘band’ 
 
3.4.6. Alanic/“Pre-Ossetic”
*arwa (> Fi arvo ‘price’), *arwV (> Hu ár ‘price’), POUg *ēräɣ ‘song’, POUg *eträ ‘clear 
sky’, PKh *ʌaγər ‘Panzerhemd’, PMs *širγV ‘sword’, *šǟrkVśV ‘eagle’, *warsa ‘calf’, *wasa 
‘foal’, PMs *wī̮sәγ ‘calf’, PMs *ǟsVrVmV ‘shame’ 
These words probably represent several different chronological layers, but due to the 
small number of securely “Alanic” loans, far-reaching conclusions cannot be made. Some 
words, like *šǟrkVśV or wasa ‘foal’, PMs *wī ̮sәγ ‘calf’ could also have been borrowed from 
some other later Iranian language, as similar phonological developments are attested in 
Chwarezmian. *ʌaγər could equally well be borrowed from a pre-form of the Pashto word 
zγar, but due to geographical reasons Alanic is a more probable origin than other forms of 
Eastern Iranian. 
3.4.7. Ambiguous early loans (can be either from PII or PI)
*ajša ‘shaft’, *asVra ‘lord’, *iha ‘yearning. passion’, *ihta ‘lust’, *jama ‘twin’, *jawi/jowa 
(> Mo juv) ‘awn’, *jawi (> PS *jäə̑) ‘flour’, *ji ̮ni ‘way, path’, *juma ‘god’, *kana- ‘to dig’, 
*kara- ‘to dig’, *kata- ‘to graze’, *kertä- ‘to bind’, *ki ̮ntaw ‘tree stump’, *kürtńV ‘iron’, PKh 
*kǟrtV ‘iron’, *kärtä ‘iron’, *martas ‘dead’, *ńātV- ‘to help’, *pakas ‘god’, *para ‘good’, 
Kh pĕnt ‘way’, PMs *pē ̮ńtV ‘brother-in-law’, *pora ‘old’, *poči- ‘to boil’, Pre-P *porta 
‘vessel’, *puntaksi ‘bottom’, Pre-Ma *pänti- ‘to bind’, PMa *pärća ‘ear of corn’, *pätäri- ‘to 
flee’, *saγi- ‘to get, obtain’, *sampas ‘pillar’, *saŋka ‘old’, *sara ‘lake’, *sasara ‘sister’, 
*säptä ‘seven’, *tajwas ‘sky’, *takra ‘piece of flesh’, *tarna ‘grass’, *tojwV ‘wish’, *toraksi 
‘through’, *tora- ‘to fight’, *täjV ‘milk’, *täjinV ‘cow’, *täši, *uška ‘bull’, *wakša- (> PS 
*wåtå-) ‘to grow’, *wajna- ‘to see’, *wojna- ‘to see’, *wiša ‘venom’, *wi ̮rna ‘wool’, *wärkä 
‘kidney’, PS *wǝ̑rkǝ̑ ‘wolf’, *wirtV- ‘to hold, raise’, *äŋkärä ‘coal’ 
 
3.4.7.1. Uncertain cases
PFi *aiwa (← Germanic ?), Ma *arša ‘mane’, *aštira ‘barren earth’, *itä- ‘to appear’, 
Pre-Fi *karšV ‘bear’, *kota ‘chum’, Pre-Sa *kupa ‘pit’, PFi *kärsä ‘snout’, PFi *mana-, PUg 
? *mańći, Ma marij ‘Mari; man; husband’, POUg *mē̮ja ‘wedding’, *mykkä ‘dumb’, *orpV 
‘relative’, *pi̮ŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom’, POUg *pVrV ‘phratry’, Pre-Sa *poti ‘against’, 
*sentü- ‘to be born’, Pre-Sa *soma/sami ‘some’, PP *sur ‘beer’, PFi *süte- ‘to hit’ (< ? 
*sewči-), PUg *taja- ‘secret’, Pre-Fi *terni ‘young’, *terwV ‘healthy’, ? *towkV ‘spring’, 
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PWU *utarV ‘udder’ (← Germanic ?; Mari *waδar ← II), *waŋka ‘hook’, Md E v ́eŕges, 
M vərǵas ‘wolf’ 
 
The ambiguity means that many of the loans with limited distribution in Finno-Permic and 
Ugric can be considered Iranian loanwords. If we take the wide distribution of *tora- into 
account, it is more probable that this word is also from Proto-Indo-Iranian. The same can 
be said of other widespread loans, like *asVra. 
 
 
3.4.8. Other Middle Iranian/later Iranian
POug ? *mɔ̈ŋki ‘forest-spirit’, PS *pulə̑ ~ *pi ̮lə̑ ‘bridge’, PP *sarid’z ‘sea’ 
 
3.4.9. List of uncertain Indo-Iranian etymologies
PFi *aiwa (← Germanic ?), Ma *arša ‘mane’, PMs *ǟrV ‘fire’, *aštira ‘barren earth’, 
POug *ćakV ‘hammer’, *ćara- ‘brown; ? to dawn’, *ćero ‘hill-top’, *ćerti ‘group’, *itä- ‘to 
appear’, Pre-Fi *karšV ‘bear’, PMs *kīrV ‘iron’, *kota ‘chum’, Pre-Sa *kupa ‘pit’, PFi *kärsä 
‘snout’, *maksa- ‘to pay’, PFi *mana-, PUg ? *mańći, Ma marij ‘Mari; man; husband’, 
*mē̮ja ‘wedding’, *mykkä ‘dumb’, PP *oč ‘corn’, *orpV ‘relative’, PFi *paksu ‘thick’, *peji- 
‘to milk’, *pi̮ŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom’ POUg *porV ‘phratry’, Pre-Sa *poti ‘against’, 
Pre-Fi *šatas ‘germ’, *sentü- ‘to be born’, *šerä- ‘to wake up’, Ms šVšwǝŋ ‘hare’, PUg 
*śeŋkV ‘nail’, Pre-Sa *soma/sami ‘some’, PP *sur ‘beer’, PFi *süte- ‘to hit’ (< ? *sewči-), 
Hu szekér ‘wagon’, Kh ʌīkər ‘Narte’ PUg *taja- ‘secret’, Pre-Fi *terni ‘young’, *terwV 
‘healthy’, ? *towkV ‘spring’, PWU *utarV ‘udder’ (← Germanic ?; Mari *waδar ← II), 
*waŋka ‘hook’, Mo E v ́eŕges, M vərǵas ‘wolf’ 
 
3.4.10. Etymologies that were probably borrowed from another Indo-European 
source (PIE, PBSl, Germanic, Baltic)
*aisa ‘shaft’ ← Balto-Slavic, PFi *aiwa (← Germanic ?), *apV ‘help’ ← Germanic, *jewä 
‘grain’ ← Balto-Slavic, Ma karaš etc. ‘honeycomb’ ← Baltic, (*meti ‘honey’ ← ? PIE,) 
Fi *ojas ‘shaft’ ← Slavic, *ola ← Baltic, *oŋki ← Germanic, *porćas ← Balto-Slavic, Pre-Sa 
*porta ‘vessel’ ← Germanic, *salV ‘salt’ (cannot be reconstructed for PU, various later 
parallel loans), *śi̮lkaw ← Balto-Slavic, *sammu- ← Germanic, *śuka ← Balto-Slavic, Mari 
*šŭžar ← Baltic/Balto-Slavic or Slavic, *tejniš ‘pregnant animal’ ← Baltic/Balto-Slavic, 
PWU *utarV ‘udder’ (? ← Germanic) 
 
3.4.11. Unconvincing etymologies
PUg *arV ‘kinship-term’, PSa *čārēs ‘coarse’, *čača- ‘to grow’, *eštä- ‘to be able’, *i ̮di ‘year’, 
? *ićä ‘father’, *ićäntä ‘master’, *išana ‘wonderful’, *i̮δi ‘year’ *jiša [?] ‘skin’, *juγi- ‘to 
drink’, *jäγi- ‘to leave’, *mi ̮γi ‘earth’, PMs *mul’V- ‘to win’, PFi *mürkkü ‘venom’, Fi naaras 
‘female’, *niska ‘neck’, POug ? *nud ‘river’, POug *nǟk ‘nail’, PUg ? *omtVrV, Est oide 
‘grass’, *pošja ‘bottom’, Ma *pörš ‘Reif’, Mo pušto, Ma pušta ‘Haferbrei’, PKh ? *rawV 
‘river’, Mansi rēkw, Khanty rŏwa ‘Ufer’, *śali ‘guts’, *sarajas ‘sea’, PS *ser ‘white’, PU 
? *śertä ~ *śerä ‘Art’, *sini ‘blue’, *šiwä ‘good’, *śolki ‘fibula’, Ma šör, šəžer ‘milk’, *tala 
‘vessel’, *talV ‘hut’, *tarwas ‘sickle’, Mns tas (xum) ‘Fremder’, *teksä ‘ten’, Md ukso, 
Ma oškə̑, PSa *wāće̮m, *wari ‘forest; hill’, *waji ‘butter’, *waćća ‘stomach’ 
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3.5. EARLY LOANS INTO ALREADY DIFFERENTIATED 
BRANCHES
It is often difficult to distinguish the loanwords which are acquired into individual 
branches from those which were borrowed already into the proto-languages. Here only the 
convincing cases are listed. 
 
Only in Finnic: 
*aćnas ‘voracious’, *iha ‘wish’, *ihta ‘lust’, PFi *isV ‘appetite’, *martas ‘dead’, *očra 
‘barley’, *peijas ‘feast’, *pejmä ‘milk’, *pe̮rna ‘spleen’, *sampas ‘pillar’, *sooja ‘shelter’, 
*tajwas ‘sky’, *takra ‘piece of flesh’, *terwV ‘healthy’, *tojwV ‘wish’ 
All of these words, with the exception of *sooja ‘shelter’, were clearly borrowed into Early 
Proto-Finnic (Pre-Finnic) at the latest. Formally most of the loans could be from PII or PI: 
*peijas and *pejmä are probably from Pre-II, *sooja and *isa from later Iranian. *pe̮rna 
has to be formally from Iranian (PI or later). 
 
Only in Saami: 
*kata- ‘to graze’, *kertä- ‘to bind’, *pora ‘old’, *wojna- ‘to see’ 
All of the loans were acquired before the Saami vowel changes. Formally all could be either 
from Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian. 
 
Only in Finnic and Saami: 
*asma ‘voracious’, *jama ‘twin’, *kekrä ‘wheel’, *mača ‘insect’ 
Of these, *mača from Proto-Iranian and *jama is ambiguous. As the -sm- in asma does 
not point to Proto-Indo-Iranian *ć, this is probably an Iranian loan too. It is possible that 
these words were borrowed into Proto-West Uralic, as there is no general support for a 
Finno-Saamic proto-language today. As the cognates within Finnic and Saami are regular, 
there is no need to assume parallel borrowings. *kekrä has to be from Proto-Indo-Iranian. 
 
Only in Mordvin: 
*ćaγa ‘goat’, *jawi/jowa (> Mo juv), *kürtńV ‘iron’, *pakas ‘god’, *serä ‘old’, *serńä 
‘metal’, *wajna- ‘to see’ 
 
Most of these loanwords are ambiguous (they could have been borrowed from Proto-Indo-
Iranian, Proto-Iranian or even from some later form of Iranian). *serä and *serńä have to 
be from Iranian because of the sibilant *s, and it is unlikely that *kürtńV ‘iron’ is from 
Proto-Indo-Iranian, for obvious historical reasons. *ćaγa is the only loan that appears to 
be earlier than Proto-Iranian, but due to the unclear development of PII *sć, it cannot be 
ruled out that this word is borrowed from Proto-Iranian too. 
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Only in Mordvin and/or Finnic and/or Saami (can point to a borrowing into Proto-West 
Uralic): 
*ji ̮ni ‘way’, *kečrä ‘spindle’, *rećmä ‘rope’, *śaŋka, *waćara ‘hammer’, *warsa ‘foal’, 
*wasa ‘calf’, *woraći ‘pig’ 
 
Based on phonological criteria, these loans do not form a chronologically coherent layer, 
but probably their modern distribution is accidental (their original distribution can have 
been wider). *kečrä ‘spindle’ and *rećmä ‘rope’ are from Pre-II, *śaŋka, *waćara and 
*woraći from PII, *warsa and *wasa from later Iranian (Alanic). *ji ̮ni is ambiguous. Also 
the loans confined to Finnic and Saami mentioned above probably were borrowed into 
Proto-West Uralic, as it is a more convincing taxonomic entity than Proto-Finno-Saamic. 
 
Only in Mordvin, Finnic and/or Saami and Mari 
*juma ‘good’ 
This loan can be either from PII or PI. As it is obvious that these four branches do not form 
any taxonomical entity (Salminen 2002; J. Häkkinen 2009), it is only logical that there are 
no other loanwords with a “Finno-Volgaic” distribution. 
 
Only in Mari: 
*kVrtnV ‘metal’ (← PII, PI or later), Pre-Ma *pänti- ‘to bind’, PMa *pärća ‘ear of corn’, 
*si ̮rńa ‘gold’ (← Old Iranian) 
Only very few early Indo-Iranian loans can be found in Mari and in no other Uralic 
language. It is unclear what the reason for this is. It is, of course, possible that some 
uncertain loanwords like marij ‘man; Mari’ turn out to be correct after all, but even that 
does not make the number of loans in Mari very high. The situation has to be explained 
either with loss of vocabulary and replacement by later loans (from Turkic, and also 
perhaps from Permic) or with Mari’s location on the periphery at the time of the later 
contacts with the Iranian languages. Agyagási (2019: 254–258)60 argues that the current 
area where Mari is spoken was formed only relatively late, after the Mongol invasion in the 
High Middle Ages. If this is indeed correct, and Mari was spoken in more northern areas 
before that, it can be assumed that Pre-Mari had only sporadic contacts with the Iranian 
languages after it split off from Proto-Uralic. 
 
Only in Permic (early loans; for later loans confined to Permic, see Appendix I): 
*a(č)wa ‘stallion’, PP *ju ‘awn’, *kertä ‘house’, *kärtä ‘metal’, *kada- ~ *gada- ‘to steal’, 
*karka ‘chicken’, *parśa ~ *barśa ‘mane’, *parta ‘knife’, *pertä ‘wing’, *poči- ‘to 
60 Agyagási’s arguments are based on a combination of evidence from archaeology, mediaeval written 
sources and alleged substrate vocabulary, and her views require a detailed analysis and commentary before 
they can be accepted as such. However, from the point of view of Indo-Iranian loanwords the idea that the 
area of Mari speakers has changed radically during mediaeval times is possible.
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boil’, *porta ‘vessel’, *dura ‘long’, *domV ‘to tame’, PP *śumi ̮s ‘band’, PP *šud‘luck’, *uška 
‘bull’, *wi̮rna ‘wool’, *wirä ‘man, husband’, *äŋkärä ‘coal’ 
 
The number of loanwords in Permic is relatively high, and many of these can be considered 
to be Iranian loanwords. Technically many loans are ambiguous, but as some of the words 
were borrowed late due to historical reasons (‘iron’), and some were borrowed into a Pre-
Permic which already had a phonological system that was different from Proto-Uralic 
(*šud- has d which cannot reflect PU *δ). 
It is probable that the Permic languages were in continuous contact with the Indo-
Iranian languages from the time they split from Proto-Uralic until the early mediaeval era. 
Although many later loans listed in Appendix I show Ossetic phonological features, among 
the earlier loanwords there are not many traits that would force us to consider the words to 
be borrowings from specifically Alanic, but many could theoretically be from Proto-Iranian 
or a more generic “Old Iranian”. This makes the more precise dating and stratigraphy of 
the loanwords in Permic difficult. 
 
Only in Permic and Mari: 
*wärkä ‘kidney’, *wirtV- ‘to hold, raise’ 
Both loans are ambiguous (they could be from PII or PI). The modern distribution is 
probably accidental (loss from related branches). It is also possible that these words are 
parallel loanwords. 
 
Only in Khanty and Mansi (regular cases): 
POUg *ēräɣ ‘song’, POUg *eträ ‘clear sky’, POug *mɔ̈ŋki ‘forest-spirit’, *ńātV- ‘to help’, 
*päčäɣ ‘reindeer’ 
The number of these etymologies is so low that it is very difficult to determine whether 
these words were borrowed into Proto-Ob-Ugric or some earlier proto-language, such as 
Proto-Ugric. These words show regular phonological relations, but this can also be an 
illusion: Zhivlov (2006) reconstructs rather many stem types and correspondence types for 
Proto-Ob-Ugric, and some of these include only a few etymologies, which can point to the 
conclusion that the words showing these rare correspondences are not real cognates after 
all. 
*päčäɣ has to be a Proto-Iranian loanword because of *č (← PI *ts), *mɔ̈ŋki has to be a 
late, Middle-Iranian-type loan, and *ńātV- is ambiguous. The rest of the loans can be from 
Alanic. 
 
Only in Khanty and/or Mansi and/or Hungarian (regular cases): 
*säptä ‘seven’ (Khanty + Hungarian regular), *sara ‘lake’ 
There are so few convincing loanwords with a “Ugric” distribution that they provide very 
little evidence. Either of these loans could be from Proto-Indo-Iranian or Proto-Iranian, if 
we assume that *s > *h was a common Iranian sound change. Both loans were acquired 
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before *s > θ, *ś > s, meaning that they were borrowed into a form of Uralic that was not 
yet Proto-Ugric. 
 
Only in Mansi: 
*aćtirV ‘whip’, PMs *pē̮ńtV ‘brother-in-law’, PMs *rǟsnǟ ‘rope’, *širγV ‘sword’, *šǟrkVśV 
‘eagle’, PMs *sǟt ‘seven’ (borrowed independently from Pre-Ug *säptä), *wē̮sәγ ‘calf’, 
*ǟsVrVmV ‘shame’ 
These words consist of different layers, with *širγV ‘sword’, *šǟrkVśV ‘eagle’ and 
*ǟsVrVmV ‘shame’ probably from Alanic. PMs *rǟsnǟ ‘rope’ and *wēsiγ have to be late 
loans, and *aćtirV has to be very early because of the palatal *ć. The rest are ambiguous. 
 
Only in Khanty: 
PKh *kǟrtV ‘iron’, PKh *ʌaγər ‘Panzerhemd’, PKh *pint ‘way’, PKh *wǟrəs ‘horse’s mane’ 
PKh *ʌaγər is a probable Alanic loan which was clearly borrowed before *s > *ʌ, but the 
rest are more or less ambiguous. Because of the small number of loanwords, nothing very 
far-reaching can be said about the contacts between Khanty and the Indo-Iranian 
languages. 
 
Only in Hungarian (early loans): 
*arwV (> Hu ár ‘price’), ostor ‘whip’ (< ? *oćtVrV), *surV ‘lord’, *täjV ‘milk’, *täjinV ‘cow’ 
As is the case with the other Ugric languages, the number of the early loanwords in 
Hungarian is quite low, which again prevents us from making far-reaching conclusions. 
Many of the loanwords are ambiguous, but ár most probably reflects an Iranian form 
*arγa-, which means that the word could have been borrowed from Alanic (or another 
form of early Eastern Iranian). If the s in ostor reflects earlier *ć, like in Mansi *aćtәr, the 
word has to be a very early loan. The examples of *ć > s [š] in Hungarian are few, and 
because of this, the development remains hypothetical. On the other hand, it could also be 
borrowed from some much later form of Iranian with *-št-, although in this case the word 
should be quite late, borrowed at a time when s was already possible in Hungarian. 
Hungarian s can also reflect earlier *č, and it could also be assumed that *-čt- was the 
substitution for Indo-Iranian *-ćt- or *-št-.  
 
Only in Samoyed: 
*jäwi (> PS *jäə̑), PS *pulə̑ ~ *pi̮lə̑ ‘bridge’, *täjki ‘spear’, PS *wǝ̑rkə̑ ‘wolf’, Pre-S *täši (> 
PS *tät), *wakša- (> PS *wåtå) ‘to grow’ 
Of these, only *wåtå- has to be a very early loan because of *s > *t. *jäwi (> PS *jäə̑) and 
PS *wə̑rkə̑ were possibly acquired before the Proto-Samoyed vowel developments, making 
them probably early loanwords too. Formally all of them could be either from PII or PI. 
*pulə̑ ~ *pi ̮lə̑ could have been borrowed into Proto-Samoyed (with Iranian *u 
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corresponding to Samoyed *u), and because of the *l the word is probably from a relatively 
late, Middle Iranian language. 
 
The following loanwords have a distribution with a cognate in both Samoyed and some 
other branch: 
*śaδa- ‘to rain’, *tora- ‘to fight’ (also *itä-, which is more uncertain, belongs here) 
 
The following loanwords have a distribution with regular cognates with at least one 
Ugric branch and some other branch, which points to early borrowing. Although formally 
*kana- and *kara- are ambiguous, they are probably from Proto-Indo-Iranian because of 
their distribution. The rest of the loans are from Pre-II or PII. 
*kana- ‘to dig’, *kara- ‘to dig’, *meti ‘honey’, *mekši ‘bee’, *orpV ‘orphan’, *ora ‘awl’, *peji- 
‘to milk’, *pätäri- ‘to flee’, *śara- ‘shit’, *śoma- ‘sad’ 
 
The following loanwords are found in at least two non-adjacent branches of Uralic (the 
ones listed in the above categories are not counted). As there are no widely accepted 
criteria for a word to be considered “Uralic”, all of these could be considered loanwords 
into Proto-Uralic, in this case probably from Proto-Indo-Iranian or Pre-Indo-Iranian. 
*ajša ‘shaft’, *anti/onta ‘grass’, *ertä ‘side’, *ki ̮ntaw ‘tree stump’, *mertä ‘human’, *orja 
‘slave’, *para ‘good’, *počaw ‘reindeer’, *puntaksi ‘bottom’, *saγi- ‘to get, obtain’, *repä 
‘fox’, *si ̮ŋka ‘old’, *sasara ‘sister’, *sejti ‘bridge’, *śišta ‘wax’, *tarna ‘grass’, *toraksi 
‘through’, *wiša ‘venom’ 
 
3.6. DISCUSSION ABOUT THE DISTRIBUTION AND ITS IMPACT 
ON URALIC TAXONOMY
Although much weight has been given to Indo-Iranian loanwords in the study of Uralic 
taxonomy, since Koivulehto’s works it has been obvious that the issue is very complicated 
and that the loanwords offer very little evidence for this. Hopefully this study has enforced 
this view. It is now obvious that the mere distribution of the loanwords say little of the age 
of the borrowings, as already Koivulehto (1999a: 208–209) noted. 
However, some observations can be made. It thus seems that there are Proto-Iranian 
loanwords which were borrowed simultaneously into several early branches of Uralic, 
making it likely that Uralic had split into several branches by the time of these contacts. 
Also the fact that many of the Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords either show a restricted 
distribution (such as West Uralic *waćara, *woraći) or irregular correspondences 
(*asVra, *śasra, *śi ̮ta) can point to the conclusion that Proto-Uralic was fragmenting by 
the time when contacts with Proto-Indo-Iranian took place. 
The earlier, Pre-Indo-Iranian loanwords usually show a wider distribution and regular 
sound correspondences. Although the number of these earliest loans is quite small, based 
on their distribution and regular correspondences it can be assumed that the Pre-Indo-
Iranian stage (after RUKI, *l > *r and the merger of velars and labiovelars but before the 
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merger of non-high vowels) was concurrent with Proto-Uralic, with the changes leading to 
Proto-Indo-Iranian happening after the dispersal of Proto-Uralic. 
The distribution of loanwords reinforces the old idea that Samoyed is a lexical outlier, 
as only few convincing Indo-Iranian etymologies for Proto-Uralic words (*saδa- ‘to rain’, 
*tora- ‘to fight’) have a convincing reflex in Samoyed. However, the fact that such 
etymologies exist means rather that the situation is due to lexical loss in Samoyed, and that 
the earliest contact occurred before Samoyed split off from Proto-Uralic. 
There are very few loanwords that have a Ugric distribution (being found in at least one 
Ob-Ugric branch and Hungarian), and likewise rather few in Ob-Ugric. The few loans that 
have a distribution confined to Ugric were borrowed before the change *s > *θ took place. 
This means that the Ugric distribution does not mean much from the point of view of 
chronology or taxonomy, as the words were borrowed into a language that was still 
identical to Proto-Uralic. Even some loans borrowed into Khanty and Mansi have to be so 
early. On the other hand, as the change *s > *θ probably was areal rather than a true 
innovation, and we do not know precisely when this change occurred, the “Pre-Ugric” 
loans do not have to be very early. 
 
3.7. IMPACTS ON DATING AND THE LOCATION OF THE 
CONTACT ZONES
The area where the contacts took place was probably not far from the area where Proto-
Uralic and its early dialects were spoken, that is, the Volga-Kama area west of the Urals. 
However, it is impossible to define the contact zones in more detail. Both the loans with 
“Finno-Permic” and “Ugric” distribution can be quite easily explained through contacts 
that occurred west of the Urals, although at this point the early Uralic dialects were 
probably spoken in a relatively wide region. The small number of the loanwords attested in 
Samoyed is certainly partly due to the greater loss of lexicon in Samoyed, but also the early 
migration of the Pre-Samoyed speakers to east of the Urals may be part of the reason. 
Because of the very limited number of convincing etymologies found only in Finnic or 
Saami, it is probable that there were not (extensive) contacts with Pre-Finnic or Pre-Saami 
after the split of Proto-West Uralic. 
The great number of loanwords of varying ages in Permic inevitably points to the 
conclusion that the pre-form of the Permic branch had been constantly spoken in an area 
that was adjacent to the Iranian languages. The different layers of loanwords in Permic 
clearly point to chronological differences in the donor languages, but it also seems that 
Permic was in contact with various forms of Iranian and not with different diachronic 
stages of the same language. 
It is an interesting issue that several of the loanwords do not have a good Indo-
European etymology, and they are probably loanwords (substrate words) in Indo-Iranian. 
Although already Lubotsky (2001b) observed that some of the Indo-Iranian substrate 
words have been borrowed into Uralic, he assumed that the words have to be from Iranian, 
as in his view these words entered Proto-Indo-Iranian in the Bactria-Margiana 
Archaeological Complex in Central/South Asia, which is too far to the south and east from 
the Uralic contact areas. However, this idea has to be reviewed on the basis of these 
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etymologies: at least some of these Uralic words have to be borrowed from Proto-Indo-
Iranian because of phonological archaisms, and it is thus possible that these words were 
borrowed into Proto-Indo-Iranian already earlier and in more northern areas. 
 
3.8. LEXICAL EVIDENCE OF CULTURAL INFLUENCE
Although it is not the main purpose of this study, it is interesting to give a brief summary of 
the areas of culture reflected by the loanwords. This is central in that the different 
loanword layers reflect different areas of cultural vocabulary, and in this respect the issue 
is related to the topic of this dissertation, the stratigraphy of the Indo-Iranian loanwords. 
In some cases the information on cultural aspects could provide additional information in 
support of phonological or distributional arguments. 
However, the limited number of loans does not give much possibilities to consider the 
cultural influence that speakers of Proto-Indo-Iranian and later forms of Iranian had over 
the speakers of Uralic. As the reconstruction of the vocabulary of proto-languages and the 
culture of their speakers is in general fraught with challenges due to vocabulary loss and 
semantic change (Mallory 1991: 111–113; Campbell 1999: 350; Ringe 2004: 1023–1024), 
the whole issue remains speculative, and the remarks made here have to be understood in 
that sense. 
In general, the words that have been borrowed are typical cultural words, and the 
contacts between Indo-Iranian and Uralic seems to have been a typical contact situation in 
which a culturally less-advanced language group borrows various cultural terms from a 
more “advanced” group. The words in various loanword layers related to horse and cattle 
breeding show obvious cultural influence in the field of domesticated animals, and the 
borrowing of some names of grains points to agricultural influence from the Indo-Iranians 
on the speakers of Uralic. 
As some very basic terms, such as words for ‘kidney’ and some kinship terms were 
borrowed too, it is probable that the contacts were quite intensive. The limited number of 
loans, which is probably partly due to vocabulary loss in Uralic during the subsequent 
millennia, makes a more detailed assessment of the intensity impossible. 
 
3.9. DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
The results of this dissertation will certainly be challenged by future works, but this is only 
natural and desirable. As Joki (1973: 353) and Szemerényi (1977a: 132) noted, interim 
reports on loanwords studies are crucial, but they only remain relevant for so long. The 
progress being made in the study of both Uralic and Indo-Iranian historical phonology at 
the moment is immense, and it is certain that from the present material new results can be 
achieved in the future. Equally likely is that new etymologies will be presented. 
The later loanwords from Indo-Iranian have been dealt with only cursorily (the clearly 
later loans into Permic are shown in Appendix I), and many details concerning the relative 
(and absolute?) chronology of these loans, as well as the characteristics of the donor 
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languages, remain open. In the same way, the later loanwords into Hungarian remain a 
topic where new results can be achieved. 
In addition to the Indo-Iranian loanword layers in the Uralic languages, also many 
ideas concerning the other early loanwords (Northwest Indo-European, Balto-Slavic, 
Proto-Indo-European) are now in a period of transition. As was shown in this work, some 
of the assumed Indo-Iranian loanwords must have been borrowed instead from some other 
branch, and these words await a largescale investigation with the same methods used here, 
and with the help of the results of modern Uralic linguistics as well as Indo-European 
studies. Hopefully the results of this work will make the study of later Iranian loanwords 
and the other early Indo-European loans easier. 
An almost completely new topic of research would be the possible lexical influence from 
the Uralic languages on Indo-Iranian. Although some of the suggested etymologies were 
discussed here (see the listing in Appendix II), certainly more could be said on this topic in 
the future. At least all the suggested etymologies could be discussed in more detail. 
As stated in the Introduction, this study had the sole objective of examining the lexical 
influence from Indo-Iranian on Uralic. The location of the contact zones, the absolute 
chronologies and correlation with the results of archaeology were deliberately left out. If 
this work has achieved its purpose in presenting a convincing model of loanword 
stratigraphy, then archaeologists and researchers of other related fields can base their new 
research on these results. Also the matter of possible cultural influence (such as the alleged 
Indo-Iranian elements in the mythology of Uralic peoples) can, hopefully, be better 
approached in the future. 
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ABBREVIATIONS OF LANGUAGES
Av Avestan 
: OAv  Old Avestan, YAv = Young Avestan 
E Enets 
: FE Forest Enets 
Est Estonian 
Fi Finnish 
Hu Hungarian 
Izh Izhorian 
Ka Karelian 
Kam Kamas 
Kh Khanty 
Li Livonian 
Ma Mari 
Mat Mator 
Md Mordvin 
MI Middle Iranian 
Ms Mansi 
: E  Erzya, M = Moksha 
N Nenets 
: FN Forest Nenets, TN = Tundra Nenets  
NP New Persian 
OI Old Indic (Sanskrit) 
OP Old Persian 
Oss Ossetic 
PFi Proto-Finnic 
PFU Proto-Finno-Ugric 
PIA Proto-Indo-Aryan 
PIE Proto-Indo-European 
PII Proto-Indo-Iranian 
PI Proto-Iranian 
PKh Proto-Khanty 
PMs Proto-Mansi 
POUg  Proto-Ob-Ugric 
PSa  Proto-Saami 
PS  Proto-Samoyedic 
PU  Proto-Uralic 
Pug Proto-Ugric 
PWU  Proto-West-Uralic 
Sa  Saami 
: Kld = Kildin Saami, L = Lule Saami,  N = North Saami, P = Pite Saami S = 
South Saami, Sk = Skolt Saami, T = Ter Saami, U = Ume Saami 
SEst  South Estonian (võro-seto) 
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Slk Selkup 
Sogd  Sogdian 
Ve Veps 
Vo Votic 
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APPENDIX I: LATER IRANIAN LOANS IN THE 
PERMIC LANGUAGES
As many of the loans into Permic languages are clearly late borrowings, they provide 
little information for the main research questions of this work. Here these loans are dealt 
with only cursorily, and it has to be stressed that they deserve a later, much larger study. 
My main purpose here is to show why they are late and were not included in the discussion 
of the main part of the etymological analysis. The main criteria for late loans are 1) the 
word has clearly been borrowed after the sound changes that led to the Proto-Permic 
sound system (the extensive changes in the vocalism, denasalization, the shift *ks > *s, see 
Sammallahti 1988, Bartens 1990 and Csúcs 2005 for a complete listing of Proto-Permic 
sound changes); and 2) there clear indications that the word is borrowed from a form akin 
to modern Ossetic. 
Various different versions of Proto-Permic vowel reconstruction have been suggested 
(Harms 1967; Sammallahti 1988; Csúcs 2005; Zhivlov 2010), the Proto-Permic 
reconstructions used here follow the system of Csućs (2005), if no other source is 
mentioned. This is mainly due to the fact that even though the reconstruction of Csúcs is 
not necessarily the best, he has presented the most complete listing of Proto-Permic 
vocabulary so far. 
The earlier loanwords that were borrowed into Pre-Permic or earlier stages are treated 
in the main part of this work. 
 
LIST OF CONVINCING ETYMOLOGIES
 
Ko art, artal- < PP *art-  
(Csúcs 2005: 321)  
See the entry *arwa 
 
Ko ǯ́oǯ́e ̮g, Ud ǯ́aźeg ‘goose’ < PP ǯaźeg ‘goose’ (Csúcs 2005: 327)  
← Indo-Iranian, cf. PII *ʒ́hans-á- > OI haṁsá- ‘goose, swan’ < PIE*ghans- 
(Koivulehto 2001d: 286) 
This has to be a late loan due to *a, although the word-initial affricate points to an earlier 
donor, making the dating of the loan uncertain. The word-initial palatal sibilant is 
unexpected, but a similar substitution appears in other loans into Permic as well. 
Koivulehto explains this through influence from the word-initial palatal affricate. 
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Technically, the Permic word could equally well be explained from Baltic *žansis (the same 
problems with the affricate are present here, though). The reflex of the IE word is not 
attested in Iranian. The Indo-Iranian etymology is not mentioned by Csúcs (2005: 327). 
 
Ko jendon, jemdom ‘steel’; Ud andan id. < PP *andan 
← Alanic *andon-, > Oss andan, ændon ‘steel’ < PII *sam-dāna- (Cheung 2002: 
161) 
(KESK: 99; Joki 1973: 249–250; Rédei 1986c: 65; Csúcs 2005: 320) 
This has to be a late borrowing, because it does not show the results of the denasalization. 
The Komi forms are irregular, probably due to folk etymology. 
 
Ko beriś ‘Linde’; Ud be ̮ri ̮z, beriǯ́ id. 
< PP *beri ̮ʒ 
← Iranian *barza- (< PII *bhr̥Hʒ́a-), > Oss bærzæ ‘birch’ (Cheung 2002: 173; 
EWAia II: 269–270, s.v. bhūrjá-) 
(Joki 1973: 255; Rédei 1986c: 66; Lushnikova 1990: 192–193; Csúcs 2005: 321) 
Here the vowel *ä can point to an Ossetic-type donor language. Cheung mentions that 
there are very few regular Iranian reflexes of *bhr̥Hʒ́a-, and this makes it even more 
obvious that the Permic word has to be borrowed from a form akin to Ossetic, not from 
some other Iranian language. It is unclear why Permic has palatal ʒ́ here. b usually appears 
in later loans, although examples of b as a reflex of earlier p also appear.  
 
Ko će̮rs, Ud č ̍ers < PP *ćers ‘spindle’ (Csúcs 2005: 323) 
< PI *častra- ‘spindle’ (see *kečrä for references) 
(Metsäranta 2012: 36–37) 
The Permic word is suspiciously similar to the Indo-Iranian word for ‘spindle’. The 
affricate ć is unexpected, and it remains unclear why Indo-Iranian *č would have been 
substituted by Permic *ć. The consonant-cluster -rs has to result from metathesis. Here it 
is suspicious that Permic has s and not *š. Perhaps the *-rš cluster would not have been 
allowed. Despite these problems, the etymology is convincing, but many details still need 
further investigation. *kečrä is an earlier loan into PU/PWU from a Pre-Indo-Iranian 
source (see the entry). According to SSA, already Thomaschek had connected the western 
Uralic *kečrä forms with Peric *ćers, but they cannot, of course, be regular cognates.  
 
Ko dar ‘Löffel, Tasse’, Ud duri ̮ id. < PP *dari ̮/dɔri ̮ (Csúcs 2005: 330; Zhivlov 2013: 
PP *dåri ̮) 
← cf OI dárvi- ‘Löffel’ (EWAia II: 704, s.v. dárvi-) 
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(KESK: 87; Rédei 1986c: 68; Csúcs 2005: 330; Zhivlov 2013: 219; Csúcs 2005: 330) 
EWAia does not comment on the Iranian forms Par. durī, durē ‘großer Löffel’ or Nuristani 
Kati dur ‘Löffel’ which are mentioned by Rédei as cognates of the Indic word. The Indo-
Iranian borrowing has to be relatively late because the vowel correspondence 
Komi a ~ Udmurt u does not appear in inherited Uralic words as the reflex of PU *a 
(Sammallahti 1988: 531). This vowel correspondence could reflect an earlier *e–i-stem, but 
it is obvious that the Permic word cannot have been borrowed into this stem type. The 
Indic word probably had a reflex in Iranian, from which the Permic word was borrowed, or 
the Permic word is a Wanderwort borrowed via some intermediary. 
 
Ko, Ud das ‘ten’ < PP *das 
← I *das, compare Oss. dæs; < PII *daća-, > Av dasa- 
(KESK: 87; Joki 1973: 257; Rédei 1986c: 67; Csúcs 2005: 215–216) 
This is probably a late loan as has been usually assumed. Permic voiced d corresponds to 
Iranian voiced d. If the loan was Pre-Permic, we would expect similar reflexes of Iranian *a 
that are attested in the Uralic vocabulary. Rédei does not comment on the vowel 
substitution in any way. A similar relationship between Permic a and Iranian a is attested 
in many later loans, probably pointing to the substitution *ä ← *a. 
 
Ko e̮ksi ̮ ‘emperor’; Ud eksei, äksej ‘emperor, duke’ < PP *ekse(j) 
← ? Alanic *æxsaina- ‘lady, mistress’, cf. Oss æxsin- (Cheung 2002: 16) 
(KESK: 211; Joki 1973: 258; Csúcs 2005: 331) 
This is probably an Ossetic-type borrowing, although some details require commenting. 
The Permic word-initial vocalism reflects the Alanic prothetic vowel æ-. Rédei derives the 
word from an Ossetic form related to æxsin ‘mistress’, which he considers as related to OP 
*xšāyaθiya- ‘king’, but according to Cheung (2002: 16) æxsin is derived from *xšaita- 
‘glowing’. This *xšaita- is reflected by Ossetic æxsid, æxsed ‘dawn’. The Permic word could 
be borrowed from æxsid, but semantically this is not obvious; perhaps a masculine 
equivalent of æxsin once existed in Alanic, and the Permic word is borrowed from it. Csúcs 
gives a Middle Iranian form *äxsē, but it is unclear how this form has been reconstructed. 
A direct borrowing from an earlier form *xšāyaθiya- is rather unlikely, as the prothetic 
vowel in Permic would be more difficult to explain, and also because of the lack of the 
sound change *ks > s the word cannot be dated to Pre-Permic. 
 
Ko ge̮n, Ud gon ‘body-hair’< ? PP *gȯn  
← Iranian *gun-, cf. Av gaona- ‘hair’, Ossetic q˳yn, ğun ‘hair, wool’, Pashto 
γūna ‘body-hair’ < PII *gawna- (Cheung 2002: 215) 
(Rédei 1986c: 69; Csúcs 2005: 333) 
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The Permic word was probably borrowed from a late Iranian word with *u (this is assumed 
by both Rédei and Csúcs) rather than an earlier one with the diphthong *aw. Csúcs 
reconstructs the Proto-Permic form with *o, but in the new reconstruction of Zhivlov 
(2010), this vowel is *ä, which makes the substitution of Iranian *u phonetically 
unexpected. It is possible that the Komi and Udmurt words are parallel loans. 
 
Ko, Ud gi ̮n ‘felt’< PP *gi ̮n  
(Csúcs 2005: 333) 
This is a parallel borrowing from Iranian *gun-, see above for the Iranian source. The word 
can also be a rather early loan, as Permic *i ̮ can reflect Uralic *u. 
 
Old Permic ide ̮g ‘angel’ < PP *ideg 
← Alanic *idawæg, > Oss dawæg, idawæg ‘angel’ < ? PI *wi-tāva-ka- (Cheung 
2002: 178) 
(Joki 1973: 264; Rédei 1986c: 70; Helimski 1997b:120; Csúcs 2005: 335) 
This word is an obvious Alanic borrowing, with Permic voiced stops reflecting the Ossetic 
voiced stops and Permic i- reflecting the i that has been lost in Iron. For alternative Iranian 
etymologies of the Ossetic word, see Cheung (op. cit.). 
 
Ko kam ‘Balz, Balzzeit, Balplatz’ < ? PP *kam 
< Iranian *kām, cf. OI kā́ma- ‘Wunsch, Begehren, Verlangen’, kāmín- ‘Lust 
habend, verlangend’ MP kām ‘Wunsch’ ← PII*kaHma- (EWAia I: 338–339, 
s.v. kā́ma-, Cheung 2007: 227–228, s.v. *kahm) 
(a new etymology) 
The Komi word is connected to Uralic *keji-ma- (> kiima ‘rut’) as an uncertain reflex in the 
UEW, but this is phonologically impossible. The Komi word can be explained as a late loan 
from < PII *kaHma-. Semantically and phonologically this explanation is unproblematic. 
The word is found only in the Udora dialect of Komi, which makes this assumption slightly 
uncertain, however. 
 
Ko, Ud kar- ‘to do’< PP *kari ̮- 
← I *kar-, Av kar-, kәrәnaomi 1SG, MP kwn ‘to do’, Parthian kr- ‘to do, make’ 
(Cheung 2007: 236–238, s.v. *kar-) 
(KESK: 117; Joki 1973: 267; Rédei 1986c: 70; Lushnikova 1990: 214; Csúcs 2005: 341; 
Zhivlov 2013: 220) 
The view that is found in Joki and Rédei, that the loan is a very late one, is correct because 
of the vocalism a. Zhivlov mentions this word among the Andronovo Aryan etymologies, 
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but there is no obstacle to deriving the word from Iranian. However, the word is unlikely to 
be from Alanic, as at least in modern Ossetic the stem with -r has become lost: the Ossetic 
verb is kanïn/kanun. We do not know, of course, what the situation in prehistoric Alanic 
was, but there is no way to prove that the stem kar- existed in a predecessor of Ossetic. 
 
Ko ke ̮n, Ud kenem ‘hemp’ < PP *ken < ? Pre-P *känä 
← Iranian, cf. Oss gæn, gænæ, Sogdian kynb’ ‘hemp’ 
(Joki 1973: 270–271; Rédei 1986c: 70; Helimski 1997b: 121) 
Helimski (1997b: 121) considers this a Wanderwort. Even so, Iranian source is the most 
probable for the Permic word, although the precise donor form can hardly be determined. 
Due to the Permic k- the word does not look like a late borrowing from Alanic. According 
to Thordarson (2009: 62–63), forms with both g- and k- are found in modern Ossetic (k- is 
found in kættæg ‘linen’, which reflects earlier *kæntæg), and this could reflect early 
dialectal differences, perhaps resulting from the fact that the Ossetic words have been 
borrowed from two different sources. g- in Ossetic is in any case secondary, so prehistoric 
Alanic could have had the form with k-. The word is attested already in Herodotus’s list of 
Scythian words. 
The Mari word kәńe, kińe that is mentioned by Joki has to be a parallel borrowing from 
Iranian. Rédei assumes that the Mari word is borrowed from Permic. The two words are 
certainly not cognates.  
EWAia (II: 605, s.v. śana-) considers the Iranian forms and OI śana- ‘hemp’ cultural 
words borrowed from some unknown source. For words of similar shape in other Indo-
European languages, see Beekes (2010: 636–637, s.v. κάνναβις). 
 
Ko ńame ̮d, ńame ̮t ‘toerag’ < PP *ńamät 
← Iranian *namad ‘felt’, Av nәmata-, MP namad ‘felt’ < PI *namata- 
(Rédei 1986c: 72; Lushnikova 1990: 237–238) 
The Permic vocalism points to a late loan. It is unclear why the word has palatal ń-, but this 
is not a hindrance to the etymology. Semantically the etymology is convincing. Hungarian 
nemez is a well-known parallel borrowing from the same Iranian word (EWUng s.v. 
nemez). 
 
Ko ńań; Ud ńań 
< PP *ńań ‘bread’ 
← Iranian *nān, > MP nān, Sogd nγn ‘bread’ < PI ? *naγna-  
(KESK: 202; Joki 1973: 292; Rédei 1986c: 73; Lushnikova 1990: 238–239; Csúcs 2005: 
311, 313, 361) 
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The etymology is convincing both phonologically and semantically. The reason for the 
palatal nasal in Permic remains uncertain. The word cannot be very old because of the 
vocalism a in Permic , and also because the Permic loans resemble the Middle Iranian 
forms like MP nān. From Permic the word was borrowed into various Siberian languages, 
such as Khanty and Mansi (see Siegl [2014] for a recent discussion of the Siberian words). 
 
Ko ńebe̮g ‘book; a piece of birch-bark with house marks’ < PP *ńebeg 
← Iranian *nibēg-, MP nibēg ‘writing, scripture, book’, Av nipišta- ‘written 
down’ < PI *ni-pišta-, a verbal adjective from the root *pays- ‘to write’ 
(KESK: 187; Joki 1973: 290; Rédei 1986c: 73–74; Csúcs 2005: 362) 
The disyllabic form in Permic, the vowels and the voiced b all point to a late borrowing.  
 
Ko pad-vež; Ud pad-vož ‘crossroads’ 
< PP *pad < Pre-P ? *panta 
← Iranian *panta- or *panda, MP pand, Ossetic fænd ‘path’, fændæ ‘way’, YAv 
pantā- ‘path’ < PI *pantHā- : paθā- (Cheung 2002: 185–186) 
(KESK: 214; Joki 1973: 292; Rédei 1986c: 74; Csúcs 2005: 365) 
This is a semantically convincing etymology, but an alternative option would be to derive 
the word from a form akin to Av paδa-, OI padá- ‘Tritt, Fußstapfe, Schritt’, Oss fæd. The 
vowels (Permic *a corresponding to PI *a) point to a late loan, but if the word was 
borrowed from *panta-, the consonantism d < nt points to borrowing before 
denasalization. If the word is indeed rather from *padá- ‘footprint’ or its later Alanic 
reflex, there is no reason to assume that the word was borrowed before the Proto-Permic 
era. 
 
Ko pod ‘foot’; Ud pi ̮d id. < ? PP *pod  
← I *pad- < PI *pad-, Av pad- ‘foot’ 
(KESK: 223; Joki 1973: 303; Rédei 1986c: 75; Lushnikova 1990: 239–240; Csúcs 2005: 
368) 
This is a very obvious etymology. The borrowing cannot be very old, as the Permic vowels 
cannot reflect a Uralic *a–a-stem, and d as the substitute of Iranian d also points to a late 
loan. However, the Permic vowel correspondence here probably points to a slightly earlier 
borrowing than with words like *das, where Permic a corresponds to Iranian *a. It is 
possible that the word was borrowed while the Proto-Permic vowel changes were taking 
place.  
 
Ko ram ‘peaceful, still’ < PP *ram 
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← Iranian *rām-, MP rām ‘peace’, Av rāman- ‘peace, calmness’ < PI *rāman-  
(Joki 1973: 306–307; Rédei 1986c: 76; Lushnikova 1990: 246; Csúcs 2005: 373) 
The vocalism a in Permic points to a late borrowing. 
 
Ko vurd; Ud vudor ‘otter’ < PP *vudrV 
← I *udra-, YAv udra- ‘otter’, Oss wyrd, urdæ id. (Cheung 2002: 244) 
(KESK: 70; Joki 1973: 347–348; Rédei 1986c: 80; Lushnikova 1990: 269–270) 
This is a late loan because of Permic u corresponding to Iranian u. It remains unclear why 
the Permic forms have secondary v-; Metsäranta (personal communication) notes that the 
word for ‘water’, Ko va, Ud vu could have influenced the word, or that an analogical v 
based on Russian выдра ‘otter’ (cognate to the Iranian word) can be assumed. The Komi 
word has gone through metathesis. Perhaps the words in Udmurt and Komi are parallel 
borrowings, as the Komi word could have been borrowed from a form akin to Ossetic 
where a similar metathesis took place. 
 
Ko vari ̮š ‘hawk’, Ud vari ̮š, variš ‘hawk’ <  PP *vari ̮š ‘hawk’ (Csúcs 2005: 293) 
← Iranian, cf. MP varišak/vāriš, Sogd w’rγn’k, Chwarezmian w’rγnuk, Oss uāri, YAv 
vārən-gan- ‘name of a bird’ (Gharib 1995: 398; Abaev 1958–1989) 
(Saarikivi 2018: 318) 
Although the Permic word is very similar to the Iranian word and looks like an obvious 
borrowing, the etymology has been published only recently by Saarikivi, who seems have 
gotten the idea from an anonymous referee of his article. The Permic word has to be a late 
loan because of the vocalism and the retained non-initial syllable. The word resembles 
especially the Middle Persian word, which means that the Permic word is probably not an 
Alanic loan. Perhaps the word for ‘falcon’ has spread as a some kind of a 
Wanderwort/luxury loan from Middle Persian. 
Mari *wäräkš ‘hawk’ (E waraš, V U warakš, NW wäräkš, W wäräš) is also 
considered an Iranian loan by Saarikivi, but it has been argued that the Mari word has to 
be a borrowing from Permic instead (Bereczki 1994: 90; Aikio 2014: 140). There is no 
compelling reason to assume that the Mari word was borrowed from Permic, as it could 
equally well be borrowed from the Iranian source, but due to the uncertain donor language 
and the Wanderwort nature of the loan it is possible that the Mari word has been borrowed 
through Permic. The precise etymology of the Mari word requires further study. 
As a side note it can be said that the etymology of the Iranian word is not clear, as it has 
no secure cognates in Indo-Iranian (AiWb: 1412, s.v. vārə-gan-, vārən-gan). De Vaan 
(2003: 183, footnote 137) supports the idea that the Sogdian word reflects the same form 
as the Avestan word, and that the Iranian has been possibly retained in the loanword 
varužan ‘male bird’ in Armenian. De Vaan supports the old explanation that the Avestan 
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word is a cognate of vār- ‘defence’ and the verb jan- ‘to kill’, meaning ‘the one who breaks 
the defence’. 
 
Ko varne ̮s ‘one-year-old lamb’ 
< PP *varnäs  
← *warnā-, Av varәnā ‘wool’ (< PI *Hwr̥HnaH-), MP warrag ‘lamb, ram’, 
Pashto wari 
(Joki 1973: 336; Rédei 1986c: 79; Lushnikova 1990: 276; Zhivlov 2013: 220) 
The word has to be late because of the Permic vocalism. Also semantically the word is 
closer to the attested Middle Iranian words than the Old Iranian or Old Indo-Aryan words 
that denote ‘wool’. See *wurun. 
 
Ko sarid’z ‘see’; Ud zarid’z id. 
← *zraya- 
(KESK: 249; Joki 1973: 349; Rédei 1986c: 81–82) 
See *sar 
 
Ko zarńi; Ud zarńi ‘gold’ < PP *zarńi 
← I *zaraniya-, cf. Oss zæran ‘gold’ 
(KESK: 104; Rédei 1986c: 82; Csúcs 2005: 399) 
This is obviously a late loan due to the vocalism and the sibilant z which does not appear in 
inherited Pre-Permic words. See also Metsäranta (forthcoming).  
 
Ko zon (: zonm-) ‘son’ < PP *zɔn  
← Iranian *zana-, Oss zænæg ‘child’, Av zana- ‘mankind’ < PII *ʒ́anHa- 
 (KESK: 106; Joki 1973: 349–350; Rédei 1986c: 82; Lushnikova 1990: 291; Csúcs 2005: 
399) 
The Komi word has a dubious nm-stem, but the etymology is still convincing. The word is 
obviously a relatively late loan because of the sibilant z. It is uncertain why Proto-Permic 
why *o is the vowel substitution here and not *a/ä, but this can possibly be explained by 
assuming an earlier borrowing like pod ‘foot’. The word could have been borrowed while 
the Proto-Permic vowel changes were taking place. See also Milanova, Holopainen & 
Bradley (forthcoming). 
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LIST OF DUBIOUS ETYMOLOGIES
Ko ami̮ś, ameć ‘Pflugschar’; Ud ameʒ, ameź id. < PP *ameć/ameʒ 
← *āmāč > NP amāč, āmāč ‘Pflugschar’ 
(KESK: 211; Rédei 1986c: 64; Csúcs 2005) 
Rédei also mentions the Turkic words amač ‘plough’, and refers to Doerfer’s view that the 
Iranian word is borrowed from Turkic, and the Permic word from Iranian. Rédei notes that 
borrowing from Turkic is not probable because the word is not attested in Chuvash. This is 
not a very good argument, however. The word is attested only in Persian and in Yaghnobi 
as a loan, and it is not at all certain that in an Iranian contact language of the Permic 
languages this word existed too. The Turkic word may simply have disappeared from 
Chuvash. Helimski (1997b: 121) assumes that the Permic word is a Wanderwort. In any 
case the word is a late loan because of the a vocalism. 
 
Ud ana ‘ohne’  
← Iranian *ana-, Oss ænæ ‘ohne’ <, ? *an- (< PIE *n̥-) 
(Rédei 1986c: 64–65) 
This is one of the very few examples of borrowed particles or adverbs. The etymology is in 
principle convincing, but it is also possible that the resemblance of the Permic and Iranian 
words is accidental. Also Rédei considers the etymology as uncertain. It is very unlikely 
that the Permic word is borrowed from the negative prefix *an- (< PIE *n ̥-) but rather from 
the Ossetic preposition ænæ. Permic *a corresponds to Iranian *a in the same way as in 
other examples like *das.  
 
Ud ba(d’)d’źi ̮n, ba(d’)d’źi̮m < ? PP *bazd’i ̮n 
← Iranian, cf. Ossetic bazgyn, bazgin ‘thick’ 
(Joki 1973: 255; Rédei 1986c: 65; Csúcs 2005: 321) 
The etymology is convincing from the semantic point of view, but the idea that the Permic 
affricate could result from a metathesis of the Ossetic consonant-cluster *-zg- is dubious. 
Joki argues that the donor form was Pre-Ossetic or Scythian *baz-d’yn-, but there is no 
substance in this reconstruction: how can Ossetic zg reflect earlier *zd’? 
 
Ko ezi̮ś ‘silver’, Ud uzveś < PP *äz-veś 
(KESK: 331–332) 
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The etymology of this word has long been debated. The word is somehow related to 
Hungarian ezüst ‘silver’ and Ossetic ævzist, ævzæstæ ‘silver’, but it remains unclear what 
the direction of borrowing is. The Permic word has also been explained as a compound of 
the Uralic metal terms *äsä-wäśkä (Csúcs 2005: 321; J. Häkkinen 2009: 25–28). For a 
recent discussion of the Ossetic word, see Viredaz (2017). 
 
 
Ud erʒ́i, e ̮rʒ́i ‘Adler’ < PPk *e ̮rʒ́i 
← ? Iranian *r̥zi- < *r̥dzi-, cf. Av ərəzi-fiia- ‘Adler’, OI r̥jipyá- ‘Beiwort des 
Adlers, der Marut’ (EWAia I: 250–251, s.v. r̥jipyá-) 
(Rédei 1986c: 68–69; Csúcs 2005: 331) 
The etymology is semantically convincing, but due to the fact that the word is not attested 
in any later Iranian language, the explanation remains uncertain. The affricate here can 
substitute for an earlier Iranian affricate, but the palatalization is unclear. The Udmurt 
vocalism is the same as in be̮ri ̮z, beriǯ̮́ ‘Linde’ (see above). 
 
Ko me ̮s ‘cow, female animal’, Ud mes id. < ? PP *mes (Csúcs 2005: 356) 
← ? Iranian, cf. Munji məškåəy ‘a two-year old calf’ (Morgenstierne 1938: 229) 
(KESK: 175) 
This etymology is semantically dubious, as the primary meaning of the Permic word seems 
to be ‘female animal’, whereas the Munji word refers to a ‘male calf’. The Permic word does 
resemble the word in Munji, but this form has no cognates in other Iranian languages. 
Morgenstierne derives the Munji word (cautiously) from a pre-form *ham-huškaka-, but 
because of the lack of formal parallels elsewhere in Iranian, it remains uncertain whether 
the Munji word can reflect such a Proto-Iranian form. This form could hardly have 
produced the Permic words. 
 
Ko poda ‘Fußgänger; Vieh’; Ud pudo ‘cattle’ < PP *poda 
← ? Iranian, cf. Tajik poda ‘herd’ 
(Joki 1973: 304; Rédei 1986c: 75–76; Csúcs 2005: 370) 
The etymology is formally unproblematic, but the limited distribution of the word in 
Iranian raises doubts. Both Joki and Rédei mention that Yaghnobi padá might be 
borrowed from Tajik. If the etymology is correct, the word has to be a late borrowing, 
because in earlier loans the Iranian d has become lost (see *gu-). 
Another option that is also mentioned by both Joki and Rédei is that the Permic word is 
derived from Permic pad ‘foot’. Joki is sceptical (“ganz nicht überzeugend”) towards the 
idea that the word ‘cattle’ could have been derived from ‘foot’. 
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Ko re ̮mi ̮ʒ́ti- ‘wiederkauen’; Ud ǯomeśti̮- id. < PP *romi ̮/romi ̮
← ? Iranian *rōmast, Waxi ramöt ‘Wiederkauen’, Balochi rōmast id. < PII 
*rawmantHa- (EWAia II: 470–471, s.v. romantha-) 
(Joki 1973: 309–310; Rédei 1986c: 66; Lushnikova 1990: 247–248) 
The development of the vocalism of the Permic words is unclear (Rédei 1986). The 
resemblance to the Iranian word can also be mere accident.  
 
Ud šaer, šair, šajir ‘land, country, foreign’ 
← Iranian *šahr, cf. MP šahr ‘land, country, city’ < PI *xšaθra- 
(Joki 1973: 319; Rédei 1986c: 77; Lushnikova 1990: 264–265; Csúcs 2005: 381) 
The Permic two-vowel sequence is difficult to explain from the Iranian form. If the 
etymology is correct, the Permic word is obviously a late borrowing due to the a vocalism. 
Lushnikova and Helimski (1997b: 121) consider this word as a Wanderwort. As similar 
forms are also attested in Turkic languages, such as Tatar šəhər, it is possible that the 
Udmurt word is a Turkic loan, and also the distribution limited to Udmurt speaks in favour 
of this. 
 
Ko taśti ‘Tasse’; Ud tuśti̮ ‘Schlüssel, Teller’ < PP tɔśti ̮
← I *tašta-, cf. Av tašta- ‘Tasse, Schale’, MP, NP tašt id. 
(KESK: 278; Joki 1973: 331; Rédei 1986c: 78; Lushnikova 1990: 267; Csúcs 2005: 389) 
The palatal sibilant is unclear. The Permic vowel correspondences do not point to any Pre-
Permic vowel combination. This may be a Wanderwort. 
 
Ko ve ̮rt ‘Weberschätze, Litzen’; Ud vi ̮rt ‘Rietblatt’ < PP *v͘ort 
←  Iranian?, cf. Oss urd ‘Webekette, Schaft’ 
(Rédei 1986c: 80; Csúcs 2005: 396) 
The etymology is formally unproblematic, but there is no certain Indo-Iranian etymology 
for the Ossetic word, meaning that the Permic and Ossetic words can also be separate 
borrowings from some third source.  
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LIST OF UNCONVINCING ETYMOLOGIES
Ko asi̮v ‘morning’; Ud asi ̮l ‘morning, east’ < PP ? *asi ̮l 
← Iranian ? 
(KESK: 34) 
This etymology is not mentioned by Joki (1973) nor Rédei (1986). KESK compares the 
Permic word with Sogdian and Chwarezmian ās- ‘high’. Semantically the etymology is not 
very good and it is unclear which Sogdian and Chwarezmian word is actually meant here, 
as the word is not found in the Sogdian dictionary of Gharib (1995). 
 
Ko, Ud uri ‘world; peace’ < PP? *uri 
← ? Iranian, cf. OAv urvādah- ‘Freude, Wonne’  
(KESK: 298; Rédei 1986c: 78–79) 
Rédei considers this etymology as dubious because the Permic word reflects only the first 
syllable of the Iranian word. Rédei also does not give any exact donor form, but considers 
the word “Middle Iranian” even though the Avestan word does not have attested cognates 
in the Middle Iranian languages (AiWb: , s.v. urvādah-). The etymology is doubted also by 
Helimski (1997b: 121). The resemblance of the Permic and Iranian words is probably 
coincidental. 
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APPENDIX II: POSSIBLE URALIC LOANWORDS IN 
INDO-IRANIAN
Here the Indo-Iranian words with tentative Uralic etymologies are presented, and the 
etymologies are briefly evaluated. A more detailed survey of these loans remains a task for 
future research. The possible late loans from Hungarian into Ossetic are not discussed 
here. 
 
Fi Ilmari ‘the sky god’; Udm Inmar id. 
< PU ? *Ilmari 
 → PII *Índra- > OI Índra- ‘war-god’, Mitanni dIn-da-ra-, ? YAv Indra- ‘name 
of a Daeva’ 
(Parpola 2015: 66, 109; 2019) 
There are various competing Indo-European etymologies for the name of Indra, but none 
are convincing or widely accepted; see EWAia (I: 192–, s.v. Índra-) and RIVELEX (II: 160, 
s.v. Índra-) about the various explanations. One possible etymology that is mentioned by 
EWAia and RIVELEX is nasal-infixed derivation from the PIE root *h2eyd- ‘schwellen’. 
Parpola suggests that this problematic deity name could be an early borrowing from Uralic. 
There are several problems with Parpola’s explanation. First of all, forms with r are 
attested only in Finnic and Udmurt, and it is difficult to reconstruct a form *Ilmari or the 
like for Proto-Uralic or to a language stage from where the Indo-Aryans could have 
borrowed the word at a very early period (the borrowing has to be early for both areal 
reasons and for the fact that Indra appears in the earliest Vedic hymns). Saarikivi (2018: 
329–330) has claimed that the Udmurt word might be borrowed from Finnic, and in the 
light of other Finnic-Permic loanwords this is a possible explanation, although one has to 
note that not many such loans are found in Udmurt, but mostly in Komi. However, because 
r is not a transparent derivational suffix in Udmurt, the word Inmar is etymologically 
opaque and it does not stand in a clear relationship with the word inm ‘sky, heaven’. 
A further complication is that fact that the basic PU word for ‘sky’, from which Finnic 
ilma and Udmurt inm are derived is *jelma in modern reconstruction (cf. Aikio 2014: 9), 
meaning that even if a predecessor of Finnic Ilmari could be reconstructed for PU, it would 
rather be something akin to *jelmari, and it is unlikely that it would have been borrowed 
as Indra into Proto-Indo-Aryan. 
Also Parpola’s arguments for the word-medial consonantism of the Indo-Aryan word 
are unconvincing. While an epenthetic d does appear in languages like Greek, this cannot 
be used as a proper parallel for the Indo-Aryan development. Furthermore, the consonant 
development that is attested in Udmurt could have hardly occurred so early that it would 
have been present in the donor language of Indra. 
Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
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Fi kala; SaN guolli (PSa < *kuolē); Mo E, M kal; Ma kol; Hu hal (: hala-); PMs 
*kūl; PKh *kūʌ; PS *kålä 
PU *kala ‘fish’ 
→ ? PI *kara- > Av kara- ‘a mythical fish’ 
(Kümmel 2018a) 
Kümmel assumes a Uralic etymology for the Avestan word, as it does not have a clear 
Indo-European etymology. IEW (s.v. *(a)skʷal-, *kʷal-) connects the word with various 
Indo-European words meaning various kinds of fish or ‘whale’, such as Lat squalus, OPr 
kalis, and Germanic *hwali- ‘whale’, but the Avestan word is not connected to these other 
Indo-European words in modern etymological sources (De Vaan 2008; Kroonen 2013). 
The Avestan word does not devote a simple fish but a mythological creature, which makes 
the etymology questionable. In any case the Avestan word is isolated in Iranian, making a 
chance resemblance with Uralic quite likely. Formally this etymology is possible, as *l 
became *r in Iranian.  
Schrijver (2001) assumes that the Uralic word and the Indo-European words 
mentioned above were borrowed from the same substrate source in Northern Europe. Due 
to geographical reasons, it does not seem very likely that the Avestan word was borrowed 
from the same substrate language, but this cannot be ruled out for certain. Formally 
Iranian *kara- and the Latin, Baltic and Germanic words could be cognates (the Iranian 
word could reflect *k(w)el-o- or *k(w)al-o-). 
Blažek (2005: 176–177) has suggested that the Indo-Iranian word could rather be 
borrowed from Proto-Uralic *kärV ‘sterlet’ (UEW s.v. *kärɜ). This etymology is 
semantically likewise unproblematic, but it is dubious whether such a fish name can be 
reconstructed to Proto-Uralic. The Uralic reconstruction is considered as uncertain by 
UEW. The set of cognates consists of Udmurt karei ‘sterlet’, Nenets (Tundra) χirī ‘kleiner 
Stör’, (Forest) kiŕī ‘Sterlett’ and Ob-Ugric forms that are reconstructed under POUg *kärV 
by Zhivlov (2006: 134–135): PMs *kǟrkǟj ‘sterlet’ (> Ms North kāraj, East kɔ̄̈rγəj, West 
kärkaj), PKh *kerī (> Kh North kă̇ri, East köri, South kă̇rǝ) id. The Ob-Ugric vowel-
combination does not point to any Uralic source, and Udmurt a is also not the regular 
reflex of PU *ä. It remains thus uncertain whether the word can be reconstructed to Proto-
Uralic, and also the idea that the word could have been borrowed from Proto-Uralic to 
(Indo-)Iranian is likewise uncertain. 
? Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
Pre-P *kaδa- 
> PP *gu- > Ko gu- ‘to steal’ 
→ Iranian *gada- > Av gaδa- ‘thief’ 
(Katz 1985: 288; 2003: 230; Kümmel 2018a) 
See the entry *gu- 
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Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
PU *kota ‘chum’ 
→ Iranian *kata > Av kata- ‘house’ 
See the entry *kota 
Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
PU (?) “*kăńč ́á” (> Mo E kańćt’) ‘Hanf’ → PII *ganʒā- > OI gañjā- ‘hemp’ 
PU (?)” *kәnä́ (> Ma kәńe) ‘Hanf’ → PII *ćana- > OI śaṇá- ‘eine Hanf-Art’; 
→ Oss gænæ 
POUg (?) “kә ̑ná” ‘Hanf’ → PI *kanaba- > Khotanese kaha- ‘hemp’ 
(Katz 2003: 143–144) 
The words for ‘hemp’ in the Uralic and Indo-European languages are Wanderwörter, and 
there is no reason to assume that the Indo-Iranian words are borrowed from Uralic. For 
the etymology of the Iranian and possibly related IE words for ‘hemp’, see EWAia and 
Beekes. Katz assumes three different borrowings here, but none of the forms he mentions 
can be reconstructed for Proto-Uralic or any proto-language which would be early enough 
to provide loanwords into PII or PI. 
Not Uralic loanwords in Indo-Iranian 
 
SaN gáđfi ‘female stoat’; Mns East köäľ, North kāľ ‘female’ (< PMnss *kǟľ); 
Kh East köjəŋ, kɔ̈̆jəɣ ‘female animal’(< PKh *käjəɣ); ? Hung hölgy ‘lady, 
dame’; Kam šüjü ‘female animal, capercaillie hen’, Mat kejbe ‘mare’ (< PS 
*käjwä) 
PU *käd’wä ‘female animal’ (UEW s.v. kad’wa; Sammallahti 1988: 545; Aikio 2015b: 
63) 
→ PI *gadwā- > YAv gaδwā- ‘bitch’ 
(Kümmel 2018a) 
Semantically this is a plausible etymology. However, in Avestan the word is attested in 
both masculine (gaδwa- ‘dog’) and feminine (gaδwā- ‘bitch’) forms (AiWb: 490, 
s.v. gaδwa-), which makes the etymology dubious, as the Uralic word clearly denotes a 
female animal, and not specifically a dog. It is, of course, possible that the word was 
borrowed into Iranian in the female word, and the masculine form is derived from it, but 
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this is impossible to formally prove. The word is isolated in Avestan, so it is questionable 
whether it reflects a Proto-Iranian formation. 
? Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
PU *käd’wä ‘female animal’ (see above) 
→ PI *kaθwā- > YAv kaθwā- ‘female donkey’ 
(Kümmel 2018a) 
Like *gadwā-, this is also a possible etymology, although it is dubious to assume that the 
same Uralic word was borrowed into Iranian twice with different substitutions. For this 
Avestan word, only the female form is attested (AiWb: 435, s.v. kaθwā-). 
? Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
Md E pango, M panga ‘Pilz, Schwamm; Mari poŋgo, poŋgə̑ ‘Pilz, Fliegenpilz, 
Baumschwamm, Meltau; dumm’ (< PMa *poŋgə); Mansi East pē ̬ŋk, West 
pē ̬ŋk, North pāŋx ‘Fliegenpilz; Rausch’ (< PMs *pī ̮ŋkə), South pɛ̮̄ŋl- ‘betrunken 
sein’ (< PMs (der.) *pī ̮ŋl); Kh East påŋk, South paŋx ‘Fliegenpilz’ (< PKh 
*pāŋk), East paŋkəl- ‘singen, nachdem man Fliegenpilze gegessen hat’; 
Nganasan huaŋkud'a ‘betrunken sein’ (< PS *pe ̮ŋkå-)  
< PU *pi ̮ŋka ‘psychedelic mushroom (UEW s.v. *paŋka; Zhivlov 2014: 119, 133; Aikio 
2015b: 59) 
→ PII ? *bhanga- > ? Av baŋha- ‘name of a plant and a narcoticum that is made 
of it’ (EWAia II s.v. bhaṅgá-) 
(Katz 1985: 172–173; 2003: 142–143; Kümmel 2018a) 
Usually this has been considered a loan in the opposite direction, but the whole Iranian 
comparison is uncertain because of phonological problems and scarce attestation, see the 
entry on *pi ̮ŋka. 
Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
Fi salko ‘long pole or rod’; SaN čuolggu ‘rod for pushing nets under ice’, Erzya 
śalgo ‘stick, thorn, stinger’; Komi śuv, Udmurt de ̮d’i-śul ‘sled runner’ (< PP 
PP śul); East Khanty saγəλ ‘lath’ (< PKh *sāγəʌ); North Mansi sāγla ‘lath’ 
(< (PMs *sī ̮γlā); Hungarian szál-fa ‘lumber wood; long log’ 
< PU *ći ̮lka-j ~ *śi ̮lka-j/*ći̮lka-w ~ *śi ̮lka-w (UEW: 460–461, No. 929; Zhivlov 2014: 
132; Aikio 2015nb: 60) 
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→ PII *ćalka- > OI śalka- ‘Span, Abschnitzel’ 
(Katz 1985: 308; 2003: 246–247) 
Since the Uralic word itself is a probable borrowing from some form of Indo-European 
(Balto-Slavic?), the idea that it would be an early borrowing to Indo-Iranian looks 
implausible (see the entry *ći̮lkaj). 
Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
Hu szak; Kh jöŋ-săk 'Eisbrei (im Frühling vom Eis abgebröckelt)' 
< PU ? *ći ̮k(k)a (Katz: *š́ē ̮kka) 
→ PII *ćaka- > OI śaka- ‘Stüchen’ 
(Katz 2003: 284–285) 
No such PU form can be reconstructed. UEW (s.v. *sakkɜ) gives an uncertain Proto-Ugric 
reconstruction. Furthermore, śakala- has a possible Indo-European etymology (see the 
entry *ći ̮lkaj in the main text). 
Not a Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 
Fi veitsi ‘knife’; Ko ve ̮ź- ‘перерубить наискось’ < PP *ve ̮źi ̮-; Hu vés ‘meißeln, 
́eingraben, stemmen, gravieren’; Kh East wäńt́-, South wȧńt́-, North wȧś- 
‘aufschneiden, spalten’ 
< PU *weŋći ‘knife’ (UEW s.v. *wäŋćV) 
→ *wā́ćī- ‘axe, pointed knife’ > OI vā́ćī-, ? YAv vāsī- ‘pointed knife (?)’ (Lubotsky 
2001b: 313) 
(Parpola 2012: 161; Kümmel 2018a, 2019) 
The etymology is semantically and phonologically possible, although the fact that a 
number of different pre-forms can be postulated for the Indo-Iranian word makes the 
etymology more hypothetical. A cluster of a nasal and *ć could also have been a possible 
substitution for Uralic *-ŋć-, so the borrowing could have resulted in a form like **wanćī-. 
? Uralic loanword in Indo-Iranian 
 

